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MEDALS

ILLUSTRATING THE HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN

AND IRELAND.

WILLIAM AND MARY. 1688-1694.

(Continuation.)

152. Mary. Regent. Jan. 1691.

Bust of Mary, I., laureate, hair collected into a knot behind

and entwined with pearls, lovelocks, no drapery. Leg. maria

D . G . M . BRIT : FRAN : ET HIB : REGINA F . D . P . A. Below,

I. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as No. 69.

Rev. A lioness at the mouth of a cave, in which are three

cubs, tramples upon snakes. The lion is departing. Leg. te

absente tuebor. (I will protect them in your absence.) Ex.

regi reduct. (To the King on his return.)

1-45. Rapin, vii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 21.

MB. M. Hague, lead. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Gotha, M. St. Petersburg, M. Rare.

William, in the form of a lion, departs from England, and

Mary, as a lioness, assures him she will defend her cubs,

the three kingdoms, during his absence, and keep under the

serpents of Discord. In Jan. 1691, the King quitted England

for Holland, leaving the Queen as Regent.

153. Mary. Regent. Jan. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate, no

drapery ; he, hair long. Leg. gulielm : r . maria regina .

VOL. II. b



2 WILLIAM AND MARY. 1691.

f . d .
• p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 27,

29, 32, 129.

Rev. A lioness at the mouth of a cave, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

1-45.

MB. M. Very rare.

154. Mary. Ee'gent. Jan. 1691.

Bust of Mary, I., hair high in front, confined behind by pearls,

lovelock, in mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. MARIA D G MAGN BRIT FRANC . ET . HIP, . REGINA. Same
as Nos. 51, 68, 130.

Rev. A lioness at the mouth of a cave, &c. ; similar design

to No. 152, but in a meagre style.

2. Eapin, vii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 21.

MB. JR. Very rare.

This medal was executed by Jan Luder, and is a copy of

No. 152 by Jan Smeltzing.

155. William lands in Holland. -|y Jan. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle across the breast. Leg. guillelmus : hi : d : g . mag .

BRIT : FRAN : ET : HIB : REX.

Rev. William and his suite in an open boat near the

shore at oranie pold, a horseman approaching it ; fleet at

a distance. On a band above, servandum servatus. (Saved

to save.) Ex. die tot : nocteq : in schap : fluct : appul :

in : bzoll : d . 31 ian : 1691. (Having been tossed by the waves

during a whole day and night in a small boat, he landed in

Holland, 31 Jan. 1691.)

1-8. Eapin, vii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 23.

No specimen has been met with. This medal is probably

the work of F. D. Winter, who executed the two following ones.

The type of the reverse is copied from No. 174, p. 12.
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156. William lands in Holland. i|y Jan. 1691.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair very long, no drapery.

Leg. invictissimvs . gvillelmvs . in. Below, f. d. w. (F. D.

Winter.)

Rev. William and his suite in an open boat near the shore

at oranle pold, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

1-5. Rapin, vii. 12. Van Loon, IV. 23.

MB. lead. Very rare.

These medals commemorate the dangers and difficulties to

which the King had been exposed. After a very stormy voyage

he got into a small boat, but the waves were so boisterous, and

there was such an accumulation of ice, that he was exposed

to the severity of the weather, with no covering but a cloak,

for nearly twenty-four hours. He was received with great joy

at the Hague, and he, who had thus been preserved, was hailed

as the preserver of his people.

157. William lands in Holland. |^ Jan. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle across the breast. Leg. invictissimvs . gvillelmvs

mag. Below, f. d. w : (F. D. Winter.) n. c. a. p. (Neale,

Custos Artifex Primus.)

Rev. William and his suite in an open boat ; a horseman

near them. Leg. quid metuas . cjesarem vehis. (What can

you fear? 'Tis Csesar you carry.) Ex. regi guilhelmo per

glaciem nubila et syrtes reduci. (To King William on his

return through ice, fogs, and quicksands.)

1-7. Rapin, vii. 10. Van Loon, IV. 23.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The obverse

is the same as No. 62, Vol. I. p. 637, and the reverse is copied

from the medal by Koene, No. 179, p. 14. The legend consists

of the words addressed by Caesar to his terrified companions

on his attempted passage from Otranto to Brindisi. William

similarly addressed his companions—" How ! " said he, " should

b 2



4 WILLIAM AND MARY. 1691.

you think it hard to die with me?" As he approached the

shore at Orange-Polder, a countryman rode into the water to

inquire what they were doing in such a place. William first

recognized him as one whom he had hefore seen out hunting.

A courier soon after rode into" the water, and upon the horses

of these two persons the King, and his suite were conveyed to

shore.

158. Keturn to Holland. -§-j- Jan. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour

with rays in front, and mantle with fringe. Leg. gulielm : in

d . g . brit : r . ar : pr : belg : GUB. (William III., by the

grace of God, King of Britain, Prince of Orange, Governor of

Holland.) Below, monogram of 1 8. (Jan Smeltzing.)

Rev. The rising sun shining upon the coasts of Holland;

the sea covered with shipping. Leg. recreo, dum redeo. (I

refresh, as I return.) Ex. mdcxci.

•2*3. Bapin, vii. 11. Van Loon, IV. 25.

MB. M. Hague, M. Ciotha, M. Very rare.

William is here typified by the Sun, reviving and refreshing

nature by its rising, as he had the drooping spirit of the Dutch:

by his return to Holland. This medal is by Jan Smeltzing,

and as it was executed at the time of the King's visit to:

Holland, it shows that the medallist soon recovered from the

disgrace into which he had fallen through his satirical medals.

(See No. 122, Vol. I. p. 709.)

159. Beturn to Holland. -|^- Jan. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle

with fringe. Leg. gulielm : in d . g . brit : rex, araus : pr :

belg : gub. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as No. 117.

Rev. Sun in the sign Leo, which is represented as the

BelgicLion. Leg. maturare huc rediit. (He returned hither

to mature affairs.) Ex. ob princ : redit : in holl : d . xxxi :
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ian : mdcxci. (In memory of the return of the Prince to Holland,

31 Jan. 1691.) i. smeltz . h . f. (Jan Smeltzing hoc fecit.)

1-9. Kapin, xi. 3. Van Loon, IV. 25.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

The preceding medal represents "William as the Sun rising

in the spring to refresh nature, this represents him as the Sun

returning in the autumn to the sign Leo, to ripen the fruits

of the earth. Thus had William returned to Holland to bring

to maturity the various plans which were contemplated by the

States, and the Congress -of Princes, for the government of

Holland and the delivery of Europe from the aggressions of

France.

160. Triumphal Entry into the Hague.
"

5 FX. 1691.
.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very long, in figured

armour with straps on the shoulder, and embroidered mantle.

Leg. GVILIELMVS . Ill . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX.

Below, ian . luder : fecit. Same as No. 148.

Rev. Gateway, surmounted by a statue of William, and

two seated female figures with orange and rose trees. Leg.

SOCIORUM . LIBERATORI . GUILELMO . REGI . PATRLE . PATRI. (To

King William, the Deliverer of his allies, the Father of his

country.) Ex. io triumphe.

2*8. Rapin, viii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 26.

No specimen has been met with. The rarity of some of the

medals issued in commemoration of William's entry into the

Hague may be accounted for from the circumstance that they

appear mostly to have been rudely cast in the baser metals,

copper, lead, or pewter, and for that reason were not considered

worth preserving. These medals, mostly by Jan Luder, are

so numerous and of such large sizes that they could not all

have found a ready sale.

Upon William's return to Holland, after the reduction of

Ireland, he was compelled to submit to a public entry into the

Hague on the 5th Feb. [N.S.] 1691, where triumphal arches,

splendid displays of fireworks, and immense festivities were
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prepared for his reception. As France had displayed illumina-

tions and fireworks at his reported death, Holland was the

more disposed to show her delight at his preservation. The

gateway near the bridge of Loosduynen, at the entrance of the

city, was decorated as represented on this medal, and was the

first arch under which the great public procession passed. The

other principal arches were erected in the Fruit-Market (De

Groen-Markt), in the Plaats near the Vijver, and before the

Palace. A full account of the various stages of this triumphal

entry is given by Chevalier (Hist, de Guillaume III., &c,
Amsterdam, 1692), where representations of most of the medals

and views of the arches erected may be found and are explained.

161. Teiumphal Entry into the Hague.
b

5 ¥
a
^' 1691.

Grand triumphal arch, surmounted by a globe, trophies, &c.

;

semicircular receding wings enclosing each an obelisk. Leg.

regi. (To the King.) Ex. arcus triumphalis a parte postica .

1691. (The triumphal arch from the back view.)

Rev. Gateway near the bridge of Loosduynen, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

2-85. Kapin, viii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 28.

No specimen has been met with. The arch here represented

was erected in the Fruit-Market, and was the next under

which the grand procession moved ; it was dedicated to the

honour of the whole House of Nassau, and was decorated with

statues of various members of the family, and paintings of

their most memorable achievements, which at night became

transparent.

162. Triumphal Entry into the Hague.
5 F

^" 1691.

Bust of William III., L, laureate, hair long, in figured armour

and embroidered mantle. Leg. gvilielmvs hi d . g . mag .

BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB . REX.

Rev. Grand triumphal arch, surmounted by a globe, trophies,
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&c. ; semicircular advancing wings, each enclosing an obelisk.

Leg. reg . guilelmo . et . atavis . PRiNC. (To King William

and the Princes, his ancestors.) Ex. triumphos . regios . et .

PATRIOS . VIRTUTIS . ET . CONSTANTIAE . EXEMPLA . CLARISSIMA .

coss . hagienses . in . foro . posuerunt. (The magistrates of

the Hague have erected in the Market-place these triumphs,

royal and patriotic, as most illustrious examples of valour and

constancy.) m. s. (Martin Smeltzing.)

2-85. Bapin, viii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 28.

No specimen with this obverse has been met with. Martin

Smeltzing was the younger brother of Jan Smeltzing.

163. Triumphal Entry into the Hague.
5 Ke"; 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, in scale armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle across the breast. Leg.

gvilielmvs . in . magnus . fid . stat. (William III., the Great,

Preserver of the Faith.)

Rev. Grand triumphal arch with semicircular advancing

wings, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-85.

MB. M. Very rare.

The reverse of this and the preceding medal exhibits the

front of the arch, which was erected in the Fruit-Market ; the

back view of which appears on the obverse of No. 161.

164. Triumphal Entry into the Hague.
5 F

^" 1691.

William III., habited as a Boman Emperor, holding the

Christian standard, and accompanied by Hibernia with olive

branch and shield, arrives in an open galley, and is welcomed

by Holland standing on the quay ; at her side, the Lion.

Leg. unus pugnando restituit rem. (Alone by fighting he

restored the State.) Below, r. a. f. (K. Arondeaux fecit.)

Rev. Grand triumphal arch with semicircular advancing
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wings, &c, similar to No. 162. Ex. p . a . guilelmo hi bRit .

R . BELG . GUB . HAGA . L . P . EEDUCI . MDCXCI. (To the pioUS

and august William III., King of Britain, Governor of Holland,

the Hague joyfully erected [this arch] on his return, 1691.)

1-9. Kapin, xi. 2. Van Loon, IV. 28.

MB. M, Hague, M. Brussels, M. Copenhagen, M.
Gotha, JR. Bare.

This medal compliments William upon the important results

of his campaign in Ireland, welcomes his return, and exhibits

a view o£ the arch erected to his honour and that of his

ancestors. It is the same as that represented upon the two

preceding medals.

165. Triumphal Entey into the Hague.
2

!- fIe 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle across the breast. Leg. guilielmus : hi : d : g : mag .

beit : fean : et : hib : eex. Similar to No. 155.

Rev. Grand triumphal arch, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-9. Kapin, viii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 28.

No specimen has been met with. This medal is by F. D.

Winter, who copied the reverse of the preceding one.

166. Teiumphal Entey into the Hague. 5 F
a

^ 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very long, in figured

armour with straps on the shoulder, and embroidered mantle.

Leg. gvilielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fean . et . hib . eex.

Below, ian . ludee : fecit. Same as Nos. 148, 160.

Rev. Triumphal arch, surmounted by an equestrian statue

beneath arches of laurel, and amid trophies of arms ; six panels

decorate the side, and are inscribed, sceptris, exercitibvs,

classibvs, votis, soloqve, saloque ; the full inscription, as

given by Chevalier (Hist, de Guillaume III. p. 180), having
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been, regi, soloqve saloqve, antiqvis priori heroibvs, maiori

SCEPTRIS, EXERCITIBVS, classibvs, votis. (To the King, both by

land and sea excelling ancient heroes, mightier in sceptres,

armies, fleets, and the devotion of his people.) Leg. magn . r .

guilelmo . in . victori . REDuci. (To King William III., the

Great, victorious, on his return.) Ex. haga . cvr . incunab .

glor . consecravit . coss . decr. (The Council of the Hague,

by decree of the magistrates, dedicated [this arch] to the glory

of his birthplace.)

2'7. Eapin, viii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 31.

MB. M. cast. Extremely rare.

When the procession left the Fruit-Market, it passed along

the High Street (De Hooghstraat) to the Plaats, where the

Burgomasters had erected the arch, of which the front view is

exhibited on this medal, and which was dedicated solely to the

honour of William, as that in the Fruit-Market was to the whole

House of Nassau. The paintings on the panels represented or

allegorized the chief events of his life, and when night came

on were rendered transparent.

167. Triumphal Entry into the Hague.
"

5 ^ 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour and embroidered mantle. Leg. wilhelm . hi . d . g .

M . BRI . FRANC . ET HIB . REX . F . D.

Rev. Triumphal arch, surmounted by an equestrian statue

under a double arch of laurel ; six panels decorate the sides.

Leg. salvo guil . ex mari . r . brit . hi . patri patriae optimo

principi. (To William III., King of Britain, the Father of his

country, a most excellent prince, on his preservation from the

dangers of the sea.) Ex. coss hag^b decr . mdclxxxxi. (By

decree of the magistrates of the Hague, 1691.)

2-7. Kapin, viii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 31.

No specimen has been met with. This medal presents the

back elevation of the arch erected in the Plaats at the Hague,

noticed in the preceding description.
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168. Teiumphal Entry into the Hague. Vb^I 1691.

Triumphal arch erected in the Plaats at the Hague, front

view, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 166.

Rev. Back elevation of the same arch, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

2'7. Eapin, viii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 31.

No specimen has been met with.

169. Teiumphal Entry into the Hague. I^ 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very long, in figured

armour with straps on the shoulder, and embroidered mantle.

Leg. gvilielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran . et . hib . eex.

Below, ian . luder : fecit. Same as Nos. 148, 160, 166.

Rev. Grand triumphal arch of three avenues ; above the

central arch a dome with an equestrian statue of William,

below which populi salus. (The safety of the people) : the

moulding below the dome is inscribed, pio . fel . incl . gu-

lielmo . in . m . BEIT . e. (To the pious, prosperous, and

renowned William III., King of Great Britain.) Leg. gloeiae .

august^ . invicti . eegis. (To the great glory of the invincible

King.) Ex. best . belg . lib . angl . fac (sic) . scot . et . hib .

DE . BELLO . CONSULENTIS . CUM . C . PRINC . POT . PROC . HOLL .

ante aulam l . p . c. (The restorer of Holland, the deliverer of

England, the pacifier of Scotland and Ireland, the counsellor of

war with the confederate Princes, the mighty magistrates of

Holland have joyfully erected [this arch] before the Court.) On
base of pedestal, i. luder . fec

2-8. Eapin, ix. 1. Van Loon, IV. 33.

MB. pewter. Munich, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal represents the elevation, towards the Palace, of

the arch erected by the States of Holland, before the interior

court of the Palace ; the paintings on the arch were compli-

mentary allusions to William, and the inscription refers to his

late great success in England and to the Congress of Princes,

to consult with whom upon the conduct of the war was one of

his principal inducements to visit the Hague at this time.
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170. Triumphal Entry into the Hague. ~^J; 1691.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

with straps on the shoulder, and mantle across the breast.

Leg. gvilielmvs . in . magnus . fid . stat. Same as No. 163.

Rev. Grand triumphal arch of three avenues, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

2-85.

MB. M. Hague, JE. Very rare.

171. Triumphal Entry into the Hague.
"

5 F
g"" 1691.

Triumphal arch erected in the Plaats at the Hague, front

view, &c; same as the reverse of No. 166.

Rev. Grand triumphal arch of three avenues, &c. ; same as

No. 169.

2-8.

MB. pewter. Hunter, M. Hague, M. Very rare.

172. Triumphal Entry into the Hague, &c. 5 FX. 1691.

Hercules destroying the Hydra with his club. Leg. foe-

cundam . vetuit . reparari . mortibus . hydram. (He has pre-

vented the fruitful Hydra to be renewed by its deaths.) Same
as the reverse of No. 148.

Rev. Grand triumphal arch of three avenues, &c. ; same as

No. 169.

2-8.

MB. lead. Bare.

This medal commemorates William's success in Ireland, as

well as his triumphal entry into the Hague.

173. Triumphal Entry into the Hague, &c. 5 Feh\

1691.

Triumphal arch of three avenues, through which is seen

the front of the Palace. Leg. hic heroum honos. (This is
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the honour of Heroes.) Ex. p . f . i . gulielmo . in . triump .

P.P. GUB . P . C . I . P . RESTAUR . BEL . FED . LIB . A . SERV . S .

pac . h . reduci . d . 31 . ian . 1691. (To William III., pious,

prosperous, illustrious, triumphant, the Father of his country,

the perpetual governor of the confederated Low Countries, the

restorer of the Belgic Confederacy, the deliverer of England,

the preserver of Scotland, the pacifier of Ireland, on his return,

31 Jan. 1691.)

Rev. William and his suite in an open boat ; a horseman

near them. Leg. quid metuas ozesarem vehis. Ex. regi

GUILHELMO PER GLACIEM NUBILA ET SYRTES REDUCI. Similar

to No. 157.

2-85. Kapin, ix. 2. Yan Loon, IV. 33.

No specimen has been met with. The obverse of this and

the following medal represents the back view of the arch built

in front of the Palace, which is seen through the openings : the

reverse refers to the dangers of his passage to Holland.

174. Triumphal Entry into the Hague, &c.
5 F

™\ 1691.

Triumphal arch of three avenues, back view, &c. ; similar to

the preceding, but smaller.

Rev. William and his suite in an open boat near the

shore at oranie pold., a horseman approaching it ; fleet at a

distance. On a band above, servandum servatus. Ex. die

tot : NOCTEQ : IN schap : FLUCT : APPUL : IN HOLL : D . 31 IAN :

1691. Similar to No. 155.

1-95. Kapin, viii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 33.

MB. M. Hague, M. Munich, lead. St. Peters-

burg, M. Gotha, M. Cassel, M. Bare.

This and the preceding medal are the work of Jan Smeltzing.

175. Triumphal Entry into the Hague. 5 g^' 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle

across the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvillelmvs mag. Below,
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f.d.w : (F. D. Winter.) n.c.a.p. (Neale, Custos Artifex Primus.).

Same as No. 157.

Rev. Triumphal arch of three avenues, back view, &c.

;

similar to the obverse of No. 173.

1-75. Kapin, ix. 9. Van Loon, IV. 35.

No specimen has been met with. This medal was executed

in England, the type of the reverse being taken from the

Dutch medal by Jan Smeltzing. (See No. 62, Vol. I. p. 637,

for an explanation of the initials on the obverse.)

176. Triumphal Entry into the Hague. Yl^ 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very long, no drapery.

Leg. invictissimvs . gvillelmvs . in. Below, f. d. w. (F. D.

Winter.) Same as No. 156.

Rev. Triumphal arch of three avenues, back view, &c;

similar to the obverse of No. 173.

1*5. Bapin, ix. 7. Van Loon, IV. 35.

MB. pewter. Hague, lead. Very rare.

Also executed in England : both obverse and reverse are

copied from medals by Jan Smeltzing.

177. Fireworks at the Hague.
5 F^ 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. guilielmus hi .

D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB . REX.

Rev. A platform prepared for a grand display of fireworks ; in

the midst is the royal cypher, w r, crowned. Leg. laetitia .

NOCTURNA . FAUSTISSIMO . ADVENTUI . R . HAGAE. (The nocturnal

rejoicing on the most happy arrival of the King at the Hague.)

Ex. P . F . A . GUILELMO . Ill . BRIT . R . BELGII . GUB . PPO .

l . p . mdclxxxx. (To William III., pious, prosperous, august,

King of Britain, Governor of Holland, the Assembly of the

States have joyfully erected [this monument], 1690.)

2-8. Bapin, ix. 4. Van Loon, IV. 37.

No specimen has been met with. It was probably executed

in England, as the date on the reverse is after the old style.
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178. Fireworks at the Hague, &c. y^ 1691.

Grand triumphal arch of three avenues, front view, &c. ;

same as the reverses of Nos. 169-172.

Rev. A platform for fireworks, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-8.

MB. pewter. Gotha, M. Very rare.

The reverse represents the preparations made for a grand

display of fireworks which were exhibited in the Vijver, opposite

to the Mauritshuis, where William and his suite were enter-

tained with a grand banquet, and where accommodation was

provided for the foreign ministers and deputies to view the

exhibition.

179. Fireworks at the Hague, &c. VfSt 1691.

William and his suite in an open boat ; a horseman near

them. Leg. quid metuas . c^esarem vehis. Ex. regi guil-

helmo per glaciem, nubila et syrtes reduci. Similar to

the reverse of No. 157.

Rev. Holland and Terpsichore advance from a palace towards

the display of fireworks exhibited in the Vijver, and the trium-

phal arch which was erected in the Plaats at the Hague. Leg.

10 TRIUMPHE. Ex. D . F . A . REGE RECCRT0 (sic) 5 .feb : 1691.

(The festivity at the reception of the august King, 5 Feb. 1691.)

D. Koene.

1-75. Kapin, ix. 8. Van Loon, IV. 37.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Gotha, M.
Cassel, M. Very rare.

180. Fireworks at the Hague, &c. -
5
~
ŷ

1691.

The three principal triumphal arches erected at the Hague,

within three circles, formed by two branches of laurel, to which

are attached the shields of Holland and the Hague, and from

which is suspended a drapery inscribed, m . r . gulielmo hi

victori l . p . reduci . d . xxxi ian : mdcxci. (Joyfully erected
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to King William III., the Great, victorious, on bis return, 31

Jan. 1691.)

Rev. A pedestal, decorated with the platform for the fireworks,

v FEB . mdcxci. ; on it is planted an orange-tree, the stem

entwined by laurel and palm branches ; among the branches

of the tree are the four British sceptres, and a medallion of

William ; from the ends are suspended two medallions repre-

senting William in an open boat, xxxi ian., and the procession

approaching the triumphal arch before the Palace, v feb. Leg.

guli : III d . g . m . be : fr : et hib : r . f . d. On the

pedestal, i. smeltzing . f.

2-25. Rapin, ix. 6. Van Loon, IV. 37.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. St. Petersburg, M.
Gotha, JR. Rare.

181. Congeess of the Allies, &c. Feb. 1691.

William III., habited as a Roman Emperor, holding the

Christian standard, and accompanied by Hibernia with olive

branch and shield, arrives in an open galley, and is welcomed

by Holland standing on the quay ; at her side, the Lion. Leg.

units pugnando eestituit eem. Below, e. a. f. (R. Arondeaux

fecit.) Same as No. 164.

Rev. Before the front viewT of the triumphal arch of three

avenues (No. 169), is seated Europa, leaning upon her shield,

looking contemptuously at a monster, the representative of

Louis XIV., and displaying to it a pomegranate, the emblem of

the confederate Princes, whose union is also symbolized by

the chain of beads over her arm. Leg. guilelmo hi sacrum.

(Sacred to William III.) Ex. congeessus c . peinc . hagje .

mdcxci. (The Congress of the confederate Princes at the Hague,

1691.)

1*9. Rapin, xi. 1. Van Loon, IV. 35.

MB. M. pewter. Athole, M. Hague, M. P. H.
Van Gelder, M. Very rare.

This medal commemorates the safe return of William to

Holland, the consequent rejoicings at the Hague, and the
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Congress of Princes, assembled to arrange their future pro-

ceedings against Louis XIV., which was the principal motive,

of William's visit at this time. The business of the Congress

commenced on the same day as William's public entry into the

Hague.

182. Congress of the Allies. Feb. 1691.

Jupiter seated in the midst of the gods in council. Leg.—
INGENTES ANIMO, DIGNAS IOVE CONCIPIT IRAS

CONCTLIUMQVE VOCAT.

(He conceives in his mind a vast wrath, such as is worthy of

Jupiter, and calls together a council.

—

comp. Ovid, Met. i. 166,

167.) Ex. CONVENTUS F03DERAT. PRINCIP . PRESIDE GUILIELMO

in . r . brit . HAG^E comit . celebr . 1691. (The Congress of

allied Princes assembled at the Hague, under the presidency

of William III., King of Britain.) p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich

Miiller.)

Rev. Courage and Concord, in the presence of Prudence, unite

hands over an altar ornamented with a wreath and inscribed,

sal . pvbl . s. (Sacred to the public weal.) Leg. consilio con-

cordia et fortitvdine. (By Counsel, Concord, and Fortitude.)

Below, p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.)

Edge. Chronogrommatic. reX regVM ConsVLta DeVs
fortYnet VbIqVe. (May God, the King of kings, prosper

everywhere their consultations, mdclxvvvvvvi — 1691.) f. k.

(Friedrich Kleinert.)

1*95. Bapin, xi. 5. Van Loon, IV. 41. Lochner, III. 81.

MB. M. wood. Bare.

This piece was executed at Nuremberg (See No. 50, Vol. I.

p. 675). It was also struck in wood for use as a draughtsman.

William is the Jupiter, presiding at the Congress assembled at

the Hague to arrange the plans for resisting France, which it is

hoped would be conducted with Prudence, Concord, and Forti-

tude, and would be blessed with Divine favour. Among the

assembled Princes were the Electors of Brandenburg and

Bavaria, the Landgraves of Hesse Darmstadt and Hesse Cassel,
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the Dukes of Brunswick, Saxe-Eisenach, Courland, and Zell,

and the Princes of various Houses, besides many distinguished

persons and ambassadors representing other States. (See

Voyage de Sa Majeste Britan. en Hollande, Hague, 1692.)

183. Congress of the Allies. Feb. 1691.

Prudence seated, holds a dart, and with her mirror concen-

trates the rays of the sun and directs them to the destruction

of a pile of French and Turkish arms. Leg. cvra hvc tra-

dvcitvr omnis. (All our care is directed to this purpose.)

g. h. (Georg Hautsch.)

Rev. Three hands united over two crossed standards ; an-

tique prow below. Leg. concordia principvm. (The concord

of Princes.) Ex. foederati principes consilia confervnt

HAGiE com. 1691. (The allied Princes hold council at the

Hague.)

Edge, ibi salvs, vbi mvlta consilia. (In the multitude of

counsellors there is safety.

—

comp. Prov. xi. 14.)

1'65. Eapin, xi. 6. Van Loon, IV. 41.

MB. M. Bare.

William, as Prudence, is combining the powers of the Con-

federates against the united forces of France and Turkey, who
were in alliance with each other, to the great indignation of

the Protestants of Europe. The reverse is imitated from a

coin of Domitian, and intimates that the Princes are united

for naval and military purposes.

184. Congress of the Allies. Feb. 1691.

An oak and an orange-tree combined, and having amongst

the branches the crown, rose, and harp, emblems of Great

Britain. Beneath it, on the left, stands Germany, wearing the

Imperial crown, and holding in the right hand her shield and

flag, and with left grasping a branch of the tree. On the right

is the Belgic Lion, and behind the Brunswick Horse. Against

the trunk of the tree rest two swords and a sceptre, crossed,

VOL. II. c
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and surmounted by the orb ; below, at the base, is the shield

of Minister, where this medal was probably executed ; and in

the distance are cities in flames, and the sun eclipsed and

setting behind sea with ships. Above, a scroll inscribed, dabit

vnio lavros (Union will give laurels), and an arm holding a

wreath and issuing from clouds, within which is the name of

Jehovah in Hebrew. Ex. Chronogrammatic. ILLYstrI sIIn-

CretIsMo . hagje In febrVarIo eX Voto poLI et orbIs

feLICIter ConCLYso . s. (Dedicated by the decree of the

people and the world to the most illustrious alliance auspiciously

concluded at the Hague in February, mcccclllllxvwviiiiiiiiiii

= 1691.) i. h. (Johann Holm.)

Rev. Concord, holding a bundle of arrows under her arm, is

applying the match to a cannon, from which she fires a shot at

a warrior, Louis XIV., who defends himself with his sword and

shield, decorated with the sun and crescent. In the distance is

the Temple of Janus with the doors open, and beyond are hills

surmounted by fortresses. Above, a scroll inscribed, clypevm

excvssvra gradivo (About to strike the shield away from

Mars), and within clouds the name of Jehovah in Hebrew.

Ex. concordle viCTRici s. (Sacred to Concord, the Victorious.)

i. p. l. the initials of the mint-master ?

2-1.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, JR. Very rare.

This medal refers to the Congress of the Allies at the Hague,

and represents Germany and the other States seeking the

protection of England and Holland, typified by the combined

oak and orange-tree, against the attacks of Louis XIV., whose

arms had been crowned with success on all sides. He had

defeated the Dutch by land and sea, and had captured several

important cities from Germany. The sun, the favourite emblem

of Louis, is represented as eclipsed by this combination of

the Allies, and about to set before their united forces. The

crescent on the shield of Louis on the reverse probably

refers to his alliance with the Turks, who were attacking the

Empire in the East, whilst he was harassing it from the West.

Plutarch, in his Morals, says :
" The Cretans, who were

accustomed to frequent skirmishes and fights amongst them-
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selves, nevertheless, as soon as they were attacked hy a foreign

enemy, were reconciled and went together. This it was which

they commonly called Syncretism." The expression was, there-

fore, well chosen by the artist in reference to the Congress at

the Hague, as there the Empire and all the smaller States of

Germany forgot their petty quarrels and differences in order

that they might unite in one body against their common enemy,

France.

185. Louis XIV. and the Congress op the Allies.

Feb. 1691.

Hercules, with the lion's skin and cloak, attacking a man armed

with club, who lies on the ground. Leg. JtfE HE(kCVLES
ACbVECkSVS (bVOS. (Not even Hercules against two.—
comp. Erasm. Aclag. Cent. I. xxxix.) Ex. vincere. (To con-

quer.)

Piev. Louis XIV., standing, face towards I., holding sword iD

right hand ; near the edge are shields with crowns ; viz. at

top Germany, on right Savoy and Spain, on left England

(a harp) and Holland. These intercept the legend, SE(D
LV<D . XIV ,A(DV\ PLVfcES. (But Louis XIV. against

many.) Ex. avt . mori. (Or to die.)

1-65.

Bibl. Paris, M. Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

Executed at Gotha by Christian Wermuth. This medal

refers to the situation of Louis XIV. during the Congress of

the Allies at the Hague. Louis, who had to contend single-

handed against the strong array of European powers, is here

contrasted with Hercules, who, with all his strength, was unable,

without the aid of his faithful servant Iolaus, to overcome the

Hydra and the gigantic Crab, which came to its assistance.

(See also No. 244.)

186. Literary Eeward. Feb. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary. He, laureate,

hair long, wears armour and mantle fastened with brooch on

c 2
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the shoulder : she is draped. Leg. gvl . & maria . d . g .

m . br . fr . & hib . rex . & regina . On truncation, D. DRAP.

(D. Drappentier.)

Rev. William, habited as a Koman Emperor, and seated in

state, holds the Christian standard surmounted by a naval

trophy. Before him stands Minerva, who presents a medal to

poets below, near a rostral column. Behind him Fame sounds

his praise, having her hand on a shield inscribed, exp . brit.

(The Expedition to Britain), as the subject of the eulogy. On
the ground are the arms which he has taken off. The dais is

inscribed, liberal : reg in . eruditos. (The liberality of the

King to learned men.)

Edge, gloria et felicitas novi s^culi. (The glory and

felicity of the new age.)

1-8. Eapin, xi. 7. Van Loon, IV. 40.

MB. Ar
. M. Hague, AT

. Leyden, N. Very rare.

These medals, which vary in weight, and are said to have

been struck only in gold, were presented by William to poets,

who had distinguished themselves by their poems commem-

orative of the expedition to Britain. They were distributed in

the month of February, during the King's visit to Holland.

The specimen in silver in the British Museum is inscribed on

the edge with the name of gerritie * harmens. Chevalier

(Hist, de Guillaume III. p. 209) figures a medal similar to

the above, but larger, and with the positions on both sides

reversed.

187. Capitulation of Mons.
8 A^ , 1691.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, in armour and mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs .

rex . christianissimvs. Below, r. (Henri Koussel.)

Rev. Inscription, Montivm Vrbs Belg . mvnitis . Han .

capvt, mense Mart . a Lvd . M . obsessa, et intra xvi . diem

EXPVGNATA, CONSILbTs HAGJE C . MALE CONIVR . PRINC . ET ARAV .

PR . MINAC1TER ADVOLANTE, VlCTORI LAVDEM, ET OPTATVM PE-

ractis Imperiis decvs arrogavit . m.dc.xci. (Mons, the chief

fortress of Belgium, the capital of Hainault, besieged in the
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month of March by Louis the Great, and taken within sixteen

days, whilst the confederate Princes were wickedly conspiring

at the Hague, and the Prince of Orange was approaching with

threats, has ascribed glory to the conqueror, and the wished-for

honour to victories already obtained.

—

comp. Hor. Car. IV. xiv.

39, 40.)

2-5. Tresor, MeM. Franc. Pt. III. PI. xxix. 5. Rev.

Num. Beige, 1857, PI. xvii.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This is not one of the French series of official medals.

Whilst the allies were deliberating on the means of raising a

sufficient force to oppose the French, and William had gone to

Loo to hunt, Louis XIV. invested Mons in person. On the

receipt of the intelligence William hastened to its relief with a

powerful army : but being delayed by the difficulties of bring-

ing up his artillery, the city capitulated, -

8 AprU\ almost before

his eyes. The terms of the capitulation were so favourable

that it was supposed to have been effected by bribery. The

burghers themselves, upon the governor refusing to surrender,

sounded a parley.

188. Capitulation of Mons. 8 Ap̂ , 1691.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in armour and mantle

tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs .

eex . cheistianissimvs. Below, r. (Henri Roussel.)

Rev. Hercules standing, I., holds his club in left hand, and

in outstretched right the shield of Mons, surmounted by a mural

crown : Mons in the distance. Leg. tota . evropa . spectante .

et . adversante. (All Europe beholding and opposing.) Ex.

MONTES . VRBS . HANN . PRIMARIA EXPVGN . M.D.C.LXXXXI. (Mons,

the capital of Hainault, taken, 1691.) molart . f.

2-75. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 235.

MB. M.
This is one of the medals belonging to the French official

series. The obverse given in the " Med. Louis XIV." is, as

usual, different. The fall of Mons, the most important fortress
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of the Spanish Netherlands, was a sudden and terrible blow to

the Council of the Princes at the Hague, and disconcerted for

a while all their plans.

189. Capitulation of Mons. ^ggf, 1691.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS EEX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Hercules, as on the preceding. Leg. tota europa

SPECTANTE ET ADVERSANTE. Ex. MONTES HANN EXPUG .

m.dc.lxxxxi. (Mons in Hainault taken, 1691.)

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 235.

MB. M. M.
One of the smaller series of French national medals. The

obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are slightly

varied.

190. Capitulation of Mons. -
g ApS > 1691.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in armour with straps on

the shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooch; Leg. lvdovicvs

mag . gall . rex p . f . a . p . p. (Louis, the Great, King of

France, pious, prosperous, august, the Father of his country.)

Rev. Mons, wearing a mural crown, kneeling and presenting

the keys of the city to Louis XIV. in armour ; near him, flags

and military trophies ; in the distance, the city ; above, Fame

with palm branch and laurel wreath. Leg. giganteos sio

fvlminat avsvs. (Thus he destroys with his thunder the daring

attempts of the giants.) Ex. montibvs eversis ix ap. mdcxci.

(The mountains [Mons] overthrown, 9 April, 1691.)

2-3. Van Loon, IV. 46.

MB. M. Rare.

The allusion is to the war between the gods and the giants,

and in the exergue there is a pun on the name of Mons, which

refers to the rocks which the giants hurled at their opponents.

Mons capitulated on the 8th April [N. S.], but was not delivered

up till the 9th, and on the following day the garrison marched

out.
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191. William III. and Louis XIV. contrasted.

April, 1691.

Louis XIV., as a Roman Emperor, leans decrepitly upon a

sword with a blade consisting of coins, the point resting upon

an exploding bomb. Above are lightnings ; and in the back-

ground mons in flames, and Louis's state coach followed by

some court ladies. Leg. unam . sic . occupat . urbem. (Thus

he seizes one city.) Ex. ludovicus . xiiii . oppressor .

decrepitus. (Louis XIV., the decrepit Oppressor.)

Rev. William III., as a Roman Emperor, holds a standard

decorated with the Christian monogram and the cap of Liberty,

and resting on a globe ; in his other hand is a drawn sword

;

above are rays from heaven ; on one side is a trophy of the

crowned shields and flags of the United Kingdoms ; on the

other, terrified harpies fleeing away. Leg. his armis . tria

regna . parat. (By these arms he obtains three kingdoms.)

Ex. guilelmus . in liberator . florens. (William III., the

successful Liberator.)

2-05. Van Loon, IV. 46.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, lead.

Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal draws a contrast between the two kings. Louis

is represented as a decrepit oppressor, leaning upon the

emblems of bribery and cruelty, by which he was supposed to

have obtained possession of Mons, whence he is seen returning

to Versailles accompanied by the ladies of his court. William

appears as a successful protector of religion and liberty, expell-

ing the Harpies of Discord from the British Isles.

192. William III. and Louis XIV. April, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very long, no dra-

pery. Leg. invictissimvs gvillelmvs . in. Below, f. d. w.

(F. D. Winter.)

Rev. Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg.
LVDOVICVS MAGNVS REX.
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1-5.

Hunter, lead. Extremely rare.

The bust of Louis XIV. is probably copied from a medal by

Jan Smeltzing ; it was published with various reverses, satiriz-

ing the French king. Upon this medal it is intended only to

contrast the two rival sovereigns.

193. Duke of Zell. Knight op the Garter.

-^ April, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured armour

and embroidered mantle round the breast. Leg. wilhem . in .

D . G . ANG . SCO . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below, F. D. W :

(F. D. Winter.) n. c. a. p. (Neale, Custos Artifex Primus.)

Rev. William, robed and crowned, with drawn sword in his

hand, presents the collar of the Garter to the Duke of Zell,

also robed. Leg. hoc pretivm virtvtis habe. (Take this

reward of virtue.) Ex. dux zel . a rege torqve don. (The

Duke of Zell presented with a collar by the King.)

2. Bapin, xi. 12. Van Loon, IV. 48.

No specimen has been met with. For an explanation of the

initials on the obverse see No. 62, Vol. I. p. 637.

The Duke of Zell was the oldest Prince of the House of

Brunswick Luneburg, a personal friend of William, a supporter

of the liberties of Europe, and a skilful and successful general.

He was elected a Knight of the Garter, 30 Dec. [0. S.] 1690,

and was invested with the Order by the King himself at the

Hague, Yg April, 1691. He was the father of Sophia Dorothy,

wife of George I. He died 28 Aug. 1705, aged 82.

194. Duke of Zell. Knight of the Garter.

YS April, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle with ornamented border. Leg. . . . hem . hi . d . g .

ang . sco . franc . et . hib . rex. Below, the artist's initials,

D. S.
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Rev. William presenting the collar of the Garter to the Duke
of Zell, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2.

MB. electrotype from Marquess of Bute, lead. Unique ?

This medal is an accurate copy of the preceding, executed hy

another artist. (See No. 103.)

195. Duke of Zell. Knight of the Garter.

^g- April, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

embroidered mantle. Leg. wilhelm . hi . d . g . ang . sco .

FRANC . ET HIB . REX.

Rev. William, habited as a Koman Emperor, and wearing

the robes of the Garter, is about to place the collar of the

Garter over the head of the Duke of Zell, also in Eoman
costume and robes. Leg. hoc pretivm virtvtis habe. Ex.
DUX ZEL A REGE TORQUE . DON.

2-6. Chevalier, p. 211.

No specimen has been met with. This medal was executed

in Holland, and appears to be the work of Jan Luder.

196. Cornelius Tromp. Died, if May, 1691.

Bust of Tromp, r., hair long, in large cravat, armour, and

mantle. Leg. corn : trompio com : syll : eq : ord : eleph :

bar : (To Cornelius Tromp, Count of Sylliesburg, Knight of

the Order of the Elephant, Baron.)

Rev. Inscription, hollandle et westfrisle architalasso .

GALLORUM BRITANNOR : SUECORUM VICTORI FORTI FELICI . HUNG

numm : cud : iuss : h^red . cio ioc xci. (Admiral of Holland

and West Friesland, conqueror over the French, the British,

and the Swedes, brave, prosperous ; his heirs ordered this

medal to be struck, 1691.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 43.

MB. M. Bibl. Paris, M. Hague, M. P. H. Van
Gelder, M. Brussels, 2R. Gotha, M. Hare.
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Cornelius was the son of Martin Tromp, who fell in the

memorable engagement in Aug. 1653. (See under medals of

the Commonwealth, Yol. I. pp. 402-404.) He was an officer

of distinguished skill and courage, and was present at almost

all the great engagements which took place during the Pro-

tectorate and the reign of Charles II., by whom, in 1675, he

was created a baron. He died, -^f May, 1691. (See also No.

172, Vol. I. p. 524.)

197. Liege relieved. fjui^ , 1691.

William III., as a Eoman Emperor, holds a standard, &c.
;

same as the reverse of No. 191. Leg. his armis . tria regna .

PARAT. Ex. GUILELMUS . Ill LIBERATOR . FLORENS.

Rev. The Perron or Column of Liege ; the bombardment

of the city in the background. Leg. non irrita . fulmina .

curat. (It regards not ineffectual attacks.) Ex. leod . a gu .

in . ab incendiar . lib. (Liege delivered from incendiaries by

William III.)

2-05. Eapin, xii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 67.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Gotha, M. Munich, M. Very rare.

The French army, under the command of Marshal Boufflers,

was drawn up to invest Liege, which he expected to obtain,

without trouble, by bribery. When the governor had discovered

and defeated the plans of the conspirators, and the approach of

the allied army rendered success hopeless, Boufflers bombarded

the dwellings of a city, the fortifications of which he could not

penetrate. He retired, f^g, 1691.

198. Coni relieved.
-^J-

June, 1691.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair rather long, in scale

armour with lion's head on the shoulder, and mantle with

fringed edge. Leg. gvilielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran .

et . hib . rex. Same as Nos. 133, 135, 143.
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Rev. Four female warriors uniting hands over a blazing

altar and bearing the standards of the Provinces, Savoy, the

Empire, and Prince Eugene. In the background appears the

town of coni with the French retreating, and troops advancing

under the banner of the Waldenses. Leg. sabaud . valdens

etc serv congees principum . hagae. (The Savoyards,

Waldenses, &c, preserved by the Congress of Princes at

the Hague.) Ex. opera gtjil r . 1691. (The work of King

William, 1691.)

2-25. Eapin, xii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 71.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Very rare.

This medal was executed by Jan Luder. In the beginning

of June, Catinat despatched the Marquis de Feuquieres to

attack Coni, the garrison of which consisted of 700 Waldenses

and 500 militia. The trenches were opened y^- June, but after

ten days, upon the approach of Prince Eugene of Savoy at the

head of 3,000 horse, the French troops hurriedly raised the

siege, having lost from 3,000 to 4,000 men, and abandoned

their ammunition, baggage, tents, cannon, &c. This success,

which was important in its results, is here attributed to the

Congress of Princes assembled at the Hague, at whose request

the Emperor sent a considerable force, under the Elector of

Bavaria, to the assistance of the Duke of Savoy. These forces,

however, arrived too late to take part in the relief of Coni.

William also had sent supplies of money and a small army

under the command of Schomberg. For this assistance, and

because William was the President of the Congress, this success

is here called his work.

199. Coni relieved. -|-| June, 1691.

The sun, behind mountains, obscured by clouds ; Coni in

the distance. Leg. non penetrant radii. (The rays do not

penetrate.) Ex. strage prima ad eridanum edita. (The first

defeat sustained near the Po.)

Rev. View of Coni; the Allies approaching, the French
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fleeing. Leg. etiam sua fata vocant. (Also his own destiny

calls him.

—

comp.Virg. Aen. x. 471,472.) Ex. coni obsid : lib :

fug : gall . d . xxvm iun : mdcxci. (The siege of Coni relieved ;

the French put to flight, 28 June, 1691.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 70.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal was executed by Jan Smeltzing. The sun, the

emblem of Louis XIV., is here represented as darkened by the

relief of Coni, at which place the French experienced in this

war their first repulse in the north of Italy.

200. Athlone taken. fQ j^
6

, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour and embroidered mantle round the breast. Leg.

WILHEM . Ill . D . G . ANG . SCO . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below,

f.d.w: (F. D.Winter.) n.c.a.p. (Neale, Custos Artifex Primus.)

Same as No. 193.

Rev. Athlone attacked from a battery on this side of the

river shannon . fl. Leg. dissipatis . gallis . et rebellis.

(The French and rebels dispersed.) Ex. athlon . liberatur

mdcxci. (Athlone is delivered, 1691.)

2. Rapin, ix. 3. Van Loon, IV. 49.

No specimen has been met with. (See No. 62, Vol. I. p. 637,

for an explanation of the initials on the obverse.)

In the spring of 1691 Tyrconnel, King James's lieutenant,

returned to Ireland, but dying shortly afterwards, he was

followed by St. Ruth, a French officer, who undertook to re-

organize the Irish forces. General Ginkell, who commanded
for William, took immediate steps to oppose him, and the first

place of importance attacked was Athlone, which is divided by

the river Shannon, one part being called the Irish, the other

the English town. Of this last General Ginkell possessed

himself by storm. The stone bridge was broken down, and

ultimately it was necessary to attack the Irish town by fording

the river. This was so desperate an undertaking that St. Ruth

deemed it impossible, and drew off his best troops to give
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them repose from garrison duty. When the attack was actually

commenced, he was so confident that it must fail that he

refused to send reinforcements till it had succeeded. It was

then too late, for upon his attempting to throw in succour he

found his own guns turned against him. Athlone consequently

fell into the hands of General Ginkell, with the loss of only

about fifty men. For this victory William afterwards conferred

upon the General an Earldom with the title of the conquered

city. (See No. 218, p. 38.)

201. Battle of Aghrim. -§-§ July, 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate.

He, hair rather long, wears scale armour and embroidered

mantle : she is draped, with brooch in front. Leg. guli : et

MARIA D . G . M . BRIT : FR : ET HIB : REX, ET REGINA. Below,

I. SMELTZING . F.

Rev. Battle ; in front, cavalry hotly engaged. Leg. hiber-

nis, gallisq : devictis. (The Irish and French defeated.) Ex.
On a pedestal, pugna ad aghrim . xxn iul : mdcxct. (Battle

of Aghrim, 22 July, 1691.) s. n. (Jan Smeltzing of Nime-
guen.)

2'2. Rapin, ix. 5. Van Loon, IV. 50. Lochner, IV.

129.

MB. M. Hague, M. Munich, lead. Gotha, M.
Very rare.

After the taking of Athlone, General Ginkell made his dis-

positions for an attack upon the French and Irish troops,

which St. Ruth had posted in an exceedingly strong position

near the castle of Aghrim. After a very severe contest, victory

declared in favour of General Ginkell, whose army consisted of

18,000 men ; his loss was 700 killed and 1,000 wounded.

James's army consisted of 22,000, of which 7,000 were killed

and only 450 made prisoners. It may, therefore, be concluded

that little quarter was given in the pursuit. All the cannon,

ammunition, tents, and baggage were taken, with eleven stan-

dards and thirty-two colours. St. Ruth was amongst the slain.
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202. Battle of Aghrim. -^f July, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

embroidered mantle round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . in

.

D . G . PRINC . AVR . RELIG . LIBERTATIS . QUE . RESTIT. (William

III., by the grace of God, Prince of Orange, Restorer of Religion

and Liberty.)

Rev. A wreath of laurel, decorated with four crowns, and with

fulmen, sword, and sceptre at the point of junction, enclosing

the cypher of W R above the inscription, rebelles et .

GALLI PROPE . AGRAM HIB . FUSI PENITUS . CAPTIS . AUT . CJESIS .

DUCTBUS EXSCISSIS CASTRIS . RELICTO APPARATU BELLICO . TJNI-

verso. (The rebels and the French entirely defeated near

Aghrim in Ireland, their generals taken or slain, their camp

destroyed, all their military equipage abandoned.)

2. Rapin, x. 1. Van Loon, IV. 50.

No specimen has been met with. The obverse was probably

executed for a medal with a different reverse before William

became King of England. It is similar to No. 1, Vol. I. p. 647.

203. Battle of Aghrim. -|~| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; similar to the pre-

ceding. Leg. WILHELM . Ill . D . G . M . BRI . FRANC . ET . HIB .

REX . F . D.

Rev. A wreath of laurel, decorated with four crowns, &c.
;

similar to the preceding.

2.

MB. electrotype from M. Enschede, lead. Very rare.

This medal is by the artist who signs himself d. s. (See

Nos. 103, 194), and is a copy of the preceding one.

204. Battle of Aghrim. |-| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., v., hair long, in armour with shoulder

straps, and mantle across the left shoulder. Leg. gvilielmvs

III . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX.
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Rev. Battle; in front cavalry charging. Leg. absens vincit.

(He conquers in his absence.) Ex. cio id c lxxxxi.

Edge, gall : et . rebel : strages . ad . h . shannon.

(The slaughter of the French and the rebels near the Irish

river Shannon.)

1'45. Rapin, x. 6. Van Loon, IV. 52.

MB. M. Munich, M. Rare.

This medal is the work of Jan Luder. The defeat, referred

to on the edge, is that at Aghrini ; which was inflicted upon

the French and Irish by General Ginkell, to whom William

had entrusted the command of his army during his own absence.

205. Battle of Aghrim. |~| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : hi d . g . m . brit : fr : et hib : rex f . d .

p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as No. 67.

Rev. A Lion tramples on a prostrate dog, and claws a fugitive

cock. Leg. sic uno ferit ungue duos. (Thus with one claw

he strikes two.) Ex. rebell : et galli prop : agrim . hib :

fusi . capt : aut cms : duc : exc : cast : rel : appar : bel :

univ : 1691. (The rebels and the French defeated near Aghrim
in Ireland, their generals taken or slain, their camp destroyed,

all their military equipage abandoned.)

1*45. Rapin, x. 5. Van Loon, IV. 52.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Munich, M.
Very rare.

The Lion, William, utterly overthrows the Irish wolf dog,

and drives from Ireland the French cock much damaged.

James was entirely overcome, and Louis was compelled to

withdraw, having suffered many defeats.

206. Battle of Aghrim. ^-| Juty> 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour and embroidered mantle round the breast. Leg.

WILHEM . HI . D . G . ANG . SCO . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below,
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f. d. w : (F. D. Winter.) n. c. a. p. (Neale, Custos Artifex

Primus.) Same as Nos. 193, 200.

Rev. A Lion tramples on a prostrate dog, and claws a fugitive

cock. Leg. sic . uno . ferit . ungue . duos. Ex. iacobo . et .

lvdovico . hibernia . pvlsis . ad . agrim. 1691. (James and

Louis driven from Ireland, at Aghrim.)

2. Rapin, x. 2. Van Loon, IV. 50.

MB. M. Hague, M. St. Petersburg, M. Cassel,iR.

Very rare.

The type of the reverse is copied from the preceding one.

For an explanation of the initials on the obverse see No. 62,

Vol. I. p. 637.

207. Battle of Aghrim. ^| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as No. 205.

Rev. Hercules, with uplifted club, stands over a prostrate

Irishman ; a Frenchman fleeing. Leg. impares uni. (They

are unequal to one.) Ex. hibernis subiectis gallis fugatis

mdcxci. (The Irish subdued, the French put to flight, 1691.)

1*45. Rapin, x. 4. Van Loon, IV. 52.

MB.iR. P.H.VanGelder,^E. Munich, M. Gotha,iR.

Rare.

Louis adopted the Sun as his emblem, and for his motto,

nec pluribus impar. (Not unequal to many.) The legend on

the reverse is a retort upon the vanity of the French king. (See

Menestrier, La Devise du Roy justifiee, Paris, 1679.)

208. Battle of Aghrim. -|-| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, &c. ; same as Nos. 193, 200, 206.

Rev. Hercules, with uplifted club, stands over a prostrate

Irishman ; a Frenchman fleeing. Leg. plures . impares . uni.

(Many unequal to one.) Ex. hibernis . svbiectis . gallis .

fvgatis . mdcxci. (The Irish subdued, the French put to flight,

1691.)
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2. Rapin, x. 3. Van Loon, IV. 52.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

The reverse of this medal is copied from the preceding one.

It was executed in England. For an explanation of the initials

on the obverse see No. 62, Vol. I. p. 637.

209. Battle of Aghrim. -|~| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle with ornamented border. Leg. . . . hem . hi . d . g .

ang . sco . franc . et . His . rex. Below, the artist's initials,

d. s. Same as No. 194.

Rev. Hercules, with uplifted club, &c. ; similar device and

legend to the preceding. Ex. hibernis subiectis gallis

FUGATIS.

2.

MB. electrotype from Hague, lead. Very rare.

This is a poor copy of the preceding medal, executed in

Holland. (See also Nos. 103, 194, 203.)

210. Battle of Aghrim. -|~| July, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle

round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvillelmvs . mag.

Below, f. d. w : (F. D. Winter.) n. c. a. p. (Neale, Custos

Artifex Primus.) Same as Nos. 157, 175.

Rev. Castle and troops on sea coast, sun setting ; on the

ground, French shields, arms, torch, &c. Above, the Zodiac

with the signs, Leo, Libra, and Virgo. Leg. ingresso hoc

solis decrescvnt lvmina signo. (The light of the sun decreases

upon entering this sign.)

1-8. Rapin, xiii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 101.

MB. M. cast. Hunter, M. P. H. Van Gelder, lead.

Very rare.

VOL. II. D
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For an explanation of the initials on the obverse see No. 62,

Vol. I. p. 637. Van Loon places this amongst the medals

commemorating the battle of La Hogue, which took place,

y| May, 1692, when the sun is in the sign Gemini, but the

battle of Aghrim took place i|~| July, on which day the sun

enters Leo, after which it gradually decreases in splendour.

There can be little doubt, therefore, that this medal refers to

the battle of Aghrim. Louis is indicated by his emblem, the

Sun, and the decline of his cause in Ireland after the battle of

Aghrim justified the legend.

211. Galway taken.
2

l Aug
y

, 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour with straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast. Leg. wilhelm . in . d . g . m . bri . franc . et hib .

REX . F . D.

Rev. Inscription, galloway rebelivm et gallorvm penvl-

TIMVM REFVGIVM POST PLURIMAS STRAGES . GUILIELMO . Ill .

MAGNO RESTITUTORI RELIGIONIS AC LIBERTATIS CUM . ARMAMENT-

ariis siMUL ac . navibus . REDDiTUR. (Galway, almost the

last refuge of the rebels and the French, after very many

defeats, is surrendered with its magazines and ships to William

III., the Great, the Eestorer of Religion and Liberty.) Above,

the shield of Galway, attached to palm branches, between

the Bible and the cap of Liberty. Below, branches of laurel

crossed.

2. Rapin, x. 7. Van Loon, IV. 55.

No specimen has been met with. This medal was executed

by the artist F. D. Winter.

After the battle of Aghrim, Galway and Limerick alone

remained in the hands of the partisans of James. General

Ginkell, having refreshed his army, marched to Galway, which,

after some days, despairing of expected succours, surrendered,

ITau^ » 1691. The ornaments above the inscription correspond

with the title of Restorer of Religion and Liberty given to

William

.
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212. Athlone, Galway, and Sligo taken. -§-§- Sept. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate.

He, hair long, wears decorated armour : she, with lovelock, is

draped. Leg. gulielm : rex maria regina f . d . p . a. Below,

i. smeltzing. Same as No. 42.

Rev. To a lance, hearing the cap of Liberty, are attached, in

the centre, the shield of Ireland, sword, sceptre, branches of

laurel and orange, and three medallions murally crowned, con-

taining the sieges of athlon . xxx iun : x iul.—galloway

D . XXVI IUL . V AUG.—SLEGO D . v̂ SEPT. Leg. ARMIS, NOMI-

nisq : terrore. (By arms and the terror of his name.) Ex.

MDCXCI.

1-95.

MB. M. pewter. Not uncommon.

This medal commemorates three successful sieges ; those of

Athlone and Galway are the subjects of medals already de-

scribed ; that of Sligo scarcely deserves the name, as it capitu-

lated as soon as the troops appeared before it in force. The

double dates are after the old and new styles.

213. Athlone, Galway, and Sligo taken. -|~|- Sept. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : in d . g . britann : r . relig : libertatisq :

restitut. Below, a rose. Same as Nos. 43, 109.

Rev. To a lance, bearing the cap of Liberty, are attached,

in the centre, the shield of Ireland, &c, and three medallions.

Same device and legend as the preceding.

1-95.

MB. M. Bare.

214. Athlone, Galway, and Sligo taken. \-j Sept. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle with

fringe. Leg. gulielm : in d . g . brit : rex, araus : pr :

D 2
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belg : gub. Below, i. s. (Jan Snieltzing.) Same as Nos. 117,

159.

Rev. To a lance, bearing the cap of Liberty, are attached, in

the centre, the shield of Ireland, &c, and three medallions.

Same device and legend as No. 212.

l - 95. Eapin, x. 8. Van Loon, IV. 56.

No specimen with this obverse has been met with.

215. Limerick taken. ^3 Oct. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate.

He, hair rather long, wears scale armour and embroidered

mantle : she is draped, with brooch in front. Leg. guli : et

MARIA D . G . M . BRIT : FR : ET HIB : REX, ET REGINA. Below,

I. smeltzing . f. Same as No. 201.

Rev. Fame flying, r., sounding her trumpet and carrying a

mural crown, palm branch, and laurel wreath ; above, rays

from heaven : captured arms upon the ground, and distant

view of a besieged town. Leg. non hjec sine numine divum.

(These things are not without the interposition of Providence.

— Virg. Aen. ii. 777.) Ex. limr : capt : hib : stjbact : m : oct :

mdcxci. (Limerick taken, Ireland subdued, in the month of

October, 1691.)

2-2. Kapin, x. 12. Van Loon, IV. 59. Lochner, III.

front.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

As soon as Galway had surrendered, General Ginkell

advanced to Limerick, and sat down before it, 4 Sep^ . As this

was the last place which was held for James, Ginkell proceeded

with caution, running no risk of failure, as its possession

must put an end to the war. On the 2 ^
,

'

the English opened

the trenches on both sides of the Shannon, and the garrison,

being in despair, beat a parley, and proposed a surrender upon

conditions which were in a short time agreed upon, and the

articles were signed, y^- Oct. 1691. Ireland was thus from this

time under the dominion of William.
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216. Limerick taken. ^-3- Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

embroidered mantle round the breast, and medal in front.

Leg. wilhelm . rex ang : scot : & hib. On truncation, peters,

f. (Mathias Peters fecit.)

Rev. View of the bombardment of Limerick. Leg. dvrch

LIMMERICKS BESIEGEN . HORT AVF DER IRREN KRIEGEN. (By

the siege of Limerick the war in Ireland ceases.) Ex. Between

palm branches, ao : 1691.

2-15. Rapin, xi. 4. Van Loon, IV. 59.

No specimen has been met with ; executed in Denmark.

The terms of the surrender of Limerick were also the terms

of the pacification of the whole kingdom. A general amnesty,

toleration of the Roman Catholic religion, and a free passage to

France for all who chose to accept it, were among the conditions

which were signed, -^ Oct. 1691. Those who availed them-

selves of the permission to leave Ireland, afterwards formed the

celebrated Irish Brigade which bore so conspicuous a part in

the wars of Louis XIV. and XV.

217. Limerick taken. -^ Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., ?•., hair long, in armour with shoulder-

straps, and mantle across the left shoulder. Leg. gvilielmvs .

in . d . g . mag . brit . fran . et . hib . rex. Same as No. 204.

Rev. Religion and Liberty kneeling at the foot of an orange-

tree, to which is attached the armorial shield of William as

King of England, crowned. Beyond is inscribed, limmerica

angl : hibern : (Limerick, English and Irish.) Leg. bona .

causa . triumphat. (The good cause triumphs.) Ex. victa

rebellione. (The rebellion being overcome.)

1-45. Rapin, xii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 63.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

The die of the obverse is much cracked : this medal is the

work of Jan Luder. Religion and Liberty kneel before the

symbol of William, grateful for the security they derive from
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the termination of the rebellion and the taking of its last

stronghold, Limerick. This city, like Athlone, was divided by

the river, one part being called the English, the other the Irish

town.

218. General Ginkell, Earl of Athlone. Limerick

taken, ys Oct. 1691.

Bust of General Ginkell, r., hair long, in scale armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. godard . eq . elepi .

COM . ATHLON . BAR . GINKEL . EC . GE . R . BRIT. (Godard,

Knight of the Elephant, Earl of Athlone, Baron Ginkell, &c,
General of the King of Britain.)

Rev. Hibernia seated, facing, upon a pile of captured arms,

holds up a broken yoke and the cap of Liberty ; above, the

eagle of Jove grasping his fulmen ; distant city and sea. Leg.

iovis . vndiqve . fvlmina . portat. (He bears in every place

the bolts of Jove.) Ex. hibernia . libera . 13 . oc . 1691.

(Ireland freed, 13 Oct. 1691.)

1"8. Kapin, xii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 65.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. Hunter, JR. Stock-

holm, JR. Very rare.

This medal is probably by the artist who signs himself d. s.

(See Nos. 103, 194, 203, 209.) General Ginkell, Earl of

Athlone, is here represented as an eagle holding the bolts of

Jove, as he had directed the arms of William. The fruits of

his success appear in the figure of Ireland finally delivered

from Popery and tyranny, and by the capitulation of Limerick

on the day stated in the exergue. General Ginkell was not

created Earl of Athlone and Baron of Aghrim until 20 Feb.

1692. This medal, therefore, could not have been executed

till the year after the date it bears.

219. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle.

Leg. WILH . Ill . D . G . ANG . SCO . FR . ET HIB . REX . DEF . FID.
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Rev. William, standing, v., crowned with laurel by Victory,

presents an olive branch to Hibernia, kneeling before him and

holding her shield. Leg. hibernia restitvta. (Ireland re-

stored.) Ex. MDCXCI.

1-6.

MB. M. Rare.

This is a reproduction of No. 146, but with the date altered

and the edge not inscribed. The initials, g. h. (Georg Hautsch),

below the bust of the King, have been erased, and as the

medal has several flaws it may have been issued without that

medallist's consent. The subject of this medal would apply

equally to the amnesty in Ireland as to the pacification of that

country.

220. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate.

He, hair rather long, wears scale armour and embroidered

mantle : she is draped. Leg. guli : et maria d . g . m . brit :

fr : et hib : rex . et regina. Below, D. Trapentier, F.

Rev. A lion in rage tramples upon a prostrate Hydra ; a

spaniel fawns submissively at the feet of a lioness in repose
;

view of distant city and sea with ships. Leg. parcere svb-

iectis, et debellare svperbos. (To spare the humble and

to subdue the proud.

—

Virg. Aen. vi. 854.) Ex. hib : pacata

ctodcxci. (Ireland pacified, 1691.)

Edge, et . regnare pares, et mire se . inter amare.

(Equal in governing and in the exceeding love they bear to each

other.)

2-1. Rapin, x. 9. Van Loon, IV. 57.

MB. N. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Rare.

Struck in Holland. This medal alludes to the attitude of the

Jacobite party in England and Ireland, the Lion and Lioness

representing the King and Queen. The edge is complimentary

to William and Mary personally, without any reference to the

subject of the medal.
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221. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mar}7
, both laureate, no

drapery ; he, hair long. Leg. gulielm : r . maria regina .

f . d . p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 27,

29, 32, 129, 153.

Rev. A lion in rage tramples upon a prostrate Hydra, &c.
;

same as the preceding.

Edge not inscribed.

1*5. Bapin, x. 11. Van Loon, IV. 57.

P. H. Van Gelder, M. cast. Extremely rare.

The type of the reverse of this medal is the same as the

preceding : it is uncertain which artist originated the design
;

probably it was Smeltzing, whose works were so often copied,

whilst he appears never to have taken the designs of other artists

for his medals.

222. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate,

hair long. He is in decorated armour : she is draped. Leg.

gull et maria reform . angl . vindices. (William and Mary,

Defenders of the English Reformation.) Below, the artist's

initials, d. d. s., over the date 1691.

Rev. A lion in rage tramples upon a prostrate Hydra, &c.

:

similar device to No. 220 : but no city or sea in the distance,

and below Hydra, 1691. Leg. parcere . svbicctis (sic) . et .

DEBELLARE . SVPERBOS.

1-75. Rapin, x. 10. Van Loon, IV. 57.

MB. lead. Advocates, lead. Extremely rare.

This is a badly-executed copy of No. 220, made by the artist

who usually signs himself d. s. (See Nos. 103, 194, 203, 209,

218.)

223. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary. He, laureate,

hair long, wears armour with straps on the shoulder, and ample
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embroidered mantle round the breast : she is draped. Leg.

GULI . ET MAEIA D . G . M . BRIT . FE . ET HIB . EEX . ET EEGINA.

Below, e. aeondeaux . p. Same as No. 138.

Rev. The Genius of Nassau, leaning upon her shield, and

seated, I., upon a pile of captured French arms, plays upon a

harp, and holds out the olive branch to a suppliant Irishman.

A Frenchman is fleeing away in terror, holding the snake of

Discord and a torch ; in the distance, sun rising above the sea.

Leg. iam placidum sonituea melos. (Now about to utter a

soothing melody.) Ex. guliel . in et mae . beg . hibeenia

devicta in geatiam eecepta mdcxci. (William III. and Mary

reigning, Ireland, subdued, is received into favour, 1691.)

1*9. Eapin, xi. 8. Van Loon, IV. 61.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

The seated female figure symbolizes William, who, having

subdued his enemies by force of arms, now tries the arts of

peace, extending the olive branch to Ireland, and sounding the

soothing notes of amnesty and reconciliation. The harp is

probably an allusion to the arms of Ireland.

224. Pacification of Ieeland. Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle.

Leg. wilh . hi . d . g . ang . sco . fe . et hib . eex, def . fid.

Below, g. h. (Georg Hautsch.) Same as Nos. 37, 146.

Rev. Victory, flying, r., with trumpet and palm branch,

attended by infant genii bearing six shields, with plans or views

of towns, and respectively inscribed, wateefoet, athlone,

limeich, kinsal, londondeey, and galoway ; below, William

commanding at a battle. Beyond are views of deogheda and

dvblin. Ex. eestitvtoei hibeenle . mdcxci. (To the Re-

storer of Ireland, 1691.)

Edge, annoevm gesta dvoevm ceenis : qvid plvees facient ?

(You perceive the achievements of two years ; what will more

accomplish ?)

1*6. Rapin, xi. 9. Van Loon, IV. 61.

MB. M. Not rare.
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This medal compliments William as the Restorer of Ireland.

This he accomplished by the capture of the six strongholds

mentioned on the shields, and of the cities of Drogheda and

Dublin, which fell into his hands in consequence of the only

two great battles fought in the open field, Boyne and Aghrim.

If such successes were the fruits of two years, what may be

expected from his future career ?

225. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

A variety of the preceding medal occurs with the edge

inscribed, armis ivngit amor nvnc tertia regna dvobvs.

(Amity by arms now unites a third kingdom to the two.)

Same as No. 146.

1-6.

Bibl. Paris, M. Very rare.

226. Pacification of Ireland. Oct. 1691.

A harp attached to a palm-tree surmounted by a crown ; on

the ground, captured arms ; distant landscape. Leg. sic flo-

REBIT IVSTVS RECVPERATOR . ET TRIVMPHATOR REX GVILIELMVS.

(Thus shall flourish the just Restorer and Conqueror, King

William.) Below, monogram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

Rev. A king, in ancient dress, is seated, r., upon his throne

under a tent, and surveys an army and a fleet. Leg. fidei

triumphis. (By the triumphs of the Faith.) Ex. p. h. m.

(Philipp Heinrich Muller.)

1-9.

MB. lead. Very rare.

This medal is without date, and is from dies to be used for

striking draughtsmen, perhaps never hardened. The obverse

evidently refers to the termination of the war in Ireland.

William is represented as a palm-tree, on which is the British

crown ; attached to it is the shield of Ireland just acquired

;

and on the ground are the scattered arms of his enemies. If
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the reverse has any reference to William, it may he to his

reviewing his troops immediately upon the landing at Torhay.

It also occurs on a draughtsman with the shields of Cosmo III.

de Medici, and John William, the Elector Palatine, for the type

of the obverse, and in lead with the obverse and reverse of a

medal commemorating the siege of Mayence in 1689 (See Van

Loon, III. 414, ii.). It is probable, therefore, that this piece is

composed of the reverses of two medals.

227. Ireland subdued. Oct. 1691.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary. He, laureate,

hair long, is in armour with straps on the shoulder, and mantle :

she wears necklace and embroidered gown. Leg. gvlielm .

ET . MARIA . D . G . M . B . F . ET . H . REX . ET . REG.

Rev. A lion devouring a bull in the presence of another lion.

Above, the shield of Ireland between branches of orange and

the inscription,

IERLAND REBEL EN FIER

MAAR HERCVLES VERSLOEG DEN IER

BARON GINCKEL T BUYGEN DOET

ONDER KONING WILIAMS VOET.

(Ireland was rebellious and proud ; but Hercules slew the Irish-

man, and Baron Ginkell laid her down under King William's

feet.) Ex. m.dc.xci.

1-65. Ptapin, xi. 11. Van Loon, IV. 63.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

From the inscription we learn that the lions represent

William and General Ginkell, who commanded the army in

the former's absence, and brought the war in Ireland to a suc-

cessful conclusion.

228. Ireland subdued. Oct. 1691.

An orange-tree, beneath which is Britannia armed, leaning

upon a Bible on an altar, and bearing on her lance the cap of
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Liberty. On the other side is a column, surmounted by the

shield of England, crowned, to which is attached a scroll

inscribed, britan : ontroert . wet . gevelt . princ d'orangie

ons herstelt. (The Prince of Orange restores for us troubled

Britain and the violated laws.) On the base of the column,

1688. Leg. soli deo gloria. (To God alone the glory.)

Same as No. 67, Vol. I. p. 641.

Rev. A lion devouring a bull in the presence of another lion,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

1-65.

Hague, M. Very rare.

This medal is composed of the obverse and the reverse of

two separate ones. It is intended to show how William tran-

quillized both countries, England and Ireland, and freed them

from the violence of James and the Roman Catholic party.

229. The Eeformation established. Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour and mantle with embroidered edge. Leg. wilhelm .

in . d . g . ang . sco . franc . et . hib . rex. Same as No. 62.

Rev. The statue of Dagon broken before the ark of the

covenant ; mice gnaw at the fragments ; Philistines flee amazed.

Leg. hostes inter tamen arca tritjmphat. (The ark triumphs

even in the midst of enemies.) Ex. reformations salva .

m . brit . r. (The Reformation preserved by the King of Great

Britain.)

2-1. Rapin, vi. 10. Van Loon, IV. 7.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it is the

work of Jan Luder. It is without date, but was probably struck

when William was established on the throne of Great Britain

and Ireland, and the principles of the Reformation were firmly

planted in the three kingdoms. The ark is emblematical of the

reformed churches of the three kingdoms, and the broken statue

of Dagon typifies the destruction of the power of James. The

Philistines are the French, who had assisted James.
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230. William's Throne established. Oct. 1691.

Anglia, Scotia, Hibernia, and Gallia, each crowned, and

having their dresses marked respectively with the rose, thistle,

harp, and fleur-de-lis, stand around an obelisk, dedicated to

guilel : iiii regn : r. (William, King of four kingdoms), and

decorated with his portrait and armorial shield, crowned.

Anglia and Scotia cross their sceptres in front of the obelisk.

Rev. William, habited as a Eoman Emperor, holds out a

sword, from the handle of which are suspended four crowns.

Ex. quatuor ex uno. (Four from one.)

1*8. Rapin, vii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 7.

MB. M. lead. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Munich, M.
Cassel, M. Rare.

This medal by Jan Luder, without date, probably refers to

the conclusion of the war in Ireland, when William's sword

had established his dominion over the kingdoms whose titles he

bore.

231. William's Throne established. Oct. 3 691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gvilielmvs

magnus. On truncation, i. l. (Jan Luder.)

Rev. Anglia, Scotia, Hibernia, and Gallia, &c. ; same as the

obverse of the preceding.

1-8.

MB. lead. Hunter, M. Hague, M. Very rare.

232. William's Throne established. Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very high and long,

in lace shirt, armour, and mantle ; above, bright rays ; below,

the shield of William crowned, with supporters, between

branches of laurel. Leg. wilhelmus . hi . d . g . britannia-

rum . imperat. (William III., by the grace of God, Sovereign of

Britain.) Below, d. k. (D. Koene.)
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Rev. Four warriors of England, Scotland, Ireland, and

Holland, armed, defending an orange-tree ; foes, prostrate and

fleeing ; distant fleet. Ex. causa dei est. (It is the cause of

God.)

Edge, regna mari terraque tegit . tegiturque vicissim.

(He protects the kingdoms by sea and land, and is, in turn,

protected.)

1*5 by 1*3. Chevalier, p. 155. De Tries and De Jonge,

PI. iv. fig. 4.

MB. M. Bibl. Paris, M. Hague, M. Munich, M.
St. Petersburg, M. Rare.

This medal is not dated, and does not appear to commemo-
rate any particular event, but the general state of the kingdom

after the war in Ireland, when the four countries fought

together under the shadow of the orange-tree for its protection.

Chevalier places it among the medals struck upon William's

return to Holland in 1691.

233. Peace restored. 1691. Counter.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Lcq. gvlielmvs . in . dei . gra.

233. Peace restored to Ireland.

Rev. Minerva, facing, looking r., and holding wreath and

palm branch, tramples on figure of War amidst arms and the

shield of France : above, meridian sun. Leg. restitvit lvcem.
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(He hath restored the light.) Ex. cil. (Christoph Jacob

Leherr.)

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Rare.

This and the next medalet, without date, refer most probably

to the suppression of the rebellion in Ireland and to the

restoration of peace to the three kingdoms. They were executed

at Augsburg by Leherr, and were intended for use as counters.

234. Peace restored. 1691. Counter.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, in armour and mantle.

Leg. GVLIELMVS . Ill . DEI . GRA . REX.

Rev. Minerva seated on a cloud ; below, an orb with arms of

France, two wheels, and a cock. Leg. restitvit lvcem. Ex.

cil. (Christoph Jacob Leherr.)

1-4.

P. H. Van Gelder, M. Very rare.

235. Peace restored. 1691. Counter.

Bust of William III., r., in mantle. Leg. wilhe : rex .

angl :

Rev. Sun shining. Leg. restitvit lvcem.

•75.

A. W. Franks, M. Dresden, M. Leipzig, M. Gotha,iR.

Rare.

This is one of a set of eight medalets by Christian Wermuth,
with portraits of sovereigns, and made to fit in a silver box, and

for use as counters.

236. Peace restored. 1691. Counter.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. wilhelmvs . rex . angl.
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Rev. Sun shining over sea. Leg. restitvit . lvcem.

•7. (See Woodcut.)

236. Peace restored to Ireland.

MB. M. Bare.

Of the same work as the preceding, and no doubt one of a

similar set of counters.

237. Deventer Testimonial. Oct. 1691.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in figured armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gvilielmvs

MAGNUS.

Rev. William, habited as a Roman Emperor, holding the

Christian standard, raises Hibernia, kneeling, and pouring, from

a cornucopia, her treasures at his feet. Behind him a Genius

and the City of Deventer are placing upon a column a laurel-

wreath and a medallion inscribed, sal . publ. (The public

safety.) Leg. hibernia surge. (Ireland, arise.) Ex. daven .

f . f . cvr . l . m . cioidclxxxxi. (Struck at Deventer by the

liberality of the Master of the Mint, 1691.) I. luder . f.

Edge, sponsor . secvritatis . pvblicae. (The surety for the

public safety.)

1-85. Eapin, xi. 10. Van Loon, IV. 61.

MB. M. Hague, N. Rare.

This medal was struck at the expense of Peter Sluysken,

Master of the Mint at Deventer, and presented to the magis-

trates of that town, to testify his devotion to King William.

Van Loon places upon the edge the inscription which occurs

upon No. 224, annorvm gesta, &c, perhaps by mistake, as

that medal was executed by another artist.
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238. William, Duke of Gloucester. 1691.

Bust of the Duke of Gloucester, r., in helmet-shaped cap

adorned with feathers, armour, and ample mantle fastened with

brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gvlielmvs . dvx glocest .

1691.

No reverse.

2-3.

MB. M. M. Extremely rare.

239. William, Duke of Gloucester. 1691.

Three-quarters length figure of the Duke of Gloucester, r.,

in helmet-shaped cap adorned with feathers, frock, and petticoat

richly ornamented ; roses in his right hand. Leg. gvlielmvs

DVX GLOCEST . 1691.

No reverse.

2-5.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

These medals are cast and chased. The Duke of Gloucester

was the last remaining of seventeen children, which the Princess,

afterwards Queen, Anne had borne. He died 29 July, 1700, in

the eleventh year of his age.

240. Danish Auxiliaries. 1691.

Palm-tree, to which are suspended two shields ; one inscribed,

danorvm fortibvs avsis (By the bold enterprises of the Danes)

;

the other, viribvs vnitis. (By united forces.)

Rev. Hibernia, standing, I., holds a Victory, and rests one

hand upon the Irish harp. Leg. relevata. (Delivered.) Arose

before and after the inscription. Ex. 1691. ant. meibvs . f.

1-45. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. lead. Copenhagen, M. Very rare.

Denmark sent 6,000 foot and 1,000 horse to assist William

VOL. II. E
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in reducing Ireland (See No. 98) ; when this was accomplished

by the capitulation of Limerick, they returned home, and the

240. Danish Auxiliaries in Ireland.

Danish Government struck this medal to commemorate the

share these troops had had in this undertaking.

241. Ireland reunited. 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gvilielmvs

magnvs. On truncation, I. l. (Jan Luder.) Same as No. 231.

Rev. Anglia and Scotia, standing near an empty chair,

support a crowned cornucopia ; William is leading by the hand

Hibernia, that she may unite with the others. Leg. rex

auget regina tenet. (The King augments, the Queen holds.)

Ex. GUIL . in . NAS . LIB . PAC . REST . BRITAN . REGI . IMPERII

1692. (To William III. of Nassau, Restorer of Liberty and

Peace, King of the British Empire.) Shield of William crowned,

i. luder . F.

1-8.

Hunter, M. Hague, JE. Very rare.

This medal was struck in the beginning of the year 1692,

when William had, by confirming the Treaty of Limerick,

reunited Ireland to the British Empire ; and when, upon

embarking for Holland, he left the Queen in possession of the

reins of the Empire.
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242. Ireland reunited, &c. 1692.

William, standing on a cliff near the sea, with staff in his

right hand, directs the disembarkation of his cavalry : near

him, a hut and flag inscribed, for thes religi and liberty.

Leg. guil . nas . in . torbay . brit. Below, 1688.

Rev. Anglia and Scotia, standing near an empty chair, &c.
;

same as the preceding.

1-8.

MB. JE. Gotha, M. Rare.

This piece is composed of the reverses of two separate

medals, No. 61, Vol. I. p. 637, and the preceding. The types of

the obverse and reverse of this medal bear, however, some

relation to each other, as the re-union of Ireland may certainly

be said to have been one of the results of the landing of

William at Torbay.

243. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

straps on the shoulder and lion's head on the breast, and

embroidered mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. WILHELMVS . Ill . D . G . ANG . SCO . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX.

Rev. Two fleets engaged ; wrecks in the foreground. Leg.

britanna, et belgica virtus. (The valour of the British and

Dutch.) Ex. d . xix . xxix . maji mdcxcii. (^ May, 1692.)

2*1. Rapin, xiii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 101.

P. H. Van Gelder, M. cast. Very rare.

This medal merely presents a general view of the engage-

ment ; the double date is according to the old and new styles.

It was probably executed by the medallist who signs himself

d. s., and whose works were usually copies of medals of other

artists. (See Nos. 103, 194, 203, 209, 218, 222.) The battle

of La Hogue extended over six days, 19-24 May [0. S.],

1692. The combined English and Dutch fleets were under the

command of Admirals Russell and Almonde, and the French

under Admiral De Tourville. In this action the French suffered

e 2
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a severe defeat. Few ships were taken ; but those which fled

were pursued into the ports and destroyed.

244. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Hercules, seated, I., on a rock, in repose, regards a distant

naval action. Leg. ne hercules adversus duos. (Not even

Hercules against two.

—

comp. Erasm. Aclag. Cent. I. xxxix.)

Rev. Two fleets engaged, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2*1. Rapin, xiii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 101. Lochner, IV.

81.

MB. M. pewter. Hague, M. Rare.

This medal is probably the work of Jan Smeltzing. The

obverse is complimentary to Louis XIV., who may be con-

sidered as contemplating the loss of his fleet with com-

posure, as conscious that he was not disgraced by the result

of so unequal an engagement, for not even Hercules, without

aid, could succeed against two, the Hydra and the Crab (See

No. 185). The combined English and Dutch fleets were nearly

double in strength that of France.

245. Battle of La Hogue. -|-§- May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

satyr's head on the breast and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . franc . et

HIB . REX.

Rev. Victory standing, facing, holding laurel wreath and

palm branch : fleet in the distance. Leg. victoriae . pro-

emivm . a gall . reportat. (The reward of Victory earned off

from France.) Ex. im . cam . maii . xxix . 1692. (Ships sunk,

29 May, 1692.)

1*4. Rapin, xiv. 4. Van Loon, IV. 106.

No specimen of this medal has been met with ; it is by

Christian Wermuth. The device of the reverse is imitated

from the antique, and has only a general reference to a victory;

the date alone limits it to La Hogue. Van Loon does not

explain the letters in the exergue, which given in full may be

immersis cameris.
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246. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair rather long, in

armour and mantle. Leg. gulielmus . hi . d . g . m . brit .

FRAN . ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Below, DISHOECKE . F. (Jakol)

van Dishoecke fecit.)

Rev. Naval action ; in front, a trophy of the arms of England

and Holland surmounted by a naval crown on a trident. Leg.

mar . britann . puls . gall . MDCXcxi. (France driven from the

British seas, 1692.)

1-5. Rapin, xiii. 12. Van Loon, IV. 104.

MB.iR. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Goth&,M.

Munich, M. Rare.

247. Battle of La Hogue. || May, 1692.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate.

He, hair rather long, wears scale armour and embroidered

mantle : she is draped, with brooch in front. Leg. guli : et

MARIA D . G . M . BRIT : FR : ET HIB : REX, ET REGINA. Below,

I. smeltzing . f. Same as Nos. 201, 215.

Rev. Naval action ; in front, a French ship sinking. Leg.

asserta maris imperii gloria. (The glory of the empire of

the sea asserted.) Ex. gallorum classe deleta d.xix,xxix

maji . mdcxcii. (The French fleet defeated, -|-|- May, 1692.)

2-2. Rapin, xii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 93.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal refers generally to the battle of La Hogue ; the

date is given according to the old and new styles. The legend

is one of the many retorts upon Louis XIV. for his assumed

empire of the sea. (See No. 122.)

248. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in armour with lion's

head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the breast.
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Leg. GVILIELMVS . Ill . D . G . MAG . BEITT . FE . ET . HIB . EEX .

f . g (sic). Below, monogram, SSj^F. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Rev. Naval action ; a French ship in flames, another blow-

ing up. In front is the French Cock fleeing to land before a

Lion and a marine Unicorn, which seize the fallen trident.

Leg. impeeivm . pelagi . nobis. (To us belongs the empire of

the sea.) Ex. incensa . gall . classe . ang . et . bat . victoees .

mdcxcii. (The French fleet burnt ; the English and Dutch

victorious, 1692.)

2-1. Kapin, xii. 12. Van Loon, IV. 96.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Gotha, M. St.

Petersburg, M. Bare.

This medal again retorts upon Louis XIV., who in July,

1690, claimed the empire of the sea : England and Holland

now wrest the trident from his grasp, and assert that it is to

them that this empire belongs. (See No. 122.)

249. Battle of La Hogue. || May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in scale armour with

lion's head on the breast, and mantle fastened with brooch on

the shoulder. Leg. gvilielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . beitt . fe .

ET . HIB . EEX . F . G (sic). Below, I. BOSKAM.

Rev. Naval action, somewhat differing from the preceding,

and of more delicate execution ; one ship is blowing up, and

the sterns of four others are seen. In front is the French Cock

fleeing to land before a Lion and a marine Unicorn, which

seize the fallen trident. Leg. impeeivm . pelagi . nobis. Ex.

INCENSA . GALL . CLASSE . ANG . ET . BAT . VICTOEES . MDCXCII.

21.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

The dies of this medal are cracked, which may be the cause

of its rarity. It is probable that it was executed by the artist

before the preceding, and that the dies broke at an early stage

of their being used. This circumstance would account for the

difference in the style of the two medals, the preceding one
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having been made in great haste and consequently with some-

what less care.

250. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., hair very long, in scale armour,

with lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle round the breast. Leg. gulielmus hi d . g . m . brit :

franc : et hib : REX.

Rev. Neptune, with features of William, in his car, punishes

with his trident another, with features of Louis XIV., who has

assumed his appearance and equipage. Leg. simili pcena

commissa luuntur. (Offences are expiated by commensurate

punishment.) Ex. mihi sorte datum. (To me it has been

allotted.)

2-85. Rapin, xii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 93.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Very rare.

This medal is the work of Jan Luder.

Louis XIV., in the medal struck after the naval action off

Beachy Head, 30 June, 1690, was represented in a marine car

wielding a trident, and with the legend addressed to the British

and the Dutch, " Speed your flight ; to him belongs the empire

of the sea," (See No. 122.) On the medal now struck William

is considered the true Neptune, punishing Louis as an impostor,

and announcing that to himself was the empire of the sea

allotted. The legends are taken from Virgil, Jen. i. 140, 143.

251. Battle of La Hogue. -^f May, 1692.

Neptune, with uplifted trident, drives Louis XIV. from his

marine car, holding a trident tipped with fleurs-de-lis ; distant

naval action. Leg. non illi imperivm; sed mihi sorte

datvm. (Not to him, but to me was the empire allotted.) Ex.

GUILIELMO . Ill . M . BRIT . R . OB IMPERIUM MARIS ASSERT. (To

William III., King of Great Britain, upon his asserting his

dominion of the sea.) p.h.m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.)
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Rev. Victory, with laurel wreath and palm, standing on an

antique galley, on which two infant genii support the shields

of England and Holland beneath a naval crown. Wrecks of

ships are floating about, and the sun is setting. Leg. se

condet in undas. (It shall hide itself in the waves.) Ex.

DELETA AC INCENSA GALL0RUM CLASSE . MDCXCII. (The French

fleet destroyed and burnt, 1692.) p.h.m. (Philipp Heinrich

Miiller.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. ConCastIgatVs gaLLorVM fast-

Vs et astVs fLVCtIbVs, et pVgna fraCtYs atroCe fragor.

(The pride and cunning of the French on the sea chastised, and

the crash effected by a severe contest, mccccclllvvvvvvwii=
1692.) f. k. (Friedrich Kleinert.)

2. Rapin, xiii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 98.

MB. M. M. Vienna, N. Bare.

This medal was also struck in wood for use as a draughtsman.

The obverse of this medal is similar in idea to the reverse of

the preceding. The reverse is also a taunt upon Louis XIV.,

who had adopted the sun as his emblem. It is now repre-

sented as sinking, like his fleet, beneath the waves.

252. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary. He, laureate,

hair long, wears armour with straps on the shoulder, and

ample embroidered mantle round the breast : she is draped.

Leg. guli . et maria d . g . m . brit . fr . et hib . rex . et

regina. Below, r. arondeaux . f. Same as Nos. 188, 223.

Rev. An armed warrior holds a trident surmounted by a

laurel wreath, and leans upon a shield bearing the united hands

of England and Holland ; he is seated upon a lion and a

unicorn, the shield of France lying at his feet : distant naval

action. Leg. gallis oceano expulsis a classe britanno-

batavica . mdcxcii. (The French driven from the sea by the

British and Dutch fleets, 1692.)

1*9. Rapin, xii. 11. Van Loon, IV. 96.

MB. N. pewter. Very rare.
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There is not any peculiar allusion in this medal. The
united hands indicate the concord of the two nations, and the

wreath on the trident a naval victory.

253. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

An armed warrior holds a trident surmounted by a laurel

wreath, &c. ; same as the reverse of the preceding.

Rev. Two officers in a naval car inscribed, eussel et

almonde, one holding a drawn sword, the other a trident with

a broom attached to it. Beyond is a view of babfleue, distant

ships in flames, and louis xiiii. with a trident in his hand,

landing in great alarm from his marine car drawn by frogs.

Leg. pseudo neptuno maei eiecto. (The false Neptune driven

from the sea.)

1-9. Bapin, xii. 10. Van Loon, IV. 96.

MB. M. Hague, M. Copenhagen, M. Very rare.

The same idea of treating Louis XIV. as a false Neptune

prevails in this as in some other medals ; but instead of the

true Neptune, Admirals Kussell and Almonde, the commanders
of the combined fleets, are introduced, driving and sweeping him
and his fleet from the sea. The action took place off Barfleur.

254. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of "William III., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : hi d . g . m . beit : fe : et hib : eex f . d .

p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 67, 205,

207.

Rev. Two officers in a naval car inscribed, buss : et almon,

&c. ; device similar to that of the preceding, but the view of

Barfleur is omitted, Louis is called ludov : xiv, and he has
dropped hi"s trident. In the distance is the setting sun.

Leg. divumq : sibi poscebat honoeem. (And he demanded for

himself divine honours.

—

Virg. Aen.\i. 589.) Ex. pseudonept :

ocean : exp : pugn : ad baefl . mdcxcii. (The false Neptune
driven from the sea in the fight off Barfleur, 1692.)
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1-45. Rapin, xiv. 2. Van Loon, IV. 104.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Rare.

On this medal the sun, the symbol of Louis, is setting,

and the legend alludes to the title of Neptune, which he had

assumed upon his medals, and also to the fulsome flatteries

which his courtiers sometimes addressed to him. The type of

the reverse of this and the preceding medal is the same in idea

hut differently treated. It is possible that the design was

suggested to both artists and that neither copied from the other.

255. Battle of La Hogue. -|-| May, 1692.

Two officers in a naval car, &c. ; same as the reverse of the

preceding.

Rev. The blowing up of Le Soleil Royal ; her stern decorated

with a meridian sun, and the motto nec plveib . imp. (Not

unequal to many.) Leg. nvnc plvribvs impar. (Now un-

equal to many.) Ex. brit : bat : q . virtvte md,cxcii. (By

the valour of the British and the Dutch, 1692.)

1-45. Rapin, xiv. 3. Van Loon, IV. 104.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

Louis XIV. took for his emblem the sun with the well-

known motto "Nec pluribus impar" ; it decorated the stern of

Le Soleil Royal, which bore Admiral de Tourville's flag in the

Battle of La Hogue. He singled out Admiral Russell, and

after a most severe contest was obliged to be towed away.

His ship was so much damaged that it had to be run ashore

at Cherbourg, where, with others, it was burnt to the water

by Admiral Delaval. Thus perished the finest ship at that

time in Europe. The legend is a retort upon Louis's motto.

256. Battle of La Hogue. -|~| May, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r.
}
hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

VICVS MAGNVS * REX.
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Rev. The blowing up of Le Soleil Royal, &c. ; similar to

the preceding.

1-5.

P. H. Van Gelcler, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal was made in Holland : it is not by Jan Smeltz-

ing, but by one of the medallists who so frequently copied his

designs.

257. Battle of La Hogue. -|~| May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvillelmvs .

mag. Below, f. d. w : (F. D. Winter.) n. c. a. p. (Neale,

Custos Artifex Primus.) Same as Nos. 157, 175, 210.

Rev. Inscription, fugatis ex . mam . bmtan gallis . in-

CENSA CAPTA . DESTRUCTA . CLASSE . FOEDISSIMUM . AD . LITTORA .

MONUMENTUM PSEUDO NEPTVNI . GALLICI LUD0VICI . XII1I .M.S.
mdcxcii. (The French having been driven from the British

seas, their fleet burnt, taken, or destroyed, this most disgrace-

ful monument upon the coasts of the false French Neptune,

Louis XIV., is dedicated to his memory, 1692.) Branches of

laurel above and below.

1-85. Rapin, xiii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 102.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

For an explanation of the initials on the obverse see No. 62,

Vol. I. p. 637. By the monument referred to in the inscription,

the artist could only have meant the sunken and burnt hulks of

the French vessels. This medal was executed in England, and

lacks the pungent satire of the Dutch medallists.

258. Battle of La Hogue.
-J-|

May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle.

Leg. WILH . Ill . D . G . ANG . SCO . FR . ET HIB . REX, DEF . FID.

Below, g. h. (Georg Hautsch.) Same as Nos. 37, 146, 224.
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Rev. Naval action, the flag of Le Soleil Royal sinking ; Sun

setting behind French ships. Leg. nvnc plvribvs impar.

(Now unequal to many.) Ex„ ob . class . gall . ab ang . et

HOLL . VICT . ET DELET . D . 29 . 31 . MAI . A. 1692. (On the

defeat and destruction of the French fleet by the English and

Dutch, 29, 31 May, 1692.)

Edge, sic phaethont^o tandem mare svfficit igni. (Thus

at length the sea suffices for the fire of Phaethon.)

1-55. Rapin, xiv. 1. Van Loon, IV. 104.

MB. M.
This is another taunt upon the emblem and motto of Louis

XIV., asserting that he is now unequal to many ; and that he

is as unskilful as Phaethon in driving the chariot of the sun.

As two ships are particularly prominent, the device may per-

haps allude to the almost single combat between the English

and French Admirals.

259. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

The preceding medal also occurs with a slightly varied die

of the obverse, in which the artist's initials are omitted. (See

No. 219.)

1-55.

Hague, M. Very rare.

260. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in decorated

armour with lion's head on the breast, scales and straps on the

shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. gvlielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran . et . hib . rex.

Below. D. I. SCHEL . F.

Rev. Naval action ; Le Soleil Ptoyal and other French ships

in flames ; Sun setting. Leg. sic . gloria . galli . vanescat.

(Thus may the glory of the Frenchman disappear.) Ex. cl .
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Fr . per . An . et . Bat . tot . Destr . A . 29 Maj . ad 3

jun . 1692. (The French fleet totally destroyed by the English

and Dutch from 29 May to 3 June, 1692.)

1-9. Rapin, xiii. 10. Van Loon, IV. 102.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

In this, as upon some others, a parallel is drawn between

the destruction of Le Soleil Royal and the setting of the Sun

.

261. Battle of La Hogue. Jf May, 1692.

Naval action ; numerous wrecks, Le Soleil Royal in flames
;

Sun setting. Leg. vergit in occastjm. (It tends to its setting.)

Rev. Turks, on shore, loudly lamenting the destruction of

the French fleet. Leg. heu ! quis iam miseris poterit suc-

curere turcts. (Alas ! who can now assist the miserable

Turks ?)

Edge, ob . deletam gallicam classem anno 1692 29 may

monumentum. (A memorial of the destruction of the French

fleet, 29 May, 1692.) X (Friedrich Kleinert?)

1-85. Rapin, xiii. 11. Van Loon, IV. 102.

MB. lead (edge plain). Vienna, M. Goth a, M.
St. Petersburg, JR. Rare.

This medal draws the usual parallel between the destruction

of Le Soleil Royal and the setting of the Sun. Louis XIV.
had exercised extreme severity against the Protestants, under

the plea of preserving the purity of the Christian religion.

Europe was therefore extremely indignant at finding this

"most Christian king" in league with the Turks against the

princes of Christendom. He is therefore taunted with the

lamentations of the Turks at the destruction of the fleet of

their ally.

262. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

William III., crowned by Victory, habited as a Roman
Emperor, and holding a rudder, stands between Hibernia, with
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her harp, and Belgium, with staff and the cap of Liberty, and

accompanied by her Lion. Leg. wilhelm . hi . d . g . mag .

BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB . REX GALLORVM VICTOR. (William III.,

by the grace of God, King of Great Britain, France, and

Ireland, victorious over the French.) Ex. concordant. (They

agree.) p.h.m. (Philipp Heinrich Muller.)

Rev. Naval action ; above, the Zodiac ; the sun about to

quit Gemini and to pass on to Cancer, Leo, and Virgo. Leg.

solis iter. (The course of the sun.) Ex. vict . nav . de

gallis max . die 29 may mdcxcii. (The very great naval victory

over the French, 29 May, 1692.) p.h.m. (Philipp Heinrich

Muller.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. ConCastIgatVs gaLLorVM fast-

Vs et astVs fLVCtIbVs, et pVgna fraCtVs atroCe fragor.

f. k. (Friedrich Kleinert.) Same as No. 251.

2-15. Rapin, xii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 93.

MB. M. Rare.

The battle of La Hogue was commenced 29 May, a few days

after the sun had entered the sign Gemini.

263. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : hi d . g . m . brit : fr : et hib : rex f . d . p . a.

Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 67, 205, 207,

254.

Rev. A rock in the sea ; on one side, Admiral Russell's

ship, the Britannia, sailing by uninjured, near it the meridian

Sun ; on the other, Le Soleil Royal sinking, and the French

Sun, marked with a fleur-de-lis reversed, setting. Leg. sol .

oriens . fugat . occidentem. (The rising sun [of William]

puts to flight the setting sun [of Louis].) Ex. d . -^f may .

MDCXCII.

1*5. Rapin, xiv. 5. Van Loon, IV. 106.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Gotha, lead. Very rare.

This medal is a retort upon Louis XIV., whose emblem,
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the sun, is now on the decline, whilst William takes his place,

his sun being at the highest point of the heavens.

264. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with straps on the shoulder and lion's head on the breast, and
embroidered mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . ang . sco . franc . et . hib . rex.

Same as No. 243.

Rev. A rock in the sea, &c. ; similar design to the preceding.

2-05. Rapin, xiii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 98.

MB. lead. Hague, lead. P. H. Van Gelder, lead.

Very rare.

This medal is cast and is by the artist who signs himself

d. s. (See Nos. 103, 194, 203, 209, 218, 222, 243.) The
reverse is copied from the preceding medal.

265. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair rather long, in scale

armour with lion's head on the shoulder, and mantle with

fringed edge. Leg. gvilielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran .

et . hib . rex. Same as Nos. 133, 135, 143, 198.

Rev. William as a Roman warrior, bearing his armorial

shield, overturns an obelisk erected to the naval glory of France
;

the top is surmounted with a naval crown and drooping lilies
;

the front is ornamented with a laureated trident, and the

pedestal with a sun setting behind the sea ; round the base

are the arms and flags of France and Turkey ; behind, a sea-

fight with berfleur and wight in the distance. Leg. minc

(sic) occidit undis. (Hence it sets beneath the waves.) Ex.
GALLIS FOEDA STRAGE MARI EIECTIS . 29 . MAY 1692. (The

French driven from the sea by a disgraceful defeat, 29 May,
1692.) On the base of the obelisk, i. luder . f.
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2-25. Eapin, xii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 96.

MB. M. Hague, lead. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Very rare.

The obelisk here overturned may be supposed to be one

erected by Louis XIV., after his vaunted naval victory of 1690.

The main action of La Hogue was fought off Barfleur, but some

French ships, which had been disabled and had taken refuge

off the Isle of Wight, were afterwards captured. This was on

the last day of the engagement.

266. Battle of La Hogue. ^| May, 1692.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary. He, hair long,

wears armour with straps on the shoulder, and mantle round

the breast : she is draped. Leg. gvl : et . mar : d : g : m : b :

F : ET . H : REX . ET . REGINA.

Rev. Naval action ; Le Soleil Koyal in flames. Leg. nox

nvlla . secvta . est. (No night followed.) Ex. PVGN : NAV :

int : ang : et . fr : 21 . may . 1692. (Naval action between

England and France, 21 May, 1692.)

1-95. Eapin, xiii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 98.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal was executed in England, and is probably the

work of James Roettier. It conveys another taunt to Louis,

that though his sun had set, the earth was not deprived of

light. William himself gave one of these medals in gold, with

a massive chain, to Mr. Tupper of Guernsey, as an acknow-

ledgment for early information given by him relative to the

movements of the French fleet. This medal still remains in

the hands of his descendants.

267. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, hair short, both

draped ; he is laureate. Leg. gvlielmvs . et . maria . d . g.
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Rev. The French Admiral's ship, Le Soleil Royal, in flames.

Leg. ignibvs . impar. (Unequal to fire.)

1.

MB. M. M.
Executed by James or Norbert Roettier. It contains the

usual retort upon Louis for his emblem and motto.

268. Battle of La Hogue. -^ May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. GVLIELMVS . Ill . DEI . GRA.

Rev. The French Admiral's ship, Le Soleil Royal, in flames,

&c. ; similar to the preceding.

•85. Rapin, xiv. 8. Van Loon, IV. 106.

MB. M. JE. Athole,.ZR. Rare.

Two dies, slightly varying, were made for the reverse of this

medalet. This and the previous piece are thought by some to

be patterns for coins.

269. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvillelmvs .

mag. Below, f.d.w : (F. D. Winter.) n.c.a.p. (Neale, Custos

Artifex Primus.) Same as Nos. 157, 175, 210, 257.

Rev. Le Soleil Royal blowing up ; the sun on the stern. In

front is a cock fleeing from a lion, which has seized the trident.

Leg. non . cantabit . nisi . resurgat. (It will not crow, unless

it rise again.) Ex. mdcxcii.

1-8. Rapin, xiii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 102.

MB. JR. Brussels, M. Very rare.

For an explanation of the initials on the obverse see No. 62,

Vol. I. p. 637.

VOL. II. F
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270. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

vicvs magnvs * rex. Same as No. 256.

Rev. Louis XIV., holding a broken trident, his crown falling

from his head, is mounted upon a snail in the sea. Leg.

extolerat . cornua . sed . periit . salo. (He had raised' his

horns, but he perished in the sea.) Ex. mdcxcii.

1-5. Van Loon, IV. 106.

MB. JR. Hague, M. Munich, lead. Very rare.

This medal was executed in Holland. When the snail is in

full vigour, and not alarmed by danger, it boldly puts forth its

horns ; but when touched by salt water it perishes. The

French fleet sailed with every appearance of strength and

power, but at La Hogue it perished in the salt sea.

271. Battle of La Hogue. if May, 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair rather long, in scale

armour with lion's head on the shoulder, and mantle with

fringed edge. Leg. gvilielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran .

et . hib . rex. Same as Nos. 133, 135, 143, 198, 265.

Rev. Within a central circle, two busts, r., draped, of d.

RUSSEL". ADMlfiAL . BRITANN, and D'ALMONDE ". ADMIRAL . BATAVUS.

Around are "four compartments of naval actions ; between which

are the legends, 14 tot la hogue, 5 by guarze% 6 by wight,

4 TOT CHERBOURG.

2-25. Rapin, xii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 93.

MB. M. Hague, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is by Jan Luder. The four compartments con-

tain representations of the four chief exploits which distin-

guished the battle of La Hogue, and which took place on

different days. The numbers indicate the number of ships

lost by the French on each occasion. They do not correspond

exactly with any published account of this action.
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272. Battle of La Hogue. |f May, 1692.

Bust of William III. between two genii with palm branches,

supporting the shields of England and Holland, and placed on

a pedestal inscribed, wilh . in . angl . rex. This is within a

circular temple dedicated memorise jetern^:. (To the eternal

memory.) In the intercolumniations are four statues of rvssel,

ashby, delaval, and allemonde ; and on brackets in front of

the columns are four busts, beneath each of which are the

fleurs-de-lis of France. Ex. g. h. (Greorg Hautsch.)

Rev. Fame and Victory, with wreath and naval trophy,

supporting on either side a tablet, on which History, under

the direction of Time, is inscribing the names of the ships lost

by France ; above, an infant genius holds palm and laurel

branches ; behind, a naval action, French ships sinking. The

inscription on the tablet is vota orbis . class . gall . ab .

ANG . ET HOLL . DELET . D . 29 . 31 . MaI . 1692. LE SOLEIL

ROYAL . LE DAVFIN ROYAL . LE TRIOMPHANT . l'oRGVEILLEVX .

LE VICTORIEVX . LE VAINQVEVR . LE TERRIBLE . L'lLLVSTRE . LE

FVRl[EV]X . LE FIER[TE] . LE MONAJRCH.] LE SOVV[ENIR.] LE . . . .

(The gratitude of the world for the destruction of the French

fleet by the English and Dutch, 29, 31 May, 1692. Le Soleil

Royal, &c.)

Edge, matvrate fvgam, regiqve ostendite vestro,

NON ILLI IMPERIVM PELAGI.

(Speed your flight, and show your King, that the empire of the

sea does not belong to him.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. i. 141, 142.)

1-75. Rapin, xiii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 98.

MB. M. Rare.

The four persons recorded in the Temple of Fame are,

Russell, commander-in-chief of the English ; Almonde, com-

mander-in-chief of the Dutch ; Delaval, who commanded the

Red squadron which burnt Le Soleil Royal and two other ships

at Cherbourg; and Ashby, who commanded the Blue squadron.

The four busts on the brackets may be those of De Tourville

and other French Admirals. The edge is inscribed with a

quotation from Virgil, which had been used by Louis XIV.

f 2
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after the battle of July, 1690, and with which he was retorted

very frequently upon this occasion. Luttrell (Brief Historical

Relation of State Affairs, Oxford, 1857) says that the gold

medals which were given by the Queen to the officers engaged

in the battle bore the same inscription as on the edge of this

piece.

273. Namur taken. |-§- June, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle decorated with fleurs-de-lis. Leg. lvdovicvs magn .

gall . rex pivs . avg. Below, the artist's initial, s.

Rev. Louis XIV., with his suite, on horseback ; the garrison

of Namur pass before him. On the opposite bank is the army

of William, and in the distance Namur. Leg. amat victoria

testes. (Victory delights in spectators.) Ex. namvrcvm ex-

pvgnat : spectante avriaco et bavaro cvm cent : ARMATOR :

millib . xxx ivn : mdcxcii. (Namur taken in sight of [the. Prince

ofj Orange and [the Elector of] Bavaria, with one hundred

thousand soldiers, 30 June, 1692.)

2-9. Van Loon, IV. 88. Tresor, Med. Franc. Pt. III.

PI. xxxi. 6.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

Namur was invested by Louis XIV. in May, 1692. Cohorn

conducted the defence, Vauban the attacks, whereby these

two, the most celebrated engineers in Europe, were personally

opposed to each other. William assembled an army of one

hundred thousand men to interrupt the siege, but without

avail, and he and the Elector of Bavaria were compelled to be

inactive spectators of the fall of this important place. The

town capitulated ^-§ June, 1692, but the citadel held out till

the §% of the same month, when the garrison was allowed to

march out with all its baggage and arms.

274. Namur taken. -§-§ June, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head on the breast and straps decorated with fieurs-de-
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lis on the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs .

BEX . CHRISTIANISSIMVS. Below, MAVGER . F.

Rev. A pedestal, surmounted hy a Victory and inscribed,

Lvdovicvs . Magnvs . Namvrc . vrbem . et . arces . xxx . die .

OBSID . CAEPIT . SVB . OCVLIS . HlSPAN . ANGL . GERM . BATAV .

centvm mill . m.dc.xcii. (Louis, the Great, took the city and

citadel of Namur after thirty days' siege, under the eyes of

one hundred thousand Spanish, English, German, and Dutch

troops, 1692.) At the sides of the pedestal are captured

standards ; at the foot, the river gods, mosa and sabis—the

Meuse and the Sambre. Ex. mavger . f.

2-8. Van Loon, IV. 88. Tresor, Med. Franc. Pt. III.

PI. xxxi. 2.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This and the following medals belong to the official series of

Louis XIV. The reverse was probably designed by Sebastian

Le Clerc, who submitted three other sketches to the Academy,

which were not approved. These sketches are given in his

MS. work in the British Museum.

275. Namur taken, §% June, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle fastened on the shoulder

with brooch ornamented with Medusa's head. Leg. lvdovicvs.

magnvs . rex . christianiss. Below, r. (Henri Koussel.)

Rev. A pedestal, surmounted by a Victory, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

2-85.

MB. M. Very rare.

276. Namur taken. §§ June, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, I. MAVGER . F.

Rev. On a pedestal decorated with the arms of Namur, and
erected amid captured standards, is a figure of Victory ; at the
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base are the two river gods, mosa and sabis—the Meuse and

the Sambre. Leg. namurcum captum. (Namur taken.) Ex.

SUB OCULIS GERM . HISP . ANGL . BAT . CENTUM MILLIUM .

m.dc.xcti. (Under the eyes of one hundred thousand German,

Spanish, English, and Dutch troops, 1692.)

1-6. Van Loon, IV. 88. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 240.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies. No specimen of the medal of the larger size,

as figured in the Med. Louis XIV., fol. 240, has been met with.

The illustration varies but slightly from that of the smaller

one ; from which it may have been taken.

277. Namur taken. -|$ June, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

satyr's head in front, and mantle. Leg. lvdovicts . magnvs .

rex . christianiss . s . a . v . p. (Louis the Great, the most

Christian King, always august, victorious, pious.)

Rev. Side view of Namur and its citadel with the river Meuse

in the foreground ; above, on a scroll, arce . fortalitiis . et .

urbe . namurci . capt. (The citadel, fortifications, and city of

Namur taken.) Ex. 30 . ivn . m.d.c.xcii. ; below, palm and

laurel branches joined.

2-3. Van Loon, IV. 88.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The fall of

Namur bears a close resemblance to the fall of Mons in 1691.

In both years Louis, the sole monarch of his resources, was

able to open the campaign before William, the captain of a

coalition, could collect his scattered forces, and the advantage

remained with the first move.

278. Namur taken, -fg June, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

victs . magnvs . rex. Below, the artist's initial, n.

Rev. Front view of Namur and its citadel. Leg. invictis-
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simi trivmphatoris opvs. (The work of the most unconquer-

able Triumpher.) Ex. namvrcvm capt . d . 30 . ivn . 1692.

(Namur taken, 30 June, 1692.)

1. Van Loon, IV. 88.

No specimen of this jeton referring to the capture of Namur
has been met with. By this victory Louis achieved the last

and most splendid military exploit of his life. His confederated

foes had been witnesses of his glory, and his exultation was
boundless.

279. Battle of Steinkirk. ^^y
, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., L, laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps decorated with fleurs-de-lis on

the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs . rex .

CHRISTIANISSIMVS. Below, MAVGER . F.

Rev. A trophy of arms. Leg. de hispanis anglis germanis

et batavis. (From the Spaniards, English, Germans, and

Dutch.) Ex. ad stenkercam . m.dc.xcii. (At Steinkirk, 1692.)

MAVGER . F.

2-8. Van Loon, IV. 108. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 212.

Tresor, Med. Franc. Pt. III. PL xxxi. 3.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

The design for this medal was made by Sebastian Le Clerc.

(See MS. Brit. Mus.) His first sketch, as submitted to Mons.

de Pontchartrain, the Minister of Marine, was deemed too

meagre, and in consequence the trophy was much enriched

with additional arms and decorative work, and the legend also

altered. The execution of this medal was by special order

committed to Mauger. The obverse of this medal, as figured

in the Med. Louis XIV., fol. 242, is, as usual, taken from the

smaller size.

William, having detected a French spy, compelled him to

give false information to Luxembourg, the French general,

and thereby made his approaches to the French army before

his object was discovered. Notwithstanding the great difficulty

of the ground, he was successful in his attacks, till Count
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Solmes, who was accused of saying to his German troops,

"Let us see how the bull-dogs can fight," refused to advance

his men. The forces of the enemy having been increased,

William was compelled to retire ; he did so in good order, and

Luxembourg did not venture to pursue.

280. Battle of Steinkirk. |j^, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle fastened on the shoulder

with brooch ornamented with Medusa's head. Leg. lvdovicvs .

magnvs . rex . christianiss. Below, r. (Henri Koussel.)

Rev. A trophy of arms, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-8.

MB. M. M. Very rare.

This medal is composed of the work of two artists, the

obverse by Henri Koussel and the reverse by Jean Mauger.

Boussel appears to have been more successful in his portraits

of the King than his brother engraver.

281. Battle of Steinkirk.
2

3

4^y
, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. A trophy of arms, &c. ; same as No. 279, but without

the artist's name in the exergue.

1*6. Van Loon, IV. 109. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 242.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies.

282. Battle of Steinkirk. 4a^ j 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle fastened on the shoulder
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with brooch ornamented with Medusa's head. Leg. lvdovicvs .

mag-nvs . rex . christianiss. Below, r. (Henri Eoussel.)

Rev. A French soldier with sword uplifted over a prostrate

foe, whom he holds by the cravat, amid fallen standards, in

a field of battle ; behind, another French soldier capturing a

standard ; in the background, the Allies fleeing, the French pur-

suing. Leg. virtvs . peditvm . francorvm. (The valour of the

French infantry.) Ex.vygna . ad . stenkercam . m.dc.lxxxxii.

(Battle at Steinkirk, 1692.) molart . p.

2-85. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 241.

MB. M. Very rare.

The reverse of this medal was designed by Le Clerc, in

accordance with instructions given him by the French Academy,

the members of which, although not approving of the number of

figures in the design of the reverse, excused themselves on the

ground that it was intended to record specially the valour of

the French infantry. In the original design the legend on the

reverse was peditvm gallorvm victoria maxima (The greatest

victory of the French infantry), but as the action was not a

decisive one, and the words victoria maxima could only be

applied to such a victory, the inscription was altered to the

above, and in the exergue ad angiam was changed to ad
stenkercam, as the valour of the infantry was displayed more at

the village of Steinkirk than at Enghien, where the fighting was

not so severe. The obverse as given in the Med. Louis XIV.,

fol. 241, is as usual different. In this battle the army was
purposely drawn up where cavalry could act only with diffi-

culty; the brunt of the engagement was therefore borne chiefly

by the infantry on both sides ; and it was only after the

French infantry had been driven from their ground that the

French cavalry could be brought up, when they, aided by
the treachery of Count Solmes, turned the fate of the day.

The infantry fought well and deserved credit, but it was not

by them that defeat was averted. The engagement was fought

sword in hand, no firing; but with the cold steel. Therefore

the French soldier is represented as seizing his foe by the

cravat.
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283. Battle of Steinkirk.
2

3

4^y
, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps decorated with fleurs-de-lis on

the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs . rex .

christianissimvs. Below, mavger . f.

Rev. A French soldier with sword uplifted over a prostrate

foe, &c. ; same as the preceding, but the date m.dc.xcii. and

the artist's name mavger . f.

2-8. Tresor, Med. Franc. Pt. III. PI. xxxi. 4.

Bibl. Paris, M. Extremely rare.

284. Battle of Steinkirk. f^g|, 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, MAVGER . F.

Rev. A French soldier with sword uplifted over a prostrate

foe, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-6. Van Loon, IV. 109. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 241.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies.

285. Battle of Steinkirk. in^r, 1692.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary, both laureate.

He, hair rather long, wears scale armour and embroidered

mantle : she is draped, with brooch in front. Leg. guli :

ET MARIA D . G . M . BRIT : FR : ET HIB : REX, ET REGINA.

Below, I. smeltzing . f. Same as Nos. 201, 215, 247.

Rev. A cock furiously attacking a lion retreating, and hold-

ing the Belgic arrows with the rose of England ; the feathers

of the bird strew the ground and fill the air. Leg. 3 aug : ex

UNGUE LEONEM . 1692. PUGN : AD ANGIAM. ([Know] the lion

by its claw. Battle at Enghien, 3 Aug. 1692.) Ex. Shields

of England and Holland amidst French standards.
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22. Kapin, xiv. 7. Van Loon, IV. 110.

MB. JR. M. Hague, JR. P. H. Van Gelder, JR.

St. Petersburg, JR. Bare.

This is the Dutch memorial of this famous engagement.

France regarded the battle of Steinkirk as a great victory, and

was most extravagant in her rejoicings, but Luxembourg did

not venture to pursue William when he retired, and within

a few days, to avoid another action, retreated, abandoning his

sick and wounded prisoners. The loss on both sides was

nearly equal, so that the cock suffered much from the lion's

claws. The battle was fought between Steinkirk and Enghien.

286. Battles of La Hogue and Steinkirk. 1692.

Naval action ; in front, a French ship sinking. Leg. as-

serta maris imperii gloria. Ex. gallorum classe deleta

d.xix, xxix maji . mdcxcii. Same as the reverse of No. 247.

Rev. A cock furiously attacking a lion retreating, &c. ; same

as the preceding.

2-2.

MB. JR. P. H. Van Gelder, JR. Gotha, JR.

Cassel, JR. Bare.

This medal is composed of the reverses of two separate ones,

which commemorate the battle of La Hogue and the battle of

Steinkirk.

287. Execution or Grandval. -^ Aug. 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, 6B3ZF. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Rev. A monument, on which an executioner is breaking a

malefactor, and bowls with fire. At the sides are poles and
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gallows with the head and quarters of the offender. The

monument is inscribed, barthelemi . de . grandval . avro .

LVDOVIGEO PERCVSSOR . EMTVS GVILELM . Ill . M . BRIT .

REGVM (sic) PRVSTRA . PERFODER . CONATVS . PARRICIDII . REVS

CONVICTVS . EXTREMO SVPPLICIO . MVLITATVS (sic) EXEMPLVM .

SVI . SACRIL PERFIDIZE . GALLICS TVRPE . RELIQVIT . PARTIB

et . capite . svspensis. (Barthelemi de Grandval, assassin

hired by the gold of Louis, having in vain attempted to murder

William III., King of Great Britain, being accused and con-

victed of the parricide and condemned to the extremest punish-

ment, left a disgraceful memorial of his own sacrilege and of

French perfidy : his head and quarters having been gibbeted.)

Ex. XIII . AVG . M.DC.XCII.

2*35. Bapin, xiv. 6. Van Loon, IV. 113.

MB. M. Very rare.

Louvois, when Secretary of State, had entertained a scheme

for the murder of William, which was also encouraged by his

son and successor in office. Barthelemi de Lignieres, Chevalier

de Grandval, one of the chief instruments, was detected in

the camp of the Allies, confessed the whole scheme, and was

executed. He was hanged, drawn, and quartered ; and his

limbs exposed in different places.

288. Execution of Grandval. -^ Aug. 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle with fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . in .

D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Rev. A monument with executioner, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

2-35.

MB. M. Hague, lead. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Very rare.

This medal is the same as the preceding, but with a different

obverse.
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289. Execution of Geandval. -^ Aug. 1692.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and embroidered

mantle round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . ang .

SCO . FEANC . ET . HIB . BEX.

Rev. Inscription, babtholomjevs de geandval immanis

AVLiE GALLICS AMBITIONI DIEVS MINISTER AVEOQ . LVDOVICJEO

PEECVSSOE EMPTVS . GVILH . Ill . M . B . EEGEM QVEM INCAVTO

PEBDEEE LETO FBVSTEA CONATVS EST POENAS MOETE DEDIT AC

EXEMPLVM NEFANDI ANTEA ET INAVDITI FACINOEIS TVEPE EELI-

qvit xii avgvsti . 1692. (Barthelenii de Grandval, the abomin-

able minister to the ambition of the inhuman court of France,

and the assassin bribed by the gold of Louis, was put to death

by William III., King of Great Britain, whom in vain he

attempted to kill clandestinely, and has left behind a disgrace-

ful memorial of his wicked and hitherto unheard-of crime, 12

August, 1692.) Above and below, two laurel branches crossed.

1-3.

MB. electrotype from Hague, lead. Extremely rare.

This medal is copied from No. 287, and was probably

executed at Gotha by Christian Wermuth. The King of Great

Britain was looked upon as the only obstacle to the French

King's designs, and it is plain from the confession of Grandval

that not only Louis, but also James II. and his Queen, were

partakers in the guilt of the assassin.

290. Execution of Geandval. -^ Aug. 1692.

Bust of Louis XIV., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head on the breast, straps decorated with fleurs-de-lis

on the shoulder, and mantle with fringe. Leg. lvdovicvs .

magnvs . eex. On mantle, d. (Jakob van Dishoecke ?)

JRev. A monument, on which an executioner is breaking a

malefactor, and bowls with fire. At the sides are poles and

gallows with the head and quarters of the offender, and
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in the distance guards and spectators. The monument is

inscribed, barthelemi . de . grandval . avro . lvdovic^o .

PERCVSSOR . EMTVS GVLIELM . Ill . M . BRIT . REG . FRVSTRA .

PERFODERE CONATVS . PARRICIDII . REVS CONVICTVS . EXTREMO .

SVPPLICTO . MULCTATUS EXEMPLVM . SVI . SACRIL . PERFIDIiE .

GALLICS . TVRPE . RELIQVIT . PARTIB . ET . CAPITE . SVSPENSIS.

Leg. par sceleri. (Equal to the crime.) Ex. xm . avg .

M.DC.XCII.

1-85. Van Loon, IV. 113.

MB.iR. Bibl. Paris, lead. Hague, lead. Gotha, M.
Stockholm, lead. Kare.

Struck in Holland. The inscription on the monument is,

with very slight variations, the same as on No. 287. This

medal is probably the work of Jakob van Dishoecke.

As a series of medals were struck at Paris in honour of

Louis XIV., it was thought fit that his abetting a scheme of

assassination should not be omitted amongst the achievements

of the Grand Monarque. The legend may mean that the

punishment was commensurate with the crime, or sarcastically

that Louis was equal to the commission of the foul deed.

291. Eheinfels relieved.
2 Ja

*°'
169|-.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair very long, no drapery.

Leg. invictissimvs . gvillelmvs . in. Same as Nos. 156, 176.

Rev. The French army retiring from before Eheinfels. Leg.

nec auro . nec armis. (Neither by gold nor arms.) Ex. rhein-

FEL : ET S . GOAR : OBSIDIO IRRITA . GALLIS FUG : II JAN : MDCXCIII.

(The fruitless siege of Eheinfels and St. Goar ; the French put

to flight, 2 Jan. 1693.)

1-5. Eapin, xiv. 12. Van Loon, IV. 122.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It was made

by F. D. Winter, who took the type of the reverse from a

medal by Jan Smeltzing (See Van Loon, IV. 122).

In Dec. 1692, after a very protracted campaign, and when

the armies had partially retired into winter quarters, Tallard

re-assembled an army and invested Eheinfels and the neigh-
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bouring town of St. Goar. The siege of the former he was

obliged to abandon after sustaining very heavy losses, and

when the large bribe which he had offered to the governor was

contemptuously refused ; so neither by arms nor gold could he

accomplish his object. The raising of the siege commenced

on the 31st Dec. [N. S.] and was accomplished on the 2 Jan.

1693. In 1684 a medal was published upon the taking of

Luxembourg by Louis XIV., with the motto, ferro et avro

(By steel and gold), intimating the double cause of his success

(See Yan Loon, III. 292). This medal is a retort, as against

Eheinfels neither were successful.

There are several other medals (Van Loon, IV. 122) relating

to this event, but it is not necessary to describe them here, as

the connexion between this siege and the life of William III.

is scarcely traceable. The reverse of the above medal occurs

with another obverse, which may be described as follows :

—

A Lily with the flowers drooping, leaves falling off : above,

the sun concealed by clouds. Leg. nunc gloria transit.

(Now its glory vanishes.)

1-9 and 1-5. Van Loon, IV. 122.

MB. JR. JE.

This medal was struck in two sizes, the smaller one prob-

ably being copied from the larger, which is the work of Jan

Smeltzing.

292. The Elector of Saxony. Knight of the Garter.

5 H'eb.
10y3.

Bust of the Elector of Saxony, r., hair long and high, in

armour, ermine mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder,

riband and George of the Garter. Leg. ioh . georg . iv . d .

g . dvx . sax .i.c.m.a.&.w. elect. (John George IV.,

by the grace of God, Duke of Saxony, Jiilich, Cleves, Berg
[Montium], Engern, and Westphalia, Elector.) On truncation,

0. f. (Martin Heinrich Omeis fecit.)

Rev. Armorial shield of the Duke of Saxony ensigned with

the Electoral cap, within the Garter, having the motto incuse.
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Leg.—
IUNGIMUR HOC SIGNO ! QUO NON DISIUNGIMUR UNQUAM :

SIC NOSTEA JETERNUM PECTORA IUNCTA MANENT.

(We are united by this token, from which we are never dis-

united. Thus our hearts remain united for ever.)

Edge, cusa est anglorum wilhelmo rege moneta. 1693.

(This medal was struck during the reign of William, King of

England.)

1-7. Van Loon, IV. 125. Tentzel, I. PL 71, i.

MB. JR. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Gotha, M. Bare.

William had made efforts to secure the Elector of Saxony in

the interest of the Confederates. Having succeeded, he con-

ferred upon him the Order of the Garter, which the Elector

commemorated upon this medal. He was elected 2 Feb. 1692,

and invested at Dresden 26 Jan. 1693 [0. S.]. The motto

upon the Garter is an early specimen of incuse lettering.

293. The Elector of Saxony. Knight of the Garter.
26 Jan. -. £qq o

5 Feb. J-""".

JG C 4 in cypher, with the Electoral cap above, within the

Garter ; at the corners are the four shields of Saxony, Julich,

Cleves, and Berg, and below, 1693.

Rev. Two swords crossed within a wreath of rue ; above,

the Electoral cap ; below, i. thal (the value of the piece), and

i.e. (Johann Koch.) At the corners are the four shields of

the Palatinate of Saxony, Orlamiinde, Brene, and Pleissen.

Leg. DIS = MALE = CERPENDUS QUI MALE SENTIT, ERIT. (He, who

evil thinks, will by evil be destroyed.)

1-6 (square). Van Loon, IV. 125. Tentzel, I. PI. 71, ii.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Gotha, M.
Very rare.

This piece was distributed as a prize to the best shots with

a rifle during the festivities which were held at Dresden to

celebrate the inauguration of the Elector of Saxony as a Knight

of the Order of the Garter, the motto of which is turned into a

Latin verse on the reverse.
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294. Mary. Regent. March, 1693.

Bust of Mary, r., laureate, hair confined behind by pearls,

lovelocks, in mantle over the shoulders. Leg. maria d . g . m .

BRIT : FRAN : ET HIB : REGINA F . d . p . A.

Rev. Mary standing, facing, looking I., holds a palm branch

in one hand, and in the other, which rests upon a rudder,

a mirror : in the distance, sea with ships, and a high fence.

Leg. hilaris clementia . cavta potestas. (Cheerful clemency

and prudent government.) Ex. mdcxciii.

2. Eapin, xiv. 10. Yan Loon, IV. 131.

No specimen has been met with.

"When William quitted England, 31 March, 1693, the gov-

ernment was committed to Mary. The palm branch indicates

the mildness, as the mirror does the prudence of her govern-

ment.

295. Louis XIV. returns to Versailles. -A- June, 1693.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and embroidered

mantle round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . ang .

sco . franc . et . hib . rex. Same as No. 289.

Rev. A cock and hens flying at the sight of a fox issuing

from a wood. Leg. nil . cantvs . nil . nvmervs. (Neither

crowing nor numbers [avail anything].) Ex. xiii . ivn . mdcxciii.

1*3. Eapin, xiv. 11. Van Loon, IV. 134.

MB. M. Bibl. Paris, M. Munich, M. Very rare.

Executed probably by Christian Wermuth. This satirical

medal was struck to ridicule the rapid return of Louis from

Namur. On the -j^
8
- May he left Versailles to take the com-

mand of his army in person, accompanied by a very numerous
retinue, the Princesses, and the rest of his court, including

actors and singers. After remaining, however, with the troops

a week without having attempted any action, he suddenly

returned to Versailles, where he arrived, -|-| June. William

was not unfrequently represented as a fox on account of his red

hair.

vol. ii. a
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296. Louis XIV. returns to Versailles. -^ June, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

VICVS MAGNVS REX.

Rev. Louis standing in a triumphal car, drawn by two

ladies of his court, preceded by a third carrying his standard,

i.e., an empty purse and the figure : Versailles in the dis-

tance. Leg. venit vidit, sed non vicit. (He came, he saw,

but he did not conquer.) Ex. a belg : expediti : irrit :

red : versal : m . iun : mdcxciii. (The return to Versailles

from the fruitless expedition to Holland, in the month of June,

1693.)

1-45. Van Loon, IV. 134.

MB. lead. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, JR.

Brussels, JR. Gotha, JR. Munich, lead. Copen-

hagen, JR. Bare.

Executed by Jan Smeltzing. This satirical medal of the

French king was struck upon the same occasion as the pre-

ceding. The cypher and the empty purse indicate the amount

of his success in this expedition and the general state of his

finances.

297. Louis XIV. returns to Versailles. -^ June, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head on the breast, straps decorated with fleurs-de-lis

on the shoulder, and mantle with fringe. Leg. lvdovicvs .

magnvs . rex. On mantle, d. (Jakob van Dishoecke ?) Same

as No. 290.

Rev. Louis XIV. represented as Phoebus in a marine cave,

attended by three nymphs : in the distance is the Sun setting

in the sea, and a naked figure leading away the horses. Leg.

solis . lavtricibvs . servatis. (The bathing women of tbe

Sun preserved.) Ex. mdcxciii.

2. Van Loon, IV. 135.

Hague, pewter. Very rare.

This satirical medal was probably executed by Jakob van
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Dishoecke. Louis is here represented under his favourite

emblem the Sun, who was fabled to repose himself during the

night in the caves of Thetis attended by sea-nymphs. It alludes

of course to the ladies of the court of France, and to their

supposed preservation through the king's precipitate departure

from Namur.

298. Sea-fight off Gibraltar. ^ June, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Victory, armed with thunder, stands facing, looking r.,

upon an antique boat, between the pillars of Hercules. Leg.

commercia hostibus interclusa. (The commerce of the enemy
interrupted.) Ex. navibus capt . aut incens . ad fretum
gaditan . m.dc.xctii. (Vessels taken or burnt in the straits of

Gibraltar, 1693.)

1-6. Van Loon, IV. 136. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 248.

Tresor, Med. Franc. Pt. III. PI. xxxii. 3.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies. Sir George Rooke was convoying a large fleet

of merchant vessels through the straits of Gibraltar, when
he was attacked by a French fleet, under De Tourville, of

nearly four times his force. Enough of the French fleet was
kept together to hold Sir George engaged, while the greater

number was ordered to capture the merchantmen, of which,

however, few were taken, but a great number burnt. Sir

George, pressed by a portion of the French fleet for two days,

stood off and escaped to Madeira. The whole affair was very

injurious to England and Holland, though not otherwise pro-

fitable to France.

299. Sea-fight off Gibraltar. \^ June, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding, but

no artist's name.

g 2
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Rev. Victory, armed with thunder, upon an antique boat, &c;

same as the preceding. Leg. commercia hostibus interclusa.

Ex. NAVIBUS CAPTIS AUT INCENSIS AD . FRETUM GADITANUM .

XXVII . JUNII . M.DC.XCIII.

2-9. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 248.

No specimen has been met with.

These medals are after drawings by Sebastian Le Clerc.

(See the following one.)

300. Sea-fight off Gibraltar. -|^ June, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in mantle ornamented

with fleurs-de-lis and tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg.

LVDOVICVS . MAGNVS . REX . CHRISTIANISSIMVS. Below, H. ROVS-

SEL . F.

Rev. Victory, armed with thunder, stands r., looking I.,

upon an antique boat, between the pillars of Hercules erected

at the foot of two mountains. Leg. commercia . hostibvs .

INTERCLVSA. Ex. C . NAVIBVS . CAPT . AVT . INCENSIS . AD .

fretvm . gaditanvm . m.dc.xciii. (One hundred ships taken or

burnt in the straits of Gibraltar, 1693.)

2-65.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal differs little from the preceding, but the design is

the same as that given in the MS. work of Le Clerc. The boat

on which Victory stands represents an antique ship of burthen

or merchantman (oX/cay). Le Clerc submitted other designs for

medals commemorative of this victory, which were, however, not

accepted by the Academy.

301. Battle of Landen. ^-f July, 1693.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head on the breast and rich straps with lions ram-

pant, suns, and fleurs-de-lis on the shoulder, and mantle round

the breast. Leg. invictissimvs . gvillelmvs . in. Below, f. d.

wtinter . F.
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Rev. Inscription, victo victoke gallo numero duplice

FORTIOEE VIRTUTE INFERIORE ARTE IMPARI PERDITO GALLIARUM

FLORE DESTRUCTO PEDITATU . CJESIS PRiETORIANIS . SAUCUS (sic)

ICTIS ET VERE VICTIS LUDOVICjEIS COPIIS TROPHEUM STATUIT

gvilelmus in rex . m . br . xxix iul : M.DC.xcui. (The victori-

ous French being conquered, doubly superior in number,

inferior in courage, unequal in skill, the flower of the French

forces having perished, their infantry being destroyed, the

guards slain, the troops of Louis wounded, smitten, and truly

conquered, William III., King of Great Britain, erected a

trophy, 29 July, 1693.)

1-95. Kapin, xv. 2. Van Loon, IV. 140.

MB. electrotype from Hague, lead. Marquess of Bute, lead.

Very rare.

This medal commemorates the attack made by Luxembourg

upon William's entrenched camp at Landen, and though the in-

scription is too exaggerated, it is very nearly true, and might have

been entirely so had not the French army after several repulses

been reinforced by twenty-two fresh and unexpected squadrons,

which turned the fate of the day. Luxembourg was ultimately

successful, though his loss exceeded that of the Allies in

officers and men, and he was compelled to remain fifteen days

inactive, during which time William was reinforcing his army

and able to hazard another engagement.

302. Battle of Landen. -|~|- July, 1693.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. Two dogs, suffering by their attacks upon a porcupine

;

in the distance are soldiers marching. Leg. nvnqvam : impvne .

lacessitvs. (Never provoked with impunity.) Ex. pvgna ad

neerhespen xxix ivlii mdcxciii. (Battle of Neerhespen, 29

July, 1693.)

1-95. Bapin, xv. 3. Van Loon, IV. 140.

MB. M. lead. Hunter, M. Brussels, M. Stock-

holm, M. Very rare.
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William in his strong camp is represented by the porcupine,

which is so armed, that its enemies must suffer severely in

their attacks upon it ; and Luxembourg sustained such serious

loss in his attack upon William, that he was compelled to

remain inactive.

303. Battle of Landen. -^ July, 1693.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, OSsd* . (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as No. 287.

Rev. Falcon flying, I., pouncing upon a heron, which receives

it upon its beak : distant towns and battle. Leg. foeti . sic .

victor . vincitvr . art. (Thus the victor is vanquished by

courageous skill.) Ex. xxix . ivl . mdcxciii. i. boskam . f.

2-35. Rapin, xv. 1. Van Loon, IV. 140.

MB. JR. Hague, JR. P. H. Van Gelder, JR.

Brussels, JR. Gotha, JR. Rare.

When a heron is hard pressed it throws itself upon its back

in the air and receives the falcon upon the point of its beak

;

William is the heron who so severely punished Luxembourg,

when he attacked him at Landen, that he was unable to

prosecute the original objects of the campaign, and remained

inactive. Thus, though Luxembourg was the conqueror at

the moment, his plans were defeated by the courage and skill

of William.

304. Battle of Landen. -^f July, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

VICVS MAGNVS REX.

Rev. Falcon flying, r., pouncing upon a heron, which receives

it upon its beak : distant town and battle. Leg. ex voto fatvm.

(A wished-for fate.) Ex. pugn : ad land : xxix iul : mdcxciii.

(Battle of Landen, 29 July, 1693.)
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1-5. Van Loon, IV. 140.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it was exe-

cuted in Holland, the reverse being taken from the preceding

one.

The obverse is the usual one upon the satirical medals of

Louis XIV., who is here represented as a falcon suffering from

the defensive beak of the heron, William. The legend asserts

that his punishment was agreeable to all Europe. The battle

was variously called after Landen, Neerhespen, or Neerwinden,

at each of which places the action was fiercely contested.

305. Battle of Landen. ^ July, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair high and long, in armour and

mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. lvdovicvs .

magnvs . eex . cheistianissimvs. Below, e. (Henri Roussel.)

Rev. Trophy of captured arms. Leg, caesa . host . xx .

MILL . TOEMENTA . BELL . CAPT . LXXVI . SIGNA . EELATA . XC.

(Twenty thousand enemies slain, seventy-six cannon taken,

ninety standards carried off.) Ex. de foedeeatis . ad . nee-

vindam . m.dc.xciii. (From the Confederates at Neerwinden,

1693.) molaet . f.

2-75. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 249.

MB. M. Rare.

The illustration in the Med. Louis XIV., fol., has the usual

different type for the obverse. The reverse of this medal was

designed by Sebastian Le Clerc. His original sketch, which

consisted of a trophy and the legend, gastea hostivm expvg-

nata acies steata (The camp of the enemy captured, its army
scattered), having been considered too meagre in design, he

was directed to execute another similar to that commemoratina-

the battle of Steinkirk, and in the legend to give the number
of cannons, standards, and drums taken from the enemy. The
medal, as described above, corresponds most minutely with

Le Clerc's second design, which, as well as his first sketch, is

given in his MS. work in the British Museum.
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306. Battle of Landen. -|-| July, 1693.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS EEX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Trophy of captured arms. Leg. cjesa host . xx mill .

TORMENTA BELL . CAPT . LXXVI . SIGNA RELATA XC. Ex. On a

pedestal, de foederatis ad nervindam . m.dc.xciii.

1-6. Van Loon, IV. 138. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 249.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies. The design of the reverse of this medal is

similar to the preceding, but in its details slightly modified

from the original drawing by Le Clerc. It also differs from

the plate in the Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 249, which is like the

medallion. There were other designs by this artist recording

this battle ; from which medals do not appear to have been

executed.

These are the French commemorations of the battle of Neer-

winden, or Landen, as it is variously called, and are full of

exaggeration. The total loss of the Confederates was about

seven thousand, that of the French much more considerable.

307. Battle of Landen. -^f July, 1693.

Bust of William III., I., hair confined in a bag, in scale

armour. Leg. gvlielmvs . hi . d . g . britann : rex. Same as

Nos. 100, 105, 106.

Rev. A drum beaten by a hand from heaven ; the sleeve

marked by three fleurs-de-lis : distant horsemen fleeing.

Leg. mon sort est d'estre battv. (It is my fortune to be

beaten.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 138.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

The head-dress of William is similar to that of the fugitive

portraits of James II. (Nos. 3, 6, 142, Vol. L), and here

appears upon a medal satirizing the defeat of the former at

Landen. It was certainly his fortune to be frequently beaten
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in the field, for he generally had to contend against superior

forces, commanded by consummate generals. He acquired,

however, as much honour in his defeats as his opponents by

their victories. This medal was executed in Holland.

308. Maey. Kegent. 1693?

Bust of Mary, L, laureate, hair collected into a knot behind

and entwined with pearls, lovelocks, no drapery. Leg. mama
d . g . m . beit : fean : et hib : eegina f . d . p . a. On trun-

cation, f. w. (F. D. Winter.) Very similar to Nos. 69, 152.

Rev. Globe between the sun and moon. Leg. sic astevm

illvsteat vtevmqve. (Thus a celestial body illuminates each

side.)

1*5. Eapin, xv. 6. Van Loon, IV. 148.

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

This piece is without date, and is the work of F. D. Winter,

who took his type of the head of the Queen from the medal

by Jan Smeltzing. It may have been struck during any of the

absences of William from England. While he illuminates one

side of the globe by his presence, she with light borrowed from

him illuminates the side where he himself does not appear.

309. Peesage of a new .ZEea. 1693.

Bust of Mary, r., hair decorated with handsome bandeau,

high in front, loose locks on the shoulders, in dress and mantle

fastened with brooches in front and on the shoulder. Leg.

MAEIA D . G . MAG . BEIT . FEANC . ET HIB . EEGINA MDCXCIII.

Rev. On an architectural terrace, decorated with an eagle,

the arms of Deventer, stand William and Mary, both in ancient

dress, having between them a globe, between two cornucopias

and surmounted by a phoenix. Under them are two river

gods

—

thamisis and ehenus. Behind William is a trophy of

French arms ; behind Mary are ships, &c. : above are rays

from heaven. Leg. secue . publ . et felix . temp . eepaeatio.
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(The public security and the happy re-establishment of affairs.)

s. c. d. (By order of the Senate of Deventer.)

2-25. Rapin, xv. 8. Van Loon, IV. 143.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This medal is by R. Arondeaux. The type and legend,

imitated from the antique, are intended to symbolize the com-

mencement of a revival of an eera of prosperity. In former

years France had conquered half of Holland, Flanders, and

Franche-Comte without a battle, whereas now she could not,

with her utmost efforts and after the most signal victories, pass

the frontiers of the United Provinces. William is therefore

represented with a trophy of French arms, standing near the

Rhine, whilst Mary, to whom the preservation of England was

committed during his absence, has under her feet a figure of

the Thames.

310. Distrust of Louis XIV. 1693.

Bust of "William III., r., hair long, in armour with stud on

the breast, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. WILHEL . Ill . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX.

Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as No. 41.

Bev. A pair of scales suspended from clouds ; one end, filled

with ships and with a label inscribed, gall . class . del . ac .

inc. (The French fleet destroyed and burnt), is weighed to the

ground ; near it a trident, decorated with caduceus, cornucopia,

and naval crown, and around the inscription, imper maris (The

empire of the sea) ; the other end, filled with fortifications of

cities, from which issue scrolls inscribed, roses, furna, heidel-

burga, and namurcum, the names of towns captured by the

French, is in vain attempted to be pulled down by Louis, who

is represented with a wooden leg, and his head covered with

snakes, and from whose mouth proceed the words pax in dieb .

nostris. (Peace in our days.) On a cushion on the ground

are two united hands entwined by the serpent of Discord. Ex.

securius bellum pace dubia . mdcxciii. (War is safer than a

dubious peace, 1693.)
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2*15. Rapin, xv. 4. Van Loon, IV. 153.

MB. M. cast. Hunter,iR. Hague, M. Brussels, iR.

Very rare.

Though France had been victorious in the field, she reaped

no solid advantage ; her resources were exhausted, the popu-

lation discontented, and actual famine was slaying multitudes.

Louis tried every means to negotiate a peace separately with

the various powers, but each and all were unwilling to trust

him, satisfied that war was safer than a dubious peace, and

that Europe would never be at peace till France was quite

humbled. The medal intimates too that the empire of the

sea in the hands of England and Holland was of greater weight

than the towns captured by France, notwithstanding the efforts

of a crippled army.

311. Distrust of Louis XIV. 1693.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. An altar, decorated with the Belgic arrows ; on it lies

the Bible and the cap of Liberty ; over it a hand holds a

sword entwined by a label inscribed, animis opibusq : parati.

(Prepared with courage and means.— Virg. Aen. ii. 799.) A
branch of laurel, with a serpent and manacles amongst the

leaves, falls to the ground. Above are rays from heaven, and

in the distance, genua, palatin : rheni, belg : hisp. (Genoa,

Palatinate of the Rhine, Spanish Netherlands.) Leg. felix

quem faciunt aliena peric : cautum. (Happy he whom an-

other's dangers make cautious.) Ex. securius bellum pace

dubia mdccviiii (sic). (War is safer than a dubious peace, 1709.)

2-2. Rapin, xv. 7. Van Loon, IV. 153.

MB. M. Hague, lead. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Brussels, M. Very rare.

This medal symbolizes Holland strong in religion, liberty,

her union, and her arms, amid the fostering rays of heaven

;

safer, thus prepared, than in an insidious peace with discord

and slavery concealed amidst its conditions. The barbarities
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committed by France in Genoa, the Palatinate, and the Spanish

Netherlands are held out as warnings of what might be ex-

pected from any reliance upon French treaties. The date

on the reverse is a blunder, which has been corrected in the

following one.

312. Distrust of Louis XIV. 1693.

Louis XIV. seated, I., on a throne, beneath which a snake

and vermin are crawling, is fishing for Belgians with a hook

baited with a scroll inscribed pax. Minerva cautions them by the

Leg. ne credite belgi. (Believe it not, Belgians.), and assures

them in the Ex. aliquis latet error. (Some deception is con-

cealed.) The Belgians show themselves aware of the treachery

by pointing to a traitor whose back is marked by a fleur-de-lis,

and upon whose head snakes are discovered by the falling off

of his fool's cap ; while a snake is coiled round a heart in his

hand.

Rev. An altar, decorated with the Belgic arrows, &c. ; same

as the preceding, but with the date correct, mdcxctii.

2-2. Van Loon, IV. 153. Lochner, II. 313.

MB. M. Hague, M. Leyden, M. P. H. Van

Gelder, M. Brussels, M. Eare.

This is another satire on the attempts of Louis to delude

the confederates into separate treaties of peace. The legend

on the obverse is adapted from Virgil, Aen. ii. 48.

313. Duke of Saxe-Gotha. Return from England.

30 Aug. [N. S.] 1693.

A wintry landscape; sun setting behind a hill. Leg. te non

praesente rigemvs. (In your absence we congeal.)

Rev. The English ship Catharine. Leg. brevi certvm qvo

fata ferant. (It will soon be known where his fate will carry

him.) Ex. Katherine, 1693. c. w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Edge, friderico . dvci saxoniae ex anglia feliciter re-
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devnti . anno . M.DC.xcin. (To Frederick, Duke of Saxony, on

his bappy return from England in the year 1693.)

1-55. Tentzel, II. PL 73, xi.

Dresden, M. Gotha, JR,. Very rare.

This medal was struck in gold, silver, copper, and pewter.

(See Wermuth's Catalogue, 1698, No. 81, p. 28.)

Frederick II., Duke of Saxe-Gotha, before he was of age

to assume the government of his country, travelled with his

brother in Holland and England, and his return home was

celebrated with great festivities and commemorated by medals.

The Catherine was the name of the ship in which the Duke

sailed from England.

314. Duke of Saxe-Gotha. Return from England.

30 Aug. [N. S.] 1693.

A starry sky, amidst which are, as constellations, F crowned

within the Saxon garland of rue : on one side, the horse of

Luneburg; on the other, the harp of England; above, the

shield of Saxony. Underneath is the city of Gotha. Leg.

vidimvs stellas nominis eivs in oriente. (We have seen

the stars of his name in the East.

—

comp. St. Matth. ii. 2.)

Rev. Inscription, in memoriam favsti reditvs ex anglia

TRIPLICIQ . BELGIO FRIDERICI TRANSMARINI D . G DVCIS SAXON .

IVL . CLIV . MONT . ANGAR . ET WESTPH . MOX PATRIS PATRIAE .

m.dc.xciii . in . kal . sept. (In memory of the happy return

from England and the triple Belgium of Frederick travelling

beyond the seas, by the grace of God, Duke of Saxony, Julich,

Cleves, Berg, Engern, and Westphalia, and soon to be Father of

his country, 30 Aug. 1693.) c. w. (Christian Wermuth.)

1-55.
"

Tentzel, II. PL 73, xii.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal was designed by Erhard Weigel, Mathematical

Professor in Jena, who, having found a globe whereon the

constellations were represented by the badges of various princes,

placed here in connexion those of the Duke of Saxony, Lune-

burg, and England, in token of the friendship of the princes
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of those countries. (See Weramth's Catalogue, 1698, No. 80,

p. 26.)

315. Prince Lewis of Baden in London. -
x
-
2
- Jan. 1694.

Bust of William III., three-quarters, r., hair long, in armour

and mantle fastened on the shoulder. Leg. willelmvs . in .

d . g . rex . f . d . p . a. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Rev. William receives the Prince of Baden at the gates of

his palace. In the foreground is seated Silence, with the

shields of Germany and England beneath the cap of Liberty

before her. Leg. rec . p . badens . lond. (The reception of

the Prince of Baden in London.) Ex. iunxit . libertas .

auxit . secretum . x . ian . mdcxciv. (Liberty has united, se-

crecy has strengthened them, 10 Jan. 1694.)

1*95. Bapin, xv. 5. Van Loon, IV. 156.

MB. pewter. Hunter, M. Brussels, M. Gotha, M.
Very rare.

To counteract certain intrigues of the King of France, the

Emperor despatched Lewis, Prince of Baden, to the Elector of

Bavaria, and afterwards to England. He landed at Gravesend

10 j^' , and two days afterwards was received by William at

Kensington Palace. The medal intimates that the liberty of

Europe was their bond of union, and that their power was

augmented by the prudent secrecy of their counsels.

316. William arrives in Holland. -
x
-
7
- May, 1694.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle round the breast. Leg. invictlssimvs gvillelmvs . mag .

Below, f. d. w : (F. D. Winter.) n. c. a. p. (Neale, Custos

Artifex Primus.) Same as Nos. 157, 175, 210, 257, 269.

Rev. William in an open boat off the coast of Holland :

fleet at a distance. Leg. qvem . mortis . timet . gradvm.

(What path of death does he fear ?

—

comp. Hor. Car. I. iii. 17.)
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Ex. NAYI . RELICTA . PER FLVCTVS AD P0RTVM . XVII . MAII .

mdcxciv. (Having quitted the ship [he arrived] at port through

the waves, 17 May, 1694.)

1-8. Kapin, xv. 9. Van Loon, IV. 160.

MB. M. Hunter, M. Very rare.

For an explanation of the initials on the obverse see No. 62,

Vol. I. p. 637.

In May, 1694, William set sail for Holland. The wind

speedily became violent and adverse, and the ship could not

approach within six leagues of the shore. William got into an

open boat, and after being buffeted about for seven or eight

hours at length reached the shore, and proceeded to the Hague,

where he arrived some hours after midnight.

317. Expedition to Brest. -^ June, 1694.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

Medusa's head on the breast. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs . rex .

christianissimvs. Below, r. (Henri Eoussel.)

Rev. Minerva, armed, stands upon the sea-shore, near a naval

trophy ; in the distance, sinking ships. Leg. cvstos ohm are-

moric^e. (Guardian of the coast of Brittany.) Ex. On a tablet,

angl . et . bat . cjesis et . fvgatis . 1694. (The English and

Dutch slain and put to flight.) r. (Henri Roussel.)

2-7. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 256.

MB. JE. Very rare.

The obverse of this medal as figured in the Med. Louis XIV.,

fol. 256, is, as usual, varied, and the reverse is different, being

more like that of the next one.

318. Expedition to Brest. -^ June, 1694.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Minerva, armed, stands upon the sea-shore, near a

naval trophy ; distant view of sea with ships, &c. Leg. custos
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ORAE AREMORICAE. Ex. BATAV . ET ANGL . AD LITTUS AREMORI-

cum CAEsis . m.dc.xciv. (The Dutch and English defeated on

the coast of Brittany, 1694.)

1-6. Van Loon, IV. 161. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 257.

MB. JR. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies. These medals commemorate the failure of an

attempt upon the coast of France at Camaret Bay, near Brest.

Louis having received early intimation of the intended attack,

sent Vauban to defend the coast, and the expedition failed. In

this undertaking the English suffered a severe loss in the death

of Talmash, who was fatally wounded in the thigh. The battery

from which Talmash received his wound is called, to this day,

La Mort a VAnglais.

319. Dieppe bombarded, j^f July, 1694.

Bust of William III., three-quarters, r., hair long, in armour

and mantle fastened on the shoulder. Leg. willelmvs . in .

d . g . rex . f . d . p . a. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as

No. 315.

Rev. Neptune in a car drawn by two unicorns : in the

distance, a fleet bombarding Dieppe. Leg. et proximvs .

ardet . vcalegon. (And Ucalegon, the nearest neighbour, is in

flames.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. ii. 311, 312.) Ex. dieppa . ab .

ANGLIS . & . HOLLANDIS . INCENTA (sic) . D . XXII . XXIII . IVL .

1694. (Dieppe burnt by the English and Dutch, 22, 23 July,

1694.)

1-95. Rapin, xv. 12. Van Loon, IV. 164.

MB. lead. Hunter, M. Brussels, M. Gotha. JR.

Dresden, JR. Very rare.

In July, 1694, a squadron was sent to bombard Dieppe,

alarm the French coast, and compel the assembling of a large

force for its protection. In all these respects the expedition

was successful, and Dieppe was burnt to the ground, having

been bombarded for two days. The legend probably refers to

Dieppe being the nearest seaport to the metropolis.
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320. Dieppe bombarded. -i-| July, 1694.

William receives the Prince of Baden at the gates of his

palace, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 315. Leg. rec . p .

BADENS . LOND. Ex. IUNXIT . LIBERTAS . AUXIT . SECRETUM . X .

IAN . MDCXCIV.

Rev. Neptune in a car drawn by two unicorns, &c. ; same
as the preceding.

1-95.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Bare.

This medal is composed of the reverses of two others already

noticed.

321. Havre bombarded.
-|-f-

July, 1694.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head and straps on the- shoulder, and mantle with em-

broidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, 6S3ZF. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as Nos. 287, 303.

Rev. Brazen bull amid flames ; in the distance, Havre burn-

ing and boats filled with troops. Leg. svis perit ignibvs

avctor. (The inventor perishes in his own flames.) Ex. por-

TVS . GRATLE . EXVSTVS ET . EVERSVS . BOMBARD ANGLO . BATAV .

mdcxciiii. (Havre de Grace burnt and destroyed by the bom-
bardment of the English and the Dutch, 1694.) i. b. f. (Jan

Boskam fecit.)

2-35. Rapin, xv. 11. Van Loon, IV. 165. Kohler,

XIII. 9.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Gotha, M. Vienna, M, Rare.

This medal commemorates the bombardment of Havre by

the English and Dutch squadrons on the 26, 27, and 28 July.

The bomb vessels were warped in as near as they could to the

town, being covered by boats manned with soldiers and seamen.

The bombardment of this and other places in retaliation for

that of Genoa, Heidelberg, and Liege by the French in the

VOL. II. h
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previous year (See No. 311) is here likened to the destruction

of Perillus, who perished in his own brazen bull, which he had

invented for the burning of the victims of Phalaris, tyrant of

Agrigentum, and which was so constructed that the cries of the

tortured resembled the bellowings of the animal.

322. Havre bombarded, -i~| July, 1694.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle with fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . in .

D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Same as No. 288.

Rev. Brazen bull amid flames, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-35. Van Loon, IV. 166.

MB. JR. Rare.

323. The French Coast bombarded. Sept. 1694.

William III., habited as a Roman general, holds a fulmen in

his right hand. Leg. iovi tonanti. (To Jove, the Thunderer.)

Ex. GUILIELMO III . D . G . M . BRITANN . REGI.

Rev. Ships bombarding various towns on the French coast,

under a meridian sun. Leg. urbes aspicit accensas ; nec

tantos sustinet ^stus. (He beholds the cities in flames, and

cannot bear so great a heat.

—

comp. Ovid, Met. ii. 227, 228.)

Ex. VIBRATA IN MARITIMAS GALLLE URBES FULMINA . 1694.

(Thunder hurled against the maritime towns of France.)

Edge, vangionvm nemetvmqve vrbes vlciscitvr anglvs,

disce timere graves nvnc lvdovice vices.

(The Briton avenges the Cities of Worms and Spires ; learn

now, Louis, to dread severe vicissitudes.) f. k. (Friedrich

Kleinert.)

. 1-75. Van Loon, IV. 167.

MB. AT
. (edge plain), M
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This medal was also struck in wood for use as a draughts-

man. It commemorates the bombardment of Dunkirk, Calais,

and other places along the coast of France, by a squadron

under Sir Cloudesley Shovel, which diverted a very large

French force, and thereby weakened the main French army.

William is represented as Jupiter in his character of the

Thunderer, or punisher of the guilty. On the reverse Louis is

the false sun or Phaethon beholding the cities in flames, and

unable to bear the heat occasioned by his own bad management.

In 1689 Louis burnt and destroyed Worms, Spires, and many
other places which he had no longer the power to retain.

324. The French Coast bombarded. Sept. 1694.

A cock lying on its back, and being bitten by a mouse.

Leg. in two lines

—

VENERVNT GALLI . MISERI REDIERE CAPONES

QVIS CASTRAVIT EOS . MVSCVLVS VNVS ERAT.

(They came as cocks [the French] and returned wretched

capons. Who emasculated them ? It was one little mouse.)

Ex. foedvs avgvstanvm prolongatvm. (The treaty of Augs-

burg prolonged.)

Rev. Pallas standing and pointing to a ship bombarding
;

before her is Louis XIV., who, kneeling, averts his face from

her shield, which bears the Gorgon's head. Leg. terror

maximvs ex improviso. (The greatest terror proceeds from the

unexpected.) Ex. vrbes galliarvm maritime fvlminatae .

m.d.c.xciv. (The maritime towns of France bombarded, 1694.)

1-2.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. M. Dulau, lead.

Stockholm, M. Very rare.

The obverse of this satirical medal by Christian Wermuth
(See his Catalogue, 1713, No. 318, p. 15) seems to have been

suggested by one struck in 1686 by Louis XIV., in ridicule of

the treaty of Augsburg, with the type, on the reverse, of a mouse

issuing from a mountain, soldiers around, and with the in-

scription, PARTVRIENT montes nascetvr ridicvlvs mvs. (The

H 2
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mountains will be in labour, a silly mouse will be produced.

—

See Menestrier, Dutch Ed., PL 40.) The musculus must there-

fore allude to the virtual renewal of that treaty by the present

action of the Allies. The reverse refers to the bombardment

of the French towns by the English squadron.

325. Huy taken, if Sept. 1694.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, £$}& . (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as Nos. 287, 303, 321.

Rev. The Duke of Holstein on horseback commanding at

the siege of Huy. Leg. fvgite . hinc . testes . a . limine .

belli. (Flee hence spectators from the threshold of war.) Ex.

HVYA . CVM . ARCE . ET . FORT . PICARD . ET . RVBEO . EXP . A . D .

HOLSAT . PLEVN . D . EXERC . FOED . XXVIII . SEPT . MDCXCTIII.

(Huy, with its citadel and the Picard and Eed Forts, taken by

the Duke of Holstein-Ploen, General of the allied army, 28

Sept. 1694.) i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

2-35. Rapin, xv. 10. Van Loon, IV. 172.

MB. M. (two varieties). Hague, JR. P. H. Van Gelder,

M. Vienna, M. Rare.

Of the two specimens of this medal in the British Museum,
one has the artist's initials on the obverse, the other is without

them : the die of the former is broken. The Duke of Holstein-

Ploen was directed by William to invest Huy ; the town immedi-

ately capitulated, and the heavy artillery being brought up, a

breach was effected in Fort Picard which was carried by storm

;

the fugitives were so closely pursued that both parties entered

the Red Fort together ; the battering train was then brought up

and the citadel immediately surrendered. William, by various

feints, had drawn away the French army, which, therefore, did

not witness these proceedings. Louis, when he took Namur,
declared that Victory delighted in spectators. William here

boasts that all spectators were driven away and not allowed to

view the grand spectacle.
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326. Huy taken, if Sept. 1694.

The Duke of Holstein receiving the submission of the

Governor of Huy : troops taking possession of the place. Leg.

huya . capta . nemesi . caepta. (Huy taken, retribution com-

menced.)

Rev. Mars standing facing, his sword in his left hand

;

behind him a trophy of arms. Leg. mart soc germ brit

hisp bat . 1694. (To Mars, the ally of the Germans, English,

Spaniards, and Dutch.)

1-95. Van Loon, IV. 171.

MB. lead. Hague, M. Brussels, M. Very rare.

The dies of this piece were executed by Martin Brunner, and

were used for striking draughtsmen. Hitherto the Allies had

been compelled to act chiefly on the defensive. Huy was the

first fortress they had taken, and they looked upon it as the

commencement of an era of retribution, and that Mars had

now become the ally of the Confederates.

327. Campaign of 1694.

Seven genii, helmeted, encircle the standard of Christianity,

trample upon those of France and Turkey, and hold those

of their own countries, viz., Poland, Spain, Venice, Austria,

Holland, England, and Savoy. Leg. virtuti et concordle

christianorum. (To the courage and unanimity of Christians.)

p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.)

Rev. Victory, bearing three laurel wreaths and a palm

branch, advances between three river gods, the Danube, the

Meuse, and the Rhine. Leg. petrovaradino liberato, hvyo

recepto, rheno traiecto. (Peterwardein relieved, Huy retaken,

the Rhine passed.) Ex. contra tvrcas eorvmqve foederatos

triplex xianorvm victoria . 1694. (Triple victory of the Chris-

tians over the Turks and their allies.) p. h. m. (Philipp

Heinrich Miiller.)

Edge, dominvs protectio tva : per diem sol non vret te,

neqve lvna per noctem . ps . 121. (The Lord is thy defence
;
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so that the sun shall not burn thee by day, neither the moon
by night.

—

comp. Psal. cxxi. 5, 6.) f. k. (Friedrich Kleinert.)

1-95. Van Loon, IV. 171.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Brussels, M. Bare.

This medal was struck at Nuremberg, and issued also in

wood for use as a draughtsman. The representatives of the

Allies encircle the standard of Christianity as the principle

and bond of their union against the Turks and their French

allies, and upon the edge is the assurance of the protection of

Providence, exemplified in the three successes recorded on the

reverse. Peterwardein, on the Danube, was relieved when

besieged by the Turks ; and Huy, on the Meuse, was retaken,

having been captured from the Allies by Luxembourg in the

preceding year. The Prince of Baden crossed the Rhine, near

Hagenbach, about the middle of September, and laid Alsace

under contribution.

328. Campaign of 1694. French Medal.

Bust of Louis XIV., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps ornamented with fleurs-de-lis

and suns on the shoulder, and mantle with fringed edge round

the breast. Leg. lvdovicvs magnvs rex christianissimvs.

Rev. A monument, consisting of an obelisk upon a pedestal

having on its front a medallion of a sun and a globe, with the

legend, nec . plvribvs . impar. (Not unequal to many.) The

serpent of Eternity forms the border. On the pedestal, amid

piles of arms, Minerva, holding a Victory, kneels and supports

the medallion, and Fame, holding a trumpet, inscribes the

obelisk lvd . vere magno. (To Louis, the truly Great.) The

pedestal is inscribed, indelibatam . orbis . gal . monarchiam .

vnvs in . omnes . svstinvit . mdcxciv. (Alone against all he

sustained the monarchy of the French empire uninjured,

1694.)

2-35. Van Loon, IV. 174.

MB. M. Rare.
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This medal is not one of the French official series. Although

the arms of France during 1694 had not been crowned with

any great victories, she had compelled the Imperial army to

remain inactive, had thwarted all the measures of the Duke of

Savoy, had defeated the Spaniards, and, with the exception of

the loss of Huy, had baffled all the efforts of the Confederate

Princes allied against her. This was accomplished in spite of

the distress and discontent which prevailed among her own

people, and is commemorated by the above medal. (See also

No. 405, p. 144.)

329. William III. and Louis XIV. contrasted. 1694.

William III., standing, facing, pointing with his sceptre to

the sun on his left, to which his face is turned, and with his

sword to a candle on the ground ; above his head a star, and

the astronomical sign for the planet Mars. Leg. tale fvi .

talis nvnc svm . talisq . fvtvr'. (Such I was, such I am
now, and such I shall be.) Ex. rex . angliae 1694. (King

of England.)

Rev. Louis XIV. in similar attitude, but pointing with his

sceptre to the sun on his right and looking at the candle on

the ground ; above his head a star, and the astronomical sign

for the Sun. Leg. talis eram . talis nvnc svm . mox tale

fvtvrvs. (Such I was, such I am now, and such I shall be

soon.) Ex. rex . gallle . 1694. (King of France.)

Edge, vnivs incrementvm est alterivs decrementvm.

(The increase of the one is the decrease of the other.)

1-6.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is by Christian Wermuth, and is described in

his Catalogue, 1713, No. 9, p. 21. On this medal the careers

of William and Louis are contrasted. William, who at first

was only the Stadtholder of Holland, had become the ruler of

three kingdoms, and by his wisdom and valour the chief adviser

of the Confederate Princes of Europe. Louis XIV., who had

commenced his reign in all the grandeur of a supreme monarch,
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was gradually declining in power. He had gained nothing by

the continuous warfare in which he had involved France, and

the internal discord and suffering of his kingdom threatened

to weaken still further his importance. Whilst William's power

had thus increased, in comparison, from the light given by a

candle to that given by the sun; Louis's, on the other hand,

had in like proportion decreased. Mars is represented as the

favouring divinity of William, and the Sun was the chosen

emblem of Louis.

330. Thomas Neale. 1694.

Bust of Neale, r., hair long, slight drapery over the shoulders.

Leg. tho . neale armigek. (Thomas Neale, Esq.)

Rev. Fortune upon a globe, holding drapery by both hands,

which floats over her head. Leg. non . eadem . semper. (Not

always the same.)

1-2. (See Woodcut.)

330. Medal of Thomas Neale.

MB. M. (reverse plain), M. Extremely rare.

Thomas Neale, called the Projector, was Groom-Porter to

William and Mary. According to Buding, he was Master of

the Mint from about 1678 to 1699, when he was succeeded in

that office by Sir Isaac Newton. He was famous for his system

of lotteries, which he introduced about the year 1694, and
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which were established on the principle of those existing at

that time in Venice. He built the Seven Dials in St. Giles's

parish, and died in 1705. The type of the reverse of this

medal evidently refers to Neale's numerous speculations. The
portrait of Neale is very similar to those of James II. This

resemblance of features was noticed by the poet Matthew Prior,

who was Secretary to the English Embassy at Paris, and who
in one of his despatches to the Earl of Halifax, in the year

1701, says, "I faced old James and all his court the other

day at St. Cloud. Vive Guillaume ! You never saw such a

strange figure as the old bully is, lean, worn, and rivelled, not

unlike Neale the projector." (See Ellis, Letters of Eminent
Men, Camden Soc. p. 265.)

The impressions in silver have the reverse plain, and were

probably struck before the dies were finished.

331. Archbishop Tillotson. Died, 22 Nov. [0. S.] 1694.

Bust of Archbishop Tillotson, r., in clerical robes. Leg.

iohannes tillotson. i. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. Inscription, archiepiscopus cantuariensis natus sow-

ERBLE 3 . OCTOBRIS 1630 MORT . LAMBETH^E 22 . NOVEMBRIS

1694. (John Tillotson, Archbishop of Canterbury, born at

Sowerby, 3 Oct. 1630, died at Lambeth, 22 Nov. 1694.) Rays
above, palm branches below.

l-'l, Snelling, xxix. 7.

MB. JR.

This was struck by Dassier to range with his small medals

of the Reformers, many years after the death of the Arch-

bishop.

John Tillotson was made Dean of Canterbury in 1672, and
Dean of St. Paul's in 1689, and on the deprival of Sancroft

was consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury. He was buried in

the Church of St. Lawrence Jewry, where he had preached for

over thirty years.
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332. William and Mary. Medallic Portraits.

Busts conjoined, r., of William and Mary. He, hair long,

wears cravat, armour with lion's head on the shoulder, and

George of the Garter attached to riband : she, with lovelocks, is

draped.

No reverse.

3-45 by 2-7.

MB. M. Very rare.

This may have been intended for the top of a box.

333. Mary. Medallic Portrait.

Bust of Mary, I., hair curled at the top, collected into a

knot behind, and bound with pearls, two lovelocks falling

down on the shoulders ; she wears pearl ear-ring and necklace,

and mantle with embroidered edge and fastened in front and

on the left shoulder with brooches. Leg. maria . d . g . mag .

BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIBER . REGINA.

No reverse.

3-45 by 2-65.

MB. M. Very rare.

A plaque, once strengthened with rosin and framed for

suspension. It was executed by Norbert Boettier about the

beginning of the reign of Anne, and forms one of a series of

portraits of the Stuart Sovereigns. (See No. 202, Vol. I.

p. 347.) It is not so well finished and highly executed as

others of this series. It is a companion to the plaque of

William (See No. 544, p. 219).

334. Death of Mary, ^gj 169|.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, £&}&. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as Nos. 287, 303, 321, 325.
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Rev. Bust of Mary, I., hair curled down the sides, and

collected into a knot behind, lovelock, pearl ear-ring, in

embroidered mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. MARIA . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REGINA.

Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

2-35. Van Loon, IV. 172, 181.

MB. M. Very rare.

As the reverses of this and the following piece appear upon

medals commemorating the death of the Queen, they must

belong to that date. On the -|"| Dec. the Queen first felt

symptoms of indisposition ; after a few days distinct charac-

teristics of small-pox appeared, and she died Vj^T 169-f.

335. Death of Mary. ^J 169|.

Bust of William III., r., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Bust of Mary, ?"., hair bound with strings of pearls,

tiara on the top of the head, in mantle fastened with jewel on

the shoulder. Leg. maria . n . d . g . mag . brit . fran . hib .

REGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

2-35. Van Loon, IV. 172, 181.

MB. lead. Very rare.

336. Death of Mary.
2

^gf 169|.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . in . d . g . mag .

brit . franc . et . hib . rex. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as

Nos. 288, 322.

Rev. Bust of Mary, r., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Edge, numinis providentia separatus . vn . id . ian .

mdclxxxxv .i.e. (Separated by the providence of God, 7 Jan.

1695.)

2-35. Rapin, x\ii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 187.
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MB. M. (edge plain). P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Yery rare.

The letters i. e. may perhaps be a blunder for i. b., the

artist's initials.

337. Death of Mary. ~^7 1QH-

Bust of Mary, r., laureate, hair confined behind by pearls,

lovelocks, in mantle over the shoulders. Leg. mama d . g .

M . BRIT : FRAN : ET HIB : REGINA F . d . p . A. Below, F. D.

winter . f. Same as No. 294.

Rev. Mary lying down, her head on a pillow, her hands

clasped in prayer, is breathing her last ; her soul, in the form

of a star, is carried by an angel to heaven : her crown and

sceptre lie beside her. Leg. occasu inclaruit ortus. (Her

rising became more illustrious by her setting.) Ex. ult :

pietas vii ian : 1695. (Her last devotions, 7 Jan. 1695.)

1-9. Rapin, xvi. 6. Van Loon, IV. 185.

Hague, lead. Extremely rare.

When Mary was informed of the danger of her situation,

she resigned herself with great composure, occupied her time

in conversation with Archbishop Tenison and other divines,

and received the sacrament with the bishops who were in

attendance.

3.38. Death of Mary. f^7 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., hair decorated with handsome bandeau,

high in front, loose locks on the shoulders, in dress and mantle

fastened with brooches in front and on the shoulder. Leg. diva

maria brit . orbis . et totius europ . decus. (The sainted

Mary, the ornament of Britain and of all Europe.) Below,

R. ARONDEAUX . F.

Rev. The body of Mary lying in state under a canopy ; the

King seated, weeping, at the foot of the bed with attendants

behind him ; a bishop and two nobles kneeling before him : in
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the background, the royal arms crowned, &c. Ex. populis

liberatis erepta obiit vii ian mdcxcv. (Snatched from a freed

people, she died, 7 Jan. 1695.)

1-9. Eapin, xvi. 9. Van Loon, IV. 185.

MB. M. lead. Hunter, M. Hague, M. Brussels, lead.

St. Petersburg, IR. Very rare.

This portrait of Mary is from the same puncheon as that upon

No. 309. The legend is somewhat in accordance with Burnet's

expression, " She was our chief hope and glory on earth."

This medal testifies the grief of the King and the condolence

of his people. From the time that the Queen's illness became

alarming, the King scarcely ever quitted her chamber, and after

her death repeated faintings marked the intensity of his sorrow.

For some weeks he was incapable of attending to the business

of the State, and was inaccessible to company.

339. Death of Mary.
2

f n̂
- 169|

.

Bust of Mary, r., &c. ; from the same die as the preceding.

Leg. MARIA . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET HIB . REGINA.

Below, R. ARONDEAUX . F.

Rev. Tbe body of Mary lying in state under a canopy, &c.

;

same as the preceding.

1-9.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Gotha, M. Very rare.

The artist, Arondeaux, frequently used the same reverse

with various obverses.

340. Death of Mary.
2^-~ 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., laureate, hair confined behind by pearls,

lovelocks, in mantle over the shoulders. Leg. maria d . g . m .

BRIT : FRAN : ET HIB . REGINA f . r> . p . A. Below, F. D. WIN-

TER . f. Same as Nos. 294, 337.
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Rev. The body of Mary lying in state under a canopy, (fee.

;

similar to No. 338.

l -95. Kapin, xvi. 8. Van Loon, IV. 185.

MB. lead. P. H. Van G-elder, lead. Very rare.

The type of the reverse of this medal is a very close copy of

the medal by Arondeaux. Winter worked in England, and on

a medal of his own design would have given the date of Mary's

death after the old style. His frequent copies of the dies of

other medallists have already been noticed. (See Nos. 155-157,

175, &c.)

341. Death of Mary. ^e

n
c

; 169f.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with strings of pearls, tiara

on the top of the head, in mantle fastened with jewel on the

shoulder. Leg. maeia . ii . d . g . mag . beit . fean . hib .

eegina. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as Nos. 335, 336.

Rev. Snake, scorpion, toads, and the French lily, dead and

prostrate : in the distance, a unicorn galloping up a steep rock,

the top of which is concealed by clouds. Leg. ex ocvlis .

eeepta . post . deleta . venena. (Snatched from our sight

after having destroyed the poisons.) Ex. maeia . oebis . bei-

TANNICI DELICIAE . ET . SOLATIVM DESIDEEATA VII . IAN . MDCXCV.

(Mary, the delight and consolation of Britain, lamented, 7 Jan.

1695.) i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

2-35. Kapin, xvi. 3. Van Loon, IV. 179.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Gotha, M. St.

Petersburg, M. Very rare.

Mary is here represented under the form of a unicorn, one

of the supporters of the royal arms. This animal was fabu-

lously supposed to have the power of destroying all noxious

animals by thrusting its horn into the waters which they fre-

quented. It is here implied that Mary, having destroyed by

her prudence and ability all the enemies of her Government,

and having delivered her people from the dangers which

threatened them, is now about to pass into heaven and to be

concealed beyond the clouds.
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342. Death op Mary, f^f 169± #

Bust of Mary, I,, hair curled down the sides, and collected

into a knot hehind, lovelock, pearl ear-ring, in embroidered

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. maria . d .

G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Same as No. 334.

Rev. Snake, scorpion, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-35. Van Loon, IV. 181, 179.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

343. Death of Mary, f~ 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with fillet, lovelock, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. maria . ii . d . g .

MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA.

Rev. Inscription across the field, nat . apr . 30 . 1662 .

mor . dec . 28 . 1694. (Born April 30, 1662, died Dec. 28,

1694.) Leg. svblatam ex ocvlis qvjerimvs invidi. (We,

envious, seek her removed from our sight.

—

Hor. Car. III.

xxiv. 32.)

1-95. Kapin, xvi. 11. Van Loon, IV. 189. Kohler,

XIV. 65.

MB. M. (two varieties), M. Not uncommon.
Struck in England ; the dates are according to the old style.

This medal was engraved and coined by James and Norbert

Eoettier at the Mint in the Tower, and specimens in copper

were sold at the price of five shillings each soon after the death

of Mary. (See The London Gazette, Feb. 14-18, 1694.)

344. Death of Mary. ^^ 169f

.

Bust of Mary, r., lovelock, in mantle fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. maria . ii . d . g . mag . br . fr . et .

hib . regina. Imitated from the preceding.
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Rev. Sun setting behind a hill; above, clouds. Leg. at

svperis . oriens. (But rising to those above.) Ex. nata

apr . 30 . 1662 . mor . dec . 28 . 1694.

1-7. (See Woodcut.)

344. Death of Mary.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This piece is composed of two thin plates united in a strong

rim. It was executed by James Boettier. The Queen is here

represented as the Sun, setting upon earth but rising again in

heaven. The dates are after the old style.

345. Death of Mary.
2S Dec.

169|,

Bust of Mary, v., hair bound with strings of pearls, tiara

on the top of the head, lovelock, in mantle fastened with jewel

on the shoulder. Leg. maria ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran .

hib . regina. On truncation, i. l. f. (Jan Luder fecit.)

Rev. Wisdom, Piety, and Constancy standing before a funeral

pile, whence rises a Phoenix. Leg. qvando vllam invenient

parem ? (When will they ever find her equal ?

—

comip. Hor. Car.

I. xxiv. 8.) Ex. obiit vn . id . ian . mdclxxxxv. (Died, 7 Jan.

1695.)

2-3. Bapin, xvii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 181.
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MB. M.M.M gilt. Hunter, M. Hague, M. P. H.

Van Gelder, M. Stockholm, lead. Bare.

The obverse is copied from No. 335. The Queen is repre-

sented as a Phoenix, not so much as rising from her tomb, as

in its character of " Incomparable," as the legend shows.

346. Death of Mary.
2

fg^ 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., hair decorated with tiara and entwined

with pearls behind, a plait over the head, two leaves of laurel

at the side ; no drapery. Leg. maria . ii . d . g . mag . brit .

FRAN . HIB . REGINA.

Rev. Wisdom, Piety, and Constancy, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

2-3. Kapin, xvii. 10, 1. Van Loon, IV. 192, 181.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Brussels, M.
Very rare.

347. Death of Mary. f|^ 169|.

Bust of Mary, v., hair decorated with tiara in front, wreathed

behind, and entwined with strings of pearls, lovelock, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder, and sustained in front

by a band. Leg. maria . ii . d : g : mag : brit : fran : hib :

regina. Below, w. r. (W. Roukens.)

Rev. A tomb with the Queen's cypher above ; her bust in

front, radiate ; on the base, inscribed, occidit . vn . id . ian .

mdclxxxxv (Died, 7 Jan. 1695), are seated Britannia and Hol-

land weeping. Leg. plorant . in . funere . gentes. (Nations

deplore her death.) Ex. w : roukens.

2-3. Rapin, xvi. 1. Van Loon, IV. 179.

MB. M. pewter. Munich, M. Very rare.

The object of this poorly executed medal is to indicate the

general sorrow felt both in England and Holland at the death

of the Queen.

VOL. II. I
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348. Death of Mary. f^'169|.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with strings of pearls, tiara on

the top of the head, lovelock, in mantle fastened with jewel on

the shoulder. Leg. maria ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran . hib .

regina. On truncation, i. l. f. (Jan Luder fecit.) Same as

No. 345.

Rev. Britannia, holding a reversed torch, is seated in a

mournful attitude and leans against a monument, decorated

with a medallion of maria regina. On the ground lie her

shield, a crown, and an anchor. Leg. tristitia pvblica. (The

public sorrow.) Ex. obiit vii . id . ian . mdclxxxxv. (Died,

7 Jan. 1695.)

2-3. Kapin, xvi. 5. Van Loon, IV. 179.

MB. JR. M. Bodley, M. Hague, M. P. H. Van

Gelder, M. Gotha, lead. Leipzig, lead. Rare.

349. Death of Mary. —^ 169f

.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with strings of pearls, tiara

on the top of the head, in mantle fastened with jewel on the

shoulder. Leg. maria . ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran . hib .

regina. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as Nos. 335, 336, 341.

Rev. A monument of three gradations, decorated with bas-

reliefs representing a grand funeral procession ; on the two

upper are seated the three Fates, with a medallion of maria . n

.

d . g. between them. Leg. vnica digna deo. (Worthy alone

of God.) Ex. vivit . post . fvnera . virtvs mdcxcv. (Virtue

survives the tomb, 1695.) i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

2-35. Rapin, xvii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 183.

MB. JR. Hague, JR. P. H. Van Gelder, JR.

Brussels, JR. Gotha, JR. St. Petersburg, JR. Rare.

The three Fates are engaged upon their respective portions

of Mary's life ; Clotho presides over her birth, and holds the

distaff, Lachesis with the spindle twists her thread of life, and

Atropos with the scissors cuts it in twain when spun to its

appointed length.
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350. Death of Mary.
2^~ 169|.

Bust of Mary, L, hair curled down the sides, and collected

into a knot behind, lovelock, pearl ear-ring, in embroidered

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. maria . d .

G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Same as Nos. 334, 342.

Rev. A monument of three gradations, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

2-35. Kapin, xvii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 183.

Hunter, M. Hague, lead. Very rare.

351. Death of Mary, f^ 169f

.

Bust of Mary, v., hair bound with strings of pearls, tiara

on the top of the head, in mantle fastened with jewel on the

shoulder. Leg. maria . ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran . hib .

regina. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as Nos. 335, 336, 341,

349.

Rev. A square monument, with a bas-relief representing a

sacrifice ; upon it, between two small obelisks, is a larger one

decorated with a medallion of maria regina, over the inscrip-

tion, MARIA . ORBIS . BRITANNIC! . DELICIAE . ET . SOLATIUM .

desiderata. (Mary, the delight and consolation of Britain,

lamented.) Near the top, among clouds, are branches of

palm and laurel. Leg. coelitvs . data . coelitvs . recepta .

(By Heaven given, by Heaven reclaimed.) Ex. mdcxcv. i. b.

f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

2-35. Kapin, xvi. 7. Van Loon, IV. 181.

MB.iR. Athole,^. Bibl. Paris, M. Hague, lead.

Brussels, M. Gotha, M. St. Petersburg, M. Piare.

The bas-relief does not seem to have any particular allusion.

The legend expresses resignation. " The Lord gave, and the

Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord."

—

Job i. 21.

i 2
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352. Death of Mary, f^- 169|.

Bust of Mary, I., hair curled down the sides, and collected into

a knot behind, lovelock, pearl ear-ring, in embroidered mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. maria . d . g . mag .

BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F. Same
as Nos. 334, 342, 350.

Rev. A square monument, with a bas-relief representing a

sacrifice, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-35. Rapin, xvi. 10. Van Loon, IV. 181.

Hunter, M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, lead.

Brussels, M. Rare.

353. Death of Mary, yS~ 169|.

Bust of Mary, I., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A square monument inscribed, maria . orbis . bri-

TANNICI . DELICIAE . ET . SOLATIVM . DESIDERATA . MDCXCV. (Mary,

the delight and consolation of Britain, lamented, 1695.) Upon
it is an obelisk, surmounted with a bust of Mary, and decorated

at the side with palm and olive branches ; in front a tripod

:

on the further side two warriors and two female figures with

torches lament her death. In the foreground is seated an old

man, in mourning robes, closing an urn ; a torch lies near him.

Ex. I. BOSKAM . F.

2-35. Rapin, xvii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 187.

Hague, lead. Very rare.

The device has no particular allusion, beyond the general

sorrow for the loss of the Queen. As Burnet says, " Never

was such a face of universal sorrow seen in a court, or in a

town ; all people, men and women, young and old, could scarce

refrain from tears."

354. Death of Mary, yj—
' 169y.

Bust of Mary, I., hair bound close with strings of pearls,

no drapery. Leg. maria . ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran . hib .

REGiNA. Below, i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.) Same as No. 77.
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Rev. A square monument inscribed, obiit . vn . ian .

mdclxxxxv. (Died, 7 Jan. 1695.) Upon it is an obelisk, the

point of which is concealed by clouds, decorated with a medal-

lion of Mary and branches of palm and olive ; in front a tripod.

On the further side two warriors and two female figures with

torches lament her death. In the foreground is seated an old

man, in mourning robes, closing an urn ; a torch lies near him.

Leg. moriens evaset (sic) ad astra. (Dying, she ascended to

Heaven.) Ex. i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

1*5. Rapin, xvii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 189.

MB. M. Hunter, M. Very rare.

This device closely resembles that of the preceding medal.

To the general expression of sorrow it adds the hope of the

Queen's resurrection to heaven. This medal is very rare, as

the dies broke before many specimens were struck.

355. Death of Mary. f^J 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., laureate, hair confined behind by pearls,

lovelocks, in mantle over the shoulders. Leg. maria d . g .

M . BRIT : FRAN : ET HIB : REGINA f . d . p . a. Below, F. D.

winter . f. Same as Nos. 294, 337, 340.

Rev. An altar, decorated with the cap of Liberty ; upon it is

a Bible, on which is a burning censer. Leg. fecit ad astra

viam. (She has made her way to Heaven.) Ex. incomparabilis .

MARIA . II . M : BRITT . REG MORTALE DEPOSUIT ONUS VII IAN :

mdcvc. (The incomparable Mary II., Queen of Great Britain,

put off her mortal burthen, 7 Jan. 1695.)

1-9. Eapin, xvi. 4. Van Loon, IV. 185.

Hague, lead. Very rare.

The cap of Liberty and the Bible refer to the establishment

of liberty and the true form of religion by the accession of

William and Mary,

356. Death of Mary, f^ 169|.

Mary lying down, her head on a pillow, her hands clasped in

prayer, is breathing her last ; her soul, in the form of a star, is
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carried by an angel to heaven : her crown and sceptre lie beside

her. Leg. occasu inclaruit ortus. Ex. ult : pietas vii

ian : 1695. Same as the reverse of No. 337.

Rev. An altar, decorated with the cap of Liberty, &c. ; same

as the preceding.

1-9.

MB. JE. Very rare.

This and the following piece are composed of the reverses of

different medals.

357. Death of Mary. \ Ja
^'

169f

.

The body of Mary lying in state under a canopy ; the King

seated, weeping, at the foot of the bed with attendants behind

him ; a bishop and two nobles kneel before him : in the back-

ground, the royal arms crowned, &c. Ex. populis liberatis

erepta obiit vii ian mdcxcv. Same as the reverses of Nos.

338, 339.

Rev. An altar, decorated with the cap of Liberty, &c. ; same

as No. 355.

1-9.

MB. lead. Very rare.

358. Death of Mary.
2-~~ 169|.

Bust of Mary, I., laureate, hair behind confined by strings of

pearls, lovelock, in ample mantle fastened in front with jewelled

brooch. Leg. maria . d : g : angl : scot : fr : et hib : reg :

NATA A . 1662 . D . 10 . MAI . DENATA . A . 1695. D . 7 . IAN.

Below, Varov. (Daniel Warou.)

Rev. Mary, bearing a palm branch, ascends towards the name

of Jehovah, in Hebrew, radiate, amid numerous cherubs, one of

whom is crowning her with laurel. Below, on the earth, are

the crown, orb, sceptre, &c. Leg. melivs diadema reqviro.

(I seek a better crown.)

2. Kapin, xvii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 187.

P. H. Van Gelder, M. Very rare.
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Probably executed at Dresden, where Warou worked in the

early part of his career.

The Queen is represented passing into immortality, and

relinquishing the honours and splendour of earthly things.

But when the soul's releas'd from dull mortality,

She passes up in triumph through the sky

;

Where she's united to a glorious throng

Of angels ; who, with a celestial song,

Congratulate her conquest as she flies along.

—

Pomfret.

359. Death of Mary.
2^^ 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., laureate, hair confined behind by pearls,

lovelock, in mantle over the shoulders. Leg. maria d . g .

M . BRIT : FRAN : ET HEB : REGINA f . d . p . a. Below, F. D.

winter . f. Same as Nos. 294, 337, 340, 355.

Rev. Mary, holding a palm branch and reclining on a cloud,

ascends towards a radiated circle of stars in clouds. On the

earth beneath lie her crowns and sceptre. Leg. corona meliore

donata vii ian : mdctc. (Presented with a better crown, 7 Jan.

1695.)

1*9. Eapin, xvii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 189.

Hague, lead. Leipzig, lead. Very rare.

The sentiment of this medal is similar to that of the pre-

ceding, representing Mary as relinquishing the splendour of

earthly crowns and seeking a better in heaven.

360. Death of Mary. f^T 169f

.

The body of Mary lying in state under a canopy ; the King

seated, weeping, at the foot of the bed with attendants behind

him ; a bishop and two nobles kneel before him : in the back-

ground, the royal arms crowned, &c. Ex. populis liberatis

erepta obiit vii ian mdcxcv. Same as Nos. 338, 339, 357.

Rev . Mary, holding a palm branch and reclining on a cloud,

&c; same as the preceding.

1-9.
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MB. lead. Hague, lead. Brussels, lead. Very rare.

This piece is composed of the reverses of different medals

already described.

361. Death of Mary. fS 169|.

Britannia, with clasped hands, kneels before an altar, on

which is a burning censer, and addresses to heaven the prayer

of the legend, o serves Animje dimidium Me^e. (Oh, preserve

her who is the half of my soul.

—

comp. Hor. Car. I. iii. 8.)

On the ground lie her shield, spear, and a cornucopia. Ex.

Britannia Supplex. 1695. (Britannia suppliant.) i. d. (Jan

Drappentier.)

Rev. A funeral pall decorated with the crowned shields of

England, Scotland, France, and Ireland : above, a radiated

celestial crown in clouds. Leg. pr^lucet quatuor una. (One

outshines four.)

1-75. Kapin, xvii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 189.

MB. IR. Bodley, M. Athole, M. P. H. Van
Gelder, M. Gotha, M. St. Petersburg, M. Bare.

The obverse was perhaps prepared, or in course of prepara-

tion, before the death of the Queen ; it contains a prayer for

her preservation. The reverse asserts the superiority of one

celestial over four terrestrial crowns.

362. Death of Mary. fS: 169f .

There is another die of this medal somewhat differing in the

details, and having on the obverse the name of the artist in

full, I. Drappentier.

1-7.

MB. M. Very rare.

363. Death of Mary, ^gj 169|.

Two flags, one flying, the other drooping, each decorated with

a rose. Leg. die eine diser rosen ist verblichen. (One

of these roses is faded.) Ex. maria . k . von engelland
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stirbt d . 7 . ian . 1695. (Mary, Queen of England, died,

7 Jan. 1695.)

Rev. The Garter, surmounted by a crown, from whence is

suspended an orange. Leg. den aber wird die welt noch

lange richen. (This [i.e. the orange], however, will the world

long smell.)

1-5. Eev. Num. Beige, 1878, PI. vi. 21.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Vienna, M. Bare.

Executed in Germany. Mary is represented by the drooping

flag, William by that still flying, and also by the orange on

the reverse, the symbol of his family, which still retains its

perfume.

364. Death op Mary, f^1

169f

.

Mary, laureate, seated upon a globe, holds a palm branch

in her hand and tramples on the serpent of Death. Leg.

O : GRAVE : WHERE <%> IS : THY : VICTORY.

Rev. Inscription, qveen : mary . the : second : jetat . 32 :

obit : dec : 28 . anno : dom . 1694 ; above, fleur-de-lis.

1-55.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

Always of copper
;
probably executed by John Koettier.

365. Death of Mary. f^g 169-f.

Bust of Mary, I., hair curled in front, collected into a knot

behind from whence descends a lovelock; she wears mantle

with fringe and fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.

MARIA . D . G . M . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REG . F . D . P . A.

Rev. A sarcophagus with a cyprus-tree at each corner. In

front is a tablet, inscribed, nata . xxx . ap . mdclxii . denata .

xxviii . dec . mdcxciiii . s . v. (Born 30 April, 1662, died 28

Dec. 1694, old style) ; on it is a laureated skull between two

branches of palm. Above is a radiated circle of stars ; below,

on the ground, are crowns and sceptres. Leg. meliori ornata

corona. (Adorned with a better crown.) Ex. dishoecke . f.

(Jakob van Dishoeke fecit.)
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1-9. Kapin, xvi. 2. Van Loon, IV. 183.

MB. M. Hague, M. Leyden, lead. Gtotha, M.
Vienna, M. Kare.

The bust in Eapin's plate is in the other direction. The

laureated skull on the tomb indicates the triumph of death ;

the circle of stars, the triumph of immortality.

366. Death of Mary, f^ 169f

.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with fillet, lovelock, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Outer leg. mama . n .

d . g . mag . be . fr . et . hib . eegina. Inner leg. incuse.

366. Death of Mary.

non : est : mortale qvod : opto : meliora spero. (I desire

not earthly things, I hope for better.)

Rev. On a table in a chapel are lying the royal robes, sceptre,

and crown ; above, incusely inscribed, ob : 28 : de : 1694.

Leg. incuse

—

MY SOULE MOST EARNESTLY ASPIRES :

BEYOND ALL EARTHLY VAIN DESIERS.

Below columns on right, i. r. (James Eoettier.)

1-8. (See Woodcut.)

MB. lead. Unique?
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367. Death op Mary, f^ 169|.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with fillet, lovelock, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Outer leg. maria . n .

d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib . regina. Inner leg. incuse

—

my soule most earnestly aspires :

above al earthly vaine desires .

ob . dec . 28 . 94.

Rev. On a table in a chapel are lying the royal robes, &c.
;

same as the preceding : above, incusely inscribed, nata april .

30 . 1662. Leg. incuse, non est mortale qvod opto : meli-

ora spero. Below columns on right, i. r. (James Koettier.)

1-8.

MB. lead. Unique ?

Both these medals are cast from the same mould, differing

only in those legends which are stamped in subsequently.

They appear to have been hurriedly executed by James Koettier

as cheap memorials of the Queen, and for distribution during

the time that the body of Mary was lying in state at Whitehall,

to which place it was removed from Kensington Palace.

368. Death of Mary.
7 Ja

e

n

°"

169^. Dassier's Medal.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with pearls, ear-ring, necklace,

in mantle fastened with brooches on the breast and shoulder.

Leg. MARIA . II . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below,

I. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. Beneath a canopy a tomb, with a bas-relief of Keligion

and Hymen lamenting the loss of Mary, while an infant Fame,

seated on a globe, proclaims her merits. Ex. nata . 10 . febr .

1662 . cor . ii . apr . 1689 . mort . 29 . dec . 1694.

MB. M.
This is one of Dassier's series of medals of the Sovereigns

of England. Mary died on the 28th and not on the 29th Dec.
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369. Death and Funeral of Mary. -^ March, 1695.

Bust of Mary, r., hair bound with strings of pearls, tiara on

the top of the head, lovelock, in mantle fastened with jewel on

the shoulder. Leg. maria ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran . hib .

regina. On truncation, i. l. f. (Jan Luder fecit.) Same as

Nos. 345, 348.

Rev. The royal coffin, under a canopy supported by four

obelisks, in Westminster Abbey during the funeral sermon ; the

canopy is inscribed, maria . regina . obiit . vn . ian mdclxxxxv.

(Mary, Queen, died, 7 Jan. 1695.) On each side is a curtain

inscribed, depos . in . choro . abbat : vestmonaster . londini.

(Deposited in the choir of Westminster Abbey, London.)

2-3. Kapin, xvii. 1, 10. Van Loon, IV. 181, 192.

MB. pewter. Very rare.

After the body had laid in state at Whitehall until the -^
March, it was removed to Westminster Abbey, where it was

interred in the chapel of Henry VII. with unusual splendour,

in the presence of both Houses of Parliament. Archbishop

Tenison preached the funeral sermon.

370. Death and Funeral of Mary. -^ March, 1695.

Bust of Mary, r., hair decorated with tiara and entwined with

pearls behind, a plait over the head, two leaves of laurel at the

side ; no drapery. Leg. maria . ii . d . g . mag . brit . fran .

hib . regina. Same as No. 346.

Rev. The royal coffin, under a canopy, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

2-3. Rapin, xvii. 10. Van Loon, IV. 192.

MB. M. Hunter, M. Athole, M. Hague, M.
Brussels, M. Very rare.

The coffin, on which were laid the crown and sceptre of the

realm, was deposited under a sumptuous canopy in the centre

of the church, whilst the Primate preached. The Abbey, nave,

choir, and transept, were in a blaze with innumerable wax

lights.
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WILLIAM III. 1694—1702.

371. Casale taken, yj- July, 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. iNviCTissiMvs gvillelmvs . mag. Below, i. boskam . f.

Same as No. 77.

Rev. A boar attacked by four dogs. Leg. plvribvs impar.

(Unequal to many.) Ex. n . ivl . mdcxcv. i. b. f. (Jan

Boskam fecit.)

1-45. Bapin, xix. 6. Van Loon, IV. 217.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

372. Casale taken, -^y July, 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. Inscription within a laurel wreath, casalfvm . arx mon-

TIS . FEREATI MVNITISSIMA . ITALLE CLAVIS . FJEDERATORVM

ARMIS . SVB . AVSPICIIS GVILLELMI . Ill . M . B . REGIS . DVC-

TVQVE CELSISSIMI . SABAVDLE PRINCIPIS . AD DEDITIONEM ADIGI-

tvr mdcxcxv (sic). (Casale, the strongest citadel of Montferrat,

the key of Italy, is compelled to surrender to the arms of the

Allies, under the auspices of William III., King of Great

Britain, and under the command of His Highness the Prince

of Savoy, 1695.)

1*5. Eapin, xix. 9. Van Loon, IV. 217.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Very rare.

373. Casale taken, -^j July, 1695.

A boar attacked by four dogs, &c. ; same as the reverse of

No. 371.
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Rev. Inscription, &c. ; same as the reverse of the preceding.

1*5. Eapin, xix. 8. Van Loon, IV. 217.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

Casale, a place of great strength, garrisoned with 3,000

men, and abundantly provisioned, surrendered after fourteen

days' siege. The boar represents Louis XIV., the dogs the

allied army which captured Casale. The vaunting motto of

Louis was "nee pluribus impar"; this is here denied, and

the loss of Casale is adduced in proof that he was unequal to

many. It was not known at the time that the surrender of

Casale had been previously arranged, and that it was the price

paid by Louis for seducing the Duke of Savoy from the cause

of the Allies.

374. Casale taken and the Security of Italy restored.
-jL July, 1695.

The plan of the town and castle of Casale represented on a

cloth held by three genii : in the foreground, the river god of

the Po, with the head of an ox, reclining on his urn and hold-

ing a broken chain. Leg. gallorvm eridanvs vincvla rvmpit

ovans. (The Po, rejoicing, breaks the chains of the French.)

Ex. casalis armis fcederatorvm recepta . 1695. (Casale re-

taken by the arms of the Allies.) p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich

Muller.)

Rev. Italy turreted, at her side a cornucopia, is seated on a

rock at the feet of Victory, who holds a palm branch and a

mural crown ; in the distance, the setting sun. Leg. carpimvs

occidvo speratam sole qvietem. (Now that the sun is setting,

we enjoy the hoped-for repose.) Ex. secvritas italle res-

titvta. (The security of Italy restored.) p. h. m. (Philipp

Heinrich Muller.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. ItaLLe: CVra gaLLVs prohI-

betVr aVarVs : CLarIVs et nVnC est forte CasaLe

MInVs. (By the help of Italy the greedy Frenchman is re-

strained, and now Casale, though less strong, is more glorious,

mcccclllllvvvvvvvviiiii = 1695.) f. k. (Friedrich Kleinert.)
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1*7. Bapin, xix. 5. Van Loon, IV. 217. Lochner, II.

369.

Hague, M. Very rare.

By the capture of Casale a serious blow was given to the

power of France, symbolized by the setting sun, in the north

of Italy. Under the articles of the capitulation, it was ordered

that all the fortifications of the town and its castle should be

demolished, and that none should be rebuilt during the present

war. The town was then restored to the Duke of Mantua.

375. Dunkirk bombarded. -^ Aug. 1695.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICTJS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, I. MAVGER F.

Rev. The harbour of Dunkirk, a vessel sunk at the en-

trance, a shell exploding ineffectually. Leg. dunkerca illjesa.

(Dunkirk uninjured.) Ex. m.dc.xcv.

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 261. Van Loon, IV. 211.

Tresor, Med. Franc. Pt. III. PI. xxxiii. 5.

MB. M.
The medallion (Med. Louis XIV., fol. 261) has not been met

with. It is probably an enlarged illustration of the smaller

medal.

In pursuance of the plan, which had been so successful

during the last year, of keeping a large military force occupied

in defending the coast of France, which would otherwise have

augmented the armies opposed to the Allies, a naval armament
was prepared, and an attempt was made to bombard Dunkirk;

but immense preparations had been completed for its defence,

and the Dutch engineer so mismanaged the attack that little

damage was done.

376. Dunkirk bombarded. -jL Aug. 1695.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Rev. The harbour of Dunkirk, &c; similar to the preceding.

Leg. DUNKERCA ILLAESA. Ex. M.DC.XCV.
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1-6.

MB. M.
This is a variety of the preceding. The reverses of this and

the preceding medal do not appear to be by the same artist.

377. Indian Trade molested. August, 1695.

Bust of Louis XIV., v., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS EEX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Porters moving goods in a harbour full of shipping.

Leg. indicve hostium opes intercepts. (The Indian treasures

of the enemy intercepted.) Ex. m.dc.xcv. Monogram of t. b.

(Thomas Bernard.)

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 262. Tresor, Med. Franc.

Pt. III. PL xxxiii. 6.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are

from different dies. The medallion of the same type (Med.

Louis XIV., fol. 262) has not been met with.

France had withdrawn her fleets from the ineffectual struggles

against England and Holland, and encouraged privateers, which

made some prizes. About this time five Indiamen were taken

and destroyed, as is commemorated by these medals.

878. Brussels bombarded, -^ Aug. 1695, and

Namur retaken, j-^f" 1695.

Brussels bombarded ; the city in flames. Leg. momordit

lapidem. (He bit a stone.) Ex. brvxelle a gallo frvstra

igne tentatae . 5^- avg . M.DC.vc. (Brussels in vain attacked

with fire by the French, -^ Aug, 1695.) c. w. (Christian

Wermuth.)

Rev. The town and castle of Namur. Above, victa est qvae

vinci non poterat. (She has been conquered who was uncon-

querable.) Leg. amat victoria testes. (Victory delights in

spectators.) Ex. namvrcvm receptvm a britanno et bavaro
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SPECTANTE GALLO CVM C . L . M . ARMAT . I . SEPT . M.DC.VC.

(Namur retaken by the Briton and the Bavarian in sight of the

Frenchman with one hundred and fifty thousand soldiers, 1 Sept.

1695.)

1*6. Rapin, xix. 1. Van Loon, IV. 205.

MB. M. lead. Hague, lead. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Gotha, M. Rare.

This medal is described in Christian Wermuth's Catalogue,

1713, No. 12, p. 21.

When Villeroy perceived, in his attempt to relieve Namur,

that he had been out-manoeuvred by William, he resolved to

bombard Brussels with a view to injure, not to take it. The

bombardment began on the evening of the 18th Aug. (N. S.),

and continued till the afternoon of the 15th, when the enemy

drew off and marched to Enghien ; the lower part of the town

suffered most severely. Villeroy thus bit the stone, but derived

no nourishment. When France took Namur in 1692, a medal

(See No. 273, p. 68) was published with the same legend on the

reverse ; this is now retorted, and the Frenchman is the spec-

tator with 150,000 soldiers. As France had boasted that she

had made Namur impregnable, she is taunted with the reply

that her impregnable fortress had been taken.

379. Brussels bombarded, -^ Aug. 1695, and

Namur retaken,
2

f H^ 1695.

Bust of William III., L, hair long, in armour, with lion's

head in front and short straps on the shoulder, and mantle

round the breast. Leg. gulielm . in . gall . fur . ult . namur .

cap. (William III., the Avenger of the fury of France by the

capture of Namur.) Below, m : smeltzing.

Rev. A fox endeavouring to set fire to a rock on which an

eagle has built her nest, and to which she has carried off

several cubs. In the distance is Brussels bombarded. Leg.

urit . furit . non . proficit. (He burns, he rages, but profits

nothing.) Ex. bruxel . a . fur . gall . incens . mdcxcv.

(Brussels burnt by French fury, 1695.)

vol. II. k
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1*95. Kapiii, xviii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 194.

MB. M. Athole, M. Hague, M. Gotha, M.
Very rare.

The fox is Louis XIV., who endeavours by fire to destroy

Brussels. He burns it, and shows himself violently infuriated,

but he derives no advantage.

ot) Alio-

380. Namue retaken,
i Sept;

1695.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in armour, with large

gorget. Leg. gvilh : m . brit . fr . et . hib . rex.

Rev. A city, on the further side of a river, bombarded. Leg.

namvr. Ex. recvper . 1695. D.i. sept. (Namur retaken,

1 Sept. 1695.)

1-9. Bapin, xviii. 11. Van Loon, IV. 203.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal was probably executed at Gotha by Sorberger.

Namur had been taken by the French in 1692, and the

achievement was commemorated by several medals (See No.

273, &c). Since that time the defences were strengthened by

every means which the skill and ingenuity of Vauban could

suggest, and it was now garrisoned by 15,000 choice troops.

It was, however, invested by William and the Elector of Bavaria,

and the trenches were opened on the -^ July. The town

capitulated on the
4

J

Aj^ , and the garrison retired into the castle,

which was compelled to surrender after an unprecedented

resistance, fg^, 10,000 of the garrison having perished in the

defence. Marshal Bouffleurs commanded the garrison, and the

scientific part of the siege was under the direction of the famous

Dutch engineer, Cohorn.

22 Au2*
381. Namur retaken.

t s
*' 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair rather long, in

armour and mantle. Leg. gulielmus . hi . d . g . m . brit .
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FRAN . ET . HIB . REX . P . D. Below, DISHOECKE . F. (Jakob

van Dishoecke fecit.) Same as No. 246.

Rev. Officer on horseback commanding at the bombardment

of Namur. Leg. vi ignis et ensis. (By force of fire and

sword.) Ex. namurc . recept . mdcxcv. (Namur retaken,

1695.)

1-5. Rapin, xix. 2. Van Loon, IV. 205.

MB. M. ' Hague, N. M. Vienna, N. M.
Very rare.

Gold was generally supposed to have been one of the means

emploj'ed by Louis XIV. to ensure success ; this medal asserts

that the Allies owed their success solely to the force of arms.

382. Namur retaken.
± He

*

t]
1695.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder and mantle with fringe. Leg. gvilh .

Ill . D . G . MAG . BRI . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX. Below, R. A. F.

(R. Arondeaux fecit.)

Rev. Namur, kneeling, presents her keys to William, at

whose feet the urns of the mosa and the sabis—the Meuse and

the Sambre, unite their streams. In the distance is Namur.

Leg. florem gallle c . m . militvm elvdit wilhelmi virtvs

vrbis arcis castri namvrci victor . mdcxcv. (The skill of

William deceives one hundred thousand soldiers, the flower of

the French army, and conquers the city, citadel, and castle of

Namur, 1695.)

1-65. Rapin, xviii. 12. Van Loon, IV. 203.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Very rare.

William, by manoeuvring, had drawn away the French army

from the intended field of his operations, and then suddenly

invested Namur. Villeroy collected an army of 100,000 men,

and declared he would risk a battle to save the city, but he

found William so strongly posted that he hastily retired in the

night, and left the place to its fate. Disappointed with the

attempt, he turned his steps towards Brussels, which he bom-

barded for nearly forty-eight hours. (See Nos. 378, 379.)

k 2
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383. Namur retaken. Ts^ti 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . in . d . a . mag .

brit . franc . et . hib . rex. Below, I. boskam . f. Same as

Nos. 288, 322, 336.

Rev. William galloping, I., over fallen foes, commands at

the siege of Namur, which is seen in the distance bombarded.

Leg. coram . c . m . host . repres. (In the presence of one

hundred thousand enemies repelled.) Ex. namurc . urbs .

arx . cast . invia vi expugn i . sept . mdcxcv. (The impreg-

nable city, citadel, and castle of Namur stormed, 1 Sept. 1695.)

i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

2-3. Bapin, xviii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 197.

MB. JR. Rare.

384. Namur retaken. f-g^f; 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, 8-Q3* . (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as Nos. 287, 303, 321, 325, 334, 335.

Rev. William galloping, I., over fallen foes, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

2-3.

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

Namur is called impregnable because the French vaunted

that they had made it such by the new defences which had

been erected. They did not prove, however, invincible to the

skill of Cohorn

.

385. Namur retaken. "f Se
"^ 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with
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fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . mag .

beit . feanc . et . hib . eex. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as

Nos. 288, 322, 336, 383.

Rev. An ostrich, r., with a key in its mouth : Namur in

the distance. Leg. foeti . pectoei . nil . insvpeeabile. (To

the hardy heart nothing is insuperable.) Ex. i . sept .

m.dc.xct . cvm . peivilegio . n. c. (By permission, Nicolas

Chevalier.)

2-3.

MB. pewter. Extremely rare.

The ostrich was said to have the power of digesting iron, and

is here adopted as an emblem of William, whose stomach was

strong enough to devour and digest the insuperable fortress of

Namur. Chevalier, who designed the reverse of this piece,

lived at Utrecht, and had a privilege for striking medals in

his own house.

386. Namue betaken, y-^f; 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. Inscription within a laurel wreath, namvecvm mvnitis-

simvm.totivs belgii oppidvm . a fbancle maeescallo et xv.

militvm . millibvs peopvgnatvm . testibvs . centvm galloevm.

svbsidivm . conanttvm . millibvs . foetitvdine gvillelmi iii .

m . b . eegis . foedeeatoevm . imp'atoeis . intea . vii . hebdo-

madas . expvgnatvm . a . m.dc.xcv. (Namur, the strongest city

in all Belgium, defended by a Marshal of France and fifteen

thousand soldiers, and in the presence of one hundred thousand

Frenchmen attempting its relief, was taken within seven weeks

by the courage of William III., King of Great Britain, Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Allies, 1695.)

2-3.

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

This medal is sufficiently explained by the inscription, and

the notices of previous medals.
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387. Namuk retaken, fg^ 1695.

Ad ostrich, r., with a key in its mouth, &c. ; same as the

reverse of No. 385.

Rev. Inscription within a laurel wreath, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

23. Eapin, xviii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 197.

MB. M. Hague, M. Brussels, M. Very rare.

This medal is composed of the reverses of the two preceding

medals.

9*^ Alio-

388. Namur retaken. 7 s
*' 1695.

Namur, murally crowned, holds her shield, a palm branch,

and a sceptre, and is seated between two river gods, the

Meuse and the Sambre. Leg. provincia restituta. (The

Province restored.) Ex. mdcxcv. p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich

Miiller.)

Rev. A pyramid, inscribed, namvrcvm indefessa virtvte

foederatorvm et reddi ET VINCI potvisse villaregivs dvx

GALL . LIBERATIONEM FRVSTRA TENTANS CVM INGENTI "C . HOMI-

nvm exercitv testis esse volvit. (That Namur could, by

the indefatigable valour of the Allies, be reduced to surrender

and be conquered, Villeroy, the French general, in vain

attempting its relief with an immense army of 100,000 men.

wished to be a witness.) On the right of the base, which is

decorated with a view of Namur, is seated Fame ; Bellona,

standing on the other side, points to the inscription. Beyond

appears an arcade.

Edge. Chronogrammatic

—

erIpItVr gaLLIs Vrbs aC CasteLLa naMVrCI.

hoC reX angLe potes ! tV qVoQVe boIe Potes.

(The city and castle of Namur are snatched from the French.

This you, English King, and also you, Bavarian, have been able

to accomplish, mcccclllllxvvwvviiiii=1695.) f. k. (Friedrich

Kleinert.)
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1*95. Rapin, xviii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 200. Lochner,

II. 361.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Brussels, M. Gotha, JR. Rare.

This piece was struck at Nuremberg ; and was also issued in

wood for use as a draughtsman.

The French boasted that they had made Namur impregnable,

and when it was taken a stone was discovered, ready to be placed

over the great gate, inscribed, reddi potest non vinci. (It

may be surrendered, not conquered.) The medal retorts upon

them that it could be both one and the other ; and as Villeroy

retired with his great army as soon as he discovered the strong

position of the covering army, it is sarcastically intimated that

his only object in approaching Namur was to witness the result

of the attack.

389. Namur retaken, y^f: 1695.

Bust of William III., I., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the breast. Leg.

GVILIELMVS . Ill . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIBERNLE .

rex. Below, l. (Jan Luder.)

Rev. A warrior overturning with his standard an obelisk,

which Gallia in vain attempts to support. It is decorated with

a club, fulmen, and scales, and is inscribed, labent . monarch .

princtpium mosa ac sambra liberat. (The commencement of

a falling monarchy ; the Meuse and the Sambre made free.)

At the base are the two river gods, mosa and sambra. At a

distance the castle, casteel, and town, stad, of Namur are

seen. Leg. namurc . arx . et . castr . expugn . test . gall.

(The citadel and castle of Namur stormed in the presence of

the French.)

1-95. Rapin, xviii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 200.

MB. JR. pewter. Brussels, M. Gotha, M. St.

Petersburg, M. Very rare.

Louis XIV. had aimed at universal empire, and for many
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years ran a successful career ; but, when William had formed

the States of Europe into one grand confederacy, the power of

France was on the decline ; "and the capture of Namur, reported

impregnable, was considered the presage of the falling monarchy

of France.

390. Namuk retaken.
2

1

2

s^t. 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . mag .

beit . franc . et . hib . rex. Below, i. BOSKAM . f. Same as

Nos. 288, 322, 336, 383, 385, 386.

Rev. A pedestal, surmounted by a Victory and inscribed,

GALLI . AD . CELEBR . CVM . MVLTA . FESTIVIT . LVD . XIV . NATAL .

NAMVR . CASTEL . PER . TRIEN . OCCVP . ET . MAX . SVMPTV .

mvnitis . .etern . valedicvnt . i . sept . m.dc.xcv. (The French,

to celebrate with great festivity the birthday of Louis XIV.,

bid an eternal farewell to the castle of Namur, which they had

occupied three years, and fortified at the greatest expense,

1 Sept. 1695.) At the sides of the pedestal are captured French

standards, and at the foot the two river gods, mosa and

sabis—the Meuse and the Sambre. Leg. vinctt amor patris

patri^. (The love of the Father of his country is victorious.)

I. BOSKAM . F.

2-3.

MB. M. Hague, M. Vienna, N. M. Gotha, M.
Rare.

The device of this medal is copied from one (See No. 274)

which was struck to commemorate the capture of Namur by

Louis XIV. in 1692. The inscription is altered into one highly

sarcastic, intimating that the surrender was the French mode

of celebrating the King's birthday. The capitulation was made

1 Sept. ; but the garrison did not march out till 5 Sept., which

was the birthday of Louis XIV. The reverse of this medal also

occurs with the obverse of No. 384.
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391. Namur retaken, Tscpt 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. A pedestal, surmounted by a Victory, &c. ; similar to

the preceding, but inscribed, gvill . max . namvr . vrb . et .

ARC . XLVII . D . OB . CEP . SVB . OC . GALL . CEN . MILL . V .

sept . mdcxcv. (William, the very Great, took the city and

citadel of Namur after forty-seven days' siege under the eyes

of one hundred thousand Frenchmen, 5 Sept. 1695.) Leg.

VINCIT AMOR . PATRIS PATRL3E.

2-3. Eapin, xviii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 197.

No specimen has been met with.

The date of the garrison's marching out is given on this

medal ; not the date of the capitulation.

392. Namur retaken, rs^: 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, and

embroidered mantle round the breast. Leg. wilh . hi . d . g .

ang . sco . fr . et . hib . rex. On edge of mantle, f. w.

(F. L\ Winter.)

Rev. Three men falling by the breaking of a rope firmly held

at the other end by two men. Leg. co namvr. (We strive.)

Ex. I . SEPT . M.DC.XCV.

1*5. Eapin, xix. 3. Van Loon, IV. 205.

MB. electrotype from Hunter, M. Hague, M. Brus-

sels, lead. Very rare.

The three falling persons are the Comte de Guiscard, governor

of Namur, Marshal Boufflers, commander of the garrison, and

Villeroy, commander of the army sent to its relief; the rope is

Namur, which, by its breaking, intimates the surrender to

William and to the Elector of Bavaria. The legend, if read as

one word, alludes to the contending parties who are endeavour-

ing to succeed ; if read as two words, it is merely the name of

the county or province of Namur.
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393. Namur retaken, ts^ 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : in d . g . m . brit : fr : et hib : rex f . d .

p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Snieltzing.) Same as Nos. 67, 205,

207, 254, 263.

Rev. A lion, armed with a sword, plants its paw upon the

mural crown of Namur, and puts to flight two cocks ; a city

and fortress in the distance. Leg. salvs . in . fvgactbvs .

alis. (Safety in fleeing wings.) Ex. namvrco expvgnato .

GALLI . IN . AVXILIVM . MISSI . AVFFVGIVNT . 1 . SEPT . 1695.

(Namur having heen stormed, the French sent to its relief run

away, 1 Sept. 1695.)

1*5. Kapin, xviii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 196.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it was prob-

ably the last work of Jan Smeltzing.

The lion is the emblem of William, the cocks of Villeroy,

who retired precipitately as soon as a triple discharge of

artillery from the fortifications announced that William had

placed under his feet the mural crown of Namur.

394. Namur retaken.
1 gep^ 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, in armour, with lion's head

in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with fringed

edge round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . mag .

BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below, CVM PRIVILEGED. (By

permission.)

Rev. A lion, armed with a sword, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

1-5.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, JR. Brussels, M.
Very rare.

A variety of this medal has under the bust cvm . privili.

This is a copy by Christian Wermuth of the preceding medal

by Jan Smeltzing.
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395. Namur retaken. \ Sepf" 1695.

Hercules, wearing the lion's skin, with the apple of the

Hesperides and his club in his hands, carries the medallions

of William III. and the Elector of Bavaria, inscribed, wilh . in .

D . G . MAG . BRITAN . REX and MAX . EMA . D . G . BAV . EL., and

walks between the dragon and Cerberus. Leg. propvgna-

toribvs orbis. (To the champions of the world.) Ex. tes-

tantvr facta trivmphi. (Triumphs evidence facts.) g. h.

(Georg Hautsch.)

Rev. View of Namur. Leg. non avro, virtvte dvcvm.

(Not by gold, but by the valour of the generals.) Ex. namvr-

cvm receptvm . mdcvc. (Namur retaken, 1695.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. reX angLVs fVso gaVDent
baVarVsqVe naMVrCo. (The King of England and the

Bavarian rejoice in the capture of Namur, mdclxvvvvvvv =
1695.)

1-75. Rapin, xviii. 10. Van Loon, IV. 203.

MB. M. JE. Vienna, N. Bare.

Hercules, with William and the Elector, are the champions

of the world ; Namur, the lion's skin, the apple of the

Hesperides, the dragon, and Cerberus are the triumphs which

bear evidence to their respective achievements. It was gene-

rail}7 believed that Louis owed some of his conquests to his

gold ; it is here said that Namur was not gained by gold but by

valour.

396. Namur retaken, f^f; 1695.

Bust of William III., I., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the breast. Leg.

GVILIELMVS . Ill . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIBERNIZE .

rex. Below, l. (Jan Luder.) Same as No. 389.

Rev. "The Genius of the Meuse reclining near the city of

Namur in flames. Leg. namvrc . recept. (Namur retaken.)

Ex. in solido rvrsvs fortvna locavit . cioiocxcv. (Fortune

has again placed it in security, 1695.)

1-95.

MB . M

.

Extremely rare

.
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397. Namur retaken, ts^ 1695.

Bust of William III., l.
}
laureate, hair long, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

Rev. A female figure, perhaps Europa, kneeling at an altar,

on which is a burning censer, and before a pedestal, on which

are two medallions of William III. and the Elector of Bavaria,

inscribed, gvilielmvs rex and max em . bav . elec. Behind

her is a palm-tree, to which is attached the shield of Namur
amid a pile of captured French arms. Ex. ivsti dvo fvlmina

belli. (The two thunderbolts of a just war.

—

comp. Virg. Aen.

vi. 843.) On the altar, in cypher, I. L. (Jan Luder.)

1-95.

MB. electrotype from Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

This commemorates William and the Elector of Bavaria as

the two champions who have conquered Namur, and are objects

of the gratitude of Europe.

398. Namur retaken. Ts&pt7 1695.

The Genius of tbe Meuse reclining near the city of Namur
in flames, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 396.

Rev. A female figure, perhaps Europa, kneeling at an altar,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

1-95. Bapin, xviii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 200.

MB. pewter. Hague, M. Brussels M. Very rare.

This is composed of the reverses of the two preceding

medals.

399. Namur retaken, f^ 1695.

William III., his head laureate and radiate, on horseback, r.

;

at a distance, namvrcvm. Ex. q . gallos . eiectt . hispanos .

RESTITVIT . HOSTES . TERRVIT . SOCIOS . FIRMAVIT . ASSERTVS .

orbis. (Because he drove out the French, re-established the

Spaniards, terrified his enemies, consolidated his allies, the

liberated world—

)
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Rev. Fame, flying, r., blowing her trumpet, decorated with

the flag of William : below is inscribed, gvilielmo . in .

MAXIMO . ALTERIVS . ORBIS . REGI . TOTIVS . PATRI . VINDICI .

RESTITVTORI . HERCVLI . REDIVIVO . IMP . PIO . FELICI . INCLYTO .

in . jetern . mem . l . l . d . c. (—willingly dedicates and con-

secrates this piece as an eternal memorial to William III., the

Greatest, the King of part of the world, and the Father of the

whole, the Defender, the Eestorer, a second Hercules, a pious,

prosperous, and illustrious Commander.)

2-2. Eapin, xviii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 200.

MB. M. Brussels, JR. Very rare.

This is merely a complimentary medal to William on the

conquest of Namur, and its general effects ; it is not illustrative

of any particular incident.

400. Namur retaken, i^f; 1695.

A female figure bowing, r., with one hand on her breast,

rests the other upon the shield of Namur ; before her advances

an infant Genius, bearing a palm branch and the key of the

city ; at her feet, a rabbit. Leg. namvrci . galli . fvgivm .

m.dc.xcv. (The flight of the French at Namur, 1695.)

400. Namur retaken.

1-3. (See Woodcut.)
MB. M. Extremely rare.

This piece was probably intended for the reverse of a medal,
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for which no obverse appears to have been made. It represents

the Genius of Namur greeting submissively some person, prob-

ably William, not represented upon the medal.

401. Namur retaken, flipl 1695.

Bust of the Elector of Bavaria, r., hair long, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. multa viri vir-

tus . virgil. (Great is the valour of the man.

—

Virg. Aen. iv. 3.)

Rev. A female figure, Namur, standing, facing, holding in

her right hand a staff surmounted by the cap of Liberty, and

in her left the shield of the Elector, which rests upon an altar

ornamented with a festoon and the shield of Namur : city in

the distance. Leg. vincendum non reddendum. (It must be

conquered, not restored.) Ex. libertas namurci. (The deliv-

erance of Namur.)

1-2. Van Loon, IV. 205.

No specimen has been met with.

This medal and the following one were struck in honour of

Maximilian Emmanuel, the Elector of Bavaria, who, with

William, conducted the siege of Namur. When William

retired to offer battle to Villeroy, the Elector was entrusted

with the continuation of the siege. The legend on the reverse

is a retort upon the French, who declared that they would not

surrender the city unless compelled to do so by treaty.

402. Namur retaken.
2

^g| 1695.

Bust of the Elector of Bavaria, v., hair long, wearing mural

crown, no drapery. Leg. hic spes fidissima belg^. (He is

the surest hope of Holland.) Below, 1696, and the artist's

initials, ph r. (Philip Roettier.)

Rev. A female figure, Namur, holding a staff with the cap

of Liberty, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-2. Van Loon, IV. 205.

No specimen has been met with.
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This medal, from its date, was not issued till the year

following the siege of Namur, to which it refers.

403. Ketoet upon Louis XIV. October, 1695.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, £B2£F. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as Nos. 287, 303, 321, 325, 334, 335, 384.

Rev. A monument, consisting of an obelisk upon a pedestal,

having on its front a medallion of a setting sun, with the

legend, qvi toervit omnes occtdit. (He who scorched every

one sets.) The serpent of Eternity forms the border. On the

left of the pedestal, amid piles of captured arms and flags, is

seated Hercules leaning upon the medallion, and holding his

club, and Truth, naked, standing on the other side, holds a

Victory and inscribes the obelisk, gvie max lvdov tiban extie.

(To William, the Greatest, the Exterminator of the Tyrant Louis.)

The pedestal is inscribed, monaech . gallicam peodit . emtion .

PAEEICIDIIS SVIS PEENICIOSAM EELIQVIS EXOSAM DEPEESSIS (sic)

mdcxcv. (He has humbled the French monarchy, which by

treachery, bribery, and crimes, is injurious to its own subjects,

detestable to others, 1695.) i. boskam . f.

2-4. Kapin, xix. 4. Van Loon, IV. 209.

Van der Chijs, Leyden, M. cast. Extremely rare.

It seems difficult to give any sense to the inscription on the

reverse, unless we follow Van Loon and read depeessit for

depeessis, and thus make it correspond to svstinvit on the

obverse of No. 405.

Towards the close of 1694, Louis XIV. published a medal

of which this is a parody (No. 328, p. 102). The obverse here

has a portrait of William instead of Louis ; the medallion has

a setting sun instead of a meridian sun ; and the obelisk is

dedicated to William instead of Louis ; Truth is substituted

for Fame, who is proverbially untrue ; and instead of an in-

scription complimenting Louis on having preserved his country
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entire against numerous foes, is one charging him with delin-

quencies, which his admirers would find it difficult to disprove.

404. Retort upon Louis XIY. October, 1695.

Bust of Louis XIV., L, laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps decorated with suns and fleurs-

de-lis on the shoulder, and mantle with embroidered edge

round the breast. Leg. lvdovicvs magnvs rex christianis-

SIMVS.

Rev. A monument, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-4. Van Loon, IV. 210.

MB. electrotype from Brussels, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is also by Boskam.

The sarcasm of the parody of the reverse is rendered stronger

by attaching it to the portrait of the great and most Christian

King, whose iniquities it is intended to record.

405. Retort upon Louis XIV. October, 1695.

A monument, consisting of an obelisk upon a pedestal

having on its front a medallion of a sun and a globe, with the

legend, nec . plvribvs . impar. (Not unequal to many.) The

serpent of Eternity forms the border. On the pedestal, amid

piles of arms, Minerva, holding a Victory, kneels and supports

the medallion, and Fame, holding a trumpet, inscribes the

obelisk lvd .vere magno. (To Louis, the truly Great.) The

pedestal is inscribed, indelibatam . orbis . gal . monarchiam .

vnvs in . omnes . svstinvit . mdcxciv. (Alone against all he

sustained the monarchy of the French empire uninjured, 1694.)

Rev. A monument, &c. ; same as No. 403.

2-3. Van Loon, IV. 210.

MB. M. cast, lead. Extremely rare.

This medal is composed of the reverse of the medal published

by Louis XIV. in 1694 (See No. 328), and the reverse of the

two preceding ones published in Holland as a sarcastic retort

upon it.
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406. Duke of Melfokt. 1695 ?

A shield with the arms of the Duke of Melfort : 1 and 4, the

Lion of Scotland ; 2 and 3, three bars wavy (Drummond)

;

surrounded by the Garter ; supporters, two lions having collars

charged with thistles ; above, a ducal coronet, and behind, a

mantle of ermine ; below, on a scroll, the motto, ab . vno ad

omnes. (From one to all.)

406. Jeton of the Duke of Melfort.

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. electrotype.

This piece is octagonal, and is made from a die which was

purchased with many others by Mr. Matthew Young from the

representatives of the Roettier family, and afterwards pre-

sented by him to the British Museum. (See Vol. I. p. 538.)

This die is probably the work of Norbert Eoettier, and was no

doubt intended for striking jetons or counters of a form not

unusual in France.

John Drummond, Duke of Melfort, was the second son of

James, third Earl of Perth. He was appointed by Charles II.

in 1684 one of the Secretaries of State, and was continued in

that office by James II., who in April, 1685, created him
Viscount of Melfort, in Argyllshire, and Lord Drummond of

Gilestoun. He was advanced to an Earldom in the following-

year, and in 1687, when the Order of the Thistle was revived,

he was constituted a Knight Companion. After the Revolution

L
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he joined James II. in France, and attended him in Ireland in

1690. For his services to the cause of the Stuarts he was

created Duke of Melfort in 1692 hy James II., and invested

with the Order of the Garter. He held for several years the

administration of the court of the exiled King at St. Germain,

where he died in January, 1714. The Drummonds were con-

nected with the Eoyal Family of Scotland by the marriage of

David, second Lord Drummond, with Margaret, grand-daughter

of James II. of Scotland. This die was probably executed at

the same time as the following one. The arms of Scotland

may have been a special grant from James II. as arms of

patronage. The supporters appear to be those of Lundin, the

heiress of which family had been the Duke's first wife.

407. Eael of Balcarres ? 1695 ?

A shield with the arms of the Earl of Balcarres : 1 and 4,

the Lion of Scotland ; 2 and 3, a fesse chequy (Lindsay)
;

supporters, two lions ; above, a ducal coronet, and behind, a

mantle of ermine ; below, on a scroll, the motto, esperance.

407. Jeton of the Earl of Balcarres ?

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. electrotype.

This piece is, like the preceding one, octagonal, and is made
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from a die in the British Museum, purchased by Mr. Matthew

Young from the representatives of the Eoettier family. It

was executed probably by Norbert Roettier for Colin, third

Earl of Balcarres, who was a staunch adherent of the House of

Stuart, and who, at the Revolution, was compelled to retire to

the Continent. He first went to St. Germain, but shortly

afterwards settled at Utrecht, where he resided in great

tranquillity with his family. In 1700, after an exile of ten

years, he was allowed to return to Scotland, but in 1715 his

attachment to the Stuart family induced him to join the

Pretender's standard, and, when the insurrection was quelled,

he owed his safety to the Duke of Marlborough and the Act of

Indenmity. From this date he took no part in the affairs of

the Jacobites, and died in 1722. The Lindsays based their

connexion with the Royal Family of Scotland on the marriage

of David, ninth Lord of Crawford, with Princess Elizabeth,

daughter of King Robert II. No record has been found of the

Earl of Balcarres having been advanced to a Dukedom, as is

inferred by the coronet on this die. It is not impossible that

it may have been the intention of James II. to confer this

honour upon him when he was on a visit to the Court of St.

Germain in 1695, but that for some reason the intention was

never carried into effect. This date is approximate with the

arrival of Norbert Roettier in France, where he probably exe-

cuted these dies. On the other hand, it is possible that the

ducal coronet was a blunder of the artist for that of an earl.

408. Nicholas Witsen. Ambassador. 1695.

Bust of Witsen, r., hair long, flowing behind, no drapery.

Leg. n . witsen cons . amst . ad regem anglle legatvs .

mdcxcv. (Nicholas Witsen, Burgomaster of Amsterdam, Am-
bassador to the King of England, 1695.)

Rev. A battering ram, with a breach broken in a wall. Leg.

labor omnia vincit. (Labour overcomes everything.

—

coinp.

Virg. Georg. i. 145.)

•95. Rev. Num. Beige, 1873, PL I 46.

l 2
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MB. M. Hague, JR. P. H. Van Gelder, JR. St.

Petersburg, JR. Very rare.

Nicholas Witsen appears to have been an engineer. He was

several times Burgomaster of Amsterdam, Deputy of the States

of Holland to the Council of the Province, and afterwards to

the States-General. He seems to have been employed in various

negotiations and public works, and was one of the extraordinary

mission sent from Holland in 1689 to congratulate William

upon his accession to the English throne. This medal was

originally published, with a different legend on the obverse, in

1688. (See Van Loon, III. 438.) The legend on the reverse

was Witsen' s motto, and the device alludes to his character and

his occupations.

409. Thomas Heene. 1695.

Bust of Heme, I., hair very long, in lace cravat, tied in front,

and richly embroidered coat. Leg. jetatis . svm . xxi . 1695.

(Aged 21, 1695.) On truncation, the artist's initials, l b.

^ecit.

409. Medal of Thomas Heme.

Rev. Armorial shield ; sable, a chevron ermine between three

herons argent; helmet with a profusion of mantlings. Leg.

COELVM . NON . ANIMVM , MVTANT . QVI . TRANS . MAEE . CVRRVNT.
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(They change the climate, not their minds, who hurry across

the sea.

—

Hor. Ep. I. xi. 27.) Border of leaves.

1-8. (See Woodcut.)

MB. JR. Very rare.

The obverse of this medal is in high relief, cast, and chased,

and the reverse is entirely engraved. Another specimen in the

British Museum is varied ; it has sve for sym and no artist's

initials on the truncation on the obverse, and no legend on the

reverse.

The person above represented is Thomas Heme, a merchant,

at Cadiz, and the legend is probably intended to express his

attachment to home though residing abroad. His great-grand-

father was Richard Heme, Alderman and Sheriff of London,

1618.

410. Thomas Heene. 1695.

Bust of Heme, I., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Sun shining upon a palm-tree in the midst of a land-

scape : in the distance, two hills, each surmounted by a

building. Leg. between two borders of leaves, insepaeabilis .

sit . amicitia. (May their friendship be inseparable.) Floral

ornament.

1-8.

MB. JR. Very rare.

Like the preceding, this medal is cast and chased, and the

reverse entirely engraved. The type of the reverse may refer

to the friendship which existed at that time between England
and Spain, likening it to the palm-tree, which flourishes best

beneath the rays of the tropical sun. Heme, as stated above,

was at this time residing in Spain.

411. FoETUNES OF JAMES II. 1696.

Bust of James II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour. Leg.

IACOB . II . EEX . M . BE.

Rev . A crown in a boat, in a rough sea. Leg. fato. (By
fate.) Ex. 1696.
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1. (See Woodcut.)

MB. N. Munich, M. Very rare.

411. Fortunes of James II.

This is an emblematical representation of the fortunes of

James, who was tossed about in an ocean of adversity.

412. Fortunes of William III. 1696.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour.

Leg. GVILH . Ill . REX . M . BR.

Rev. A military trophy. Leg. heroitate. (By heroism.)

Ex. 1696.

1. De Vries and De Jonge, PI. xi. 7.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Extremely rare.

This is evidently by the same artist as the preceding, and is

intended as a companion to it, and to which it serves as a

contrast.

413. Assassination Plot.
22 Feb.

3 March' 1696.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle; his

breast is covered with a shield bearing the name of Jehovah, in

Hebrew, radiate, and the motto, non . ljeditvr . qvem . tego.

(He is not injured whom I protect.) Leg. wilhelmvs . in .

D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX.

Rev. Six female figures armed with daggers, torches, and

snakes, restrained by cords tied round their heads, the ends
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of which are held by a hand concealed among clouds. Leg.

dextra . latens . coercet. (A right hand unseen restrains

them.) Ex. mdcxcvi. i. boskam . f.

2-3. Eapin, xix. 7. Van Loon, IV. 225.

MB. JR. Hague, JR. Brussels, JR. Gotha, JR.

St. Petersburg, JR. Very rare.

This medal commemorates the conspiracy of Sir George

Barclay, who with about forty other persons agreed to murder

the King near Turnham Green, on his way from Richmond

to Kensington. Their plans were ingeniously contrived and

frequently renewed, but some apparently accidental obstruction

always occurred and prevented the accomplishment. The
conspiracy was ultimately detected, and a day of public thanks-

giving celebrated, with unusual devotion, for the King's safety.

The obverse, in accordance with such feelings, ascribes his

safety to the special interposition of Providence ; and the six

representatives of the conspirators are brandishing their

weapons and threatening violence.

414. Assassination Plot. Hn^i, 1696.

Busts conjoined, r., of Louis XIV. and James II., hair

long, no drapery. Leg. herodes atqve pilatvs. (Herod and

Pilate.) Ex. actor . iv . 26.

Rev. Within a netted enclosure are Louis XIV. and James

II., each armed with a sword, and holding between them a

purse of cm pisto. (One hundred thousand pistoles.) Near

them stands Father Petre with a pyx, and the young Prince

riding backwards upon a lobster. In a wood beyond the

enclosure are armed men, with the figures 40. A fleet is seen in

the distance. Underneath, genesis . xlix .5.6. Leg. irrita

conspiratio. (The fruitless conspiracy.) Ex. advers' . gvil-

IELMVM . Ill ANGLIAE REGEM . 3 . MART . 1696. (Against

William III., King of England, 3 March, 1696.)

1*7. Rapin, xix. 11. Van Loon, IV. 225.

MB. JR. Not very common.
The inscription on the obverse implies that as Herod and
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Pilate " were made friends together " when they combined to

murder Christ, so Louis and James cemented their friendship

by uniting to murder William. The exergue refers to the

passage, " The kings of the earth stood up, and the rulers were

gathered together against the Lord and against his Christ."

The reverse alludes to them as joining, under the sanction of

Father Petre, to bribe the conspirators to murder William.

Louis as well as James had furnished large sums of money to

carry out the plot. The young Prince is represented, as usual,

upon a lobster. (See No. 71, Vol. I. p. 643.) The figures

40 allude to the number of the conspirators leagued together

under Sir George Barclay to murder the King. The fleet was

that drawn together at Calais and Dunkirk to carry over troops

to co-operate with the malcontents in England. This scene is

explained by the reference to Genesis—" Simeon and Levi are

brethren ; instruments of cruelty are in their habitations.

my soul, come not thou into their secret • unto their assembly,

mine honour, be not thou united : for in their anger they slew

a man, and in their selfwill they digged down a wall. Cursed

be their anger, for it was fierce ; and their wrath, for it was

cruel."

415. Assassination Plot.
3̂ Iar

e

cl; , 1696.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in armour with stud on

the breast, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. WILHEL . Ill . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX.

Below, I. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 41, 310, 311.

Rev. David taking away the cruse of water from the tent of

Saul, while he sleeps ; sentinels asleep. Leg. pivs . gener .

IMPIO . SOCERO . BONVM . PRO . MALO . REDDIT. (The pioUS SOn-

in-law renders good for evil to his impious father-in-law.) Ex.

M.DC.XCVI. M : SMELTZING.

2-25. Eapin, xix. 10. Van Loon, IV. 225.

MB. M. Hague, M. Brussels, M. Very rare.

During the contest in Ireland William gave the most positive

and repeated orders for the preservation of the life and person
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of James ; and proposals for his seizure were peremptorily

rejected, because in their execution James's person might have

been endangered. The medal intimates that such were not the

feelings of James towards William, and he is here charged

with having encouraged the assassination plot. David's for-

bearance towards his father-in-law Saul is well known. (See

I. Sam. xxvi. 12.)

416. Assassination Plot. 3
"^

Iar(,h , 1696.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast. Leg. wilhel . hi . d . g . mag . bkit . fran . et . hib .

REX.

Rev. Arrows, daggers, and torch falling broken and blunted

from a column against which they have been aimed. Leg.

frvstra sed non impvne petebant. (They attempted in vain,

but not with impunity.) Ex. coniurat . detect punita 1696.

(The conspiracy detected, punished, 1696.) n. c. (Nicolas

Chevalier.)

1. Rapin, xix. 14. Van Loon, IV. 228.

MB. M. Very rare.

William is the column against which the weapons of the

conspirators were directed in vain and broken ; eight of those

who were detected suffered the penalty of death. The generals

of the allied army determined to mark their sense of the

atrocity by bombarding Givet, destroying the place and all the

vast magazine of stores which Louis had accumulated there.

417. National Association. March, 1696.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. A cockade, inscribed, the nationall association for

king william ; each bow is marked with a crown. Leg. de .

servando . tam . caro . capite . conivrant. (They combine to

preserve so precious a life.)
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1. Rapin, xix. 13. Van Loon, IV. 227.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

Both Houses of Parliament addressed the King upon the

discovery of the conspiracy ; all classes formed themselves into

associations, and in particular one hundred young men united

themselves into a company to defend his person, and avenge

any injury offered to him. On their hats they wore a blue

cockade, and their colours were decorated with a circle of golden

hearts and the motto "Fidelity, Affection, Honour."

418. National Association. March, 1696.

Saul, upon his throne, throws a javelin at David, who,

slipping aside, escapes it, while it sticks into the wall ; soldiers

alarmed. Leg. infectvm scelvs. (Unaccomplished crime.)

Ex. LVDOVICI et iacobi regvm in magnam bkitanniam con-

ivratio . 1696. (The conspiracy of the Kings, Louis and James,

against Great Britain.) c. (Nicolas Chevalier.)

Rev. A cockade, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Edge. Diagonal lines.

1. Rapin, xix. 12. Van Loon, IV. 227.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

Saul is James II., attempting to destroy his son-in-law,

William. It is intended here to intimate that James and

Louis were privy to the conspiracy against the life of William.

419. National Association. March, 1696.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast. Leg. wilhel . iii . d . g . mag . beit . fran . et . hib .

rex. Same as Nos. 416, 417.

Rev. Saul, upon his throne, throws a javelin at David, &c.

;

same as the obverse of the preceding.

1.

Hague, lead. Extremely rare.
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420. National Association. March, 1696.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in armour, with large

gorget. Leg. gvilh : m . brit . fr . et . hib . rex. Same as

No. 380.

Rev. A globe, above which flies Fame, blowing her trumpet

and holding a scroll, inscribed, wil rex associationis. (William,

King of the Association.) Leg. felix . associatio . a . domino.

(An Association prosperous under God's favour.)

1-85.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This medal was probably executed at Gotha by the medallist

Sorberger.

421. Amicable Society instituted. 1696.

Two right hands clasped under the royal crown. Leg. amic :

soc : Ex. institut . mdcixvi. (sic).

Rev. A temple inscribed, securitas (Security), within a bay

wreath. Leg. concordia parvae res crescvnt. (By concord

small things increase.)

1-5.

MB. M. Bare.

This and the following medals commemorate the establishing

in England of the first Company for the insurance of houses

against loss by fire. It was called " The Amicable," and is

not the office known by that name now, but the one that still

exists as " The Hand in Hand."

422. Amicable Society instituted. 1696.

Two right hands clasped under the royal crown. Ex. 1696.

Rev. A building. Leg. amicable contributionship.

1-55.

MB. JR. Rare.
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423. Amicable Society instituted. 1696.

Two right hands clasped under the royal crown.

Rev. Within a wreath of palm branches, fire office.

1-55.

MB. JR. Bare.

This medal is cast and chased, and in high relief.

424. Brussels rebuilt. 1696.

Brussels bombarded ; the city in flames. Leg. momordit

LAPIDEM. Ex. BRVXELLE A GALLO FRVSTRA IGNE TENTATAE.

^ avg . m.dc.vc c. w. (Christian Wermuth.) Same as No.

378.

Rev. Phoenix issuing from flames. Leg. combvsta integrior

exsvrgo. (I rise more perfect from my ashes.) Ex. m.dcivc
;

below, three stars.

1-6. Yan Loon, IV. 235. Lochner, VI. 33.

MB. electrotype from Grotha, M. Very rare.

This medal, the obverse of which occurs on a previous one

(No. 378), commemorates the bombardment of Brussels in

1695 by Villeroy and its subsequent rebuilding, when the

merchants of that city vied with each other in the splendour of

the reconstruction of their houses.

425. Vigilance of William. 1697.

Bust of William III., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : in d . g . britann : r . relig : liberatisq :

restitut. Below, a rose. Same as Nos. 43, 109, 213.

Rev. A pedestal inscribed, vigilantia principis pro secv-

ritate provinciarvm mdcxcvii. (The vigilance of the Prince

for the security of the Provinces, 1697.) Upon it is a drum,

on which is seated a soldier with a musket in one hand and a

lighted pipe in the other. In the fields are men ploughing
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and sowing ; a troop of cavalry inactive ; and in the extreme

distance is lvxemboveg. Leg. sola . gerat . miles . qvibvs .

arma . coerceat . arma. (Let a soldier carry only such weapons

as are fit to keep arms in check.)

1-9. De Yries and De Jonge, PL xi. 5.

MB.jE. Hunter, M. Hague, M. Very rare.

The reverses of this and the two following medals are by

Nicolas Chevalier, but the obverses are the work of Jan

Smeltzing. After Smeltzing's death, in Oct. 1695, his dies fell

into the hands of Chevalier, who occasionally used them with

reverses of his own, which are of inferior execution.

Though the negotiations for peace had commenced at Kys-

wick, Louis determined to make great exertions during the

campaign, but the vigilance of William compelled him to

remain inactive, and the operations of agriculture proceeded

without fear of interruption ; the soldier smoked his pipe and

sat upon the noiseless drum, ready armed, however, to repel

aggression if attempted. Luxembourg marks the limits of the

district protected by William's defensive position.

426. Vigilance op William. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle with

fringe. Leg. gulielm : in d . g . brit : rex, araus : pr : belg :

gub. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 117, 159,

214.

Rev. A pedestal inscribed, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-9.

MB. JR. Extremely rare.

427. William. Commander-in-Chief. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in armour with stud on

the breast, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. wilhel . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran . et . hib . rex.
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Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 41, 310, 311,

415.

Rev. William, on horseback, gallops, r., over fallen foes
;

distant battle. Leg. spectandvs in ceetamine maetio. (Noble

in martial encounter.

—

Hor. Car. IV. xiv. 17.) Ex. imperatoe

exeecitvvm . 1697. (Conimander-in- Chief of the armies.) n. c.

cvm peivil. (Nicolas Chevalier. By permission.)

2-2. Bapin, xiv. 9. Van Loon, IV. 132. Lochner, VI.

197.

MB. M. Hague, lead. Very rare.

Like the two preceding, this medal has the obverse by

Smeltzing, and the reverse by Chevalier. Van Loon has placed

this one amongst the medals of 1693, having overlooked the

date which fixes it to this year. It is a compliment to the

military character and position of William, who, by his vigilance

and skill at the head of his army, enabled the Allies to negotiate

with dignity and effect.

428. Successes of Louis XIV. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS EEX CHEISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGEE . F.

Rev. Gallia standing, facing, holds a spear and Victory ; at

her feet are the shields of Spain, Germany, England, and

Holland. Leg. gallia invicta. (France unconquered.) Ex.

BELLO PEE DECENNIUM FELICITEE GESTO . M.DC.XCVII. (War

successfully carried on for ten years, 1697.)

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 270.

MB. M. M.
No specimen of the medal of the larger size (See Med.

Louis XIV., fol. 270) has been met with. It is probably only

an enlarged copy of the above, from which it varies but slightly.

In the absence of any specific victory, the Academy was

compelled this year to be satisfied with a general allusion to

former successes. The skill and influence of William con-

solidated the power of the Allies, and France was compelled to

inactivity.
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429. Negotiations foe Peace. |^, 1697.

Two Koman generals, standing, point to an olive-tree spring-

ing up and scattering its leaves over the crowned shields of

England and France, which rest against it, and are united by

that of Sweden ; at the sides are the shields of Bavaria and

Germany. Leg. inter . castra . ex . lauris . olea. (The

olive springs from the laurel in the midst of camps.) Ex.
pace generali in EUROPA. (By a general peace in Europe.)

Rev. Justice, with scales, and Peace, with palm branch,

present a cornucopia to Europa, seated before them, crowned
;

a river god seated near them. Leg. yustitia ac pace

europae reddita. (Justice and peace restored to Europe.)

Ex. mdclxxxxvii.

•95. Kapin, xxi. 12. Van Loon, IV. 266.

MB. M. Gotha, AT. Bare.

The negotiations for peace were retarded by extravagant

proposals from the various parties interested in the arrange-

ments. After several secret meetings at Halle, the Earl of

Portland and Marshal Boufflers signed a paper, 2 Aug. [N. S.J,

by which the principal articles of a peace between England and

France were arranged. These are the two Boman generals

of the medal, and the legend refers to the articles of peace

having been adjusted in the presence of the conflicting armies.

Sweden acted as mediator in the conditions of the general

peace.

430. William III. and Peter the Great. -^ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : hi d . g . m . brit : fr : et hib : rex f . d .

p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 67, 205,

207, 254, 263, 393.

Rev. William, at the portico of a palace, receives the Czar
of Bussia : Utrecht in the distance. Leg. sic olim heroes.
(Thus formerly did heroes.) Ex. petri alexiewitz czar .

MAGNIQVE GVLIELMI REGIS AMICITIA TRAIECTI AD RHEN XI SEP-

temb . md.cxcvii. (The friendship of Peter Alexievitch, Czar,
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and of King William, the Great, at Utrecht, 11 Sept. 1697.)

n. c. cvm peivilegio. (Nicolas Chevalier. By permission.)

1*5. Kapin, xxii. 4. Yan Loon, IV. 278.

M. Van der Chijs, Leyden, M. Extremely rare.

Another instance of Chevalier's use of Smeltzing's dies. (See

No. 425.)

This medal commemorates the visit paid to Holland by Peter

the Great of Russia, when he wished to see with his own eyes

the formation of a navy, and to work with his own hands in

the construction of a ship. This medal was struck at Utrecht,

where the Czar and William met on the date above given.

431. Peace of Ryswick. -|§ Sept. 1697.

Peace and Justice, with united hands, hold an olive branch

over a globe ; on either side repose the lions of England and

Holland. In the background appears the Palace of Ryswick.

Leg. IVRAQ . AB HAC TERRA CETERA TERRA PETET. (The rest of

the earth will seek their rights from this land.) Ex. pax risvi-

censis . mdcxcvii. (The Peace of Ryswick, 1697.)

Rev. Inscription, comitia pro pace generali principes

FffiDERATOS INTER ET GALLIARUM REGEM IN ARCE RYSWYK DOMO

REGIA GUILIELMI III PRINCIP . ARAUS MAG . BRIT . REG . HOLL .

GUBER . GENER . DITIONIS ORDINUM GENERALIUM CONSTITUTA

SUNT MENSE APRILI . MEDIATORE CAROLO XI . SUECLE REGE .

QVO DEFUNCTO XVII . KAL . MAII . CAROLO XII FILIO EJUS SUEC .

REG . MEDIAT . APERTA SUNT VII . IDUS MAII . PACIQUE SUB-

SCRIPTUM FUIT GALLIA . ANGLIA . HOLLAND . HISPAN . XII . KAL .

OCTOBRIS AC DENIQUE A GERMANIA III . KAL NOVEMB . M.DC.XCVII.

(In the month of April the Congress was appointed for a gen-

eral peace between the allied Princes and the King of France

in the Palace of Ryswick, a royal residence of William III.,

Prince of Orange, King of Great Britain, Governor-General of

Holland [and] of the Dominion of the States-General, under

the mediation of Charles XI., King of Sweden, who, dying on

the 15th April, the Congress was opened under the mediation

of his son Charles XII., King of Sweden, on the 9th May,
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and the Treaty of Peace was signed by France, England,

Holland, and Spain, on the 20th September, and ultimately by

Germany, on the 30th October, 1697.)

2*15. Rapin, xxi. 2. Van Loon, IV. 266.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

The Congress for a general peace was appointed in April,

but the Ambassadors of the various Powers did not meet till

the following month, when many weeks were spent in discussing

frivolous questions cf etiquette. Irritated with these delays, and

fearing a repetition of what had occurred at Nimeguen in 1676—

1678, William opened a secret negotiation with France through

the Earl of Portland and Marshal Boufflers, and before the

end of Jul}7 the terms of a peace were arranged between England

and France. This speedy settlement affronted "William's allies,

and especially Spain and the Empire, who declined to accept

the terms offered by France. In the meantime, however, the

French, under Vendome, having captured Barcelona and sacked

Carthagena, the Spanish Government gave way, and the Treaty

was signed by all the Powers ^ Sept., with the exception of

the Emperor, who did not notify his adhesion till |^y Oct.

Charles XII. of Sweden acted as mediator in this peace.

432. Peace of Ryswick. ±% Sept. 1697.

Peace, holding a caduceus, reclines at the foot of an olive-

tree. Ex. tranquillitas redux. (Tranquillity returning.)

Below, a star. Leg. nunquam violetur ab ^vo. (May it

never be violated for all time.)

Rev. The globe, marked evropa, with a large crack in it,

which Mercury and Peace are striving to close by placing across

it an olive branch. Leg. ne tota dehiscat. (Lest it break to

pieces entirely.) Ex. pax ryswick . concl . mediant . svecia ,

1697. (Peace concluded at Ryswick, Sweden mediating.)

1*25. Rapin, xxi. 9. Van Loon, IV. 266.

MB. H. Stockholm, M. Very rare.

The Peace of Ryswick concluded a war Avhich for some years

had rent Europe asunder, and in which nearly all the Powers
had been involved.

vol. II. m
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433. Peace of Ryswick. ^% Sept. 1697.

Mars seated, I., on arms ; before him Peace holding up a

trophy composed of implements of husbandry, with a tablet

inscribed, pax ryswic 1697. Leg. sic redit alma quies.

(Thus returns beloved rest.) p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich

Miiller.)

Rev. A caduceus, with olive twisted around it, resting on a

globe marked europa ; above, the name of Jehovah, in Hebrew,

radiate. Leg. coelo demittitur alto. (It is sent down from

the lofty Heaven.

—

Virg. Eclog. iv. 7.)

Edge, pax una triumphis innumeris potior. (A single Peace

is better than innumerable triumphs.

—

Siliu's Ital., de Bello

Pun. xi. 593, 594.)

1-8. Rapin, xxi. 3. Van Loon, IV. 266.

MB. M. Munich, M. (edge plain). St. Petersburg, M.
Cassel, M. Rare.

This medal was struck at Nuremberg.

434. Peace of Ryswick. ^§ Sept. 1697.

The Temple of Janus with closed doors, a festoon of flowers

suspended across it. Leg. pace terra marique parta ianus

clusus. (Peace having been obtained by land and sea, the

Temple of Janus is closed.) Ex. cioiocxcvii.

Rev. Peace, burning arms, and Plenty, holding a cornucopia,

grasp right hands and stand between two lighted altars. Leg.

felix temporum reparatio. (The happy restoration of affairs.)

Ex. g. f. n. (Georg Friedrich Niirnberger.)

Edge, iam redit et virgo, redeunt saturnia regna. (Now,

too, returns the Virgin Astrea, returns the reign of Saturn.

—

Virg. Eclog. iv. 6.)

1-65. Rapin, xxi. 4. Van Loon, IV. 266.

No specimen of this piece has been met with. The type of

the obverse is copied from a coin of Nero, and the legend on

the reverse from Roman coins of a later date.
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435. Peace of Ryswick. -Jg Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. gulielm : in d . g . m . brit : fr : et hib : rex f . d .

p . a. Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 67, 205,

207, 254, 263, 393, 430.

Rev. Inscription within a wreath of rose and olive branches,

WILHELMO PRINCIPI MAXIMO REGI SAPIENTISSIMO IMPERATORI

EXERCITIWM {SIC) AVTHORI FJEDERVM AC CONSERVATORI RESTAVR-

atori pacis . mdcxcvii. (To William, the greatest Prince, the

wisest King, Commander of Armies, Author and Preserver of

Treaties, Restorer of peace, 1697.) n. c. (Nicolas Chevalier.)

1*5. Rapin, xx. 2. Van Loon, IV. 250.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Rare.

This medal was dedicated to the honour of William by

Nicolas Chevalier, who engraved the die of the reverse, and

made use of one of Jan Smeltzing's dies for the obverse. (See

No. 425.)

436. Peace of Ryswick. i§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. invictissimvs gvillelmvs . mag. Below, i. boskam . f.

Same as Nos. 77, 371, 372.

Rev. Four hands, issuing from clouds and united in the

form of a cross. Leg. coevnt in foedera dextrae. (Their

right hands unite in confederacy.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. xi. 292.)

I. BOSKAM . F.

1*5. Rapin, xx. 4. Van Loon, IV. 250.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Rare.

The four hands represent especially Germany, France,

England, and Holland, but they may be considered as generally

representing an indefinite number, i.e., all the Powers interested

in the negotiations at Ryswick.

437. Peace of Ryswick. ^g Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

h 2
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Rev. Corn growing within the hollow of a helmet ; in the

distance, a corn-field. Leg. pacis . alvmna . ceres. (Agricul-

ture, the offspring of peace.) Ex. mdcxcvii.

1-5. Eapin, xx. 5. Van Loon, IV. 250.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van G-elder, M.
Vienna, M. Rare.

The helmet, heing no longer wanted for military purposes,

lies neglected, and becomes filled with soil sufficient to nourish

some plants of corn.

438. Peace of Ryswick.
-J-g

Sept. 1697.

Four hands, issuing from clouds and united in the form of a

cross, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 436.

Rev. Corn growing within the hollow of a helmet, &c; same

as the preceding.

1-5. Van Loon, IV. 250.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Gotha, M.
Rare.

439. Peace of Ryswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast. Leg. wilhel . hi . d . g . mag . brit . fran . et . hib .

rex. Same as Nos. 416, 417, 419.

Rev. Corn growing within the hollow of a helmet lying upon a

cornucopia ; in the distance, a corn-field. Leg. pacis . alvmna .

ceres. Ex. pax ryswik mdcxcvii. (The Peace of Ryswick,

1697.) n. c. (Nicolas Chevalier.)

1. Rapin, xx. 7. Van Loon, IV. 250.

MB. M. cast. Hague, lead. Very rare.

440. Peace of Ryswick. ±% Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.
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Rev. Dove, with olive branch, flying, L, over a rainbow.

Leg. mansvrae nvntia pacis. (The harbinger of a permanent

peace.) Ex. pax . ryswik m.dc.xcvii. (The Peace of Ryswick,

1697.) n. c. (Nicolas Chevalier.)

1. Rapin, xx. 9. Van Loon, IV. 261.

MB. M. cast. Very rare.

441. Peace of Ryswick. -^ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and

mantle with fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . in .

D . G . MAG . BEIT . FRANC . ET . HIB . REX. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Same as Nos. 288, 322, 336, 383, 385, 386, 390, 391.

Rev. Europa, seated on a bull, I., crosses the sea. Above a

dove conveys to her an olive branch. Leg. qvantarvm . nvncia .

rervm. (Of how many great events is she the harbinger.) Ex.

MDCXCVII. I. BOSEAM . F.

2-35. Le Clerc, I. p. 148.

MB. lead. Rare.

This medal merely intimates the approach of peace to

Europe.

442. Peace of Ryswick. -Lg Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with

embroidered edge round the breast. Leg. invictissimvs gvil-

lelmvs mag. Below, monogram, 6Kj^F. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

Same as Nos. 287, 303, 321, 325, 334, 335, 384, 403.

Rev. Europa, seated on a bull, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-35. Rapin, xx. 11. Van Loon, IV. 264.

No specimen with this obverse has been met with.

443. Peace of Ryswick. -|g Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as No. 441,
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Rev. Lion, crowned, holding up in one paw a branch of

olive ; with the other, resting upon a globe, inscribed evropa,

it grasps a sword and a pair of scales. Leg. hinc pax, vnde

jeqvitas. (Hence peace, whence justice.) Ex. anglorvm gloria

rege wilhelmo in . M.DC.xcvn. (The glory of England under

King William III., 1697.) i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

2-35.

Hague, lead. Bare.

444. Peace of Byswick. ^ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as No. 442.

Rev. Lion, crowned, holding a branch of olive, a sword, and

a pair of scales, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-35. Bapin, xx. 12. Van Loon, IV. 264.

No specimen with this obverse has been met with.

445. Peace of Byswick. -|-j} Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as No. 441.

Rev. The Palace of Byswick. Leg. pax hvic domvi. (Peace

be to this house.) Ex. pax gener . in arce ryswyk domo

princip . aravs . mag . brit . regis M.DC.xcvn. (The general

peace in the Palace of Byswick, a residence of the Prince of

Orange, King of Great Britain, 1697.) i. boskam . f.

2-35.

Hague, lead. Bare.

This medal presents a view of the palace in which the

negotiations were conducted, with a wish adapted from St.

Luke, x. 5, that a spirit of peace may rule within it.

446. Peace of Byswick. |g Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as No. 442.

Rev. The Palace of Byswick, &c. ; same as the preceding.

2-35. Bapin, xx. 8. Van Loon, IV. 261.

No specimen with this obverse has been met with.
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447. Peace of Ryswick. ±g Sept. 1697.

Europa, seated on a bull, &c. ; same as reverse of No. 441.

Leg. QVANTARVM . NVNCIA . RERVM. Ex. MDCXCVII. I. BOSKAM . F.

Rev. Lion, crowned, holding a branch of olive, a sword, and a

pair of scales, &c; same as the reverse of No. 443. Leg. hinc

PAX, VNDE iEQVITAS. Ex. ANGLORVM GLORIA REGE WILHELMO
in . m.dc.xcvii. i. b. f. (Jan Boskaui fecit.)

2-35.

MB. M. Rare.

448. Peace of Ryswick. J$ Sept. 1697.

Europa, seated on a bull, &c. ; same as the reverse of No.

441.

Rev. The Palace of Ryswick, &c. ; same as the reverse of

No. 445.

2-35. Rapin, xx. 10. Van Loon, IV. 264.

Hague, M. Brussels, M. Gotha, M. Copen-

hagen, M. Stockholm, lead. Rare.

449. Peace of Ryswick. £§ Sept. 1697.

Lion, crowned, holding a branch of olive, a sword, and a pair

of scales, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 443.

Rev. The Palace of Ryswick, &c. ; same as the reverse of

No. 445.

2-35. Rapin, xxi. 1. Van Loon, IV. 264.

MB. M. Rare.

These three pieces are composed of the reverses of medals

already noticed.

450. Peace of Ryswick. ^g Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

with straps on the shoulder, and mantle across the breast.
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Leg. gvilielmvs in . magnus . fid . stat. Same as Nos. 163,

170.

Rev. In the centre is the monogram of William, crowned,

and around are arranged eight medallions, as follows :— 1. A
dolphin encircling an anchor, and pierced by an arrow. Leg.

l'esperance le soutient. (Hope sustains him.) 2. A stag

at full speed pierced by an arrow. Leg. la dovlevr cavse

malevr. (Grief brings hurt.) 3. Two willow-trees blown towards

each other ; between them a duck. Leg. l'amovr les ioint.

(Love unites them.) 4. A fountain. Leg. ainsi povr l'avda-

cievx. (Thus for the bold.) 5. A rosebush. Leg. elle .

plaist . mais . elle . mordt. (It pleases, but it bites.) 6. An
orange branch on a burning altar. Leg. ie . ne . pvis . brvler .

et . me . taire. (I cannot burn and be silent.) 7. An orange-

tree in a stand. Leg. eles (sic) sont dignes de lvi. (They

are worthy of him.) 8. A stork with a key in its mouth.

Leg. il . est . egal . par . tovt. (He is just everywhere.)

2-7.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Very rare.

This medal is cast, and is the work of Jan Luder. It was

issued at the time of the Peace of Kyswick, and the design of

the reverse is emblematic of William's character, as shown by

the course of previous events.

451. Peace of Eyswick. ^% Sept. 1697.

The Palace of Eyswick ; Delft in the distance. Above, Fame,

flying, carries an olive wreath and proclaims pax. (The Peace.)

Ex. pax rysviccensis. (The Peace of Kyswick.)

Rev. Peace, walking, facing, carries in one hand a branch

of olive, and in the other a garland composed of the shields

of Germany, Austria, England, Holland, and France, arranged

around that of Sweden. Leg. concordi pace ligabo, 1697.

(I will bind them by a cordial peace.) In the right corner,

g. h. (Georg Hautsch.)

Edge, et pacem et otivm dabo in Israel . paralip . xxn.

(And I will give peace and quietness unto Israel,—I. Chronicles,

xxii. 9.)
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1-45. Eapin, xxi. 8. Van Loon, IV. 266.

MB. JR. Hague, JR. P. H. Van Gelder, /It.

Munich, JR. Stockholm, lead. Rare.

452. Peace of Eyswick. -^ Sept. 1697.

The Palace of Ryswick, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Peace, &c. ; similar to the preceding, but from a

different die. She has long hair and is advancing on a pave-

ment divided into squares. The artist's initials are in the left

corner.

Edge. Same as the preceding.

1-45.

MB. JR. pewter. P. H. Van Gelder, JR. Vienna, JR.

Munich, lead. St. Petersburg, JR. Stockholm, JR.

Rare.

Like the preceding, this medal occurs with and without the

edge inscribed.

453. Peace of Byswick. -|-^- Sept. 1697.

Several plenipotentiaries, attended by guards, close the gates

of the Temple of Janus, inscribed, iano sack. (Sacred to Janus.)

In front is an altar, and near it a devoted sow. Leg. cm&k
firmabant foedeea porca. (They used to confirm treaties by

slaying a sow.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. viii. 641.) aeondeaux . f.

(R. Arondeaux fecit.)

Rev. The Palace and gardens of Ryswick. Leg. ryswyk
GUILELMI III . D . G . M . BRITAN . ETC . R . PALAT. (Ryswick,

the palace of William III., by the grace of God, King of Great

Britain, &c.) Ex. mdcxcvii. Around are the shields of keyser,

SPANGIEN, BRANDENBVRG, PALTS, SAXEN, BEYEREN, ENGELAND,

SWEDEN, 7 . PROVINTIE, S. NEDERLAN., 't RYCK, LOTHARINGEN,

savoyen, and vranckryk. (The Emperor, Spain, Brandenburg,

the Palatinate, Saxony, Bavaria, England, Sweden, the Seven
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Provinces, the Spanish Netherlands, the German Empire,

Lorraine, Savoy, and France.)

1-9. Rapin, xxii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 273.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. St. Peters-

burg, M. Stockholm, M. Cassel, M. Eare.

The Temple cf Janus was shut only in time of peace.

Solemn treaties amongst the Romans were confirmed by the

priest killing a sow with a stone (Livy, Lib. i. c. 24), and

praying that those who broke the treaty might be similarly

smitten. (See a Dutch medalet of 1596, No. 142, Vol. I.

p. 161.) The reverse represents the palace, where the nego-

tiations were carried on, and the arms of the various Powers

who were parties to the treaty.

454. Peace of Ryswick. ^ Sept. 1697.

The Genius of Friesland seated, I., on arms, flags, &c,

holds a staff surmounted by the cap of Liberty and a palm

branch ; at her side is her shield ; her foot rests on the fasces
;

in the distance is the Temple of ianvs bifrons (Two-headed

Janus), open, and with a trophy inside. Leg. aperto digna

timeri. (She is to be feared when it is open.) Ex. frisia.

Rev. The Genius of Friesland standing, with a cornucopia at

her feet, offering at an altar, and holding up a standard, which

is surmounted by clasped hands and a caduceus ; behind, the

Temple of ianus bifrons with closed doors ; in the distance,

a calm sea with shipping. Leg. clauso pia grata fidelis.

(When it is closed she is affectionate, grateful, and faithful.)

Ex. pacis gen . ryswyk . mdcxcvii. ([In memory] of the

General Peace of Ryswick, 1697.) arondeaux . f. (R. Aron-

deaux fecit.)

2-65. Rapin, xxi. 7. Van Loon, IV. 271.

MB. /R. Hague, N

.

Gotha, M. St. Peters-

burg, N. Rare.

This medal was struck by Friesland, always the foremost

among the States of Holland to commemorate important events

by such memorials.
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455. Peace of Ryswick. ^ Sept. 1697.

Europe, crowned, offering perfumes at a lighted altar orna-

mented with festoons of flowers, and inscribed, pacis ara. (The

altar of Peace.) Leg. pax ades et toto mitis in orbe mane.

(Come, peace, and remain gentle over the whole world.)

Ex. EUROPA.

Rev. Peace seated, I., on a broad pedestal, holds an olive

branch and a caduceus : at her feet is a cornucopia. Leg. tran-

quellus GAUDEAT ORBis. (May the tranquil universe rejoice.)

The pedestal is inscribed, pace frvgifera inter gallos ba-

TAVOS BELLIQVE SOCIOS RESTITVTA CONSVLES SENATVSQVE AM-

STELODAMENSIS NVMISMA HOC CVDI IVSSERVNT MDCLXXXXVII. (A

fruit-bearing peace having been restored between the French,

the Dutch, and their Allies in war, the Magistrates and the

Senate of Amsterdam have ordered this medal to be struck,

1697.) I : Drappentier.

2*65. Rapin, xxi. 5. Van Loon, IV. 271.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was struck by order of the Magistrates of

Amsterdam, and specimens in gold were presented to each of

the thirty-six members who composed the Council of the City.

Each medal was enclosed in a box of wood, having on one side

the new arms of the city, crowned, on two fasces crossed, to

which were attached by a cord the shields of the four Burgo-

masters of the year ; around were the thirty-six shields of those

who formed the Council of the City : on the other side were the

ancient arms of Amsterdam, viz., two men in a boat, and the

legend, tenet jequora tuta. (It keeps to quiet waters.) See

Van Loon, IV. 271.

456. Peace of Ryswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

The Imperial eagle upon a cloud, attended by infant Genii

holding a chain connecting the crowned shields of France,

Castile, Ireland, Savoy, and Holland. Leg. pax . German .

gall . hispan . angl . sabavd . belgica. (The peace of Ger-

many, France, Spain, England, Savoy, and Holland.)
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Rev. The Palace and gardens of Ryswick. Leg. villa eegis

risvicana. (The Royal Palace of Ryswick.) Ex. theatevm .

pacis . m.dc.inc. (The scene of the Peace, 1697.) c. w.

(Christian Wermuth.)

1. Rapin, xxi. 10. Van Loon, IV. 266.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This piece was executed at Gotha, which accounts for the

prominence given to the Imperial eagle.

457. Peace of Ryswick.
-J-g

Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., three-quarters, r., hair long, in armour,

and medal suspended to riband.

Rev. The Palace and gardens of Ryswick, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

1.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This is a variety of the preceding, and by the same artist,

Christian Wermuth.

458. Peace of Ryswick. ^ Sept. 1697.

Peace, crowned, holds an olive branch and locks the door of

the Temple of Janus, inscribed, anno miocxcvii, the columns

of which are entwined with roses, lilies, and orange branches

;

on the steps are War and Discord in chains. Behind Peace are

the globe, a cornucopia from which fall coins, distant shipping,

and Mercury, emblematical of Commerce, holding a caduceus

and a scroll inscribed, europ^e pax reddita. (Peace restored

to Europe.) Ex. d. drappentier.

Rev. Europe, laureate, seated on the sea-shore, holds an

olive branch and a cornucopia : in the distance are ships ; and

above, rays from heaven. Ex. europa.

1-9. Rapin, xxii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 273. ..-

MB. M. Hague, M. Cassel, M. Very rare.

This medal was struck by the city of Dordrecht. In 1713 it
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was republished to commemorate the Peace of Utrecht, the date

on the gates being altered. (See No. 262, p. 402, and Van
Loon, V. 227.)

459. William III. and Louis XIV.

Peace op Eyswick. ^ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle

round the breast. Leg. wilh . hi . d : g . m . bkit . fran . et

hib . eex. Below, w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in armour, with

satyr's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle

round the breast. Leg. lvdovic' . xiv . d : g . m . fr . et nav.

rex chr. On truncation, w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Edge, sic bene convenivnt . risvici . d . ^T sept . m.dc.iiic.

(Thus do they happily agree at Eyswick, ^y Sept. 1697.)

•8. De Vries and De Jonge, PL xi. 8.

MB. M. Hague, lead. Gotha, M. P. H. Van
Gelder, iR. Leipzig, lead. Very rare.

This small medal presents the portraits of the two monarchs

who were the great chiefs engaged in the war which was termi-

nated by the Peace of Eyswick, and which, having been signed

at midnight,^ Sept., might with equal propriety be considered

to have been completed on yy Sept., as recorded by this medal.

Sometimes the inscription on the edge begins iam bene, instead

of sic bene. This and similar pieces by Christian Wermuth,
referring to the Peace of Eyswick, were struck for use as

counters, and were issued in sets, enclosed in silver boxes.

460. Peace of Eyswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. A harp. Leg. nervvs nec dissonet vnvs. (May not
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one string be discordant.) Ex. pax riswicens . m.dc.iiic. (The

Peace of Ryswick, 1697.)

•8.

No specimen of this piece has been met with, the description

having been taken from Christian Wermuth's Catalogue, 1698,

No. 182, p. 82. It was probably issued before Germany had

accepted the terms of the Peace ; and expresses a hope that, in

spite of differences, complete unity would be restored.

461. Peace of Eyswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, slight dra-

pery. Leg. wilh . m . libert . pop . a . vindex. (William, the

Great, the Vindicator of the liberties of the people of England.)

Rev. A female figure, Peace, holding a caduceus, stands, I.,

on a thyrsus ; behind her is a snake issuing from a cista

;

before her is inscribed, pax : the whole within an olive wreath.

•8.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Gotha, M.
Very rare.

The design of this medalet is taken from a cistophorus coin

of Octavius (Pinder, uber Cistoplwren, &c. Taf. ii. 4), the

legend on the obverse being imp . caesar . divi . f . cos . vi .

libertatis . p . r . vindex, and the design on the reverse the

same as on this medal. This and the two following pieces

are also by Christian Wermuth.

462. Peace of Ryswick. -J§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. A globe within an olive wreath. Leg. pax orbis ter-

rarvm. (The peace of the whole world.)

•8.

MB. JR. St. Petersburg, JR. Rare.
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463. Peace of Ryswick. ^g Sept. 1697.

Peace seated, r., holds a cornucopia and a palm branch.

Leg. pax pvbl. (The public peace.)

Rev. Trophy of arms and flags, to which is attached the

shield of Ryswick, viz., three branches. Leg. pax rysviccensis.

(The Peace of Ryswick.) Ex. 1697.

•7. Van Loon, IV. 273.

MB. M. Rare.

464. Peace of Ryswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

A female figure, Peace or Charity, holding a branch of olive

and accompanied by a bird, raises a kneeling mother with her

baby in her arms. Leg. de barmhertigheyd roemt tegen

het oordeel. (Charity prevails over punishment.)

Rev. An altar on which arms are burning ; in front of it is

a shield with a fesse, the arms of Muiden, supported by two

Tritons. Leg. de vreede tot ryswk geslooten. (The Peace

concluded at Ryswick.) Ex. 1697.

•8. Van Loon, IV. 248.

MB. M. (six varieties). Common.
There are no less than six varieties of this medalet, chiefly

differing in the position of the bird and other minute details.

They were struck to be given to all those who had drawn

blanks in the lottery of the town of Muiden. On the reverse

of one of them are the artist's initials, i. l. f. (Jan Luder

fecit.)

465. Peace of Ryswick. i§ Sept. 1697.

Mars, bound, seated, r., on a pile of French arms and flags
;

before him is the shield of Holland. Leg. saeva sedet svper

arma. (He sits on cruel arms.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. i. 299.)

Rev. Peace, standing, /., holds a cornucopia and a caduceus,
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and leans on a club ; behind her, a river god ; in the dis-

tance, a fleet. Leg. pax pvbl. (The public peace.) Ex. 1697.

1-5. Van Loon, IV. 266.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal was executed in Holland by Martin Smeltzing.

466. Peace of Kyswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in armour with Medusa's

head on the breast, and mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder.

Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs . rex . christianissimvs. Below, r.

(Henri Eoussel.)

Rev. Peace, standing, facing, holds in one hand an olive

branch and in the other a torch, with which she is burning a

pile of arms. Leg. salvs . evrop^e. (The safety of Europe.)

Ex. pax . terra . mariqve . parta . 1697. (Peace obtained by

land and sea, 1697.) R. (Henri Eoussel.)

2-7. Van Loon, IV. 257.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed by Henri Eoussel, probably from a

design made by Sebastian Le Clerc. The illustration in the

Med. Louis XIV., fol. 274, slightly differs from this medal.

This and the following are the French memorials of the Peace

of Eyswick.

467. Peace of Eyswick. \% Sept. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludovi-

CUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Peace holding an olive branch and a torch, &c. ; same

device as the preceding. Leg. salus EUROPiE. Ex. pax .

terra . marique . parta . 1697. r. (Henri Eoussel.)

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 274. Van Loon, IV. 257.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies, but by the same artist. The large medallion
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figured in the Med. Louis XIV., fol. 274, has not been met with,

and is probably only an enlarged and slightly altered copy of

the smaller medal.

468. Peace of Eyswick. ±% Sept. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

Medusa's head on the breast. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs . rex .

christianissimvs. Below, r. (Henri Koussel.)

Rev. Mars with spear and Justice with scales holding up

between them a wreath. Leg. virtvs . et . ^eqvitas. (Valour

and justice.) Ex. pacata . evropa . 1697. (Europe at peace.)

r. (Henri Koussel.)

2-75. Van Loon, IV. 259.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is a variety of the medal figured in the Med. Louis XIV.,

fol. 272.

469. Peace of Eyswick. ig Sept. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Mars and Justice, &c. ; similar to the preceding. Leg.

virtus . et . ^quitas. Ex. pacata evropa . 1697. R. (Henri

Pioussel.)

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 272. Van Loon, IV. 259.

MB. M. M.
The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from

different dies, but by the same artist. The large medallion of

this type (Med. Louis XIV., fol. 272) has not been met with.

470. Peace of Eyswick. |g Sept. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. lvdovicvs magnvs r . christ . f . p . semp . vict. Same
as Nos. 11, 127.

Rev. A monument, consisting of an obelisk on a pedestal ; on

VOL. II. N
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one side of the obelisk stands Fame, Janus-headed, inscribing

it with lvd . mag . victori maximo (To Louis, the Great, the

greatest Conqueror) ; on the other side kneels Minerva, with

"Victory, and Pegasus behind, holding a medallion of Louis XIV.,

inscribed, restitvtoei orbis christiani (To the Restorer of the

Christian world), and encircled with the serpent of Eternity
;

around are flags and implements of war. The pedestal is

inscribed, hilaritas . p . g . pace pub : ryswik ad nut : regis

stabilita m.dc.iiic. (The joy of the French people at the general

peace concluded at Ryswick by command of the King, 1697.)

On the moulding, in small letters, barcelonne, ath. Leg.

finita . trophceis bella. (Wars concluded with trophies.)

2-8. Van Loon, IV. 259. Tresor, Med. Franc., Pt. III.

PI. xxxiv. 2.

MB. M. pewter. Bibl. Paris, lead. Gotha, JR.

Rare.

The obverse of this medal, as figured in Van Loon, bears

the artist's name, i. folkema . f.

The names on the moulding commemorate two of the

successes obtained by French arms during the negotiations at

Ryswick. Ath, near Brussels, was invested by Boufflers 5 May,

and capitulated 5 June. Barcelona was attacked by the Due

de Yendome 9 June, and capitulated 5 Aug. The loss of Bar-

celona and the sacking of Carthagena about the same time

induced the Spaniards to submit to the terms offered by

Louis XIV. and to sign the treaty. The dates given above are

after the new style.

471. Peace of Ryswick. -^ Sept. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in cravat, armour, and

mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. lvdovicvs magnvs

rex.

Rev. Inscription, lvdovico magno qvi batavis debellatis

HISPANIS TOTIES DEVICTIS SEQVANIS BIS SVBACTIS GERMANIS

VBIQVE svperatis hostivm classibvs fvgatis et incensis

TOTI fere evropae conivratae et foederatae pacem dedit

imperavit anno mdcxcvii. (To Louis, the Great, who, having
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defeated the Dutch, conquered several times the Spaniards,

twice subdued Franche-Comte, overwhelmed everywhere the

Germans, put to flight and burnt the fleets of his enemies,

gave peace to almost the whole of Europe conspiring and allied

against him, and commanded it [to be received] in the year

1697.)

8-1. Le Clerc, I. 156.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It was

originally executed to commemorate the Peace of Nimeguen, in

1678 (See Van Loon, III. 258). The date was subsequently

altered to that of the Peace of Ryswick, to which event, there-

fore, the inscription on the reverse is not wholly applicable.

This and the preceding medal do not belong to the French

official series.

472. Peace of Ryswick. ±% Sept. 1697.

Bust of Charles II. of Spain, r., on a pedestal, hair long, in

armour and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder : the

pedestal is inscribed, caeolo eegnante secvndo. (In the reign

of Charles II.) Leg. mavoete expvlso pax expectata eedi-

vit. (War having been driven away, the hoped-for peace has

returned.) On truncation, ph. e. (Philip Roettier.)

Rev. The Elector of Bavaria, with a Marshal's staff, on

horseback, I., trampling on fallen Turks. Leg. hostes pee-

cvssit bavaevs tvecasqve svbegit. (The Bavarian defeated

the enemy and subdued the Turks.) Ex. ganda . mdcxcvii.

(Ghent, 1697.) ph. e. (Philip Roettier.)

2-25. Van Loon, IV. 253.

MB. M. Rare.

This and the following medal being the Spanish memorials

of the Peace, were executed at Ghent by Philip Roettier, the

youngest brother of John Roettier, the well-known engraver to

the English Mint.

When the Turks besieged Vienna in 1683, the Elector of

Bavaria assisted the Austrians with an army of 11,000 men,

and compelled the enemy to raise the siege. For this great

service all the expenses, which the Elector had thereby incurred,

n 2
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were indemnified by the Empire, and in 1691 he was rewarded

with the Governorship of the Spanish Netherlands. It was

thus that he came to take such a prominent part in the late

war, which was concluded by the Peace of Ryswick. Ghent at

this period was included in the Spanish Netherlands.

473. Peace of Ryswick. ig Sept. 1697.

Bust of Charles II. of Spain, r., in armour. Leg. caeolvs .

II . D . G . HISP . ET . INDIAEUM . EEX.

Rev. A military trophy surrounded by the serpent of Eternity

entwined with olive branches. Leg. ^ternvm coeonata mane-

bvnt. 1697. (They will remain crowned for ever.) Below

trophy, e. (Philip Boettier.)

1-2. Van Loon, IV. 253.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it was also

executed at Ghent.

474. Peace or Kyswick. ±% Sept. 1697.

Bust of Charles II. of Spain, r. Leg. caeolvs . ii . d . g .

HISPAN . & INDIAE . EEX . CATHOL.

Rev. The ark of Noah on a mountain, to which a dove is

bringing an olive branch and on which the sun is shining.

Leg. speciosa en nvncia pacis. (Behold the fair messengers of

Peace.) Ex. pax eiswicens . m.dc.iiic. (The Peace of Rys-

wick, 1697.)

•85.

Executed at Gotha by Christian Wermuth. No specimen of

this and the following piece has been met with, the descrip-

tions having been taken from Wermuth's Catalogue, 1698,

p. 82.

475. Peace of Ryswick. ±% Sept. 1697.

Bust of Charles II. of Spain, r., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A female figure, Peace, holding in her right hand an
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olive branch, and resting her left on a column. Leg. secv-

ritas pvblica. (The public safety.) Ex. restitvta pace ris-

wicensi m.dc.iiic. (Peace restored at Ryswick, 1697.)

•8.

Executed by Christian Wermuth. (See also the preceding

one.)

476. Peace of Ryswick. |g Sept. 1697.

The Elector of Bavaria, in Roman dress, closing the door of

the Temple of Janus, which is inscribed ianvs, and ornamented

with the head of the god. Leg. clavdvntvr belli port^e .

20 . septem . 1697. (The gates of war are closed, 20 Sept.

1697.)

Rev. Peace, holding an olive branch, seated, I., in a chariot

drawn by the lions of Spain and Bavaria, each holding its

shield. Leg. ivncti cvrrvm svbiere leones. (The lions,

united, are yoked to the chariot.) Below, r. (Philip Roettier.)

1-2. Van Loon, IV. 253.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

The Elector of Bavaria had married Maria Antoinette, the

daughter of the Emperor, Leopold I., on whom the succession

to the throne of Spain, after the death of the present king,

would devolve, if the claims of France were set aside. The

Elector, thinking that the best means for providing for the

security of the succession would be to support the Grand

Alliance, strongly urged Spain to accept the conditions of peace

offered by the King of France, who promised to restore all

that had been taken since the Treaty of Nimeguen. Spain,

however, held out in the hope of getting better terms, and did

not submit till she had suffered further severe losses.

477. Peace of Ryswick. \% Sept. 1697.

The Elector of Bavaria, in Roman dress and holding a sword,

stands near the Temple of Janus, which he has closed ; the
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Temple is inscribed ianvs, and is ornamented with the head of

the god. Leg. nemo impune recludet. (No one will open it

with impunity.)

Rev. The young Electoral Prince in Eoman dress, facing,

leans on a gun : at his side his horse, held by an attendant.

Leg. virtutis prjeludia avitje. (The proofs of his ancestral

valour.) Ex. r. (Philip Eoettier.)

1-2. Van Loon, IV. 253.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

Joseph Ferdinand, the Electoral Prince of Bavaria, was the

grandson of Margaret Theresa, younger sister of Charles II. of

Spain, and was by the first partition treaty, in 1698, declared

heir to Spain itself, the Netherlands, and the Colonial pos-

sessions. These arrangements were all upset by the death of

the Prince, 5 Feb. 1699.

478. Peace of Kyswick. |§ Sept. 1697.

Bust of Charles XII. of Sweden, r., hair long, in armour

and mantle round the breast. Leg. carolvs . xii . d . g . rex .

sveciae. On truncation, monogram of a k. (Arvid Karlsteen.)

Rev. Charles, dressed as a Roman warrior and leaning on a

spear, presents an olive branch to Europa, crowned, with her

bull at her side. Leg. avspictvm . imperii . felicttas . evropae.

(The augury of his reign is the happiness of Europe.) Ex.

pace . orbi . christiano . parta . ryswici . a . 1697. (Peace

obtained for the Christian world at Ryswick in 1697.)

2. Van Loon, IV. 275.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal was executed at Stockholm, and is the Swedish

memorial of the Peace of Ryswick. A few days after the

appointment of the Congress at Ryswick, Charles XL of

Sweden, who had promised to act as mediator between the

contracting parties, died, and was succeeded by his son Charles

XII., who accepted the duties of mediation which his father

had undertaken.
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479. Peace of Kyswick. ig Sept. 1697.

Bust of Charles XII. of Sweden. Leg. cakolvs xii . d . g .

SVEC . GOTH . ET VAND . KEX.

Rev. Neptune. Leg. prjestat componere motvs; (It is

better to appease the tumult.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. i. 139.) Ex.
mediator pacis riswicen . m.dc.iiic. (The Mediator of the Peace

of Kyswick, 1697.)

•85.

Executed by Christian Wermuth. No specimen of this piece

has been met with, the description, which is very incomplete,

having been taken from Wermuth 's Catalogue, 1698, No. 190,

p. 84.

480. Peace of Kyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

Medusa's head on the breast. Leg. lvdovicvs . magnvs . rex .

christianissimvs. Below, r. (Henri Roussel.)

Rev. Louis, as a Roman Emperor, presents an olive branch

to Gallia, suppliant before him. Leg. pater patrle. (The

Father of his country.) Ex. pax . cvm . germ . hisp . angl .

et . bat . 1697. (Peace with Germany, Spain, England, and

Holland.) r. (Henri Roussel.)

2-75. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 273. Van Loon, IV. 257.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is one of the series of large medallions. The obverse

does not correspond with either of the two plates quoted. As
this and the following medals refer to Germany as well as to

the other Powers who signed the treaty, they could not have

been issued till after f-- October. (See No. 431, p. 160.)

481. Peace of Kyswick. fg Oct. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS. Below, J. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Louis, as a Roman Emperor, presents an olive branch
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to Gallia, suppliant before him. Leg. pater patriae. Ex.

PAX . CVM . GERM . HISP . ANGL . ET . BAT . 1697.

1-6. Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 273. Van Loon, IV. 257.

MB. M. M.
These belong to the French official series of medals. The

obverses of the specimens in silver and copper are from different

dies, but by the same artist.

482. Peace of Ryswick. |g Oct. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, lace

cravat, and mantle across the shoulder. Leg. lvd . xiv . d . g .

fr . et . nav . rex. Laurel border.

Rev. Mars sleeping upon the shields of France, Germany,

England, Holland, and Spain. Over him are three infant genii

;

one takes his helmet, another his sword encircled with olive, the

third scatters roses. Ex. pax ryswicens 1697. (The Peace of

Ryswick.) Leg. defessus dulcem mavors petit ipse qvietem.

(Mars himself, fatigued, seeks sweet repose.)

2. Van Loon, IV. 259.

No specimen has been met with.

The dies for this piece were executed by Martin Brunner, to

be used for striking draughtsmen. The reverse, in wood, is

in the British Museum, but with another obverse, the type

of which refers to the battle of Zenta, between Austria and

Turkey.

483. Peace of Ryswick.
-f^

Oct. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in armour with satyr's

head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast. Leg. lydovicvs xiv . d . g . m . fr . et nav . rex chr.

Ex. pax alma revixit risvici . d.xxx oct M.DC.inc. (Gentle

peace has revived at Ryswick, 30 Oct. 1697.)

Rev. Two hills with towers, from which peace is proclaimed

with trumpets. Leg. qvam dvlcis bvccina pacis. (How sweet
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is the trumpet of Peace !) Ex. pax riswici confirmat .

m.dc.inc. (The Peace of Eyswick has been confirmed, 1697.)

•85.

This piece is by Christian Wermuth.

No specimen has been met with, the description having been

taken from Wermuth's Catalogue, 1698, No. 184, p. 83. The

date is that on which Germany acceded to the treaty of peace.

484. Peace of Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Holland seated in a garden. Leg. belgivm F03de-

ratvm. (Holland united.)

Edge, pax inter gallos batavosqve restavrata. (Peace

has been restored between the French and the Dutch.)

•85.

Like the preceding, this piece is by Christian Wermuth, but

no specimen has been met with. The description is taken from

his Catalogue, 1698, No. 187, p. 83.

485. Peace of Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

Holland seated in a garden, &c. ; same as the reverse of the

preceding.

Rev. Figure of Hope. Leg. animos constantia firmat.

(Constancy strengthens their courage.)

•85.

By Christian Wermuth. No specimen of this piece has

been met with, the description having been taken from Wer-

muth's Catalogue, 1698, No. 186, p. 83.

486. Peace of Eyswick. |§ Oct. 1697.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; same as No. 483.

Rev. Bust of Frederick III., Elector of Brandenburg. Leg.
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frider . d . g . m . br . s . r . i . ar . et . el. (Frederick, by

the grace of God, Margrave of Brandenburg, Arch-Chamberlain

of the Holy Eoman Empire, and Elector.)

Edge, pax parisiensis an . m.dc.xxic . reparata riswict -|^-

oct . m.dc.iiic. (The Peace of Paris, 1679, has been renewed at

Eyswick, |g Oct. 1697.)

•85.

Also by Christian Wermuth. No specimen of this piece

has been met with, the description having been taken from

Wermuth's Catalogue, 1698, No. 185, p. 83. Frederick III.,

Elector of Brandenburg, afterwards King of Prussia, took an

active part against France in the late war, and even gave valu-

able assistance to the Emperor against the Turks. He was
a party to the Peace of Eyswick, which is represented on

this medal as confirming that made by the great Elector,

Frederick's father, with France in 1679, and called the Treaty

of St. Germain-en-Laye.

487. Peace of Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

Bust of Leopold I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. leopoldvs . d . g . m . rom . imp . s . avg . ger .

hv. boh . rex. (Leopold, by the grace of God, the Great, Emperor

of the Eomans, always august, King of Germany, Hungary,

and Bohemia.) Below, w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. Bust of Louis XIV.
?

r., laureate, in armour and mantle.

Leg. lvdovic' . xiv . d . g . m . fr . et . nav . rex chr. On
mantle, w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Edge, sit pax in regionibvs nostris . risv . m . oct .

m.dc.iiic. (May peace be in our regions : Eyswick, Oct. 1697.)

•9. Eev. Num. Beige, 1878, PL 6, 22.

Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This and the following medalets (Nos. 488-490) were exe-

cuted by Christian Wermuth at Gotha, and commemorate the

signing of the Peace of Eyswick by Germany. This medalet

is described in Wermuth's Catalogue, 1698, No. 6, p. 7. They

appear to be the only pieces struck in Germany to record this

important peace.
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488. Peace of Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

Bust of Leopold I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. leopoldvs magnvs eom . imp . s . avg. On
truncation, w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. Inscription, pax gekmano-gallica restitvta risvici .

d -|{j- oct . mdciiic. (Peace has been restored to Germany and

France at Eyswick, §§ Oct. 1697.)

Edge, avrea pax vigeat det devs arma cadant. (May

golden peace flourish, and God grant that wars may cease.)

•5.

MB. M. (edge plain).

This piece is described in Christian Wermuth's Catalogue,

1698, No. 8, p. 8.

489. Peace of Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

Bust of Leopold I., r., laureate, hair long, in cravat, armour,

and mantle. Leg. leopoldvs . d . g . rom . imp . avg . germ .

hvng . bohem . rex. Below, c. w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. Peace, standing, I., holds a caduceus and an olive

branch. Leg. pax germano-gallica. (Peace between Germany
and France.) Ex. reddita risvici -f^ oc . mdciiic. (Eestored

at Eyswick, §§ Oct. 1697.)

1-25. Van Loon, IV. 255.

Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is also described in Christian Wermuth's Cata-

logue, 1698, No. 5, p. 7.

490. Peace of Eyswick. |g Oct. 1697.

Bust of Leopold L, r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. leopoldvs . d . g . m . rom . imp . s . avg . ger .

hv . boh . rex. Below, w. (Christian Wermuth.) Same as

No. 487.

Rev. An eagle resting on a globe and holding in its right claw

an olive branch. Leg. miseris svccvrrere fas est. (It is right
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to help the wretched.

—

comp. Ovid, Epist. II. ix. 11,) Ex. pax

risvicen . m.dc.iiic. (The Peace of Kyswick, 1697.)

•85.

Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This medal, by Christian Wermuth, is described in his

Catalogue, 1698, No. 7, p. 8.

491. Peace of Ryswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

A kettle-drum with a hole in its top. Leg. gott lob dee

krieg hat nun ein [loch]. (God be praised, the war has now

a hole in it, i.e. is now at an end.) Ex. m.dc.iiic.

Rev. A cornucopia, to which is attached branches of olive

and palm, scattering its flowers into a basket with a hole.

Leg. heer . mache ganz und fest dem friede seinen boden.

(0 Lord, grant a sure and firm foundation to the peace.)

1-8. Van Loon, IV. 255.

No specimen has been met with.

Van Loon says the obverse of this medal refers to the peace

just concluded at Eyswick, the hole in the drum supplying the

word loch (a hole) to make the legend complete. The reverse

relates to the war against the Turks, which was not terminated

till the Treaty of Carlowitz, two years later. (See Nos. 51 8,

514, pp. 200, 201.) It was executed by Christian "Wermuth.

This medal appears to have been repeated in 1700, and the

shields of Sweden, Denmark, and Holstein added on the obverse,

to commemorate the peace between those countries after the

bombardment of Tonningen. (See Hildebrand, I. Sver. Minnesp.

p. 499.) A variety of the above medal, having on the obverse

an ordinary drum instead of a kettle-drum, is figured in the

Rev. Num. Beige, 1878, PI. vii. 24.

492. Peace of Ryswick. |§ Oct. 1697.

A drum with broken top. Leg. der kreig hat abermael

einde. (The war is once more at an end.) Ex. mdcxcvii.

JRev. A cornucopia with palm and laurel branches showering
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fruit and flowers into a basket. Leg. pacem te poscimvs omnes.

(To Thee we all sue for peace.)

•9. Le Clerc, I. p. 154.

No specimen has been met with.

This medal is probably by Christian Wermuth. The drum

is no longer needed, as the war is at an end, and it is therefore

destroyed, and peace will again pour its bounties over Europe.

493. Peace op Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

David, crowned, holding his harp, and Jonathan, with his

bow, embracing each other under an olive-tree. Leg. mens

mento fronte manvqve. (The mind [the same] in the chin,

forehead, and hand.)

Rev. Justice and Peace, with their emblems, embracing each

other ; behind them lies Mars asleep : in the distance, the

moon behind a cloud, and above, the sun, inscribed with the

letter l. (Leopold.) Leg. oscula iustitle pax aurea figit in

orbe. (Golden Peace has implanted the kiss of Justice in the

world.) Ex. ruswicensis . 1697. Monogram of m b. (Martin

Brunner.)

Ornamental border of flowers and scrolls on both sides.

2. Rev. Num. Beige, 1876, PI. x. 35.

MB. wood. N. Heiss, wood.

This piece was struck in wood for use as a draughtsman.

It commemorates the acceptance by the Emperor, Leopold I.,

of the terms of the Peace of Byswick, ||} October. The sun

was the emblem of Louis XIV., but in this instance it is

emblematic of Leopold I., who is here represented as bestowing

Peace and Justice to Europe.

494. Peace Bejoicings at Gouda. 1697.

William III., as Hercules, tramples upon the monster of

Discord, and sets fire to a pile of arms upon an altar, in the

midst of which are standards, inscribed, vis . ira . imper . tyr.

(Force and anger, the rule of tyrants.) Over him is the shield
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of Gouda, with crown and supporters. Leg. pax alma gavdivm

govdje. (Gentle peace, the delight of Gouda.) I. Drapentier.

Rev. Peace, holding an olive branch and a lyre, is seated,

facing, upon a pedestal, inscribed, mdcxctii coss . s . q . gov-

danvs dicarvnt fel . secvli. (The Magistrates and the Council

of Gouda have dedicated [this statue] to the felicity of the age.)

At the foot are seated Bacchus, Gouda murally crowned and

holding a cornucopia, Neptune, and Mercury. Above is Fame
and rays from heaven. Beyond, on one side, is a man
ploughing ; on the other, ships. In the distance is the Palace

of Byswick. Leg. pact rysvicle. (To the Peace of Byswick.)

2-85. Van Loon, IY. 248.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Yan Gelder, M.
Gotha, M. St. Petersburg, M. Bare.

This medal was struck to commemorate the rejoicings at

Gouda upon the Peace of Byswick. The lyre in the hands of

Peace is emblematical of harmony ; the figures at the base

are symbolical of Gouda ; the Genius of the city ; Bacchus,

indicating Agriculture ; Neptune, Commerce ; Mercury, Trade.

Agriculture and Commerce are also alluded to by the ships and

the plough. Yan Loon states that the design for this medal

was made by Daniel de Lange, then advocate at the Hague.

495. Peace Bejoicings at Gouda. 1697.

Two dies were executed for this medal : the second, being in

higher relief, is signed I. drapentier, and on the reverse,

Peace looks towards the left.

2-85.

MB. M. Cassel, M. Very rare.

496. Bejoicings for Peace. 1697.

"William III., seated in a car, holding an olive branch, and

crowned by Victory, is conducted in triumph through a suc-

cession of arches, inscribed, lib . gen . sva.—acq . sib . reg.—
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SEE, . SOC.—INI . FEE . LIC. Ex. ACCLAMANTIBUS POPULIS UNI-

veesis. (Amidst the acclamations of the whole people.) Leg.—
EEX SUA DONAEI QUANQUAM VETAT ACTA TEIUMPHIS

LIBEEA FAMA TAMEN SOLA HAC IN PAETE EEPUGNAT.

(Although the King refuses to have his acts celebrated, by

triumphs, yet independent Fame in this respect alone dis-

obeys.)

Rev. A wreath of olive enclosing the inscription, libeeavit

GENTEM SUAM : ACQUISIVIT SIBI BEGNA : SEEVAVIT SOCIOS :

INJECIT FEENA LICENTLE : OEBI EESTITUIT PACEM . M.DC.XCVII.

(He delivered his country, acquired a kingdom for himself,

preserved his allies, bridled licentiousness, and restored peace

to the world, 1697.)

Edge, nicolavs . chevaliee . invenit . amstelodami.

(Nicolas Chevalier of Amsterdam made this.)

2-8. Eapin, xx. 8. Van Loon, IV. 261.

MB. pewter. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Very rare.

This medal represents what the people wished, not what was

done. When William returned to England after the Peace of

Byswick, it was proposed to erect triumphal arches to his

honour, but he peremptorily forbade it. The artist, however,

has represented them upon this medal ; and the letters in-

scribed upon them are explained upon the reverse.

497. Kejoicings foe Peace. 1697.

William III., seated in a car, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Inscription same as the preceding, but the wreath

omitted, and the letters c. p. (By permission), added under-

neath.

2*8. Eapin, xx. 6. Van Loon, IV. 261.

No specimen has been met with.

498. Kejoicings foe Peace. 1697.

William III., seated in a car, &c. ; same as No. 496.
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Rev. Inscription, enclosed within a wreath composed of the

peel which proceeds from both sides of a laureated orange, cor .

POPULI THRONUS REGIS : CORONA VIRTUS : JEQUITAS ET CLEMENTIA

SCEPTRUM : LEGES PIETAS, AMOR PATRLE, SOCIORUM PROTECTIO,

pax orbis . m.dc.xcviii. (The heart of the people is the throne

of the king, virtue his crown, justice and clemency his sceptre :

his laws are religion, the love of one's country, the protection of

allies, and the peace of the world, 1698.) The peel of the orange

is decorated with the shields of Britain, Scotland, Ireland, and

Holland, and from it spring branches of olive.

2-75.

MB. lead. Hague, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is either wrongly dated or else it was executed

subsequently to the preceding ones in the following year. The

type of the reverse and the inscription show the effect of

William's policy.

499. State of Britain. 1697.

Bust of "William III., v., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour with straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gvlielmvs .

Ill . DEI . GRA : mag : BR : FRA : ET : HIB : REX.

Rev. Britannia, navally crowned, seated, I., on the ground,

holds her trident and leans upon her shield ; near her lies a

book with an olive branch upon it and a broken yoke. Leg.

restitvtori. (To the Restorer.) Ex. Britannia : mdcxcvii.

2*7. Rapin, xx. 1. Van Loon, IV. 250. Lochner,

VIII. front.

MB. M. M. Not rare.

This medal was executed by John Croker, and symbolizes

the state of this country after the Peace of Ryswick.

500. Prince James. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, in armour with sun on

the breast, and mantle. Leg. iacobvs . wallle . princeps.

Below, n. r. (Norbert Roettier.)
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Rev. A ship distressed, striving against storms and adverse

winds ; the stern is decorated with a sun, the colours with the

cross of St. George. Leg. 1697 . iactatvr . non . mergitvr .

vndis. (It is tossed, not sunk in the waves.)

1-75. Van Loon, IV. 247.

MB. M. M. Hunter, M. Athole, M. Bodley, M.
Gotha, M. Stockholm, M

.

Bare.

James II. made every possible effort to have his cause advo-

cated and himself represented at the Treaty of Byswick, hut,

neglected by the Allies and rejected by Louis, the crown of

England was firmly placed upon the head of William. James

protested against the treaty, and several medals were issued

illustrating the circumstances and situation of the Stuart

family. On this medal they are symbolized by a ship dis-

tressed but not destroyed, and the portrait of the young Prince

intimates that the claims of the family were not limited to

James himself. The medal serves also to assert the son's

legitimacy. The die of the obverse is in the British Museum.

501. Prince James. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, no drapery. Leg. iac :

wallle princeps. Below, n. r. (Norbert Boettier.)

Rev. The sun partially eclipsed above the sea. Leg. cla-

rior . e . tenebris. (Brighter from the obscurity.) Ex. 1697.

1. Van Loon, IV. 247.

MB. M. Bodley, M. Advocates, M. Gotha, M.
Not rare.

On this and the other medalets issued by the Stuarts, the

portrait of the son is introduced in preference to that of James

himself, probably as a reiterated assertion of his legitimacy.

The Treaty of Byswick, confirming their exclusion from the

throne of England, eclipsed their brilliancy, but made their

equanimity and patience shine the brighter.

In 1865 a hoard of this and the two medalets following,

upwards of a bushel in quantity, was dug up in Smithfield,

and about the same time a similar lot was found in Clement's

vol. ii. o
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Lane, Lombard Street. They were all in copper, and thickly

covered with verdigris. It is probable that these medalets

were sent to London after the Peace of Eyswick to be freely

distributed amongst the partisans of the Stuarts. (See Journ.

Brit. Arch. Assoc. XXVII. p. 385.)

502. Peincb Jambs. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. A mine exploding at the corner of a bastion. Leg.

qvo . compkessa . magis. (When compressed the more powerful.)

Ex. 1697.

1. Van Loon, IV. 247.

MB. AT
. M. M. Bodley, M. Advocates, M. M.

Gotha, M. Vienna, JR. Not rare.

A mine may be said to explode with a violence proportionate

to the resistance by which it is compressed. The Treaty of

Eyswick pressed with unusual weight upon the fortunes of the

Stuarts ; the medalet seems to expect that they would overcome

the resistance which oppressed them.

503. Peince James. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, &c. ; same as No. 501.

Rev. The sun rising upon a calm sea. Leg. omnia . facit .

ipse . seeena. (He makes all things serene.) Ex. 1697.

1. Van Loon, IV. 247.

MB. M. (two varieties). Bodley, M. M. Advocates, M.
Bibl. Paris, M. M. (two varieties). Gotha, M. Not rare.

As storms generally abate towards the morning, the sun is

here said to make everything serene and calm by its reappear-

ance. It was hoped that the entrance of the young Prince

upon the world would soothe the storms which had disturbed

the reign of his father. Two pairs of dies, slightly varying,

were used in striking these medalets, one of them having a tree

in the right hand corner.
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504. Prince James. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, &c. ; same as No. 501.

Rev. A dove, with olive branch, flying over a tranquil sea.

Leg. mansvrje . nvntia . pacis. (The harbinger of permanent

peace.) Ex. 1697.

1. Van Loon, IV. 247.

MB. N. M. (two varieties). Boclley, M. Advocates, M.
Gotha, M. Bare.

The applicability of this device to the fortunes of the Stuarts

at this time is not apparent. The conditions of the Treaty of

Byswick bore no assurance of peace to them.

505. Prince James. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, no drapery. Leg. iac .

wallije princeps. Below, n. r. (Norbert Boettier.)

Rev. A dove, with olive branch, &c. ; similar to the last, but

with an inner circle dividing the legend from the field.

1.

MB. M. Advocates, M. Bare.

506. Prince James. 1697.

Bust of Prince James, r., hair long, no drapery.

No reverse.

506. Portrait of Prince James.

•6 by -5. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

A thin shell of gold, evidently intended to be inserted in a

ring or locket. It is copied from the same portrait as the

preceding.

o 2
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507. Peince James and Peincess Louisa. 1697.

Busts of Prince James and his sister, the Princess Louisa,

facing each other in separate oval compartments, each within a

circle; the field is decorated with scroll-work. The Prince, r.,

hair drawn back upon the forehead, long behind, wears armour

and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. The Princess,

I:, hair bound with fillet, lovelock hanging down behind, wears

mantle fastened with brooches in front and on the shoulder.

No reverse.

2.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is a thin plate of silver, technically called a shell,

and has evidently been intended for the top of a box. It is

described here on account of the portraits.

508. Anthony Leeuwenhoek. 1698.

Bust of Leeuwenhoek, L, hair long, no drapery. Leg. ant :

leeuwenhoek eeg : societ : angl : memb? (Anthony Leeu-

wenhoek, Member of the Royal Society of England.)

Rev. Beehive, rosebushes, &c. ; distant view of Delft. Leg.

on a tablet, in tenui laboe at tenuis non gloeia. vieg. iv.

geoeg. (The labour is on a trifling subject, but the glory is not

small.— Virg. Georg. iv. 6.)

2-15. Van Loon, IV. 281. Kluyskens, Vol. II. p. 135.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. cast. Leyden, M. chased.

Stockholm, M. cast.

This medal was issued in 1698 in honour of this illustrious

naturalist and member of the Eoyal Society of England, by

direction of Anthony Cink, professor of medicine at Louvain
;

and, as Van Loon says that Cink himself sent it to him

from the Professor, it is probable that very few, perhaps only

one, were struck. No original specimens are known to exist,

those in collections being generally productions of later times,

and formed of two plates of silver, cast and chased. Leeuwen-

hoek was born at Delft in 1632, and died in 1723.
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509. New Collar presented to Dublin. 1698.

Bust of William III., r., hair long, in armour and mantle
fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gvlielmvs . ter-
TIVS . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REX. On truncation,

James R. F. (James Roettier fecit.)

Rev. Inscription, gvlielmvs hi antiqvam et fidelem
HIBERNLE METROPOLIN HOC INDVLGENTLE SVjE MVNERE ORNA-
VIT . BARTH VAN HOMRIGH ARM . VRB . PRJETORE . MDCXCVIII.

(William III. decorated the ancient and loyal metropolis of

Ireland with this monument of his favour : Bartholomew Van
Homrigh, Esq., being Mayor of the city, 1698.)

3 -
3. (See Frontispiece.)

MB. M. Bodley, M. Hague, M gilt. Very rare.

The collar which Charles II. had presented to the Lord
Mayor of Dublin was carried off by Sir Michael Creagh
during the contest between William and James. In 1697,
Bartholomew Van Homrigh was elected Lord Mayor of Dublin,

and at his solicitation the King presented the city with a new
collar with one of these medals in gold appended ; which were
at the time valued at one thousand pounds. This is one of the

finest medals executed by James, the second son of John
Roettier.

510. The First Partition Treaty. i| Oct. 1698.

The Golden Fleece suspended from a pomegranate-tree in

the midst of a palisaded inclosure guarded by a dragon.

Leg. vigilans eludit hiantem. (His vigilance disappoints the

greedy one.)

Rev. Louis XIV. joining hands with William and three other

Princes over an altar, on which are several hearts, and at the

side a bust of Jupiter, with "a pomegranate suspended round
his neck. It is inscribed, 1698 iovi homorio. (To Jupiter,

the guardian of boundaries.) Leg. conventus augustorum
pro . sal . p. (The Congress of Kings for the public security.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 289.

MB. electrotype from Brussels, M. Extremely rare.
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The Congress mentioned is that at which the First Partition

Treaty was concluded. The object of this treaty was to settle the

mode in which the different possessions of the Spanish crown

were to he distributed after the death of the reigning king.

The altar, therefore, is dedicated to the guardian of boundaries,

about whose neck is suspended the emblem of Spain. As

William was the principal person in conducting this treaty, he

is represented by the dragon, guarding the golden fleece of

Spain from the attacks of Louis XIV., who was unremitting

in his endeavours to seize it. The type of the reverse of this

medal occurs on one of Philip V. (See Van Loon, IV. 326.)

511. The House of Orange. 1698.

An orange-tree, on which rays are shining from heaven

;

distant view of the Royal Palace at the Hague. Leg. exiit

ad caelum eamis felicibus. (It has gone up to heaven with

flourishing branches.) Ex. N° I. m : smeltzing . f.

511. The House of Orange.

Rev. Inscription beneath rays from heaven, Illustriss

DOMUS AURIACA HEROIB : FCECUNDA INTER CETEROS GULIELM

HENR . HODIE IN M . B . FELICITER REGNANTEM ORBI CRIST
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dedit 14 Nov : A . 1650 Cm et Marle Bkitan : augustiss

Consortis eius Hist . Metal : HIC ELEGANTER contexta et

exarata habetur . A . 1698. (The most illustrious House of

Orange, fruitful in heroes, gave, among others, to the Christian

world, on the 14th Nov. 1650, William Henry, now reigning

happily in Great Britain ; for whom and for Mary of Britain, his

most august consort, a medallic history is here skilfully wrought

and worked out in the year 1698.) Below, two branches of

orange tied together.

1-9. (See Woodcut.)

MB. lead gilt. Hague, lead. Leyden, lead.

Yery rare.

512. The House of Orange. 1698.

An orange-tree growing in the midst of a landscape with

distant hills ; above are rays issuing from clouds. Leg. aureos

fert aurea FRUCTUS. (The golden tree bears golden fruit.)

Ex. N° 2. m. s. (Martin Smeltzing.)

512. The House of Orange.

Rev. Arms of William III., as King of England, viz., the

Royal arms with inescutcheon of Nassau ; supporters, lion and

unicorn ; motto, ie maintiendray : above, a large crown.
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1-9. (See Woodcut.)

MB. pewter. Hague, lead gilt. Very rare.

These two medals by Martin Smeltzing seem to be the

commencement of a series intended to illustrate the history

of William and Mary, but which does not appear to have been

continued.

513. Treaty of Carlowitz. i|y Jan. 1699.

The Emperor of Germany presents an olive branch to the

Sultan of Turkey standing near a blazing altar encircled by

the serpent of Eternity, and inscribed, v . lustr. (Five lustres.)

At a distance are tents and a city. Leg. europa quiescat asia

respiret. (Let Europe rest, let Asia breathe again.) Ex.

armistitia inter c;es . pol . rus . ven . et turc. (The armistice

between the Emperor, Poland, Russia, Venice, and Turkey.)

r. a. f. (R. Arondeaux fecit.)

Rev. Hercules with a hammer repairing the globe. Leg.

NASSAVIUS BRITAN . BATAV. Ex. CONSOLIDAVIT MDCXCIX. (The

British-Batavian Nassau has repaired it, 1699.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 290.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, JR.

Brussels, M. Gotha, M. Rare.

William offered his services to mediate between the Sultan,

Mustafa II., and the Emperor, Leopold I. ; the negotiations

were carried on in a temporary building or tent near Carlowitz,

from 13 Nov. 1698, to 31 Jan. 1699, when an armistice for

twenty-five years, or, as stated on the medal, five lustres, was

concluded. As the Emperor had been successful during the war,

and now retained almost all his conquests, he is represented as

conferring a peace. As William had been the chief instrument

in effecting the Peace of Ryswick and this armistice at Carlo-

witz, by which repose was given to Europe, and breathing time

to Asia, he is represented as Hercules, in the curious occupa-

tion of a coppersmith, hammering up the fissures which war

had occasioned upon the globe.
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514. Treaty of Carlowitz. |^ Jan. 1699.

The Emperor of Germany, resting the point of his sword

upon a pile of ' captured Turkish arms, unites hands with the

Sultan of Turkey under a palm-tree; in the distance, a naval

engagement. Ex. inter christianos et turcas. (Between

the Christians and the Turks.) m. s. (Martin Smeltzing.)

Rev. Two arms, holding a sword and a scimitar, i.e., of

Germany and Turkey, separated by a plant of lilies ; above,

the same hands united, issuing from clouds and holding a

bunch of roses. In the distance is carlowitz and the tents

of the ambassadors. Leg. distracti liliis coniunti rosis.

(Divided by lilies, united by roses.) Ex. sancita in annos

25 . a . d . 31 ian : mdcxcix. (Sanctioned for 25 years, 31 Jan.

1699.)

1-45. Van Loon, IV. 290.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Very rare.

The Emperor is represented with his sword's point upon

Turkish arms, because he had been successful in the war just

concluded. France, professing great zeal for the Christian

religion, encouraged the Turks against the Christian Powers of

Europe, and fomented their quarrels ; England, on the contrary,

promoted their union by mediating the armistice of Carlowitz.

There are other medals which were struck in Germany upon

the occasion of this armistice, but as the mediation of England
is not alluded to they are not described here. (See Van Loon,

IV. 290.)

515. James II. and Prince James. 1699.

Bust of James II., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

IACOBVS . II . D . G . M . B . F . ET . H . REX. Below, 1699.

n. r. (Norbert Roettier.)

Rev. Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, in armour and
mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. iac .

WALLI&: . PRINCEPS.

1-4. Kohler, XVII. 137.
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MB. M. Bodley, Zi. Athole, M. Eare.

The reason of the Prince's portrait being so frequently put

forward may have been to serve as repeated assertions of his

legitimacy, and of his right of succession to the crown of

England. There does not appear to have been any especial

reason for the issuing of these medals at this time. They

were probably intended as memorials given by King James to

the adherents, who visited him in his retirement.

516. James II. and Peince James. 1699.

Bust of James II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. iacobvs : ii : d : g : m : b : r. Below, n. r.

(Norbert Koettier.)

Rev. Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, tied behind, in

armour. Leg. iac . wallle : princeps. Below, n. r. (Norbert

Koettier.)

516. Medalet of James II. and Prince James.

1-05. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Rare.

This medalet is without date, but its similarity to the pre-

ceding piece leaves little doubt of its having been struck about

the same time.

517. James II. and Prince James. 1699.

Bust of James II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. iaco : n . dei . gratia.
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Rev. Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, tied behind, in

armour. Leg. iac : wallle . pkinceps. Below, n. e. (Norbert

Roettier.) Same as the obverse of No. 519.

1-05.

MB. M. Bare.

This is a slight variety of the preceding.

518. James II. and Prince James. 1699.

Busts conjoined, r., of James II. and Prince James ; the

former laureate, hair long, is in armour and mantle fastened

with brooch on the shoulder ; the latter is in armour and

518. Portraits of James II. and Prince James.

mantle. Leg. iacobvs . ii . d . g . mag . br . & rex . iacobvs .

WALL . PR.

No reverse.

2-3. (See Woodcut.)

MB. lead. Unique ?

This is a shell, and is probably a proof of a die for the

obverse of a medal for which no reverse appears to have been

made. The style of the work is that, of Norbert Roettier.
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519. Succession of Prince James. 1699.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, tied behind, in armour.

Leg. iac : wallle . princeps. Below, n. r. (Norbert Roettier.)

Rev. The sun, rising over a tranquil sea with ships, disperses

clouds and demons. Leg. sola . lvce .-fvgat. (He disperses

them by his light alone.) Ex. 1699.

519. Succession of Prince James.

1-05. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Bodley, M. Advocates, M. Athole, M.
Vienna, M. Rare.

This appears to be merely a complimentary medalet, referring

to the succession of the young Prince, and ascribing to him

the power of dispersing, by his appearance alone, the clouds

and noxious vapours which obscured and tainted the atmosphere

of his royal house.

The dies of this piece are in the British Museum.

520. Succession of Prince James. 1699.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, tied behind, in armour.

Leg. iac . wallle : princeps. Below, n. r. (Norbert Roettier.)

Same as the reverse of No. 516.

Rev. A cornucopia. Leg. pax . vobis. (Peace be with you.)

Ex. 1699.

1-05. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Bodley, M. Advocates, M. Athole, M.
Rare.
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If these medalets were made to be presented to the adherents

who crowded around the fallen monarch, this one was, perhaps,

520. Succession of Prince James.

intended to convey to them some expression of his good wishes,

and of the benefits they would enjoy by his son's succession.

The dies of this piece are in the British Museum.

521. Bombardment of Tonningen. May, 1700.

Tonningen bombarded ; above the city, sun and rainbow.

Leg. peessa non oppeessa. (Pressed but not oppressed.)

Rev. Inscription, anno cheisti mdcc die xxvi apeilis qvo

EEX DANLE DVCE WIETEMBEEGICO TEMPLO ET DOMICILIIS TON-

NINGENSIBUS USQUE AD DIEM IV MAII FUNESTOS INTULIT IGNES.

(In the year of Our Lord, 1700, from the 26th April to the

4th May, the King of Denmark, with the Duke of Wurtemberg
commanding, set fire to the church and buildings of Ton-

ningen.)

1-5. Van Loon, IV. 302.

P. H. Van Gelder, M. Stockholm, M. Very rare.

A misunderstanding having arisen between the Danes and

the Duke of Holstein, they invaded his territories, demolished

his new fortifications, and bombarded Tonningen. The Duke
claimed the assistance of the Allies, and the troops of Sweden

and Luneburg marched to the relief of the city, whilst the fleets

of England, Holland, and Sweden threatened Copenhagen.

At the approach of the enemy, the King of Denmark raised
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the siege of Tonningen, and prepared to meet his foes. The

hostile armies remained in sight of each other for several

weeks, and, excepting a few skirmishes, no engagement took

place. Terms of peace were proposed to the belligerents, and

a treaty was signed, -^ Aug. 1700, by the King of Denmark

and the Duke of Holstein. Three days before the news of

the arrival of the Allies, a rainbow, which appeared above

Tonningen, was considered a propitious sign, and much en-

couraged the besieged.

522. Siege of Tonningen raised. 2 June [N. S.], 1700.

Tonningen bombarded ; above the city, a rainbow. Leg.

angor non tangor. (I am troubled, but not touched.)

Rev. Inscription, eodem anno die xiv maii tonninga a

REGE DANIjE OBSESSA DIE 27 CUM XXX BALLISTIS ET XXXII

TORMENTIS jENEIS GRAVITER INFESTATA DIE II IUNII FRUSTRA

derelicta. (In the same year, on the 14th May, Tonningen

was besieged by the King of Denmark ; on the 27th May it

was heavily bombarded by thirty mortars and thirty-two cannons

of brass ; and on the 2nd June, [having been besieged] in vain,

it was abandoned.)

1-5. Van Loon, IV. 303.

P. H. Van Gelder, M. Very rare.

Three days before the raising of the siege the rainbow again

appeared for the second time above the city.

523. Siege of Tonningen raised. 2 June [N. S.j, 1700.

View of Tonningen, the trenches of the enemy deserted.

Leg. amat fvga testes. (Flight delights in witnesses.) Ex.

TONNINGA HOLS CAP VIRTUTE CIVIUM DEFENSA A . DANORUM

violentia. (Tonningen, the capital of Holstein, defended by

the valour of its citizens against the violence of the Danes.)

Rev. An elephant attacked by a bear and a horse. Leg.

barrit non pugna (sic). (He trumpets, he does not fight.)

Ex. primvs conatvs 1700. (The first attempt.)
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1-5. Van Loon, IV. 303.

Lund, pewter. Very rare.

The elephant, the symbol of Denmark, cries out at the

approach of the bear and the horse, the symbols of Sweden and

Luneburg, but will not fight.

524. Siege of Tonningen raised. 2 June [N. S.l, 1700.

View of Tonningen, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A man whipping a child, which he has taken out of its

cradle. Leg. vagiat . non . vagetur. (Let it squall, it will

not move.) Ex. tonninga . a . danis . liberata . mdcc.

(Tonningen delivered from the Danes, 1700.)

1-5.

Hague, lead. Very rare.

This medal is satirical, and likens the actions of the Danes
to a child, which cries out but is unable to make any re-

sistance.

525. Siege of Tonningen raised. 2 June [N. S.], 1700.

View of Tonningen, &c. ; same as No. 523.

Rev. A monkey on a drum. Leg. nvgis non seriis. (By
tricks, not by fair means.) Ex. ivbilei . danorvm anno .

m.dcc. (In the year of the jubilee of the Danes, 1700.)

1-5.

Hague, lead. Very rare.

So long as the Danes remained unattacked they bombarded
Tonningen : but as soon as the Allies approached they resorted

to every manoeuvre to avoid an engagement.

526. Bombardment of Tonningen and Copenhagen. 1700.

View of the bombardment of Tonningen. Leg. tonninga

no . M.DCC.

Rev. Ships bombarding Copenhagen. Leg. par . pari.
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(Like for like, or tit for tat.) Ex. hafnia : ao . m.dcc.

(Copenhagen, in the year 1700.)

2-4. Van Loon, IV. 305. Thes. Num. 996.

Hague, M. cast. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Copen-

hagen, N. M. St. Petersburg, M. Very rare.

To retaliate for the bombardment of Tonningen the English

and Dutch fleets entered the Sound on the 7th July, and were

joined by that of Sweden on the 17th July. On the 20th July

the Swedes began to bombard the city of Copenhagen, and kept

up a feeble attack for several days without doing much damage

either to the Danish fleet or to the city. At the news of the

treaty between the King of Denmark and the Duke of Holstein,

the fleets drew off. The English and Dutch do not appear to

have taken any part in the attack, and to have acted only as

spectators. The dates are after the new style.

527. Bombardment of Tonningen and Copenhagen. 1700.

The bombardment of Tonningen ; similar view to the pre-

ceding, but more of the country shown. Leg. tonninga . ao .

MDCC.

Rev. Ships bombarding Copenhagen ; similar to the pre-

ceding. Leg. par . pari. Ex. hafnia : a.o. mdcc.

2-05.

MB. lead, cast. Stockholm, M. Bank of Stockholm, N

.

Very rare.

528. Sieges of Tonningen, Riga, and Narva. 1700.

Icarus falling from heaven, the sun shining : below, three

hands, joined, lying on a cushion. Leg. magnis . excidit .

avsis. (He has fallen after great attempts.) Ex. ylmg foederis .

merces . 1700. (This is the reward of the treaty.)

Rev. Inscription, trivmviratvs aqvilonoris, qvem f^edere

IVNXIT BELLANDI SACRA CVPIDO, FACINORA COGNOSCERE VIS, TO-

NINGAM, RIGAM, NERVAM QVE ADI : HOC SI NIMIS MOLISTVM

fverit : verte nvmisma, et videbis . mdcc. (If you desire to
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know the deeds of the Triumvirate of the North, which the

sacred desire of fighting has united by treaty, go to Tonningen,

Eiga, and Narva ; but if this is too much trouble, turn this

medal and you will see : 1700.)

1-5.

Hague, lead. Very rare.

This medal is satirical, and refers to the union of Sweden,

England, and Holland, here called the Triumvirate of the

North. Besides the siege of Tonningen, the Swedes during

this year were also engaged in two others. Eiga, the capital of

Livonia, was attacked by the King of Poland, but his materials

of war being insufficient, he was obliged to draw off his forces

and raise the siege : Narva, also a city of Livonia, was

bombarded by 100,000 Eussians, whom Charles XII. himself

attacked with a compact army of 20,000 men, and defeated with

fearful slaughter.

This reverse also occurs on a medal referring to the siege of

Narva, with the type of the obverse—a Eussian flying, two

soldiers looking at him through telescopes. Leg. iovis . cvr .

svscitat . iras. (Why does he rouse the wrath of Jupiter ?)

Ex. victis . et . fvgatis . rvssis . 1700. (The Eussians con-

quered and put to flight.)

529. ToUBUCAN STORMED. 1700.

A Highlander in scale armour, sword in hand, shield deco-

rated with a unicorn, advances towards the storming of a fort

which is seen in the background. Above is a riband issuing

from a compass, and inscribed, quid non pro patria. (What
not for one's country.) Ex. toubocanti ubi 1600 hispan fudit

dux Alexander Campbell . mdcc . 8 . febr. (At Toubucan, where

Captain Alexander Campbell put to flight 1,600 Spaniards,

8 Feb. 1700.) m. s. (Martin Smeltzing.)

Rev. Armorial shield of the African and Indian Company of

Scotland, with helmet, crest, and supporters. Above, on a

riband, the motto, qua panditur orbis. (To wherever the world

extends.) Below, vis unita fortior. (Power stronger by union.)

VOL. II. p
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2-2. Nisbet's System of Heraldry, I. PL 6, and p. 199.

Num. Chron. N.S. XX. PL xii. 2.

MB. M gilt. Advocates, M. Extremely rare.

A project for establishing a colony in the Isthmus of Darien

was enthusiastically embraced in Scotland, and two successive

parties, of about 1,200 persons each, proceeded to the proposed

settlement. Famine and disease had diminished their numbers

and destroyed their spirits, when Captain Campbell arrived

with a party from his own estate, whom he had commanded in

Flanders. Finding that 1,600 Spaniards were encamped at

Toubucan, waiting the arrival of a squadron of eleven ships,

when they intended to attack the new settlers, he determined

to strike the first blow, and to take them by surprise. He
advanced rapidly with 200 men, stormed their entrenchments,

and drove them before him with great slaughter. The settlers,

however, could not stand against the accumulated force of the

Spaniards, and capitulated, after a stout resistance, upon

highly honourable terms. When Captain Campbell returned to

Scotland, the African Company of Scotland presented him with

this medal in gold, and a grant was made to him of supporters

to his arms, a Spaniard and an Indian, and an inescutcheon of

the arms of the Company.

530. The Second Partition Treaty broken. 1700.

A Cock, plucking the Golden Fleece, placed upon the stump

of a tree, drives away the Belgic Lion and the British Leopard.

Leg. labor alitis aufert. (The exertion of the bird carries

off the prize.) Ex, n. paignon . 1700.

Rev. A ship in full sail before the wind ; an eye at the mast

head. Leg. premier corps des marchands de paris. (First

company of the merchants of Paris.)

1-15. Van Loon, IV. 315.

MB. M. Cassel, M. Very rare.

The death of the Electoral Prince of Bavaria put an end to

the arrangements of the First Partition Treaty, and a new one

was completed without delay or difficulty, Louis XIV. entirely
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concurring, but at the same time making every arrangement to

break it. When the King of Spain died, Louis accepted the

crown of Spain for his grandson, and France applauded the

conduct of her King, and by the eye upon the mast intimated

the opinion that he had been guided by prudence. England

and Holland remonstrated, but France seized the Golden Fleece

in spite of their discontent. Nicolas Paignon was Prevot of

the merchants of Paris, for whom this piece was struck.

531. The Second Partition Treaty broken. 1700.

Bust of Louis XIV., v., hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

vicvs . magnvs . rex. Below, t. b. (Thomas Bernard.)

Rev. A Cock, plucking the Golden Fleece, &c. ; similar to

the obverse of the preceding. Ex. Arabesque ornament in

place of name and date.

1-05.

MB. M. M. Preux, M. Rare.

There are several varieties of this counter. One has the

initial r. (Henri Roussel) under the bust, which is laureate,

and another exhibits a smaller head of the King, without the

artist's initials, and with a slightly different ornament in the

exergue. They are probably imitations of the previous and

following one, issued at Nuremberg as counters.

532. The Second Partition Treaty broken. 1700.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in mantle. Leg. ludovicus

magnus rex. Below, monogram of t. b. (Thomas Bernard.)

Rev. A Cock, perched upon the Golden Fleece, hung across

the branch of a tree, resists the attack of the Belgic Lion, the

British Leopard, and the German Eagle. Leg. me custode
tutum. (Safe under my protection.)

1-1.

MB. M. Very rare.

Spain threw herself into the arms of France at this juncture,

and Louis assured her he would protect her. There are also

p 2
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varieties of this counter, one differing from the above in having

the bust of the King bare, and the initials of the artist, h. e. f.

(Henri Eoussel fecit.)

533. Calendae of English Kings. 1700.

Bust of William III., L, laureate, hair long, in armour,

with straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the breast.

Leg. gvlielmvs . in . d . g . b . r . ar . pr . b . g. (William

III., by the grace of God, King of Britain, Prince of Orange,

Governor of Holland.) Around are six concentric circles,

containing the names of twenty-five Kings of England, from

Egbert to Stephen, with a characteristic astronomical sign, and

the date of the coronation and death opposite to each.

Rev. Similar circles contain the names, &c, of Kings and

Queens from Henry II. to William and Mary. In the centre

is a laurel wreath, with a sceptre and palm branch at the inter-

section, and at the top a crown, the whole inclosing the inscrip-

tion,

Dees klommen ten Troone (These mounted the Throne

Met Scepter, en Kroone With sceptre and crown,

Maer ivie, met meer Glory But who with more Glory

Off groover Victory And greater Victory

Komt ons hier ten berde Comes to us here in sight

Als willem den derde. Than William the Third.

N. Chevalier invenit N. Chevalier made this

Cum priuilegio. by permission.

1700. 1700.)

Edge, nicolavs . chevalier . invenit . amstelodami.

(Nicolas Chevalier of Amsterdam made this.)

2-85. Kapin, xxii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 339. Thes.

Num. 155.

MB. M. pewter. Brussels, M. Hague, pewter.

Very rare.

The edge of this medal is sometimes plain. Van Loon erro-

neously places it amongst those commemorative of the King's
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death ; the date shows that it was struck two years previously,

and was merely complimentary, as numbering him at the close

of a long list of illustrious predecessors, a distinction to which

he had no hereditary claim.

534. The Condition of Europe and the Pope's Jubilee.

1700.

Time, Janus-headed, seated on a cube near a pedestal,

holding in one hand the serpent of Eternity, encircling C
(Concordia), and in the other the Sun, radiate, placed on a

zodiac between the signs Gemini and Taurus ; the pedestal is

ornamented with a circular medallion, which bears a figure of

Religion, seated, holding a candle and an open Bible, and is

inscribed, reformations stabilita (The Reformation estab-

lished) ; on the pedestal rests the cap of Liberty, and, behind,

two pilasters support the arms of England, Holland, and Deven-

ter. At the feet of Time is a cornucopia, from which issue fruit

and flowers ; in the distance is an ancient temple, before which

a sacrifice's taking place. Leg. felic . novi . seculi. (The

happiness of a new century.) Ex. Chronogrammatic. ConCor-

Des Maneant. (May they remain in concord, mdcc = 1700.)

Rev. The Pope breaking open with a hammer the Holy Gate

of St. Peter's at the Secular Jubilee ; in his left hand are the

keys, and before him is a cornucopia, from which are issuing

scrolls, inscribed, bull . indulg . ab . . . (Bull of plenary indul-

gence) ; distant view of St. Peter's Church with a crowd in front.

Leg. venit venia . venite. (Come ye, pardon has come.) Ex.

mdcc. arondeaux . f. (R. Arondeaux fecit.)

1-9. Le Clerc, I. p. 158.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Advocates, lead.

Very rare.

By the Treaties of Ryswick and Carlowitz, peace had been

restored to Europe, and War and Peace, represented by the

Janiformed head of Time, are thus seen united in the bonds

of Concord. William had established the principles of the

Reformation in England, and had united in firm friendship
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Holland and England. These results are contrasted with the

act of the Pope, Innocent XII., who, in the year 1700, being the

commencement of a new century, proclaimed a grand Secular

Jubilee, and granted special absolution and indulgences to all who
should perform certain acts of penitence, and thus gave to the

populace greater license and freedom than at other times. For

an account of the ceremonies of this Jubilee see Somers' Tracts

(1813), Vol. IX. p. 580. As the medal has the arms of

Deventer, it is probable that Arondeaux was residing in that

city when he executed it, and may even have made it by

direction of the Master of the Mint of that place.

535. The Ouzel Galley Society. 1700.

A ship, with English flags, sailing before the wind ; below,

the motto, steady. Leg. ouzel . galley.

Rev. A figure of Justice, blindfolded, three-quarters, r.,

holding in her right hand a staff terminating in a crook, and in

her left a balance. Leg. cuique suum. (To each his own.)

Below, i. p. (Isaac Parkes.)

1-2.

MB. JE. Bare.

Early in the year 1700 the case of a ship in the port of

Dublin excited much controversy and legal perplexity without

being brought to any satisfactory decision. In order to put

an end to this delay and expense, the matter was referred to

an arbitration of merchants, whose decision was prompt and

highly approved. On the utility of this precedent a Society,

consisting of the most respectable merchants in Dublin, was

formed for determining commercial differences by arbitration.

The name of the vessel was the " Ouzel Galley," and from it

the Society adopted its name. The costs decreed against the

parties who submitted to their arbitration were always appro-

priated to charitable purposes. The above medal was worn by

members of the Society, but was not executed till the beginning

of this century.
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536. The Ouzel Galley Society. 1700.

An ancient ship with rowers and sail furled : below, the

motto, steady. Leg. ouzel galley.

Rev. A figure of Justice, facing, resting on a sword, and

holding up a balance before her face. Leg. cuique . suum.

Below, parkes. (Isaac Parkes.)

1-25.

MB. M.
This is a variety of the preceding, and issued somewhat later.

537. Death of James II. & Sept. 1701.

Dassier's Medal.

Bust of James II., L, laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. iacobus ii . d . g . mag . br . fr . et hib .

rex. Below, i. d. f. (J. Dassier fecit.)

Rev. On a square tomb is seated Keligion, mourning, amid

various ornaments and symbols of Koman Catholicism. The

front is inscribed, nat . 13 . oct . 1633 . coronat . 23 . apr .

1685 . mort . 5 . sept . 1701. Ex. i. dassier . f.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of the Kings of England. James

was born on the 15th Oct. 1633, and died on the 6th Sept.

1701.

538. Memorial of James II.

Bust of James II., r., laureate, hair long, in scale armour,

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle

fastened with brooches on each shoulder. Leg. iacobvs . n .

d : g : mag : brit : fr : et . hib : rex . nat : oct : 17 . 33 .

ob : sep : 4 . 1701 . iETAT . 67. (James II., by the grace of

God, King of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, born Oct. 17,

1633, died Sept. 4, 1701, aged 67.) On truncation, 88.

No reverse.
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3-7 by 3-15.

MB. lead. A. W. Franks, M. Very rare.

A plaque. This piece and the following one appear to have

formed part of a series of portraits of the Stuart Sovereigns,

which were executed either in silver or lead, and may have

been framed for suspension. (See No. 202, Vol. I. p. 347.)

They are of fine workmanship, and were made by Norbert

Eoettier about the beginning of the reign of Anne.

539. Memorial of James II.

Bust of James II., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Leg. iacobvs n . d . g . mag : be : fra : et . hib : rex. On
truncation, 88. Below, small and large roses.

3-7 by 3-2.

MB. M. A. W. Franks, M. Very rare.

A plaque like the preceding, and of the same workmanship.

540. Succession of Prince James, -^j Sept. 1701.

Busts conjoined, r., of James II. and his Queen. He,

laureate, hair long, wears armour and mantle : she is draped.

Leg. iacobvs . n . et . maria . d g . mag . bri . fran . et . hib .

REX . ET . REGIN.

Rev. Bust of Prince James, I., hair long, in armour, and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. iacobvs .

Ill . D . G . M . B . F . ET . H . REX.

2. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M gilt. Her Majesty, M gilt. Very rare.

This piece is always cast and chased, and sometimes has no

legend on the obverse. It is without date, and was executed

about the close of the reign of Queen Anne, as the reverse is

copied from a medal made by Norbert Roettier in 1712. It

belongs to a series of cast and chased medals from originals by

Norbert Roettier, executed at the request of some adherents of

the Stuarts as memorials of different members of that family.
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Others bear the portraits of the Prince and his sister Louisa,

Queen Anne, &c.

540. Succession of Prince James.

Immediately after the death of James II. his son was

proclaimed in France under the title of James III.

541. Pkincesses Matilda and Sophia. 1701.

Bust of the Princess Matilda, r., veiled, in mantle fastened

with brooch in front. Leg. matilda . filia . h. ii . k . angl .

VX . H . LEON . D . BAV . ET . SAX - MATER . OTT . IV . IMP . PRIVS .

DVC . AQVIT . H . PAL . RHEN . D . S . WILH - SATORIS . DOMVS .

brvns. (Matilda, daughter of Henry II., King of England,

wife of Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria and Saxony, mother

of Otho IV., Emperor, previously Duke of Aquitaine, of Henry,

Count Palatine of the Ehine, Duke of Saxony, and of William,

founder of the House of Brunswick.) Below, r. faltz.

Rev. Bust of the Electress Sophia, r., veiled, in dress and

mantle. Leg. sophia - ex . stirpe . el : pal : nept . iac : i .

reg : m : brit : vidva ern : avg : elect : brvns : et . lvn :

angliae . princeps . ad . svccessio . nominata . m.dcci.

(Sophia, of the family of the Elector Palatine, grand-daughter
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of James I., King of Great Britain, widow of Ernest Augustus,

Elector of Brunswick and Luneburg, Princess nominated to

the succession of England, 1701.) Below, r. faltz.

2-3. Yan Loon, IV. 335. Tlies. Num. 113. Heraeus,

PI. xxii. fig. 5.

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

The impression of this medal in the British Museum, which

is from the collection of George III., is very rough and imper-

fect, struck, probably, before the dies were hardened or com-

pleted.

When it was evident that neither from Mary nor Anne would

be derived an heir to the British throne, the succession was

limited to the Electress Sophia and the heirs of her body,

being Protestants. She derived her claim to the throne from

James I., and married Ernest Augustus, who was descended

from Matilda, daughter of Henry II. Their son, therefore,

derived his descent from the two personages who are represented

upon this medal.

542. Princesses Matilda and Sophia. 1701.

There is a copy of the previous medal, closely resembling it

in design and legends, but executed by lambelet, whose name
is on the obverse; and his initials, s. l., on the reverse.

2-55. Lochner, I. 249.

MB. N. M. M. Not rare.

543. Medallion op the Family op Emerson.

Armorial shield of Emerson : per fesse, indented or and

vert on a bend engrailed az., three lions passant ; above, helmet

with lambrequins and crest, a lion rampant vert bezantee,

grasping in both paws a battle-axe gu. headed ar. The field

is decorated with tracery of flowers. Floral border.

Rev. Within a wreath of laurel and palm branches the inscrip-
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tion, FLOREAT ANGLIA IN VERA RELIGIONE PROTESTANTE. (May

England flourish in the true Protestant religion.)

2-3.

MB. electrotype from J. Evans, M. Unique?

The obverse of this piece is in high relief, and the reverse

is engraved. The arms are those of Emerson of Foxton, co.

Durham. It is possible that this medallion may have been

made to set into the lid of a tankard, which would account for

the great difference in relief in the two sides.

544. William III. Medallic Portrait.

Bust of William III., ?•., hair long, in lace cravat, armour,

and mantle with embroidered edge, and fastened with brooch in

front. Leg. gvlielmvs . hi . d . g . mag . br . fra . et . hib .

REX.

No reverse.

3-45 by 2-65.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

A plaque
;
probably intended to be framed for suspension.

It is the work of Norbert Roettier, and foi'ms one of a series

of portraits of the Stuart Sovereigns. (See No. 202, Yol. I.

p. 347.) It was probably executed about the beginning of the

reign of Anne, and is not so well finished as others of this

series, being of the same style as that of Mary. (See No. 333,

p. 106.)

545. Memorial of William III.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in decorated

armour with straps on the shoulder, and mantle fastened with

brooch on the shoulder. Leg. in . piam . memoriam gvlielmi .

regis . 3. (To the pious memory of King William III.)

Rev. The harp of Ireland crowned and surrounded by a deep

border of flags, drums, cannons, and other implements of war.
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2-45. by 1-95. (See Woodcut.)

MB. N. Unique.

This piece consists of two plates united by a rim, and sus-

pended to a ring. The obverse, probably by Jan Luder, is cast

and chased, and the reverse is engraved. This badge formerly

belonged to John James Scott, Esq., who was descended from

Jeremiah Scott of Ballingarry, co. Tipperary, himself a de-

scendant of the Scotts of Scot's-Hall, Kent. Jeremiah Scott

545. Memorial of William III.

accompanied William III. to Ireland, and for services rendered

at the Battle of the Boyne received a grant of land in Ireland.

In the "Memorials of the family of Scott, of Scot's-Hall," 1876,

p. 261, it is stated " that Jeremiah Scott received a gold medal

from King William III., now in the possession of J. J. Scott."

This badge is supposed by the Scott family to be the medal

referred to : but this cannot well be, as it is dedicated to the

pious memory of William, and, therefore, could not have been

executed before the King's death.
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546. Memorial of William III.

Bust of William III., r., in armour and mantle. Outer leg.

GVLIELMVS . Ill . DEI GRATIA . MAG : BRIT : FR : ET : HIB : REX .

fid : defen : Inner leg. obiit march . 8 . 170^ ;etat . 51.

No reverse.

3-85 by 3-2.

A. W. Franks, JR. Extremely rare.

A plaque
;
probably one of the same series as No. 544. It

is of good workmanship, and was executed by Norbert Roettier

early in the following reign.

547. Death of William III. -^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour,

with straps on the shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. div . gvil . in brit . c^es . batav .

gvb. (The beatified William III., King of Britain, Governor

of Holland.) On truncation, r. a. (R. Arondeaux.)

Rev. Britain and Holland seated near a funeral pile of four

gradations, inscribed, nassavior principi batavorvm maximo

ANIMORVM AC ARMORVM MODERATORI CONSECR . NATVS XIIII NOV

mdcl orbi denat . xviiii mart . mdccii. (Dedicated to the Prince

of Nassau, the greatest of the Dutch, the Controller of minds

and arms ; born 14 November, 1650, removed from the world,

19 March, 1702.) Above, are the signs of Cancer, Leo, and

Libra ; Leo being represented as in the arms of Nassau. Leg.

redii iam vos vigilate. (I have returned, do you now watch.)

1-95. Rapin, xxii. 10. Van Loon, IV. 343. Thes.Num.
157.

MB. M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Brussels, M.
Rare.

The design of this medal is derived from the Romans ; each

Emperor on his death was called " Divus," or beatified, and

his remains were burnt upon a funeral pile, which was lighted

by the nearest relation ; the torch is, therefore, placed in the

hands of Britain. The Lion in the Zodiac has the form and
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accompaniments of the Lion of Nassau, which is, therefore, in

the legend said to have returned to its native heavens. As
William considered himself the great preserver of the halance

of power in Europe against the encroachments of France, he

naturally calls upon Britain and Holland to be watchful now

that he has been removed.

548. Death of William III. ^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. GULIELM : III D . G . M . BRIT : FR : ET HIB : REX F . D .

p . a. Below, I. s. (Jan Smeltzing.) Same as Nos. 67, 205,

207, 254, 263, 393, 430, 435.

Rev. William, habited as a Eoman Emperor, mounted upon

an eagle, flying I. Leg. consecratio guilielmi . max. (The con-

secration of William, the Greatest.) Ex. oii' bonis flebilis

occidit xiv kal april 1702. (By all good men he died lamented,

19 March, 1702.)

1-5. Bapin, xxii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 339. Thes. Num.
159,

MB. M. Hague, M. Very rare.

The reverse of this piece was executed by Nicolas Chevalier,

who made use of Jan Smeltzing's dies for the obverses of his

medals. (See No. 425, p. 156.)

Upon the death of a Eoman Emperor, after his body had

been burnt, a waxen image was prepared, and, after various

ceremonies, was at the end of seven days burnt upon a pile,

from the top of which an eagle was let loose to convey the

spirit of the incipient deity to heaven. The memorial coins of a

Eoman Emperor generally represent him, as upon this medal,

mounted upon an eagle, with the legend consecratio.

549. Death of William III. -^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

lion's head in front and straps on the shoulder, and mantle with
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fringe round the breast. Leg. wilhelmvs . hi . d . g . mag .

brit . franc . et . hib . rex. Below, i. boskam . f. Same as

Nos. 288, 322, 336, 383, 385, 386, 390, 391, 441, 443, 445.

Rev. An eagle flying to the top of a high mountain : sun

setting. Leg. non nisi sole occidvo revolat. (It flies back

only at sunset.) Ex. moritvr . anno m.dcc.ii xix . marth. (He

dies, 19 March, 1702.) i. boskam . f.

2-35. Kapin, xxii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 339. Thes. Num.
154.

MB. M. Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
Brussels, M. Gotha, M. St. Petersburg, M. Rare.

When the sun sets and its day's work is done, the eagle

returns to its native mountains. The sun, the emblem of

France, is setting : William, having counteracted the designs

of Louis XIV. by the late war, and arranged a confederacy to

resist his further attempts at encroachment, may be said to

have accomplished his appointed task, and, therefore, entitled

to retire to his native mansions.

550. Death of William III. ^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

lion's head on the breast and straps on the shoulders, and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. gulielm :

in . tristi dolendus in ^vo. (William III. lamented by an

unhappy age.) Below, m : smeltzing.

Rev. The Temple of Janus with open doors ; inside is a burn-

ing funeral pile ; on the right are erected two military standards,

each held by two united hands. Above is an eagle flying forth.

Ex. INVICTA VIRTUTE RESURGET . NAT . HAGAE COMITIS D . XTV .

NOV . 1650 . DENAT . KENGSINGTON D . XIX . MARTII . 1702. (He

will rise again with unsubdued courage. Born at the Hague,

14 Nov. 1650 ; died at Kensington, 19 March, 1702.) m : s : f :

(Martin Smeltzing fecit.)

1-9. Rapin, xxii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 339. Thes. Num.
156.
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MB. M. Not rare.

The eagle represents William returning to his native man-

sions after his labours are completed, or it may be the eagle

let loose from the top of his funeral pile to bear his spirit to

heaven. The doors of the temple are open, indicative of the

warfare with which the encroachments of Louis XIV. threatened

Europe.

551. Death of William III. -^ March, 1702.

Europe, crowned, seated upon the ground, holds a broken

anchor ; her spear, shield inscribed europa, and a cornucopia

lying neglected near her. Leg. ach mein verlust ist gros.

(Alas, my loss is great.) Ex. wilhelm der hi konig von

gros britannien. (William III., King of Great Britain.)

Rev. Map of engeland, schotl, and irland; sun setting.

Leg. doch was got heute nimt das komt schon morgen

wider. (What God takes away to-day will surely return to-

morrow.) Ex. STIRBT DEN XIX MART . MDCCII . ALT '. LII . IAHR .

iv . m. (Died, 19 March, 1702, aged 52 years, 4 months.)

1-55. Kapin, xxii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 339. Thes. Num.
160.

MB. Al. lead. Hunter, M. Hague, M. Brussels,^,.

Gotha, M. Munich, M. Rare.

This medal represents the great grief of Europe for the loss

of William, but also avows her confidence that a successor will

be found.

552. Death of William III. ^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round the

breast. Leg. wilh . hi . d : g . m . brit . fran . et hib . rex.

Below, w. (Christian Wermuth.) Same as No. 459.

Rev. Inscription, est plvs qvam perfectvm. mdccii.

(He is more than perfect, 1702.)
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•8. Rapin, xxii. 11. Van Loon, IV. 343.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

553. Death of William III. ^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, &c; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. Inscription, natvs xiv . novemb . an . mdcl . hagae

COMITVM . INOPINATA MORTE OBIIT LONDINI XIX . MARTII MDCCII.

(Born 14 Nov. 1650, at the Hague ; died unexpectedly in

London, 19 Mar. 1702.) c. w. (Christian Wermuth.)
•8. Rapin, xxii. 12. Van Loon, IV. 343. Thes. Num.

161.

MB.M gilt. Hague, M. Brussels, M. Leipzig, M.
Extremely rare.

These two medalets form part of a set of counters issued by

Christian Wermuth at Gotha. (See similar pieces commemo-
rating the Peace of Ryswick, No. 459, p. 173, &c.)

William died from the effects of a fall from his horse, in

which his collar-bone was broken.

554. Dassier's Medal.

Bust of William III., r., laureate, hair long, in armour

with straps on the shoulder, and mantle with fringe. Leg.

GULIELMUS . Ill . D . G . M . BR . FR . ET HIB . REX. Below,

i. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. On a pedestal, decorated with a crown between two

branches of palm, is a statue of Eternity, with head radiate,

seated on a celestial globe ; in her right hand she holds up

a circle of stars, and in her left a trumpet, the flag of which is

inscribed ^eternitas. On one side of the pedestal is Britannia

seated amid piles of captured arms, leaning on her shield

and holding the olive branch. On the other side is Hercules

reposing upon the body of the slaughtered Hydra. Ex. nat .

4 . NOV . 1650 . CORONAT . II . APR . 1689 . MORT . 8 . MART .

1702.

MB. M. Hague, M.
VOL. II. Q
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555. Durand's Medal.

Bust of William III., I., hair long, laureate, in armour

and ermine mantle. Leg. guillelmus 111 . britanniarum

REX. Below, ROGAT . F.

Rev. Inscription, natus hagoe an . m.dc.l . obiit lundinii

an . m.dcc.ii. (Born at the Hague, 1650 ; died in London,

1702.) Ex. SERIES NUMISMATICA UNIVERSALIS VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM.

M.D.CCC.XLIV. JWRAND EDIDIT.

1-7.

MB. M.
One of a large series of medals of illustrious persons of all

countries executed at Paris. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.)

556. Death of William III. ^ March, 1702.

Bust of William III., I., long flowing hair, in cravat, armour,

and medal attached to riband. Leg. guillelmus hi . princ .

AURIACJE. Below, SIMON . F.

Rev. Inscription, natus an . m.dc.l . obiit an . m.d.cc.ii.

1-85.

MB. JE.

This is one of a set of medals, one hundred in number,

executed by Jean Henri Simon of Brussels, born 1752, died

1832. The series, of which a list is given in the Bevue

Numismatique Beige, 1850, p. 159, is composed of illustrious

men of the Low Countries. It was executed between 1820 and

1830.
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ANNE. 1702—1714.

1. Accession. 8 March, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . d : g : mag :

BE : FR : ET . HIB : REGINA.

Rev. A heart enclosed within branches of oak and laurel,

which pass through a crown above, and rest upon a pedestal

inscribed, atavis regibvs. (From royal ancestors.

—

comp. Hor.

Car. I. i. 1.) Leg. entirely English.

1-35. Kapin, i. 1. Van Loon, IV. 345. Thes. Num.

170.

MB. N. M. M. Common.
There are two varieties of this medal executed by John

Croker, scarcely differing from each other. In addressing the

two Houses of Parliament on 11 March, 3 702, the Queen

declared :
" As I know my own heart to be entirely English,

I can very sincerely assure you there is not anything you can

expect or desire from me which I shall not be ready to do for

the happiness and prosperity of England."

2. Accession. 8 March, 1702.

A variety of the preceding medal has on the reverse the same

inscription on the pedestal, atavis regibus, and the legend,

INTIRELY ENGLISH.

1-25.

Gotha, M. Very rare.

This piece was copied from the preceding, and was executed

at Gotha by Christian Wermuth. As we have already seen,

many of the medals by this artist are either copies or adapta-

tions of the works of other medallists.

Q 2
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3. Accession. 8 March, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, &c. ; same as No. 1.

Rev. A circlet of roses united by a chain, each containing

a heart, and connected at the top by a crown ; within is a

radiated heart and the inscription, qvis sepaeabit. (Who shall

separate them ?) Leg. vnited . by . god . in . love . and .

INTEBEST.

1-4. Eapin, i. 2. Van Loon, IV. 345. Thes. Num. 171.

MB. M. M. Common.

This medal commemorates the strong expressions of mutual

confidence which marked the communications between the

Queen and the people on her accession to the throne.

4. Cobonation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D : G : MAG : BR : FR : ET . HIB : REGINA.

Rev . Anne, as Pallas, hurls thunder against a double-headed

and four-armed monster, holding clubs and stones, and whose

lower limbs terminate in snakes. Leg. vicem gerit . illa .

tonantis. (She is the Vice-regent of the Thunderer.) Ex.

inavgvrat . xxin . ap . mdccii. (Crowned, 23 April, 1702.)

1-4. Eapin, i. 4. Van Loon, IV. 347. Thes. Num. 169.

MB. AT
. M. (four varieties), M. Common.

Four pairs of dies were executed for this medal by Croker,

all slightly varying, but one reading on the obverse fra, instead

of fr. It was the official medal which was distributed by

the Treasurer of the Household at the coronation. Anne
adopted the policy of William in resisting the power of France,

and is therefore typified by Pallas wielding the bolts of Jove.

Upon the first occasion of addressing her Council, on the day

after the death of William, Anne said, " I think it proper upon

this occasion of my first speaking to you, to declare my own

opinion of the importance of carrying on all preparations we

are making to oppose the great power of France, and I shall
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lose no time in giving our Allies all assurances that nothing

shall be wanting on my part to pursue the true interest of

England, together with theirs, for the support of the common
cause."

5. Coronation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, L, hair hound with fillet, lovelock on the left

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna

d . g . mag- . br . fr . et hib . regina. Below, c. w. (Christian

Wermuth.)

Rev. Anne, as Pallas, &c. ; similar to the preceding. Leg.

fvlmen gerit . illa . tonantis. (She bears the bolt of the

Thunderer.) Ex. inavgvrata . xxiii . april . mdccii.

1-25. Eapin, i. 5. Van Loon, IV. 347. Thes. Num.
169.

MB. M. pewter. Gotha, 2R. Very rare.

Executed by Christian Wermuth in imitation of the preceding

one. The specimen of this medal in silver in the British

Museum is from a broken die, a circumstance which may
account for its rarity.

6. Coronation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, ear-ring, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg.

ANNA : DEI . GRATIA.

Rev. Anne, as Pallas, &c. ; similar to No. 4. Leg. vicem .

GERIT ILLA . TONANTI. Ex. INAVGVRAT . XXIII . AP : MDCCII.

1. Eapin, i. 7. Van Loon, IV. 347.

MB. M. Bare.

This and the three following pieces are medalets or jetons

issued for sale in the streets at the time of the coronation : they

are somewhat rare, not having been considered worth preserving

at the time.
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7. Coeonation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, no lovelock, ear-ring,

in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna : d . gea.

Rev. Anne, as Pallas, &c. ; similar to No. 4. Leg. vicem

GEEIT ILLA TONANII. Ex. INAVGVEAT XXIII AP . MDCCII.

1.

MB. M. Bare.

8. Coeonation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, no ear-ring, in gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. ANNA . DEI GEATIA.

Rev. Anne, as Pallas, &c. ; similar to No. 4. Leg. vicem .

GEEIT . ILLA . TONANTIS. Ex. INAVGVEAT . XXIII . AP . MDCCII.

1.

MB. M. Bare.

9. Coeonation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, no ear-ring, in gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. ANNA . DEI . GEATIA.

Rev. Anne, as Pallas, &c. ; similar to No. 4. Leg. vicem

GEEIT . ILLA . TONA. Ex. INAVGVEAT . XXIII . AP . MDCCII :

1.

MB. M. Bare.

10. Coeonation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the left

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna

d . g . mag . be . fe . et hib . eegina. Below, c. w. (Christian

Wermuth.) Same as No. 5.

Rev. A burning heart enclosed within branches of oak and
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laurel, which pass through a crown ahove ; around the heart,

entieely English. Leg. atavis regibvs. (From royal ances-

tors.) Ex.. inavgvrat . 23 . apr . 1702.

1-3. Rapin, i. 6. Van Loon, IV. 347. Thes. Num. 171.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, JR. Extremely rare.

The type of the reverse of this medal by Christian Wermuth
is taken from the one commemorating Anne's accession (See

No. 1), but varying a little in the arrangement of the design,

and adding the date of the coronation.

11. Coronation. 23 April, 1702.

Bust of Anne, r., hair tied in a knot behind, high at the

top, and bound with pearls, two lovelocks falling down on the

shoulders : she wears pearl ear-ring and necklace, and mantle

with embroidered edge and fringe. Leg. anna . dei . gratia .

MAG : BRIT : FRA . ET . HIB : REGINA . * INAVGVRAT . XXIII . AP .

MDCCII. *
No reverse.

3-75 by 3-05.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This is struck upon a very thin piece of metal, and was

probably intended to be framed or inlaid in some piece of

furniture. It is by Norbert Roettier, and is one of a series of

portraits of the Stuart Sovereigns. (See No. 202, Vol. I. p. 347.)

It bears the date of Anne's coronation, but it was perhaps not

executed till a few years later.

12. Mistrust of Louis XIV. 1702.

A Crocodile, lovis 14, hidden amongst reeds, weeping, and
waiting to seize a traveller passing by. Leg. malvs vbi se

bonvm fingit est pessimvs. (A bad man is worst, when he
pretends to be good.) Ex. diffidendvm. (He is not to be

trusted.) Chain border.

Rev. Eight arms hold up a shield, with a crown in the centre

and inscribed, vis unita fortior. (Power stronger by union.)
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Underneath is a coffin inscribed with the monogram of w e and

MONVMENTVM . GVIL . MAX . REGIS BRITANLE. (The tomb of

"William, the very Great, King of Britain) ; out of it project

arms, and on it lie the crown, orb, and four sceptres of

England. Leg. coeant in foedera dext^e (sic). (May their

right hands unite in confederacy.

—

Virg. Aen. xi. 292.)

1-45. Van Loon, IV. 391.

MB. M. Very rare.

France rejoiced extravagantly at the death of William III.,

and immediately endeavoured to detach the States from the

general confederacy against her. This medal, executed in

Holland, exhorts the Confederates to unite over the tomb of

the deceased King in maintaining his warlike policy, and

warns them not to be seduced by the hypocritical conduct of

Louis, who is represented by a crocodile, an animal which is

said to allure travellers within its reach by moaning like a

child in distress. It is also said to weep over its victims.

Crocodiles' tears are thus symbolical of treachery and deceit.

13. Declaration or War with France and Spain.

A May, 1702.

Peace, facing, holding olive branch and ring. Leg. Across

the field, avwey der fried hat schon ein c(E)h [loch] 1700.

(Alas ! the peace has already a hole.)

Rev. Inscription, auwey, auwey, auwey, auwey, ryswick-

csher fried 1st gar entzwey . 1702. (Alas, alas, alas, alas,

the Peace of Eyswick is indeed broken, 1702.) In the centre

is a ring.

1-4. Van Loon, IV. 353. Thes. Num. 173.

No specimen has been met with.

This medal refers to the danger which threatened the peace

of Europe by the action of Louis XIV. with regard to the

Spanish Succession in 1700, and to the actual declaration of

war with France and Spain by England and the other Confed-

erates on the -jtj- May, 1702. In the Declaration of Anne the

grounds alleged for hostilities were the encroachments of France
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in Spain and in Italy and on the high seas, and the insult

offered to England by Louis XIV. in declaring " the Pretended

Prince of Wales, King of England, Scotland, and Ireland."

The letter o in the word loch is supplied by the ring which

Peace holds in her left hand, and which encircles the letter l,

and the ring on the reverse has the same signification as the

whole word. This piece is a rejoinder to one struck at the

Peace of Ryswick, and figured in Van Loon, IV. 255. (See

No. 491, p. 188.)

14. Anne and Prince George of Denmark.

21 May, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the left

shoulder, ear-ring, necklace, in gown and mantle fastened with

brooch in front. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et . hib .

REGINA.

Rev. Bust of Prince George, L, profusion of hair, in armour

and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. geo :

dan : pr : m : adm : et . dvx . svp : angl.ee. (George, Prince of

Denmark, High Admiral and Commander-in-Chief of England.)

1-65. Eapin, i. 3. Van Loon, IV. 346. Thes. Num.
168.

MB. M. (two varieties), M. Not rare.

Executed by John Croker. Two dies were prepared for

striking the obverse of this medal ; they are easily distin-

guished by the absence on one of them of the ear-ring. On
17 April, 1702, the Queen invested her husband, George, Prince

of Denmark, with the title of Generalissimo of all her forces by

sea and land, and soon afterwards, on 21 May, he was made
Lord High Admiral of England and Ireland.

15. Nimeguen relieved. — June, 1702.

A female figure, Nimeguen, facing towards L, and wearing

a cap of Liberty, holds a book with three seals and the shield

of Minerva ; her left foot tramples on the serpent of Discord :
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on the right are a curule chair and two fasces ; the latter with

a sword rest against the base of two draped columns. Leg.

libertas . neomagi . INTUS . et . extea. (The' freedom of Nime-

guen from within and without.) Ex. i. b. f. (Jan Boskam

fecit.)

Rev. Troops on the fortifications of a city bombarding the

forces of the enemy in retreat ; in the distance, the Allies

approaching : on the walls is planted the Imperial flag, and

on the battlements are spectators viewing the battle. Leg.

numerum . virtute . retundit. (By valour she repulses the

many.) Ex. mdccti. i. boskam . f.

1-7. Van Loon, IV. 354. Thes. Num. 181.

MB. M. Rare.

Marshal Boufflers, baffled in his attempt to relieve Kaisers-

werth, which was besieged by the Prince of Nassau-Saarbriick,

determined to vindicate the glory of the French arms by seizing

the town of Nimeguen, but the project was defeated by the

vigilance of Athlone and the courage of the inhabitants, who,

although unacquainted with warfare, manned the guns on the

ramparts, and, the moment the French columns appeared in

sight, opened a brisk fire upon them and compelled them to

halt. This check gave Athlone time to bring up his troops, and

on the next day, y^- June, the French retreated, and vented their

disappointment in destroying the parks and gardens of Cleves.

The English troops which took part in the relief of Nimeguen

were under the command of Colonel Frederick Hamilton, Marl-

borough not having yet arrived.

16. Bartholomew Gidley. Died, 3 August, 1702.

Time seated, r., upon a tomb, holds out with his left hand a

laurel wreath, and in his right a scythe and an hour-glass, and

places his foot upon a skull. Leg. all . heads . mvst . come

4> TO . THE . COLD . TOMB.

Eev. Inscription engraved, Bartholomew gidley of Gidley

in Devon died avg . in . mdccii . aged xxxiii.

1-5.
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MB. M. Rare.

This was one of the medals commemorative of the death of

Charles II. (See No. 290 of that reign.) The original inscription

on the reverse has been erased, and the above one engraved

in its place. It was probably distributed at the funeral of

Bartholomew Gridley. For other medals of this family see

Nos. 268-270, Yol. I. pp. 590, 591.

17. Expedition to Vigo Bay. |-| October, 1702.

Neptune, in a sea-chariot, i\, and Victory, I:, hold forth a

scroll inscribed as follows with the names of the French and

Spanish vessels burnt (incensce), sunk (submerses), or captured

(occupatce) at Vigo, naves gallicje et hisp .— le fort . in . le

PROMT . OC . L'ASSEVRE . OC . l'eSPERANCE . S . LE BOVRBON . O .

LA SIRENE . SV . LE SOLIDE INC . LE FERME . OCC . LE PRVDENT .

INC . LE MODERE . OCC . LE SVPERBE . SVB . LA DAVPHINE . IN . LE

VOLVNTAIRE . LE TRITON . OCC . L'ENFLAMA . INC . L'ENTREPREN .

IN . LE FAVOTI . INC . LA CHOQVANTE .1.3 CORVETTES . IN . 17

caravelles .1.9 galions . occ . 2 galions . sv. Below, three

Nereids bear the shields of England, the Empire, and Holland.

Leg. his militat aether. (Heaven fights for these.

—

comp.

Claud. De III. Cons. Honor. 97.) Ex. ob classem hostivm
DELEDAM (sic) GAZASQVE INDICAS EREPTAS IN PORTV AD VIGOS .

d . 22 . oct . cidioccii. (Upon the destruction of the enemies'

fleet, and the capture of the treasures of India in the harbour

of Vigo, 22 Oct. 1702.) g. f. n. (Georg Friedrich Niirnberger),

and on the chariot, g. h. (Georg Hautsch.)

Rev. View of Vigo harbour ; the French fleet and galleons

withdrawn up the river ; the chain-boom across the mouth
;

forts and batteries manned for defence ; and the allied fleets

outside. Leg. et conivrati venivnt ad classica venti. (And
the confederate winds come at the trumpets' call.

—

Claud.

De III. Cons. Honor. 98.)

1-85. Rapin, ii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 380. Thes. Num.
216.

MB. M. Very rare.
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On "U" Oct. 1702, the combined English and Dutch fleets,

under Sir George Eooke, with a large land force commanded by

the Duke of Ormonde, attacked and captured or destroyed in

Vigo harbour the whole of the Spanish plate fleet, and its

escort the French squadron of twenty-three ships under Cha-

teau-Kenaud. In the attack the wind was so far favourable that

it gave greater impetus to the Torbay, under Admiral Hobson,

when she ran against the boom across the mouth of the harbour

and broke it, giving thereby admission to the confederate fleets.

The names and the numbers of the vessels of the enemy, as

given on the obverse, were probably taken from the official

report published in the London Gazette of October, 1702. The

legends are adapted from Claudian (De III. Cons. Honor.

97, 98), and the date given on this medal (22 Oct. N. S.) is

not the actual one of the engagement, but the day before, when

the fleets were drawn up outside the harbour. No German

forces were employed in the attack, but the Emperor formed one

of the Confederacy, and a Nereid therefore displays his shield.

18. Expedition to Vigo Bay. -|-| October, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei . gea :

MAG : BR : FEA : ET . HIB : REGINA.

Rev. View of Vigo harbour with vessels burning inside

;

large ships lying before the narrow mouth of the harbour, near

a fort. Leg. capta . et . incensa . gal : et . hisp : classe.

(The French and Spanish fleets taken and burnt.) Ex. ad .

vigum . XII . OCT . mdccii. (At Vigo, 12 Oct. 1702.)

1-45. Eapin, ii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 363. Thes. Num.
218.

MB. M. (three varieties), M. Not uncommon.

Executed by John Croker. Three pairs of dies were used

for striking this medal, all slightly varying, and one reading

fe. instead of fea. This is the English memorial of that

important battle ; the date is therefore given after the old style.

Plate and merchandise to the value of 14,000,000 " pieces of
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eight " or dollars were destroyed, and about half that amount
secured to the captors. Gold and silver coins, struck from

bullion taken in this engagement, bear under the bust of the

Queen the inscription vigo.

19. Expedition to Vigo Bay. -|~| October, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . d . g . m .

BEIT . FRAN . ET . HIB . REGINA.

Rev. View of Vigo harbour, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Leg. CAPTA . ET . INCENSA . GAL . ET . HISP . CLAS. Ex. AD .

VIGUM . XII . OCT MDCCII.

1-55.

MB. JR. Very rare.

This medal is supposed to have been executed by Christian

Wermuth after the preceding one by Croker ; it is in higher

relief and of coarser work, the device being the same.

20. Expedition to Vigo Bay. -|-| October, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSEAJM . F.

Rev. A fleet attacking forts and ships in Vigo harbour.

Leg. gall : hisp . q . class . expug . comb . capt. (The French

and Spanish fleets defeated, burnt, and taken.) Ex. brit .

batav . q . expeo (sic) . ad . vigos . mdccii. (The British and
Dutch expedition to Vigo, 1702.)

1-7. Rapin, ii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 363. Thes. Num.
218.

MB. JR. Not rare.

Executed in Holland; the portrait of the Queen is copied

from the coronation medal by John Croker (See No. 4). The two
previous medals represent the position of the belligerents before

and at the beginning of the battle, this one during the full heat

of the engagement.
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21. Expedition to Vigo Bay. ^| October, 1702.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Hercules, stepping from the sea, plants his foot upon

the neck of the prostrate Dragon, and arrests the flight of a

French soldier, who is endeavouring to carry off the Golden

Fleece. Leg. non dolo neo arte sed aperto marte. (Not

by deceit nor by stratagem, but by open war.) Ex. mdccti.

1-7. Rapin,ii.5. Van Loon, IV. 363. Thes. Num. 219.

MB. M. Rare.

Sir George Rooke as Hercules, or Jason under the form of

Hercules, destroys the Spanish Dragon and rescues the Golden

Fleece from the grasp of the French Aetes, Louis XIV., who

attempted to usurp the dominion and wealth of Spain in South

America and in the West Indies. The naval power of France

did not recover during the war from the blow inflicted upon it

at Vigo.

22. Expedition to Vigo Bay.
-|-f

October, 1702.

Victory decorating a trophy of arms with a naval crown and

branches of palm and laurel ; around are implements of war.

Leg. spes et vires hostium fract^. (The hope and forces of

the enemy broken.) Ex. incensa gallor classe . hispan . opes

americ . intercept. (The French fleet being burnt, the American

treasures of Spain are intercepted.)

Rev. View of Vigo harbour, with a fleet at the entrance

attacking and burning galleons and other ships. The sites are

marked of redondelle, vigos, boces, and cangas. Leg. an-

glorvm et batavorvm virtvte. (By the valour of the English

and the Dutch.) Ex. ad vigos port . gallictae . 1702. (At

Vigo, a port of Gallicia.)

Edge, dectdit in casses pr^eda petita meos . ovid. (The

prey he sought has fallen into my nets.

—

Ovid, Art. Am.
Lib. ii. 2.)

1-6. Rapin, ii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 360. Thes. Num. 220.
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MB. M. Bare.

Executed in Germany. Louis XIV. had anxiously expected

this treasure, and equipped a fleet adequate, as he supposed,

for its protection, and every precaution was taken for its pre-

servation in the harbour of Vigo. He was arranging with

the King of Spain that this silver should be devoted to the

necessities of the State, at that time very pressing, when the

prey he sought was snatched from his grasp, and his hopes,

as well as his forces, were broken. The French and Spanish

fleets lay off Redondela, which is situated some miles up the

harbour, and which was strongly fortified by a castle on one

side and platforms on both.

23. Expedition to Vigo Bay. |-| October, 1702.

Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . R. Below, I. G. L. (Johailll

Gottlieb Lauffer.)

Rev. View of Vigo harbour with the sites marked of redond .

vigos . boc . cong. (Eedondela, Vigo, Bocas, and Cangas) ; at

the entrance are ships attacking a fort, and burning galleons.

Leg. anglor . et. batav . virtvte. (By the valour of the English

and the Dutch.) Ex. incens . classe opes americ . inter-

cept . 1702. (The fleet being burnt, the American treasures

are intercepted.)

1. Eapin, ii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 263.

MB. M.
A counter struck at Nuremberg by Johann Gottlieb Lauffer.

The obverse is copied from Boskam's medal, No. 20, and the

reverse from the design of the preceding.

24. Expedition to Vigo Bay.
-J-|

October, 1702.

A rostral column surmounted by a Victory with trumpet and

wreath, and trampling upon captured standards ; two captives
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are chained to the base, which is inscribed, anno lieertatis

triumphali . mdccii. (In the triumphant year of Liberty,

1702.) In the distance is the English fleet attacking and

burning the French fleet and the Spanish galleons near re-

dondella, vigos, cannas. Inner leg. tropjEo ilec . cetera

flammis. (These for a trophy, the rest for the flames.) All

within a cable border. Outer leg. mem . inc . catapli . amer .

HISP . ET . CLASS . GALL . AD . VIGOS . HI NOSTRI REDITUS

expectatique triumphi. (In memory of the burning of the

Spanish-American galleons, and the French fleet at Vigo. It

is thus we return, and these are oar expected triumphs.

—

Virg.

Aen. xi. 54.)

Rev. A trophy composed of captured prows, castles, and

standards, from the centre of which rise the insignia of the

Empire, Holland, and England (the Eagle, the Arrows, and

the Kose), united by the Gorgon shield of Minerva, whence

issue forked lightnings. The base is supported by the English

Unicorn, the German Eagle, and the Dutch Lion. Leg.—
TELA ROSA ET MAGNI IOVIS ALES SIC TIBI GALLE

GORGONA DEMONSTRANT SIC ET IBERE TIBI.

(Thus to you, Frenchman, and to you, Spaniard, the arrows,

the rose, and the bird of the great Jove display the Gorgon's

terrors.) m. s. (Martin Smeltzing.)

2-25. Kapin, ii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 360. Thes. Num.

214.

MB. M. Very rare.

Up to this time the Confederates had only been able to resist

with more or less success the encroachments of France ; now

they had wrested fortresses from her grasp, entirely defeated the

plan of her campaign, and possessed themselves of her expected

treasures. This year, then, was one of triumph.

25. NlMEGUEN RELIEVED AND EXPEDITION TO VlGO BAY.

1702.

A female figure, Nimeguen, facing towards I., and wearing a

cap of Liberty, holds a book with three seals and the shield of
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Minerva ; her left foot tramples on the serpent of Discord : on

the right are a curule chair and two fasces ; the latter with a

sword rest against the base of two draped columns. Leg.

LIBERTAS . NEOMAGI . INTUS . ET . EXTRA. Ex. I. B. F. (Jan

Boskam fecit.) Same as No. 15.

Rev. Hercules, stepping from the sea, plants his foot upon

the neck of the prostrate Dragon, and arrests the flight of a

French soldier, who is endeavouring to carry off the Golden

Fleece. Leg. non dolo nec arte sed aperto marte. Ex.

mdccti. Same as No. 21.

1-7.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal is composed of the obverse and reverse of two

separate ones already described and recording different events.

26. Capitulation of Towns on the Meuse. -|~| October,

1702.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei . gra :

mag : br : fra : et . hib : regina. Same as No. 18.

Rev. Liege bombarded. Leg. vires . animvmqve . ministrat.

(She gives forces and courage.

—

Virg. Aen. ix. 764.) Ex. cap-

TIS . COLONIA . TRAJANA . VENLOA . RVREMVNDA . STEPHANOVERDA

.

leodio . mdccti. (Kaiserswerth, Venloo, Koermond, Stevensweert,

and Liege taken, 1702.)

1-45. Rapin, i. 9. Van Loon, IV. 858. Thes. Num. 222.

MB. M. (two varieties), M. Not rare.

Executed by John Croker. The bust of the Queen is from

the same puncheon as No. 1, but on a larger die. This medal

commemorates the fruits of the first campaign on the Meuse.

The Prince of Nassau-Saarbriick compelled Kaiserswerth to

capitulate, and Marlborough afterwards besieged and took

Venloo, Roermond, Stevensweert, and Lidge, the last place

falling on -|~| October. Thus was the course of the Meuse
freed from the occupation of the enemy.

VOL. II. R
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27. The Earl of Athlone. Successes. 1702. .

Bust of the Earl of Athlone,?'., hair long behind, in armour and

with badge of the Order of the Elephant suspended to a riband.

Leg. GODARDUS ATHLON : COM :. EXERC : FOED : BELG : IMPERATOR.

(Godard, Earl of Athlone, Commander of the Army of the

United Provinces.) On truncation, m. smeltzing.

Rev. An obelisk, decorated with captured standards and

shields inscribed with the names of the towns keyswerdi,

VENLO, STEVWAERDT, ROERMOND, LUYCK, STOCKHEM, GREV.-

EROEC, HAMMOND, BRY, YISET, NAVAR, and PEER. Four Captives

are chained to the base, which is inscribed, sic batavis con-

TINGIT AB HERCTTLE THESEUS . MDCCII. (ThllS to the Dutch

comes Theseus after Hercules, 1702.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 366. Thes. Num. 225.

MB. M. Bibl. Paris, lead. Bare.

The towns mentioned upon this medal are those in the

taking of which the Earl of Athlone was conspicuously engaged

in the campaign of 1702. As Theseus succeeded and rivalled

Hercules, so was Athlone the successor and rival of William

III. Godard Ginkell, who had commanded in Ireland, was

created Earl of Athlone by William III. (See No. 218, p. 38),

and, uponihe death of the Prince of Nassau-Saarbrtick, 17 Oct.

[N. S.] 1702, he was appointed to the chief command of the

Dutch troops. He did not long survive these triumphs ; for he

died of a violent fit of apoplexy at the beginning of the following

year, on the ^4t~J ' 11 Feb.

28. Anne. Touch-Piece. 1702.

Ship sailing, I., before the wind. Leg. anna . d : g . m .

BR . F : ET . H . REG.

Rev. St. Michael and the Dragon. Leg. soli . deo . gloria.

(To God alone the glory.)

•85. Arch. Journ. X. p. 198.

MB. N. Not uncommon.

This piece resembles all those which were struck after the
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discontinuance of the coin called "the Angel," which had heen

given to such patients as sought for cure of the scrofula from

the touch of the royal hand. Anne, the last of. the Stuarts,

was the last English Sovereign who performed this ceremony.

She touched Dr. Johnson, and the piece given to him upon

that occasion is in the British Museum.

29. Duke of Marlborough. Commander-in-Chief. 1702.

Marlborough in armour, on horseback, galloping, r. ; below,

in the distance, an army and a fortress. Leg. on two scrolls,

IOH . D . MARLEBVRG . ANGL . EX . DVX. (John, Duke of Marl-

borough, General of the English Army.)

Rev. The Venetian fleet bombarding the fortress of coron.

Leg. morea fvtvrvm venetorvm brabevm. (Morea, the future

prize of the Venetians.)

2-45. .

MB. wood.

This piece', by Martin Brunner, was struck from dies, and

for use as a draughtsman. It was probably issued at an early

period of the campaign in the Netherlands. The types of the

obverse and reverse have no connexion, the device of the latter

referring to the bombardment of the -fortress of Coron, in the

Morea, by the Venetians, and its capture from the Turks, 11

Aug. 1685. The obverse is also found on another draughtsman,

which has for the type of the reverse a view of the bombardment

of Buda-Pesth. (See Rev. Num. Beige, 1875, p. 428.)

30. Anne and the Duke of Marlborough. 1702?

Bust of Anne, r., hair arranged high and tied behind, love-

locks falling down the neck and on the left shoulder, in loose

mantle. Leg. anna . d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib . regina.

Rev. Bust of the Duke of Marlborough, r., hair, long, in

armour. Leg. ioh » d . marlebvrg . angl . ex . capit . gen.

(John, Duke of Marlborough, Commander^in- Chief of the

English Army.)

r 2
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Ornamental border of flowers and scrolls on both sides.

2-35.

MB. wood.

This piece, also by Martin Brunner, is struck, like the pre-

ceding, from dies, and for use as a draughtsman. Judging from

the portraits, it appears to have been made about the year 1702,

shortly after Marlborough had received the command of the

English troops in the Netherlands.

31. Anne and the Duke op Marlborough. 1702 ?

Bust of Anne, r., hair arranged in a knot behind the head,

lovelocks behind and on the left shoulder, in dress fastened on

the right shoulder with brooch and looped over the left with a

string of pearls. Leg. anna . d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib .

REGINA.

Rev. Bust of the Duke of Marlborough, v., hair long, in

armour. Leg. ioh . d . marlebvrg . angl . ex . capit . gen.

Similar to the preceding.

1-7.

MB. wood.

Also a draughtsman, like the preceding. This piece was

executed by Jean Dassier, the portrait of Anne being very

similar in style and treatment to one which he made of Queen

Mary I., but which was rejected on account of the unsatisfactory

portrait : it is described under No. 60, Vol. I. p. 89.

32. Anne, and William and Mary. 1702 ?

Bust of Anne, r., &c. ; same as No. 30.

Rev. Busts of William and Mary, crowned, facing each other.

He, hair long, is in armour; she, lovelock behind, wears

necklace, gown, and mantle fastened with brooch on the left

shoulder. Leg. wilhelmvs . d . g . ang . sco . fr . et hi .

rex . et maria . regina. Below, monogram of m b. (Martin

Brunner.)
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Ornamental border of flowers and scrolls on both sides.

2-45.

MB. wood.

Same as the preceding, struck for use as a draughtsman.

The reverse is from an old die.

33. Bonn taken. 5̂
- May, 1703.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D a . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Same as Nos. 20, 21.

Rev. Bonn besieged ; Marlborough in the foreground on

horseback commanding. Leg. bona a malis erepta. (The

good city (Bonn) snatched from the hands of the wicked.)

Ex. cocialibus (sic) armis idib . maii . MDCCiii. (By the arms

of the Allies, 15 May, 1703.)

1-7. Rapin, i. 10. Van Loon, IV. 395. Thes. Num.
267.

MB. M. Very rare.

The siege of Bonn was the first operation and success of

Marlborough in the campaign of 1703. It surrendered on

-jHj- May, after a siege of about three weeks.

34. Baron de Cohorn. Bonn taken. -£% May, 1703.

Bust of de Cohorn, three-quarters, r., hair high and long,

in cravat and armour. Leg. menno . baro . de . coehoorn .

SVMMVS . APVD . BATAVOS . ARMORVM . PR^FECTVS . &. (MennO,

Baron de Cohorn, Commander-in-Chief of the Dutch artillery,

&c.) On truncation, >c. (Georg Hautsch.)

Rev. View of Bonn besieged ; in front, the Rhine. Leg.

Chronogrammatic. sIC . Igne . DoMata . feroCI. (Thus sub-

dued by a fierce fire, mdcctii = 1703.) Ex.—
ut tonus evertit tubarum moenia quondam

sicq . tonans coehorn, m03nia bonna tua.
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(As the sound of trumpets once threw down walls, so the

thundering Cohorn threw down thy walls, Bonn.) g. f. n.

(Georg Friedrich Niirnberger.)

Edge. e[n] mala bonna diu, sic bona facta brevi. (Behold

Bonn, along time evil, thus in a short time made good.)

1-85. Van Loon, IV. 395.' Thes. Num. 268.

MB. JR. Very rare.

Baron Menno de Cohorn, the celebrated engineer, commanded

one of the three divisions of the besieging army at Bonn,

and had the chief direction of the artillery. His principle was

to accomplish his object in the shortest time by an overwhelm-

ing fire ; and to the great force of artillery which he employed,

the punning legends on this medal allude*

35. Cities captured by Marlborough. 1703.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the left

shoulder, ear-ring, necklace, in gown and mantle fastened .with

brooch in front. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et . hib .

regina. Same as No. 14.

Rev. A female figure murally crowned, kneeling, v., presents

three keys upon a salver to. Marlborough on horseback ; in the

distance, troops. Leg. sine . clade . victor. (A conqueror

without slaughter.) Ex. captis . bonna . hvo . limbvrgo .

1703. (Bonn, Huy, and Limbourg taken.)

1-65. Bapin, i. 11. Van Loon, IV. 399. Thes. Num.

288.

. MB. M. (two varieties), JE. Not uncommon.

Executed by Croker. The same two dies for the obverse

which were used in striking No. 14 were also used for this

piece. Two dies, were also made for the reverse, and can be

easily recognized by the absence of the troops on one of them.

This medal commemorates the chief successes of Marlborough

during the campaign of 1703, which were accomplished with

very little loss of life. Bonn was the first place to fall, and was

followed by that of Huy, if Aug., and Limbourg, if Sept.
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36. Victories of the Allies. 1703.

A female figure, facing, wearing hat, and holding in right

hand a winged spear, on which are naval and mural crowns,

and in left a bag of money : in the background is Neptune,

reclining, with a trident and a caduceus, and a Dutch soldier

with arrows and a sword encircled with a wreath ; and in the

distance, three towns and a fleet. Leg. voor't vaderland en

bondgenooten. (For the Fatherland and the Confederates.)

Ex. BON . HUY . LIMBORGH . RHINBERGH . GELDER.

Rev. Two lottery boxes with conical- shaped covers, one in-

scribed,
;
prysen en nieten. (Prizes and blanks), the other,

spreuke en namen. (Mottoes and names) : between them is

seated a naked child, who holds in each hand a ticket which it

has drawn from the boxes; on either side are two cornucopias

tilled with money, one reversed ; above is a winged genius, hold-

ing scales and dropping two small scrolls or lottery tickets.

Leg. tlot deelt aan syne gunstelingen kleene en groote

gaaven lit. (Fate divides amongst her favourites small and

great gifts.) Ex. die niet waagt die niet wint. (Who no-

thing ventures nothing wins.) ' m. smeltzing.

1-85. Rev. Num. Beige, 1871, PL iv.

MB. M. Leyden, M. Very rare.

The obverse of this medal refers to the victories of the

Allies in Holland in 1703. Marlborough took Bonn, Huy, and

Limbourg, and Frederick I. of Prussia Pdieinberg a,nd Geldern,

the last city surrendering -~f Dec. The English and Dutch

fleets gained no victories this year, and even failed to protect

British commerce in the Channel. It is difficult to explain the

type of the reverse. It may refer to the varied fortunes and

chances of the war, which extended over the greater portion of

Europe, but, more probably, to some great public lottery, which

took place in this year, and at which this medal may have been

distributed.

37. Sir George and Lady Piooke. 1703.

Bust of Sir George Ptooke, r., long flowing hair, no drapery.

Leg. g . rooke eq« & dlx classis anglle.—magna est veri-
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tas & PBiEVALEBiT. (George Kooke, Knight, and Admiral of

the English fleet—Great is Truth, and it shall prevail.)

Rev. Bust of Lady Booke, r., hair compactly arranged,

except one loose lock behind, in slight drapery. Leg. maria .

ROOKE,

2. Snelling, xxvii. 1.

Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

Vertue (Add. MSS. Brit. Mus. 23,072, p. 6) says, that this

and the three following medals hear the portraits of members of

a club in London consisting of English and Swedish gentle-

men. Mr. Dahl, the painter, was a member of the club. " The

head of each person was done on one side [of the medal] and

some motto and device on the other. These were done by

[Benjt] Bichter, a Sweed, who first modelld them by the life,

and cast and repaired them curiously. He was related to

[Christian Bichter], the limner, but staid not long in England."

Admiral Sir George Booke, in 1702, was sent in command
of the fleet to obtain possession of Cadiz ; but the Spaniards

would not surrender the town, and the Duke of Ormonde and

the Prince of Hesse Darmstadt would not allow a hostile attack

to be made. Booke, therefore, resolved to return home, and on

his way met with the success at Vigo Bay. Party spirit caused

a severe investigation to be instituted, but truth prevailed, and

Booke's conduct was entirely approved. Lady Booke, the second

wife of the Admiral, was Mary, daughter of Colonel Francis

Luttrell, and step-daughter of Sir Jacob Bancks, whose medal is

noticed below. She died in childbed, July 1702.

38. Sir Jacob Bancks. 1703.

Bust of Sir Jacob Bancks, r., hair long and flowing, no

drapery. Leg. iacobvs . banck? eqs

Rev. A ship standing off near the coast, and dropping her

anchor. Leg. tandem. (At last.)

2. Snelling, xxvii. 4.

MB. lead. Hunter, M. Marquess of Bute, M.
Stockholm, M. Very rare.
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This medal is cast. Sir Jacob Bancks was a native of

Stockholm, but came early to England, entered the naval

service, and was considered a brave and skilful officer. In

1696 he married the widow of Colonel Francis Luttrell, the

mother of Lady Rooke (See the preceding medal), and soon

afterwards quitted the navy. In 1699 he received the honour

of knighthood. The reverse is probably intended to typify his

having at last brought his adventurous career to a close by

retiring from active service.

39. Sir William Rich. 1703.

Bust of Sir William Rich, r., hair long and flowing, no

drapery. Leg. william . rich . bart.

Rev. A landscape. Leg. l^ta . flwnt. (Pleasantly they

flow.) On a rock, Jl. (Benjt Richter.)

2. Snelling, xxvii. 3.

Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is cast. Sir Thomas Rich, the father of Sir

William Rich, was a native of Gloucester, and acquired great

wealth as a Turkey merchant. He was a most liberal bene-

factor to the persecuted clergy, and contributed largely to the

exiled royal family. He was created a Baronet by Charles II.,

20 March, 1661, and settled at Sunning Hill. He was

succeeded in his titles and estate by his son William, for

whom this medal was executed. The reverse is a view of his

residence on the banks of the Thames. This is the only medal

of the series which bears the artist's initial.

40. Richard Nevill. 1703.

Bust of Richard Nevill, r., hair long, no drapery. Leg.

RICHARD NEVILL.

Rev. Landscape ; above, sun entering the sign Libra. Leg.

tramite recto. (Iii a direct path.)
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2. Snelling, xxvii. 2.

MB. M. Hunter, M. Very rare.

Also cast, like the preceding. The subject of this medal

is probably Richard Nevill, who resided at Bilingbeare in

Berkshire, and was a neighbour of Sir William Rich. He
married the only daughter of Lord Grey of Werke, and repre-

sented his county in Parliament. He died in 1714. The sun

enters the sign Libra at the autumnal equinox : the type of

the reverse may therefore be symbolical of Nevill, who was

already somewhat advanced in years ; while the motto may
refer to the uprightness of his conduct.

Vertue (Add. MSS. Brit. Mus. 23,073, p. 43) mentions

medals in silver of other members of this Club—Tanfield

Vachet, Christopher Lyon Cross, and Johannes Ariot : but

these have not been met with.

41. John Inglis. 1703.

Bust of Inglis. Leg. ioannes inglis . m.d. Below, 1703,

and the artist's initials, m. s. (Massimiliano Soldani.)

Rev. Salus and Minerva grasping right hands. Leg. eed-

dvnt alternam vicem. (They render like for like.)

3-15.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. Rudolphi

{Recentioris Aev'% Numis. Virorum de Rebus Med., Berlin, 1829)

describes the piece, and adds that he had seen it in the Gotz

collection. It is cast, and was made at Florence.

John Inglis united the different occupations of physician in

ordinary and first marshal to William III. and Anne, and

afterwards Assistant Master of the Ceremonies in the reigns of

the latter Sovereign, George I., and George II. He died at his

house in Soho, 8 May, 1740, and was buried at Lewisham in

Kent, of which place his son John had been for several years

incumbent. Inglis was a member of the Royal Society, but

does not appear to have contributed to the Transactions of that

body. No record has been met with of his visit to Italy in
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1703, but he must have gone there, as Soldani only worked at

Florence.

42. Charles III. of Spain. Departure for Portugal.

|| February, 1704.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, v., laureate, hair long, no

drapery. Leg. carolvs . in . hispaniar . indiar . rex . cathol.

Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Rev. A fleet in full sail : above, hovers an eagle bearing the

fulruen and the olive branch. Leg. liberator . et . ultor.

(The Deliverer and Avenger.) Ex. carol . in . hispan . rex

BRITAN . BATAVQ . CLAS . IN LUSIT . PROFICISC . MDCCIII. (Charles

III., King of Spain, departs for Portugal in the English and

Dutch fleets, 1703.)

1-7. Van Loon, IV. 406. Thes. Num. 295.

MB. M. Bare.

"When the Allies resolved to place Charles, the second son of

the Emperor, Leopold I., upon the throne of Spain, that Prince

came to England, and was conveyed by the combined English

and Dutch fleets to Portugal, where he was to have espoused

the Infanta ; but she died before his arrival. Being detained

by eontrary winds, he did not leave England till H February :

he reached Lisbon
7

"

Marc^ , 1704. The Imperial eagle is repre-

sented as the Deliverer of Spain, and the Avenger of the

usurpations of France.

43. Queen Anne's Bounty. 1704.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, lovelocks behind and on the right

shoulder, in gown and mantle with fringe. Leg. anna . d : g :

mag : bri : fr : et . hib : reg. On edge of mantle, i. c. (John

Croker.)

Rev. Anne, seated, r., on her throne, presents a charter to

her clergy, kneeling before her. Leg. on a band, pietas .

avgvstjE. (The Piety of the Queen.) Ex. primitiis . et . de-
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cimis . ecclesle . concessis . mdcciv. (The first-fruits and

tenths granted to the Church, 1704.)

1-75. Thes. Num. 352.

MB. N. M. M. Not uncommon.

The Pope had levied upon the clergy first-fruits and tenths.

At the Keformation Henry transferred the revenue to the crown,

but by a subsequent enactment of his reign the payments

from smaller livings were remitted. At the instance of Bishop

Burnet, Anne gave back to the Church the revenue of the crown

derived from the larger benefices ; and a Bill was passed, and

received the royal assent, 3 April, 1704, authorizing this aliena-

tion of the royal revenue, and empowering the Queen to create

a corporation in which she could invest the fund for the

augmentation of poor livings and for the erection of parsonage

houses. This fund is now known by the name of " Queen

Anne's Bounty."

44. Queen Anne's Bounty. 1704.

Bust of Anne, L, laureate, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Leg. anna . avgvsta. On border of mantle, i. c. (John

Croker.)

Rev. Anne, seated, r., on her throne, presents a charter to

her clergy, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-75.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal refers to the same event as the preceding, of

which it is only a variety.

45. Peence Louis of Baden. Battle of Schellenberg.
21 June 1704
2 July 3

x I yj t̂ -

Bust of Prince Louis, r., hair long, in decorated armour.

Leg. lvd . wilh . m . baden . ex . caes . gen . loc. (Louis

William, Margrave of Baden, Lieutenant-General of the Im-

perial Army.) On truncation, g. h. (Georg Hautsch.)
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Rev. The genius of the Danube reclining, r., and holding out

a camp-crown : in the distance is the town of Donauwerth and

the entrenched camp of the enemy on the Schellenberg. Leg.

hoste caeso fvgato castris dieeptis. (The enemy slain and

put to flight, their camp pillaged.) Ex. ad schellenbergam

donawerdae . 1704. (On the Schellenberg, near Donauwerth.)

Edge, virtvte principis et sociorvm via victoriis inse-

qventibvs aperta. (By the valour of the Prince and the Allies

the way is opened to future victories.)

1-45. Van Loon, IV. 418. Thes. Num. 375.

MB. M. Bare.

The Duke of Marlborough, deeming the possession of Do-

nauwerth of very great importance, resolved to attempt its cap-

ture without delay and before the arrival of expected reinforce-

ments. He made his attack upon the entrenched camp of the

Elector of Bavaria on the Schellenberg, a hill to the east of the

city, and after a tremendous struggle, conducted by himself in

person, was upon the point of forcing his way into the lines,

when Prince Louis came up with the Imperial troops and
completed this decisive victory, which, as the inscription on the

edge foretells, was but the forerunner of still greater ones.

46. Death op Augustus Ferdinand, Duke of Brunswick-

Bevern.
9

44^-
e

, 1704.
2 July '

Bust of the Duke of Brunswick, r., hair long and profuse, in

armour and mantle with embroidered border. Leg. avgvst :

ferdin : dvx . br : et . lvn : bever. (Augustus Ferdinand,

Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg Bevern.) On truncation,

.ft. (Stephan Keinhard.)

Rev . A monument raised amid piles of arms ; on it lie a

sword, truncheon, and ducal coronet ; the pall covering it is

inscribed, anton : ulr : dvx . br : et . l . patrws nepot .

opt : mer. (Anthony Ulrick, Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg,

uncle to this most excellent nephew.) In the distance, on one
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side, is seen the storming of a camp, and on the other a

pile of arms burning, amidst the smoke of which is a winged

horse ascending to heaven. Leg. dant castra troph^evm

arma rogvm. (The camp supplies a trophy, arms a funeral

pile.) Ex. schellenbvrga ad donav : expvgnata galli.boia-

RIQVE FVGATI MORS GLORIOSA MDCCIV . 2 . IVLII. (A glorious

death, Schellenherg on the Danube having been stormed,

and the French and the Bavarians put to flight, 2 July,

1704.)

1-75. Van Loon, IV. 420. Thes. Num. 376.

MB. M. Very rare.

Augustus Ferdinand, Duke of Brunswick-Bevern, commanded

the troops of Luneburg and of Lower Saxony at the storming

•of the camp on the Schellenherg, where he was so severely

wounded that he died before the conclusion of the battle. The

Horse is the badge of the Brunswick family, and is here

furnished with wings to symbolize the ascent of the deceased

Duke to heaven. Anthony Ulrick, the reigning Duke, caused

this and the following medal to be struck as memorials of his

nephew. The die of the reverse of this one is much cracked,

on which account, perhaps, the next one was substituted for it;

47. Death of Augustus Ferdinand, Duke of Brunswick-

Bevern. 21

f" e
, 1704.

•a July '

Bust of the Duke of Brunswick, r., &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. A trophy of captured arms erected upon a slab, the

edo-e of which is inscribed, ant : vlr : d : b : et . l : frat :

fil : opt : mer : f : f : (Anthony Ulrick, Duke of Brunswick

and Luneburg, caused this medal to be struck to the memory

of the most excellent son of his brother.) In the distance, on

one side, is seen the storming of a camp, and on the other a

pile of arms burning, amidst the smoke of which is a Avinged

horse ascending to heaven. Leg. dant arma troph^vm castra

rogvm. (Arms supply a trophy, the camp a funeral pile.) Ex.
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casteis in schellenberga ad donawerdam expugnatis gallis

BOIARISQUE FUGATIS MORS GLORIOSA . 2 . IUL . MDCCTV. (A glorious

death, the camp on the Schellenberg, near Donauwerth, having

been forced, and the French and Bavarians put to flight, 2 July,

1704.)

1-75. Van Loon, IV. 420. Thes. Num. 376.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal records the same event as the preceding one.

48. ' Battle of Blenheim. -^ August, 1704.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front.
; Leg. anna .

D G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F,

Same as Nos. 20, 21, 33.

Rev: View of the battlefield with the Danube in the distance

;

in the foreground the Duke of Marlborough on horseback, r.,

commanding. Leg. de . gall . et . bav . Itervm . ad . danvb .

marlb . dvce. (The French and Bavarians again [defeated] on the

Danube, Marlborough commanding.) Ex. deleto . host . ing .

exerc . mdcciiii. (The immense army of the enemy destroyed,

1704.)

1-7. Eapin,iii. 3. Van Loon, IV. 427. Thes. Num. 394.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal commemorates the battle of Blenheim, being the

second victory obtained by Marlborough upon the banks of the

Danube : the forcing of the entrenched camp on the Schellen-

berg and the consequent capture of Donauwerth was the first.

At the battle of Blenheim, -^ Aug. 1704, Marlborough and

Prince Eugene of Savoy commanded the Allies, and Marshals

Tallard and Marsin, and the Elector of Bavaria, the French

and the Bavarians. Tallard and his staff were taken prisoners,

and the whole of his division of the army was either slain,

driven into the Danube, or compelled to surrender* This was

the most splendid victory of the war, and may be said to have

brought to a close the long period of military success which

Louis XIV. had enjoyed.
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49. Battle of Blenheim, ^-g August, 1704.

Bust of Aime, I., hair tied in a knot at the top of the head,

lovelock on the left shoulder, in gown with straps on the

shoulder, and mantle. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et .

hib : reg. Below, croker. (John Croker.)

Rev. Britannia seated, r., on a globe, holds a Victory ; behind

her is her shield ; before her is a captive seated on piles of

French and Bavarian arms and flags. Leg. de . gall : et .

bav : ad . Blenheim. (From the French and Bavarians at Blen-

heim.) Ex. CAPT : ET . CAES : XXXM . SIGN . RELAT . CLXIII .

mdcciv. (Thirty thousand men taken and slain, one hundred

and sixty-three standards carried off, 1704.)

1-35. Rapin, iii. 4. Van Loon, IV. 427. Thes. Num.
393.

MB. M. (two varieties), M. Not uncommon.

Another die for the obverse occurs, which reads fr, instead

of fra, and has the artist's initials, i. c. instead of croker.

This medal is chiefly remarkable for stating the loss of the

enemy as much less than given by the generality of historians.

50. Duke of Marlborough. Battle of Blenheim.

-^3 August, 1704.

Bust of Marlborough, r., hair long, in armour, and riband

across the breast. Leg. ioh . d . marlebvrg . ang . exer .

capit . gener. (John, Duke of Marlborough, Commander-in-

Chief of the English Army.) Below, x. (Georg Hautsch.)

Rev. Mars seated, I., leaning upon his shield, inscribed mars

vltor (Mars, the Avenger), encourages a soldier in the de-

struction of his enemies. Leg. miratvr telis aemvla tela

svis. (He wonders at the weapons, which emulate his own.)

Ex. OB GALLOS ET BAVAROS DEVICTOS . TALLARDO DVC . AD

hochstad . capto . 1704. (On the defeat of the French and

Bavarians, Tallard, their general, being taken prisoner at

Hochstadt.)

Edge. FORTVNiE OBSEQVENTI dvcis fortissimi post primi-
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tias schellenbergicas. (To Fortune, obedient to the most

valiant General after the first-fruits of Schellenberg.)

1-45. Rapin, iii. 6. Van Loon, IV. 427. Thes. Num.
394. Lochner, IV. 113.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

This medal was executed at Nuremberg, and is deservedly

complimentary to Marlborough, who with consummate skill had

conducted a most adventurous expedition, which rescued Ger-

many from a very perilous situation. The first-fruits of this

enterprise were Schellenberg and Donauwerth ; these were

followed by Blenheim, or Hochstadt, as this memorable battle

is sometimes called.

51. Duke of Marlborough. Battle op Blenheim.

j 3̂
- August, 1704.

Bust of Marlborough, three-quarters, r., head facing, profu-

sion of hair, in lace cravat, armour, collar and George of the

Garter. Leg. ioh .d.g.s.r.i.pr.d. marl . exerc .

angl . c . g. (John, by the Grace of God, Prince of the Holy

Roman Empire, Duke of Marlborough, Captain-General of the

English Army.) Below, * , the mark of Georg Hautsch.

Rev. Mars seated, I., leaning upon his shield, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

1-45.

MB. pewter. Rare.

The * below the bust was the mark of the medallist, Georg

Hautsch. This medal is only a variety of the preceding one.

Marlborough had been elected a Knight of the Garter 14 March,

1702, and installed 13 March, 1703.

52. Duke of Marlborough. Battle of Blenheim.

-£>- August, 1704.

The club of Hercules entwined with laurel branches. Leg.

GLORIOSA ET QVM LABORUM CONSTITIT VICTORIA. (A glorious

VOL. II. S
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victory, and which formed the crowning one of his lahours.)

Ex. ad danubium gallis fusis . mdcciv. (The French defeated

on the Danube, 1704.)

Rev. Within a laurel wreath the inscription, celsissimo s .

E.I. PKINCTPI AC DUCI . DE . MAELEBOEOUG . SECULI . NOSTEI .

HEEOI . FELICTSSIMO . GALLOEUM . BAUAEOEUMQUE . VICTOEI

PEOPTEE . CAESOS . FUGATOS SUBMEESOS . CAPTOS . COMMUNES .

IMPEEII . HOSTES . SACEUM . M.DCC.IV. N. CHEVALIEE . C : PEIV :

(Dedicated to the most renowned Prince of the Holy Roman
Empire and Duke of Marlborough, the most successful Hero

of our age, the Conqueror of the French and the Bavarians,

for having slain, put to flight, drowned, and taken prisoners the

common enemies of the Empire, 1704. Nicolas Chevalier : by

permission.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 440. Thes. Num. 447.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Very rare.

This medal records the honours conferred upon Marlborough

for the great services which he had rendered to Germany

by the victories of Schellenberg and Blenheim. The Emperor

himself announced to Marlborough his election as Prince of the

Holy Roman Empire, " this public monument of honour, the

greatest there is in Germany." The patents were not made

out till November, 1705, when Marlborough visited the Em-
peror Joseph at Vienna, and when he received at the same

time the newly-erected principality of Mindelheim in Bavaria.

53. Peince Eugene. Battle of Blenheim.

-^3 August, 1704.

Bust of Prince Eugene, r., hair long, in lace cravat, armour,

collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg. evgenivs feanc .

dvx sab . cjes . exee . genee . comm. (Eugene Francis, Duke

of Savoy, Commander- General of the Imperial army.) On
truncation, * , the mark of Georg Hautsch.

Rev. The angel with flaming sword destroying the army of

Sennacherib. Leg. genii vietvte boni . n. keg. ]9. (By the
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influence of the good angel.—II. Kings, xix.) Ex. gallis bava-

RISQ . CJESIS TALLARDO CUM X . MILI . AD HOCHSTAD . CAPT .

1704. (The French and the Bavarians slain, Tallard with

10,000 soldiers taken at Hochstadt.)

Edge, gloria ad tibisctm hvngarle parta, renovatvr ad

danvbivm Germanise. (The glory, acquired on the Theiss in

Hungary, is renewed on the Danube in Germany.)

1-45. Rapin, iii. 5. Van Loon, IV. 427. Thes. Num.
392.

MB. M. (two varieties). Somewhat rare.

There are two dies of the reverse ; one has the figures much
smaller than the other. That with the small figures was the

first executed, as it exhibits cracks and marks of failure. This

medal is a companion to the one of Marlborough by the same

artist (No. 50), and was issued on the same occasion. Prince

Eugene commanded the right wing of the allied army at Blen-

heim. The victory on the Theiss, alluded to on the edge, was

that obtained over the Turks at Zenta in 1697, when 20,000

men were left dead upon the field, 10,000 were driven into the

river, and all their ammunition, cannon, baggage, &c, fell into

the hands of the conqueror. The device of the reverse seems

to have been selected, partly because the legend supplied a pun

on the name of Eugene, or " good angel." The reference to

II. Kings, xix. relates to the type and not to the legend.

54. Prince Eugene. Battle of Blenheim.

A Augi-\ August, 1704.

Bust of Prince Eugene, r., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. The angel with flaming sword, &c. ; similar to the

preceding, but the figures are smaller, more numerous, and

their relative positions reversed.

Edge. Same as the preceding.

1-45.

MB. M. Very rare.

This marks the third variety of these medals.

s 2
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55. Eugene and Marlborough. Battle of Blenheim.

fs August, 1704.

Busts of Eugene and Marlborough, facing each other, in

armour, and wearing respectively the badges of the Orders of

the Golden Fleece and the Garter. Leg. eugenius d . sabau-

DIAE. IOH . D . MARLEBOROW. Below

HIC POLLUX . HIC CASTOR ADEST . QUOS GLORIA FRATRES

HOOGSTETTEQUE FACIT . NUNC QUOQUE, GALLE, TUMES ?

(Here is Pollux, here is Castor, whom glory and Hochstadt

make brothers ; and now, Frenchman, are you still puffed up ?)

Rev. Marshal Tallard and his staff surrendering their swords

to Marlborough and Eugene in the midst of a battle-field. In

front is the river-god of the Danube, donav, who throws off his

chains and swallows up in his waters the fugitive French and

Bavarian soldiers, with their implements of war and flags ;

above, hovers Fame. Leg. piacula temeritatis gallicae.

(The atonement of French presumption.) Ex.—
GALLE, RETRO PROPERA, VULTUS PERFERRE DECOROS

NON POTES, AUT TUMULUM SERVITIUMVE VIDE.

XIII . AUG . MDCCIIII.

(Frenchman, retire quickly, you cannot endure these honourable

countenances : behold either death or servitude ; 13 August,

1704.)

2-2. Bapin, i. 12. Van Loon, IV. 424. Thes. Num. 390.

MB. M. Very rare.

Executed probably by Martin Smeltzing. The French were

proverbial for claiming victories where they had sustained

something very like defeats. The medallist asks whether they

do so upon this occasion. They were prevented by their ex-

cessive losses " from singing their usual Te Deum for their

defeats, which they never acknowledge." This battle was a

severe blow to the ardour of the soldiers of France, and they

felt in future that death or capture awaited them when they

met Eugene and Marlborough in the field. It was in this

campaign, on the eve of the battle of Schellenberg, that these

two celebrated generals met for the first time, and began
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that friendship which was cemented by a long career of glory

and peril, and which was one of the principal causes of their

astonishing successes. They are compared to Castor and Pollux,

who were brethren in arms as well as by birth.

56. Eugene and Marlborough. Battle of Blenheim,

-j^- August, 1704.

Busts of Eugene and Marlborough, facing each other, &c.

;

same as the preceding. Leg. eugenius d . sabaudiae. ioh .

D . MARLEBOROUGH. Below

—

HIC POLLVX, HIC CASTOR ADEST QVOS GLORIA FRATRES

HOOGSTTEQVE FACIT, TV QVOQVE GALLE, VIDES.

(Here is Pollux, here is Castor, whom glory and Hochstadt

make brothers
;
you also, Frenchman, see it.)

Rev. Marshal Tallard and his staff surrendering their swords,

&c. ; same as the preceding. Leg. heroum concordia victrix.

(The concord of Heroes is victorious.) Ex.—
OJLaE CONJUNCTA SIMUL NUNC FULGENT SIDERA AMICIS,

HOSTE TRIUMPHATO, PROSPERA CUNCTA FERUNT.

(These stars, which now united shine together, bring all pros-

perity to their friends by the destruction of the enemy.)

2. Le Clerc, I. p. 168.

Coxe, in his Life of Marlborough, describes this medal, but

no specimen has been met with. It is probably by Christian

Wermuth, who took his design from the preceding medal. The
stars here alluded to are those mentioned upon the previous

medal, Castor and Pollux, who formed the constellation Gemini.

When both stars appeared together it was considered an omen
of prosperity.

57. Eugene and Marlborough. Battle of Blenheim,

-^j- August, 1704.

Eugene and Marlborough, habited as Eoman generals,

kneeling in prayer : above, rays of light ; in the distance,
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camps. Leg. vt sese tertivs addat dvx devs. (May God
add himself as a third leader.) Below, monogram of m b.

(Martin Brunner.)

Rev. Yiew of the battle of Blenheim, cavalry charging : the

Danube in the distance. Upper leg.—
SOCIVM COMITANTIBVS AEMIS

TEVTONLE TANTIS SE TOLLIT GLORIA REBVS.

(The arms of the Allies assisting, the glory of Germany exalts

itself by such great achievements.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. iv. 48.)

Lower leg. ad hochstet . 13 . avg . 1704. (At Hochstadt,

13 Aug. 1704.)

Edge, evgenii virtvs coelo missiqve iohannis. (The valour

of Eugene and of John sent from Heaven.) g. f. n. (Georg

Friedrich Niirnberger.)

1-85. Bapin, iii. 2. Van Loon, IV. 424. Thes. Num.
389.

MB. M. Hunter, M. (edge plain). Vienna, M.
Very rare.

On the eve of the battle, Marlborough " devoted part of the

night to prayer, and towards morning received the sacrament."

(Coxe, Mem. of Marlborough, Vol. I. p. 286.) In the morning,

while waiting an appointed communication from Prince Eugene,

"he ordered the chaplains to perform the usual service at the

head of each regiment, and implore the favour of heaven "

—

ibid. p. 295. The inscription on the edge, "coelo missiqve

iohannis," is a somewhat profane application to Marlborough

of the words used concerning St. John the Baptist. (See St.

John, i. 6.)

58. Battle of Blenheim. -^ August, 1704.

Two Victories support three shields bearing the portraits of

EVGEN . DVX . SABAVD. LVDOV . WILH . MARCH . BADEN.—IOHANN .

dvx . marlebvrg. A band beneath is inscribed, his tvtela-

ribvs. (With these protectors.) Leg. probata sociorvm virtvs

fidesqve. (The valour and faith of the Allies is proved.)

Ex. franconia servata . svevia liberata . 1704. (Franconia

preserved, Swabia delivered.)
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Rev. The Genius of the Danube contemplating Victory,

seated amidst a pile of arms, and inscribing on a shield xin

AVG. Leg. TALLAKD . FR . MAKESCH . CVM MVLT . DVCIB . ET .

x millib . milit . captis. (Tallard, Marshal of France, with

many generals and 10,000 soldiers made prisoners.) Ex.

gallis bavakisqve devictis. (The French and the Bavarians

defeated.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. Defensa fortIter Contra gaL-

Los et boIoarIos gerManIa. (Germany bravely protected

against the French and the Bavarians, mdclliiii = 1704.) f. k.

(Friedrich Kleinert.)

1-75. Kapin, iii. 1. Van Loon, IV. 424. Thes. Num.
388. Lochner, IV. 121.

MB. M. wood. Vienna, M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal was executed at Nuremberg, and is one of the

Kleinert series. (See No. 50, Vol. I. p. 675.) It was also

struck in wood for use as a draughtsman. Some of the

effects of the battle were the prevention of the French from

making incursions into Franconia by depriving them of the

command of the Danube, and the liberation of Swabia by

driving them across the Rhine. The Margrave of Baden was

not engaged at Blenheim, and took no part with Eugene and

Marlborough in the victory. He was jealous of their fame,

and therefore thwarted rather than assisted them, and it was

with joy that Eugene and Marlborough saw him depart a few

days before the battle to undertake the siege of the fortress of

Ingoldstadt.

59. Danish Auxiliaries at Blenheim. —^ August, 1704.

Victory approaches Dania, seated L, murally crowned, her

left hand resting on her shield, and presents her with a wreath

and a trophy. Leg. maxima sed multo danorum sanguine

parta. (Avery great [victory] , but purchased with much Danish

blood.) Ex. socus danorum armis . d . 13 . aug . mdcctiii.

(To the auxiliary troops of Denmark, 13 Aug. 1704.)

Rev. Inscription, augm? septentrionis monarchy . fride-
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rico quarto patriie patri . rerum restauratori . foederum

servatori . missis in auxilium confoederatorum imp : angl :

et batav : xx mil . militum. (To the most august Monarch of

the North, Frederick IV., the Father of his Country, Restorer

of the State, Observer of treaties, upon his sending 20,000

soldiers to the assistance of his German, English, and Dutch

allies.)

1-9. Van Loon, IV. 430. Thes. Num. 396.

MB. M. lead. Rare.

Twenty thousand Danes were in the pay of the Allies, but not

more than about 8,000 were present at the battle of Blenheim

;

these formed part of the right wing of the army, sustained

many vicissitudes in the course of the day, suffered consider-

able loss, and fought with great resolution, perseverance, and

ultimate success.

60. The Peace-Festival at Augsburg, and the Battle

of Blenheim. -—^ August, 1704.

Children, with their father and mother, raising their hands

in prayer ; above, rays of light. Leg. wann sie noch reden,

wil ich horen . e/ . 65. (While they are yet speaking, I will

hear.

—

Isaiah, lxv. 24.) Ex. avgspvrgischer kinder fried-

ensfest. (The Children's peace-festival at Augsburg.)

Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription, Der sItzet an Der
§o£r)STENStott hats feInDes LIst getILget . 13 . avg. (He

who is seated in the highest has confounded the craft of the

enemy, 13 Aug. dddclliiii = 1704.) g. f. n. (Georg Friedrich

Nurnberger.)

1-8. Van Loon, IV. 433.

MB. M. (lozenge-shaped). Very rare.

A festival was held annually by the children of Augsburg to

commemorate the Peace of Westphalia. In 1704 the feast was

held on the same day as the battle of Hochstadt or Blenheim
;

this medal was therefore made to commemorate both events.

The pun conveyed in the word hochstenstatt with Hochstadt

is evident.
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61. The Peace-Festival at Augsburg, and the Battle

of Blenheim. -^ August, 1704.

A boy and a girl kneeling in prayer on either side of an

altar : above, rays of light enclosing a triangle ; around, des

gerechten gebett uermag uiel . iac . 5. (The prayer of a

righteous man availeth much.

—

St. James, v. 16.) All in a

circle within a square of laurel leaves. Leg. augspurg . kinder

friedenfest . d . 13 . avg . 1704. (The Children's peace-festival

at Augsburg, 13 Aug. 1704.)

Rev. The wind blowing away clouds of dust. Ex. sieg bey

hochstett . d . 13 . aug . 1704. (Victory at Hochstadt, 13

Aug. 1704.) Leg. sie mussen werden wie spreu fur dem
winde . psal . 35. (Let them be as dust before the wind.

—

Psal. xxxv. 5.)

1*1. Van Loon, IV. 433.

MB. M. Very rare.

This piece was struck on the same occasion as the preceding,

and compares the French and the Bavarians to dust driven by

the wind.

62. Battle of Blenheim. -^ August, 1704. Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . R. Below, I. G. L. (Johanil

Gottlieb Lauffer.)

Rev. Pallas, helmeted, holds spear and palm branch, and

stands near a trophy of arms. Leg. res in German feliciter

gestae. (Affairs in Germany prosperously conducted.) Ex.
virtvt et prvdentia reginae. (By the courage and prudence

of the Queen.)

•95.

MB. M. Bare.

Struck at Nuremberg by Lauffer, and imported into England

to be sold in the streets, or to be used as a counter.
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63. Duke of Maelborough. Commandee-in- Chief. 1704.

Bust of Marlborough, I., hair long, in cravat, armour, mantle,

and riband across the breast. Leg. iohn . duke . of . maelb :

PEINCE . OF . THE . EOM : EMPIEE . COM : IN . CHIFE . OF . THE . AEMY

.

OF . THE . ALLIES
. &C.

No reverse.

3-8 by 3-25.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

A plaque, intended to be framed or inlaid in some piece of

furniture. It is probably the work of Norbert Roettier, as it

closely resembles in style his portraits of the Stuart Sovereigns.

(See No. 202, Vol. I. p. 347, &c.) It must have been executed

soon after the battle of Blenheim, after which victory Marl-

borough was elected a Prince of the Holy Roman Empire.

64. Capture of Gibealtae, and Naval Engagement off

Malaga. 1704.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with pearls, lovelock on the

right shoulder, in gown and mantle tied in a knot on the left

shoulder. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bei : fea : et . hib : eeg :

Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Neptune, in his sea chariot, I., presents his trident,

decorated with a crown, and a mural crown to Britannia,

standing upon the shore. Leg. victoele . navales. (Naval

victories.) Ex. calpe . expvg . et . gall . vict . mdcctv.

(Gibraltar taken and the French defeated, 1704.)

1-55. Rapin, iii. 7. Van Loon, IV. 454. Thes. Num.
405.

MB. N. M. M. Not rare.

This medal commemorates the capture of Gibraltar, 24 July

[O. S.] 1704, by Sir George Rooke and Sir Cloudesley Shovel,

and a naval engagement which took place shortly afterwards off

Malaga. Rooke having failed in an attempt upon Barcelona,

and having been joined by Sir Cloudesley Shovel, determined to

attack Gibraltar. He entered the Bay on the 21st July, the bom-
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bardinent of the place commenced on the 23rd July, and the

governor surrendered on the following day. The land forces

used in the attack were commanded by the Prince of Hesse

Darmstadt. Shortly after this event, Rooke, having crossed

over to the coast of Barbary to procure water, observed the

French fleet, under the Comte de Toulouse, sailing towards

Toulon. He immediately followed it, and, after several days'

pursuit, brought it to action off Malaga. A severe fight

ensued, with very heavy loss on both sides : night put an end

to the engagement, and the wind shifting, the French steered

off. Rooke followed, and for some days endeavoured in vain to

induce them to renew the action. The two fleets were nearly

equal in number of ships, but the French were greatly superior

in size, number of men, and weight of metal. The engage-

ment could scarcely be claimed as a victory by either side.

65. Naval Engagement off Malaga. -|~| August, 1704.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. lvdo-

VICUS MAGNUS EEX CHRISTIANISSIMUS.

Rev. Spain, seated on an island in a tranquil sea, rests one

hand on her shield and the other on a low column : Victory,

with a palm branch, hovers over her. Leg. orae hispanicae

securitas. (The security of the Spanish coast.) Ex. anglorum

ET BATAVORUM CLASSE FUGATA AD MALACAM . XXIV . AUGUSTI .

m.dcc.iv. (The English and Dutch fleet put to flight off Malaga,

24 Aug. 1704.)

2-75. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 296. Van Loon, IV. 457.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It is probably

an enlarged copy of the following one. This is the French

memorial of the engagement off Malaga, and, like others of the

official medals, is not in strict accordance with historical facts.

The French were in superior force, and, after a severe engage-

ment with heavy losses on both sides, they were unwilling to

renew the contest. They, however, struck medals claiming a

victory and sang a Te Deum, but, during the remainder of the

war, they did not venture upon another naval action.
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66. Na^val Engagement off Malaga. -|~| August, 1704.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, &c. ; similar to the pre-

ceding. Below, I. MAVGER . F.

Rev. Spain seated on an island, &c. ; similar to the pre-

ceding, but in the distance a ship. On the left is the artist's

initial, m. (Jean Mauger.)

1-6.

MB. M. M.
One of the smaller series of French historical medals of

Louis XIV.

67. Naval Engagement off Malaga. -|-| August, 1704.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding, but

beneath the bust the artist's monogram of t b. (Thomas

Bernard.)

Rev. Spain seated on an island, &c. ; similar to the pre-

ceding, but no artist's initial.

1-6.

MB. M.
One of the same series as the preceding medal ; but the

obverse is by a different artist.

68. Naval Engagement off Malaga.
-|-f

August, 1704.

Bust of Prince Louis of Bourbon, r., hair long, no drapery.

Leg. Louis Alexandre de bourbon comte de toulouse

amiral de france. Below, gayrard . f. (Raymond Gayrard

fecit.)

Rev. Victory, standing, I., in a galley, her foot on a globe,

holds a palm branch and inscribes velez Malaga on a shield,

which is attached to the mast ; at her feet are arms and flags.

Leg. britannis batavis que devictis. (The British and the

Dutch defeated.) gayrard . f. (Raymond Gayrard fecit.) Ex.

xxiv aoust . mdcciv. de puymaurin . d. (Baron de Puymaurin

direxit.)
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2-65.

MB. M. M. Rare.

Prince Louis of Bourbon, Comte de Toulouse, natural son

of Louis XIV., commanded the French fleet in the battle off

Malaga. This medal was struck about the year 1820 by the

Comte d'Artois, afterwards Charles X., in honour of his ancestor.

69. Beitish Victories. 1704.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelocks behind

and on the right shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. ANNA . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below,

p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Muller.)

Rev. Neptune steps from a conch and presents a trident and

a naval crown to Britannia, seated, r., on the sea-shore amid a

pile of arms, and holding a small figure of Victory ; above

is Victory with two wreaths, and near Neptune a trophy, the

shield of which is inscribed, germania servat . gallis bis vict.

(Germany preserved, the French twice defeated.) Leg. maris

IMPERIVM ASSERT . PORTV GIBRALTAR CAPTO . CLASSE GALL .

fvgata. (The empire of the sea has been asserted by the

capture of Gibraltar and by the defeat of the French fleet.)

Ex. viRTVs anglorvm victrix perpetva . 1704. (The valour

of the English is always victorious.)

Edge, gallica nvnc, lvpatis temperet ora frjenis. horat.

(May she now check the mouth of France with a sharp curb.

—

comp. Hor. Car. I. viii. 6, 7.) f. k. (Friederich Kleinert.)

1-75. Rapin, iii. 8. Van Loon, IV. 454. Thes. Num.
406. Lochner, IV. 297.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal was executed at Nuremberg, and is one of the

series issued by Kleinert. (See No. 50, Vol. I. p. 675.) The
victories alluded to are those of Schellenberg and Blenheim, by

which Germany was preserved from the French ; and the cap-

ture of Gibraltar and the fight off Malaga, by which the British

empire of the sea was confirmed. By such reverses it was

hoped that the arrogance and encroachments of France would

be checked.
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70. British Victories. 1704.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, X. (Georg

Hautsch.)

Rev. Britannia, murally crowned, holding an anchor and a

rudder, is seated at the foot of a palm-tree, to which are

suspended three shields, inscribed, de gall et bava ad dona-

WERD.—DE GALL . ET BAVA ITER . AD HOCHSTAD.—GERMANIA

liberata hostib fvgat. ([The victory] over the French and the

Bavarians at Donauwerth ; again over the French and the Bava-

rians at Hochstadt ; Germany delivered by the flight of the

enemy.) In the distance is seen the attack upon Gibraltar,

and a Nereid is approaching Britannia and presenting to her a

naval crown. Leg. dives trivmphis anglia. (England rich in

triumphs.) Ex. freto gaditan . occvpat . classe . gall .

fvgata . mdcciv. (The Straits of Gibraltar occupied, the French

fleet put to flight, 1704.)

Edge, in omni gente, qv^e avdierit nomen tvvm, magnifi-

cabitvr svper te devs Israel, ivdith . xm . 31. (In every nation

which shall hear thy name, the God of Israel shall be magnified

on occasion of thee.

—

Judith, xiii. 31.)

1-6. Bapin, iii. 9. Van Loon, IV. 454. Thes. Num.
407.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal commemorates the same victories as the pre-

ceding. Both dies are cracked.

71. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Protection of

Louis XIV. 1704.

Bust of James, I., hair long, no drapery. Leg. iac . in .

d . g . mag . brit . rex. Below, n. r. (Norbert Boettier.)

Rev. Sun, above sea, dispelling clouds. Leg. virtus . mox .

nubila . pellet. (Virtue will soon dispel the clouds.) Ex.

1704.

1-1. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med. PL xi. 2.
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MB. M. Very rare.

This is the earliest medal of the Prince giving his regal

titles, and was probably intended for circulation amongst his

friends. As it was struck in France, and as the Prince was

under the protection of Louis XIV., the latter, in the form of

the sun, his emblem, may here be said to be dispelling the

clouds which obscured James's prospects. It may, however,

typify that the youthful King would, as a rising sun, dispel the

clouds which had obscured the prospects of his own friends.

72. John Locke. Died, 28 Oct. 1704.

Bust of Locke, three-quarters, I., head facing, in loose robe,

open in front and exposing the shirt. Leg. iohannes locke.

Rev. Justice and Liberty, with their emblems, seated upon

a sarcophagus : on the ground is an infant reading in the

midst of its playthings. Ex. m. 1704. i. d. (J. Dassier.)

1*65. Snelling, xxvi. 5. Mazzuchelli, II. PL cxlvii. 6.

MB. JE.

John Locke, philosopher and theological writer, born 1632,

was educated at Westminster and Oxford. He was much
attached to Lord Ashley, afterwards Earl of Shaftesbury,

through whom he received several minor official appointments.

He resided in Holland during the reign of James II., but

returned to England at the accession of William and Mary.

He died 28 Oct. 1704. The reverse of the medal alludes to

Locke's works upon Toleration and Civil Government, and

also to his work upon the Human Understanding. Eudolphi

(Recentioris Aevi Numis. Virorum de Rebus Med., &c, Dantzig,

1862, p. 219) describes another medal of Locke by Dassier,

with the type of the reverse as above, but with the obverse

slightly varied.

73. John Locke. Died, 28 Oct. 1704.

Bust of Locke, I., hair long, in loose mantle, leaving his

neck bare. Leg. ioannes lock. Below, Jac. Roettiers.
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Rev. Inscription, mens habitat molem. virg. geok. m.dcc-

xxxix. (Mind inhabits the mass.— Virg. Georg.,.1739.)

2-1.

MB. JR. Very rare.

This medal was executed about the year 1731 in compliment

to the memory of Locke, probably at the expense of Mr. Thomas
Hammond, who certainly ordered one of Newton by the same

artist. The dies are in the British Museum. No such expres-

sion as that quoted on the reverse occurs in the Georgics, but

in the Aeneid, vi. 727, is Mens agitat molem.

74. John Locke. Died, 28 Oct. 1704.

Bust of Locke, r., hair long, in shirt with open collar, and

coat. Leg. Johannes locke. Below, caunois . f.

Rev. Inscription, natus weingtoni peope beistolium in

anglia . an . M.DC.xxxii . obiit an . m.dcc.iv. (Born at Wring-

ton, near Bristol, in England, 1632 ; died, 1704.) Ex. series

NUMISMATICA UNIVERSALIS VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM. M.DCGC.XIX. DURAND EDIDIT.

1-6.

MB. M.
One of the medallic series executed at Paris of illustrious

persons of all countries. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.) Two dies

were made for the obverse of this medal ; the other has the

artist's name on the truncation.

75. Gioegio Baglivi. 1704.

Bust of Baglivi, r., hair curly, in plain falling collar, doublet

buttoned, and cloak. Leg. g . baglivus . med . in . bom .

archil . p . et . soc . beg . lond . coll. (Giorgio Baglivi,

Physician, Professor at the Chief College at Borne, and Fellow

of the Royal Society of London.) Behind, s v. (Ferdinand

St. Urban.)

Rev . A tripod encircled by a snake, between a mortar, retort,

and other implements of medicine, &c. Leg. vnam . faciemvs .

vtramqve. (We shall make them both one.) Ex. mdcciiii.
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1-55. Kluyskens, Vol. I. p. 35.

MB. M. St. Petersburg, M. Very rare.

Giorgio Baglivi, an illustrious physician, born at Ragusa in

1669, studied at Padua and Bologna, settled at Rome, and was

aj>pointed professor of anatomy at the College of La Sapienza.

He was also a Fellow of the Royal Society of London, being

elected in 1698. He died in 1707. This medal was struck in

his lifetime, a proof of the high reputation he had acquired,

especially by combining the study of medicine with the true

and rational principles of natural philosophy ; an union which

suggested the type of the reverse.

76. John Ray. Died, 17 Jan. 1705.

Bust of Ray, three-quarters, I., hair long, in clerical bands

and robes ; within a raised border of flowers.

Rev. A monumental urn under a weeping willow: jet. 77.

Ex. Ino ray . FES . NAT 1627 . obt . 1704.

2-1 by 1-7.

MB. M< Hunter, M. J. Sanders, M. Rare.

Cast, chased, and in high relief, and supposed to be the work

of Gaab (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 23). The specimens of this

medal in the British Museum and in the Hunter collection give

the type of the obverse only : that formerly belonging to Mr.

Sanders is now in Germany. John Ray or Wray (as he at one

time spelt his name), the naturalist, was the son of a black-

smith, and was born at Black-Notley in Essex, 29 Nov. 1627,

and died there, 17 Jan. 1705. He wras the author of various

works upon Natural History, and may be considered as the

founder of true principles of classification in the vegetable and

animal kingdoms. The border of flowers on the obverse alludes

to Ray's fondness for Botany. He took orders at the Restora-

tion, but never held any clerical preferment.

77. Projects of Peace. 1705.

Three short pillars or cippi united by a chain ; one, sur-

mounted by a laurel wreath, is inscribed, pvgna terrestri

vol. II. t
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11 . ivl . et xiii . avg. (In the battle on land, 11 July and 13

Aug.) ; another, surmounted by a mural crown, is inscribed,

AVGVSTA VLMA LANDAV TRARBACH GIBRALTAR ALIISQVE RECEPTIS.

(Augsburg, Ulm, Landau, Trarbach, Gibraltar, and other places

taken) ; the third, surmounted by a naval crown, is inscribed,

pvgna navali . ^jjf avgvsti. (In the naval action,
-f-|

August.)

Ex. annvs mdcciv. (The year 1704—) Leg. germanis anglis

BATAVIS FELICISSIM9
. GALLIS HISPANIS BAVARIS INFELICISS. ( to

the Germans, English, and Dutch most prosperous : to the

French, Spaniards, and Bavarians most unprosperous.)

Rev. Inscription, lvdovico magno qvi bavaris debellatis

GALLIS TOTIES DEVICTIS SOCls ELECTORIB9 BIS SVBACTIS GER-

MANIS ANGLIS BATAVIS TRIVMPHANTIBVS SVIS CLASSIBVS FVGATIS

ET INCENSIS A FOEDERATIS, PACEM EXPECTAT PETIT ANNO MDCCV.

(To Louis the Great, who, after the Bavarians were defeated,

the French so often subdued, his Electoral allies twice beaten,

the Germans, English, and Dutch victorious, his own fleets

put to flight and burnt by the Allies, awaits and sues for peace

in the year 1705.)

2. Eapin, iv. 1. Van Loon, V. 4. Thes. Num. 439.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal is by Christian Wermuth, and is described in his

Catalogue, 1713, No. 4, p. 33. It commemorates the events

of the year 1704, so prosperous to the Allies, but so disastrous

to the French, and the endeavours made by Louis XIV. early

in 1705 to obtain a peace. In order that he should not appear

as the originator of the scheme, Louis suggested that the

proposals should be submitted by Switzerland to the Allies.

The attempt, however, failed, partly on account of the jealousy

which existed between the Catholic and Protestant Cantons,

and partly because the Allies, who had received information

of the negotiations, showed no disposition to accept the con-

ditions which were to be offered to them. The inscription on

the reverse is a sarcastic retort upon Louis XIV. for a medal

which he ordered to be made in 1679, upon the Peace of

Nimeguen of the previous year (See Van Loon, III. 258), and

which was restruck in 1697 and the date altered to apply to the

Peace of Ryswick. (See No. 471, p. 178.)
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78, Projects of Peace. 1705.

Three short pillars or cippi, &c. ; same as the preceding.

' Leg. GERMANIS ANGLIS BATAVIS FELICISSM9
.—GALLIS HISPANIS

PAVAR (sic). INFELICISSIM9
.

Bev. Inscription, lvdovicvs magn9 a svis habit9 mox parws

ERIT TOT GALLOR . BAVARORVMQ . MILLIBVS OCCISIS ET CAPTIS

PRIVATVS TOT VRBIBVS CASTELLISQVE DEVICTIS ET SVBACTIS

EXVTVS TOT CLASSIVM SVARVM NAVIBVS INCENSIS ET FVGATIS

SPOLIATVS A GERMANIS ANGLIS BATAVIS VBIQVE SVPERATVS HIS-

PANIS FRVSTRA IMPONENS A TOTA FERE EVROPA FOEDERATA

HACTENVS SPRETA COACTVS PACEM PETET VIX IMPETRABIT ANNO

mdccv. (Louis, deemed the Great by his own people, will soon

become small ; deprived of so many thousand Frenchmen and

Bavarians slain and taken prisoners, stripped of so many cities

and fortresses conquered and subdued, despoiled of so many
ships of his fleets by their being burnt and put to flight, con-

quered everywhere by the Germans, English, and Dutch, in

vain imposing on the Spaniards, and compelled by the hitherto

despised Confederation of nearly all Europe, he will seek for

peace and scarcely will obtain it in the year 1705.)

2.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This medal is also by Christian "Wermuth, and is described

in his Catalogue, 1713, No. 5, p. 34. The inscription on the

reverse is slightly varied from that on the preceding medal, but

is of the same import.

79. The French Lines forced in Brabant and Flanders.

1705.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

D G . MAG • BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, I. BOSEAM . F.

Same as Nos. 20, 21, 33, 48.

Bev. The Duke of Marlborough, on horseback, commanding

at an attack on the French lines ; the city of Namur in the

t 2
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distance. Leg. fortes . fortvna . ivvat. (Fortune favours

the brave.

—

Ter. Phor. Act i. Sc. iv. 26.) Ex. fossis . fallisq

(sic) . host . svperatis . in . br . et . fl . cidiqccv. (The trenches

and palisades of the enemy forced in Brabant and Flanders,

1705.)

1*7. Rapin, iii. 10. Van Loon, V. 17. Thes. Num.
537.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal commemorates the passage of the boasted and

formidable lines, which the French had been three years

constructing, and which extended from Namur to Antwerp.

By a series of most skilled manoeuvres Villeroy was deceived,

and Marlborough, on the y^- July, forced his lines near Tirle-

mont, and the French were compelled to beat a precipitate

retreat. The lines in Flanders were near Fort St. Philip, and

were forced by Baron Spar on the 4 A^ , 1705.

80. Duke of Marlborough. Successes. 1705.

Bust of Marlborough, r., hair long, in figured armour, em-

broidered mantle, and riband across the breast. Leg. ioh :

DVX DE MARLBOROVGH MARCH : DE BLANFORD : S . R . I . PR .

E . CAMPIMARES . GENER . EXERCIT' ANGLICI CAPITAN . GENERAL .

in German. (John, .Duke of Marlborough, Marquess of Bland-

ford, Prince of the Holy Roman Empire, and Field Marshal

General, Captain-General of the English Army in Germany.)

On truncation, c. wermuth . f.

Rev. Inscription, TV DVX ET AVTOR ES TV NOS ABDVCIS

AB ISTRO IN MEDIAQVE HOSTIS DAS REGIONE LOCVM .

OVID . MDCCV. (You are our General and Commander; you

lead us from the Danube, and give us a settlement in the midst

of the enemy's country.

—

Ovid. 1705.)

1-65. Snelling, xxii. 7. Rapin, iii. 11. Van Loon, V.

18. Thes. Num. 544.

MB. lead. Hunter, M. Very rare.

This medal, by Christian Wermuth, is published in his
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Catalogue, 1713, No. 22, p. 22. It was struck whilst the

Germans were still exulting over Marlborough's movements
from the Danube to the Moselle, and about the time of his

success in passing the French lines in Brabant. The in-

scription on the reverse is adopted, with some variation, from

Ovid, Trist. Lib. iv. Eleg. x. 119, 120.

81. George Augustus, Electoral Prince of Hanover,
and Princess Caroline of Anspach. Marriage.

22 August -trjftx
2 September' 1,uo '

Bust of Prince George, v., hair very long, in armour, mantle

over the left shoulder, and riband across the breast. Leg.

GEORG . AUG . PRINC . ELECTORAL . BR & L. (George Augustus,

Electoral Prince of Brunswick and Luneburg.) Ex. flammae
felices. (Happy are the nuptials— ) Below, e. hannibal.

Rev. Bust of Princess Caroline, r., hair confined by strings

of pearls and bandeau, lovelock behind, in mantle fastened by

a string of jewels over the shoulder. Leg. wilhel . carol .

march . brand. (Wilhelmina Caroline, Margravine of Branden-

burg.) Ex. qvas mvtvvs excitat ardor. (—which a mutual

affection kindles.) Below, e. hannibal.

2-55.

MB. N. Rare.

This and the following medal commemorate the marriage of

the Electoral Prince of Hanover, afterwards George II. of

England, with the daughter of John Frederick, Margrave of

Brandenburg-Anspach, afterwards Queen Caroline, at the palace

of Herrenhausen, Hanover.

82. George Augustus, Electoral Prince of Hanover,

and Princess Caroline of Anspach. Marriage.
22 August -jrrrjK

2 September' -"-'WO.

Bust of Prince George, r., &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Leg. GEORG . AVG . PRINC . ELECTORAL . BR & L. Ex. FLAMMAE

felices. On truncation, Hannibal. (Ehrenreich Hannibal.)
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Rev. Bust of Princess Caroline, r., &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Edge, connvbio ivncti hernhvsae . ann . mdccv . n . sept.

(United in marriage at Herrenhausen, 2 Sept. 1705.)

2-55. Thes. Num. 520.

MB. M. Rare.

83. Barcelona taken. -^ October, 1705.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, r., hair very long, in armour,

mantle, collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg. carolvs .

in . d . g . rex hispan . arch . avst. (Charles III., by the

grace of God, King of Spain, Archduke of Austria.) On trun-

cation, p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.)

Rev. Barcelona kneeling, I., presents a mural crown to Charles,

habited as a Roman Emperor ; Victory crowns him with laurel,

and Plenty descends with her cornucopia ; distant city. Leg.

expectato vindici l^ta se svbiicit. (She cheerfully submits

to her expected Protector.) Ex. Barcelona d . 14 . oct .

1705.

Edge, res poscit opem et conspirat amice. (The State re-

quests aid and amicably coalesces.

—

cornp. Hor. de Art. Poet.

411.)

1-7. Van Loon, V. 19. Thes. Num. 525.

MB. M. Rare.

In May, 1705, the Earl of Peterborough was despatched to

Spain, with 5,000 men, to assist in placing the Archduke of

Austria upon the throne, in opposition to the Bourbon Prince

of France. The romantic siege and capture of Barcelona were

the first-fruits of the campaign. The garrison was French,

but the inhabitants, who were friendly to Charles, requested

his assistance, and joyfully received him as their deliverer from

the tyranny of their governor, Don Francisco Velasco, whose

life they would have taken had he not been protected by the

Earl of Peterborough himself. The treaty of capitulation was

signed on the
9 ^ ', and the garrison marched out on the -^

October.
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84. Barcelona taken. -^ October, 1705.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, r., laureate, hair long, in

armour, mantle, collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg.

CAROLVS . Ill . D . G . HISPANIARVM . REX.

Rev. Barcelona bombarded by sea and land. Leg. magno-

rvm . haec . porta . laborvm. (This is the opening to great

exploits.) Ex. BARCINO . CAPTA . PRID . EID . OCT . CIDIOCCV.

(Barcelona taken, 14 Oct. 1705.) i. b. f. (Jan Boskam fecit.)

1-75. Van Loon, V. 19. Thes. Num. 526.

MB. M. Bare.

Barcelona was protected on one side by the sea and on the

other by the strong fortifications of the hill Montjuich. By a

skilful and courageous manoeuvre Peterborough assailed and

captured those fortifications and the city immediately capitu-

lated. After the taking of Barcelona the towns of Tarragona,

Tortosa, Lerida, San Mateo, Gerona, and other places were

speedily secured for Charles, as was also the province of

Valencia and its capital. Barcelona was thus the opening to

great successes.

85. Jubilee of the University of Frankfort.

-||- April, 1706.

Bust of Frederick William, Prince of Prussia, I., hair

long, in armour and mantle passing over the right shoulder.

Leg. frid . wilh . i . d . g . regn : borvss . HiER. (Frederick

William I., by the grace of God, heir to the Kingdom of

Prussia.) On truncation, c. wermvth.

Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription, in doctorem ivris pro-

MOTVS OXONII CVM DVCE DE BEDFORD . COMITE A PLEYMOUTH .

BARON . DE SPANHEIM - GRANEN - ET GRANVILLE . DOM . BONET .

EQ . BARONET ET QVATVOR . NOBILIBVS SENIORIBVS PARLAMENTI

ASSESSORIBVS CVM ENCAENIA SECVLARIA CELEBRARET aCaDeMIa
franCfVrt . apr . xxvi . d.d.d . c . w. (Made Doctor of Laws of

Oxford with the Duke of Bedford, the Earl of Plymouth, Barons

Spanheim, Craven, and Granville, the Lord Bonet, [Sir
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William Glynn] Baronet, and four nobles, senior members of

Parliament, on the celebration of the anniversary festival of the

University of Frankfort, 26 April, mdccvi — 1706. This medal

is presented and dedicated by Christian Wermuth.)

1-25. Thes. Num. 573.

MB. pewter. Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

The medal is described in Christian Wermuth' s Catalogue,

1713, No. 278, p. 12.

The University of Frankfort, intending to commemorate

the completion of its second century, invited the Protestant

Universities of Europe to take part in the celebration on its

anniversary, -|-§- April, 1706. Cambridge sent a deputation of

five members to assist in the ceremony, and to convey con-

gratulatory orations and verses. Oxford sent similar compo-

sitions, and conferred an honorary degree upon the hereditary

Prince of Prussia, who was, for the occasion, "Rector Magni-

ficentissimus
'

' at Frankfort. Those who received the honorary

degree of d.c.l. at the same time as the Prince of Prussia

were Henry Duke of Beaufort (not Bedford, as stated on the

medal), Other Earl of Plymouth, Baron Spanheim Ambassador

Extraordinary from Prussia to Great Britain, Christian Grabe

Privy-Councillor to the King of Prussia, William Lord Craven,

John Lord Granville, Louis Frederick Bonet Ambassador for

Prussia at the Court of England, Sir William Glynn Bart., and

Honor Nic. Leake, Charles Goring, Henry Pinnell, and George

Morley, Esquires. The last four mentioned were not all

members of Parliament.

86. Barcelona relieved. y^ May. 1706.

Bust of Anne, I., hair tied in a knot at the top of the head,

lovelock on the left shoulder, in gown with straps on the

shoulder, and mantle. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et .

hib : reg. Below, croker. (John Croker.) Same as No. 49.

Rev. The city and harbour of Barcelona : above, the sun

eclipsed. Leg. Barcelona . lib . gallis . fvg. (Barcelona re-

lieved, the French put to flight.) Ex. i . maii . mdccvi.
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1-35. Eapin, iii. 12. Van Loon, V. 22. Thes. Num.

582.

MB. M. (two varieties), M. Common.

The obverse of this medal presents the same varieties as

No. 49.

The French party determined to regain possession of Bar-

celona, and Philip himself, with the assistance of Marshal de

Tesse and 30,000 troops, and of the French fleet under the

Comte de Toulouse, commenced a vigorous attack, and reduced

the place to great extremities. When, however, notice was

received of the approach of the British and Dutch fleets under

Admirals Leake and Byng, and of the arrival of the Earl of

Peterborough with reinforcements from Valencia, the Comte de

Toulouse hoisted sail and escaped into Toulon. The besieging

army, a few days afterwards, also took the alarm, and on the

1st of May, whilst the sun was under a total eclipse, they broke

up, leaving behind them most of their cannon and mortars,

with vast quantities of all sorts of ammunition and provisions.

This medal, having been executed in England, is dated after

the old style.

87. Baecelona believed, y^- May, 1706.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, r., hair very long, in armour,

mantle, collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg. carolvs .

in . d . g . eex hispan . arch . avst. On truncation, P. H. M.

(Philipp Heinrich Miiller.) Same as No. 83.

Rev. The city, harbour, and pier of barcellon., and the

abandoned cannon, &c, of the besiegers : above, the sun

eclipsed. Leg. vnivs liberatio altebivs oppressio. (The

deliverance of one, the eclipse of the other.) Ex. fvga gall .

et eclips .- eod . die . 12 . maii . 1706. (The flight of the

French and the eclipse on the same day, 12 May, 1706.)

Edge, o nimivm dilecte deo, tibi militat jetheb. (O, well-

beloved of God, Heaven fights for you.

—

comp. Claud. De III.

Cons. Honor. 96, 97.)

1-7. Van Loon, V. 22. Thes. Num. 578.

MB. pewter. Bare.
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Charles was himself present in Barcelona, and being con-

sequently in great danger of falling into the hands of the

enemy, he would naturally feel grateful that Heaven had

interfered and fought for him. He gave orders for a medal to

be struck suitable to the occasion ; one of which, set round

with diamonds, he presented to Sir John Leake, the English

Admiral. Whether this, or one of those mentioned hereafter,

was the one presented does not appear. That an augury

should be drawn from so unusual a phenomenon as an eclipse

at such a moment was not surprising, and that which suggested

itself to the Allies was a favourable one. "As the well-known

device of Louis XIV. was a sun in splendour, an eclipse,

occurring on the day when his troops were actually in retreat,

could portend nothing else than the annihilation of the affairs

of France in the Spanish kingdom." (Wyon, Hist, of Gt. Brit,

during the Reign of Queen Anne, 1876, Vol. I. p. 429.)

88. Baecelona believed. -^ May, 1706.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, r., hair long, in plain neck-

bands, armour, collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg.

CAROLVS III . D . G . HISP : ET IND : REX.

Rev. View of Barcelona : above, the sun eclipsed. Leg. vni

nvnc impab cvi militat jether. (Now unequal to one for

whom Heaven fights.) Ex. barcellona libebata d . xii . malt .

mdccvi. (Barcelona relieved, 12 May, 1706.)

1-25. Van Loon, V. 22. Thes. Num. 580.

Gotha, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. cast. Very rare.

This medal is by Christian Wermuth, and is described in his

Catalogue, 1713, No. 255, p. 10.

It is similar in sentiment to the preceding, but with a more

direct reference to Louis XIV., who, with the sun for his device,

adopted with it the motto " Nee pluribus impar." It is now

retorted that he is unequal to one for whom Heaven interposes,

and the eclipsed sun is introduced as an illustration. Charles

ordered all the damaged cannon left by the besiegers to be

recast, and decorated with an eclipse, and the motto " Magna

parvis obscurantur.'''' (Great bodies are obscured by small ones.)
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89. Barcelona relieved, y^ May, 1706.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, v., hair long, in plain neck-

bands, armour, collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg.

CAROLVS III D . G . HISP . ET INDIA REX.

Rev. The city and harbour of Barcelona. Leg. barcellona

gall . erepta . 1705. (Barcelona rescued from the French,

1705.) Ex. fortiter contra eosd . defensa . 1706. (Bravely

defended against the same, 1706.)

1. Van Loon, V. 22. Thes. Num. 581.

MB. M. Bare.

This is a small counter. The reverse is similar to Croker's

medal (No. 86), omitting the eclipse. It commemorates the

capture of Barcelona in 1705, as well as its defence in 1706.

90. Barcelona relieved. y^ May, 1706.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, r., laureate, hair long, in scale

armour, with lion's head on the shoulder, mantle, collar and

badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg. carol . in . hisp . ind .

ETC . REX . VINDICATA A DEO SOCIISQ . JUSTITIA . EJECIT MON-

stra. (Charles III., King of Spain, India, &c, the justice of

his cause having been vindicated by God and the Allies, has

expelled the monsters.) On truncation, m. smeltzing.

Rev. Jason, trampling upon the fallen Dragon, holds up the

Golden Fleece under the pomegranate-tree ; on his head has

perched the Imperial Eagle ; a cardinal holding a cross and

removing a mask from his face, an executioner carrying his axe

and a decapitated head, and numerous frogs or toads are all in

hasty flight, leaving on the ground a club, a torch, and a French

cornucopia filled with money. In the distance is barcelone,

and the English fleet. Leg. nec vires nec virus habent.

(They have neither strength nor poison.) Ex. m.dccvi.

1-85. Van Loon, V. 22. Thes. Num. 579.

MB. M. Very rare.

The King of Spain was Grand-Master of the Order of the

Golden Fleece. Charles is represented as Jason, destroying
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the French Dragon, and seizing upon the Fleece as symbolizing

the power and wealth of Spain. The Cardinal is Portocarrero,

Archbishop of Toledo, who had persuaded the late King to

bequeath the kingdom to the Duke of Anjou ; the executioner

is an allusion to the cruelties practised by the French party

upon the citizens ; and the club and the cornucopia, lying

on the ground, allude to the arms, ammunition, and treasure

abandoned by the French, when they raised the siege. By the

death of the Dragon and the escape of the reptiles, the enemy

has neither strength nor venom remaining.

91. Barcelona relieved, y^ May, 1706.

Bust of Charles III. of Spain, r., partly turned away from

the spectator, laureate, hair very long, in armour and mantle.

Leg. CAROLVS . Ill . HISPANIAR . ET indiar . REX . cathol. On
truncation, monogram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

Rev. Charles, armed, protects Barcelona supplicating assist-

ance, and menaces Philip, who throws away his arms and flies.

Leg. tvtori ac conservatori svo. (To her protector and pre-

server.) Ex. BARCELLONA AB OBSID . IRRIT . DVCIS ANDEGAV .

liberata . 12 maii . 1706. (Barcelona relieved from the un-

successful siege of the Duke of Anjou, 12 May, 1706.) g. f. n.

(Georg Friedrich Nurnberger.)

1-7. Van Loon, V. 22. Thes. Num. 577.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was dedicated by Barcelona to Charles III. as her

protector and preserver : it does not mention Great Britain, but

it commemorates an event effected by her means.

92. Battle of Bamillies.
-J~|

May, 1706.

Bust of Anne, I., hair tied in a knot at the top of the head,

lovelock on the left shoulder, in gown with straps on the

shoulder, and mantle. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et .

hib : reg. Below, croker. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 49, 86.
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Rev. Two Fames, with trumpets, hold a map of the con-

quered provinces : a town in the distance. Leg. gallis . ad .

ramellies . victis . xn . maii . mdccvi. (The French defeated

at Eamillies, 12 May, 1706.) Ex. flandr : et . brabant :

recept. (Flanders and Brabant recovered.)

1-35. Eapin,iv. 7. Van Loon, V. 33. Thes. Num. 585.

MB. M. (two varieties). Not uncommon.

The obverse of this medal is varied as Nos. 49, 86.

It commemorates the battle of Eamillies, by which the

French were so completely disorganized and dismayed that

Flanders and Brabant were abandoned almost without a strug-

gle, and acknowledged Charles of Austria as their legitimate

sovereign. The Allies were commanded by Marlborough and

Overkirk, and the French by Villeroy, who was so anxious to

keep to himself all the glory of a victory, and at the same time

so confident of success, that he determined to attack the Allies

before the arrival of Marsin, already on his march from Alsace

with considerable reinforcements to join him. Marlborough's

humanity to his prisoners was conspicuous on this occasion,

and drew a just and generous eulogium from a French writer :

" He always showed the utmost attention to his prisoners, and

set the example of that humanity which has since soothed the

horrors and calamities of war." (Duclos, Mem. Sec. sur le Regne

cle Louis XIV. dc., Paris, 1864, Vol. I. p. 123.)

93. Battle of Eamillies. -|-| May, 1706.

Cavalry and infantry pursuing defeated foes near a town.

Below, GALL . BAV . ET . HISPAN . APUD . RAMELIVM . UNO .

PR^ELIO . VEL . CAPTIS . VEL . DELETIS . VEL . FUGAT . 1706.

(The French, the Bavarians, and the Spaniards taken, killed,

or put to flight in one battle near Eamillies.) Leg. de . male .

QU^SITIS . NON . GAUDET . TERTIUS . ILERES DEN XXIII MAIUS.

(The third generation does not rejoice in ill-gotten wealth

—

23 May.)

Rev. Britannia, holding an orb, unites hands with Holland,

holding a staff with a cap of Liberty ; they stand between two
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laurel-wreathed columns supporting the busts of Marlborough

and Overkirk, and inscribed mar, ouw. Near Britannia is

crouched her Unicorn, and near Holland her Lion. Below,

CONCORDIA . ANGL . ET . BAT . BRABANT . ET . FLAND LEGITIMO

domino res. (By the alliance of England and Holland Brabant

and Flanders restored to their legitimate monarch.) Leg. hoc

PRiEF . PATRIAM SERVO—HOC DUCE REGEM . FIRMO—INTAMINATIS

fulgent honoribus. (Under this command I preserve my
country—Under this leading I establish the King—They shine

with unsullied honours.

—

comp. Hor. Car. III. ii. 18.)

2-8. Bapin, iv. 4. Van Loon, V. 33.

P. H. Yan Gelder, M. cast. Extremely rare.

The obverse represents the successful attack upon the extreme

right of the French, by which the whole of that wing was driven

in confusion behind the village of Ramillies. The legend alludes

to the short possession which the French party had retained

of Brabant and Flanders, and was the expression of an almost

universal feeling that ill-gotten gains are of short duration.

The reverse records the cordial alliance of England and Holland,

and its consequences under the conduct of their respective

generals, Marlborough and Overkirk, who both personally, by

great acts of bravery, contributed much to the success of the

day.

94. Victories of Marlborough. 1704-6.

Bust of Marlborough, r., hair long, in armour and riband

across the breast. Leg. ioh . p . d . marlburgius. This por-

trait is on a small medallion having, as supporters, Hercules

and Mars ; above, hovers Fame with a trumpet, a laurel wreath,

and two mural crowns ; underneath is a trophy, the shield of

which is inscribed, victor shallem hogstet rammel. (Vic-

torious at Schellenberg, Hochstadt, and Ramillies.) Leg.

aequat marlburgius ambos. (Marlborough equals both, i. e.

Hercules and Mars.) All within a decorative border, in which

are four emblematical devices : viz. on one side, two quivers ;

on the other, a club and a cornucopia ; above, two French
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sceptres and a mural crown reversed ; below, laurel and palm

branches within a mural crown.

No reverse.

2-75.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This is a plaque, and was probably executed in Germany,

and intended for the lid of a box. It commemorates the

hitherto principal victories of Marlborough. Its date was,

perhaps, in the summer of 1706, as the battle of Ramillies,

which took place -|-§- May, is the last exploit mentioned.

95. Battle of Eamillies, and Conquest or Brabant, &c.
27May

17Q6
7 June' x

'
uu '

Bust of Marlborough, three-quarters, ?*., head facing, pro-

fusion of hair, in lace cravat, armour, collar and George of the

Garter. Leg. ioh .d.g.s.r.i.pr.d. marl . exerc .

angl . c . G. Below, * , the mark of Georg Hautsch. Same as

No. 51.

Rev. Mars, carrying in one hand the shields of Brabant,

Flanders, and the Marquisate of Antwerp, and in the other a

trophy of captured arms, marches, L, rapidly over prostrate

foes. Leg. pretivm non vile laborvm. (No worthless re-

ward of his labours.) Ex. gallis acie devictis . brabantia .

FLANDR, ET . ANTWERP . XV . DIER . SP . EREPT . 1706. (The

French defeated in battle, Brabant, Flanders, and Antwerp

rescued in the space of fifteen days.)

Edge, marte ferox, et vinci nescivs armis. rata. (Fierce

in battle, and ignorant of defeat in arms.— Virgil.)

1*45. Snelling, xxii. 8. Bapin, iv. 6. Van Loon, V. 33.

Thes. Num. 587.

MB. M. pewter (two varieties). Bare.

There are two varieties of the reverse of this medal differing

but very slightly. It was struck in honour of Marlborough,

who, in the space of fifteen days after the battle of Ramillies,

secured, for the Archduke Charles, Brabant, Flanders, and the

city of Antwerp, the siege of which place he had calculated

would delay him a month. The edge anticipates the remark
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made at the close of the Duke of Marlborough's career, that

he never besieged a fortress which he did not take, nor fought a

battle which he did not gain. The quotation on the edge is

not from Virgil but from Ovid, Epist. II. ix. 45.

96. Battle of Eamillies, and Conquest of Brabant, &c.
27 May - „nR
7j^Te> 170b.

Bust of Anne, /., hair tied behind by riband and in a knot at

the top of the head, lovelock on the right shoulder, in mantle

fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna d . g . mag . be . fe .

ET . HIB . EEGINA.

Rev. Victory with a palm branch and a mural crown rushing,

I., across a plain, with a city in the distance ; behind, a trophy

of captured arms, with a shield inscribed, clades galloe . in

beab . 23 . mai. (The defeat of the French in Brabant, 23 May.)

Ex. XII . VEBES CVM PEOVINCIIS INTEA XV . D : EECEPT^ . 1706.

(Twelve cities with their Provinces retaken within fifteen days,

1706.) Leg. cvea pvgnacis facta mineevae. (Effected by

the care of the warlike Minerva.) Around are twelve shields

inscribed, bevssella, lovanivm, mechlinia, lieea, damivm,

ANTVEEPIA, GANDAVIVM, FVENA, BBVGJE, ALOSTVM, ALDENAEDA,

athvm. (Brussels, Louvain, Malines, Lierre, Damme, Antwerp,

Ghent, Furnes, Bruges, Alost, Oudenarde, and Ath.)

1-7. Bapin, iv. 9. Van Loon, V. 39. Thes. Num, 536.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal specifies some of the places, the surrender of

which resulted from the battle of Eamillies in the short space

of fifteen days, and which were only alluded to in the preceding

medal. Ath was probably added to make up a dozen, but

it was not actually taken till ^OdH* Anne is the warlike

Minerva under whose auspices these victories were obtained.

97. Victoeies of Anne over Louis XIV. 1706.

Anne, armed as Minerva, overthrows Louis XIV., armed

as a Roman warrior, and waves over him a branch of palm.
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Leg. lvdovicvs magnvs . anna maior. (Louis the Great, Anne

the Greater.)

Rev. Victory with a palm branch and a mural crown, &c.
;

same as the preceding.

Edge, dominvs tradidit evm in manvs fcemin^e. ivmth . xvr.c.

(The Almighty Lord hath delivered him into the hands of a

woman.

—

comp. Judith, xvi. 6.)

1-7. Eapin, iv. 10. Van Loon, V. 89.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

One object of the medallist is to satirize Louis for assuming

the title of magnvs, and scoffing him with having been defeated

by a woman. If he was "great," Anne was "greater," as

her arms had everywhere proved victorious over him. The
medal at the same time does not omit to ascribe the success to

Divine power.

98. Victories of Anne over Louis XIV. 1706.

Anne, armed as Minerva, overthrows Louis XIV., armed as a

Koman warrior, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A tower besieged ; Abimelech smitten with a stone

thrown by a woman from the top of the tower, and calling upon
a soldier to slay him. Leg. percvte me ne dicatvr qvod a

femina interfectvs sim. ivdic . c . 9. (Slay me, that men say

not of me, A woman slew him.

—

Judges, ix. 54.)

Edge. Same as the preceding.

1-7. Rapin, iv. 11. Van Loon, V. 39.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Rare.

This again is a sarcasm upon Louis XIV. for his having

been defeated by Anne, who is upon these medals compared to

Judith who destroyed Holofernes, and to the woman who slew

Abimelech.

99. Barcelona relieved, and Conquest of Brabant. 1706.

Philip, on horseback, flying, I., drops his crown, and is terri-

fied at seeing an infant genius eclipse the sun by interposing

VOL. II. u
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the shield of Austria : Barcelona in the distance. Leg. sous

eclipsis . d . 12 . mm. (The eclipse of the sun, 12 May.) Ex.

BARCELLONA OBSIDIONE LIBERATA PHILIPPO ANDEGAV . EX HISP .

fvgato. (Barcelona delivered from siege by the flight of Philip

of Anjou from Spain.) Below, * , the mark of Georg Hautsch.

Rev. Supplicant cities present their keys to Marlborough on

horseback in the field of battle. Leg. victoriarvm impetvs.

(The impetuosity of his conquests.) Ex. svb dvce marlebvrg .

VICTORE PERPETVO . GALL . PROFLIGATIS BRABANTIA ET FLANDRIA

EREPTiE . mdccvi. (Under the command of Marlborough, always

victorious, Brabant and Flanders have been rescued from the

defeated French, 1706.)

Edge, sic sol crescentes decedens dvplicat vmbras. virg.

(Thus the setting sun lengthens the increasing shadows.

—

comp. Virg. Eclog. ii. 67.) f. k. (Friedrich Kleinert.)

1-8. B,apin, iv. 2. Van Loon, V. 33. Thes. Num. 582.

Lochner, III. 409.

MB. 2R,. (with and without inscribed edge). Bare.

One of the series of medals issued by Friedrich Kleinert at

Nuremberg. (See No. 50, Vol. I. p. 675.)

The obverse celebrates the relief of Barcelona and the flight

of Philip V. and his army to the French frontier, in which

they scarcely paused until they reached Perpignan ; and also

the eclipse of the sun at the moment of their departure. The

reverse alludes to the conquests of Marlborough, of whom it

has been said, that no commander displayed more promptitude

and activity in prosecuting his success. The edge compares

the declining power of France to the setting sun.

100. Successes of the Allies in Spain and Brabant. 1706.

A radiant sun with human face, surmounted by the crown of

Spain ; amidst its rays are three other crowns indicating the

Empire, England, and Holland. Leg.—
MIT GOTT DVRCH M . O . G . VND L,

WIRDS DA VND DORTEN WIEDER HELL.

(With God, by Marlborough, Overkirk, Galway, and Leake, it

shall again shine abroad.)
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Rev. The sun eclipsed : at each corner is an inscription, Bar-

celona LIBERATA A . 1706 . 12 . MAI . ECLIPSIS SOLIS.—MADRITVM

OCCVP .m . MAI.

—

beabantia occvp .m . MAI.—TIRLEMONT . CLADES .

m . mai. (Barcelona relieved and the eclipse of the sun, 12

May, 1706 ;—Madrid occupied, May ;—Brabant occupied, May
;

—Defeat at Tirlernont, May.) Underneath, a drooping lily,

and the artist's initials, g. f. n. (Gteorg Friedrich Niirnberger.)

2-1. Eapin, iv. 5. Van Loon, V. 33. Thes. Num. 643.

MB. M. (lozenge-shaped). Very rare.

Executed at Nuremberg. The coincidence of the eclipse of

the sun with the relief of Barcelona is referred to in the

previous medal. The occupation of Madrid was effected by the

Earl of Galway, but not in May, as stated on this medal, as that

general did not reach the capital till -|~|- June, through want of

information of the movements of the Earl of Peterborough at

Barcelona. (See the following medal.) Brabant, as has been

stated, was occupied in consequence of the battle of Kamillies,

sometimes called the battle of Tirlernont, where Marlborough

and Overkirk commanded. Leake commanded the fleet which

relieved Barcelona.

101. Successes op the Allies in Spain and Brabant. 1706.

A segment of the globe marked Europe ; above, clouds

obscuring sun. Leg. sic obscuratur gloria magni regis.

(Thus is obscured the glory of the great King.) Ex. mdccvi.

Bev. Arranged around a medallion of Charles III., carol .

hi . hisp . rex., are three laurel circles, one with a naval and a

mural crown contains a view of Barcelona, bombarded, barctno .

liber . xii may. (Barcelona relieved, 12 May) ; another, murally

crowned, has a view of the battle of Bamillies, prose . ramil .

xiiii (sic) may. (The battle of Ramillies, 14 May); the third, also

murally crowned, has a view of Madrid, intra . madri . xxvi

.

ivny. (The entry into Madrid, 26 June.) Behind are the flags

of the Allies. Leg. dominumque in regna tulere. (And they

brought the master to his kingdoms.) Ex. An arabesque

ornament.

u 2
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1-75. Van Loon, V. 31. Thes. Num. 640.

MB. M. (two varieties). Very rare.

Executed by Martin Smeltzing : the obverses of the two

specimens above mentioned are from different dies. The sun,

the favourite badge of Louis XIV., is again introduced to

symbolize the obscured glories of France. Louis affected to

bear his misfortunes with calmness, but the constraint had

such an effect upon his constitution that it was thought neces-

sary to prescribe frequent bleeding. At his court no mention

was made of military transactions ; all was solemn, silent, and

reserved. The reverse records the various successes of the

campaign, which contributed to bring the Archduke Charles to

his kingdom ; the last mentioned being the entry into Madrid

of the Earl of Galway, who commanded the allied forces of

Portugal, and who, advancing into Spain, captured Alcantara,

Ciudad Bodrigo, and Salamanca, and entered Madrid in triumph,

t;% June, where he proclaimed Charles king.

102. Successes of the Allies in Spain and Brabant. 1706.

A segment of the globe ; similar to the preceding, &c. Leg.

sic patiti.tr manes phcebus et ipse suos. (Thus Phoebus

himself suffers his own punishments.

—

comp. Virg. Aen.vi. 743.)

Ex. MDCCVI.

Rev. A medallion of Charles III. surrounded by three laurel

circles, &c, with inscriptions slightly varied from the preceding.

Leg. carolumque in regna tulere. (And they brought Charles

to his kingdoms.) Ex. An arabesque ornament.

1-75. Le Clerc, I. p. 176.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It appears

to be a copy, with slight variations, of the preceding, and was

probably executed by Christian Wermuth.

103. OSTEND TAKEN. Vj^f> 1706.

Busts, facing each other, of Marlborough and Overkirk,

both in armour ; Marlborough with riband across his breast,
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Overkirk with mantle over his shoulders. Leg. ioh . de .

MAELEBOKOW . HENKI d'AUVERQUERK. SIDERA ANNI MDCCVI.

(John of Marlborough and Henry Overkirk, the constellations

of the year, 1706.)

Rev. A warrior tramples on French arms, rests his hand

on the shield of Holland, holds a laureated sword and a spear

surmounted by a cap of Liberty, and places another cap of

Liberty upon the head of Ostend, from whose wrists loosened

manacles are falling ; behind him stand the Provinces of Bra-

bant, brab., and Flanders, fland., with their shields : distant

view of Ostend and fleet. Leg. liberat non mutat iugum.

(He sets free, he does not change the yoke.) Ex. d . vi . iuli.

M. SMELTZING.

1-85. Kapin, iv. 8. Van Loon, V. 38. Thes. Num.
596.

MB. M. Very rare.

The date of this medal points to the siege of Ostend, which

surrendered to those constellations, Marlborough and Over-

kirk, of the year 1706, after a short but vigorous attack. The
citizens were friendly to the cause of the Archduke ; the taking

of the town was, therefore, a deliverance, not a mere change of

service. Overkirk is well coupled here with Marlborough ; for

his cordial co-operation was strikingly contrasting with the

jealousy of Slangenberg and other generals of the Confedera-

tion.

104. Battle of Almanza. \^ April, 1707.

Bust of Louis XIV., v., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS . MAGNUS . REX . CHRISTIANISSIMTJS.

Rev. Gallia, crowned, seated amidst captured arms, rests

her hand upon her shield. Leg. adsertum philippo v . his-

paniarum imperium. (The kingdom of Spain is confirmed to

Philip V.) Ex. hostibus ad almanzam cjesis . xxv . APRIL .

m.dcc.vii. (The enemy having been defeated at Almanza, 25

April, 1707.)

2-9. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 301. Van Loon, V. 84.
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As no specimen of the medal figured in the above cited

works has been met with, the illustration, like others already

described, is probably an enlarged copy of the following one.

The Marquess Das Minas and the Earl of Galway, who com-

manded the Allies in Spain, attacked the Duke of Berwick near

the town of Almanza, not knowing that he had received strong

reinforcements. The infantry in the centre entirely succeeded in

their attack, and drove the first line of the French in confusion

upon the second line. In the meantime the French cavalry,

which was immensely superior in number to that of the Allies,

succeeded in their attack upon the cavalry which composed the

allied wings, and after a very firm resistance on the left by the

English and Dutch, but scarcely impeded for a moment on the

right by the Portuguese, the whole allied army broke up into

fragments, and the consequence was an entire defeat. In con-

sequence of this battle Catalonia alone remained to the Arch-

duke.

105. Battle op Almanza.
-|-f

April, 1707.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Below, monogram of t b. (Thomas Bernard.)

Rev. Gallia, crowned, seated amidst captured arms, &c.

;

similar to the preceding. In the field, monogram of c i e.

(Charles Joseph Roettier.)

1-6.

MB. M. M.
One of the smaller series of French historical medals of

Louis XIV.

106. Battle of Almanza. -^f April, 1707.

A variety of the preceding has the obverse from a different

die, and the artist's signature, i. mavger . f.

i-6.

MB. M.
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107. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, hair entwined with pearls, love-

lock on the right shoulder, in embroidered gown with straps on

the shoulder, collar, George, and star of the Garter ; a bow of

pearls with a brooch on the left shoulder fastens a mantle, which

passes behind. Leg. anna . d : g . mag : bri : fr : et . hib :

reg. Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. The British shield within the Garter, crowned, and

between branches of palm and laurel, supported upon a pedestal

marked with the double cypher of A (k. On one side is the

Lion with a shield bearing a rose and a thistle united, and on

the other the Unicorn with the Union shield. All these are

placed on a pedestal decorated with two sceptres in saltire, and

from which are suspended the collar and George of the Garter.

Leg. maii . i . mdccvii.

1-85. Thes. Num. 680. Kohler, IX. 73.

MB. N. M. (two varieties), M. Not uncommon.

There were two different dies used for the obverse of this

medal ; one has the shoulder-straps plain, the other decorated.

The Act of Union between England and Scotland received the

royal assent on the 6th March, 1707, and came into operation

on the 1st May following. The Union is indicated on this

medal by the English and Scottish arms being impaled in the

first and fourth quarters, in the conjunction of the crosses of

St. George and St. Andrew upon one shield, and in the rose

and thistle growing upon one stalk on the other.

108. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the right shoulder, in

gown, collar, George, and star of the Garter ; a bow of riband

on the left shoulder fastens a mantle, which passes behind.

Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : fr : et . hib : reg :

Rev. The British shield within the Garter, crowned, &c;

similar to the preceding.

1.

MB. .Pi. Not uncommon.
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109. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I. ; similar to the preceding, but the mantle

passes in front as well as behind.

Rev. The British shield within the Garter, crowned, &c.

;

similar to No. 107.

1.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

110. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I. ; same as the preceding. Leg. anna . d : g :

mag : be : fr : et . hi : reg :

Rev. The British shield within the Garter, crowned, &c.

;

similar to No. 107.

1.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

These last three are small jetons, probably intended for use

as counters. The reverses of all are the same.

111. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, L, hair tied in a knot at the top of the head,

lovelock on the left shoulder, in gown with straps on the

shoulder, and mantle. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et .

hib : reg. Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Arms of Britain in a garnished shield supported on

a pedestal inscribed with the Queen's motto, semper eadem.

(Always the same.) Two infant genii support a crown above

it, and suspend the collar and George of the Garter below it.

Underneath, a rose and a thistle upon one stalk, and the letters

s. b. (Samuel Bull.)

1-35. Thes. Num. 681.

MB. M. Not rare.
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112. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

• Bust of Anne, L, &c. ; same as the preceding. Leg. anna .

D : G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB : REG. Below, I. C. (John

Oroker.)

Rev. Arms of Britain in a garnished shield, &c. ; similar to

the preceding.

1-35.

MB. M. Not rare.

113. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, L, &c. ; same as No. 111. Leg. anna . d : g .

mag : br . fr : et . hib : reg. No initials of the artist.

Rev. Arms of Britain in a garnished shield, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

1-35.

MB. M. Not rare.

These are three varieties of the same medal all differing in

the obverse : the reverses of the last two vary very slightly

from the first one. Samuel Bull, who executed the reverses of

these medals, was one of the engravers at the Royal Mint.

114. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I., hair tied in a knot at the top of the head,

lovelock behind, in gown with straps on the shoulder, and

mantle. Leg. anna . d . g . mag . bri . fr . et . hib . reg.

Rev. Arms of Britain in a garnished shield ; two infant genii

support a crown above it, and suspend the collar and George

of the Garter below it. Underneath is a rose and a thistle upon

one stalk and, upon a band, the motto semper eadem. (Always

the same.)

1. Thes. Num. 682.

MB. M. Not rare.

There were at least two pairs of dies, slightly differing,

employed to strike this small piece, which was probably

intended to be used as a counter.
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115. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown decorated with pearls and rich shoulder-straps, mantle,

collar, George, and star of the Garter. Leg. anna . dei . gratia .

MAG : BEITAN : FRA : ET . HIB : REGINA.

Rev. Statue of Anne, as Pallas, armed with spear and shield.

Leg. novje . palladivm . trole. (The Palladium of the New
Troy.)

2'75. Piapin, i. 8. Van Loon, IV. 349. Thes. Num. 172.

Lochner, II. 409.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

This medal is placed by Van Loon and others amongst those

which commemorate the Queen's accession, but, comparing the

decoration of her person with that on other medals of about

1707 and 1708, there can be little doubt but that they were all

struck about the same period. It is probably by John Croker.

The device of the reverse points to the Union as the event

commemorated, and as constituting a new kingdom, of which

Anne is considered the Palladium, or defence, as the statue of

Pallas was deemed for Troy so long as it remained within its

walls.

116. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

mantle fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei . gra :

MAG : BR : FRA : ET . HIB : REGINA.

Rev. Inscription,

ANNA EN H^IC ILLA EST : GALLOS DEPONERE FASTUM

QVAE DOCET, ILLA TUUM EST TERRA BRITANNA IUBAR.

AVGVSTIS MAIOR PROAVIS, TOT REGIBVS ANTE.

FRVSTRA TENTATUM QUAE SUPERAVIT OPUS.

FATALEM VALUIT MACEDO VI SOLVERE NODUM

ARTIBUS AT PLACIDIS HAEC DUO REGNA LIGAT.

(Behold, this is that Anne who teaches the French to lay

aside their pride ; she is your glory, O land of Britain
;
greater
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tbau her august ancestors, she has accomplished a work before

attempted in vain by so many kings. The Macedonian pre-

vailed by force to loosen the charmed knot, but she by arts of

peace unites two kingdoms.)

1-45. Eapin, v. 11. Van Loon, V. 103. Thes. Num.
778.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it was

executed at Gotha by Christian Wermuth. Van Loon has

placed it amongst those which commemorate the ineffectual

attempt at an invasion of Scotland in 1708. (See Nos. 141-

147, pp. 316-321.) There cannot, however, be any doubt that

the reference to the humiliation of French pride points at the

victories of Marlborough, and that the event really commemo-
rated is the union of the two kingdoms by the arts of peace.

Anne had thus accomplished what her ancestors were unable to

effect : James I. had united the two countries under one king;

but their actual government had hitherto remained separate.

117. Union of England and Scotland. 1 May, 1707.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown ornamented with jewels and straps on the shoulder, and
collar and George of the Garter.

Rev. A winged heart, pierced by two sceptres in saltire

;

crown above, cushion below ; all within the Garter. Leg. anna .

eegina . in qvtetvdine . tveba. (Anne Queen, the people in

peace.)

2-8 by 2-1.

MB. lead. Very rare.

This piece probably refers to the Union, as the legend on

the reverse indicates the tranquillity arising from union or

unanimity. It is probably the badge of some Society. The
type of the obverse appears to be copied from No. 115. The
legend on the reverse may refer to the opposition displayed

against the Act of Union in Scotland, especially on the part of

the Jacobites, who considered the honour and independence of

their country at stake.
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118. Union of England and Scotland celebrated at

Leipzig. S^ft> 1707.

Bust of Anne, L, crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

mantle fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna d . g .

MAG . ET UNIT^E BRITA . FEA . ET HIB . EEGINA. Below, C. W.

(Christian Wermuth.-)

Rev. Two female figures hold two wreaths interlinked above

the inscription vivat anna. (Long live Anne) ; distant view of

Leipzig. Leg. et exteeis etiam geata. (Pleasing even to For-
N tt, 26 ivlii

eigners.) Ex. in actvm lipsiensem d . q^^vs? . anno mdccvii .

in honoeem magn^i unionis AC celebeation . D . NOMINALIS

ANNAE M . B . R . HABITVM cvrare fecit . c. wermuth. (Upon the

festival held at Leipzig
2

p

6

A^
y

, 1707, in honour of the Great

Union, and in celebration of the feast day of Anne, Queen of

Great Britain, Christian Wermuth executed this medal.)

Edge, qvae bello paceqve maioe. (Who is greater in war

and peace ?)

1-7. Thes. Num. 692.

MB. M. (with and without inscribed edge). Gotha, M.
Very rare.

This medal by Christian Wermuth is described in his Cata-

logue, 1713, No. 17, p. 22.

John Burkhard Menke, Public Professor of History in the

University of Leyden and Fellow of the Boyal Society of

England, induced Luder Menke, the Ptector of the University

of Leipzig, and probably a relation, to celebrate a festival in

honour of the Union of England and Scotland, and the day

chosen was the feast of St. Anne, f^fg> He himself delivered

an oration in the Church of the University laudatory of the

principles of the Union, and the prudence with which it had

been effected. After the oration John Bobinson, the British

Envoy, made his compliments to the LTniversity for so remark-

able an instance of veneration and respect for Her Majesty, and

later in the day entertained the members of the University

and all the foreign ministers at a grand banquet. The two

female figures represented on this medal are Anglia and Scotia,

but they are unaccompanied by any distinguishing symbols.
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119. John William, Duke of Saxe-Gotha.

Died, -j^- August, 1707.

Bust of the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, r., partly turned away from

the spectator, hair long, in lace cravat and armour. Leg.

ioh : wilhelm . dvx sax . I . c . m . a . et w. (John William,

Duke of Saxony, Julich, Cleves, Berg [Montium], Engern, and

Westphalia.) On truncation, Wermuth. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. Inscription, natvs avo ernesto pio patee feiderico

MAGNANIMO MAT . MAGDALENO SIBILLA N . D . S . X . A . MDCLXXVII .

IV . OCT . GOTHAE . IN PRIMA IWENTVTE PEEACTIS STVDIIS POST

VAEIA ITINEEA ET DEINCEPS BELLICTS IMPEEIIS ADMOTVS PEE

GEEMANIAM BEITANN . BELGIVM HVNGAEIAM SVECIAM POLONIAM

ITALIAM GALLIAMQVE ADMIEANDA VIETVTIS EDIDIT SPECIMINA

DILECTVS PRINCIPIBVS PRINCEPS NEC MINVS DEO A . MD.CCII . VIII .

APR . IN NAVFRAGIO AD HOLMAM FACTO SEEVATVS TANDEM D . XV .

AVG . MDCCVII . IN OBSIDIONE TELONIS MAETII S . CAES . AC M .

BEITANN . EEG . MAI : ET . ORD . FOEDERATORVM BELG . LOCVM-

TENENS GENEEALIS FOETISSIME PVGNANS INFELICI GLOBVLO TEA-

IECTVS HONESTIS VVLNEEIBVS OCCVBVIT NON TAM VITAM QVAM

MOLESTIAS FINIENS ANIMA IN COELO NVNC TEIVMPHANTE FAMA

IN EVEOPA PEEENANTE EXVVIAE TANTI HEEOIS IN AECE FEIE-

DENSTEINENSI EECONDEBANTVE XXIII . NOV . MDCCVII. (Grandson

of Ernest the Pious, son of Frederick the Magnanimous and of

Madeleine Sybilla, horn Duchess of Saxony, horn at Gotha,

4 Oct. 1677, having finished his studies at an early age after

various travels, and then being promoted to military com-

mand, he gave surprising proofs of his valour in Germany,

England, Belgium, Hungary, Sweden, Poland, Italy, and France

;

a Prince beloved of Princes and of God himself, having been

preserved from shipwreck near Stockholm, 8 April, 1702 ; at

length, at the siege of Toulon, 15 August, 1707, acting as

Lieutenant-General of the armies of their Majesties, the

Emperor and the Queen of Great Britain, and of the United

Provinces of Holland, and whilst fighting most bravely, he was

unfortunately pierced by a bullet, and died of his honour-

able wounds, ending not so much his life as its troubles ; his
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soul now triumphing in Heaven and his fame abiding for ever

throughout Europe, the remains of this great hero were interred

in the Castle of Friedenstein, 23 November, 1707.)

2. Van Loon, V. 55. Thes. Num. 698. Tentzel, II.

PI. 83, vii.

Gotha, M. Very rare.

John William, Duke of Saxe-Gotha, was killed at the siege

of Toulon, -^ August, 1707. He was the second son of Fred-

erick I., Duke of Saxony. His first campaign was in Flanders

under William III. of England, by whom he was appointed

Adjutant-General. He afterwards served under Charles XII.

of Sweden in Poland, and under the Prince of Baden and

Prince Eugene in Germany and Italy. At the siege of Toulon

he led with great bravery an assault against the fort of St.

Catherine, and the attack was at first successful ; but the enemy

being too numerous, the Allies were compelled to retire with

heavy loss, and at the cost of the life of their brave leader, who

was shot in the head with a bullet. His entrails were buried

on the spot where he fell ; and his remains were brought to the

Castle of Friedenstein, the burial-place of his ancestors, where

they were interred, 23 Nov. 1707.

120. John William, Duke of Saxe-Gotha.

Died, -^g- August, 1707.

Bust of the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, r. ; similar to the preced-

ing, but turned a little more from the spectator. Leg. ioh .

wilhelm . dux . sax . i . c . m . a . et w. On truncation,

Koch . F. (Johann Christian Koch fecit.)

Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription, natvs gothae iv .

OCTOBR . MD.CLXXVII . PATRE FRIDERICO MAGNANIMO MATRE

MAGDALENA SIBYLLA AVO ERNESTO PIO PRINCEPS PIVS ET MAG-

NANIMVS SERENISS . SAXON . DOMVS DECVS PRAESIDIVMQVE EVRO-

PAE LABORANTIS PVBLICAE SALVTIS ET LIBERTATIS ASSERTOR

SPESQ . MAXIMA GERMANIAE PERICLITANTIS CVM BELLIS AETATIS

SVAE FERE OMNIBVS INTERFVISSET SVMMISQ . GRADIBVS PRAE-
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fvisset gekmaniam . bkitan . belg . hvngar . svec . polon .

ital . gall . virtvte et factis illvstrasset famaq . nominis

implesset orbem terrarvm inter haec maris balth . flvc-

tib' navfrag' lvctatvs et elvctatvs viii . apr . md.ccii . s .

caes . et reg . brit . mai . ac belg . foed . campimaresch .

generalis locvmten . mvnere fvnctvs perfvnctvsq . vita

brevi sed mvlta factis fatisq . egregie nobilitata in obsid .

telonis mart . occidit flebilis salvt . pvbl' favtori . omnib .

FLEBILIOR NVLLI CARO qVaM FRATRl FEDerICo AVGVSTI . XV.

(Son of Frederick the Magnanimous and of Madeleine Sybilla,

grandson of Ernest the Pious, born at Gotha 4 Oct. 1677, a

Prince pious and magnanimous, the glory of the most serene

house of Saxony and the guardian of disturbed Europe, the

defender of the public weal and of liberty, and the greatest hope

of Germany in danger, he took part in nearly all the wars of

his time, and filled the highest grades, and by his valour and

deeds in England, Belgium, Hungary, Sweden, Poland, Italy,

and France added glory to Germany and filled the whole world

with the fame of his name ; besides all these things, having

struggled in shipwreck with the waters of the Baltic Sea, and

having been rescued 8 April, 1702, he discharged the duties of

Field Marshal Lieutenant-General of the armies of their Majes-

ties, the Emperor and the Queen of Britain, and of the United

Provinces of Holland, and having enjoyed a short life, but one

much ennobled by his deeds and his fortunes, he was slain at the

siege of Toulon, mourned by all promoters of the public weal, but

by no one more than by his dear brother Frederick, 15 August,

mdccvii= 1707.) koch . fecit. (Johann Christian Koch fecit.)

2-1. Van Loon, Y. 60. Thes. Num. 699. Tentzel, II.

PL 84, iv.

Gotha, M. Very rare.

Johann Christian Koch, who executed this medal, was a pupil

of Christian Wermuth, and one of the engravers to the Mint
at Gotha. The Duke of Saxe-Gotha, whilst on a journey to

England, was caught in a storm in the Baltic Sea, and the

ship being wrecked, he narrowly escaped drowning just off

Stockholm. His brother Frederick II. was the reigning Duke
of Saxony.
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121. John William, Duke of Saxe-Gotha.

Died, ^ August, 1707.

Bust of the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, r., partly turned away from

the spectator, hair long, in armour. Leg. ioh . wilhelm . dvx

sax . i . c . m . a . et w.

Rev. Inscription, s . caes . et eeg . britan . mai . ac foed .

BELG . CAMPIMARESCH . GENER . LOCVMTENENS INDOLE VIRTVTE

DIGNITATE AETATE FACTIS FATISQVE FLORENTISS . ET INDIES

FLORENTIOR CVM NONDVM IMPLETO ANNO AET . 30 IMP . FORTIS

PRVDENTIS ET FELICIS . MENSVRAM & NVMEROS EXPLEVISSET

ICTV FATALI OPPRESSVS MDCCVII . AVG . XV . AD TELONEM MAR-

TIVM EX HOST . SOLO AD AVITAM PACIS ARCEM RELATVS MONV-

MENTO PATERNO SOLEN . CERIM . INFERTVR . NOV . XXIII. (Field

Marshal Lieutenant-General of the armies of their Majesties

the Emperor and the Queen of Britain, and of the United

Provinces of Holland, most distinguished for humanity, valour,

dignity, age, deeds, and fortunes, and becoming daily more dis-

tinguished, he having, when still in his thirtieth year, performed

all the duties of a brave, prudent, and prosperous commander,

was slain by a mortal blow at Toulon, 15 August, 1707 ; and

having been brought from the country of the enemy to the

castle of his ancestors at Friedenstein, he was solemnly buried

in the tomb of his fathers, 23 November.) Below, k. (Johann

Christian Koch.)

1-7. Van Loon, V. 55. Thes. Num. 704.

Gotha, M. Very rare.

The inscription on this medal conveys no more than is

expressed in that of No. 119.

122. John William, Duke of Saxe-Gotha.

Died, -ji- August, 1707.

Bust of the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, r., partly turned away from

the spectator, hair long, in armour. Leg. ioh . wilh . d . sax.

i . c . m . a . et w. On truncation, c. w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. Inscription in two circles, s . caes . mai . regent . m .

BRITANN . E . ORDD . FOEDERATORVM BELG . LOCVMTENENS GENE-
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ralis : in the field, natvs . d . iv . octobr . mdclxxvii denatvs

AD TELON . MARTIS D . XV . AVG . MDCCVII . HVMATVS FRIDEN-
STEIN d . xxin . nov. (Lieutenant-General of the armies of

His Majesty the Emperor, of the Queen of Great Britain, and

of the States of the United Provinces of Holland, born 4 Octo-

ber, 1677, died at Toulon, 15 August, 1707, buried at Frieden-

stein, 23 November.) Below, I. t. (Johann Jacob Thun.)

1-55. Van Loon, V. 64. Thes. Num. 708. Tentzel, II.

PI. 84, ii.

Gotha, M. Very rare.

Johann Jacob Thun was a pupil of Christian Wermuth, and

lived at Gotha, where this medal was issued. This piece was

struck to the weight of a dollar, and was current as such.

123. John William, Duke of Saxe-Gotha.

Died, ^g August, 1707.

Bust of the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, r., partly turned away from

the spectator, hair long, in armour. Leg. ioh . wilhelm . dux.

sax . i . c . m . a . et w. On truncation, koch. (Johann Christian

Koch.)

Rev. A globe, on which is the monogram of the Duke, com-

posed of the letters I W, and interspersed with four crowns :

above, in clouds, is a crown of stars. Leg. in minimis fideli.

(To him faithful in the smallest things.) Below is a scroll

chronogrammatically inscribed, sac . caes . hisp . brit . svec .

MAIS . ET BELG . FOED . BELLIS PERICVLISQVE PERFVNCTO OP-

PRESSOQVE ICTV FATALI AD TELONEM MART . AVG . XV . DaNTVr
praeMIa CLara poLI. (Having endured wars and dangers in

the service of their Sacred Majesties of the Empire, Spain,

Britain, Sweden, and of the United Provinces of Holland, and
having been killed by a mortal blow at Toulon, 15 August,

mdcllvii = 1707, the high rewards of Heaven are accorded

to him.)

2-1. Van Loon, V. 60. Thes. Num. 702.

Gotha, JR.. Very rare.

VOL. II. x
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The four crowns interspersed with the monogram of the Duke

are those of Jiilich, Cleves, Berg, and Westphalia, which he

had now changed by his glorious death for a celestial one.

There are other medals recording the death of this Prince

described in Van Loon, V. pp. 55-64, in the Thes. Num., pp.

697-708, and also in Tentzel, Sax. Num., Vol. II. pp. 899-914,

but, as they make no special reference to England, they are not

given here.

124. Toulon believed, -^q August, 1707.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS.

Eev. Toulon murally crowned, seated, I., on a rock, rests

her hands upon a rudder and her shield : in the distance, a

horse grazing undisturbed. Leg. pulsis ad varum hostibus.

(The enemy repulsed to the Var.) Ex. telo obsidione libe-

ratus . xx . augusti . M.DCC.vn. (Toulon relieved from siege,

20 August, 1707.)

2-9. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 303. Van Loon, V. 66.

As no specimen of the medal figured in the above works has

been met with, the illustration is probably, like others of the

series already described, an enlarged copy of the following one.

By the advice of Marlborough, a great effort was made to

obtain possession of Toulon, and a large army under Prince

Eugene and the Duke of Savoy, to be assisted by the English

fleet under Sir Cloudesley Shovel, was appointed to attack the

place. The jealousy and inactivity of the Duke of Savoy gave

time to the French to provide ample means for the defence of

the city, and the siege was abandoned. The expedition was

disastrous to the Allies, as it cost the lives of a large number

of men, amongst whom was the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, whose

medals are described above. Besides this, on its return journey

with the sick and wounded, the English fleet was encircled by

a dense fog off the Scilly Isles, and five of its ships ran on the

rocks and were lost with all on board. Amongst the drowned

was the Admiral, Sir Cloudesley Shovel.
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125. Toulon relieved. -^ August, 1707.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Below, the artist's signature, I. mavger . f.

Rev. Toulon murally crowned, seated, I., on a rock, &c; same

as the preceding, but in the field the artist's initials, i d.

(Jean Du Vivier.)

1-6.

MB. M. JE.

This belongs to the smaller series of French historical medals

of Louis XIV. The obverses of the specimens in silver and

copper are from different dies : that in silver has under the

bust the monogram of t e. (Thomas Bernard.)

126. Dresden Popinjay Festival. -
2
-q September, 1707.

An expanded royal mantle, on which are the two letters yl ji

twice repeated, interlinked and crowned ; below, united sprigs

of rose, thistle, and rue. Leg. avis . atavis . animis . armis.

([United] by ancestry, by sentiment, and by arms.)

Rev. Inscription, xx . sept . mdccvii ioannes robinson sac .

REG . MAIESTATIS MAGNffi BRITANNLE ABLEGAT9 EXTRAORDINARILY

in aviludio dresdensi rex. (John Kobinson, Ambassador Ex-

traordinary of Her Sacred Majesty, the Queen of Great Britain,

was King of the Popinjay at Dresden, 20 Sept. 1707.) Leg.—
ANGLUM SAXONIAM TANTIS ORNARE TRIUMPHIS

NIL MIRVM, PROLEM DILIGIT ILLA SUAM.

(It is not surprising that Saxony should decorate a Briton with

such great trophies, for she loves her own offspring.)

1-65. Thes. Num. 715.

Dresden, M. Societe des Tireurs, N. Extremely rare.

At Dresden, 20 Sept. 1707, the festivity of shooting at the

Popinjay was celebrated with unusual splendour. John Robin-

son, at that time the British Ambassador, was fortunate enough

to shoot down the last piece of the mark, and was proclaimed

King of the Popinjay ; and when the silver cup, the prize of

the day, was presented to him with a congratulatory address,

x 2
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as he could not speak German, he replied in the Latin distich,

which forms the legend on the reverse. The account of this

festival, as given in the London Gazette, 26 Oct. 1707, differs

slightly from that in the Thes. Num., and relates that the

distich formed the conclusion of the speech made hy the orator

of the sport in honour of the British Envoy, the king of the

solemnity. To commemorate this event, Queen Anne directed

this medal to be struck in gold. The dies, however, broke,

and four only were completed ; one was sent to Dresden by the

Queen, attached to a gold chain, and presented to the Society

of Archers.

The letters ^iJL are the initials of Queen Anne and Augustus

Duke of Saxony ; rue is the national plant of Saxony, as the

rose and thistle are of England and Scotland. The words of

the legend on the obverse were used because they all begin

with the letter A. The ancient Saxons were the ancestors of

the English, and the two countries were now united in sentiment

and arms.

127. Lerida taken. n n°^ 1707.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS EEX CHRISTIANISSIMUS.

Rev. A warrior plants the French standard upon a rock,

and casts down the Genius of Lerida, who loses her mural

crown and shield, and clings to a broken column. Leg. nova

gloria. (New glory.) Ex. ilerda expugnata . xi . novembris

m.dcc.vti. (Lerida taken, 11 Nov. 1707.)

2-9. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 304. Van Loon, V. 85.

As no specimen of this medal in this size has been met with,

it is probably, as in the case of others already described, only

an enlarged copy of the following one.

In the beginning of September, 1707, the Duke of Orleans

advanced against Lerida, which surrendered, after a vigorous

resistance, on the n N
°

v

"

, upon very favourable conditions, and

the garrison was conducted to the army of the Allies. The

broken column represents the early successes of the Allies,

now ineffectual.
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128. Leeida taken. u n°^ 1707.

Bust of Louis XIV., r. ; similar to the preceding, but under

the bust the monogram of t b. (Thomas Bernard.)

Rev. A warrior plants the French standard upon a rock, &c.

;

similar to the preceding. Leg. nova gloria. Ex. ilerda

expugnata . xi . Nov . MDCCVii. On the rock, d. v. (Jean

Du Yivier.)

1-6.

MB. M. M.
This belongs to the smaller series of French historical medals

of Louis XIV. The obverses of the specimens in silver and

copper are from different dies, that in copper having no artist's

initials.

129. The Silesian Churches relieved. 1708.

Busts, facing each other, of Anne, crowned, lovelock on the

right shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front, and of

Charles XII. of Sweden, in armour with lion's head on the

shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. ANNA D . G . M . BRIT . REGINA. CAROL9 XII . D . G . REX SVEC.

Ex. in sponsion . pacif . relig . siles. (On the guarantee of

the pacification of religion in Silesia.) On the truncations,

c. w. (Christian Werrnuth.)

Rev. Justice and Eeligion, seated, joining hands : behind are

seen m . berg (Miinsterberg), wohlau, breslau, brieg, and

lignitz, cities of silesia ; above are two hands united by a

third, amidst rays issuing from clouds and a triangle with

tongues of flames. Leg.—
TRES REGVM SCHLESIAM DECORANT DVM LVMINE DEXTRAE
IVNGERE QVIS DVBITET IVSQVE FIDEMQVE MANVS.

(While the right hands of three monarchs adorn Silesia with

light, who can doubt that Justice and Eeligion will unite

hands.) Ex. feliciter peract . a° mdccviii. (Happily accom-

plished in the year 1708.)

1-75. Rapin, v. 1. Van Loon, V. 70. Thes. Num. 859.
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MB. M. Bare.

This medal, by Christian Wermuth, is described in his

Catalogue, 1713, No. 22, p. 22.

Charles XII. of Sweden was much incensed against the

Emperor, and pushed a body of troops into the Empire. His

chief ground of complaint was the suppression of numerous

Protestant churches in Silesia. Marlborough, having heard

that an envoy from Louis XIV. had arrived at the Swedish

camp, and fearing lest Charles XII. might be persuaded to

support France, visited that monarch at Alt-Ban stadt, pene-

trated his views, flattered his vanity, and so worked upon him

that he withdrew his troops, and from a foe became an ally.

By the persuasion of Marlborough, and under the guarantee of

Anne, the Emperor and Charles entered into a treaty, 1 Sept.

1707, and the free exercise of the Protestant religion was

permitted in Silesia. The treaty did not come into operation

till the following year, when this medal was struck. The cities

mentioned are those in which the suppression of the Protestant

worship was most severely felt. The hands are those of the

Emperor and Charles, united by the guarantee of Anne.

130. The Silesian Chueches believed. 1708.

Busts, facing each other, of Anne and of Charles XII. of

Sweden, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Inscription, d . t . o . m . avgvstissimo eomanoe . im-

PEEATOEI MAGNAE BEITANN . BEGINAE DEFENSOBI FIDEI SVECOBVM

EEGI FOEDEBATI BELGII OBDINIBVS OB LIBEEVM EELIGIONIS

EXEECITIVM DENVO LUTHEBANIS CONCESSVM MAXIMAS HVMILI-

masqve geatias agit silesia . MDCciix. (Silesia gives her

greatest and most humble thanks to the thrice very good and

great God, to the most august Emperor of the Romans, to the

Queen of Great Britain, Defender of the Eaith, to the King of

Sweden, and to the States of the United Provinces of Holland,

for the free exercise of religion again granted to the Lutherans,

1708.)

1-75. Rapin, v. 2. Van Loon, V. 70. Thes. Num. 861.
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MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed by Christian Wermuth, and is

described in his Catalogue, 1713, No. 20, p. 22. It was, as

appears by the inscription, struck upon the same occasion as

the preceding ; but the States of Holland are expressly men-
tioned because they were joint guarantors with Queen Anne in

the League formed for the protection and advancement of the

Protestant interests in all parts of Europe.

131. The Union of England and Scotland, 1707, and the
Silesian Churches relieved. 1708.

Busts, facing each other, of Anne and of Charles XII. of

Sweden, &c. ; same as No. 129.

Rev. Two female figures hold two wreaths interlinked above

the inscription vivat regina. Below is a distant view of

Leipzig. Leg. et exteris etiam grata. Ex. in actvm
26 ivxn

LIPSIENSEM D . 6 AYGYST . ANNO MDCCVII . IN HONOREM MAGN^
UNIONIS AC CELEBRATION . D . NOMINALIS ANNAE M . B . R . HABITVM

cvrare fecit c. WERHUTH. Same as No. 118.

1-75.

Hunter, M. Very rare.

This is only what is technically termed a " mule," i.e., struck

from the dies of two medals, which have no reference to each

other. It records, however, two events connected with the wel-

fare of Great Britain and Protestant Europe.

132. The Silesian Churches relieved. 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

mantle fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna d . g . mag . et
unitve brita . fra . et hib . regina. Below, c. w. (Christian

Wermuth.) Same as No. 118.

Rev. Truth seated above clouds on a radiated throne ; one

hand holds a sceptre, the other rests upon the Bible ; a sun
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in splendour upon her breast. Leg. initivm sapientiae est

timor domini . ps . cxi. (The fear of the Lord is the beginning

of wisdom.

—

Psal. cxi. 10.)

1-7. Rapin, v. 6. Van Loon, Y. 100. Thes. Num.777.
MB. M. Hunter, JR. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This medal, by Christian Wermuth, is described in his

Catalogue, 1718, No. 18, p. 22.

Van Loon, Rapin, and others, place this medal amongst those

which commemorate the ineffectual attempt of France to invade

Scotland, but there is not anything in the device to favour

such a supposition. This attribution may have been occasioned

by the circumstance that in the Thes. Num. it is given with

the edge inscribed, ANNA teeIt peLago ph . Vi . GranDeM
CLasse brItANNA. (See No. 145), which, however, does not

occur on either of the specimens above noticed, and which has

no connexion with the subject of the medal. The sentiment in-

culcated is a religious one, and the medal has probably reference

to the Treaty concluded, 1 Sept. 1707, under the auspices of

Anne, between the Emperor and the King of Sweden, by which

the freedom of worship was restored and confirmed to the

Protestant churches of Silesia. This was a subject of the

highest interest at the time. The reverse is imitated from a

medal by Ferdinand St. Urban of Pope Clement XI. (See Tresor,

Med. des Papes, PI. xl. 4.)

133. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Restoration of

Kingdom. 1708.

Bust of Prince James, v., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. cvivs . est.

(Whose [image] is this?) Below, monogram, J&. (Norbert

Roettier.)

Mev. Map of Great Britain and Ireland, marked brit . l,

scot.e, and hib . d. (Britain, London ; Scotland, Edinburgh;

Ireland, Dublin.) The sea is dotted with ships. Leg. reddite.

(Render, &c.)

1-5. Van Loon, V. 98.
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MB. M. M. Not common.

This medal was struck for distribution among the partisans of

the exiled family in 1708, when the intrigues of Harley had sown

dissensions in the Cabinet, and the unpopularity of the Union

had created discontent in Scotland, of which France hoped to

avail herself in an invasion, which she at this time contem-

plated. The legends maybe amplified thus : "Whose image

is this ? The King's. Bender then to the King these Islands,

which are his." It was one of these medals which in 1711 the

Duchess of Gordon presented to the faculty of Advocates in

Edinburgh, and which was gratefully acknowledged in a speech

by Dundas of Arniston, who was deputed for the purpose.

The act was subsequently disavowed by the Advocates, and an

apology accepted ; but, on the remonstrance of the Court of

Hanover, Sir David Dalrymple was dismissed from the office

of Lord Advocate for not prosecuting with more vigour the

enquiry he was commanded to make into this display of

Jacobitism. In 1714 several of these medals were distributed

amongst the Jacobites who had assembled at Lochmaben under

the plea of attending the races.

134. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Kestoration of

Kingdom. 1708.

Bust of Prince James, I., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. cuius . est. Below, monogram, J\k. (Norbert Eoettier.)

Rev. Map of Great Britain and Ireland marked brit, scot,

and hie ; the sea is dotted with ships. Leg. reddite.

1-2. Yan Loon, V. 98.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Struck at the same time and upon the same occasion as

the preceding one. The plate in Van Loon shows the date,

1708, but this was probably only stamped in, as there is a cast

specimen of this piece in the British Museum which has 1709

above the bust and 16 below, both incuse.
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135. James (III.)., Elder Peetender. Eestoration of

Kingdom. 1708.

Bust of Prince James, L, hair high and long, lovelocks, in

armour, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. cvivs est. Below, n. r. (Norbert Prettier.)

Rev. Map of Great Britain and Ireland ; similar to the pre-

ceding, but marked anglia . l, scot . e, and hib . d. (England,

London ; Scotland, Edinburgh ; Ireland, Dublin.) The sea is

dotted with ships. Leg. redditvr igitvr. (Bender then, &c.)

2. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xi. 5.

MB. M. M. Bare.

This was evidently struck for the same purpose as the pre-

ceding. The dies of this piece were purchased by Mr. Young

from the representatives of Boettier, and presented by him to

the British Museum.

136. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Eestoration of

Kingdom. 1708.

Bust of Prince James, L, hair high and long, &c; similar to

the preceding. Leg. iacobvs . in .d.g.m.b.f.et.h. rex.

Below, n. r. (Norbert Boettier.)

Rev. Map of Great Britain and Ireland, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

2.

MB. M. Bare.

The die of the obverse of this medal was again used a few

years later, as the type occurs with the portrait of the Princess

Louisa, dated 1712. (See No. 241, p. 388.)

137. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Eestoration of

Kingdom. 1708.

Bust of Prince James, l.
}
from the same die as No. 135.

Leg. cvivs est. Below, n. r. (Norbert Boettier.)

Rev. Inscription

—
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THVLE—HIC VIE HIC EST TIBI QVEM PEOMITTI SAEPIVS AVDIS

.

IACOBVS CAESAR . DrVT GENVS AVREA RVRSVS,

SECVLA QVI REDDET SCOTIS.

(Scotland, this is the man whom you have frequently had pro-

mised to you, James, king, of divine origin, who shall again

restore to the Scots the golden age.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. vi.

792-794.)

2.

MB. pewter. Extremely rare.

This medal must evidently have been struck when some

hopes were entertained that in Scotland, at least, the Stuart

family would be again placed upon the throne, and that James
VIII. would really reign. The lines on the reverse are adopted

from Virg. Aen. vi. 792—794, with slight variations.

138. James II. and James (III.), Elder Pretender. 1708.

Bust of James II., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

IACOBVS . II . D . G . M . B . F . ET . H . REX. Below, 1699. N. R.

(Norbert Roettier.)

Rev. Bust of Prince James, Elder Pretender, r., laureate,

hair long, in armour and mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder.

Leg. cvrvs . est. Below, monogram, J\R. (Norbert Roettier.)

Same as the obverse of No. 133.

1-45.

MB. M. Very rare.

This piece is a " mule," having been struck by Mr. Young
from dies which he had purchased from the representatives of

Roettier, and which he afterwards presented to the British

Museum. The die of the obverse was originally executed for

No. 515, p. 201, and is much effaced by rust, so that portions

of the legend are scarcely traceable.

139. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Touch-Piece.

Ship sailing, r., with a fair wind. Leg. iac . 3 . d . g . m
B . F . ET . H . REX.
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Rev. St. Michael standing upon the Dragon and destroying

it. Leg. soli . deo . gloeia. (To God alone the glory.)

•75. Arch. Journ. X. p. 198.

MB. M. Not common.

This small piece was intended for presentation to those who

submitted to the royal touch in the hope of obtaining relief

from scrofulous complaints. Such were usually of gold, but in

the narrow circumstances of James that metal was deemed too

expensive. His father, James II., had been the first to strike

such pieces in silver. This one was probably executed by

Norbert Eoettier in France at the time when, anticipating the

functions of sovereignty, James created a Master of the Mint,

and issued orders for the regulation of a new coinage, patterns

for which were actually struck. The die for the obverse of this

piece is in the British Museum.

140. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Touch-Piece.

Ship sailing, r., wind adverse. Leg. iac . in . d . g . m . b .

F . ET . H . R.

Rev. St. Michael, with wings expanded, passing rapidly over

the Dragon, whilst striking it. Leg. soli . deo . gloria.

•85. Arch. Journ. X. p. 198.

MB. N. M. Not common.

This piece is of better workmanship and in higher relief

than the preceding. It was probably executed at a later date

during James's residence in Rome, at a time when all his

attempts to regain the crown of his father had failed, and when

he had arrived at the conviction that his expectations of actually

reigning were hopeless.

141. x^ttEmpted Invasion op Scotland. ^ March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with pearls, lovelock on the

right shoulder, in gown and mantle tied in a knot on the left

shoulder. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : fra : et . hib : reg :

Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as No. 64.
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Rev. Britannia, armed, protects Scotia crouching at her feet

from alarm at the French fleet, which, however, is fleeing before

the English fleet, except one ship, the Salisbury, which bears

the French flag and is engaged by a ship with the British flag.

Leg. classe . gall . fvg. (The French fleet put to flight.)

Ex. AD . FKETVM . EDENBVRG . XIV . MARTII . MDCCVIII. (In the

Firth of Edinburgh, 14 March, 1708.) s. b. (Samuel Bull.)

1-55. Kapin,v. 10. Van Loon, V. 103. Thes. Num. 773.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

This medal is the only one struck in England to commem-
orate the attempt at invasion in 1708. Louis XIV. despatched

a squadron of five sail of the line, twenty-four frigates, and

sixty- six long boats, with numerous transports conveying twelve

battalions of troops, 13,000 stand of arms, and abundant mili-

tary accoutrements, to attempt the invasion of Scotland. Prince

James, under the name of the Chevalier St. George, accom-

panied the expedition, furnished with every requisite for a

splendid court, and with banners consecrated by the Pope.

Availing themselves of the opportunity of Byng's fleet having

been driven from its station off Dunkirk, the French squadron

sailed for the Firth of Forth. On the day following their

arrival there, the English fleet having been sighted, the French,

without delay, cut their cables, and made all sail to the

North, but not without the loss of the ship, Salisbury, an

English prize, which had ventured too far into the Firth, and,

being cut off from the remainder of the fleet, was taken, with

about 400 men on board. They then steered to Inverness, but

were driven to sea by a violent tempest, and returned to France.

The fleet had left Dunkirk on the
-fy

March, and returned to

the same place
7 ^n • The capture of the Salisbury took place

on the 13th March, and the pursuit of the French squadron on

the following day.

142. Attempted Invasion of Scotland. -|-| March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .
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D . G . MAG . BE . FE . ET . HIB . EEGINA. Below, K. (Greorg

Hautscli.) Same as No. 70.

Rev. The French fleet fleeing hefore the English fleet off

the coast of scotia. Leg. fvgere non fallere . trivmphvs.

(To escape, not to deceive, is a triumph.

—

comp. Hor. Car. IV.

iv. 52.) Ex. GALLOEVM . CONATVS . IN . SCOTIAM . ANNAE M .

vigilantia . elvsi . cioidcciix. (The attempts of the French

upon Scotland have heen frustrated by the vigilance of the

great Anne, 1708.)

Edge, sic pveei nasvm ehinoceeotis habent. (Thus hoys

have the nose of a Ehinoceros [or turn up their noses].

—

comp.

Martial, Epig. I. iv. 6.)

1-6. Kapin, v. 8. Van Loon, V. 100. Thes. Num.
775.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal illustrates the chasing of the French squadron by

Byng after its escape from the Firth of Forth, and on its flight

to the North. Horace asserts that to " deceive and escape is a

signal triumph " (fallere et effagere est triumphus.— Car. IV.

iv. 52) ; hut the legend allows to France only half this triumph,

as its fleet fled at the approach of the English fleet, and did

not venture to effect anything by manoeuvring. The edge con-

siders the attempt at invasion so absurd that even children

turn up their noses at it.

143. Attempted Invasion of Scotland. -y| March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown with straps on the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. anna

d . g . magn : beit : feanc : et hib : eeglna. Below, s. (Martin

Smeltzing.)

Rev. The sceptre of Providence entwined with rose and

thistle : on one side is the ship salisbuei striking its flag to

another one with the English flag ; and on the other side are

prisoners conducted to the Tower. Leg. quis nos impune

lacesset unitas. (Who shall with impunity provoke us united?)

Ex. IEEITO SPUEII IACOBI EEDITU IN SCOTOS . CLASSE GALLICA
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exteenata . M.DCCVin. (The return of the spurious James into

Scotland frustrated ; the French fleet terrified, 1708.)

1-85. Kapin, v. 4. Van Loon, V. 100. Thes. Num.
774.

MB. M. Gotha, lead. Very rare.

The Union of England and Scotland is symbolized by the

entwining of the rose and thistle, and the threatening motto of

Scotland is modified and applied to the United Kingdom.

This medal specially records the capture of the Salisbury, and

the committal to the Tower of Lord Griffin, Lord Clermont

and Charles Middleton, sons of the Earl of Middleton, and

Colonel Francis Wanchope, who were taken prisoners on board

of the vessel. These, with the Duke of Hamilton, who was

afterwards also imprisoned, were ultimately released on bail.

144. Attempted Invasion of Scotland. ^| March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, L, crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

mantle fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna d . g . mag .

et UNiT.ffi; brita . fra . et hib . regina. Below, c. w. (Chris-

tian Wermuth.) Same as Nos. 118, 132.

Rev. Inscription, henricvs rosas . iacobvs Nomina . anna

REGNA VNIVIT . MDCCVII . CONFIRMAVITQ . FACTA IRRITA LVD .

XTV . GALL . REG . CONSPIRATIONS PER PR . SVPP . IACOB DE

wallis . mdccviii. (Henry united the roses, James the names,

Anne the kingdoms, 1707, and established them by frustrating

the conspiracy of Louis XIV., King of France, in support of

James, the pretended Prince of Wales, 1708.) i. g. i. (Johann

Georg Junker.)

1-7. Eapin, v. 9. Van Loon, V. 103.

Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

This medal was executed by Johann Georg Junker, a pupil of

Christian Wermuth, at Gotha, where great interest was felt for

Queen Anne on account of her intervention on behalf of the

Silesian churches. In the person of Henry VIII. were united

the roses of York and Lancaster, James united the two king-
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doms under one crown and in the title of Great Britain, but

Anne, by the Act of Union, bad surpassed them all in placing

England and Scotland under one government. The numerous

addresses and deputations presented to the Queen after the

attempted invasion showed the strong affection of the people,

of Scotland for Anne and for the united government of the two

countries.

145. Attempted Invasion of Scotland. -|-| March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, L, crowned, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Inscription, qvod devs et reges legitimi henricvs

ROSIS IACOBVS NOMINIBVS ANNA REGNIS CONIVNXERVNT LVDOVICVS

XIV . GALL . REX PRINCIPE SVPPOSITIO SEPARARE AVSVS EST .

d . xxrv . mart . mdccviii. (What God and legitimate sovereigns

have united, Henry by roses, James by name, and Anne by

kingdoms, Louis XIV., King of France, has attempted to

separate by a supposititious Prince, 24 March, 1708.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. ANNA terIt peLago ph . VI
GranDeM CLasse brItANNA. (Anna drives by force the

powerful Philip from the sea with the British fleet, mdcllviii

= 1708.)

1-7. Eapin, v. 5. Van Loon, V. 100. Thes. Num.
776.

MB. M. Hunter, M. Gotha, M. Bare.

This medal is described in Christian Wermuth's Catalogue,

1713, No. 19, p. 22. Like the preceding, it was struck at

Gotha, with the same allusions and upon the same occasion.

The intention of the inscription on the edge is somewhat

doubtful. It may refer to the inactivity of the fleet of France,

who supported the claim of Philip to the throne of Spain, or

else to the Treaty of Commerce entered into at the beginning

of the year between England and Spain. As the treaty was

made with the Archduke Charles, the medallist may have con-

cluded that the weakness of Philip rendered him incapable of

opposing it.
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146. Attempted Invasion op Scotland, ^-| March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, lovelock on the left shoulder,

pearl necklace, in gown and mantle, embroidered and fastened

with brooch in front. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : br : fra : et .

HIB : regina. On mantle, monogram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

Rev. An ass, about to feed upon a thistle, is driven away by

a female figure interposing a rose. Leg. inimicvs odor appe-

titv fortior. (An unpleasant odour is stronger than the appe-

tite.) Ex. GALLI SCOTIAM AGGRESSVRI SOLO ANGLORVM ASPECTV

fvgantvr . 1708. (The French, about to invade Scotland, are

put to flight at the mere sight of the English, 1708.)

Edge, infelix operam perdas, vt si qvis asellvm

IN CAMPVM DOCEAT. hok : seem : l . i.

(Unhappy man, you lose your labour ; as if any one could train

an ass [to run] in the races of the Campus [Martiusl.

—

comp.

Hor. Sat. I. i. 90, 91.)

1-7. Kapin, v. 7. Van Loon, V. 100.

MB. M. Very rare.

As soon as the French commander perceived the English

fleet approaching the Firth of Forth, he cut his cables and bore

away with the utmost expedition. The old naturalists were of

opinion that an ass was fond of thistles, but discomposed at the

smell of a rose. England's rose, therefore, drives away the

French ass from the Scottish thistle. The inscription on the

edge implies that it is as difficult to instruct a Frenchman to

invade England as to train an ass to run in a race.

147. Attempted Invasion of Scotland. -|~| March, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei : gra :

MAG : BR : FRA : ET . HIB : REGINA.

Rev. Anne seated, I., on a sea- chariot drawn by two marine

horses, brandishes her trident against two fugitive monsters,

whose heads are decorated with fleurs-de-lis. Leg. mihi sorte

datvm. (To me it is allotted.) Ex.—
vol. II. Y
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matvrate fvgam regiqve hmg dicite vesteo.

non illi impeeivm pelagi . 1708.

(Speed your flight and tell this to your King, the empire of the

sea does not belong to him.

—

Virg. Aen. i. 141, 142.)

1-45. Kapin, v. 12. Van Loon, V. 103. Thes. Num.
779.

MB. M. Brussels, M. Extremely rare.

This medal was executed by Christian Wermuth. The device

of the reverse resembles those on other medals which were

struck upon the battle of La Hogue, and on which a similar

quotation from Virgil forms the legends. (See No. 251, p. 55,

&c.) The illustration in the Thes. Num., p. 779, gives the

positions reversed, and the bust of the Queen is not crowned.

It appears to be a mistake of the engraver, who has also

blundered the inscriptions.

148. Battle of Oudenabde. n^ , 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, hair entwined with pearls, lovelock

on the right shoulder, in embroidered gown with straps on the

shoulder, collar, George, and star of the Garter ; a bow of

pearls with a brooch on the left shoulder fastens a mantle, which

passes behind. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : fr : et . hib :

reg. Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as No. 107.

Rev. Two captives bound to the base of a column, which is

surmounted by a Victory and is decorated with captured French

standards. Leg. gallis . ad . aldenard . victis. (The French

defeated at Oudenarde.) Ex. xxx . iunii . mdccviii.

1*75. Bapin, vi. 1. Van Loon, V. 106. Thes. Num.
797.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

The obverse of this medal is varied, as No. 107.

The French, at the commencement of the campaign, had

surprised some of the towns of Flanders, notably Ghent and

Bruges, and obtained possession of them. They then deter-

mined to attack Oudenarde, a place of the utmost importance

to them as well as to the Allies. By almost incredible
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exertions, celerity, and skill, Marlborough out-manoeuvred the

enemy, compelled them to engage, and signally defeated

them. Their loss amounted to 3,000 killed, 2,000 deserters,

and 7,000 prisoners, besides the wounded who were left upon

the field of battle. Eugene joined the Duke a day or two

before the battle, and commanded the British right. The

French were commanded by the Duke of Burgundy and the

Duke of Vendome.

149. Battle op Oudenakde. u j^, 1708.

Marlborough and Eugene, habited as Roman generals,

trample upon prostrate foes, each holds out his hand to

the other : Victory, hovering over them, crowns each with a

laurel wreath. Leg. ivstitiaqve dedit gentes frenare sv-

perbas . Virg. (Justice appointed them to curb proud nations.

— Virg. Aen. i. 527.) Ex. strages gallorvm prope alde-

nardam . ii . ivly . 1708. (The slaughter of the French near

Oudenarde, 11 July, 1708.)

Rev. Victory, with a palm branch and a bundle of united

arrows, advancing, r., points to a trophy of captured arms and

flags, to the foot of which two captives are bound. Leg. Time

svnt spolia de rege svperbo . Virg. (These are spoils from

a proud king.

—

com'p.Virg. Aen. xi. 15.) Ex. fvror gallorvm

fractvs. (The fury of the French broken.)

1*7. Rapin, vi. 4. Van Loon, V. 106.

MB. M. Very rare.

Perhaps the work of Martin Brunner. This medal specially

refers to the entire cordiality of feeling and action which

existed on this as on all other occasions between Marlborough

and Eugene, so opposite to the divided command and jarring

counsels of the French commanders, the Duke of Burgundy

and the Duke of Vendome. Marlborough complimented his

friend by giving him the command of the right wing, which

was comprised of British troops. Victory carries the united

bundle of arrows, another allusion to the entire co-operation

of these two great commanders. Marlborough, in his report,

y 2
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stated that ninety-five colours and standards were taken, besides

three which the Prussians kept to send to their King : but the

French historian, General Pelet, affirmed that they lost neither

artillery, nor colours, nor standards, nor baggage, but on the

other hand captured one colour from the Allies.

150. Battle op Oudenarde. u
j""

y

e

, 1708.

Castor and Pollux, on horseback, charging, r. Leg. salvta-

eivm sidervm apparitio. (The appearance of propitious stars.)

Ex. evgenii et marleborvgii felix conivnctio. (The pro-

pitious conjunction of Eugene and Marlborough.)

Rev. View of Oudenarde with the battle before the walls.

Leg. VANDOM . IN FLANDR . SICVT IN ITAL . EVNDEM FVGIT ET

vt fvgiendvs docet. (Vendome flees from the same person in

Flanders as in Italy, and shows how he is to be fled from.)

Ex. MVLT . MILL . GALLORVM CLADES AD ALDENAR . MDCCIIX .

d . xi . ivl. (The slaughter of many thousand French at Oude-

narde, 11 July, 1708.)

Edge, nil desperandvm tevcro dvce et avspice tevcro .

hor. (Nothing to be despaired of under the guidance and auspices

of Teucer.—Hor. Car. I. vii. 27.)

1-7. Rapin, vi. 2. Van Loon, V. 106. Thes. Num.
794.

MB. M. pewter. Gotha, M. Rare.

Eugene and Marlborough are aptly typified by Castor and

Pollux, who alike ran a career of glory, each rejoicing in the

other's fame, mutually sharing and contributing to each other's

honour, and maintaining an uninterrupted friendship. Accord-

ing to astrologers, stars in conjunction diffuse a propitious

influence over the fortunes of their satellites. Marlborough

had long expected Eugene to join him with strong reinforce-

ments, but as German councils delayed the advance of the

troops, Eugene hurried away alone and arrived at head-quarters

only a day or two before the battle. As the timely appearance

of Castor and Pollux at the battle of Lake Regillus brought

success to the Romans, so the fortunate conjunction of Eugene
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and Marlborough was alike propitious to the Allies at Ouden-

arde. The legend on the reverse is a foolish vaunt. At the

battle of Cassano, Eugene and Vendome met, but there was no

flight or even retreat, and both parties sang their Te Deum.
It was only after Vendome was called away to the Low
Countries that the career of Eugene in Italy was marked with

any great success ; and at Oudenarde it was to Vendome alone

that the merit was due of having saved a single battalion from

destruction or capture. This medal was executed by Philipp

Heinrich Miiller, which may account for the complimentary

allusions being directed to Eugene rather than to Marlborough.

151. Battle of Oudenarde. n j

1

"^
, 1708.

The above medal also occurs with a different inscription on

the edge : perpetva solvet formidine terras . virg. (He shall

release the earth from perpetual dread.

—

comp. Virg. Eclog. iv.

14.)

1-7.

MB. M. Rare.

152. Battle of Oudenarde. irjSyj 1708.

Marlborough and Eugene, habited as Roman generals ; each

holds a laurel wreath and plucks a flower from a lily. Leg.

ad exornandam lavream. (To adorn the laurel wreath.) Ex.

EVGENII ET MARLBORVGII . CONIVNCTIO GALLORVM DISSIPATIO.

(The conjunction of Eugene and Marlborough is the dispersion

of the French.)

Hev. A boy seated, r., under a tree, catches a cock with a

hook and line. Leg. \je tibi lvdenti nam mox post ivbila

flebis. (Woe to you, sporting, for soon after your joy you will

weep.) Ex. galli gandavo et brvga capta, aldenardam

obsessvri vincvntvr . mdcciix . xi . ivl. (The French, having

captured Ghent and Bruges, are defeated when attempting the

siege of Oudenarde, 11 July, 1708.)
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1-65. Eapin, vi. 3. Van Loon, V. 106. Thes. Num.
796.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

By the victory of Oudenarde another flower was plucked

from the shield of France to adorn the laurels already won by

Marlborough and Eugene. After having surprised Ghent and

Bruges, and taken possession of those towns without resist-

ance (See No. 148), the French attacked Oudenarde, and

the hope of gorging this bait brought them into a position

which exposed them to the disaster inflicted upon them by

Marlborough and Eugene, and their rejoicings were succeeded

by mournings.

153. Battle of Oudenarde. n
j™°

, 1708.

The Lion of the United Provinces, L, within a wattled fence.

Leg. nescivs . ferre . ivgvm. (It knows not how to bear the

yoke.) Ex. libertas . patriae. (The country's freedom.)

Rev. A winged thunderbolt. Leg. vis . et . celeritas.

(Vigour and rapidity.) Ex. strages gallorum prope aldenar .

d . xi . ivl . mdccviii. (The slaughter of the French near Oude-

narde, 11 July, 1708.)

1-55. Van Loon, V. 106. Thes. Num. 798.

Hague, lead. M. Van der Chijs, M. Brussels, M.
Bare.

Struck in Holland : the type of the obverse is common to

several medals, upon some of which the portrait of Queen Anne

is substituted for the symbol of the United Provinces. In the

Thes. Num., p. 798, the direction of the lion is reversed : this

is probably a blunder of the engraver. Marlborough's attack

upon the French at Oudenarde was peculiarly marked by its

vigour, and the extraordinary rapidity of his previous move-

ments. He anticipated the enemy upon the ground they wished

to occupy, though he had double the distance to march ; and

though their forces were much superior and more strongly

posted, he attacked and utterly defeated them.
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154. George Louis, Elector of Brunswick. y&^. 1708.

Bust of the Elector of Brunswick, r., hair long, in armour,

mantle, and riband across the breast. Leg. georg . lvd . d .

g . dvx . br . et . lvn .s.r.i. elect. (George Louis, by

the grace of God, Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg, Elector of

the Holy Roman Empire.) Below, e. hannibal . f.

Rev. Inscription, caes . avth . et vnan . s . r . imp . ordinvm

CONSENSV IN COLLEG . ELECTORALE SOLEMNITER INTRODVCTVS

DIE 7 . SEPTEMB . 1708 . QVOD PATER INCHOAVERAT FELICITER

perfecit. (By the authority of the Emperor and the unanimous

consent of the States of the Holy Roman Empire, having been

solemnly introduced into the Electoral College, 7 Sept. 1708, he

happily completed what his father had commenced.) Above, a

star ; below, a rose.

2-6. Thes. Num. 811.

MB. N. M. Very rare.

Upon the death of the Elector Palatine without male heirs,

William III. proposed, at the Congress at the Hague in 1691,

that the Protestant interest in the Electoral College should be

upheld by the admission of Ernest Augustus of Hanover.

His election was signed at Ratisbon -^j Oct. 1692, but many
Princes of the Empire entered a protest against this election as

illegal. This opposition did not cease till the year 1708,

when his son, George Louis (afterwards George I. of England),

was unanimously elected on -§-^ June, 1708. In the following-

year he was appointed Arch-Treasurer of the Empire, a dignity

he always inscribed on his English coinage, and by virtue of

which he bore upon an escutcheon the crown of Charlemagne.

155. Battle of Wynendale! \^ September, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gowTn fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei . gra :

mag : br : fra : et . hib : regina. Same as No. 147.

Rev. A Lion pursuing a Cock within the mazes of a laby-
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rinth. Leg. fata . viam . invenient. (The Fates will find a

way.

—

Virg. Aen. iii. 395.) Ex. vrmJj : wynendal : 28 . sep :

1708. (The battle of Wynendale, 28 Sept. 1708.)

1*45. Bapin, vi. 5. Yan Loon, V. 111.

No specimen of this medal with this obverse has been met

with : it is probably the work of Christian Wermuth.

While the Allies were proceeding with the siege of Lille they

were supplied with provisions, ammunition, &c, from Ostend,

for the conduct of which convoys were provided. To intercept

the largest and most important of these convoys, Count de la

Mothe was despatched with an army of 23,000 men ; more

than sufficient, it was supposed, to overpower any force that

Marlborough could spare for its protection. The English

general was, however, too well aware of the importance of the

safe arrival of the convoy, and made great exertions to cover

its passage. Count de la Mothe, foiled in some of his schemes

of attack, hastened to intercept it in the defiles and woods of

Wynendale ; but Generals Webb and Cadogan drew up their

men in three files, and posted an ambuscade on each side of the

line of approach. This arrangement was entirely successful,

and, after many most vigorous attacks, the Count was obliged

to retire before a force not half so numerous as his own, with

the loss of about 3,000 men, and the convoy arrived safely in

Marlborough's camp. The labyrinth symbolizes the intricacy of

the route by which the convoy had to proceed and the dangers

attending it, and the legend intimates the inutility of obstruct-

ing what the Fates had decreed.

156. Battle or Wynendale. -|-| September, 1708.

The Lion of the United Provinces, L, within a wattled fence.

Leg. nescivs . ferre . ivgvm. Ex. libertas . patriae. Same

as No. 153.

Rev. A Lion pursuing a Cock within the mazes of a laby-

rinth, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-45. Thes. Num. 810.

MB. M. Rare.
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The positions of the figures on this medal are reversed in

the illustration in the Thes. Num., p. 810 ; a blunder of the

engraver, which has also been pointed out in the case of

No. 153.

157. Capture of Sardinia and Minorca. -^ Sept. 1708.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with pearls, lovelock on the

right shoulder, in gown and mantle tied in a knot on the left

shoulder. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : pra : et . hib : reg :

Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 64, 141.

Rev. Victory, standing on a conch floating on the sea, holds

a palm branch and the English flag : Sardinia and Minorca in

the distance. Leg. Sardinia . et . balearis minor . captte.

(Sardinia and Minorca taken.) Ex. mdccviii.

1-55. Kapin, v. 3. Van Loon, V. 95. Thes. Num. 808.

Lochner, V. 337.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.
In the summer of 1708 Sir John Leake, with his fleet,

attacked Sardinia, which surrendered after a short bombardment
of the capital city, Cagliari. He afterwards proceeded to

Minorca to co-operate in an attack upon that island with Gen-
eral Stanhope, who had set sail from Barcelona. The troops

were landed on the -fy Sept., and quickly captured the town

of Mahon. But the chief point of defence was the fortress

named St. Philip's Castle, which was exceedingly strong and
well garrisoned : but it was captured, after very trifling resist-

ance, by one of those accidents which sometimes occur in

warfare. After the reduction of the outworks, some of the

Grenadiers, who were under the command of Brigadier Wade,
without orders attacked the line of the enemy and got within it.

They were promptly supported by Wade, and General Stanhope

afterwards coming up with reinforcements, a lodgment was made
on the glacis of the main castle. On the following mornino-,

-|^ Sept., the governor, La Jonquiere, beat a parley, and on
the -g^- Sept. the English marched into the fortress. This

stronghold was thus taken before any preparation had been
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made for its attack. The French commander, La Jonquiere,

was tried for his misconduct in the siege, found guilty, and sent

to prison, and the Spanish commander committed suicide by-

leaping from a window.

158. Capture op Sardinia and Minorca. ^ Sept. 1708.

Bust of Anne, L, hair tied in a knot at top of the head, love-

lock behind, in gown with straps on the shoulder, and mantle.

Leg. anna . d . g . mag . bri . fr . et . hib . reg. Same as

No. 114.

Rev. Victory, standing on a conch floating on the sea, &c.
;

similar to the preceding.

•9.

MB. M. Bare.

This is a medalet imitated from the preceding, probably by

the same artist, and struck for use as a counter.

159. City of Lille taken. |-| October, 1708.

Victory, trampling upon Lille and her shield, takes from her

her mural crown. Leg. insvla flandr . gallis a foederatis

erepta. (Lille in Flanders is wrested from the French by the

Allies.) Ex. indefessa virtvte invictissimi evgenii sab .

principis . mdcciix. (By the indefatigable valour of the most

invincible Eugene, Prince of Savoy, 1708.)

Rev. Pallas, seated, I., amidst piles of arms, terrifies a

French soldier by the Gorgon shield. Leg. spes hosttvm

perterritorvm praecisa. (The hope of the terrified enemy

is cut off.) Ex. prvdentia fortiss . dvcis marlebvrg . obsi-

dionem insvlanvm protegentis. (By the prudence of the most

valorous Duke of Marlborough protecting the siege of Lille.)

p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.)

Edge, spectante nec qvicqvam avdente exercitv gallor .

max . svb dvce bvrgvnd . LVDOvici nep. (An immense French
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army, under the Duke of Burgundy, grandson of Louis, looking

on, but not attempting anything.)

1-8. Kapin, vi. 6. Van Loon, V. 112. Thes. Num. 830.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

In the summer of 1708 it was resolved to undertake the

siege of Lille, the strongest town in Flanders, fortified by

Vauban, who had drawn up a project for its defence, which he

confided to his nephew, who on this occasion was chief engineer.

Marshal Boufflers, distinguished for his skill in the defence of

fortresses, commanded the garrison of 15,000 men. Heavy
cannon, ammunition, and stores of every kind required by the

besieging army could only be obtained by very intricate and
circuitous routes through a country occupied by a very powerful

hostile force. These difficulties, however, were overcome, and the

trenches were opened, W August. "Posterity," says Feuquiers,
" will scarcely believe it, though it is an indisputable truth."

Vendome, who had pronounced this enterprise ridiculous,

determined to raise the siege with an army of 110,000 men,
and for ten days he threatened, and even commenced a cannon-

ade against Marlborough, who commanded the covering army

;

but his efforts were ineffectual, and every resource supplied by
Vauban having failed, the city surrendered, -|-| Oct. ; but the

garrison, consisting of about 5,000 effective men, retired into

the citadel, which the Allies proceeded to invest without delay.

The obverse of this medal points to the indefatigable

valour of Eugene, who conducted the siege, whilst the reverse

commends the prudence and vigilance of Marlborough, who
commanded the covering army, and cut off all the hopes of the

terrified enemy. The inscription on the edge is a retort upon
Louis XIV., who had placed a similar one upon a medal in

1674, after a Dutch armament had fruitlessly threatened the

French coast. (See Van Loon, III. 149.)

160. City of Lille taken. -||- October, 1708.

Lille, with her shield, humbly presents her keys to Marl-

borough and Eugene, who each hold a lily flower; behind
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them, a mortar, balls, &c. Leg. liliis discerptis lilivm

captvm. (The lilies [of France] plucked, Lille taken.) Ex.

EVGENIO OBSIDENTE, MARLBORVG : PROTEGENTE, GALLO SPECTANTE

iNSVLiE capt^e . mdcctix . xxiii . oct. (Whilst Eugene besieged,

Marlborough protected, and the Frenchman looked on, Lille was

taken, 23 Oct. 1708.) Monogram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

Rev. Plan of Lille and its fortifications. Leg. vrbs antiqva

redit mvltos dominata per annos . Virg. (The ancient city-

returns, having been enslaved for many years.

—

comp. Virg.

Aen. ii. 363.)

Edge, nec minor est virtvs, qvam qv^rere, facta tveri.

(Nor is there less virtue in defending than in acquiring.

—

comp.

Ovid, De Arte Am. ii. 13.)

1-7. Kapin, vi. 7. Yan Loon, V. 112. Thes. Num. 827.

MB. M. Very rare.

The lily is the armorial bearing of Lille, and of France,

hence this punning legend. Lille was taken by the French in

1667, and confirmed to them by the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle

in 1678. It was now restored to its ancient masters. The

edge jeers at the French for having surrendered, intimating

that they had not shown as much courage in defending the city

as they had in acquiring it. It would have been fairer to admit

that they had shown even more skill and courage in the defence

than in the acquisition of the place. The enemy beat a parley

22 October [N. S.], and yielded up the gates to the Allies on the

following day.

161. City of Lille taken. -|-|- October, 1708.

A statue of Louis XIV. on a pedestal decorated with the

shield of France, crowned, and his badge, a meridian sun :

behind him, Victory, who takes the laurel wreath from his

brows. Leg. avfert . non dat. (She is taking away, not

giving.)

Rev. Gallia, dropping her shield and an empty cornucopia,

flies terrified at the hostile approach of Marlborough and

Eugene, who, in the dress of Koman warriors, are throwing

down a figure of Terminus. Leg. hannibal ante portas.
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(Hannibal at the gates.) Ex. virtvti invictorvm herovm

FELICITEE INTER GALL : FINES REPVLSO BELLO CAPTA INS . D .

23 . oct . 1708. (To the valour of the invincible heroes, the

war being happily driven back within the boundaries of France,

Lille taken, 23 Oct. 1708.)

1-7. Bapin, vi. 8. Van Loon, V. 112.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This medal is unsigned : but it appears to have been executed

by Martin Brunner. The statue of Louis XIV. is that which

stood in the Place des Victoires in Paris, and the legend is an

answer to a sarcastic question asked when it was erected, "Is that

Victory giving or taking away the laurel wreath ?" " Hannibal

is at the gates " was an expression used by Roman nurses to

terrify into obedience naughty children. The name of Marl-

borough is said to have answered the same purpose in France.

By the capture of Lille the Allies broke down the boundaries

of France, raising supplies, and levying contributions within

her territories. Terminus was the Roman divinity who presided

over boundaries and frontiers.

162. City of Lille taken. -|f October, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with pearls, lovelock on each

shoulder, necklace, in gown and mantle fastened on the left

shoulder with brooch. Leg. On a scroll, anna . d . a . mag .

BR . FR . ET . HIB . REG.

Rev. The city of Lille besieged : in the foreground are

Eugene and Marlborough on horseback, each holding a mar-

shal's staff, and directing the attack ; on the right are tents

with the flags of the commanders. Leg. On a scroll, insvl^e

cap™ . 1708 . 23 . oct. (Lille taken, 23 Oct. 1708.) Mono-
gram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

1-85. Rev. Num. Beige, 1878, PI. vii. 26.

M. Hohn, Wiesbaden, lead. Extremely rare.

This medal, which commemorates the taking of the city of

Lille, was executed at Nuremberg by Martin Brunner. It is

very possible that, as only one specimen is known, and that in
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lead, the dies were made for striking draughtsmen in wood.

This medal gives a general view of the siege without any

particulars.

163. Death of Prince George of Denmark.
8 No

°

v ;

1708.

Bust of Prince George, r., hair long, in armour with lion's

head on the shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooch on the

shoulder. Leg. geo : dan : pr : m : adm : et . dvx . svp : angliae.

(George, Prince of Denmark, High Admiral and Commander-
in-Chief of England.) Ex. nat . 21 april . 1655 . denat . 8 .

novemb . 1708. (Born, 21 Apr. 1655 ; died, 8 Nov. 1708.) On
truncation, rog. (Michael Eoeg.)

Rev. Inscription, celsissimus princeps GEOKGIUS, magni

REGIS FILIUS, MAGNI REGIS FRATER, MAGNI REGIS PATRUUS,

MAGNiE REGLNjE CONIUX . DANICVS BBITANNICVS . CORONAM

NASCENDI SORTE, ET REGIA VIRTUTE IN TERRIS MERITUS, CORONAM

MORIENDI LEGE, ET PIA CONSTANTIA IN COELIS ADEPTUS. (The

most exalted Prince George, the son of a great King, the

brother of a great King, and the uncle of a great King, the

consort of a great Queen, a Dane, a Briton, deserving of a

crown on earth from his birth and royal virtue, he obtained a

crown in Heaven by the laws of mortality and by his pious

constancy.)

1-95. Danske Medailler, F. IV. PI. xii. 3.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal and the following one commemorate the death

of George, Prince of Denmark, and husband of Queen Anne.

They were struck by direction of his nephew, Frederick IV. of

Denmark. Prince George was buried in Westminster Abbey,

13 Nov. 1708. (O. S.)

164. Death of Prince George of Denmark. -$w>i. 1708.

A star inscribed with the letter 9 ; around it are arranged

nine others united by a riband, and inscribed respectively,
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Ml Fz Ji C<s Fa Cxu A Cxi Wz rftnMil
» it » » » » * • (Sjueen

COKIUX PATER SOGER FRATER 7 NEPOS NEPOS NEPOS AFFIN 7 AFFIN

Anne, his wife; Frederick III., his father; James II., his father-

in-law ; Charles V., his brother ; Frederick IV., Charles XII. (of

Sweden), and Augustus (of Saxony), his nephews; related by

marriage to Charles XI. and William III.) Leg. vrx spectata

FUIT RADIANS TOT SOLIBUS UNQUAM STELLA NEQVE ARCTOO

dignior ulla iove. (Scarcely ever was seen a constellation

glittering with so many satellites, or one more eminent than

the Northern Jupiter.)

Rev. Inscription, gloriosiss . memor . celsitudinis regle

SERENISS . PRINCIPIS GEORGII AUG . QVONDAM SEPTENTRIONIS

MONARCfLZE FRIDEEICI III . FILII SECUNDO-GENITI DAN . NORV .

VANDALOR . GOTHORUMQVE PRINCIPIS HiEREDITARII DUCIS SLESVICI

HOLSAT . STORM . DITHM . OLDENB . ET DELMENH . COMITIS BRI-

TANNIC^ SEMIRAMIDIS ANNiE REGINiE CONIUGIS in vivis

DELECTISSIMI POST FATA DESIDERATISSIMI QVI NATUS HAVNLE .

A° 1655 . OBIIT IN PALATIO KENSINGTON IUXTA LONDINUM 8 .

nov . a° 1708. (To the most glorious memory of His Royal

Highness the most serene Prince George Augustus, late second

son of the northern monarch Frederick III., hereditary Prince

of the Danes, Norwegians, Vandals, and Gotbs, Duke of

Schleswick-Holstein, Storm, and Ditmarsh, Count of Oldenburg

and Delmenhorst, Consort of the British Semiramis, Queen

Anne, most beloved in life and regretted in death, who was

born at Copenhagen in the year 1655, and died at the Palace

of Kensington, near London, 8 Nov. 1708.)

2-85. Danske Medailler, F. IV. PI. xii. 4.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This medal is by Michael Roeg, and was struck in gold as

well as in silver. The legend on the obverse calls this Prince

a Northern Jupiter, a character to which he had in reality no

claim, as he was possessed of very ordinary intellectual powers,

and his dulness and silence often caused him to be the jest of

those around him. He was, however, a faithful, affectionate,

and assiduous husband.
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165. The Passage of the Scheldt forced.

if November, 1708.

The Lion of the United Provinces, I., within a wattled fence.

Leg. nescivs . ferre . ivgvm. Ex. libertas . patriae. Same

as Nos. 153, 156.

Rev. The Genius of the Scheldt reclining, r., and amazed to

see a Cock flying away from a Lion ; soldiers in the distance

flying. Leg. iactabas . qvondam . cantando . fvgasse . leo-

nem. (You once boasted to have put the Lion to flight by your

crowing.) Ex. flwivs . scaldis . svperatvs . hoste . aspi-

ciente . d . 26 . nov . 1708. (The Scheldt forced in view of the

enemy, 26 Nov. 1708.)

1-45. Van Loon, V. 115.

MB. lead. Hague, lead. M. Van der Chijs, M.
Very rare.

The French, failing in the relief of Lille, determined to

seize upon Brussels, and had posted themselves along the

banks of the Scheldt from Tournay to Ghent, and spent three

months in fortifying their positions. Marlborough, however,

by feints and stratagems, diverted and deluded them, and

passed the river at two places, above and below Oudenarde,

almost without resistance, inflicting upon the enemy the loss of

much baggage and of about 800 men. A lion is said to be

frightened at the crowing of a cock. France had often used

this idea upon medals recording supposed advantages obtained

by the Gallic Cock over the British or Belgian Lion. (See Van

Loon, II. 392.)

166. Brussels relieved. -|~| November, 1708.

Bust of the Elector of Bavaria, r., laureate, hair long and

tied with riband, in armour and mantle fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. auspiciis . maxim : eman . el : bavar.

(Under the auspices of Maximilian Emanuel, Elector of Ba-

varia.) Below, i. s. (Jan Smeltzing?)

Rev. The Elector, as a general, viewing the defeat of his
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troops ; above, a crown suspended between him and the sun of

France, which shows to him only its shaded side. Leg. non .

diadema . sed . vmbra. (Not a diadem, but a shadow.) Ex.

SCHELLENBERGIVM . HOCHSTET . RAMEL . ET BRUX . HAC IPSUM

laurea. donant. (Schellenberg, Hochstadt, Kamillies, and Brus-

sels present him with this laurel.)

2-15. Van Loon, V. 116.

MB. electrotype from Hague, JR. Extremely rare.

This satirical medal was struck in Holland. The obverse, if

by Jan Smeltzing, must have been executed many years previous

to this date ; the reverse is probably by Nicolas Chevalier, and

jeers at the Elector of Bavaria for the signal defeats he had

sustained at the places mentioned. The troops destined for the

siege of Brussels, amounting to 15,000 men, were placed under

the command of the Elector, but within two hours after he

heard that Marlborough had passed the Scheldt, he drew off his

army, leaving behind him his wounded men, cannon, and bag-

gage. Louis XIV. had induced the Elector to make common
cause with him against the Allies by the promise of erecting

his Electoral dominions into a kingdom, to be called Franconia,

This shadowy crown he is now contemplating.

167. Brussels relieved. j^ November, 1708.

A bear running, r., with wings attached to its feet. Leg.

EUGENII . UMBRA . PEDIBVS . ADDIDIT . ALAS. (The shadow of

Eugene added wings to his feet.) Ex. postqvam . diruit rvit.

(As soon as he had destroyed, he ran away.)

Rev. Victory, running rapidly, I., holds out a javelin and a

laurel wreath towards a city, Brussels. Leg. obstabat . stre-

nua . virtus. (Active valour interposed.) Ex. gallis fugatis

obsid . soluta bruxel . 28 . novemb . MDCCvin. (The French

put to flight, the siege of Brussels raised, 28 Nov. 1708.)

1-45. Van Loon, V. 116.

Hague, lead. Extremely rare.

As a bear runs away to avoid the stings of the bees whose

hive it has destroyed, so the Elector of Bavaria ran away with

VOL. II. z
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the utmost expedition the moment he heard that the Allies had

passed the Scheldt. The type and inscriptions on the obverse

are borrowed from medals of James II., recording his flight from

England (No. 16, Vol. I. p. 656), and also his escape from

Ireland after the battle of the Boyne (No. 142, Vol. I. p. 719).

The legend on the obverse is adapted from Virgil, Aen. viii.

221. This medal was executed in Holland, and, as no mention

is made of Marlborough, who had planned and chiefly executed

this remarkable exploit, it was probably published by the party

which was jealous of him, and which endeavoured to thwart

his measures.

168. Brussels relieved. -|~| November, 1708.

The Lion of the United Provinces, I., within a wattled fence.

Leg. nescivs . ferre . ivgvm. Ex. libertas . patriae. Same

as Nos. 153, 156, 165.

Rev. Victory, running rapidly, I., holds out a javelin and a

laurel wreath, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-45. Van Loon, V. 116.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The obverse,

having a general significance, is found with various reverses.

169. Citadel of Lille taken.
9 D

°^' 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, hair entwined with pearls, lovelock

on the right shoulder, in embroidered gown with straps on the

shoulder, collar, George, and star of the Garter ; a bow of pearls

with a brooch on the left shoulder fastens a mantle, which passes

behind. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : fr : et . hib : reg .

Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 107, 148.

Rev. Victory, facing, murally crowned, holds a palm branch

and the shield of Lille ; her foot rests on an upright slab, on

which hangs a plan of the fortifications of that city. Leg.

insvlje . cavtm . MDCCvin. (Lille taken, 1708.)
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1-7. Rapin, vi. 9. Van Loon, V. 119. Thes. Num. 829.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

When the city of Lille capitulated (See Nos. 159-162),

Boufflers, with the remainder of his garrison, retired into the

citadel, against which the trenches were opened -|~§ Oct., but

which was not compelled to surrender before
~

9 B
°*

'. Thus

ended this most arduous and most difficult siege, and which was

also one of the longest and most sanguinary of modern times.

The besieged lost, within the walls, above 10,000 men, and the

Allies, during the siege and the operations connected with it,

not much less than 14,000 men. On account of Boufflers'

admirable and valiant defence, the terms of capitulation accorded

by the Allies were highly honourable, and he and his faithful

soldiers were allowed to march out with all the honours of war.

170. Citadel of Lille taken. 9 B °J'
1708.

The building of the Tower of Babel ; labourers distressed by

the confusion of tongues. Leg. confvndamvs lingvam eoevm, vt

NON AVDIAT VNVSQVISQVE VOCEM PROXIMI SVI. (Let US Confound

their language, that they may not understand one another's

speech.

—

Genesis, xi. 7.) Ex. ryssel vel insvl^e per prin-

CTPEM EVGENIVM OBSESSA 22 . AVG . ET 23 . OCT . RECEPTA .

1708. (Ryssel, or Lille, besieged by Prince Eugene, 22 Aug.,

and retaken, 23 Oct. 1708.)

Rev. Lille and its "cittadelle" bombarded: above, the Sun and

Moon. Leg. siste sol in gibeon et lvna in valle aialon.

(Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon, and thou, Moon, in the

valley of Ajalon.

—

Joshua, x. 12.) Ex. castellvm rysel ob-

sessvm xxvii oct . receptvm vero ix dec. (The citadel of

Lille besieged 27 Oct., but retaken, 9 Dec.)

Edge, vnita virtvs valet. (United valour prevails.)

1-9. Rapin, vi. 11. Van Loon, Y. 119. Thes. Num. 833.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

The distress occasioned by the Confusion of Tongues was

intended as a satire upon Vendome and the Duke of Burgundy,

whose want of intelligence and co-operation with each other

z 2
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was most disastrous to the French, especially at Oudenarde and

Lille. The Sun and Moon are France and her allies, who

were compelled to be spectators and to stand still " until the

people had avenged themselves upon their enemies." The Sun,

it will be recollected, was the badge of Louis XIV. The edge

refers to the unanimity of action which existed between Marl-

borough and Eugene on this as on all other occasions of their

combined command. Lille was taken by the French in 1667,

and it is now retaken (See No. 160).

171. Citadel of Lille taken.
"

tf D
°

ĉ 1708.

Gallia seated, facing, bemoans one lily dropped from her

shield which is suspended from a withered tree before her.

Leg. gallia moerens ob lilivm deperditvm. (Gallia, weeping

for her lost Lily.) Ex. insvla flandr . cvm castello resti-

tvta. (Lille in Flanders, with its citadel, restored.)

Rev. View of Lille. Leg. poederatis aditvs in galliam

apertvs. (The entrance into France opened to the Allies.) Ex.

VRBE REDDITA D . 23 . OCT . CASTELLO . D . 9 . DEC . MDCCVIII.

(The City surrendered, 23 Oct. ; the Citadel, 9 Dec. 1708.)

Edge, tempvs vltionis est a domino . vicissitvdinem ipse

tribvet ei . ierem . li . 6. (This is the time of the Lord's

vengeance, he will render unto her a recompence.

—

Jerem. li. 6.)

1-75. Eapin, vi. 10. Van Loon, V. 119. Thes. Num.
832.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Rare.

This medal was struck at Nuremberg, and is probably the

work of Martin Brunner.

Lille took a lily for her armorial bearing, and was also,

from her importance, called the "Lily of France," who there-

fore laments the loss of that city, as if one of the lilies was

torn from her own shield. The possession of this place opened

the frontiers of France to the incursions of the Allies. The

edge considers the losses sustained by the French troops as a

just retribution for the tyranny exercised upon Lille while in

their possession.
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172. Citadel of Lille taken. gI)
°*

1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei . gra :

mag : br : fra : et . hib : regina. Same as Nos. 147, 155.

Rev. A Lion seizes the key and shield of Lille, and wounds

a Cock retreating. Leg. nvnc . tv . galle . fvgis . dum . leo .

belga . fremit. (You, Cock, flee now, when the Belgic Lion

roars.) Ex. insula . capta . xxiii . octob . et . arce . ix .

decemb . mdccviii. (Lille taken, 23 Oct., and the Citadel, 9 Dec.

1708.)

1-45. Kapin, vii. 4. Van Loon, V. 123.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it is the work

of Christian Wermuth. The motive of the reverse is derived

from the notion that a Lion is alarmed at the crowing of a

Cock, which was repeatedly adopted upon French medals. (See

Van Loon, II. 392.) To these this is a sarcastic retort, for now
the Cock flees when the Lion roars. The satirical medals by

Wermuth were seized by the local government, and their circu-

lation prohibited : on this account in many instances no speci-

mens have been met with.

173. The Passage of the Scheldt forced, and the

Citadel of Lille taken. 1708.

The Genius of the Scheldt reclining, r., and amazed to see

a Cock flying away from a Lion ; soldiers in the distance flying.

Leg. IACTABAS . QVONDAM . CANTANDO . FVGASSE . LEONEM. Ex.
FLVVIVS . SCALDIS . SVPERATVS . HOSTE . ASPICIENTE . D . 26 . NOV .

1708. Same as the reverse of No. 165.

Rev. A Lion seizes the key and shield of Lille, and wounds
a Cock retreating, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-45. Rapin, vii. 5. Van Loon, V. 123.

No specimen of this medal has been met with; it is composed
of the reverses of two separate ones. The passage of the

Scheldt and the capture of the citadel of Lille were two events

which occurred within a few days of each other.
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174. Lille taken, and the French Frontiers forced.

t£? 1708.

Bust of the Emperor Joseph I., r., laureate, hair long, in

armour, mantle, collar and badge of the Golden Fleece. Leg.

iosephus . i : d : g : invictiss : rom : imper : semp : a : g : h :

b : rex. (Joseph I., by the grace of God, the most invincible,

Emperor of the Romans, ever august, King of Germany,

Hungary, and Bohemia.) On truncation, seidlitz. (Johann

Georg Seidlitz.)

Rev. View of the city of Lille and its fortifications; above,

Fame flying, I., holds a mural crown and a trumpet, the flag of

which is inscribed insvla recepta . 8 . de. (Lille retaken,

8 Dec.) Leg. idqve avdire sat est. virg. (It is enough to hear

that.'

—

Virg. Aen. ii. 103.) Ex. reseratis . gall : clavstris .

HOSTE . SPECTANTE . RENITENTE . FVSO . C^IS : ET . FOEDERAT :

ARMIS . FEL : GALLIAM . INVICTAM . VICTAM . VIDET . DIVES .

trivmphis . germania . cvm . prole . anglle . 1708. (The bar-

riers of France having been forced in the sight of the enemy,

resisting but put to flight, Germany, rich in triumphs, with

the Heir of England, sees invincible France vanquished by the

prosperous arms of the Emperor and the Allies, 1708.)

1-7. Van Loon, V. 119. Thes. Num. 822.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. Very rare.

The legend on the reverse intimates that the sound of the

victorious trumpet of the Allies was the signal for the imme-

diate flight of the enemy. This boast could not well be applied

to Lille, which had made such a brave defence. The " Heir

of England " was the hereditary Prince of Hanover, afterwards

George II., who served as a volunteer during the siege of Lille,

and greatly distinguished himself on many occasions.

175. Eugene, Marlborough, and Overkire. Lille taken.

f£- 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .
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D G . MAG . BE . FR . ET . HIB . EEGINA. Below, I. BOSKAM . F.

Same as Nos. 20, 21, 33, 48, 79.

Rev. Attached to a trophy of captured French standards are

three medallions, with the busts of peinceps eugenius.—pe :

ET . DUX . MAELBOUEOUG.— GENEEAL OUWEEKEEKE., arranged

around an oval one with Victory. Leg. Chronogrammatic. b.mG

feCeeVnt hI tees aeMI potentes DeI . 2 . sam : 23. (These

things did these three mighty men of God, mdcctiii = 1708.

—

II. Sam. xxiii. 17.) Ex. i. boskam . f.

1-75.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal commemorates the three great commanders of

the Allies, Eugene, Marlborough, and Overkirk, who took part

in the siege of Lille. The last was scarcely inferior to his

two illustrious colleagues, and was entitled to the highest com-

mendation for the cordiality with which he co-operated with

them. He died in the camp -j^- Oct., worn out with fatigue

and the infirmities of premature old age, in his sixty-seventh

year.

176. Peince Eugene. Lille taken. -

9 De
°^ 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Eugene on horseback, I., commanding at the bombard-

ment of Lille. Leg. vi facta via est. (By force is the way
made.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. ii. 494.) Ex. mdcctiii.

1-75.

MB. JR. Gotha, M. Bare.

This medal refers to the command of Prince Eugene at the

siege of Lille, by the forcible capture of which city a way was

opened into the territory of France.

177. Peince Eugene, &c. Lille taken. f^~' 1708.

Eugene on horseback, I., commanding at the bombardment
of Lille, &c; same as the reverse of the preceding.
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Rev. Three medallions of Eugene, Marlborough, and Over-

kirk, with a fourth, in the centre, of Yictory, attached to a

trophy, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 175.

1-75. Eapin, vii. 1. Van Loon, V. 123. Thes. Num.
828.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal is composed of the reverses of two separate ones.

178. Duke of Maklborough, &c. Lille taken.
9 De

°

e

7'

1708.

Marlborough on horseback, r., commanding at an attack

upon the trenches before the city of Lille. Leg. corruam eum

gladio in regione sua . ies : 37. (I will cause him to fall by

the sword in his own land.

—

Isaiah, xxxvii. 7.) Ex. mdccviii.

Rev. Three medallions of Eugene, Marlborough, and Over-

kirk, with a fourth, in the centre, of Victory, attached to a

trophy, &c. ; same as the reverse of No. 175.

1-75. Rapin, vii. 2. Van Loon, V. 123. Thes. Num.
829.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Very rare.

This is intended to commemorate the activity and watchful-

ness of Marlborough, who commanded the covering army at

the siege of Lille. It is a companion to the preceding.

179. Battle op Oudenarde, and Taking op Lille. 1708.

Victory, carrying the Dutch flag and a laurel wreath, flies,

I., over a pile of captured French arms : Oudenarde in the

distance. Leg. adversa et aversa gloriosa. (Crowned with

glory on both sides.) Ex. flandria utrinque trop^eifera

CffiJSI EX ITINERE GALLI AD AUDENARDAM . XII . IUL . M.DCCVIII.

(Flanders on both sides victorious ; the French defeated on

their route to Oudenarde, 12 July, 1708.) m. s. (Martin

Smeltzing.)

Rev. Deputies from Lille, with her shield at their feet,

submit themselves to the allied generals : view of Lille and the

besieging army in the distance. Leg. vicit pervicax virtus.
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(Persevering valour has conquered.) Ex. insulje visceribus

LUDOVICI XIV EREPTjE nepotibus et exercitu frustra re-

luctant ix . dec : m.dcc.viii. (Lille wrung from the heart of

Louis XIV., his grandsons and army offering a vain resistance,

9 Dec. 1708.) m. s. (Martin Smeltzing.)

1-85. Kapin, vii. 3. Van Loon, V. 123. Thes. Num.
824.

MB. M. Very rare.

The die of the reverse is so much sunk and cracked that

very few specimens of this medal were probably ever struck.

It was when the French were advancing on their route to

Oudenarde that Marlborough attacked and defeated them. In

every place where the war raged victories had crowned the allied

arms, and of these Oudenarde was a remarkable example. Lille

was subdued by the astonishing perseverance of the Generals

amidst most extraordinary difficulties, and it may be said to

have been wrung from the heart of Louis ; for he so valued it

that, though his Generals were strictly enjoined to avoid all

hazardous enterprises in the presence of the allied commanders,

he upon this occasion repeatedly ordered them to risk every-

thing for the preservation of Lille. It is certain that he con-

fidently expected success, for the members of the royal family

were seldom present with the army except when the magnitude

of the means employed appeared to ensure a victory.

180. Battle of Oudenarde, and Taking of Lille. 1708.

Plan of the battle of Oudenarde. Leg. Chronogrammatic.

In GaLLos VarIas DabIt aDenarDa Coronas. (Oudenarde

shall supply several crowns for victories over the French,

DDDCLLVIII = 1708.) Ex. FVGIEN . EX VATICINIO GALLIS . VIC-

TORIA parta . ii . ivl . 1708. (Victory obtained over the French,

flying according to the prophecy, 11 July, 1708.) c. w. (Christian

Wermuth.)

Rev. Plan of Lille. Leg. Chronogrammatic.

—

In ODenarDer sIeg besteht

Dass RysseL fort noCh VIeL weg geht.
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(The victory of Oudenarde leads to the capture of Lille,

DDDCLLVIII = 1708.) Ex. SPECTANT . HOETVLANIS . LILIVM DE-

ceept . 23 . oct . & 9 . dec . 1708. (The Lily is plucked in the

sight of the gardeners, 23 Oct. and 9 Dec. 1708.) i. g. i.

(Johann Georg Junker.)

Edge. Chronogrammatic. eVgenIe et MaeLbeo : DeLetIs
foenoea gaLLI. (Eugene and Marlborough ! you wipe off the

debt with France, mdllllviii = 1708.)

1-7. Kapin, vi. 12. Van Loon, V. 123. Thes. Num.
825.

MB. M. (edge not inscribed). Gotha, M. Very rare.

The obverse of this medal is by Christian Wermuth : it is

described in his Catalogue, 1713, No. 15, p. 21.

In their endeavour to defend the passage of the Scheldt,

the French placed their principal force opposite to Oudenarde,

where they supposed the passage was practicable. Marlborough,

having deluded them by feints, made attacks upon other points,

directing the parties if successful to unite on the heights above

Oudenarde. All this was accomplished ; and as soon as the

allied forces began to concentrate above Oudenarde the French

withdrew, and thus the way was opened to the operations

against Lille. When the royal Princes of France were about

to join the army, Maugarde presented them with a copy of verses

highly adulatory and prophetic of success. In the exergue this

prophecy is ridiculed and construed ironically. These Princes

are the gardeners, in whose sight their lily, Lille, was plucked.

France, having formerly won so many victories, may be said to

have owed some to the Allies, and these debts Marlborough and

Eugene have now wiped off. Oudenarde supplied the Generals

with a laurel and a mural crown ; a battle in the field and a

town defended.

181. Ghent betaken. j$ December, 1708.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on the left shoulder, in

gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . dei . gea : mag :

be : fea : et . hib : eegina. Same as Nos. 147, 155, 172.
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Rev. Within an enclosure of palisades, the Genius, or Virgin

of Ghent, with her Lion is seated as a captive at the foot of

a trophy of captured French and Spanish arms. Leg. spes .

ET . OPES . HOSTIUM . KEBELLUMQUE . FEACTAE. (The hopes and

forces of the enemy and the rebels destroyed.) Ex. gandavum

eecuperat . d . 30 . dec . 1708. (Ghent retaken, 30 Dec.

1708.)

1-45. Kapin, vii. 7. Van Loon, V. 127.

No specimen of this medal has been met with ; it is by

Christian Wermuth.

On the
5 j^y

6
of this year Ghent had been surprised, and had

given itself up to France. (See No. 148.) As it commanded

the courses of the Lys and the Scheldt, Marlborough resolved to

possess himself of it. Trenches were opened on the -|-|- Dec,

and on the -g-^- Dec. it capitulated, though the Governor, Count de

la Mothe,who had commanded the French troops at Wynendale,

had received orders to defend it to the last extremity. Thus were

the hopes of the French army and of their rebellious partisans

in the city defeated. The rebels alluded to in the legend are

those inhabitants who, in spite of their oath of allegiance to

Charles III., had opened the gates of Ghent to the French in

the July preceding. The reverse of this medal is adopted from

one struck by Louis XIV. (See Med. Louis XIV., 4to, 170, and

Van Loon, III. 226) to commemorate the capture of Ghent in

March, 1678, and, as with many of the medals by Christian

Wermuth, it is a satire, making the French memorial of a

victory a record of their subsequent defeat.

182. Ghent eetaken. j$ December, 1708.

The Lion of the United Provinces, I., within a wattled fence.

Leg. nesctvs . febee . ivgvm. Ex. libeetas patriae. Same
as Nos. 153, 156, 165, 168.

Rev. Within an enclosure of palisades, the Genius, or Virgin

of Ghent, with her Lion is seated as a captive at the foot of a

trophy, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-45. Van Loon, V. 127. Thes. Num. 855.
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No specimen of this medal has been met with. The posi-

tions on this medal, as figured in the Thes. Num., p. 855,

are reversed : this is probably a blunder on the part of the

engraver, as in No. 153, &c.

183. Ghent retaken. j$ December, 1708.

View of Ghent and the trenches of the besieging army.

Leg. avtoritate et potestate. (By authority and power.) Ex.

PRVDENTIA FORT . D . MARLB . TRAD . CAR0L.0 III . GANDAVVM

post obs . s . dier . d . 29 . dec . 1708. (By the prudence of

the valiant Duke of Marlborough, Ghent was surrendered to

Charles III., after a siege of six days, 29 Dec. 1708.)

Rev. monsr . la motte, the Governor of Ghent, and the

French commanders, humbly present a glove to the Duke of

Marlborough on horseback ; in the distance the French garrison,

gall . PRiES., departing. Leg. caroli . v . imp . a gallis

TECHNIS RAPTvE ET CAROLO III . RESTITVT^l CHIROTHECLE.

(Gloves [or Ghent] of the Emperor Charles V., filched by the

French, and restored to Charles III.)

Edge, mens vna sapiens plvrivm vicit manvs. (One wise

mind defeated the hands of many.

—

comp. Polyb. Hist. i. 35.)

1-7. Kapin,vii. 6. Van Loon, V. 127. Thes. Num. 853.

Lochner, IV. 65.

MB. pewter. Extremely rare.

This medal intimates that Marlborough had obtained Ghent

by his authority and power, whilst the French had obtained it

by trickery. The legend on the reverse refers to the revolt of

the citizens of Ghent in 1539 against Charles V. of Spain,

when they begged the assistance of France. The puns in

the legend are remarkable and almost untranslatable. The

French name of the town and of a glove give scope to the

medallist and to the herald. The edge also is embellished

with a pun, as the one wise head of Marlborough is con-

sidered superior to the many hands of Ghent, or to the

occupiers of a glove. On the
-^-f

Dec, Count de la Mothe, the

Governor of Ghent, sent word to Marlborough desiring that
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some officers of the garrison might have leave to attend him
in order to arrange the terms for the surrender of the city.

Marlborough returned a blank passport, and on the next day

the capitulation was signed. The garrison marched out with

the usual marks of honour, and was conducted to Tournay.

184. Campaign of 1708.

Gallia seated, facing, bemoans one lily dropped from her

shield which is suspended from a withered tree before her.

Leg. GALLIA MOEEENS OB LILIVM DEPEEDITVM. Ex. INSVLA

FLANDR . CVM CASTELLO RESTITVTA. Same as No. 171.

Rev. Between branches of palm and laurel, and surmounted

by a castral and two mural crowns, and two wreaths, is a shield

suspended against a tree and inscribed, scaldi traiecta . vallo

HOST . PERRVPTO . BRVXELL . LIBERAT . DVCE BVRGVND . IN GALL .

fvgato gandav . et brvgis recept. (The Scheldt passed, the

lines of the enemy forced, Brussels relieved, the Duke of

Burgundy driven into France, Ghent and Bruges retaken.)

On one side Victory trumpets forth these exploits, and on the

other the Genius of the Scheldt tranquilly reposes and admires

the arms, &c, on the ground. Leg. expeditio foederat .

feliciss . finita. (The campaign of the Allies most prosper-

ously concluded.) Ex. mdccviii.

Edge, tempvs vltionis est a domino . vicissitvdinem ipse

tribvet ei . ierem . li . 6. Same as No. 171.

1-75. Bapin,vii.8. Van Loon, V. 129. Thes. Num. 856.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was struck at Nuremberg, and was probably the

work of Martin Brunner. The obverse and the edge have

already been noticed (See No. 171). The reverse records the

events of the campaign of 1708, of which Marlborough wrote,

" It is now ended to my own heart's desire, and the hand of

the Almighty is visible in the whole matter." Coxe calls it

" perhaps one of the most scientific occurring in the annals of

military history." All the events mentioned have been already

noticed except the taking of Bruges, which the French aban-
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doned as soon as they knew that Marlborough was in possession

of Ghent. The fortress of Plassendaal was also evacuated by

the French troops.

185. Campaign of 1708.

An armed warrior, bearing the banner of Holland and the

shield of England, is seated, I., upon a cannon amidst piles of

captured arms and flags, and places his foot on the shield of

France. Leg.—
DE TROTSHEID VAN DE FRANSEN ALEXANDER

LEGT HIER VERTRAPT VAN BRIT EN NEDERLANDER.

(The pride of the French Alexander lies here, trodden under

foot by the British and the Dutch.) Ex. het iaar mdccviii

GELUKKIG DOOR DE NEDERLAGE DER FRANSSEN SPAANSE EN

byerse. (The year 1708 prosperous by the defeat of the

French, Spaniards, and Bavarians.)

Rev. Four medallions, with portraits of frans eugeen.—
IOHAN HER . V . MARLBURG. A . W . H . V . OUWERKERK. IOHA .

fris . prins . v . fr., surrounded by ten cartouches, with re-

presentations of a . o . so . misl. (The attempt on Scotland mis-

carried) ; slag by oudenaarde. (The battle of Oudenarde) ; a .

op . aat mislukt. (The attempt on Ath miscarried) ; treffingt

wynnendal. (The action at Wynendale) ; de schelde vero-

verd. (The Scheldt passed) ; treffinge by leffinge. (The

action at Leffmghen) ; brugge herwonne. (Bruges retaken)

;

brussel ontset. (Brussels relieved) ; rys gewonne. (Lille

taken) ; and gent herwonne. (Ghent retaken.) Leg.—
MEN LOVE EN DANKE GOD EENDRAGTIG MET MALKAAR

DIE TIENMAAL ONS DEE SLAAN EN WINNEN IN DIT IAAR.

(Let us unite our hearts in thanking God for having enabled

us to fight and conquer ten times this year.)

3. Bapin, vii. 9. Van Loon, V. 131.

Hague, M. (engraved). Brussels, M. Very rare.

Three of the four heroes represented are well known ; the

fourth is John William Friso, Stadtholder of Friesland, Prince

of Orange, and Heir-general of William III. He headed the
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infantry of the left wing in an impetuous charge at Oudenarde,

which cut off the last opening for retreat to the French army.

At Lille he very greatly distinguished himself, and afterwards

in his successful enterprises against St. Amancl and St. Venant.

In 1711 he was drowned in passing the Meuse in an open boat,

at the age of only twenty-four years. All the events referred to

on the reverse of this medal have already been noticed, with

the exception of the unsuccessful attempt of the enemy to

surprise Ath on the 3^- Oct., and their repulse on the ^ Oct.

from before Leffinghen, where the Allies had posted a strong

detachment in order to preserve the communication with Ostend.

In the last engagement the enemy were driven out of their

trenches with heavy loss and compelled for a time to abandon

them. In a renewed attempt on the j^ Oct. the French cap-

tured Leffinghen and held it till the fall of Ghent, when, like

Bruges and Plassendaal, it was hastily evacuated.

186. Campaign op 1708.

Fame, standing on the bank of the Scheldt, sounds her

trumpet, tramples on a prostrate foe, and holds a map inscribed

Kerkhove Bingen Oudenarde ; in the distance are troops cross-

ing a river, and beyond a view of Oudenarde. Leg.—
FAMAM EXTENDEEE FACTIS

HOC VIRTUTIS OPUS. Virgi Mntid.

(To perpetuate renown by deeds, this is the part of virtue.

—

Virg. Aen. x. 468, 469.)

Rev. Belgium, in armour, seated, facing, holds a sword

encircled by a serpent and a spear, to which is attached the

shield of Holland : on one side is the Belgic Lion and a cube,

and on the other a truncated column, captured arms, and the

shield of Ghent. Leg. cedant druse tui cedant trajane

labores. claud . i . Stiiicli. (Drusus and Trajan, let your exploits

give place to these.

—

Claud. In I Cons. Stilich. i. 193.) Ex.

GANDAVUM BRUGG^E PLASSENDAEL CAPTA . 1708. (Ghent, Bruges,

and Plassendaal taken, 1708.)

3. Van Loon, V. 131.
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No specimen of this medal has been met with. It commemo-

rates the campaign of 1708, especially the passage of the

Scheldt at the places inscribed on the map, and the capture of

the towns named on the reverse, which closed the operations of

the year. The sword is encircled by a serpent to mark the

prudence with which it was wielded, and the column and cube

intimate the fortitude of Belgium, whilst the shield of Ghent

marks the most important conquest at the close of the season.

187. Negotiations for Peace. 1709.

Louis XIV. standing near his throne ; before him a female

figure, France, who represents to him the miseries of his

subjects, caused by famine, war, and sedition, symbolized by

three prostrate figures, who surround the King. Leg. qvem

das finem rex magne laborum. (What end, great King, wilt

thou give to our labours?

—

Virg. Aen. i. 245.)

Rev. Louis XIV. consulting an astrologer, who stands before

him near a table, on which is a globe, holds a staff, and

points to the astronomical symbol of Mars, War, at the

highest elevation in the sky, whilst that of Mercury, Peace,

scarcely appears on the horizon. Leg.—
CYLLENIVS HiERET

ET COELVM MARS SOLVS HABET.

(The Cyllenian deity [Mercury] retards, and Mars alone occupies

the heavens.

—

Lucan, Phars. i. 662, 663.)

Edge.—
LONGI POENAS FORTVNA FAVORIS

EXIGIT.

(Fortune demands the punishment of her prolonged favours.

—

Lucan, Phars. viii. 21, 22.)

1-65. Van Loon, V. 137. Thes. Num. 898.

No specimen has been met with. This and the two following

medals appear to be the work of Christian Wermuth.
France, drained in every way by the long and severe war,

ruined in her finances, and starvation dominant throughout the

land, was still further harassed in the winter of 1709 by one of
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the hardest frosts ever known, which destroyed her vines and

left her corn-lands bare. Louis XIV., touched by so much

misery, determined, at great sacrifices, to obtain peace, and

renewed his overtures at the Hague. He appointed to the

mission Rouille, a President of the Parliament at Paris, and

later on De Torcy, the Secretary for Foreign Affairs. The

negotiations on the part of Holland were carried on by Heinsius,

and on that of England by Marlborough and Lord Townshend.

Although the terms offered by Louis XIV. were most liberal,

they were not considered ample enough by the Allies, and as the

war party was in the ascendant at the Hague, their demands

became week by week harder and harder. At length France,

though exhausted in her resources, yet feeling that she had

submitted to sufficient sacrifices, determined to make one

supreme effort, and, having declared null and void the offers

she had made, girded herself to renew the contest, even though

with a bankrupt Treasury and with starving armies. The

reverse of this medal points to the attitude of the war party at

the Hague, and the inscription on the edge tells Louis XIV.

that the sacrifices which he offered to make were only a pay-

ment for the favours which he had received during his long

reign.

188. Negotiations for Peace. 1709.

A rainbow stretching over mountains and corn-fields ; in the

distance, the setting sun. Upper leg. decipit vnde patet. (It

deceives, whence it appears.) Lower leg. desinit in lacrymas.

(It ends in tears.) Ex. abrvpta pr^elimin . pacts mense apr .

may . ivn . mdccix. (The preliminaries of peace in the months

of April, May, and June, 1709, broken off.)

Rev. Peace, facing, holding olive branch and ring. Leg.

Across the field, avwey der fried hat schon ein c(E)h [loch] .

1709. (Alas ! the peace has already a hole.)

1-35. Van Loon, V. 137. Thes. Num. 899.

No specimen of this medal by Christian Wermuth has been

met with. The type of the obverse alludes to the useless

VOL. II. A A
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attempts at a peace which appeared at first so brilliant, like

the rays of the rainhow, but which also, like that phenomenon,

only terminated in rain, i.e., tears. The negotiations were

begun in April and terminated in the first week in June. The
type of the reverse occurs on another medal struck at the out-

break of the war, and described at p. 232.

189. Negotiations for Peace. 1709.

A rainbow stretching over mountains and corn-fields, &c.

;

same as the preceding.

Rev. Two right hands united issuing from clouds. Leg.

(Sin ©djelm berS ©utf) rnemt. (Shame to him who thinks well of

this.)

1-35. Van Loon, V. 137.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it is also the

work of Christian Wermuth. The reverse warns the Allies

against the want of faith of Louis XIV. in the negotiations.

It was generally considered by his enemies that he was not

sincere in his offers, and only made them to get time to recruit

his armies, and to ascertain the feelings of his subjects.

190. City of Tournay taken. ^| July, 1709.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with pearls, lovelock on the

right shoulder, in gown and mantle tied in a knot on the left

shoulder. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : fra : et . hib : reg :

Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 64, 141, 157.

Rev. Pallas seated, r.
}
rests her arm upon her Gorgon shield

and holds a spear murally crowned ; near her a pile of arms

and flags ; a town in the distance. Leg. tornaco . expvgnato.

(Tournay taken.) Ex. mdcctx.

1-55. Kapin, viii. 3. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num.

924. Lochner, VII. 129.
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MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Tournay was the first place attacked by the Allies after the

failure of the negotiations for peace at the Hague. Villars,

styled the invincible, and a master of the art of stratagem, was

so deceived by the manoeuvres of Marlborough, that he mate-

rially weakened the garrison of Tournay, and neglected to

provision it. The Duke then suddenly marched upon it, in-

vested it, and compelled it to surrender -|~| July, 1709. The

garrison retired into the citadel, which was defended till forced

to surrender at discretion 3 Sept;
. Tournay was the strongest

place belonging to France, and was protected by outworks which

had been constructed by Vauban. The citadel was considered

the most perfect of its kind, and a pompous inscription pro-

nounced it impregnable ; and from the number of its mines it

was called the " Imperial Labyrinth." The operations, there-

fore, of its siege were of the most extensive character.

191. City of Tournay taken. |~| July, 1709.

The Lion of the United Provinces, with double tail, v.,

within a wattled fence. Leg. nesctvs ferre ivgvm. Ex.

libertas patriae. Similar to Nos. 153, 156, 165, 168, 182.

Rev. Hope, facing, holds in one hand her dress and an opening-

flower, and carries in the other a Victory : before her is spread

a plan of Tournay. Leg. clavstra gallorvm reserata tor-

naco capto. (The barriers of France opened by the capture of

Tournay.) Ex. xxix ivl . mdccix.

1-5. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num. 924.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The barriers

of France were burst by the possession of Tournay, which

placed in the hands of the Allies a rich and fertile district of

the French Netherlands. By giving to the figure on the reverse

the symbols of Hope and Victory, the artist meant to intimate

the expectation that this conquest would lead the way to

further successes. The illustrations in Van Loon and in the

Thes. Num. both give the direction of the Lion to the right, but

on the medals above referred to it is always to the left.

a a 2
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192. City of Tournay taken. ^9 Juty* 1709.

Victory, holding in chains the prostrate figure of Discord, is

preceded by the Genius of Tournay, with her shield, and strew-

ing her path with laurels. Leg. vt melivs procedat. (That

she may proceed the better.)

Rev. Tournay bombarded. Leg. solvta catenis insvrgit.

(She rises relieved from her chains.

—

eomp. Ovid, Met. iv. 737,

738.) Ex. tornacvm captvm . mdccix. (Tournay taken, 1709.)

Edge, regni collapsa rvvnt immania membra, virgil.

(The huge members of the kingdom fall in ruin.

—

camp. Virg.

Aen. ix. 708.) c. g. l. (Caspar Gottlieb Lauffer.)

1-75. Kapin, vii. 10. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num.
927.

MB. pewter. Gotha, M. Very rare.

Executed at Nuremberg by Martin Brunner, and one of a

series of medals issued by Lauffer. This medal, like the last,

intimates the hope that this conquest would smooth the way to

further victories, and that Tournay would prosper when relieved

from Discord and from the chains of France. The edge

threatens gradual destruction to the whole body of the kingdom

by its most important members crumbling away one by one.

193. City of Tournay taken. ^-§ July, 1709.

A Spanish vessel, with the French arms affixed to her stern,

is labouring in a heavy sea : her mizenmast, carrying French

colours, has been carried away, and her cargo is being thrown

overboard, one bale of which is marked dornik. (Tournay.)

Leq. ne pereat perdit. (She loses that she may not be lost.)

Rev. Tournay bombarded, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Edge. Same as the preceding.

1-75. Kapin, viii. 2. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num.

928.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Rare.

This medal intimates that France, having obtained possession
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of a portion of the Spanish Netherlands, found herself incapable

of holding it : but in order that she should not be compelled to

abandon it altogether, she was willing to sacrifice a few places

in order to preserve the rest. Tournay was captured by the

French in 1667.

194. City of Tournay taken. -^-| July, 1709.

Gallia, crowned, seated, facing, in great distress, her hands

clasped, her hair dishevelled ; at her feet are broken olive

branches and hollow masks ; behind is a Tower, i.e., Tournay,

struck by lightning. Leg. domine, dixervnt : pax erit vobis,

ET ECCE PERVENIT GLADIVS VSQ . AD . ANIMAM. (0 Lord, they

have said, ye shall have peace, whereas the sword reacheth unto

the soul.

—

comp. Jerem. iv. 10.) Below, monogram of mb.

(Martin Brunner.)

Rev. Tournay bombarded : above are the shields of Flanders

and Tournay united by ribands. Leg.—
QVID NVNC TE TVA, TORNE, POTEST ANTIQVA IWARE GLORIA.

(What, Tournay, can your ancient glory now avail you ?

—

comp. Virg. Aen. xii. 872.) Ex. cessit invictis foederatorvm

armis . m . ivl . 30 . mdccix. (It has yielded to the invincible

arms of the Allies, 30 July, 1709.) n. (Nuremberg.)

Edge, non assvmes nomen pacis in vanvm. (Thou shalt not

take the name of Peace in vain.

—

comp. Exocl. xx. 7.)

1-7. Kapin, vii. 11. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num.
925.

MB. M. Very rare.

The obverse symbolizes the state of France, suffering at this

time from famine, disease, fanaticism, robberies, insurrections,

deficient funds, decay of trade, loss of fortresses, frontiers in-

vaded, and the hopes of peace destroyed. The reverse calls to

the recollection of Tournay her antiquity and former renown in

war. The inscription on the edge refers to the failure of the

negotiations for peace at the beginning of this year, and besides

accusing France of a want of good faith in the matter, now
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taunts her by reminding her that the trials she was undergoing

were a punishment for her own false pretences. The j$ July

was the day on which the garrison retired into the citadel.

195. City of Tournay taken. -|-| July, 1709.

Gallia, crowned, seated, facing, in great distress, &c. ; same

as the preceding.

Rev. Plan of Tournay. Leg. vltimvm opvs martis cetera

pacis ervnt. (The last operation of war, the rest will be of

peace.) Ex. n. (Nuremberg.)

1-7. Rapin, vii. 12. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num.
926.

Hague, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M. Very rare.

Louis XIV. was induced by the complaints of his people

to make overtures of peace, but it is doubtful whether the

negotiations on his part were sincere, and not protracted, in

the hope that their distresses would drive them to follow his

bread-waggons and thus increase his armies. Still, while they

were in progress, a hope was entertained that the siege of

Tournay would be the last labour of the war.

196. City of Tournay taken. ^~§ July, 1709.

The temple of Victory amid palm-trees upon a rugged emi-

nence covered with thorn bushes. Leg. die bahn zvm sieg.

Ex. vnd fried 1ST dornicht. (The path to Victory and Peace

is thorny [or through Touruaj7].) Floral border.

Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription within branches of thorn

bearing grapes, hILfft gott, so kan Man Iezt beI Dornen

frIsChe traVben Leesen. (By the help of God, may we soon

gather fresh grapes from thorns, mdcllviiii = 1709.) Ex. n.

(Nuremberg.)

1-7. Rapin, viii. 1. Van Loon, V. 141. Thes. Num.
926.

MB. electrotype from Hague, M. M. (lozenge-shaped).

P. H. Van Gelder, JE. Brussels, M. Rare.
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This piece, like the preceding, was struck at Nuremberg, and

expresses the hope that Peace will speedily follow the severe

warfare and the capture of Tournay. Dornick is the Flemish

name of Tournay, whilst dornig is the German word for thorny,

and upon the play of these words rests the spirit of the medal.

The citadel of Tournay capitulated, Vs5pt> a^ter a gallant

defence, and after the provisions of the defenders were ex-

hausted ; and the whole garrison, consisting of 4,500 men, was

compelled to surrender at discretion. There are no medals

which refer specially to this last event.

197. Battle of Malplaquet. "
^pt 1709.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, hair entwined with pearls, love-

lock on the right shoulder, in embroidered gown with straps on

the shoulder, collar, George and star of the Garter ; a bow of

pearls with a brooch on the left shoulder fastens a mantle, which

passes behind. Leg. anna . d : g . mag : bri : fe : et . hib :

reg. Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 107, 148, 169.

Rev. French entrenchments in a wood attacked : above,

Victory flying, with two large laurel wreaths. Leg. Concordia .

et . virtvte. (By unanimity and valour.) Ex. gallis . ad .

taisniere . devictis . avg : xxxi . mdccix. (The French de-

feated at Taisnieres, 31 Aug. 1709.)

1-85. Bapin, viii. 5. Van Loon, V. 145. Thes. Num.

934.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

The Allies, having resolved to attack Mons, were compelled

to pass the strong lines which Villars had formed from that

city to the Sambre. Marlborough, with his usual skilful

manoeuvring and rapid marches, deceived Villars, passed the

lines, and invested the place. Villars resolved to risk a battle

for its protection, and to penetrate through the woods of Tais-

nieres and Lanieres, but was surprised to see Marlborough

drawn up on the other side and ready to oppose him. Whilst

Marlborough was waiting for reinforcements, Villars strongly

entrenched himself, but after a very sanguinary battle, in which
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he was himself wounded, his army retreated in a very masterly

manner under the direction of Boufflers. The right of the

French, where the attack commenced, was drawn up on the

plain of Malplaquet, from whence the battle usually takes its

name. The unanimity and valour of the generals and troops

of the Allies were never more conspicuous than on this day.

198. Battle of Malplaquet. l\ g^.' 1709.

Busts, facing each other, of Eugene and Marlborough, hair

long, both in armour and scarf; Eugene wears tbe collar and

badge of the Golden Fleece, and Marlborough the collar of the

Garter with the George. Leg. evgenivs . franc . dvx . sabavd . *

IOHANNES . DVX . D . MARLB . S . R . I . P. * Below, H. (Georg

Hautsch.)

Rev. Landscape; sun setting amidst clouds. Leg. crventvs

occtdit. (It sets in blood.) Ex. galli ad . montes han . victi .

a . mdccix d . xi . sept. (The French defeated near Mons in

Hainault, 11 Sept. 1709.)

1-7. Rapin, viii. 6. Van Loon, V. 145. Thes. Num.

932.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Rare.

Two dies were used for the obverse of this medal, easily

distinguished by one being without the artist's initial.

The sun, the emblem of Louis XIV., setting in blood,

alludes to the defeat of the French after a most sanguinary

conflict, in which their loss was not less than 12,000 men,

whilst that of the Allies exceeded 20,000. Of this battle a

French officer wrote :
" The Eugenes and Marlboroughs ought

to be well satisfied with us during that day ; since till then

they had not met with resistance worthy of them. They may

say, with justice, that nothing can stand before them ; and

indeed, what shall be able to stem the rapid course of these

two heroes, if an army of 100,000 of the best troops posted

between two woods trebly intrenched, and performing their duty

as well as any brave men could do, were not able to stop them

one day?" (Coxe, Mem. of Marlborough, Vol. III. p. 98.)
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199. Battle of Malplaquet.
\\^ 1709.

Bust of Eugene, r., hair long, in armour, collar and badge

of the Golden Fleece. Leg. evgenivs franc . dvx sab . caes .

exer . gener . comm. (Eugene Francis, Duke of Savoy, General-

in-Chief of the Army of the Emperor.)

Rev. Jupiter, seated on his Eagle, hurls destruction against

Phaethon, who falls from his chariot. Leg. armatvs vt orbem

restituat. (Armed that he may reinstate the world.) Ex. pvg .

ad blangiacvm xi . sept . mdccix. (Battle near Blaugies, 11

Sept. 1709.)

1-5. Rapin, viii. 4. Van Loon, V. 145. Thes. Num. 933.

No specimen of this medal has been met with : it is probably

the work of Christian Wermuth. The Eagle is the emblem of

the Emperor, the Sun that of Louis XIV., who is here con-

sidered as only a Phaethon, punished for misguiding the powers

entrusted to him. The legend expresses an opinion that this

interference of the Emperor would produce peace ; such was

the general expectation, and it was also Marlborough's, who
wrote, "God Almighty be praised, it is now in our power to

have what peace we please, and I may be pretty well assured of

never being in another battle." The right wing of the Allies,

which was commanded by Eugene, extended towards the hamlet

of Blaugies, and was confronted by Villars.

200. Battle of Malplaquet. '^^ 1709.

Phaethon (Louis XIV.), in the chariot of the Sun with his

reins broken, averts his head from the zodiacal signs of Leo
(Holland), Virgo (Anne), Libra (Justice), and Scorpio (Defeat).

Leg. solem mentitvr, qvem sidera terrent. (He but counter-

feits the sun, whom the stars affright.) Below, n. (Nuremberg.)

Rev. Sun setting behind a mountain : the city of Mons in

the distance. Leg. sol rvit interea, et montes vmbrantvr.

(Meanwhile the Sun sets, and the Mountains (or Mons) are

darkened.

—

Virg. Aen. iii. 508.) Ex. strages gall : ad montes
hannon : xi sept : mdccix. (The slaughter of the French near
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Mons in Hainault, 11 Sept. 1709.) In the field, monogram of

m b. (Martin Brunner.)

Edge, nimivm prono fervore petite iam piget hesperle.

(He now repents having claimed Spain with too much headlong

fervour.)

1-7. Van Loon, V. 145.

MB. M. Very rare.

The Sun, the emblem of Louis XIV., gives occasion to the

taunts upon this medal. He is affrighted at the terrific signs

of the zodiac, and is consequently only a fictitious orb. The

reverse symbolizes the dark state of affairs at Mons by the

declining Sun of Louis at Malplaquet, and the edge intimates

that the " Grand Monarque " repented at having too eagerly

attempted to place his family on the throne of Spain. In the

conditions for peace offered by Louis to the Dutch at the

beginning of this year, he agreed to give no further countenance

to the claims of his grandson Philip to the crown of Spain.

201. Battle op Malplaquet. ^ g"
p

g
t 1709.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. lvdovic . xiv . d . g . m . fr . et nav . rex chr.

Below, w. (Christian Wermuth.)

Rev. A lily struck by lightning. Leg. Chronogrammatic.

lilicidivm. (The fall of the lily, mdcllviiii= 1709.) Ex. fvg .

gall . tainiers . an°. svpra not . xi sept. (The French defeated

at Taisnieres, 11 Sept., in the year above mentioned.)

•85. Van Loon, V. 145. Thes. Num. 935.

No specimen of this piece has been met with : it is one of

a set of counters made by Christian Wermuth. (See No. 235,

p. 47.) The lily is the emblem of France, and its being struck

by lightning intimates the damage sustained by the defeat at

Malplaquet, or Taisnieres, as stated in the exergue.

202. Mons taken. ±9- October, 1709.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with pearls, lovelock on the

right shoulder, in gown and mantle tied in a knot on the left
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shoulder. Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bri : fra : et . hib : reg :

Below, i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 04, 141, 157, 190.

Rev. Victory, bearing a wreath and a palm branch, flying, I.,

above the city of Mons. Leg. montibvs . in . hannonia .

captis. (Mons in Hainault taken.) Ex. mdccix. On the line

of exergue, s. b. (Samuel Bull.)

1-55. Bapin, viii. 8. Van Loon, V. 149. Thes. Num. 934.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

After the battle of Malplaquet the investment of Mons was

proceeded with. The trenches were opened
-|-f

Sept., but

owing to the marshy nature of the ground and the wetness of

the season the progress of the siege was slow, and it was not

until yq Oct. that the breaches were practicable. The French

army now showed some intention of interrupting the siege, but

finding Marlborough with the covering army too strongly posted,

Mons was left to its fate, and it surrendered, -^y Oct. 1709, the

garrison marching out two days after.

203. Mons taken. ±& October, 1709.

Gallia, holding the broken chain of Mons, who, murally

crowned, is seated on a rock, upholds her Gorgon shield against

the lightnings hurled against her by Bellona, who rests her

hand upon a bundle of fasces. Leg. nec castra nec mvni-

menta. (Neither entrenchments, nor fortifications [avail].) Ex.

postcenivm avtvmni. (The last act of the Autumn.) n. (Nu-

remberg.)

Rev. The Colossus of Rhodes falling to pieces. Leg. mole

rvit sva. (It falls by its own weight.) Ex. montes hann .

GALLIA LAB . RECVPERATI . XXIII . OCT . MDCCIX. (MoilS ill Hai-

nault is recovered from tottering France, 23 Oct. 1709.) Mono-

gram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

1*65. Rapin, viii. 9. Van Loon, V. 149.

MB.iR.^. Bibl. Paris, M. Hague, M. Brussels,^.

Rare.

The tragedy of the Autumn had been performed, the actors

had retired to the Green Room, and returned to their true

characters. France, no longer gay and vaunting, now quailed
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before the genius of Marlborough and Eugene, whose union

and concord are represented by the fasces, and in vain

attempted to protect herself behind the entrenchments at

Malplaquet and the fortifications at Mons. The Colossus at

Khodes was a statue of the Sun, which, like Louis XIV., who

grasped at a larger empire than he could govern, fell to pieces

through its own unwieldiness.

204. Campaign of 1709.

Victory, facing, holding a trophy and a laurel wreath. Leg.

virtvte militvm belgicorvm. (By the valour of the Dutch

soldiers.) Ex. pvgna ad malplaquet xi . sept . mdccix.

(The battle of Malplaquet, 11 Sept. 1709.)

Rev. A triple branch of laurel with a mural crown on each.

Leg. concordia dvcvm. (By the unanimity of the Generals.)

Ex. TORNACUM, FANVM GISL . ET MONTES HANONLE . CAPTA .

mdccix. (Tournay, St. Ghislain, and Mons in Hainault taken,

1709.)

1-45. Van Loon, V. 149. Thes. Num. 935.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The obverse

records the valour of the Dutch troops at the battle of Mal-

plaquet, and too much cannot be said in their praise. Again

and again they returned to the charge, forcing their way

through tremendous difficulties, into which their gallant but

impetuous commander, the Prince of Orange, had led them,

but they were at length overpowered by numbers. The reverse

records with truth the cordiality of the Generals, and their

reward in the three mural crowns which decorate their laurels.

St. Ghislain was necessary to the Allies to keep up the com-

munication between Tournay and the army besieging Mons,

and it was therefore attacked and taken after a short but

vigorous resistance the day before the battle of Malplaquet.

205. Campaign of 1709.

Europa, seated, I., on her Bull, is protected by three warriors,

Germany, England, and Holland, from a fourth, France, who
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brandishes a lighted torch, and above whose head is the Sun :

in the distance, a city in flames. Leg. vietus . et . Concordia .

EUROPAM . A . GALLORUM . TYRANNIDE . VINDICANT. (Valour and

unanimity defend Europe from French oppression.)

Rev. Fame, with a laurel wreath, sounds her trumpet amidst

piles of captured arms : cities in the distance. Leg. tornaco .

ST GISLENII . FANO . ET . POST . C^SOS FUGATOSQUE PROPE

URBEM GALLOS . MONTIBUS . IN . HANNONIA . CAPTIS. (Tournay,

St. Ghislain, and, after the slaughter and flight of the French

near the city, Mons in Hainault taken.) Ex. annus feliciter

clausus . 1709. (The year prosperously concluded.)

2-9. Eapin, viii. 7. Van Loon, V. 149.

Hague, M. (cast and chased). Extremely rare.

This medal was executed at Amsterdam, and was probably

always cast and not struck from dies.

By the valour and unanimity of the Allies France had been

still more humbled, and her condition at the end of this year's

campaign in the Netherlands was even more deplorable than

at the beginning. This year may therefore be said to have

terminated prosperously for the Allies. But although the latter

had gained several victories, their losses had exceeded that of

their adversaries, and as soon as Mons was captured, they

dispersed for the winter, and the example was gladly followed

by their equally wearied opponents.

206. Campaign of 1709.

Pallas, standing, I., holds a laurel wreath and a spear ; on

the ground is her Gorgon shield. Leg. annus feliciter

clausus. (The year prosperously concluded.) Ex. fanvm st .

gisleni captvm . mdccix. (St, Ghislain taken, 1709.)

Rev. Hercules, standing, r., holds his club and the shield

of Mons : a city in the distance. Leg. ternis castris deletis.

(The triple entrenchments destroyed.) Ex. montes hann . ex-

pug . mdccix. (Mons in Hainault taken, 1709.)

1-45. Van Loon, V. 149. Thes. Num. 936.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

The triple entrenchments were those thrown up by Villars to
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defend his position before the battle of Malplaquet, and by the

destruction of which the fate of Mons was sealed.

207. Campaign of 1709.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelocks behind and

on the right shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. ANNA . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below,

p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.) Same as No. 69.

Rev. Mars, leaning on a shield decorated with a view of the

battle of Malplaquet, and Hercules leaning on a shield having

a view of mons, are seated upon a pedestal decorated with a

view of tornick (Tournay). On the top of the pedestal Fame
places a castral and two laurel crowns. Leg. tvrris . castra .

montes victi. (The Tower, entrenchments, mountains over-

come.) Ex. victoria pacif. a : mdccix. (Peace-bearing Victory,

1709.)

1*7. Kapin, viii. 10. Van Loon, V. 152.

MB. M. Very rare.

Hercules and Mars indicate that force and military skill pro-

duced the results of this campaign. The legend is somewhat a

play of words. The Tower means Tournay, the entrenchments

are those at Malplaquet, and the mountains are only to be

found in the name of Mons. These victories, it was expected,

would lead to a general peace ; such too, as we have seen, was

Marlborough's opinion (See No. 199, p. 361) ; but the conduct

of Louis XIV. defeated these reasonable expectations.

208. Campaign of 1709.

Bust of the Emperor Joseph, r., hair long, in armour,

mantle, and order of the Golden Fleece. Leg. iosephvs d . g .

rom . imperator. Below, p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Miiller.)

Rev. Mars and Hercules, with shields, seated upon a pedestal,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

1-7. Van Loon, V. 152.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It only

differs from the previous one in the type of the obverse.
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209. Henry Newton. 1709.

Bust of Newton, r., hair long, in cravat and loose mantle.

Leg. hen . newton . ableg . ext . brit . ad . m . etrvr . d .

et . r . p . gen. (Henry Newton, Ambassador Extraordinary

for Britain to the Grand Duke of Tuscany and to the Republic

of Genoa.) Below, floren . 1709.

Rev. Pallas and Prudence embracing ; Pallas is helmeted

and holds a spear; at her feet are musical instruments and

the shield of Newton ; beyond her are Parnassus, Pegasus, and

swans ; Prudence is seated upon a cube, and holds a mirror

and a javelin entwined by a serpent : behind her is a stag

couchant and cities. Leg. alterivs . altera . poscit . opem.

(Each entreats the aid of the other.) Ex. max . soldanvs . f .

3-35. Snelling, xxviii. 1. Thes. Num. 968. Mazzu-

chelli, II. PL cli. 2.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal, by Massimiliano Soldani Benzi of Florence, is

always cast.

Henry Newton was ambassador for Queen Anne to the

Genoese Republic, and afterwards to the Grand Duke of

Tuscany. He was an excellent Latin and Italian scholar,

speaking and writing both these languages with remarkable

correctness and elegance. In 1710 he published a volume of

orations, letters, and poems in Latin, which were considered

models of composition. The reverse intimates that he con-

ducted political affairs with diligence, and embellished them

with graceful accomplishments. The device is illustrated by

two lines from the pen of Joseph Averani of Pisa :

—

"Altera poscit opem alterius, conjungit utramque

Ingenio Newton, consilioque potens."

Newton, Epist. Lucca, 1710, front.

210. Trial of Sacheverell. 1710.

Bust of Sacheverell, three-quarters, r., hair long, in clerical

robes. Leg. h : sach . d : d :

Rev. Mitre. Leq. : is : firm : to : thee :
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1*4. Snelling, xxvii. 5.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal is always cast and usually chased, and was at

one time, perhaps, common. It was issued in 1710, soon

after Sacheverell's trial, probably for distribution amongst his

numerous partisans. Dr. Henry Sacheverell, an English divine,

was impeached in 1710 for two sermons which he had preached

in the previous year, one at Derby, the other at St. Paul's,

and in which he advocated the doctrines of non-resistance and

passive obedience, and inveighed against the Dissenters and the

toleration of the Genevan discipline. His second sermon was

also one continuous diatribe upon the Administration. His

trial lasted from the 27th of February to the 20th of March,

when he was suspended for three years, but this sentence was

deemed so light that it was almost equivalent to an acquittal.

211. Trial of Sacheverell. 1710.

Bust of Sacheverell, three-quarters, r., &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Bust of Pope Innocent XI., r.,in papal tiara and robes.

Leg. : is : firm : to : thee :

1-4. Old England, II. 260.

MB. M. Stockholm, M. Rare.

Also cast and chased. The former medal represented Sach-

everell as a friend to Episcopacy, this one as a friend to Papacy.

The reverse refers to a resolution which was appended to the

sentence of Sacheverell, that the famous decree issued by the

University of Oxford in 1683 on the occasion of the Rye

House Plot, maintaining the doctrine of passive obedience to

the authority of Princes, should be burnt by the hangman.

Innocent XI. was at that time Pope (1676-1689).

212. Trial of Sacheverell. 1710.

Sacheverell seated, r., beneath a canopy, holding a shield sur-

mounted by a mitre, and inscribed passive obedience ; his left
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foot tramples on a figure of Discord : before him stands bvrges,

who threatens him with pistol and dagger, and another divine,

Hoadley, disclaiming moderation, which is inscribed on a scroll

across his knee.

No reverse.

3-55 by 2-95.

MB. lead. Very rare.

This is a badge, cast and in high relief, and made to be

worn by the partisans of Sacheverell. The chief opponents of

Sacheverell were David Burgess, pastor of the Presbyterian

meeting-house in Carey Street, Lincoln's Inn, and Benjamin

Hoadley, Kector of St. Peter-le-Poer in the City. Burgess,

who was noted for his wit, was the most popular Presbyterian

minister in London : but the populace were so enraged at his

attacks upon Sacheverell that they broke into his chapel, ran-

sacked it, and burnt the pews and seats in Lincoln's Inn

Fields. Hoadley, afterwards Bishop of Bangor, was noted for

his Low-Church doctrines, and had preached a sermon in 1705

before the Lord Mayor, in which the doctrine of rebellion

was countenanced, and resistance to higher powers encouraged.

In the discussions occasioned by his sermons, Sacheverell was

commonly pitted against Hoadley.

213. Douay taken. Jf June, 1710.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, hair bound with pearls, lovelock on

the right shoulder, in mantle, and gown trimmed with pearls

and fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . avgvsta. Below,

I. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Victory, standing amidst piles of captured French arms

and standards, affixes to a column a shield inscribed, salvs

provin. (The safety of the Provinces.) In the distance, Bellona

is driving a French soldier beyond his entrenchments. Leg.

VALLO . GALLORVM . DIRVTO. Ex. ET . DVACO . CAPTO . MDCCX.

(The French lines levelled, and Douay taken, 1710.)

1*9. Rapin, ix. 1. Van Loon, V. 165.

VOL. II. B B
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MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

The dies of the obverses of the specimens in silver and copper

are slightly varied.

The Allies having resolved to invest Douay, it was necessary

to pass the strong and well fortified lines of La Bassee, which

had been greatly strengthened by new works, and were defended

by forty battalions and thirty squadrons. It was anticipated

that the passage could only be effected, with considerable loss,

but the defence was abandoned and the Allies passed without

the loss of a man at Pont-a-Vendin and Courrieres. Douay was

then invested, and though Villars assembled his army and pro-

fessed his intention of risking an engagement for its relief, he

was only " very bountiful in threats," and after several advances

ultimately retired to a distance, and the place surrendered.

The enemy beat the chamade on the |~| June ; the articles of

capitulation were signed two days afterwards, and on the |-|

June the garrison marched out with military honours.

214. Douay taken, ^-y June, 1710.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, no lovelock, in gown and mantle

with fringed edge over the shoulders, Leg. anna avgvsta.

Rev. Victory, standing amidst piles of captured French arms

and standards, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

•95.

MB. M. Rare.

This medalet, so far as the reverse is concerned, is only a

reduced copy of the preceding. It may have been struck for

use as a counter.

215. Douay taken. ^-| June, 1710.

Minerva snatches from Jupiter half his thunderbolt and

carries it off. Leg. brevi tempore inermis erit. (In a short

time he will be disarmed.

—

comp. Ovid, Trist. Lib. ii. 34.)
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Ex. virtvte foederatorvm. (By the valour of the Allies.)

Monogram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

Rev. Bird's-eye view of Douay. Leg.—
B.MC REQVIEM REBVS FINEMQVE LABORI

ALLATVRA.

(This [victory] about to bring rest to affairs and an end to

work.

—

Claud. In Ruf. ii. 331, 332.) Ex. dvacvm capt . d .

29 ivn . mdccx. (Douay taken, 29 June, 1710.) n. (Nurem-

berg.)

Edge, invenit tam longa potentia ftnem. (The power so

protracted has found an end.-

—

-comp. Lucan, Phars. i. 333.)

1*7. Bapin, ix. 3. Van Loon, V. 165.

MB. M. Very rare.

Jupiter (Louis XIV.), deprived of half his power by Minerva

(the Allies), is threatened with continued losses till he shall be

entirely unarmed. It was hoped that after this conquest, as it

had been also hoped after previous victories, that peace would

follow, and that the usurping power of France would at last

come to an end.

216. Douay taken. Jf June, 1710.

The sun declining behind the globe. Leg. defectvm lvmine

vidit. (He saw it eclipsed.

—

Tibidl. Eleg. II. v. 75.)

Rev. Two soldiers seated on a military cloak playing with

dice ; one has gained money marked mons, rusel, dornic ; the

other has in reserve two more pieces marked arras, paris, and

is paying away a third inscribed dovay. Leg. spes perdens.

(Forlorn hope.) Ex. dvacvm gallis pacem spern . ereptvm .

mdccx. (Douay is wrested from the French, who had rejected

peace, 1710.)

1*7. Bapin, ix. 2. Van Loon, V. 165.

MB. M. Very rare.

Louis XIV. sees his emblem, the Sun, eclipsed. On the

reverse he appears as a gamester, who, having lost some great

stakes, seems prepared to risk his last and most valuable

property as a sort of forlorn hope in an effort to regain what

b b 2
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he had lost. After the capture of Douay Marlborough and

Eugene intended to besiege Arras; but Villars,with great skill,

drew together his army on some newly-constructed lines, and

compelled the Allies to abandon their design, and to content

themselves with the small town of Bethune. Thus did Villars

not only save Arras, but also Paris, as the medallist supposed

that would have been Louis's next stake. The exergue reminds

him that, had he not rejected the peace, he might not have

lost Douay.

217. Douay taken. ^f June, 1710.

Louis XIV., seated upon a powder barrel amidst piles of arms

within his tent, rests his elbow on his shield and slumbers
;

Anne, like another Dalilah, cuts off his hair. Eugene and

Marlborough, as two Philistines, are ready to rush upon him

and to bind him with cords. In the distance is Douay bombarded.

Leg. philister iJBER dir simson. (The Philistines be upon

thee, Samson.

—

Judges, xvi. 20.) Ex. post varias vrbes et

dvavam (sic) gallis ereptvm d . 27 . ivn . 1710. (After various

cities, Douay too was wrested from the French, 27 June,

1710.)

Rev. Louis XIV., gouty, his legs bandaged, supported by

sticks, is compelled to dance to the sound of the harp, played

by Anne. Leg. St faut S'accommober au£ Sames. (One must accom-

modate oneself to the ladies.) Ex. ludovic9
. magn9

. anna illo

maior. (Louis the Great, Anne greater than he.)

1*7. Eapin, ix. 4. Van Loon, V. 165.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Rare.

This medal is by Christian Wermuth, and is described in

his Catalogue, 1713, No. 113, p. 30.

Anne deprives Louis of his strength by cutting off his

fortresses, in which it consisted ; thus are they likened to

Dalilah and Samson. Weakened by his losses, it was con-

jectured that Louis would be obliged to submit to whatever

terms of peace Anne might like to propose : in other words, he

would be compelled to dance to any tune which she should play,

and be forced to do so as long as she pleased.
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218. Battle of Almenara. \j July, 1710.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, hair bound with pearls, lovelock

on the right shoulder, in mantle, and gown trimmed with pearls

and fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . avgvsta. Below,

i. c. (John Croker.) Same as No. 213.

Rev. Battle scene ; cavalry charging : in the foreground,

General Stanhope seizing the bridle of the horse of the Spanish

general, Amezaga, and striking him with his sword. Leg.

pvgna . eqvesteis. (The equestrian battle.) Ex. hispanis .

ad . almenaram . vict . ivlii . xvi . mdccx. (The Spaniards

defeated at Almenara, 1(5 July, 1710.)

1'9. Bapin, viii. 11. Van Loon, V. 157.

MB. M. JE. Not uncommon.
Two dies, slightly varying, were used for the obverse of this

medal.

In 1710 the two rival pretenders to the crown of Spain were

present with their respective armies ; that of Charles was

commanded by Generals Staremberg and Stanhope, who were

compelled to inactivity by the inferiority of their numbers, and

that of Philip by the Marquess of Villadarias and General

Amezaga. Having received reinforcements, which reduced

their inequality, the Allies pursued Philip, who had been

compelled to retire from want of provisions, and overtook him
near Almenara, -^ July. General Stanhope, at the head of

his cavalry, made an impetuous charge upon the whole body of

Spanish cavalry, and put them to the rout. They left 1,500

men killed and wounded upon the field, including General

Amezaga, who commanded the guards of Philip, and who fell

by General Stanhope's own hand. This exploit, worthy of the

warfare of earlier ages, is portrayed upon this medal.

219. Battle of Saragossa. -
2
-q August, 1710.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Victory, introduced by Britannia, presents captured

standards to Anne, seated, r., upon her throne. Leg. hispanis ,
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profligatis. (The Spaniards routed.) Ex. ad . oesariam .

avgvstam . avg . ix . mdccx. (At Saragossa, 9 Aug. 1710.)

1*9. Rapin, viii. 12. Van Loon, V. 159. Lochner, I.

121.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Two dies were also used for the obverse of this medal.

After the encounter at Almenara Philip retired from Lerida

to Saragossa, and having received reinforcements, resolved to

make a stand. On -^j Aug. the Allies made the attack, and

the valour of the troops, the skilful dispositions of the

generals, and the gallant intrepidity of Stanhope secured a

complete victory. The Spaniards lost 5,000 killed, 4,000

prisoners with all their artillery, and a great number of colours

and standards. At eleven on the night of the battle Colonel

Harrison was despatched to England with the captured stand-

ards and the news of the battle. There are other medals

referring to the battle of Saragossa, but as they make no special

allusion to England it has not been considered necessary to

describe them. (See Van Loon, V. 159.)

220. Capture of Bethune, St. Venant, and Aire. 1710.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, &c. ; same as No. 218.

Rev. A trophy of French arms and flags, decorated with three

mural crowns, and erected on a pedestal. Leg. bethvnia . fano .

sTI
. venantii . et . aria . captis. (Bethune, St. Venant, and Aire

taken.) Ex. inspectant . gall . cent . mill . mdccx. (In the

sight of 100,000 French soldiers, 1710.) s b. (Samuel Bull.)

1*9. Rapin, ix. 5. Van Loon, V. 171.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Two dies were also used for the obverse of this medal. It

records the surrender of Bethune ^ Aug., St. Venant ^-§

Sept., and Aire s No
c

v

"

, the only successes of the Allies in the

campaign of this year in the Netherlands after the capture of

Douay. Of these conquests Villars was a spectator, with an

army superior to that of the Allies, but he did not venture from

the strong position which he occupied. When he wished to
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frighten the Allies he represented his army as 160,000 strong,

but when apologizing for his inactivity he stated his force at

40,000.

221. Capture op Bethune, St. Venant, and Aire. 1710.

Unicorn, Eagle, and Lion breaking down palisades, which

enclose Aire, join in singing the aria or musical air, which is

marked on the score, re sol la re re, over their heads.

Leg. REMEARE . RENVNCIARE . RENVMERARE . SOCIORVM SEPI INCAN-

tantivm. (The air (aria) of the Allies singing in the enclosure

is, return, renounce, repay.) Ex. capta . ix . novemb . cioioccx.

([Aire] taken, 9 Nov. 1710.) n. (Nuremberg.)

Rev. On a table, covered with a cloth decorated with fleurs-

de-lis, is an open music book with the score marked, sol fa

la mi, and a sceptre, behind which the Sun is setting ; above,

dvra . vis . cis . citra. (Severe is the force on this side.) Leg.

victorias carbone notat, decem, decem annorvm discordia,

hinc sol calamitas. (A ten years' discord records ten victories

with a black mark ; hence the misfortune of the Sun, i.e., of

France.) Ex. s . getrvd . svrd . xxv . ivl . sepes bethvn .

DISRVPT . XXX . AVG . S . VENANT . MIGRAT . XXX . SEPT. (Ger-

truydenberg deaf 25 July, the fences of Bethune broken down
30 Aug., St. Venant abandoned 30 Sept.)

Edge.—
EX CASTELLIS . HESPERLE . TOT MILIA NVMVM .

HAEC AVRES PATVLAS SOCIORVM DENVO REDDENT.

(So many thousand pieces of money taken from the fortresses

of Spain ; these will again open the ears of tbe Allies.)

1*65. Rapin, ix. 7. Van Loon, V. 171.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It was

executed at Nuremberg, and is probably the work of Georg
Wilhelm Vestner. On the obverse the word aria, as con-

nected with the legend, means the musical air sung by the

Allies, and marked three times with the musical note re, which

is also the first and last syllables of the first three words

of the legend. The Allies thereby call upon Philip V. to
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return home, renounce his claim, and repay what he had

taken. The terminations of the Latin verbs as well as the

aeia itself signify the town of Aire. The note sol, also marked

in the musical notation, refers to Louis XIV. under the form

of his emblem, the Sun. Ten unsatisfactory victories, i.e.,

defeats, and ten years of discord, alluded to on the reverse, are

sufficient to grate upon the ears of France, and to induce her, by

her emblem the Sun, to set or shelter herself behind the music

book, and to sing the air which is marked with the notes refer-

ring to the inscription above, sol fa la mi. (Sol[is] calamitas.)

Gertruydenberg was deaf, or rather France was deaf, to these

notes of despair, because she would not listen to the negotiations

for peace which were carried on at that place early in this year.

The allusion of the inscription on the edge is obscure
;
perhaps

it sarcastically intimates that Louis was bribing the Allies to a

peace by allowing them to possess themselves of the treasures of

Spain, or else, not having any money left in his own Treasury,

he would procure from Spain the necessary means for bribing

the Allies.

222. Successes of the Allies in the Netherlands.

1710.

The Belgic Lion, I., holds a cord which unites the shields of

England, the Empire, and Holland : in the distance is a fleet.

Leg. PALMA . GAUDENS . ET . AMICTA . TROPjEIS . VICTORIA . CLAU-

dian . 3 . stil. (Victory, decked with palm and clothed with

trophies.

—

comp. Claud. De. II. Cons. Stilich, 205.)

Rev. Pallas, armed, is seated, amidst piles of captured arms,

on a pedestal inscribed douaii, bethune, s . venant, arien.

(Douay, Bethune, St. Venant, Aire) ; in the distance is a battle

and a triumphal arch. Leg. spoliisque . micantes . innume-

ros . arcus . mdccx. (Numberless arches glittering with spoils,

1710.

—

Claud. De VI. Cons. Honor. 50, 51.)

3-4. Van Loon, V. 171.

No specimen of this medal, which was executed in Holland,

has been met with. It intimates that Holland was the means

of keeping the three confederates united, whereas the action of
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the United Provinces at this moment threatened the dissolution

of the confederacy. The reverse commemorates the events of

the campaign of 1710, and alludes to triumphal arches. This

allusion is only figurative, as, although such erections were

frequent in Holland, it does not appear that any were con-

structed at this period.

223. Successes of Eugene and Marlborough. 1710.

Busts, facing each other, of Eugene and Marlborough, hair

long, both in armour and scarf; Eugene wears the collar and

badge of the Golden Fleece, and Marlborough the collar of the

Garter with the George. Leg. evgenivs . franc . dvx . sabavd.

?f iohannes . dvx . d . marlb . s . r . i . p. -X- Similar to No.

198.

Rev. Five compartments : one, with a castral crown, shows

the passing of the French lines of La Bassee at Pont-a-Vendin

and Courrieres; the other four, murally crowned, represent

DOVAY, BETHVNE, S . VENANT, and ARIEN. Leg. MVNIMENTA

occvpata. (Fortresses occupied.) Ex. mdccx.

Edge, armorvm foederatorvm frvctvs. (The fruits of the

Allied arms.)

1-75. Eapin, ix. 6. Van Loon, V. 171. Lochner, I.

257.

MB. M. Gotha, M. Bare.

This medal is by Georg Hautsch, his private mark, a star.

occurring twice in the circle of the legend on the obverse.

It commemorates the successes of Eugene and Marlborough

during the campaign of 1710. They had begun with the

forcing of the enemy's lines and the capture of the important

town of Douay ; but on account of the skilful manner in which

Villars disposed his troops and constructed his trenches, they

were unable to effect anything more of great importance.

They therefore had to content themselves with the sieges of the

other places mentioned on this medal. The fruits of their

arms during this year were not so great as those of previous

ones.
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224. The New Parliament. 25 November, 1710.

Britannia, seated, I., holds her spear and rests her arm upon

her shield ; in the field is a united sprig of rose and thistle,

crowned. Leg. hic . ordo . senat . commun . constitut . fuit .

per . reg . an. (This Order of the House of Commons was

established by Queen Anne.)

Rev. The west end of St. Stephen's Chapel, at Westminster.

Leg. singul . eiusd . senator . donat . exstit . a . d . 1710.

(Presented to each surviving senator of the same, 1710.)

1-85 by 1-6. Snelling, xxvii. 7.

Hunter, M gilt. Extremely rare.

On the 21st September, 1710, Anne dissolved the first united

parliament of England and Scotland, and the new parliament

was summoned to meet on the 25th November following. The

result of the election was a majority for the Tories, consequently

many of the old members lost their seats. This medal appears

to have been struck for presentation to those members who held

seats in the old parliament and retained them in the new one.

225. Battle of Villa Viciosa. ^ D°^ 1710.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery- Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS.

Rev. Spain, prostrate and distressed, is cheered by the

approach of Victory with a palm branch and a mural crown

;

behind her is her shield, and before her, a rabbit ; on the left,

in the field, is a flower. Leg. victoria redux. (Victory re-

turned.) Ex. HOSTES DELETI AD VILLAM VICIOSAM X . DECEMBRIS.

m.dcc.x. (The enemy defeated at Villa Viciosa, 10 Dec. 1710.)

2-8. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 307. Van Loon, V. 164.

As no specimen of this medal in this size has been met with,

the engraving is probably an enlarged copy of the following one.

After the battle of Saragossa, Louis XIV. very greatly rein-

forced his army, and gave the command to Vendome. General

Stanhope was surprised in the small town of Brihuega, and

after a severe struggle of twenty-eight hours, was surrounded

and made prisoner with nearly 6,000 men, not without some
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suspicion of having been betrayed by the jealousy of Starem-

berg, against whom Vendome now advanced with nearly double

numbers, and whom he came up with on the neighbouring

plain of Villa Viciosa. Vendome' s first attack was successful,

but his troops falling upon the baggage and beginning to

plunder, were thrown into confusion, and were compelled to

retreat. The battle would thus have been lost had not the

Marquis de Valdecanas, at the head of the reserves, arrested

the progress of the Allied infantry. In this battle Staremberg

and Vendome, who had both signalized themselves by their

courage and conduct, divided equally the honours of the day

;

the Allies having taken a considerable part of the Spanish

cannon, and the Spaniards having captured most of the bag-

gage of the Allies. Staremberg was, however, so weakened by

the battle that he was compelled to withdraw at once, first to

Saragossa and thence into Catalonia. The French, on account

of their superiority in forces, were too strong to admit of resis-

tance, and thus the greater part of Spain soon fell into their

hands.

226. Battle of Villa Viciosa. g^J 1710.

Bust of Louis XIV., v., &c ; similar to the preceding.

Below, the artist's name, i. mavger . f.

Rev. Spain, prostrate and distressed, &c. ; similar to the

preceding, but beneath the flower in the field are the artist's

initials, i. b. (Jean Bernard.) Leg. Same as the preceding,

but differently arranged.

1-6.

MB. M.
One of the smaller series of French historical medals of

Louis XIV.

227. Battle of Villa Viciosa. f^g 1710.

Bust of Louis XIV., r. ; similar to the preceding. Below,

monogram of t b. (Thomas Bernard.)
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Rev. Spain, prostrate and distressed, &c. ; similar to the

preceding; but the artist's initials, i. b. (Jean Bernard), are

above the flower in the field. Leg. victorta (sic) bedux.

Ex. HOSTES DELETI AD VTLLAM VICIOSAM X . DECEMBRIS .

M.DCC.X.

1-6.

MB. M.
One of the same series as the preceding ; but the obverse is

by a different artist. The reverse is also varied.

228. Successes of Anne. 1710.

Louis XIV., seated, I., his elbow resting upon a powder

barrel, and slumbers ; in his left hand he holds a roll : at his

side is his shield. Anne, like another Dalilah, approaches and

cuts off his hair ; in her left hand she holds the sword and

scales of Justice. Leg. lilivm defloratvm. (The Lily faded.)

Below, monogram of m b. (Martin Brunner.)

No reverse.

1-75.

MB. lead. Very rare.

This is a proof in soft metal of one side of a die to be used

for striking draughtsmen in wood. It is copied from No. 217,

and refers to the defeats of Louis in the Netherlands during

1710. The roll which Louis holds relates to the negotiations

for peace, which had been carried on with Holland during this

and the previous year, and which had all ended without any

results. For his conduct in the matter Anne, as Justice, has

overtaken him, and again weakened his power.

229. Claim of the Elder Pretender. 1710.

Bust of Prince James, L, laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. dominum . cognoscite . vestrum. (Know your own master.)

Below, monogram, J&. (Norbert Koettier.)
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Rev. Landscape, with sheep feeding. Leg. cognoscunt .

me . meje. (My own know me.) Ex. 1710.

1-2. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med. PI. xi. 6.

MB. M. M. Rare.

, The bust is that of the Elder Pretender. The legend on

the obverse calls upon the people of Britain to acknowledge

him as their legitimate master, whilst the reverse intimates

that he has partisans who have the sagacity to know him.

In 1710 another invasion of Scotland was meditated, and this

piece is specially addressed to those who still supported James's

claim to the English throne.

230. Claim of the Elder Pretender. 1710.

Bust of Prince James, I., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. iacobvs . in . d . a . m . b . f . et . h . rex.

Rev. Landscape, with sheep feeding, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

1-2.

MB. JR. Very rare.

The obverse of this piece is the same as No. 243, but without

the artist's monogram under the bust. When Mr. Young
purchased this and other dies from the representatives of the

Ptoettier family, he struck some pieces from them, and some-

times interchanged the dies ; that is, he used the obverse of one

medal with the reverse of another. The dies of the above

medalet show very clearly marks of rust, which in some places

has been cleaned off. In this process of cleaning some portions

of the type, including the monogram of the artist, have been

erased. The dies are in the British Museum.

231. Anne a Jacobite? 1710.

Bust of Anne, Z., hair bound with fillet and tied up behind,

in mantle ; crown above. Leq. if . you . please.
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Rev. An island marked, Scotland ; in the sea, a ship ; a

thistle above. Leg. i . flourish.

1-2.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

The above consists of two pieces of copper, heart-shaped,

and soldered together. They were probably dies intended to

strike the tops and bottoms of silver boxes, such as those

mentioned in the reigns of Charles I. and II. (See Vol. I.

pp. 383, 487.) They bear no date, and their meaning is not

very obvious. They were probably made about the year 1710,

when an invasion of Scotland was contemplated, and when

Anne was supposed to favour the restoration of the Stuart

family. The legends may be amplified thus :
—" I, Scotland,

flourish, if you, Anne, please to favour my cause !

"

During this year an engraving appeared of a sort of medal

which appears to have been intended as a reply to No. 229. It

bears on the obverse the portrait of Queen Anne, with the

legend mevm est, i.e., the kingdom is mine, and on the reverse

a map of England, and the legend defendam, i.e., I will defend

it. It meant to say, "I will retain and defend my kingdom, and

not surrender to any pretender to it." No medal answering to

this description has been met with. The charge and defence

both prove the suspicions entertained at the time.

232. Anne and Prince James. 1710.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, hair bound with pearls, in gown

fastened with brooch in front, and mantle. Leg. anna avgvsta.

Rev. Bust of Prince James, I., hair high and long, lovelocks,

in armour and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. cvivs est. (Whose [image] is this ?)

1-8.

MB. M. Very rare.

This piece is cast and chased, and is one of a small series of

medallic portraits of members of the Stuart family executed

probably about this year, as the portrait of Anne is copied from

the medal commemorating the taking of Douay (No. 213, p. 369)

.
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233. Chakles I. and Queen Anne. 1710?

Bust of Charles I., r.. crowned, hair long, in falling lace

collar, ermine robes, collar, and badge of the Garter.

Rev. Bust of Anne, L, hair compact, bound by a string of

pearls, lovelock on the left shoulder ; no drapery.

1-15 by -9.

MB. M. Very rare.

Cast and chased, of coarse work, and in high relief ; it has

a ring for suspension. This is a badge : it bears no date,

but was made by the partisans of the Stuarts to be worn as

a memorial of their attachment to that family, and of their

estimation of Anne as a legitimate descendant of Charles I.

The portrait of Charles is copied from the badges so common

in his reign.

234. Gerona taken. -|~| January, 1711.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS.

Rev. France, as Mars, with a mural crown in his right hand,

holds up his shield in the face of the river god of the Ter,

who reclines on his urn : on the ground are the shield of Gerona

and a mural crown on other shields. Leg. gerunda iterum

expugnata. (Gerona taken for the second time.) Ex. xxv .

JANUARII . MDCCXI.

2-85. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 308. Van Loon, V. 202.

No specimen of this medal in this size has been met with

:

the engraving is, therefore, probably an enlarged copy of the

following one.

After the battle of Villa Viciosa the Due de Noailles laid

siege to the town of Gerona. The siege commenced on the yq
December, 1710, and the town capitulated after a brave defence

on the -^ January, 1711. The garrison of the Allies was
permitted to march out with the usual military honours. The
other siege of Gerona referred to in the legend on the reverse

was that of 1694, when it was captured by the French.
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235. Gerona taken,
-|-f

January, 1711.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Below, I. MAVGER . F.

Rev. France, as Mars, holding a mural crown, &c. ; same as

the preceding. In the field, i. d. (Jean Dassier.)

1-6.

MB. M. M.
This is one of the smaller series of French historical medals

of Louis XIV. The obverses of the specimens in silver and

copper are from different dies. Jean Dassier, who made the

reverse of this medal, and afterwards executed the medallic series

of English Sovereigns, was a pupil of Jean Mauger.

236. Unity of Germany, England, and Sweden. 1711.

In the angles of a triangle are arranged the three busts of

eleon . magdal . theres . imp . vid . avg. (Eleonora Magdalena

Theresa, the august widow of the Emperor.)

—

anna m . brit .

fr . hib . regina. (Anne, Queen of Great Britain, France, and

Ireland.)

—

hedw . eleon . regina svec . c . g . vidva. (Hed-

wige Eleonora, Queen of Sweden, widow of Charles Gustavus.)

Between the first and second busts is the inscription, pro filio

altero c^ESARE. (For her son, another Caesar) ; between the

second and third, pro libertate. (For Liberty), and below the

first and third, pro rege nepote. (For the King, her grand-

son.) In the centre of the triangle is the Sun. Leg. evrop^e

PARTEM SIMILI VIRTVTE GVBERNANT . VERVM DIVERSO NOMINE

qv^qve svam. (With equal virtue, but under a different name,

each governs her own part of Europe.)

Rev. A triangle : in the corners are an eagle holding in

each claw a palm branch, a harp and a palm branch, and a lion

with a sword and a palm branch : in the centre is the inscription,

pvlchro concentv. (In sweet consent.) Leg. nisi gallvs dis-

sona reddit. (Unless the Frenchman restores discord.) Ex.

Chronogrammatic inscription, seD presto nIger est roMane

VeL angLe CaVeto. (But a dangerous man is at hand, beware

Roman or Englishman ! mdcllvvi= 1711.—comp. Hot. Sat. I.

iv. 85.)
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No specimen of this medal has been met with, nor is its size

known, the description having been taken from Christian Wer-
muth's Catalogue, 1713, No. 2, p. 34.

This medal alludes to the good feeling which existed at this

time between the three most conspicuous women of the age in

Europe, Eleonora Magdalena Theresa Queen-Regent of the

Empire, Anne Queen of England, and Hedwige Eleonora of

Sweden, grandmother of Charles XII., who had been appointed

Regent by Charles XL during his son's minority. It, how-

ever, counsels them to be cautious in the security of their

mutual good feeling, and warns them against Louis XIV., who
in his overtures for peace was to be mistrusted. It was prob-

ably struck soon after the death of the Emperor, Joseph I., 17

April, 1711, when his mother was appointed Regent, pending

the arrival of her younger son, Charles VI., from Spain. (See

No. 239, p. 387.)

237. The Feench Lines passed, and Bouchain taken.

-pf September, 1711.

Bust of Anne, L, laureate, hair tied behind, lovelocks behind

and on the right shoulder, in gown and mantle with fringed

edge thrown over the left shoulder. Leg. anna . avgvsta. On
edge of mantle, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. A French soldier, kneeling, surrenders his sword,

musket, and a mural crown to a female figure seated on a globe

amidst a pile of arms, and holding a shield inscribed, foetvna

manens. (Fortune constant.) In the distance is Bouchain.

Leg. hostes . ad . deditionem . coacti. (The enemy is compelled

to surrender—) Ex. vallo . galloevm.. svpeeato . et . bvche-

mio . capto . mdccxi. (—the French lines having been passed,

and Bouchain taken, 1711.)

1-75. Bapin, ix. 8. Van Loon, V. 188.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.
The campaign of 1711 was conducted by Marlborough alone.

He resolved to invest Bouchain, but it was first necessary to

pass the lines which Villars had constructed in the direction of

VOL. II. c c
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Arras and Cambray, with such strength that he deemed them

impregnable, and called them the " Non plus ultra" of Marl-

borough. By a succession of skilful movements and manoeuvres

Marlborough utterly deceived Villars, and passed the lines

without the loss of a man. He then invested Bouchain in

the face of the superior army of the French, and on -^ Sep-

tember the garrison surrendered themselves prisoners of war.

Marlborough here " exhibited a sublimity of military talent

which justly stamped this campaign as not the least scientific

and glorious of his whole career."

238. Concokd of Bkitain. 1711.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with fillet, lovelocks behind and

on the right shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. ANNA . D . G . MAG .BE . FE . ET . HIB . EEGINA. Below,

p. h. m. (Philipp Heinrich Muller.) Same as Nos. 69, 207.

Rev. A harp. Leg. Chronogrammatic. DVLCe MeLos
VnIta sonat. (In unison she produces sweet harmony, mdcllvvi

= 1711.) Ex. concoedia beitannoevm. (The concord of

Britons.)

1-7. Lochner, VI. 65.

MB. M. Hague, M. Gotha, M. Bare.

This medal professes to commemorate the Concord of Britain

and its happy effects. Never was eulogy so ill-timed. The

war in the Netherlands had not been attended with its usual

successes on account of the withdrawal of Eugene and his

army by the Emperor, and this occasioned a great desire

amongst many for a peace. At home, too, the dissensions

between the Government and the Opposition, the Tories and

the Whigs, increased daily, and " pamphlets, libels, and lam-

poons were to-day published by one faction and to-morrow

answered by the other. They contained all the insinuations of

malice and contempt, all the bitterness of reproach, and all the

rancour of recrimination." The Episcopalians were neglected

and insulted together with the Presbyterians, and streams of

invective were poured forth against our Allies.
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239. Depaktuke op the Emperor, Charles VI., from

Spain, &c. 1711.

Bust of Charles VI. Leg. carolvs vi . rom . imp . s . a . g .

hisp . hvng . bo . rex . a . d . a. (Charles VI., Emperor of the

Romans, always august, King of Germany, Spain, Hungary,

and Bohemia, Archduke of Austria.)

Rev. The English and Dutch fleets, over which is the

inscription, c^esarem vehentibvs. (To those who bear the Em-
peror.) Leg. qvis metvat dvm militat aether et conivrati

venivnt ad classica venti. (Who would fear, when Heaven

fights for him and the allied winds array themselves under his

command ?

—

comp. Claud. De III. Cons. Honor. 97, 98.) Ex.

DIGRESSVM . BARCELLON . D . 27 SEPT . EGRES . 9 OCT . IN PORTV

GEN . VEN . INGRES . FRANCOF . 19 . DEC . MDCCXI. (Departed

from Barcelona, 27 Sept. ; disembarked in the harbour of Genoa

for Venice, 9 Oct.; entered Frankfort, 19 Dec. 1711.)

No specimen of this medal has been met with, nor is its size

known, the description having been taken from Christian Wer-

muth's Catalogue, 1713, No. 4, p. 35. It commemorates the

departure of Charles VI. from Spain to take possession of the

Imperial throne upon the death of his brother, Joseph I., and

his entry into Frankfort previous to his coronation in that city

on the 22nd Dec. [N. S.] 1711. The confederate fleets, which

conveyed the new Emperor, were commanded by Vice-Admiral

Peterson and Sir John Jennings, Charles sailing on board the

latter's vessel. The word ven. in the exergue on the reverse

is very ambiguous, as the Emperor did not visit Venice on his

way to Frankfort, but only passed through the territories of

that State. It may, however, be an epithet of Genoa.

240. Charles VI., Emperor, Elizabeth Christina, and

the Allied Generals. 1711.

Two shields, one with the bust of the Emperor Charles VI.,

carol . vi . rom . et . hvng . r. ; the other with the bust of his

consort Elizabeth Christina, elis . chris . caroli . con., supported

by two female figures with torches and decorated with festoons

c c 2
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of flowers, and united above by a cord held by a Genius : in the

distance, a landscape ; above, rays of light and clouds.

Rev. Three shields placed triangularly, and divided by palm

and laurel branches, with the busts of Eugene, evgenivs . dvx

sabavd ; of Marlborough, iohann . dvx marlebvrg ; and of

the Prince of Baden, lvd . wilh . march . baden. Above the

shield of Eugene is a scroll inscribed, hostivm victor cjesar :

vltor. (The Imperial Avenger victorious over his enemies) ;

above that of Marlborough is another scroll inscribed, anglor .

gloria . gall : terror. (The glory of the English and the terror

of the French) ; above that of the Prince of Baden is a third

scroll inscribed, imperii decvs et pr^sidivm. (The ornament

and defence of the Empire.)

2.

MB. wood.

Struck in wood from dies and for use as a draughtsman.

The obverse and reverse were executed at different periods,

and appear to belong to separate pieces. Charles VI. succeeded

his brother in 1711, and Louis William of Baden died at

Bastadt in 1707. In the earlier part of the campaign the

generals of the Allies were Eugene, who commanded the army

of the Emperor; Marlborough, who commanded that of England;

and Louis "William, Margrave of Baden, who commanded the

German troops.

241. James (III.), Elder Pretender, and Princess Louisa.

1712.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair high and long, lovelocks, in

armour, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder.

Leg. iacobvs . in . d . g . m . b . f . et . h . rex. Below, n. r.

(Norbert Koettier.) Same as No. 136.

Rev. Bust of Princess Louisa, I., hair high upon the head,

loose lovelocks, in mantle fastened with diamond-shaped brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. princeps . lvd . ser . m . b . regis .

soror. (Princess Louisa, the most serene sister of the King of

Great Britain.) Below, n. r. (Norbert Roettier.) 1712.
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2-05. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xi. 7.

MB. M. M. Somewhat rare.

This was one of the medals struck from time to time by the

Stuart family to keep alive the remembrance of them among
their friends. It was at this time that the hopes of the parti-

sans of the Stuarts were somewhat revived. This medal was

also a memorial of the Princess Louisa, who died at St. Ger-

main, 18 April, 1712. The die of the reverse is in the British

Museum.

242. James (III.), Elder Pretender, and Princess Louisa.

1712.

Bust of Prince James, I., hair high and long, &c; similar to

the preceding. Leg. iacobvs . hi . d . g m b f . et . h . rex.

No artist's initials.

Rev. Bust of Princess Louisa, I., &c. ; similar to the preced-

ing, but no artist's initials or date.

2-05.

MB. M gilt. Pare.

Cast and chased, and copied from the preceding. As
originals of the previous medal were rare, these copies were

made for the gratification of persons who were attached to the

Stuart family. They are always cast, highly chased, and well

executed.

243. James (IIP), Elder Pretender, and Princess Louisa.

1712.

Bust of Prince James, I., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. iacobvs . hi . d . g . m . b . f . et . h . rex. Below,

monogram, J\R. (Norbert Ptoettier.) Similar to No. 230.

Rev. Bust of Princess Louisa, I., hair curled high in front,

collected in a knot behind, loose locks on the shoulders and

behind ; no drapery. Leg. princeps . lvd . ser . mag . bri .

regis . soror. Below, monogram, J\k. (Norbert Roettier.)

1-2. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. Bare.
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The bust on the obverse is the same as on No. 229. The

dies of this piece were, however, not executed till the year 1712

:

243. Medalet of James and Princess Louisa.

it was probably intended for a memorial of the death of Princess

Louisa.

244. John Molesworth. 1712.

Bust of John Molesworth, r.', hair long, in cravat and loose

robe, open in front. Leg. io . molesworth . ableg . ext . brit.

ad . m . etrvr . d. (John Molesworth, Ambassador Extraordi-

nary for Britain to the Grand Duke of Tuscany.) Below,

MDCCXII.

Rev. Prudence and Plenty, with Peace and Commerce, hold

a wreath over a blazing altar, decorated with the arms of

Molesworth. Leg. glorle principvm. (To the glory of Princes.)

Ex. A. SELVI . F.

3 - 55. Snelling, xxviii. 2.

MB. M. lead. Very rare.

Always cast, and well executed by Antonio Selvi of Florence.

John Molesworth was the son and successor to the first

Viscount Molesworth. In 1710 he went as Ambassador to the

Grand Duke of Tuscany, and was at different times entrusted

with missions to Sardinia, Florence, Venice, and Switzerland

:

his life was, therefore, chiefly spent in foreign countries. He
succeeded to the title in May, 1725, and died in February of

the following year, leaving an only daughter. His title and

estates passed to his brother Richard, the subject of the next

medal.
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245. ElCHAKD MOLESWORTH. 1712.

Bust of Eicliard Molesworth, r., hair short, in helmet, scale

armour with lion's head on the breast, and mantle. Leg. ric-

caed . molesworth . brit . trib . mil. (Richard Molesworth,

British Colonel.)

Rev. Bellona, rushing over rugged rocks strewed with armour,

seizes and arrests Fortune, whose foot is placed upon her wheel.

Leg. per . ardva. (Through difficulties.)

3'5. Snelling, xxviii. 3.

MB. M. Very rare.

Always cast, and by the same artist as the preceding.

Richard Molesworth was the second son of the first Viscount

Molesworth, and succeeded to the title upon the death of

his elder brother in 1726. He was bred a soldier, and gained

a considerable reputation amongst his companions. At Ramil-

lies he was aide-de-camp to Marlborough, whom at a critical

moment he rescued from danger by replacing with his own

horse that of the Duke which had fallen. At Preston he held

a distinguished command, and afterwards filled the offices of

Master-General of the Ordnance and Commander-in-Chief of

his Majesty's forces in Ireland. He died in 1758. Lord

Molesworth was twice married. His first wife, Miss Jane

Lucas, died in April 1742. His second wife, Mary, daughter

of the Rev. William Usher, Archdeacon of Clonfert, was acci-

dentally burnt to death, with two of her daughters, her brother,

the governess, and two female servants. In their endeavour to

escape from the fire her three other daughters were very much
burnt and otherwise injured.

246. Congress at Utrecht opened. -|-| January, 1712.

The city of Utrecht amidst rays issuing from the name of

Jehovah, in Hebrew : in front is the shield of Utrecht surrounded

by scrolls of treaties, &c. Leg. belli . fugat . nubes . solemq .

reductt . pacis. (It disperses the clouds of war and restores the
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sun of peace.) Ex. congressus pacifee inchoat . 29 . ianuar .

mdccxii. (The Congress for peace opened, 29 Jan. 1712.)

Rev. Holland, France, Spain, Germany, and England, re-

presented by five female figures seated round a table with

treaties spread out before them and beneath the rays of the

Sun, i.e., France. Leg. avdit tjidet tacet ridet. (It hears,

sees, is silent, and laughs.)

2-8. Eapin, ix. 9. Van Loon, V. 208.

MB. M. M. Very rare.

This medal, executed in Holland, is of coarse workmanship

;

it is always cast and sometimes chased.

Anxious to secure peace, Oxford and St. John opened nego-

tiations with Louis XIV., and preliminary articles were drawn

up by the two courts and submitted in part to Holland and

Germany. These preliminaries proved at first most unwelcome

at the Hague ; but the States were induced to accept them,

and the Conference was opened at Utrecht -|-| Januai-y, 1712.

This medal satirizes specially the conduct of Louis XIV., who

had acted with such little faith in previous negotiations with

Holland, and who now was even less trusted. Thus he is repre-

sented under the form of his favourite emblem the Sun, which

" hears, sees, is silent, and laughs."

247. Congress at Utrecht opened. -|-| January, 1712.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, in mantle fastened with

brooch on the shoulder. Leg. lvdovico xiv victo et pacis

acceptatori. (To Louis XIV., the vanquished, and the acceptor

of Peace.)

Her. Louis XTV., as Discord, rushing forward with palm

branch and lighted torch : the city of Utrecht in the distance.

Leg. orbem pacare laborat. (He labours to pacify the world.)

Ex. vltraiectvm . 1712. (Utrecht, 1712.)

1-35. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Vienna, M. Bare.

This satirical medal was executed in Holland, and was

intended as a sarcasm against Louis XIV., who, having been
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represented upon his own medals as a conqueror and dictator

of terms to his enemies, here appears as vanquished, and

accepting such terms as are offered. Discord and desolation are

247. Congress at Utrecht opened.

the means by which he is here said to attempt the pacification

of the world. This medal was dictated by the opinion generally

entertained of Louis XIV. at the opening of the Congress at

Utrecht.

248. CONGEESS AT UTRECHT. 1712.

The city of Utrecht, ultrajectum ; above, the shield of the

city forms the keystone to the Arch of Peace, a rainbow caused

by the sun in the distance. Leg. Chronogrammatic. si IVbet

anna nIMIs non fIDIt beLga CoLorI. (If Anne demands

too much, Belgium trusts not to appearances, i.e., to the colours

of the rainbow, mdcllviiiiiii = 1712.) Ex. congregato . 29 .

IAN . CONVENTVI legationvm evropaeae pacis stabilis svasor .

d . d . d. (The adviser of a solid peace to Europe dedicates this

medal to the Congress of Ambassadors, assembled 29 January.)

Rev. Device divided by jonciini. (At London) ; in one half

a Cock crowing pax . pax . pax. (Peace, Peace, Peace), holds

out a palm branch to a Lion, which offers another one inscribed

torris. (Tories), and holds in the other paw a sword ; behind

it is a Leopard, which seems to be retiring, and is bearing a

sword and a drooping palm branch inscribed wichs. (Whigs.)

Leg. Chronogrammatic. rIgIDVs non MItIs paCIfICator.
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(A pacificator should be stern not gentle, mdccviiiiii == 1711.)

In the other half is a plank balanced on a winged globe, marked

schuk . schuk . schuk., and covered with a row of bottles; at

the lower end is an Ape drinking the gurgling wine, and

uttering the words schluck, schluck, schluck, and at the other

end a Cock holding a palm branch, playing on a harp, and

singing gluck, gluck, gluck. Before it is the Trojan Horse,

with the Holy Lamb beneath and a Fox in front holding a

sword. Leg. Chronogrammatic. IMbeLLes frVstra sVaDent

beLLa. (The weak in vain counsel war, mdllllvvi = 1711.)

p. w. (P. Wermuth ?)

1-7. Rapin, ix. 10. Van Loon, V. 208.

MB. JR. Extremely rare.

This and the five following medals were struck at Gotha :

some are described in Christian Wermuth' s Catalogue of 1713.

The initials of the artist on the reverse may be those of a son

of Wermuth.

England was clandestinely treating with France, and was

threatening Holland to conclude a separate peace. The medal

therefore hints that, should the terms proposed by England be

distasteful to Holland, that country would not accept them,

but would dictate her own conditions. The Lion and the

Leopard represent the Peace and War parties, the Tories

and Whigs, in London, which is so written as to intimate

that all is wrong there. The French Cock sings out peace, but

the legend infers that peace is not to be attained by weak

measures ; the Whigs, therefore, take no part in the nego-

tiations with France. On the other half the Cock plays upon

the English Harp, and amuses the English Ape with the

champagne, which Louis XIV. most liberally presented to the

English negotiators, together with 800 licences for free trade

for English merchants. At the same time with its palm branch

it is checking the treacherous Trojan Horse with its deceitful

loading, gluck is used to coax the Horse to it, as a hen

"clucks" her chickens: at the same time it is an expression

of good luck, and Louis had good cause for chuckling, for

" What a Marlborough had won was restored by a Harley."

The chronogrammatic legends give the dates 1711 and 1712 ;
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this medal was probably struck at the beginning of the latter

year. The date upon the obverse was originally 12 Jan., on

which day the Congress was to have met ; the figures 29 were

afterwards stamped upon each medal, as on that day the

Congress actually did assemble. The whole medal exhibits the

very bitter feeling which existed in Germany at the time against

England, and which was more clearly marked as the nego-

tiations proceeded.

249. DOUAY TAKEN, AND THE CONGRESS AT UTRECHT. 1712.

Louis XIV., seated upon a powder barrel amidst piles of

arms within his tent, rests his elbow on his shield and slum-

bers ; Anne, like another Dalilah, cuts off his hair. Eugene

and Marlborough, as two Philistines, are ready to rush upon

him and to bind him with cords. In the distance is Douay

bombarded. Leg. philister uber dir simson. Ex. post

VARIAS VRBES ET DVACVM GALLIS EREPTVM D . 27 . IVN . 1710.

Similar to No. 217.

Rev. The city of Utrecht, ultrajectum, &c. ; same as the

obverse of the preceding, but the date in the exergue is xn . ian.

1-7.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, JR. Extremely rare.

This medal consists of the obverses of two separate ones :

one commemorating the taking of Douay, the other the Con-

gress at Utrecht. On the obverse dvavam has been changed

by engraving into dvacvm, and the date given on the reverse is

the original one which was fixed for the meeting of the Con-

gress. (See the preceding medal.)

250. Victories of Anne, and the Congress at Utrecht.

1712.

Louis XIV., gouty, his legs bandaged, supported by sticks, is

compelled to dance to the sound of the harp, played by Anne.

Leg. 31 faut S'accommobet attjc Sames. Ex. ludovic9
. magn9

. anna

illo maior. Same as the reverse of No. 217.
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Rev. Device divided by jonoini, &c. ; same as No. 248.

1-7.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. Extremely rare.

This is also a composite medal, consisting of the reverses of

two separate ones. It records the same events as the preceding

one.

251. Negotiations for Peace. 1712.

An evenly-balanced pair of scales ; in one scale is a sword
;

in the other, a laurel branch. Leg.—
MENSCHEN WAGEN WIEGEN WANCKEN

GOTT H^LT ALLES DOCH IN SCHRANCKEN.

(Men venture, weigh, and hesitate, but God prescribes a limit

to everything) ; and,

AUF FRANCKREICH-SCHWEDSCHE-TURCKEN-MACHT

HAT KAYSER, ALLIIRT, RUSS ACHT,

ENGLAND, SCHWEDEN, PORTUGAL,

STILLSTAND MACHEN DIESESMAHL.

M . NOVEM . 1712.

(To check the united power of France, Sweden, and Turkey is

now the care of the Emperor, the Allies, Kussia, England,

Sweden, and Portugal, in the month of November, 1712.)

Rev. View of the city of Utrecht. Leg. Chronogrammatic.

si IVbet anna nIMIs non fIDIt beLga CoLorI. (If

Anne demands too much, Belgium trusts not to appearances,

MDCLLVIIIIIII = 1712.) Ex. CONGREGATO 29 JAN CONVENTUI

LEGATIONUM EUROPAE PACIS STABILIS SUASOR D . D . D. (The

adviser of a solid peace dedicates this medal to the Congress of

Ambassadors of Europe, assembled 29 January.)

No specimen of this medal has been met with, nor is its size

known, the description having been taken from Christian Wer-

muth's Catalogue, 1713, No. 110, p. 30.

This medal was executed when the question hung in the

balance whether the war would be prolonged or peace would be

obtained. It calls upon the allied States of Europe to unite

together against their chief enemies, France and Turkey, to
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which is added Sweden, because Charles XII. had taken refuge

in Turkey after his defeat at Pultawa, and was at this time

contemplating an alliance with Louis XIV.

252. Negotiations for Peace. 1713.

An evenly-balanced pair of scales, &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. Inscription, anno mdccxii hielt in europa una par-

theye dell' altera gladium in vagina. (In the year 1712 in

Europe one party held the sword of the other in the scabbard.)

Ex. Chronogrammatic. gott 1st In IVDa bekannt, In IsraeL

1st seIn nahMe herrLICh . &c. (In Jewry is God known,

his name is great in Israel &c, mdcllviiiiiiii = 1713.

—

Psal.

lxxvi. 1.)

Edge— o iesu zum neu-iahrs-geschenck !

UNS GN^EDIGST MIT DEM FRIED BEDENCK.

(0 Jesus, for a New-Year' s-gift, graciously vouchsafe to us a

peace.)

Like the preceding, the description of this piece is taken

from Christian Wermuth's Catalogue, 1713, No. 109, p. 30.

This medal must have been issued very shortly after the

previous one. The legend on the reverse indicates that the

war party and the peace party were so evenly balanced in

Europe that for a time hostilities ceased and the sword re-

mained in the scabbard. It also beseeches Providence to

further the negotiations for a peace, which would be a most

desirable New-Year's-gift.

253. Negotiations for Peace. 1713.

The city of Utrecht, ultrajectum, &c. ; same as No. 248.

Rev. A mountain inscribed, progressvs pacis. (The progress

of the Peace.) At the foot of the mountain lie three large

stones inscribed, anni mdccix . gertrudnb . abrupta. ([The

preliminaries] of the year 1709 broken off at Grertruydenberg)
;

anni mdccxi . londini . tall . TORR. (—of the year 1711 at
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London by Tallard and Torcy) ; anni mdccxii . ulteaiect. (—of

the year 1712 at Utrecht.) An old man is endeavouring to roll

up a fourth stone inscribed, anni mdccxiii . ulteaiect. (—of the

year 1713 at Utrecht.) The mountain and the field of the medal

are strewn with fleurs-de-lis. Leg. qvanti . pax . ista . pericli .

est ! (How dangerous is this Peace !) Ex. peaeliminaeia pacts

gall. (The preliminaries of the French Peace.)

1-7. Kapin, x. 2. Van Loon, V. 235.

MB. electrotype from Gotha, M. P. H. Van Gelder, M.
cast. Very rare.

This medal is by Christian Wermuth, and is described in his

Catalogue, 1713, No. Ill, p. 30. It records the progress of

the Peace. In 1709-1710 negotiations were carried on at

Gertruydenberg (See Nos. 187-189, pp. 352-354), but France,

hoping that distress at home would fill her armies, was insincere,

and the negotiations were broken off. Tallard, a prisoner in

England in 1711, was said to have influenced the Queen against

the Allies through a priest named Gaultier, who had once been

his chaplain, but who now served as an agent for communicating

the conditions for a peace to De Torcy, the French Minister for

Foreign Affairs. In 1712 negotiations commenced at Utrecht,

but made no progress during that year. In 1713 the old man
is labouring hard to roll up the peace to a safe position, but

has not yet succeeded, and doubts seem to be entertained of

his ultimate success.

254. England abandons the Allies. 1713.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS . MAGNUS EEX.

Rev. Nereids and a Triton hail the appearance of Neptune,

who rises above the surface of the waves. Leg. et adhuc

exoeitue pelago numen. (A Divinity, too, arises from the sea.)

Ex. galeees . 1713. (Gallies, 1713.)

1-1. Van Loon, V. 215.

No specimen of this medalet has been met with.

When the Euglish ministry betrayed the cause of England
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and the Allies by sending orders to the Duke of Ormonde,

who had succeeded Marlborough as General in Flanders, to

withdraw his troops from the Allied army, France considered

this conduct of the Sovereign of the Seas as equivalent to the

approach of another Divinity to her assistance. This medalet

was the New-Year's jeton of the Galley Department of France,

and was issued by Marshal de Tesse, the chief for that year.

Another jeton occurs with the same reverse, but with the arms
and name of De Tesse for the type of the obverse. (See Van
Loon, V. 215.)

255. England abandons the Allies. 1713.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

vicus . magnus . eex. Below, monogram of t b. (Thomas
Bernard.)

Rev. Hercules shooting an arrow at Nessus, who is carrying

off Deianeira. Leg. longum haud ljetabitur hostis. (The
enemy shall not long rejoice.) Ex. extraordre . des . guerbes .

1713. (Extraordinary Department for War, 1713.)

1-1. Van Loon, V. 216.

MB. M. Rare.

Success had long attended the military operations of the

Allies, but the dismissal of Marlborough by the influence of

the Earl of Oxford and the withdrawal of the English forces,

gave France good hope that they would no longer have cause

of rejoicing, and the French Hercules would be able to recover

from the Allies, or Nessus, the treasures of which they had
despoiled him. This medalet was the New-Year's jeton of the

Extraordinary Department for War at Paris.

256. Peace of Utbecht. ^ggj, 1713.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, lovelock on the right shoulder, in

embroidered gown and mantle looped in front with pearls.

Leg. anna . d : g : mag : bei : fr : et. hib : beg : Below, i. c.

(John Croker.)

Rev. Britannia seated, l, her shield at her side, holds an
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olive branch and a spear : on one side are ships ; on the other,

men ploughing and sowing. Leg. compositis . venerantvr .

armis. (They honour [peace] by laying aside their arms.

—

Hor.

Car. IV. xiv. 52.) Ex. mdccxiii.

2-3. Bapin, ix. 11. Van Loon, V. 230.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Van Loon says that this medal was distributed in gold to

members of the House of Lords, and the next smaller one to the

House of Commons. This appears to be a mistake ; as the

medals distributed to members of both Houses were of the

smaller size. No specimen of the larger size in gold has been

met with.

The difficulties of the negotiations for peace having been

surmounted, the treaties were signed at Utrecht, u A^ , 1713.

Besides the Treaty of Peace between England and France,

there was also signed a Treaty of Commerce between those

two countries. Separate treaties for the States of Holland,

the King of Portugal, the King of Prussia, and the Duke of

Savoy were likewise signed on the same day. The treaty be-

tween England and Spain was postponed for some weeks, and

the Emperor's Peace with France was not signed till the next

year at Kastadt, on the 6th March (N. S.), by Eugene and

Villars.

257. Peace of Utrecht. '-

n A^°1

1

, 1713.

Bust of Anne, /., laureate, hair bound with pearls, lovelocks

behind and on the left shoulder, in embroidered gown and mantle

tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. anna . d : g . mag : bri .

fr : et . hib : reg : On truncation, I. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Britannia stands, I., with spear and shield, and holds

out an olive branch : on one side are ships ; on the other, men

ploughing and sowing. Leg. compositis . venerantvr . armis.

Ex. mdccxiii.

1-35. Bapin, ix. 12. Van Loon, V. 230.

MB. N. M. (three varieties), M. Not uncommon.

This medal, commemorating the Peace of Utrecht, was struck

by authority, and distributed at the public expense to members
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of both Houses of Parliament and to other persons. There

were at least two pairs of dies used to supply the demand for

these medals.

258. Peace of Utrecht. n A^ , 1713.

Bust of Anne, L, laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Britannia, helmeted, standing front face, holds an olive

branch and a spear : on one side are ships ; on the other, men
ploughing and sowing. Leg. bello . et . pace. (In war and

peace.) Ex. anno . mdccxiii . pax . restitvta. (Peace is re-

stored in the year 1713.)

1-35.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal compliments the country in being equally eminent

in war and peace ; a statement not very appropriate upon the

present occasion, when a peculiarly glorious and successful war

was succeeded by an inglorious peace.

259. Peace of Utrecht. n April , 1713.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, &c. ; similar to No. 257.

Rev. Britannia, helmeted, standing front face, holds an olive

branch and a spear, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

1-9.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal varies from the preceding only in size.

260. Peace of Utrecht. n Â -, 1713.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with pearls and tied in a knot

behind ; drapery over the shoulders. Leg. anna avgvsta.

Rev. Peace, with olive branch and sceptre, in biga, r., horses

galloping. Leg. pax . missa . per . orbem. (Peace sent through

the world.) Ex. 1713.

VOL. II. D D
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1. Snelling, Copper Coins, p. 43, 12. Ruding, Suppl.

Pt. II. PI. iii. 20.

MB. M. lead. Rare.

This piece is a pattern for a farthing. It is described here

as it records the Peace of Utrecht.

261. Peace of Utrecht, n Ap

r

r

c

n , 1713.

Bust of Anne. Leg. anna d . g . mag . br . fr . et hib .

REGINA.

Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription, paCIs MIhI CVra tV-

enDje. (The preservation of peace is my charge, mdccvviii =
1713.)

No specimen of this piece has heen met with, the descrip-

tion having been taken from Christian Wermuth's Catalogue,

1713, No. 320, p. 15. It is probably one of a set of small

counters, of which so many were engraved by Wermuth. As

Anne was one of the chief promoters of the peace, she is here

represented as taking upon herself the charge of preserving it.

262. Peace of Utrecht. -u ^} , 1713.

Peace, crowned, holds an olive branch and locks the door of

the Temple of Janus, inscribed, anno mdccxiii., the columns of

which are entwined with roses, lilies, and orange branches ; on

the steps are War and Discord in chains. Behind Peace are

the globe, a cornucopia from which fall coins, distant shipping,

and Mercury, emblematical of Commerce, holding a caduceus

and a scroll inscribed, europje pax reddita. (Peace restored to

Europe.) Ex. traiectum. (Utrecht.)

Rev. Europe, laureate, seated on the sea-shore, holds an

olive branch and a cornucopia : in the distance are ships ; and

above, rays from heaven. Ex. europa.

1-9. Van Loon, V. 227.
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MB. N. M. Very rare.

This medal was originally executed by D. Drappentier to

commemorate the Peace of Ryswick (See No. 458, p. 172), but

altered to suit the present occasion. The date upon the door is

changed, and in the exergue for the artist's name is substituted

the name of Utrecht, tkaiectum. The reverse, which is an

emblematical representation of Europe, remained unaltered.

263. Peace of Utrecht. '-

u
L

A n̂ , 1713.

People with outstretched hands hail the approach of Peace,

who is descending from the clouds with her olive branch and

a cornucopia : in the distance is the Court-House of Utrecht, to

which approach the cai-riages of the plenipotentiaries. Leg.

pax ades. (Come, Peace.) Ex. teaiecti . ad . ehenvm . pax .

facta . est . xi . apeilis . MDCCxin. (Peace has been concluded

at Utrecht, 11 April, 1713.)

Rev. Britannia, with an infant genius at her side bearing

her shield, holds an olive wreath over an altar, on which are six

crowns, and to the side of which are suspended the shields of

France, Spain, Portugal, Holland, Prussia, and Savoy. On
the opposite side stands Europe, praying, her hands uplifted to

the name of Jehovah, in Hebrew, radiate : near her is her Bull.

Leg. fac : devs : jeteenos : pacem : pacis : qve : ministeos.

(0 Lord, make the peace and the ministers of peace endure for

ever.) i. cvpi. (Jan Cuyp.) Ex. nicolao chevalier cvm

privilegio. (By Nicolas Chevalier : by permission.)

2-05. Ptapin, xi. 1. Van Loon, V. 231.

MB. lead. Hague, lead. Brussels, M.
Very rare.

The shields are those of the contracting powers at Utrecht.

That of the Emperor is not given, as the peace which he

concluded with France was not signed till the next year at

Rastadt, This medal, although issued at Amsterdam, is

particularly complimentary to England, as she is represented

offering the peace to Europe, who receives it with gratitude.

d d 2
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264. Peace of Utrecht.
'

u
i

Â
c

il
, 1713.

Peace and Liberty, with their emblems, embracing each

other, stand upon broken arms and implements of war, and

trample on Envy. Leg. invidia feemente pax et libertas

trivmphant. (Peace and Liberty triumph over trembling Envy.)

On the rim of the exergue, I. Drapentier . /.

Rev. On a pedestal is a caduceus entwined with olive branches

and between two cornucopias crossed (symbols of commerce and

peace) ; around are arranged the various symbols of Art and

Science ; the pedestal is inscribed, pace . traiecti . ex . diffi-

CILI . BELLO . RESTITVTA . ORD . FRIS . DEP . FIERI . IVSSERVNT .

a . cioioccxiii. (Peace having been restored at Utrecht after

a severe war, the deputies of the States of Friesland ordered

this medal to be struck, 1713.) Leg. haec mvnera pacis.

(These are the gifts of Peace.)

2-65. Van Loon, V. 227.

MB. M. Eare.

This is the Dutch memorial of the Peace of Utrecht. It was

struck by order of the States of Friesland, which was always

the foremost of the United Provinces to record important events

by medals. The inscription on the obverse is an allusion to

the divided counsels and interests which prevented for so long

a period the accomplishment of a peace.

265. Peace of Utrecht, n Ap^. , 1713.

Time, with his serpent ring and scythe, seated on clouds

above the city of Utrecht. Leg. qvaesitae tempora pacis evnt.

(The time of the desired peace is arriving.) Ex. foedere

icto. (The treaty being concluded.) d. wys. (D. De Wys.)

Rev. Mercury, seated on an iron box, the raised lid of which

he holds in one hand and a bag of money in the other, watches

two blacksmiths, who are forging a ploughshare out of armour

and implements of war. Leg. diffingite arma : pax est.

(Unmake your arms: there is peace.) Ex. in eid . April .

cioioccxiii. (11 April, 1713.) d. wys. (D. De Wys.)

1-8. Van Loon, V. 227.
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MB. M. Have.

This is another Dutch medal on the Peace. It was struck

at Amsterdam, where De Wys appears to have worked with

Drappentier and others.

266. Peace of Utrecht, n Ap^ , 1713.

View of Bois-le-Duc : in the foreground is La Pucelle, or the

Genius of the place, seated under an olive-tree, holding a spear,

and leaning upon her shield: at her feet is an owl. Leg.' agtjnt

in pace. (They labour for peace.) Ex. Within ornamental com-

partment, s . p . q . s. (The Senate and People of Silvaducensis,

i.e. Bois-le-Duc.)

Rev. Peace holding a palm branch, cornucopia, and caduceus,

seated between two columns : on one side is War chained ; on

the other are infant Genii, emblematical of Religion and Justice.

Leg. tempora optata. (The longed-for times.) Ex. cioioccxiii.

1-05. Van Loon, V. 227.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is a medalet or counter struck by the town of Bois-le-

Duc to commemorate the Peace of Utrecht.

267. Peace of Utrecht. io^r> 1713.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX CHRISTIANISSIMUS.

Rev. Astrsea, or Peace, seated upon clouds, holds scales, cor-

nucopia, and caduceus, the emblems of Justice, Plenty, and

Commerce. Leg. spes felicitatis orbis. (The hope of the

happiness of the world.) Ex. pax ultrajectensis . xi . aprilis .

m.dcc.xiii. (The Peace of Utrecht, 11 April, 1713.)

2-85. Med. Louis XIV., fol. 313. Van Loon, V. 231.

As no specimen of this medal in this size has been met with,

the engraving is probably an inaccurate copy of the following one.

This is the French memorial of the Peace of Utrecht. As the

Emperor objected to be a party to the Treaty, it is called only

the hope of the world's happiness, its accomplishment awaiting

the conclusion of the negotiations still pending with the Empire.
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268. Peace of Uteecht. -

n A^ , 1713.

Bust of Louis XIV., r., &c; similar to the preceding. Below,

the artist's name, i. mavger . f.

Rev. Astrsea, or Peace, seated upon clouds, &c. ; same as the

preceding. Leg. spes felicitatis orbis. Ex. pax ultra-

jectensis . xi . apr . M.DCC.xin. In the field, d. v. (Jean Du
Vivier.)

1-6.

MB. M. M.
This is one of the smaller series of French historical medals

of Louis XIV. The obverses of the specimens in silver and

copper are from different dies : that in silver has under the

bust the monogram of t b. (Thomas Bernard.)

269. Peace of Utrecht.
31 March

171111 April >

Bust of Louis XIV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

vicus magnus rex CHRiSTiANissiMUS. Below, the monogram

of t b. (Thomas Bernard.)

269. Peace of Utrecht.

Rev. The city of Coutances, murally crowned, kneels, Z.,

resting upon her shield, and presents a laurel wreath to Louis

XIV., habited as a Roman Emperor. Leg. liberatori . paci-

fico. (To the pacific Deliverer.) Ex. pr^ef . ins . cons . 1713.
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(The Prefecture of Coutances, 1713.) i. c. k. (Joseph Charles

Koettier.)

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal, although having the obverse similar to the pre-

ceding, and ranging in size with the smaller official series of

Louis XIV., does not appear, however, to belong to it. Cou-

tances, anciently called Insula Constantina, is the capital of

Cotentin, the northern peninsula of Normandy. Why this city

was particularly induced to strike a medal upon this occasion

does not appear.

270. Peace of Utrecht.
3

11

'

a^1

, 1713.

Bust of Louis XIV., v., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

VICUS MAGNUS REX. Ex. COMITIA OCCITANLE . 1714. (The

commune of Languedoc, 1714.)

Rev. An olive wreath enclosing the inscription, pace inita .

1713. (Peace commenced, 1713—) Leg. cum . ang . bat . sab .

prvss . et . lusit. (—with England, Holland, Savoy, Prussia,

and Portugal.)

1-2. Van Loon, V. 231.

M. Dulau, M. Extremely rare.

This medalet or counter, struck by the community of Lan-

guedoc, was evidently issued before the Emperor overcame his

reluctance to make himself a party to the peace, that is, before

the signing of the Treaty of Eastadt. It was probably a New-
year's counter, struck on the 1st January, 1714.

271. Peace of Utrecht. ~g, 1713.

Inscription,

ES 1ST FRIEDE UND 1ST KEINER

DAS MACHT MANCHER UND NICHT EINER.

(There is peace ; but still no peace. Many treaties are con-

cluded, but still not one.)

Rev. Inscription,
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UTRECHT DEX XI APRIL

WAS NEUES 1ST ES FRIEDE

1ST MANN DES KRIEGES MUDE

WER HATS DENN AUF TAPPET GEBRACHT

DAS MAANN DEN FRIED SO SCHWACH

UND SCHLECHTERDINGS GEMACHT.

(Utrecht, 11 April. What news ? Is there Peace ? Are they

tired of War ? Who has so placed it on the tapis that such

a feeble and unfortunate treaty has been concluded ?) At the

sides, tallart d'allart. (Tallard, by every device.) Leg.

Chronogrammatic. Da WIrD sICh aLLererst DIe noth

anheben . Matthai, 24. 8. (All these are the beginning of

sorrows, dddcllvviii = 1713.—St. Matih. xxiv. 8.)

1-05. Eev. Num. Beige, 1873, PL 1. 49.

M. L. de Coster, M. Very rare.

This medalet is satirical of the Peace of Utrecht. It dis-

closes the feeling with which that treaty was received in

Germany. The Emperor would not accept the terms offered

by Louis XIV. and resolved to carry on the war in the hope

that the talents of Eugene would procure a victory, and enable

him to secure better conditions. This medalet, therefore, says,

"Many treaties have been concluded, but still not one," so far

as Germany was concerned.- The inscription on the reverse

asks by whom have all these things been done, and at the same

time supplies the answer by " Tallard, by every device," the

words d'allart in full being " durch alle Art." Tallard, who,

as previously noticed (p. 398), had remained in England as

a prisoner since the battle of Blenheim, was allowed at the

beginning of the negotiations to return on parole to France,

and, with De Torcy, succeeded in carrying them to a successful

issue. All these things, then, in Germany were considered but

the beginning of future troubles.

272. Peace of Utrecht. \ j^ , 1713.

An ambassador or deputy walking, I., carrying the roll of a

treaty. Leg. pavci non plvres. (Few not many.) Ex. cav-

sarvm patroni . an . 1713. (The patrons of our cause, 1713.)
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Rev. Inscription, mvlti advocati sed pavci selecti. (Many

are called, but few are chosen.

—

St. Matth. xxii. 14.)

1. Eev. Num. Beige, 1878, PI. 8, 28.

M. A. Holm, lead. Very rare.

This satirical medalet is probably the work of Christian

Wermuth, and refers to the Congress and Peace of Utrecht,

which effected nothing for the Empire. The deputy is Count

Philip Louis of Sinzendorf, the principal representative of the

Emperor at Utrecht. Spain at first, as well as Germany,

declined to sign the treaty, which was approved by the other

powers.

273. Peace of Uteecht and Discontent of the Empire.

1714.

Three men, an Englishman, a Frenchman, and a Dutchman,

all partially undressed, make a deposit in common under a

wall : the Englishman says, i am please ; the Frenchman, si

vous plait (If you please) ; and the Dutchman, who smokes

his pipe, ik maek mee (I do it also). Leg. concordia res

parvae crescvnTi (By concord small things increase.) Ex.
noot breekt isen. (Necessity breaks Iron.) pax ou trec.

(Peace or dirt, or Peace of Utrecht.) 1713.

Rev. The same three men, fully dressed, throw at each other

the contents of the heap which they are represented making on

the other side : the Englishman says, fie, what is that ! ; the

Frenchman, sans regard. (Without regard) ; and the Dutch-

man, still smoking his pipe, wat ! behaegt u dat ? (What!

Does that please you ?) Leg. discordia maxima dilabvntvr.

(By discord the greatest things will fall.) Ex. dat sol ie hier

bewisn. (That I will prove here.) pax in trec . 1714. (Peace

in dirt, or Peace of Utrecht, 1714.)

1-7. Eev. Num. Beige, 1878, PL 8, 27.

MB. lead. Hague, M. Gotha, M. M. A. Hohn, M.
Bare.

This satirical medal was executed in Germany, and marks

the discontent felt in that country at the conclusion of the Peace

of Utrecht. It was anticipated that a treaty carried out with
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so much designing and with such want of sincerity could not

last, and that what the contracting powers accomplished in one

year, they would destroy in the following. Louis XIV. had

already shown a want of faith in allowing the Pretender, who

under the treaty was to withdraw from his dominions, to take

up his residence at Bar-le-Duc, in Lorraine, which, though

nominally a separate country, was geographically a portion of

France. The inscriptions and legends are very irregular, gene-

rally reading backwards, and some with the letters reversed.

In the Koyal collection at Brussels there is a medal similar

to the above, but varied in some of the inscriptions as follows:

—

on the obverse, i am pleased, instead of i am please, and s'il

vous plait morr bleu ; also in the exergue, brecht for

breekt ; and on the reverse, for what is that, instead of

fie, what is that ; and the legend reads wrongly discordia

maximae, &c, for maxima. (See Kev. Num. Beige, 1862, p.

412.)

274. Electress Sophia of Hanover. Died,
2

8

8

j^ , 1714.

Bust of the Electress Sophia, r., in veil over the back of her

head and descending upon her shoulders, and mantle fastened

with diamond-shaped brooch in front. Leg. sophia . d . g . ex .

stirpe . el : pal : elect : vid : br : et . lvn : mag . brit :

haeres. (Sophia, by the grace of God, of the family of the

Elector Palatine, widow of the Elector of Brunswick and Lune-

burg, Heiress of Great Britain.) Below, e. hannibal.

Rev. Yiew of a garden ; sun setting beyond distant moun-

tains. Leg. On a scroll, transmissa lvce refvlget. (She shines

with a transmitted light.) Ex. obiit . vm . ivn . m.d.cc.xiv.

(Died, 8 June, 1714.)

2-6. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PI. 134.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

The Electress Sophia was the grand-daughter of James I.

by his daughter Elizabeth, Queen of Bohemia, and by the Act

of Settlement passed in 1701 she and the heirs of her body

were declared next in succession to the crown of England to

William III. after the Princess of Denmark and their respective
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heirs. (See Nos. 541, 542, pp. 217, 218.) She died suddenly

whilst walking in the gardens at Herrenhausen, "OunL 1714.

By her death her son George, Elector of Hanover, became heir

to the British throne, in whom " she now shines with a trans-

mitted light." The reverse of this medal represents the gardens

at Herrenhausen, in which the Electress was struck down by

sudden death.

275. Electress Sophia of Hanover. Died, f^~, 1714.

Bust of the Electress Sophia, r., in veil over the back of her

head and descending upon her shoulders, and mantle. Leg.

SOPHIA . D . G . EX . STIRPE . EL . PAL . ELECT . VID . BR . ET . LVN .

MAG . BRIT . HAERES. 111.111. Two Stai'S.

Rev. Inscription^ nata . xiii . oct . m.d.cxxx . nvpta mense

SEPT : MDCLVIII . AD SVCCESSIONEM . M . BRIT . NOMINATA MDCCI .

SVB VESPERAM . VIII . IVNII . MDCCXIV . IN HORTIS HERRENHAV-

SANIS ADHVC VEGETO ET FIRMO PASSV DEAMBVLANS SVBITA ET

placida morte erepta. (Born 13 Oct. 1630, married in the

month of Sept. 1658, nominated to the succession of Great

Britain, 1701. In the evening of the 8th June, 1714, whilst

walking in the gardens of Herrenhausen, with a step still

vigorous and firm, she was carried off by a sudden and placid

death.) Above and below is a star.

1*65. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PL 134.

MB. JR. Not uncommon.
This is not strictly a medal, but a sort of coin common in

Germany, and called a "Death-Coin." It was struck upon the

decease of illustrious personages, commemorating their life and
death, and put into circulation. These pieces served a double

purpose, as medals being historical, and as coins being in-

tended for circulation and adjusted to the usual weight of con-

temporary money. The above piece is a rix-dollar: similar pieces

of smaller denominations, viz., the half-dollar (two varieties),

the quarter-dollar, and the eighth of a dollar, all in silver, are

in the National Collection. The inscription on these smaller

ones vary in a letter here and there omitted or inserted.
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276. Anne and Augustus III. of Poland.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, lovelock on each shoulder, neck-

lace, in gown fastened with brooch in front, and ermine mantle.

Leg. ANNA . D G . ANGL . SCOT . FK . ET HIB . REG.

Rev. Bust of Augustus III. of Poland, r., laureate, hair long,

in mantle. Leg. avgvstvs hi . d . g . rex . pol . et . el .

sax. (Augustus III., by the grace of God, King of Poland, and

Elector of Saxony.)

2.

MB. wood.

Struck in wood from dies, and used as a draughtsman. The

obverse and reverse have no connexion, and belong to separate

medals. The dies were executed at different periods, or some

time after the death of Anne. Anne died in 1714, and

Augustus III. succeeded to the throne of Poland in 1733. The

dies for this piece were executed by Jean Dassier.

277. The Church preserved. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . d .

X3r . mag . br . fr . et . hib . r. Below, l g l. (Lazarus Gottlieb

Lauffer.)

Rev. A church. Leg. fvndamentvm qvietis nostrae. (The

foundation of our repose.) Ex. eccles . angl. (The Church

of England.)

1. Snelling, Counters, PL v. 32.

MB. JE.

This medalet or counter was struck at Nuremberg, the great

manufactory of such pieces. It recognizes the Church of

England as the foundation of the kingdom's peace. The

maintenance of the Protestant religion was the principle upon

which the Queen's claim was established, to the exclusion of

her brother and other branches of her family. Similar small

counters occur of her successor George I. (See No. 28, p. 432.)

There are several varieties of this piece : one has under the
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Queen's bust the letter l (Lauffer) ; another has the artist's

initials, i. d. r. (Johann Jacob Dietzel's counter), &c.

278. Anne. Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. In the field,

A R.

No reverse.

1.

MB. M.
A thin shell of silver, of coarse workmanship and rude design.

This and the following pieces were probably used as counters.

It has been said that they were dispersed amongst the populace

during the Queen's procession to St. Paul's, but if intended for

that purpose they would probably have been executed by the

engraver to the Royal Mint, and have been of better workman-
ship. There is a similar piece in copper in the National Col-

lection, which is struck on a thicker flan.

279. Anne. Counter.

Another : similar to the preceding, but of rather better work-

manship.

•75.

MB. M.
Struck for the same purpose as the preceding one.

280. Anne. Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., crowned, no lovelock, and no brooch to

gown. In the field, q a.

No reverse.

•75.

MB. M.
A thin shell of silver of coarse workmanship, and struck for

the same use as the preceding.
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281. Anne. Countee.

Another : similar, but small round brooch to gown.

•75.

MB. M.

282. Anne. Counter.

Bust of Anne, ?., hair bound with string of pearls, lovelocks,

in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna dei gbatia.

Rev. Four shields, crowned, and arranged in the form of a

cross ; star of the Garter in the centre. Leg. mag . be . fea .

ET . HIB . EEG.

1 to "75 (various sizes).

MB. M.
There are several varieties of this coarse, ill-executed counter,

some having rosettes between the shields. They were issued

at different periods during the reign of Anne and vary in size

from about one inch to three-quarters of an inch in diameter.

They would not have been worth noticing, but that they occa-

sion much trouble, and raise vain expectations in many people,

who consider them as " Queen Anne's farthings," and very

valuable. It is singular that the public are not yet disabused

of the false notion of the value of a Queen Anne's farthing.

283. Anne. Nueembeeg Countee.

Bust of Anne, I., hair much curled, lovelocks behind and on

the right shoulder, necklace, in gown fastened with brooch in

front. Leg. anna . d . g . ang . s . f . e . h . eegina.

Rev. Four shields, crowned and arranged in the form of a

cross ; two c's interlinked in each angle : sun in the centre.

Leg. IOH . CONEAD . HOGER . EECH . PFN . COUNTEES. (Johann

Conrad Hoger's counter.)

•75.

MB. M.
A counter manufactured at Nuremberg, and copied from the
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preceding or from coins of Charles II. : the two c's interlinked

being peculiar to his coinage. It may have been struck about

the time of the union with Scotland.

284. Anne. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna .

d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib . r. Below, i. d. r. (Johann

Jacob Dietzel's counter.)

Rev. Four shields, crowned and arranged in the form of a

cross, &c. ; similar to the preceding. Leg. iohann . iacob .

DIETZEL . RECH : COVNTERS.

•95. Snelling, Counters, PL v. 31.

No specimen of this variety of the preceding has been met
with. This obverse sometimes occurs with the reverse of No.

277.

285. Anne and Louis XIV. ? Counter.

Bust of Anne, L, hair bound with fillet and tied behind, love-

lock on the right shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in

front. Leg. anna : dei gratia :

Rev. A lady inviting the approaches of a somewhat reluctant

gentleman ; between them, a rose and a star ; on either side, a

sun. Ex. Four rosettes.

•95.

MB. JE.

This and the three following pieces are of coarse design :

their object is uncertain. They are probably satirical, and may
refer to the negotiations for peace with France, the old man
being Louis XIV., at one time timid in his advances, at another

too forward even to importunity. The bust of the Queen is

similar to that found on the later medals of her reign.
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286. Anne and Louis XIV. ? Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., &c, similar to the preceding. Leg. anna .

DEI . GRA.

Rev. A lady inviting the approaches of a somewhat reluctant

gentleman, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

•8.

MB. M.

287. Anne and Louis XIV. ? Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., &c. ; from the same die as the preceding.

Rev. A lady repelling the approaches of an aged bearded

gentleman, clothed in loose robes, his hat in his hand. Ex.

ALL . FOR . LOVE.

•8.

MB. M.

288. Anne and Louis XIV. ? Counter.

Bust of Anne, I., hair bound with fillet, lovelock on the right

shoulder, in mantle. Leg. anna . dei . grat.

Rev. A lady repelling the approaches of an aged bearded

gentleman, &c. ; similar to the preceding.

•8.

MB. M.
Horace Walpole preserved a specimen of this last piece in a

cabinet appropriated to his more valuable medals, and mistaking

the gentleman for a lady, described it as Queen Anne and Mrs,

Masham embracing.

289. - Scottish Ticket.

Shield of Great Britain, with the arms of Scotland in the first

and fourth quarterings, crowned, and surrounded by the badge

of the Garter. Leg. anna . dei . grat . scot . ang . fran . et .

HIB . REGINA . FI . D.

No reverse.
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1-55.

MB. M.
This is a ticket or pass executed in Scotland, as may be seen

by the quartering of the shield. It is of very good workman-

ship, and in style resembles the coinage of the reign. No par-

ticulars are known about it.

290. Anne. Badge ?

Bust of Anne, /., between two branches of palm tied below,

her hair is bound with a fillet and tied behind in a knot, lovelock

on her left shoulder ; she wears a mantle fastened in front

with a brooch. Below, on a scroll, is her motto, Semper Eadem.

(Always the same.)

No reverse.

•95.

MB. M. Have.

This is either a portion of a badge or part of an ornament

for a book-cover. It is of good workmanship, and partly gilt.

291. Anne. Medallic Portrait.

Bust of Anne, I., laureate, hair bound with pearls, lovelocks

behind and on the right shoulder, in dress with straps on the

shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooches in front and on

the left shoulder. Leg. anna . dei . gra . mag . br . fra . et .

HIB . REGINA.

No reverse.

7-6.

MB. lead. Unique ?

Cast and a little chased. This is a fine medallic portrait,

executed by John Croker about the year 1704. It was prob-

ably made to be set in a frame.

292. Dassier's Medal.

Bust of Anne, I., hair tied behind, and decorated with pearls

and bandeau, lovelock behind, in gown with frill, embroidered,

VOL. II. E E
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and with decorated stomacher. Leg. anna . d . g . m . br . fr .

et hib . regina. Below, i. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. A sarcophagus, on which is erected an obelisk decorated

with a bust of Prince George, from which Fame and a weeping

Genius are withdrawing a curtain ; at its base is seated, amidst

a pile of arms, standards, &c, History, who records on a shield

the events of the reign. The sarcophagus is inscribed, nata

6 . FEBR . 1665 . CORONAT . 23 . APR . 1702 . MORT . I . AVG .

1714.

MB. M. lead.

This is one of Dassier's royal series of medals. Anne died

on the 1st August, 1714, and was buried in Henry VII. 's

Chapel in Westminster Abbey on the 24th of the
:
same month.
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GEORGE I. 1714-1727.

1. Proclaimed King.
1 2

August, 1714.

Bust of George I., r,, laureate, hair long, in armour, mantle,

and riband across the breast. Leg. georg . lvdovicvs d . g .

m . brit . rex . d . b . et l . el. (George Louis, by the grace

of God, King of Great Britain, Duke of Brunswick and Lune-

burg, Elector.) Ex. procl . xn . avg . 1714. (Proclaimed,

12 Aug. 1714.) On truncation, monogram of m b. (Martin

Brunner.)

Rev. Apollo, head radiate, seated, facing, on a rock, and

playing on a harp ; a lion and a leopard repose at his feet.

Leg. fidivm dvlcedine mites. (Tamed by the sweetness of the

chords.) Ex. n. (Nuremberg.)

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

1. George I. proclaimed King.

MB. pewter. Extremely rare.

Towards the close of the life of Queen Anne the rival parti-

sans of the Houses of Stuart and Brunswick threatened serious

troubles in the kingdom. The accession of George I. promised

e e 2
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a termination to these dissensions, and he is, therefore, repre-

sented as Apollo soothing by his harmony the ferocious animals.

On the morning of the decease of Anne, George was proclaimed

King at the Eoyal Exchange, at St. James's Palace, and at

other points in London.

2. Proclaimed King. —^ August, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., hair long and flowing, in armour,

and mantle with ornamented border and fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs . d . g . mag . brit . fr . et .

HIB . REX. Below, E. HANNIBAL.

Rev. George, wearing the Electoral cap and robes, between

Religion, holding the Christian standard, and Liberty, who

crowns him with laurel, approaches Britannia, who presents to

him the insignia of royalty and tramples upon the beast of

Discord : behind her the British Lion supports the royal

shield, crowned. Leg. princ : opt : religionis et libertatis

cvstodi. (To the most excellent Prince, the Guardian of Religion

and Liberty.) Ex. pvblica avctoritate proclamato -^ avg .

anno mdccxiiii. (Proclaimed by public authority, -^ Aug. 1714.)

2-65. Rapin, x. 8. Van Loon, V. 251.

MB. JR. Rare.

The object of the Hanoverian succession was to preserve the

Protestant Religion and the constitutional liberties of the king-

doms, and to suppress discord and the Papal party. The

device of this medal is in accordance with these sentiments.

8. Proclaimed King, ^sf August, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., &c; very similar to the preceding, but

mantle with plain border, and fastened with a rosette brooch.

Rev. George, wearing the Electoral cap and robes, between

Religion, holding the Christian standard, and Liberty, &c.

;

similar to the preceding, but the legend is upon a band, and the

letters are smaller.

2-65.
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MB. N. Very rare.

The dies of this medal are cracked. It is probable that only

a few specimens were struck before they broke.

4. Accession. y^ August, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle. Leg.

GEOKG LVD . D . G . M . BEIT . FR . et HIB . REX DVX B & L .

s.r.i. elec. (George Louis, by the grace of God, King of

Great Britain, France, and Ireland, Duke of Brunswick and

Luneburg, Elector of the Holy Roman Empire.) Below, *

,

the mark of Georg Wilhelm Vestner.

Rev. The Sun in the midst of the constellation Leo. Leg.

REGNORVM ALBIONIS NVNC IVRA GEORGIVS INTRAT . ANNO

mdccxiv . d . xii . avgvsti. (George now enters into the autho-

rity of the kingdoms of Britain, 12 Aug. 1714.) m.m. Rose.

1*7. (See Woodcut.)

4. Accession of George I.

MB. JR. Very rare.

This medal was executed by Georg Wilhelm Vestner, a

medallist of Nuremberg. As shown by medals struck during
the reign of Anne, the star was the private mark of Georg
Hautsch (See No. 51, p. 257, &c.) ; but he appears to have
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died in 1712, and his mark was then adopted by Vestner.

In the middle of August the sun is in the midst of the constel-

lation Leo. It is intended here to symbolize George I. as

entering into the kingdom of the British Lion at that season of

the year.

5. Accession. -^ August, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A map of Great Britain and of part of Europe with

many names marked thereon : a horse leaping from Hanover to

Britain. Leg. Chronogrammatic. aCCeDens DIgnVs DIVIsos

oebe brItannos. (The worthy one approaching Britain sepa-

rated from the world, dddccvviiii = 1714.) Ex. vnvs non svf-

ficit orbis. (One world doth not suffice.)

1*7. Lochner, II. 145. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Lune-

burg., PI. 144.

MB. M. Very rare.

The accession of George I. is symbolized by the Hanoverian

Horse leaping to Great Britain ; and the inscription in the

exergue asserts that he has become the sovereign of those

kingdoms because one (Hanover) did not suffice. This in-

scription is also to be found on coins of Naples struck by

Charles II.

6. Arrival in England. -|~| September. 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. georgivs . d : g .

mag . bri . et hib rex . f . d. Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. The King, as Neptune, seated in a marine car drawn

by four sea-horses and attended by Tritons and Nereids, ap-

proaches the coast. Leg. rector . marivm. (The Kuler of the

seas.) Ex. adventvs . regis . in . britanniam . 18 . septemb :

1714. (The arrival of the King in Britain, 18 Sept. 1714.)

2-65. Kapin, x. 10. Van Loon, V. 252.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon. •
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George I. landed at Greenwich on the |~| September, 1714,

and two days afterwards proceeded from thence to London.

He is represented as Neptune because the dominion of the seas

was considered essential to the British monarchy.

7. Entry into London. 20 September [0. S.], 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and mantle fastened with brooch on the

shoulder. Leg. georgivs . d . g . mag . bri . fra . et . hib .

rex . f . d. Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. A female figure, London, turreted, presents the keys

of the city to the King in a car drawn by four horses, in front

of the Boyal Exchange. Leg. l^titia pvblica. (The public

rejoicing.) Ex. adventvs . regis . in . vrbem . 20 . sept :

1714. (The arrival of the King in the City, 20 Sept. 1714.)

1-85. Eapin, x. 9. Van Loon, V. 253.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

On the 20th September the King proceeded from Greenwich

in a state coach drawn by eight horses, and entered London

accompanied by not fewer than 250 carriages, each drawn by

six horses ; and preceded by the Lord Mayor and all the City

magistrates on horseback.

8. Coronation. f^ October, 1714.

Bust of George I., v., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

with lion's head on the breast, and mantle. Leg. georgivs .

D . G . MAG . BRIT . FR . ET . HIB . REX. Below, E. HANNIBAL.

Rev. The King seated, r., beneath a canopy of state, is

crowned by Britannia, resting her hand upon her shield. Ex.

INAVGVRAT . -|^ OCT . MDCCXIIII. (Cl'OWned, |~jj Oct. 1714.)

2. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PL 144.

MB. AT. M. Bare.

It was deemed expedient not to defer the coronation of the

King, and the ceremony was performed without more delay

than was necessary to complete the preparations.
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9. Coronation, fy October, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

with straps on the shoulder and mantle looped on the shoulder.

Leg. georgivs . d : g . mag . br . fr . et . hib . rex. On
truncation, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. The King, in royal robes, seated, r., in a shell-formed

chair, is crowned by Britannia, holding her spear and shield.

Ex. inavgvrat . xx . oct . MDccxiin. (Crowned, 20 Oct. 1714.)

1*35. Rapin, x. 11. Van Loon, V. 255.

MB. AT
. M. M. (four varieties). Common.

This is the official medal struck for distribution amongst

the officers of state and spectators of the splendid ceremony of

the coronation. Several pairs of dies were used to produce this

medal ; some have i. c. on the truncation of the arm, like the

above ; some have one pellet between the letters of the legend

;

some have two, and others omit the initials of the artist. The
last variety was probably struck only in copper.

10. Coronation. f
° October, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle looped on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs . d : g . m :

br : fr : e : hi : r.

Rev. The King crowned by Britannia, &c. ; similar to the

preceding. Ex. inavgvrat : xx : oct . mdccxiiii.

1-2.

MB. JE.

A bad imitation of the coronation medal. This and the

following one were executed for distribution among the popu-

lace.

11. Coronation. -§° October, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., &c. ; similar to the preceding. Leg.

georgivs . d g m : b : f : e : h : R.
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Rev. The King crowned by Britannia, &c. ; similar to No. 9.

Leg. inavgvrat . xx . oc . MDCCXIIII.

1.

MB. M.
A still worse imitation of the coronation medal.

12. Coronation, -fy October, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle. Leg.

GEORG LVD . D . G . M . BRIT . FR . et HIB . REX DVX B & L .

s.r.i. elec. Below, * , the mark of Georg Wilhelm Vestner.

Same as Nos. 4, 5.

Rev. St. George, on horseback, I., slaying the Dragon ; Victory

hovers above and crowns him. Leg. fidei defensor et aeqvi.

(Defender of the Faith and of Justice.) Ex. coronatvs 31 .

oct . mdccxiiii. (Crowned, 31 Oct. 1714.) v. (Georg Wilhelm

Vestner.)

1-7. Lochner, II. 417. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Lune-

burg., PL 144.

MB. M. Very rare.

St. George is the emblem of the King ; and the Dragon is

intended to represent here, as in other instances, Popery and

Arbitrary Power, which are overthrown by the establishment of

the House of Brunswick on the throne of England. The date

is according to the new style.

13. Coronation, f f-
October, 1714. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs .

m . br . fr . et hib . rex. Below, l. (Johann Gottlieb

Lauffer.)

Rev. St. George, on horseback, L, slaying the Dragon. Leg.

FIDEI DEFENSOR ET AEQVI.

•95.

MB. M. Bare.

A Nuremberg counter, imitated in some degree from the

preceding.
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14. Coronation. §y October, 1714,

A medallion with the laureate head of George I., supported

by Mars and Pallas, who are seated upon clouds. Leg. centu-

PLICEM TULIT VIRTUTIS ROBORE FRUGEM. (By force of COUrage

he has borne off an hundredfold reward.) Ex. georg ludovic.

PRINCEPS ELECT . BRUNSVIC . & . LUNEBURG . MAGN^E BRITAN .

REX RENUNCIAT . D . 11 . SEPTEMB . & CORONAT . LONDONI D . 31 .

octobr . 1714. (George Louis, Prince Elector of Brunswick

and Luneburg, King of Great Britain, proclaimed 11 Sept.,

aud crowned in London, 31 Oct. 1714.)

Rev. A horse galloping towards a harp held by a hand from

heaven. Leg. tali l^etior imperio. (More delighted with such.

an empire.) Ex. in honorem successions regiae excusum

hamburgi. (Struck at Hamburg in honour of the King's suc-

cession.)

1-7.

MB. electrotype from Hunter, M. Very rare.

It is here intimated that the King owes his destiny to his

personal merits : and his gratification at his accession is shown

by the alacrity with which the Hanoverian Horse leaps towards

the harp, one of the emblems of Britain. The King left Her-

renhausen for England on 11 Sept. [N. S.].

15. Coronation. fT October, 1714.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour much
decorated, ermine robes, and collar of the Garter. Leg. georgivs

I REX. Below, N. SEELJENDER . FECIT.

Rev. George I., in royal robes, stands, facing, between

Peace, who holds an olive branch and presents the sceptre to

him, and Justice with her sword and scales : the King supports

on his left hand the orb. On one side is an infant Genius holding

the Electoral shield ; on the other, Britannia seated holding her

shield, her spear lying on the ground at her side. From above

descends an angel, who places the crown upon the King's head,
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and bears a scroll inscribed, coelitvs en diadema novum . esa .

lxii . 3. (Behold a new crown from Heaven.

—

comp. Isaiah, lxii.

3.) In the distance are ships. Ex. gloria regis britannorvm

novi anno vnctionis m.dcc.xiv. (The glory of the new King of

Britain in the year of his coronation, 1714.)

5-3. Journ. Brit. Arch. Assoc. XXXV. p. 272.

MB. lead. Very rare.

This medal is by Nicolaus Seelander, a native of Erfurt,

whose works are more remarkable for their elaborate treatment

than for their skilful execution. Each letter of the legend

upon the obverse forms an emblem, having over it an explana-

tory inscription complimentary to the character of the King,

as follows :

—

g. Arm encircled by a serpent, and holding a mirror, prv-

dens. (Prudent.)

e. Pair of scales, ivstvs. (Just.)

o. Wreath of oak, the Boman reward for saving the life of a

citizen, servator civivm. (The preserver of citizens.)

r. Pelican feeding her young with her own blood, salvt :

pvbl . invigilans. (Watchful of the public safety.)

g. Bainbow, clemens. (Clement.)

i. Column surmounted by a crown, fortis. (Brave.)

v. Branches of palm and olive, pacis amans. (Lover of

Peace.)

s. Branch of ivy, signifying durability, vivat rex opt : (Long

may the very good King live.)

i. Vine entwining a spear, frvct9 appareant. (May the fruits

be manifest.)

r. St. George and the Dragon, advers : repellat. (May he

subdue his enemies.)

e. Cornucopia, prosit omnib. (May he be propitious to all.)

x. Sword and sceptre, crossed, tvtor bonor . terror malor.

(The Defender of the good, and the Terror of the wicked.)

The dies of this medal are in the possession of Mr. G. GL

Adams, of Sloane Street. Vertue (Add. MSS. Brit. Mus. 25,068,

p. 25 b) says that specimens in silver weighed about sixteen oz.
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16. Coronation. -§-2- October, 1714.

George I. seated, r., on a throne, crowned, in royal robes,

and holding the sceptre and orb. Leg. inavgvrat . xx : oct.

(Crowned, 20 Oct.) Ex. mdccxiiii.

No reverse.

•9.

MB. JE. Rare,

This piece is heart-shaped, and formed a portion of a badge

struck for distribution at the time of the coronation.

17. George I. Medalet. 1714?

Bust of George I., r., laureate, in armour and mantle. Leg.

GEORGIVS . DEI . GRA.

Rev. Britannia stands, I., with spear and shield, and holds

out an olive branch : on one side are ships ; on the other, men
ploughing and sowing. Leg. compositis . venerantvr . armis.

(They honour [peace] by laying aside their arms.

—

Hor. Car. TV.

xiv. 52.) Ex. mdccxiii.

•85.

MB. JE. Rare.

A medalet struck at the beginning of the reign. The reverse

is copied from the medal of Anne commemorating the Peace

of Utrecht (See No. 257, p. 400). Being united with the head

of George, it may be intended to refer to the acknowledgment

by Louis XIV. of the Hanoverian succession, and to his relin-

quishment of the cause of the Stuarts.

18. George I. Medalet or Counter.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs .

d:g:m:b:f:et:h: rex . f : d :

Rev. The royal shield, within the Garter, crowned, and with

the supporters : below, the collar and George of the Garter, and

on a scroll the motto, diev . et . mon . droit.

1.
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MB. M. Not uncommon.

This and the following pieces (Nos. 19-26) are medalets

or counters without date, and struck at different times during

the reign of George I. The above piece must have been issued

in the early part of the reign, as it bears a much younger head

of the King than the following one.

19. George I. Medalet or Counter.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in figured armour

and mantle. Leg. georgivs . d . g . mag . b . f h r.

Rev. The royal shield within the Garter, crowned, and with

the supporters ; beneath, on a scroll, the motto, diev et mon
DROT (SIC).

•95. Rev. Num. Beige, 1876, PL x. 39.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

The portrait of the King on this piece is older than that on

the preceding.

20. George I. Counter.

Bust of George I., three-quarters, r., hair long, in armour,

and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.

georgivs .d:g:m:b:f:et. hib : rex : f : d.

Rev. Double cypher of G R, crowned, between branches of

palm and olive.

•8.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

A counter issued in the early part of the reign.

21. George I. Counter.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORGIUS . DEI : GRA.

Rev. Britannia seated, /., holds the orb and sceptre, and
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rests her arm upon a shield decorated with the rose and

thistle.

•95:

MB. M. Not common.

The bust closely resembles that upon Wood's Irish Half-

pence, which were struck in the years 1722 and 1723 ; this is,

therefore, probably the date of this small piece.

22. George I. Counter.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

and mantle. Leg. geo . dei . gratia.

Rev. A lady inviting the approaches of a somewhat reluctant

gentleman ; between them, a rose and a star ; on either side, a

sun. Ex. Four rosettes.

95.

MB. M.
Similar counters to this one are described at pp. 415, 416,

with the bust of Anne on the obverse.

23. George I. Counter.

Bust of George I., v., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. In the field, g r.

No reverse.

•75.

MB. M. (two varieties).

These pieces are of coarse work, and are similar in style to

those of Anne, described under Nos. 278-281, pp. 413, 414.

24. George I. Counter.

Bust of George I., v., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

and mantle looped on the shoulder. Leg. vivat . rex. (Long

live the King.)

No reverse.

•85.
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MB. M.
A counter similar to the preceding ; but of still coarser work.

25. George I. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in mantle. Leg.

GEORG . LVD . D . G . M . BRIT . FR . ET H . REX.

Rev. Four shields, crowned and arranged in the form of a

cross ; two c's interlinked in each angle ; sun in the centre.

Leg. iohann . iacob . dietzel . rechp . covnters. (Johann Jacob

Dietzel's counters.)

1. Snelling, Counters, PL v. 33.

MB. M.
A counter struck at Nuremberg. The type of the reverse is

copied from the coins of Charles II., the meaning of which was

not understood by the maker of this piece.

26. George I. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George I., r., hair long, in armour and mantle.

Leg. georg . d . g . m . p (sic) . REX.

Rev. The royal arms in a square shield, crowned. Leg.

wolf : hiron : hofmann : re : p. (Wolfgang Hieronymus Hof-

mann's counter.)

•75. Snelling, Counters, PI. v. 36.

MB. M.
A Nuremberg counter of coarser work than the preceding.

Varieties of this and the preceding piece are figured in SnelliDg,

Counters, PI. v. 34, 35.

27. George I. Medalet or Button.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in scale armour
and mantle.

Rev. Scroll work, crown above ; lion and unicorn as sup-

porters.

•85.

MB. pewter.

This piece is hollow, and has a ring as if intended to be
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worn ; but in the centre of the reverse is a small circle, as if to

mark the place for the shank of a button.

28. The Chuech peeseeved. Nueembeeg Countee.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEOEGIVS . M . BE . FE . ET HIB . EEX.

Rev. A church. Leg. fvndamentvm qvietis nosteae. (The

foundation of our repose.) Ex. eccles . angl. (The Church

of England.)

•95.

MB. M. pewter.

A medalet struck at Nuremberg in commemoration of one of

the great principles of the Kevolution, the security of the Pro-

testant Church of England. Similar medalets were struck in

the reign of Queen Anne (See No. 277, p. 412). George, at

one of his earliest councils, declared his firm purpose to main-

tain these principles. Several pairs of dies were used to supply

the demand for these small pieces.

29. The Sensoeium Club. 1715.

Eloquence and Truth, standing, facing ; the former grasps a

scroll inscribed suadeee. (To persuade), and the latter, with her

foot upon a globe, holds up a meridian sun and a palm branch.

Rev. The meridian Sun with human face. Leg. sensoeivm .

anno . peimo . geoegii . 1715. (The Sensorium, in the first year

of George, 1715.)

1-35. Gent. Mag. 1802, p. 705.

MB. M. Bare.

This piece was an admission ticket to a place of entertain-

ment or club in York Buildings, which was called the Sen-

sorium, and was one of the many projects of Sir Richard Steele.

The club was founded in 1715, and consisted of one hundred

gentlemen and as many ladies " of leading taste in politeness,

wit, and learning," who met occasionally to be entertained

with " Music, Eloquence, and Poetry." Dramatic performances

also took place, and it was hoped that the club would have a
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beneficial influence upon the class of representations given at

the public theatres. Each member was provided with one of

the above tickets, which was transferable. The name Senso-

rium was given to this club as implying the bare conception

of what was presented to the spectator, and was selected in

preference to any other name " which in a didactic manner

might pronounce what ought to be received or rejected." (See

Toivn Talk, p. 54, ed. by John Nichols, London, 1789.)

30. Sir Andrew Fountaine. 1715.

Bust of Fountaine, r., long flowing hair, in cravat and

loose mantle. Leg. andreas . fovntaine . eqves . avratvs .

anglvs. (Andrew Fountaine, Knight, an Englishman.) Below,

1715.

Rev. Pallas, standing amidst ruins and works of art, points

to several medallions lying upon a tomb ; before her is a pedes-

tal surmounted by the bust of a Koman Emperor ; her shield

upon the ground bears the arms of Fountaine. Ex. a. selvi . r.

3 #4. Snelling, xxx.

MB. lead. Bodley, M. Hunter, lead. Kare.

This medallion is always cast, and was executed by Antonio

Selvi at Florence. The device of the reverse alludes to Sir

Andrew Fountaine's taste for objects of Antiquity and Art, of

which he formed a considerable collection, recently dispersed.

Sir Andrew Fountaine was educated at Oxford. He was

created a Knight by William III., and was appointed Vice-

Chamberlain to Caroline of Anspach, wife of George II., who
committed to his superintendence the education of her favourite

son, William. Fountaine was nominated Warden of the Mint

in 1727, a post which he held till his death in 1753. In his

early days he paid several visits to Italy, where he formed a

close friendship with Cosmo III., Grand Duke of Tuscany.

His opinion on all matters relating to art and archaeology was

so highly esteemed and valued that, when in Italy, his abode

became at once the resort of artists and amateurs. It was
during one of these visits to Italy that this medal was executed.

(See also No. 236, p. 590.)

VOL. II. F F
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31. Sir Andrew Fountaine. 1715.

Bust of Fountaine, r., long flowing hair, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. A female figure, standing within a ruined edifice, is

examining medals upon a cippus : behind, a laureated bust on

a pedestal.

3-25. Snelling, xxx. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxxxiii. 2.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The motive

of the type of the reverse is the same as that of the preceding.

32. Sir Andrew Fountaine. 1715.

Bust of Fountaine, r., long flowing hair, &c. ; same as

No. 30.

Rev. Bellona, rushing over rugged rocks strewed with armour,

seizes and arrests Fortune, whose foot is placed on her wheel.

Leg. per ardva. (Through difficulties.)

3*35. See Snelling, xxviii. 3. Durand, Med. des Num.
PL vi. 1.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal is composed of the usual obverse Math the bust

of Fountaine, and of the reverse of the medal of Richard

Molesworth already described (See No. 245, p. 391). The

device has, therefore, no peculiar reference to Sir Andrew

Fountaine.

33. Battle of Sheriffmuir or Dunblain. 13 November,

1715.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in figured armour,

and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georg-

ivs . d : g : mag : br : fr : et . hib : rex . f : d. Below, i. c.

(John Croker.)

Rev. Victory, with sword and palm branch, rapidly pur-

suing a body of fleeing cavalry. Leg. perjurii . ultrix. (The
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Avenger of perjury.) Ex. ad . dvnblainvm . 13 . nov : 1715.

(At Dunblain, 13 Nov. 1715.) On the line of the exergue, i. c.

(John Croker.)

1-8. Eapin, x. 12. Van Loon, V. 256.

MB. M. M. (two varieties). Not uncommon.

Two dies, slightly varying, were made for striking this medal;

one of which appears to have broken.

The Earl of Mar having assembled an army of upwards of

10,000 men to re-establish the House of Stuart, the Duke of

Argyle advanced to meet him with an inferior force of 3,500

men. They met at Sheriffmuir, near Dunblain ; each lost

about 500 men, and at night both retired. The Duke next

morning returned to the field, carried off the wounded and

four pieces of cannon, and the Earl's army gradualhy dispersed.

As the Earl of Mar and many of his officers had made strong

professions of allegiance, their defeat is here called the punish-

ment of perjury.

34. Pkeston taken. 13 November, 1715.

Bust of George L, v., laureate, hair long, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. A military trophy placed upon a pedestal decorated

with two united hands : two captives are chained to the base.

Leg. fides . militvm. (The fidelity of the army.) Ex. rebell :

ad. preston . capt : 13 . Nov : 1715. (The rebels taken at Preston,

13 Nov. 1715.) On the line of the exergue, i. c. (John Croker.)

1-8. Kapin, x. 13. Van Loon, V. 257.

MB. M. Bare.

General Macintosh had been despatched by the Earl of Mar
across the Firth of Forth ; and circumstances induced him to

press forward and to take post at Preston, where he defended

himself most vigorously, but was ultimately reduced to an

unconditional surrender on the same day that the Earl was

defeated at Sheriffmuir. The legend on the reverse is often

found on Boman coins. At such a time of doubtful loyalty it

was expedient to extol the fidelity of the troops.

f f 2
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35. Attempts of James (III.), Elder Pretender, to re-

cover the English Throne in 1708 and 1716.

Bust of Prince James, r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. nihil efficiens.

(Accomplishing nothing.)

Rev. Map of Great Britain marked, scotia 1708 . m . mart.

1716 . M . FEBR., BRITANNIA, HIBERNIA. Leg. BIS VENIT VIDIT

non vicit flensqve recessit. (Twice he came, he saw, he did

not conquer, and he retired in tears.)

1-25. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xi. 8.

MB. M. Very rare.

The two dates upon this medal indicate the two unsuccessful

attempts of James to recover the crown of England. After

the defeats at Sheriffmuir and Preston, the rebel chiefs were

on the point of disbanding their forces, when the Prince un-

expectedly landed and delayed their purpose ; but upon the

approach of General Cadogan the disbanding was resumed, and

the Prince returned in sorrow to Paris, having again seen

Scotland and with no success.

36. The Act of Grace. 15 July, 1717.

Bust of George I., r., hair long, in embroidered mantle tied

in a knot on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs . d . g . mag . br .

fr . et . hib . rex . f . d. Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. A winged female figure, Clemency, leaning upon a

column, holds an olive branch, and with a caduceus touches the

head of a serpent. Leg. clementia . avgvsti. (The clemency

of the King.) Ex. mdccxvii. i. c. (John Croker.)

1*8. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PL 145.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

On the 15th July, 1717, an Act of Grace and Free Pardon

towards all, with a few exceptions, who had been engaged in

the late rebellions, having passed both Houses of Parliament,

received the royal assent. Clemency bears the attributes of

Peace, and with the caduceus is tranquillizing the serpent of
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Bebellion. Mercury having tamed the fury of two serpents, and

formed them into an ornament to his caduceus, that instrument

became the symbol of peace and plenty.

37. The Act of Grace. 15 July, 1717.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in figured armour,

and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georg-

ivs . d : g : mag : br : fr : et . hib : rex . f : d. Below, i. c.

(John Croker.) Same as Nos. 33, 34.

Rev. A winged female figure, Clemency, leaning upon a

column, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-8.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

Same as the preceding, but with a different obverse.

38. Westminster Fire Office. Founded, 1717.

Portcullis ; above which are a crown and the Prince of

Wales's plumes ; below is a label inscribed, established 1717.

Leg. WESTMINSTER FIRE OFFICE.

Rev. An oak wreath.

1-55.

MB. pewter. Not rare.

This medal commemorates the founding of the Westminster

Fire Office in 1717. There are several varieties of this piece,

but they appear to be of more recent dates. These medals were

struck in gold for presentation to the directors, and in silver

for presentation to clerks on their appointment to office. The
name of the recipient was engraved within the wreath on the

reverse.

39. Treaty of Passarowitz. JJ July, 1718.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in figured

armour, and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.
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GEORGIVS . D : G : MAG : BR : FR : ET . HIB : REX . F : D. BeloAv,

i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 33, 34, 37.

Rev. The King, in Roman costume, standing within a rich

tent, points to the Morea on a large globe. Leg. pacis .

arbiter. (The Mediator of the Peace.) Ex. inter . German :

turc : et . venet : ad . passarowitz . 1718. (Between the

Germans, Turks, and "Venetians at Passarowitz, 1718.) i. c.

(John Croker.)

1*8. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PI. 145.

MB. M. M. Not common.

The obverses of the specimens in silver and copper of this

medal are slightly varied.

Turkey having wrested the Morea from the Venetians, the

Emperor Charles VI., as guarantor of the Treaty of Carlowitz,

by which the Morea had been assigned to the Republic of

Venice, interfered, defeated the Turks, and took Belgrade. At

the request of the Turks, George I. was appointed mediator,

and peace was concluded at Passarowitz, 10 July [0. S.], 1718.

The King is pointing to the Morea, the origin of the quarrel,

which was now allowed to be retained by Turkey.

40. William Penn. Died, 30 July, 1718.

Bust of Penn, r,, in compact wig, plain coat without collar,

and cravat. Leg, william penn . b . 1644 . d . 1718. l. p.

(Lewis Pingo.)

Rev. Penn grasping the hand of an American Indian. Leg.

BY DEEDS OF PEACE. Ex. PENSYLVANIA SETLED . 1681.

1-55.

MB. M. M, Not rare.

This medal was executed about the middle of the last century,

probably by direction of Thomas Hollis, who was a patron of

the artist Pingo. The legend was his favourite motto, which

he inscribed upon several objects of art, plate, &c. The motto

is very applicable to the conduct of Penn, who in 1681, having

obtained from the crown a grant of land in America in lieu

of a debt, founded the State which was named after him,
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Pennsylvania. He concluded many treaties with the neigh-

bouring Indians, which were most strictly observed by both

sides, and which contributed much to the success of the colony.

Penn did not reside for any length of time in America, and

died at Ruscombe, in Berkshire, 30 July, 1718.

41. William Penn. Died, 30 July, 1718.

Bust of Penn, L, hair long, in hat, plain coat without

collar, and cravat. Leg. guillelmus penn. On truncation,

EOGAT . F.

Rev. Inscription, natus lond . an . m.dc.xliv . obiit an .

m.dcc.xviii. (Born in London, 1644 ; died, 1718.) Ex. series

NUHISJIATICA UNIVERSALIS VIRORTJM ILLUSTRIUM. M.DCCC.XLIV. DURAND EMDIT.

1-7.

MB. M.
One of the series of medals of illustrious personages of all

countries issued at Paris. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.)

42. Naval Action off Cape Passaro. niu^sf 1718.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in figured armour,

and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.

georgivs . d : G : mag : br : fr : et . hib : rex . f : d. Below,

i. c. (John Croker.) Same as Nos. 33, 34, 37, 39.

Rev. A rostral column amidst a pile of arms, and surmounted

by a statue of the King as Neptune. Leg. soctorvm . pro-

tector. (The Protector of his Allies.) Ex. classe . hisp :

deleta . ad . oras . siciLL^ . 1718. (The Spanish fleet de-

stroyed off the coast of Sicily, 1718.)

1*75. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PL 145.

MB. N. M. M. Not uncommon.

The dies of the obverses of the specimens in each metal are

slightly varied.

Spain, having seized Sardinia, was proceeding to subdue

Sicily, when Admiral Sir George Byng was despatched with
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twenty-one sail of the line to mediate a peace. As the Spanish

General, De Lede, who was besieging Messina, refused to accede

to a truce, Byng went in pursuit of the Spanish fleet of twenty-

seven sail, and falling in with it off Cape Passaro, attacked it,

and either destroyed or captured the greater portion of it.

Castaneta, the Spanish Admiral, was amongst the prisoners.

43. Naval Action off Cape Passaro. jji^t? 1718.

Within two laurel wreaths are the busts of carolvs vi . d .

G . ROM . IMP . SEMP . AVG. and GEORGIVS . D . G . MAG . BR . FR .

et . hib . r. ; between them is a winged caduceus rising from

the hull of an antique galley decorated with flags. Leg. vetant

foeoari foedera. (They forbid treaties to be violated.)

43. Naral Action off Cape Passaro.

Rev. Jupiter on his eagle and Neptune in a conch attack a

fleet. Leg. sic motos fas est componere flvctvs. (Thus is

it right to calm the troubled waves.

—

comp. Virg. A en. i. 139.)

Ex. Chronogrammatic. hIspanorVM CLassIs a IoVe et nep-

tVno DeLeta. (The Spanish fleet destroyed by Jupiter and

Neptune, mdcllvwiii = 1718.) .

1-7. (See Woodcut.)

MB. JE. Hunter, M. Vienna, M. Very rare.
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This inedal was executed at Nuremberg by Georg Wilhelm

Vestner.

The Spanish attack upon Sardinia, Sicily, and the dominions

of the Emperor was in direct violation of the Treaty of Utrecht.

The Quadruple Alliance between the Emperor, England, France,

and Holland had for its express object the preservation of that

treaty from violation. As the eagle is the symbol of the Em-
peror, he is represented as Jupiter, while the King of England,

as ruler of the seas, is symbolized by Neptune. Though the

forces of the Emperor took no part in this battle it was a com-

pliment to represent him as an active participator.

44. Naval Action off Cape Passaro. n
81

AugJrt , 1718.

Bust of the Emperor Charles VI., r., laureate, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. imp . caes . carol .

vi . a . p . f . p . p. (The Emperor Charles VI., august, pious,

prosperous, the Father of his country.) Below, r. (Benjt

Eichter.)

Rev. A naval trophy on the prow of a galley; in the centre is

an eagle with streamers above a trident. Leg. bellvm italicvm

propvlsatvm. (The Italian war repelled.) Ex. classe host .

ope britan . foeder . deleta . 1718. (The fleet of the enemy

destroyed by the force of the British Allies.)

1*15. Van Loon, Suppl. iii. 28.

Vienna, N. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed by Benjt Eichter, medallist to

Charles VI. The eagle and the trident symbolize the Emperor

and George I.

45.
' Naval Action off Cape Passaro. n

31

A^t
> 1718.

An eagle destroying seven smaller birds. Leg. nvnca nadie

contra sv senor. (Never any one against his Lord.) Ex.
Within arabesque, * , the mark of Georg Wilhelm Vestner.

Rev. A naval action off the coast of siracvsa and the port of

messina. Leg. victoria naval contra los espanoles. (The
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naval victory over the Spaniards.) Ex. mdccxviii. and *, the

mark of Georg Wilhelm Vestner.

1-75. (See Woodcut.)

45. Naval Action off Cape Passaro.

MB. M. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed at Nuremberg. The eagle is the

Emperor, who by the destruction of the smaller birds shows

how impolitic it is to contend against superiors. Syracuse and

Messina were the cities which most strongly resisted the attacks

of the Spaniards.

46. Alliance of George I. and the Empeeoe Chaeles VI.

1718.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. geoeg . d . g . mag . be . fe . et . hib . eex.

Below, i. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. Bust of the Emperor Charles VI., v., laureate, hair

long, in armour and mantle. Leg. cabolvs . vi . d . g . eom .

imp . semp . avg. Below, I. d. (J. Dassier.)

1-25.

MB. M. Bare.

Executed by Dassier in commemoration of the alliance of the

two sovereigns to maintain the Treat}7 of Utrecht.
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47. Caroline, Princess of Wales. 1718.

Bust of Princess Caroline, r., hair collected into a knot at the

back of the head, lovelocks, in gown with straps on the shoulder,

and mantle. Leg. wilhelmina : charlotta : prin * wallle.

Rev. A rosebush. Leg. rosa : sine : spina. (A rose without

a thorn.)

1*4. (See Woodcut.)

47. Caroline, Princess of Wales.

MB. M. Bare.

This Princess, the wife of George II., was frequently called,

as upon this medal, Wilhelmina Charlotte till after she had
ascended the throne, when she was universally known as Queen
Caroline. She was the daughter of John Frederick, Margrave

of Brandenburg Anspach, married on 22 Aug. 1705, George,

Electoral Prince of Hanover, afterwards George II., and died

in 1737. This medal is the work of John Croker, and was
probably issued about the year 1718.

48. Caroline, Princess of Wales. 1718.

Bust of Princess Caroline, L, hair collected into a knot at

the back of the head, lovelock, in gown with straps on the

shoulder and mantle. Leg. wilhelmina : charlotta . pr .

WALLIA.

Rev. A rosebush. Leg. rosa : sine : spina.

1-05.
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MB. lead. Rare.

This is copied from the preceding medal and is of a smaller

size. Both these pieces are somewhat rare, because they were

considered not worth preserving.

49. Escape of Princess Clementina from Innspruck.

28 April [N.S.], 1719.

Bust of Princess Clementina, L, hair decorated with diadem

and wreathed with pearls, pearl ear-ring and necklace, in gown

bordered with jewels, and ermine mantle. Leg. Clementina .

M . BRITAN . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, OTTO . HAMERANI . F.

Rev. Princess Clementina in a car drawn at speed by two

horses : in the distance, Rome and the rising sun. Leg.

fortvnam . cavsamqve . seqvor. (I follow his fortune and his

cause.) Ex. deceptis . cvstodibvs . mdccxix. (The guards

being deceived, 1719.)

1*9. Lochner, I. 369. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med.,

PL xi. 9.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

Princess Clementina Sobieski, grand-daughter of John So-

bieski, King of Poland, was betrothed to Prince James Stuart.

George I. was averse to the marriage, and the Emperor, to

gratify him, arrested her on her way to Italy, and confined her

in the Castle of Innspruck. Ultimately the guards were deceived,

and Clementina escaped by a rapid and perilous flight to

Bologna, where she was married by proxy to James, who at

that time was in Spain. Her father, Prince James Louis

Sobieski, approved her escape, declaring that, as she became

engaged to Prince James she ought to " follow his fortune and

his cause."

50. Joseph Addison. Died, 17 June, 1719.

Bust of Addison, r., hair long, in lace cravat and close fitting

coat. Leg. josephus addison. Below, e . rogat f.
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Rev. Inscription, natus an . m.dc.lxxii . miston viltoniae

in anglia obiit an M.DCC.xix. (Born, 1672, at Miston in

Wiltshire, in England; died, 1719.) Ex. series nomismatica univer-

salis V1R0RUH ILLUSTRIUM M.DCCC.XXIII. DURAND EDIDIT.

1-6.

MB. M.
One of the series of medals of illustrious personages of all

countries struck in Paris. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.)

Joseph Addison, poet, statesman, and essayist, born 1 May,

1672, educated at Charterhouse and Oxford, was appointed

Under-Secretary of State in 1706, and in 1709 went to Ireland

as Secretary to the Marquess of Wharton. On the death of

Queen Anne, Addison served as Secretary to the Eegency, and

in 1717, when Stanhope became Prime Minister, he was ap-

pointed one of the Secretaries of State. He died at Holland

House, 17 June, 1719.

51. Marriage of James (III.), Elder Pretender, and

Princess Clementina, y Sê 1719.

Busts conjoined, r., of James and Clementina. He, hair long,

is in armour, mantle, and riband across the breast ; she, hair

51. Marriage of James and Clementina.

confined by pearls and bandeau and flowing over the shoulders,
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wears loose mantle. Leg. iacob . hi . r . Clementina . r. On

truncation, hameran. (Otto Hamerani.)

Rev. Hercules, leaning on his club, takes the hand, of

Venus, holding a flower and attended by Cupid holding a

caduceus. Leg. regivm connvbivm. (The royal nuptials.) Ex.

KAL . SEPTEMBR . MDCCXIX. (1 Sept. 1719.)

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. Rare in silver.

The Prince appears as Hercules reposing after his perils, and

the Princess as Venus holding a flower, an emblem of hope

and. affection. The caduceus in the hand of Cupid intimates

that love had eluded the vigilance of the guards and with-

drawn the Princess from captivity. James having returned

from Madrid, his marriage with the Princess Clementina was

confirmed at Rome,
1 8

"^
, 1719.

52. Marriage of James (III.), Elder Pretender, and

Princess Clementina. x^| 1719.

Bust of Prince James, r., hair long, in scale armour with

Medusa's head on the breast, and mantle. Leg. iacobvs . in .

D.G.M.B.F.ET.H. REX.

Rev. Bust of Princess Clementina, I., hair long and wreathed

with pearls, in gown decorated with a pearl chain and drop, and

mantle. Leg. Clementina . magnae . britanniae . et . c . reg.

On truncation, otto hamerani.

1-9. Lochner, I. 129. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL
xiii. 1.

MB. M. M. Rare.

This medal was struck about the time of the marriage. The

proceedings of the Stuart family and their partisans were fre-

quently secret and mysterious. The letters et. c. in the legend

on the reverse were consequently supposed to have some mys-

terious meaning, and various interpretations were proposed of

these letters. The common &c. (" et cetera ") was too obvious

and simple a solution for those who were desirous of discovering

some latent signification.
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53. Princess Clementina. Medallic Portrait. 1719.

Bust of Princess Clementina, r., hair tied in a knot behind,

from whenee descend two lovelocks, an ornamented bandeau

round the head; she wears close fitting dress and ermine mantle.

Leg. CLEMENTINA d : GRA : PR : MAG : BRIT : FR : E POL :

No reverse.

3-55. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xii. 2.

E. W. Cochran-Patrick, steel. Unique.

This is a fine portrait of Clementina on steel, and set in a

brass rim. It is engraved, and is probably the work of Otto

Hamerani.

54. Sir Thomas Dereham. 1719.

Bust of Dereham, r., hair high and long, in loose robes, and

cravat. Leg. tho . dereham . m . b . baronettvs . jet . a .

xxxvi. (Thomas Dereham, Baronet of Great Britain, aged 36.)

Rev. A female figure, holding a wand and a laurel wreath,

greets an approachiDg angel, and turns her back upon Fortune,

seated upon her wheel. Leg. virtvte . me involvo. (I envelop

myself in virtue.

—

Hot. Car. III. xxix. 55.) Ex. 1719.

3*35. For reverse see Mazzuchelli, II. PL clx. 1.

(See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

Sir Thomas Dereham, of Dereham Abbey, Norfolk, and son

of Sir Bichard Dereham, was educated in Tuscany under the

care of his father's cousin, who was envoy at that court, and

who bequeathed to him his property and estates. He was

attached to the exiled family of the Stuarts, embraced the

Roman Caholic religion, and bequeathed a considerable sum to

the College " de Propaganda Fide " in Rome for the endow-

ment of two English students to go as missionaries to England.

He died unmarried at Rome, 16 Jan. 1739, aged sixty-five.

The reverse intimates that he relied upon his virtue, despising

the gifts of Fortune ; but this design, although perhaps appli-
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cable to the character of Dereham, was not originally made

for this medal, as it appears upon one of Giovanni Battista

Cerretani (Mazzuchelli, II. PL clx. 1), a senator of Florence,

54. Medal of Sir Thomas Dereham.

where it was executed. There is another specimen of this

medal in the British Museum, dated 1715, but neither this

date nor 1719 coincide with the given age of Dereham.

55. John Law, the Financier. 1720.

Half-length figure of Law, three-quarters, r., head facing,

hair long, in cocked hat, embroidered coat, and the badge of

the Order of the St. Esprit attached to a riband : in his right
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hand lie holds a paper inscribed, acti . en billets. (Shares in

paper.) Leg. w de laws, comte de tanckerville, conseiller

du ROY DANS touts ses conseils, surintendant et control-

LEUR GENERAL DES FINANCES du ROYAUME DE FRANCE. (MoilS.

de Laws, Comte de Tanckerville, Adviser of the King in all

his Councils, Superintendent and Comptroller- General of the

Finances of the Kingdom of France.)

Rev. Inscription,

DIMANCHE : NOUS VIDONS PAR LES BILLETS DE BANCQVE

TOUTES LES BOURSES.

LUNDI : NOUS ACHETTONS DES ACTIONS,

MARDI : NOUS AVONS DES MILLIONS,

MERCREDI : NOUS REGLONS NOTRE MENAGE,

IEUDI : NOUS NOUS METTONS EN EQUIPAGE,

VENDREDI : NOUS ALLONS AU BALL,

ET SAMEDI : A L'HOPITAL.

1720.

(Sunday, by the notes of the bank we empty all the

purses.

Monday, we purchase our shares,

Tuesday, we are millionaires,

Wednesday, we arrange our menage,

Thursday, we start our equipage,

Friday, we go to the ball,

and Saturday, to the Hospital [i.e. Poor House].)

1-3. Van Loon, Suppl. iii. 31.

MB. electrotype from Bibl. Paris, M. Very rare.

This and the four following pieces were executed by Christian

Wermuth at Gotha.

John Law of Lauriston, the famous financier and speculator,

was the son of a goldsmith, and was born at Edinburgh, 21

April, 1671. In 1694, having killed his opponent in a duel, he

was compelled to leave Scotland, and, after wandering about

Italy for some years, he went in 1715 to Paris, where, shortly

afterwards, he started with great success a private bank. His

gigantic financial schemes and his monetary visions captivated

the Regent, who established in 1718 the Royal Bank of France,

VOL. II. G G
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with Law as Director-General. He also appointed him Comp-

troller-General of Finances. In 1719 Law floated the great

bubble Mississippi Scheme, which failing in the next year,

plunged thousands of families into ruin. Law was, in conse-

quence, compelled to quit France, and, retiring for a while to

Brussels, he afterwards settled at Venice, where he died in

indigence, 21 March, 1729. This piece was struck soon after

the crash of all Law's financial undertakings, which it ridicules.

56. John Law, the Financier. 1720.

Half-length figure of Law, three-quarters, r., head facing,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Inscription,

KWIA MVNTVS fuld tezibi [i.e. Quia mundus vult decipi]

,

NICHT LUSCHT MEHR HAT ZUR LOTTERIE,

SO SCHAFFT VOR BILLETS ACTIEN HER,

IN DIE KREUZ UND IN DIE QTJER,

NACH DER IETZ'GEN WELT BEGEHR.

1720.

(Because the world wishes to be deceived ! it takes no longer

delight in lotteries, and so procures shares for tickets in all

directions according to its present desire.)

.1*3.

MB. electrotype from Bibl. Paris, M. Very rare.

This and the two following medals also ridicule the state of

things in France and the prevailing spirit of speculation.

57. John Law, the Financier. 1720.

A man, partially undressed, and lighting his pipe with a

bundle of script, is emitting coins, some of which, provided

with wings, are flying away ; above, nvmmvs vbi loqvitvr.

(Money, when he speaks.) Leg. Chronogrammatic. beeter In

De wyDe wereLt ; aLs In De naTJe bUyk of kIst. (Better

in the wide world, than in the narrow stomach or chest, dddll-

vviii = 1613.) Ex. Chronogrammatic. NooIt breekt yser .

22 . pro Cent. (Necessity breaks iron ; 22 per cent., ci= 101.)
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Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription across the field, en Magnas

Dat opes CeLeber LaVV foenore qVestVs. (Behold ! the

renowned Law, by usury of gain, gives great wealth, mdcllvvvv

— 1720.) Leg. Chronogrammatic. koMt seht Das frantz-

VoLCk an ! herr LaVV thVt grosse thaten ! (Come,

behold the people of France ; Mr. Law doeth great things,

mdcllvvvv — 1720.)

1-25.

E. W. Cochran-Patrick, M. Very rare.

The chronograms in the legend and exergue on the obverse

make up the date 1714, about which time Law began his specu-

lative undertakings in Paris.

58. John Law, the Financier. 1720.

A man blowing script from a pair of bellows, and crying out,

wer kavft actien. (Who will buy shares ?) Leg. wer sich

DVRCH DIESEN WIND DEN GELDGEITZ LAESSET FVHREN. (Who

in the desire for money will allow himself to be led by this

wind ?) Ex. sey klvg . v . wizig in verkehren. (Be prudent

and cautious in your transactions.)

Rev. A dog crossing a bridge over a stream and dropping a

bundle of script, the shadow of which is seen in the water

below. Leg. der ban verwirrvngs voll sein haab . v .

gvth verlieren. (In his confusion he may lose his goods and

possessions.) Ex. soll dich esopi hvnd nicht lehren .

1720. (Will you not learn a lesson from the dog of Aesop ?)

1-35.

R. W. Cochran-Patrick, M. Very rare.

59. John Law, the Financier. 1720.

Back view of half-length figure of Law in cocked hat, and

between the inscription visibilis . invisibilis. (Visible, yet in-

visible.) Leg. banqverodt ift a la mode. (Bankruptcy is the

fashion.)

g g 2
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Rev. An old man, prostrate on the ground, grasping in his

right hand a winged caduceus, and in his left a packet in-

scribed, wexl briefe. (Letters of exchange.) Leg. CREDIT
tjl SXaufetobt. (Credit is as dead as a rat.)

1.

MB. M. Very rare.

Like the preceding pieces, this is also by Christian Wermuth
of Gotha. It was struck upon Law's flight from France, and

the obverse infers that, though himself absent, the evil caused

by his financial schemes was visible everywhere, and that bank-

ruptcy was rampant. The fallen caduceus and the legend on

the reverse are indicative of the severe blow which commerce in

general had received, and of the low state of public credit.

60. Birth of Prince Charles, Young Pretender.

§£ Dec. 1720.

Busts conjoined, v., of James and Clementina. He, hair

long, is in armour, mantle, and riband across the breast ; she,

hair confined by pearls and bandeau and flowing over the

shoulders, wears loose mantle. Leg. iacob . hi . r . Clemen-

tina . r. On truncation, hameran. (Otto Hamerani.) Same

as No. 51.

Rev. A female figure, Providentia, leaning against a column,

holds a child on her arm and points to a globe before her, on

which appear ing, sc, and irl. (England, Scotland, and Ire-

land.) Leg. providentia obstetrix. (Providence, the helper in

childbirth.) Ex. carolo . princ : vallle nat : die . vltima

a : mdccxx. (To Charles, Prince of Wales, born on the last day

of the year 1720.)

1-6. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xiii. 2.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

The column is intended to indicate the fortitude of the Stuart

family under their misfortunes, and of the Princess during

her confinement. The globe bears the names of the countries

claimed by the family, and which it would be the future object

of the Prince to attain.
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61. Bieth of Prince Charles, Young Pretender.

f£ Dec. 1720.

Busts conjoined, r., of James and Clementina. He, laureate,

hair long, is in armour, and mantle tied in a knot on the

shoulder ; she wears mantle fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. iac . in . et clem . d . g . mag . brit . reg.

Rev. A female figure, Providentia, facing, holding upon her

arm an infant decorated with a riband and a badge. Leg.

spes britannle. (The hope of Britain.) Ex. car . wall . pr .

NATUS DIE ULT . A . 1720.

1-75. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xiii. 3.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal was executed by Norbert Roettier, and the dies

were amongst those purchased by Mr. Young from the repre-

sentatives of the Roettier family, and afterwards presented by

him to the British Museum. As soon as the Prince was born

he was placed upon a couch, and he held his first levee, at

which cardinals, prelates, and soldiers, who had been long in

exile, were present to offer their congratulations, and this medal

was ordered to be struck in commemoration.

62. Quadruple Alliance : Indecision of the United

Provinces. 1720.

Austria, England, and France, in a state chariot, which

wants one wheel ; in the foreground Holland is reclining by

the side of the road ; she is seated on her Lion, grasps a staff

with the cap of Liberty, and leans on the fourth wheel

;

England invites her to put it on the chariot and to enter :

Spain, dejected, lies in the track of the chariot, and is in

danger of being run over. Leg. sistit . adhvc . qvarta . de»

ficiente . rota. (Hitherto it stands still, the fourth wheel being

wanting.)

Rev. Inscription, foedvs . qvadrvplex imperfectvm repvb-

LICA . BATAVA FORTITER . PRVDENTERQ . CVNCTANTE . MDCCXX.
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(The Quadruple Alliance is incomplete, the Republic of Holland

vigorously and prudently delaying, 1720.)

2*25. Van Loon, Suppl. vii. 69.

MB. M. Very rare.

The Quadruple Alliance was formed by Austria, England.

France, and the United Provinces, to repel the ambitious

views of Spain, and to maintain the Treaty of Utrecht. The

Provinces, after much delay, very reluctantly listened to the

persuasion of England, and joined the Alliance. This medal is

said to have been struck in Holland by the party which disliked

the proposed alliance, and applauded the hesitation which de-

layed its completion.

63. James (III.), Elder Pretender. Appeal against the

House of Hanover. 1721.

Bust of Prince James, r., hair long, in armour with a sun

upon the breast, and mantle tied in a knot on the shoulder.

Leg. vnica salvs. (The only safeguard.)

Rev. The Hanoverian Horse trampling upon the Lion and

the Unicorn; Britannia, seated, deploring their misfortune;

fugitives carrying off their goods, and London in the distance.

Leg. qvid . gravtvs . capta. (What more grievous than being

in captivity.) Ex. mdccxxi.

2. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xiii. 4.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

This medal was executed by Otto Hamerani, when great

exertions were being made secretly to raise troops and to supply

arms to insurgents in Britain in order that another effort,

might be made to replace the Stuarts upon the throne. It was

intended for distribution among the Jacobites. The mysterious

suppression of the Prince's name increased the interest of his

cause, and the treatment of the British supporters, deemed by

the party to be the symbols of the Stuarts only, was cal-

culated to fan the flame of indignation against the House of

Hanover.
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64. Matthew Prior. Died, 18 Sept. 1721.

Bust of Prior, I., in cap, vest, and shirt with collar open.

Leg. nec . elatvs . nec . dejectvs. (Neither elated nor dejected.)

No reverse.

3. (See Woodcut.)

64. Medal of Matthew Prior.

MB. JR. Extremely rare.

This medal is embossed and chased, in very high relief and

of inferior workmanship.

Matthew Prior, poet, statesman, and diplomatist, born 21

July, 1662, was educated at Westminster and Cambridge. In

1690, through his patron, the Earl of Dorset, he was appointed

Secretary to the Embassy which was sent in that year to the

Congress at the Hague. He was again employed as Secretary

to the English negotiators at the Treaty of Eyswick, in 1697,
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and in the following year was Secretary to the Embassy to

France, in which he continued both under the Earl of Portland

and the Earl of Jersey. In 1711 he was one of the chief

agents of the Government employed in negotiating the Treaty

of Utrecht, for which he was afterwards accused of treason

and confined in prison for two years without a trial. He died

18 Sept. 1721. His poetical works are numerous, and com-

prise odes, songs, epistles, epigrams, and tales. This medal

was probably executed towards the end of his life, after he had

experienced various vicissitudes of fortune.

65. Matthew Prior. Died, 18 Sept. 1721.

Bust of Prior, three-quarters, L, in cap, cravat, and plain coat

without collar.

No reverse.

1-7 by 1-4.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

Cast, chased, and in very high relief. The style of the

portrait is somewhat similar to the preceding.

66. Matthew Prior. Died, 18 Sept. 1721.

Bust of Prior, r., in cap, vest, shirt with open collar, and

mantle round the breast. Leg. matthew prior.

No reverse.

1-3.

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

This is probably an early work of John Milton, the die

engraver, done for practice, without any other special object.

67. Duke of Marlrorough. Died, -|4^ June, 1722.

Bust of Marlborough, r., hair long, in armour, mantle deco-

rated with the star of the Garter, and riband across the breast.
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Leg. IOHANNES CHVRCHIL . S . R . I . P . DVX DE MARLBOROVGH.

Below, v. (Georg Wilhelm Vestner.)

Rev. Victory, r., with palm branch and two laurel wreaths,

stalks over Mars and Death. Leg. mars alter marlbrovgh

de marte et morte trivmphat. (Marlborough, a second Mars,

triumphs over War and Death.) Ex. mdccxxii.

1-95. (See Woodcut.)

67. Death of the Duke of Marlborough.

MB. M. Very rare.

The date shows that this medal was struck upon the death

of Marlborough, which took place ^f June, 1722. The mean-

ing of the legend on the reverse seems to be that Marlborough

trampled over war by his victories and over death by the immor-

tality of his fame.

68. Duke of Marlborough. Died, -^f June, 1722.

Bust of Marlborough, three-quarters, L, head nearly facing,

hair long, in cravat, armour decorated with the head of Medusa

and the star of the Garter, mantle, and riband across the

breast. Leg. iohan . churc . dux marlb. j. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. Victory, holding a laurel wreath and palm branch,

standing, facing, amidst piles of arms. Leg. vbi aderat ibi
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victoria. (Where he was present, there was Victory.) Ex.

ob . 27 . jun . 1722 . nat . ann . 74. (Died 27 June, 1722,

aged 74.)

1-65. (See Woodcut.)

68. Death of the Duke of Marlborough.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Victory is here mentioned as Marlborough's inseparable com-

panion, conformably to the statement of the historian, " that

he never besieged a town which he did not take, nor fought a

battle which he did not gain." Marlborough was born 24 June,

1650 : he died therefore in his seventy-second year, and not in

his seventy-fourth, as stated on this medal.

69. Sir Christopher Wren. Died, 25 Feb. 1723.

Bust of Wren, I., hair long, in vest and loose mantle. Leg.

CHRISTOP . WREN . EQVES . AVR & . ARCHITECT. Below, OBIIT .

a . d . 1723 . mt . 91. (Died in 1723, aged 91.)

Rev. The west front of St. Paul's Cathedral. Upper leg.

vnvm . pro . cvnctis . fama . loqvatvr . opvs. (Let fame cele-

brate one work for all.) Loioer leg. incept . a . d . 1675 .

PERFECT . A . D . 1711. Ex. AEDES . S . PAVLI . LOND. (The

Cathedral of St. Paul, London, begun in 1675, and finished in

1711.) G. D. GAAP, . SCVLP.
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3-85.

MB. JE. Very rare.

Cast and chased, and executed by G. D. Gaab, a medallist of

Augsburg. This medal was made about the middle of the

eighteenth century, and, in commemorating Wren, selects his

greatest work as illustrative of his genius. Sir Christopher

Wren, the famous architect and mathematician, born at East

Knoyle in Wiltshire, 20 Oct. 1632, was educated at Oxford.

In 1657 he occupied the chair of Astronomy at Gresham

College, London, and three years afterwards was appointed

Savilian Professor at Oxford. His talents as an architect soon

gave him a great reputation, and after the fire of 1666 he was

engaged to rebuild St. Paul's Cathedral, which was begun in

1675 and completed in 1710—not in 1711, as stated on this

medal. Wren was one of the Founders of the Royal Society,

and was most influential towards its early success. He died

25 Feb. 1723, in his ninety-first year.

70. Jacobite Conspikacy discoveked. May, 1723.

A Bishop and four other persons seated at a table. Leg.

Chronogrammatic. DeCketVM est eegno bbIto eestItVatVe
abaCtVs. (It is decreed, let the banished one be restored to the

70. Jacobite Conspiracy discovered.

throne of Britain, mdccvvwii = 1722.) Ex. conspiratio= [rev,

bbitannica]. (The British conspiracy.)
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Rev. The same Bishop and the others dismayed by lightnings

issuing from clouds encircling the Eye of Providence. Leg.

Chronogrammatic. ConspTrate aperIt DeYs et Vos fYL-

MIne pYLsat. (Conspire ! God discovers and smites you with

his lightning, mdcllvvvviii = 1723.) Ex. britannica [obv.

conspiratio] . (The British conspiracy.)

1-55. (See Woodcut.)

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

The Bishop is Atterbury, Bishop of Rochester, and the others

are the Earl of Arran, the Earl of Orrery, Lord North, and

Lord Gower, the five who formed the Jacobite Council or

" Junta," and arranged the affairs of James in England. The

conspiracy was discovered by the Regent of France, who at once

gave notice of it to the British Government, and Atterbury was

deprived of his See and banished the kingdom. The object of

the conspiracy in 1722 was the restoration of the Stuarts to the

throne of England, which is announced on the obverse, while

the reverse alludes to the discovery and punishment of the

conspirators in the following year.

71. CONYERS MlDDLETON. 1724.

Bust of Middleton, r., hair very short, in loose drapery, which

terminates the bust. Leg. conyers . middleton . s . t . p.

(Conyers Middleton, Professor of Theology.) Below, gio .

pozzo . f . roma . 1724.

Rev. The interior of the University Library at Cambridge,

with a bust of Minerva and a table, on which are books. Leg.

ACADEML3E . CANTABRIGIENSIS . PROTO . BIBLIOTHECARIVS. (The

Chief Librarian of the University of Cambridge.)

3 - 25. Snelling, xxx.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

This medal is cast and chased, and in high relief.

Conyers Middleton was born at York in 1683, and educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, of which he was elected a Fellow in

1706. When the King purchased and presented Bishop Moore's

library to the University, Middleton was made the first Chief
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Librarian. In 1724 he visited Rome, and was received with

great distinction. Being exceedingly indignant at finding that

the Librarian of the Vatican supposed that Cambridge was only

a great school to prepare youths for Oxford, he caused this

medal to be executed as a record of the existence of Cambridge

and of its library, which was of sufficient extent and value to

make its librarianship a post of honour, worthy of commemora-

tion upon a medal. Middleton died 28 July, 1750. His works

are chiefly of a theological and antiquarian character, and con-

tain much that is valuable, learned, and curious.

72. Starkey Myddelton. 1724.

Two children, hand in hand, naked, standing upon a pedestal.

Leg. STARKEY MYDDELTON . MAN . MIDWIFE : LONDON . 1724.

Rev. Armorial shield of Myddelton, with helmet, crest, and

motto, spes in deo. (Hope in God.)

1-55. (See Woodcut.)

72. Ticket of Starkey Myddelton.

MB. brass. Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

This was probably a sort of advertisement ticket. Starkey

Myddelton was the second son of Henry, the fourth son of Sir

Hugh Myddelton (See No. 51, Vol. I. p. 260). He was born

3 April, 1688, and practised physic in London, and had a son,
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Henry, also a medical man, who died 9 Sept. 1759, and a

daughter, who was living in 1792, the widow of Dr. Jubb of

Reading.

73. Archbishop Wake. 1725.

Bust of Wake, r., hair long, in episcopal robes. Leg.

GUILIELMUS WAKE ARCH . CANT.

Rev. Inscription, jllustrium virorum qui vers religioni

CHRISTIANS BONISQUE LITTERIS JN EUROPA RENOVANDIS RES-

TAURANDISQUE ADLABORARUNT JCONES VERISSIMAS REVE-

RENDISSIMO IN CHRISTO PATRI GUILIELMO WAKE ARCHI-

EPISCOPO CANTUARIENSI TOTIUS ANGLIC PRIMATI ET METROPOLI-

TANO OFFERT, DICAT DEDICATQUE JOANNES DASSIER GENEVENSIS .

m.dcc.xxv. (These most truthful portraits of illustrious men, who

have laboured for the revival and restoration of the true Christian

religion and polite literature in Europe, Jean Dassier, a Gene-

vese, offers, presents, and dedicates to the Eight Reverend

Father in Christ, William Wake, Archbishop of Canterbury,

Primate of all England and Metropolitan, 1725.)

1-7. Snelling, xxvi. 6. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxiii. 3.

MB. M. M. Not rare.

The medals to which Dassier refers, and which by the above

he dedicates to Archbishop Wake, are those generally known

as the series of Reformers. They are of a smaller size than the

dedication medal, and those which have reference to England

have already been noticed.

William Wake, born in 1667, was educated at Oxford, became

successively Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, Rector of St.

James's Westminster, Dean of Exeter, Bishop of Lincoln, and

in 1716 Archbishop of Canterbury. He was the author of

several theological works and of many volumes of sermons and

charges. Vertue (Add. MSS. Brit. Mus. 23,076, p. 33) says

" that this medal was done abroad from the print mezzotint by

White, after Gibson's painting. In this the graver has outdone

other works of his doing, though with the difficulty of making a

profile from a front face."
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74. Epping Fokest Assembly House. 1725.

View of the Assembly House in Epping Forest ; in front a

stag chased by two dogs. Ex. Epping Foreft . Afsembly-lioufe

1725.

Rev. Armorial shield ; on a band beneath, m? iohn . greene.

1-75.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

The obverse of this medal is cast and chased, and the reverse

is engraved. The building represented was erected as an

assembly-room for the families residing in the neighbourhood,

and was situated on the'west side of Epping Forest. It was after-

wards converted into a dwelling-house, and formed part of a row

of houses to which it gave the name of Assembly Eow. This

medal was probably a ticket of admission for the gentleman

whose name and arms it bears, perhaps a subscriber or part

proprietor of the Assembly House.

75. The Order of the Bath revived. 1725.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORGIVS . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REX . F . D. Below,

i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Prince William, standing, facing, habited as a Knight

of the Bath. Leg. spes . altera. (The other hope.) Ex.

ORD . EQVIT . BALN . REST . ET . INSIG . AVCT . MDCCXXV. (The

Order of the Knights of the Bath revived and its decorations

augmented, 1725.)

1-8. KShler, XV. 321. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Lune-

burg., PI. 145.

MB. N. M. M. Not uncommon.

After the coronation of Charles II. the Order of the Bath

fell into neglect till the year 1725, when George I. revived it,

enacting a new book of Statutes, and augmenting its decorations.

Prince William, afterwards Duke of Cumberland, the second

son, or the other Hope of the country, then four years of age,

was the first Knight of the revived Order.
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76. The Church of St. James of Scotland at Erfurt

restored. 1725.

Facade of the church inscribed, fp . 25 . 8. (Proverbs, xxv.

8.) Leg. ecclesia s . iacobi. scotorum erfurt. (The Church of

St. James of Scotland at Erfurt.) Below, Werner . f. (Johann

Heinrich Werner fecit.)

Rev. Chronogrammatic inscription, WaLtherVs gLItzberg

pro sCotIs ConstrVIt ^eDes r
.E nItet InsIgnIs ConIVgIs

hIC pIetas . atqve h^eC septIngentIs annIs eCCLesIa

DVrat : hInC noVa fIt faCIes pVLChrIor InDe nItet.

(Walter Glitzberg has built a church for the Scotchmen, and

here the remarkable piety of his wife shines forth, dccccllvvv-

vviiiiiiiiiii = 1036 : and this church having remained for seven

hundred years from that time, a new facade is made, and from

this time it shines forth more beautiful, ddccccccllvvviiiiiiiiii

= 1725.)

Edge, hoc decus acceptum erfurt ^edes mariano. (May

this honour be acceptable ; the Church at Erfurt [has been

restored] by Marianus.)

1-25.

MB. electrotype from Edinburgh, M. Very rare.

This church, together with the Cloister, was founded in

1036, as stated in the chronogram of the first half of the

inscription on the reverse, by Walter, Count of Glitzberg, for

the use of the Scottish Benedictine Fathers who had settled in

Erfurt. The tomb of the Count and his wife, Hedwige von

Vohburg, still exists in the church, which is now included in

the parish of St. Nicholas. In 1725 the church was restored,

and a new facade built, and in that state it remains to the pre-

sent day. Marianus Brockie was Superior of the Cloister from

1719 to 1727, and it was during his term of office, and under

his direction, that the church was restored.

77. Cashiobury Counter. 1725.

Armorial shield of the Earl of Essex within the Garter of the

Order of St. Andrew, with its motto, nemo me impune lacessit.
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(No one provokes me with impunity.) Coronet, supporters, and

motto of the family, fide et fortitudine. (By faith and for-

titude.)

Rev. Inscription, Jetton de Cashiobury.

1-25.

MB. M. M. Rare.

On the 2nd February, 1725, William, third Earl of Essex,

was elected a Knight of the Order of St. Andrew, and it was

probably soon after this event that this jeton was struck. It

was intended for use as a card counter.

78. Daniel Wray. 1726.

Bust of Wray, r., hair short, in mantle fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. daniel . wray . anglvs . aet . xxiv.

(Daniel Wray, an Englishman, aged 24.) On truncation, 1726.

Below, g. pozzo . f.

Rev. Inscription, nil actvm repvtans cvm qvid svperesset

agendvm. (Not considering anything done, whilst anything re-

mained to be done.)

2*7. Snelling, xxx.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal is cast and chased, and in high relief; it was

executed at Rome when Wray visited that city in 1726. The
bust was said to be "a striking representation" of the emi-

nent original. Wray was a fellow of the Royal Society, Vice-

President of the Society of Antiquaries, and a Trustee of the

British Museum. He was a deputy Teller of the Exchequer,

and was conspicuous for his regular and steady attention to

all duties entrusted to him. These qualities, combined with

extreme punctuality in all matters of business, and with unre-

mitting perseverance, gave occasion to the inscription on the

reverse of this medal. He died 29 Dec. 1783.

79. John Henley. 1726.

Half-length figure of Henley, front face, in canonical dress,

and expounding from a book in his hand. Leg. inveniam viam

vol. II. H H
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avt faciam. (I will find a way or make one.) Ex. i. h. (John

Henley.)

Rev. Joshua commanding the sun to stand still. Leg. sta

sol. (Sun, stand thou still.

—

Joshua, x. 12.) the oratory

1726. Ex. for

1-25. (See Woodcut.)

79. John Henley. Admission Ticket.

MB. M. Hunter, M. Not common.

John Henley, an English clergyman, better known as

" Orator Henley," born at Melton Mowbray, 3 Aug. 1692, was

educated at Cambridge, and obtained the living of Chelmon-

diston in Suffolk, Being deprived of his cure, and not obtaining

any preferment adequate to his own idea of his merits, he made,

what he could not find, a way for himself and his reputation,

and established a chapel, which he called " The Oratory," in

Butcher's Row, Lincoln's Inn Fields, where he delivered lec-

tures. This medal was an admission ticket, and was stamped

" for " one or more persons. Henley denied miracles, and,

considering that Joshua stayed the sun by the power of his

eloquence, he had the consummate vanity to ascribe almost

equal efficiency to his own oratory. He died 14 Oct. 1756.

80. John Henley. 1726.

A star rising towards the meridian. Leg. ad summa. (To

the highest.) the oratory. Below a double cypher of I H.

(John Henley.) Floral border.

Rev. Inscription, london * 1726. No. 2.
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1-4.

MB. M. Very rave.

This is another admission ticket to the Oratory of this

Preacher, and was available • for two persons. The obverse

bears Henley's emblem and motto.

81. Archery Medals. 1726.

Of the character of medals are certain pieces, generally

engraved, which were appended to the silver arrows or belts,

the prizes of the early Toxophilite or Archery Societies in

Scotland.

The rules of one of these societies, the Eoyal Company of

Archers of Edinburgh, are given in a small work entitled,

Poems in English and Latin, on the Archers, and Royal Com-
pany of Archers, Edinburgh, 1726. In the same work is also

an account of the pieces appended to the Edinburgh Silver

Arrow. These are eight in number, and the first bears on

one side the date 1709, and the arms and name of Mr. David

Drummond, and on the other some Latin verses by Thomas
Kincaid and Dr. Archibald Pitcairn. The other medals are of

similar type. By the rules of the Society the competition was

to take place at the " Rovers," in Leith Links, on the second

Monday in June yearly. To the same Society belonged a silver

bowl, to which certain pieces of gold were appended. James,

Earl of Wemyss, was the first to win the bowl in 1720, and he

attached to it a medal in the shape of MacDuff 's shield, having

on the obverse his name only, and on the reverse his name
and the date. This prize was also shot for annually.

In the same work a description is also given of the old

Musselburgh Silver Arrow, which was about a foot long and

had been gilt, and which at a later date, 1713, was attached

to a larger one, presented to the town by Adam Coult. A
description is given of not less than fifty-seven medals, which

were attached to these arrows, the first medal being dated 1603

and the last one 1726, the year of the publication of the book

above mentioned. These pieces are of various sizes and forms,

and bear the names and arms of the winners on one side, and

h h 2
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on the other the figure of an archer, of C apid drawing a bow,

or an inscription.

At St. Andrews are preserved three silver arrows with

numerous silver medals attached to them. These medals are

all engraved, and are oval or circular in shape. On the most

ancient arrow there are thirty-nine medals, the earliest being

dated 1618. On the second are thirty medals, the first with

the year 1710 and the latest bearing the date 1751. The

medals on these two arrows are described by Lyon in his His-

tory of St. Andrews, Vol. II. p. 202. The third arrow, which

is somewhat smaller in size than the other two, has appended

to it a medal, bearing on the obverse the arms and name of

James, Earl of Montrose, with the date 1628, and on the reverse

an archer drawing a bow. It is the earliest in date on the

arrow which appears to have been held by the Earl for three

years, as the next piece in succession bears the initials j. m. l.

and the date 1630. The former of these medals is figured in

Napier's Memoirs of the Marquis of Montrose, Vol. I. p. 45.

Mr. Cochran-Patrick (Scottish Medals, p. 193) mentions that

another Toxophilite Society had existed in Kilwinning in

Ayrshire. This Society was, perhaps, the oldest, as, when it

was re-organized in 1688, the minutes of that year state that

the " papingo " had been shot for by the inhabitants for more

than two hundred years previously. A silver arrow was pro-

vided in 1724, to which it became customary to attach yearly

a piece of silver bearing the winner's name, &c. The number

of these pieces is very large, as the Society existed till quite

recent times.

82. Gibraltar besieged, j^ Feb. 1727.

Gibraltar besieged by the Spanish fleet. Leg. vincere avt

mori. (To conquer or die.) Ex. Gibraltar obsessa . d . xxn .

febr . mdccxxvii. (Gibraltar besieged, 22 Feb. 1727.)

Rev. Inscription, sed datvr tertivm minvs pericvlosvm

abire. (But a third and less dangerous alternative is offered,

to retire.) Above, a star ; below, a rose.

1-6. (See Woodcut.)
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MB. M. Very rare.

The alliance concluded at Hanover in September, 1725,

between England, France, Sweden, and Denmark, and after-

wards joined by Holland, to obviate the effects of the secret

treaties of Vienna formed by the Emperor and the King of

Spain, led to hostilities between England and Spain, which

82. Siege of Gibraltar.

were begun by an attack on Gibraltar. The Conde de las

Torres, with 20,000 men, opened the trenches before Gibraltar

^ Feb. 1727. The garrison was increased to 6,000 men, and
" treated the- efforts of the besiegers with great contempt."

The Spaniards boasted greatly that they would take the place

or die before it : the garrison gave them another alternative,

to retire ; which they did at the end of four months, after

having sustained great losses.

83. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

Bust of Newton, I., hair short, in shirt with open collar

and mantle round the shoulders. Leg. isaacvs . newtonvs.
Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Science, with wings on her head, seated, /., leans upon
a table and holds a diagram of the solar system. Leg. felix .

cognoscere . cavsas. (Happy in the knowledge of causes.) Ex.
3I.DCC.XXVI.
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2-05. Snelling, xxix. 1. Kdhler, XIV. 57. Mazzuclielli,

II. PI. clxiii. 5.

MB. M. M. Common.
Sir Isaac Newton, the eminent mathematician and natural

philosopher, born at Woolsthorpe in Lincolnshire, 25 Dec. 1642,

was educated at Cambridge, of which University he was elected

mathematical professor in 1667, and in 1672 its representative

in Parliament. In 1699 he was appointed Master of the Mint,

and during his long tenure of that office, which continued till

his death, he effected many improvements in the coinage. He
was President of the Eoyal Society from 1703 till his death,

being each year re-elected, and in 1705 he received the honour

of knighthood. He died 20 March, 1726-7, and was buried in

Westminster Abbey.

The legend on the reverse alludes to Newton's sagacity in

penetrating the primary causes which governed the motion of

the planets, and the device to his elucidation of the solar system.

The date is after the old style.

84. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

Bust of Newton, three-quarters, I., looking r., hair long, in

shirt with open collar and mantle round the shoulders. Leg.

ISAACUS NEWTONIUS.

Rev. A wreath of flowers enclosing the inscription, eq .

AUR . PHILOSOPHUS OBIIT . 31 . MART . 1727 . NATUS ANNOS 85.

(Knight, Philosopher, died 31 March, 1727, aged 85.)

1'3. Snelling, xxix. 4.

MB. M. Not rare.

This medal by Jean Dassier gives the date of Newton's

death after the new style.

85. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

Bust of Newton, three-quarters, r., hair long, in shirt with

open collar, and mantle round the shoulders. Leg. isaacus

newtonius. Below, i. dassier . F.
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Rev. Newton's monument in Westminster Abbey : the base

is inscribed, nat . 1642 . m . 1726.

1*7. Snelling, xxix. 2. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxiii. 4.

MB. M. Common.
Newton's tomb, which is represented on the reverse of this

medal, was executed by the sculptor Michael Rysbrach.

86. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

Bust of Newton, r., hair short, in shirt with open collar

and mantle round the shoulders. Leg. isaacvs . newtonvs.

Below, lac. Roettiers.

Rev. Science, with wings on her head, seated facing upon a

rock, looking, r., holds a diagram of the solar system; at her

feet is a globe. Leg. erit qui demonstret in quibus cosli

partibus errent . sen . com. (There will be some one to demon-

strate in what part of the heavens they wander.

—

Seneca, De
Cometis.) Ex. 1739. r. (James Roettier.)

2'1. Snelling, xxix. 3.

MB. M. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed by order and at the expense of

Mr. Thomas Hammond, and only a few were struck off as

presents to his friends and to admirers of Newton. The device

of the reverse is very similar to that of No. 83, and the legend

considers Newton as fulfilling the prophecy of Seneca (Qucest.

Nat. Lib. vii. Cap. 26) that some one wTould arise to demon-

strate the course of the comets.

87. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

Bust of Newton, I., hair long, in cravat and plain coat.

Leg. isaacus newtonius. Below, petit . f.

Rev. Inscription, natus volstropii in anglia . an . m.dc.xlii .

obiit an . m.dcc.xxvii. (Born at Woolsthorpe in England, 1642;

died, 1727.) Ex. SERIES numismatica universalis virorum illustrium.

M.DCCC.XIX. 1U-RAND EDIDIT.

1-65.

MB. M. Common.
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This is one of the extensive series of medallic portraits of

illustrious persons of all countries executed in Paris. (See

No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.) As on most others of this series, the

portrait hut little resembles the person whom it professes to

represent.

88. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

(Medal of the Astronomical Society.)

Bust of Newton, v., hare. Leg. the astronomical society

of London instituted mdcccxx. Below, nubem pellente

mathesi. (By cloud-dispelling Mathematics.) On truncation,

mills . f. (George Mills fecit.)

Rev. Herschel's telescope. Leg. quicquid nitet notandum.

(Whatsoever shines is to he noted down.)

1-85.

MB. M. Bare.

These medals were struck in gold, silver, and copper, by

direction of the Astronomical Society, and were bestowed as

honorary distinctions on such persons as from time to time

distinguished themselves by any material discovery or improve-

ment in the science. This medal was awarded for the first

time in 1822. The recipient's name was engraved on the

reverse. The inscription on the obverse is taken from verses

written by Halley, and prefixed to the first edition of Newton's

Principle/..

89. Sir Isaac Newton. Died, 20 March, 1727.

(Medal of the Koyal Astronomical Society.)

Bust of Newton, I., bare ; behind, newton. Leg. royal

astronomical society inst : mdcccxx. Below, NUBEM pellente

mathesi. On truncation, w. wyon . a r a. mint.

Rev. Herschel's telescope, &c. ; similar to the preceding, but

in the distance landscape with trees.

1-9.

MB. M. Not rare.
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In 1831, when the Society received its royal charter of in-

corporation, and assumed its present title, the above medal was

ordered to be struck. The first impression was issued in 1834.

90. Peace of Paris, ff May, 1727.

Bust of Louis XV., ;•., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

vicus xv . rex christianiss. On truncation, du vivier . f.

(Jean Du Vivier fecit.)

Rev. Mars and Minerva join hands in front of an olive-tree,

on the branches of which are suspended the shields of the

Empire, France, Spain, England, and Holland. Leg. spes

pacis ^TERNiE fundata. (The hope of a perpetual peace estab-

lished.) Ex. PR^VIIS CONDITIONIBUS SANCITIS LUT . PARIS .

xxxi . maii . mdccxxvii. (The preliminaries concluded at Paris,

31 May, 1727.) du vivier . f. (Jean Du Vivier fecit.)

1-65. Med. Louis XV., 33. Van Loon, Suppl. v. 49.

MB. M. M. Common.
This is one of the official series of medals of Louis XV.
The Emperor, finding that he was overmatched by the Treaty

of Hanover, resolved to sacrifice Spain to his own security, and

after a short negotiation preliminaries of peace were signed

at Paris on the §y May, 1727, with England, France, and

Holland. The Emperor agreed to confirm all the treaties

previous to 1725, and to refer any other discussion to a general

conference. These preliminaries were signed by the Spanish

ambassador at Vienna, but they were not ratified by Philip.

91. George I. Medallic Portrait.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in scale armour, and
mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgius
d : g : mag : br : fr : et : hib : rex : fi : de : et el.

No reverse.

3-75 by 3-15.

MB. M. Bare.

This is a plaque of coarse workmanship, and somewhat
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similar in style to the portraits of the Stuart Sovereigns. (See

No. 202, Vol. I. p. 347, &c.) It was probably intended as an

ornament for the cover of a box.

92. Death of George I. 11 June, 1727.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle with fringe. Leg. georg . d . g . mag br . et . hib .

rex. On mantle, i d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. Britannia seated, I., on the ground, holds an olive

branch and a medallion of George II., inscribed, georg . ii . d .

g . m . b . f . h . r. At her feet is her Lion ; in the distance,

ships on sea. Leg. magni solatia luctus. (The solace of a

great grief.) Ex. 1727. i. d. (J. Dassier.)

1-25. (See Woodcut.)

92. Death of George I.

MB. M. M. Not common.

On the 3rd June, 1727, George I. departed for Hanover, and

arrived at Delden on the 9th June. He resumed his journey

the next morning, and, on approaching Ippenburen, being-

seized with a fit of apoplexy, he died before he could reach

Osnabnick. The peaceful succession of George II. was a great

solace to the nation.

93. George I. "Death-Coin." 1727.

Bust of George I., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georgivs . i . d . g . m . brit . fr . et . hib .

REX . F . D . BR . ET . LVN . DVX . S . R . I . A . TH . ET . EL.
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(George I., by the grace of God, King of Great Britain, France,

and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Duke of Brunswick and

Luneburg, Arch-Treasurer of the Holy Koman Empire, and

Elector.) Below, c. p. s. (Christian Philipp Spangenberg.)

Rev. Inscription, nat . hanover . vm . ivn . mdclx . sn .

SVSCEPIT REGIMEN ELECTORATVS . IV . FEB . MDCXCTIX . INTRO

-

DVCTVS IN COLLEG . ELECTORALE VII . SEPT . MDCCIIX . REX .

M . BRIT . XII . AVG . MDCCXIV . OBIIT OSNABRVG . XXII . IVN .

MDCCXXVII . VIXIT ANN . LXVII . DIES . XIV . IN RECTO DECUS.

(Born at Hanover, 8 June, 1660, new style ; assumed the

Electoral government, 4 Feb. 1698 ; introduced into the Elec-

toral College, 7 Sept. 1708 ; King of Great Britain, 12 Aug.

1714 ; died at Osnabriick, 22 June, 1727 ; lived 67 years and

14 days. In right-doing there is honour.)

1-6. Kohler, X. 81.

MB. M. Not rare.

This piece is not strictly a medal, but a sort of coin common
in Germany, and called a "Death-Coin." (See No. 275, p. 411.)

The above piece is a rix-dollar : similar pieces of smaller deno-

minations, viz., the half-dollar, the quarter-dollar, and the eighth

of a dollar, are in the British Museum. The smaller pieces

vary slightly in the inscriptions. The dates on these pieces are

after the new style.

94. . Dassier's Medal.

Bust of George I., v., laureate, hair long, in scale armour
with Medusa's head on the breast. Leg. georgius . i . d . g .

mag . br . fr . et . hib . rex. Below, i. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. A monument ; the upper part, in the form of an obelisk,

is decorated with palm branches, wreaths, crown, and sceptres :

on one side is Justice ; on the other, Keligion. The base is

inscribed, nat . 18 . mai . 1660 . coronat . 21 . oct . 1714 . m .

12 . iun . 1727. Ex. i. d. (J. Dassier.)

MB. M. lead. Common.
This is one of Dassier's series of medals of English Sove-

reigns. The device contains nothing deserving of notice.
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1.

GEORGE II. 1727-1760.

Accession. l_JL
2 2

June, 1727.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in scale armour

with lion's head and straps on the shoulder, and mantle round

the breast. Leg. georgivs . ii . d . g . mag . brit . fr . et . hib .

REX . F . D. Below, E. HANNIBAL . F.

1. Accession of George II.

Rev. Horse galloping, l, over rugged ground. Leg. nec

aspera terrent. (Rough places do not terrify.) Ex. svc-

cessio electoralis mdccxxvii. (The succession to the Elec-

torate, 1727.) e. h. (Ehrenreich Hannibal.)

2-5. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PL 146.

(See Woodcut.)
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MB. M. Rare.

This medal was struck to commemorate the accession of

George II. to the Electorate of Hanover upon the death of his

1. Accession of George II.

father, \\ June, 1727, as also to the crown of England. The

device and legend on the reverse are merely the badge and

motto of the Brunswick family.

2. Queen Caroline. Accession. j^ June, 1727.

Bust of Queen Caroline, I., hair decorated with bandeau and

entwined with pearls, lovelocks, in gown ornamented with lace,

and embroidered mantle fastened in front with jewel. Leg.

CAROLINA . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below,

E. HANNIBAL . F.

Rev. Juno seated, facing, upon a cube, holds a sceptre and

rests her left hand on the neck of her peacock. Leg. iove

seqve digna. (Worthy of Jove and herself.) Ex. mdccxxvii.

2*5. Seelander, Num. Bruns. Luneburg., PI. 146.

(See Woodcut.)
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2. Accession of Queen Caroline.

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

This is a companion to the preceding, and compliments the

Queen under the character of Juno. The cube is a symbol of

durability.
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3. Accession. -|^ June, 1727.

Bust of George II., v., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georgius ii . d . gra . rex.

Rev. A rosebush. Leg. rosa . sine . spina. (A rose without

a thorn.) Ex. 1727.

•9.

MB. M. Rare.

A complimentary counter without any special meaning.

4. Coronation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs .

ii . d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib . rex. On truncation, i. c.

(John Croker.)

Rev. The King, seated on King Edward's chair, holds the

sceptre and orb, and is crowned by Britannia, holding a cornu-

copia and leaning on the fasces. Leg. volentes . per . popu-

los. (By a willing people.) Ex. coron . xi . octob . mdccxxvii.

1*35. George II. and Caroline, Coronation Verses, front.

MB. X. M. M. Common.
This is the official medal distributed at the public expense

during the ceremony. It is said that 200 were struck in gold,

800 in silver, and a still greater number in copper.

5. Coronation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs .

ii . d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib . rex. On truncation, T T.

(T. Tibs?)

Rev. The King, seated on King Edward's chair, &c; similar

to the preceding. Leg. volentes . per . popvlos. Ex. coron .

XI . OCTOB . MDCCXXVII.

1-35.
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MB. M. Rare.

An ill-executed imitation of the preceding ; but rare on

account of its not being considered at the time worth pre-

serving.

6. Coeonation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. geoeg . ii . d . g . mag . bei . fea . et . h . eex.

Rev. The King, seated on King Edward's chair, &c. ; similar

to No. 4. Leg. volentes pee populos. Ex. coeon xi oct

MDCCXXVII.

•95.

MB. M. Rare.

7. Coeonation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of George II., v., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. geoegivs . ii . d . g . mag . be . fe . et . h . eex.

Rev. The King, seated on King Edward's chair, &c. ; similar

to the preceding.

•95.

MB. JE. Rare.

These are all imitations of the coronation medal, made for

sale in the streets.

8. Queen Caeoline. Coeonation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of Queen Caroline, I., hair decorated with bandeau and

pearls, lovelocks, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg.

CAEOLINA . D : G . MAG . BE . FE . ET . HIB . EEGINA. On trunca-

tion, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. The Queen in royal robes, facing, attended by Religion

with open book, and Britannia with spear and shield. Leg. hic .

amoe . Time . pateia. (This, my affection ; this, my country.)

Ex. COEON . XI . OCTOB . MDCCXXVII.
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1'35. George II. and Caroline, Coronation Verses, front.

MB. A?. M. M. Common.
This is the official coronation medal. The Queen is repre-

sented between the chief objects of her affection. She had

evinced her firm attachment to the Protestant Eeligion in re-

fusing the hand of Charles, son of the Emperor Leopold I.,

when the prospects were fair of his succeeding to the kingdom
of Spain and to the Empire.

9. Queen Caroline. Coronation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of Queen Caroline, /., hair bound with pearls, lovelock

on the right shoulder, in gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. CAROLINA . D G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Oil

truncation, t. t. (T. Tibs ?)

Rev. The Queen in royal robes, &c; similar to the preced-

ing. Leg. hic . amor h^ec . patria. Ex. coron . xi . octo .

MDCCXXVII.

•95.

MB. M. Bare.

10. Queen Caroline. Coronation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of Queen Caroline, I., hair bound with string of pearls,

lovelock, in gown fastened with brooch in front. Leg. Caro-

lina . D G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REGINA. Below, T. (T.

Tibs ?)

Rev. The Queen in royal robes, &c. ; similar to the pre-

ceding.

•95.

MB. JE. Rare.

These are poor copies of the Queen's coronation medal,

struck for sale in the streets.

VOL. II. I I
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11. Queen Caeoline. Coeonation. 11 Oct. 1727.

Bust of Queen Caroline, r., laureate, lovelock, in mantle

fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. caeolina . d g .

MAG . BE . FE . ET . HIB . EEGINA.

Rev. The Queen in royal robes, &c; similar to No. 9.

•95.

MB. JE.

A small roughly executed medalet, made for sale in the

streets. It is a companion to No. 7.

12. Geoege II. and Queen Caeoline. 1727.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle over the left shoulder ; strap across the breast. Leg.

GEOEGIUS . II . D . G . M . B . FEA . ET . HIB . EEX. Below, the

artist's initials, I : h.

Rev. Bust of Queen Caroline, r., hair collected into a knot

at the back of the head, lovelocks, in gown with straps on

the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. wilhelmina . caeolina . dei .

gea. e. Stops, roses. Below, the artist's initials, i : h.

1-35.

MB. M. Not common.

This medal is without date, and the artist is unknown. It

is of poor workmanship, and was probably struck at the com-

mencement of this reign. The portrait of the Queen is the

same as on the medal struck Avhilst she was still Princess of

Wales. (See No. 47, p. 443.)

13. Geoege II. and Queen Caeoline. 1727.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour. Leg.

GEOEGIVS . II . D . G . MAG . BE . FE . ET . HIB . EEX . F . D.

Rev. Bust of Queen Caroline, I., hair bound with fillet,

lovelocks, in dress fastened with brooch in front. Leg. GASO-

LINE (sic) . EEGINA . D : G.

1-25.

MB. M.
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14. George II. and Queen Caroline. 1727.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georgivs , n . d . gratia . r.

Rev. Bust of Queen Caroline, I., hair bound with fillet, love-

locks, in dress fastened with brooch in front. Leg. Carolina .

regina.

1.

MB. JE.

An imitation of the preceding : both are of very poor work.

15. George II. and Queen Caroline. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georg .a.d.g.m.b.f. rex. Below, i . d :

r . p. (Johann Jacob Dietzel's counter.)

Rev. Bust of Queen Caroline, r., crowned, hair short, love-

lock, in mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.

CAROLINA D G . M . B . F . REG.

1. Snelling, Counters, PI. v. 40.

MB. JE.

This and the following pieces are counters struck at Nurem-

berg. They are all of very poor workmanship, and though

sometimes rare are of no value. They were struck at various

dates, but early in the reign of George II.

16. George II. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georg . ii . d . g . mag . bri . fra . et . h . rex.

Same as No. 6.

Rev. The royal arms within the Garter, crowned, and with

supporters ; below, on a scroll, the motto, diev et mon drot

(sic).

•9.

MB. brass.

i i 2
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17. George II. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., v., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georgivs ii . d . g . mag . br . fr . et . h .

rex. Same as No. 7.

Rev. The royal arms within the Garter, crowned, &c; same

die as the preceding.

•95.

MB. brass.

18. George II. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., v., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georg . ii . d . g . m . bri . f . et . h . r.

Rev. The royal arms within the Garter, crowned, &c. ;

similar to No. 16. Ex. re . (i . a . v.) p . f. (Johann Adam
Vogel's counter.)

•9. Snelling, Counters, PI. v. 37.

MB. brass.

19. George II. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georg . ii . d . g . m . bri . f . et . h . rex.

Below, i . a . v . r . pf. (Johann Adam Vogel's counter.)

Rev. The royal arms within the Garter, crowned, &c.
;

similar to No. 16.

•75.

MB. brass.

20. George II. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, &c. ; similar to the pre-

ceding.

Rev. The royal arms on a square shield, crowned. Leg.

iohan iacob ditzel re . pf. (Johann Jacob Dietzel's counter.)

•7. Snelling, Counters, PI. v. 38.

No specimen of this counter has been met with.
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21. George II. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, &c; similar to No. 19.

Rev. Four shields crowned and arranged in the form of a

cross ; two c's interlinked in each angle : sun in the centre.

Leg. christ : sig : anert . rech : pfen. (Christian Sigmund

Anert's counter.)

•65. Snelling, Counters, PI. v. 39.

No specimen of this counter has been met with. The en-

graver has made the same blunder with the type of the reverse

as has already been noticed on similar pieces of Anne (No. 283,

p. 414) and George I. (No. 25, p. 431).

22. Queen Caroline. Nuremberg Counter.

Bust of Queen Caroline, r.. crowned, hair short, lovelock, in

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. Carolina .

D . G . M . B . F . REG.

Rev. The royal arms on a square shield, crowned. Leg.

iohan . iacob . ditzel . re . p f. (Joliann Jacob Dietzel's

counter.)

•75. Snelling, Counters, PI. v. 41.

MB. brass.

23. George II. Archery Ticket ?

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgivs .

II . D G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REX.

Rev. An archer shooting at a stag ; on either side, a tree.

1.

MB. brass. Rare.

This is a medalet of coarse design and work, and was
probably a ticket of some archery Society. From the youthful

head of the King, it must have been struck quite early in his

reign.
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24. The Order of Blue and Orange. 1727.

An octagonal altar, the sides decorated with an orange,

and inscribed, qua di nov. (The fourth day of November)
;

on the top, non deficit alter. (Another is not wanting.)

Above is a shield, gules, bearing the Hanoverian Horse within

a radiated Garter inscribed, glo : pri : aug : (The glorious first

of August.)

24. The Order of Blue and Orange.

Rev. Upon a circular altar, decorated with a human skull,

are five arrows passing through an Electoral crown with a

fillet across them inscribed, vis . unita fortior. (Strength more

powerful by union.) All within a circle inscribed, minor . est .

qui . invidet. (He who is envious is inferior.)

Floral border on both sides.

1-15. (See Woodcut.)

MB. AT
. Extremely rare.

This piece is decorated with an ornamented loop and drop. It

is the badge of a club called the " Order of Blue and Orange,"

which was formed about the year 1727 by officers of the King's

Own Begiment of Foot. It was established to commemorate the

principles of the Bevolution and the Succession of the House of

Hanover, which are indicated by the Orange of Holland and the

Star of Brunswick with the respective dates of the landing of

William III. and the accession of George I. The reverse points

out the advantages of union, and, by placing the arrows within
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the circle of the Electoral crown, intimates that the Brunswick

settlement should be the bond of such union. A highly illu-

minated manuscript in the British Museum (Eg. 2346) gives

a list of the original members of this Club and its rules.

25. The Order of Blue and Orange. 1727.

A variety of the preceding piece has a rose under the loop,

nine arrows instead of five, a ram's head decorates the altar,

and, by a blunder, the orange is transformed into a rose.

1-25.

MB. JE. Very rare.

26. The Order of Blue and Orange. 1727.

Another variety of this badge has a tiger's head under the

loop, eleven arrows, the ram's head, and the rose, and a wavy

border instead of the floral one.

1-25.

MB. M. Very rare.

These were probably executed at different periods, in the

order of succession here described, to supply the demands of

new members of the club.

27. Congress at Soissons. -^ June, 1728.

Bust of Louis XV., r., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ludo-

vicus xv . rex christianiss. On truncation, du vivier . f.

(Jean Du Vivier fecit.)

Rev. Gallia seated, r., beneath a palm-tree, her shield at her

side, her dress seme with fleurs-de-lis, directs a winged genius

to affix to the closed doors of the Temple of Janus the shields

of Spain, the Empire, England, and Holland. Leg. concili-

andis Europe principibus. (For the reconciliation of the Princes

of Europe.) Ex. congressus suessionensis m.dcc.xxviii. (The

Congress at Soissons, 1728.) r. filius. (Joseph Charles Roet-

tier, the Son.)

1-65, Tresor, Med. Franc., Pt. III. PI. xliii. 5.

MB. M.
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One of the series of medals of Louis XV. By the prelimi-

naries of peace signed at Paris, -|y May, 1727, all matters in

dispute were referred to a general conference (See No. 90,

p. 473). The Congress met at Soissons yy June, 1728, and

sat till the same month in the following year, hut effected

nothing. The meeting was then removed to Seville, and a

definitive alliance, called the treaty of Seville, was concluded,

~J No7
"

, 1729, hetween England, Spain, and France, to which

Holland subsequently acceded.

28. John Freind. Physician. Died, 26 July, 1728.

Bust of Freind, /., hair long, no drapery. Leg. ioannes .

freind . coll . med . lond . et . reg . s . s. (John Freind,

Fellow of the College of Physicians of London and of the Royal

Society.) On truncation, s v. (Ferdinand St. Urban.)

Rev. An ancient and a modern physician meeting and grasp-

ing right hands ; between them, on the ground, are herbs, book,

crucible, &c. Leg. medicina . vetvs . et . nova. (Ancient and

modern medicine.) Ex. vnam eacimvs vtramqve. (We make
both one.) s v. (Ferdinand St. Urban.)

2-3. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. ccii. 1.

MB. M. Not common.

John Freind, the eminent physician, born in 1675, was

elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1712, and Member of

Parliament for Launceston in 1722, and in the same year was

imprisoned for supposed participation in Atterbury's Plot. On
his release he was appointed physician to the Prince of Wales,

and later on to Queen Caroline. He died 26 July, 1728,

leaving behind him many valuable works on medical science.

This medal, without date, may not have been struck till after

the death of Dr. Freind. It alludes to his History of Physic,

which was published in 1726, and in which a comparison is

drawn between the old practice, which was founded upon rea-

sonings, and the modern, which was founded upon experiments,

and the union of the two is recommended, thus forming an

alliance between ancient and modern medicine and making

them both one.
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Rudolphi (Recentioris Aevi Numis. Virorum de Rebus Med.,

dec., Dantzig, 1862, p. 221) states that he possessed another

specimen of this medal on which the legend on the obverse

reads, joannes . freind . med . anglvs, and with no inscription

in the exergue on the reverse. This was probably an unfinished

proof of the above medal.

29. Prince Frederick created Prince of Wales. 1729.

Bust of Prince Frederick on a pedestal between the figures

of Britannia and Fame; an infant Genius, bearing his plumes

and motto, hovers over his head. Leg. fridericus wallle
princeps iET . xxii. (Frederick, Prince of Wales, aged 22.)

Ex. mdccxxix. i. d. (J. Dassier.)

29. Prince Frederick created Prince of Wales.

Rev. An eagle training her young one to fly towards the

meridian sun from the summit of high mountains : in the

distance, sea with ships. Leg. virtute ingenita fortis duc-

tuque parentis. (Bold by inherent virtue and by the example
of its parent.) Ex. sic itur ad astra. (Thus we pass to the

skies.

—

Virg. Aen. ix. 641.) Below, i. d. (J. Dassier.)

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M gilt. Not uncommon.
Frederick, eldest son of George II., completed his twenty-

first year in January, 1728, and in December was introduced
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into the Privy Council, and in the following month created

Prince of Wales. The obverse shows his investiture with the

coronet of his new rank, and the reverse alludes to his father's

introducing him to the business of his life.

30. William Congreve. Died, 19 Jan. 1729.

Bust of Congreve, r., hair long and curly, in shirt with

open collar, and coat. Leg. gulielmus congreve. Below,

caque . F.

Rev. Inscription, natus an . m.dc.lxxii . bandsae (sic) in

COMITATTJ EBORACENSI APUD ANGLOS OBIIT AN . M.DCC.XXIX. (Bom,

1672, at Bardsey in the county of York in England; died 1729.)

Ex. SERIES NUMISMATICA UNIVERSALIS VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM. M.DCCC.XIX. DTJ-

RAND EDIDIT.

1-65.

MB. M.
One of. the medallic series executed in Paris of illustrious

persons of all countries. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.)

William Congreve, the dramatist, was born at Bardsey

Grange, near Leeds, in Feb. 1670, and not in 1672, as stated

on the medal. He was entered at the Middle Temple, but

soon abandoned the law, and applied himself to writing for the

stage. His writings have been censured for their licentiousness,

but his comedies are full of wit and lively incidents. His

works were translated into French, and were popular in France.

He died 19 Jan. 1729.

31. Dr. Samuel Clarke. Died, 17 May, 1729.

Bust of Clarke, three-quarters, r., in wig and canonicals.

Leg. samuel clarke.

Rev. A Student ascending a rocky path to the top of a

mountain, on which stands Truth pointing to the radiated

name of Jehovah, in Hebrew, above. Leg. quo Veritas vocat.

(Where truth calls.) Ex. j. dassier . f.
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1:7. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxxx. 1.

MB. M. Not rare.

Dr. Samuel Clarke, divine, mathematician, and philosopher,

was born at Norwich 11 Oct. 1675, and died 17 May, 1729.

With powerful talents and a clear understanding, he chose to

ground his opinions upon the result of his own researches,

and, entering deeply into the study of religion and natural

philosophy, to proceed fearlessly in the path in which, he

thought, the Truth called him to walk.

32. Geoege II. First Visit to Hanover. May, 1729.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour orna-

mented with fleurs-de-lis, and mantle fastened with brooch on

the shoulder. Leg. Chronogrammatic. georgIVs seCVnDVs
prIMo brVnsVICenses terras repetIt. (George II. revisits

the dominions of Brunswick for the first time, mdccvvvvviiii

= 1729.) Below, r. wahl.

Rev. View of a mineral country and the interior of a mine :

on a distant mountain is the Hanoverian Horse with the motto

above it, nec aspera terrent. (Rough places do not terrify)
;

rising Sun. Leg. vnd da me sonne avfging levchtete das

GANTZE GEBIRGE DAVON . I . MACCAB . VI . 39. (Now when the

sun rose, the whole mountain glistened therewith.

—

comp.

I. Maccab. vi. 39.) Ex. vervm erat hoc dictvm regis NON
ASPERA TERRENT verivs herciniam cvm venit illvd

erit. (True was that motto of the King, " Rough places do

not terrify "
: it will be more so when he comes to the Hartz.)

2-1.

MB. M. Very rare.

It was usual in the mining districts to commemorate by

medals the visit of a royal or illustrious personage. This one

was struck in honour of the first visit of George II. in May,

1729, to his Electoral dominions, after his accession to the

throne of England. The mineral debris glistening in the natural

sun is symbolical of. the mountains glistening with the splendid

retinue of the royal visitor.
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33. George II. Visit to the Hartz Mines. July, 1729.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle with embroidered edge. Leg. georgivs . ii . d g . mag .

BRIT . FR . ET . HIB . REX. Below, e. hannibal.

Rev. A Man of the Forest, his head and loins bound with

oak wreaths, pouring coins out of a cornucopia ; on the left is a

pine-tree. Leg. non sibi servat opes in pvblica commoda
fvndit. (He does not keep his wealth for himself, he pours it

out for the public good.) Ex. hercynia dives. (The wealthy

Hartz.) Between the words are the astronomical symbols of

the Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars, and Saturn, representing gold,

silver, copper, iron, and lead.

1-95.

MB. M. Very rare.

On the -|-|- July the King visited the mines at Clausthal in

the Hartz mountains, and descended into a silver one, called

Dorothea, and remounted by an adjacent one, called Carolina.

He then visited the Mint, where some crown-pieces were coined

in his presence. The metals represented by the astronomical

symbols were all to be found in the Hartz mines.

34. Prince Charles and Prince Henry. 1729.

Bust of Prince Charles, v., hair long and flowing, in armour

with straps and lion's head on the shoulder, and ermine mantle:

before the face is a star. Leg. micat . inter . omnes. (He shines

in the midst of all.)

Rev. Bust of Prince Henry, I., hair long, tied behind, in

figured breast-plate and riband across the breast. Leg. alter .

ab . illo. (The next after him.) On truncation, h. (Otto

Hamerani.)

Edge, die . xxxi . decembr . mdccxx . extvlit . os . sacrvm .

coelo. (On the 31st December, 1720, he produced his sacred

countenance from Heaven.— Virg. Aen. "viii. 591.) Star.

1*65. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xiii. 5.

MB. N. M. M. Not uncommon.

The two Princes here represented were the grandchildren of

James II., Prince Charles, the Young Pretender, and Prince
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Henry, afterwards Cardinal of York. The star intimates

Charles's princely origin, and the quotation on the edge likens

him to the morning star, which

Dispels the darkness and the day renews

;

meaning that his birth would disperse the clouds which obscured

the fortunes of his family. His brother, Prince Henry, was

next in succession to the throne of England. This medal was

probably executed about the year 1729 for presents to the

adherents of the family. Prince Charles was born 31 Dec.

1720 (See Nos. GO, 61, pp. 452, 453).

35. Prince Charles and Prince Henry. 1729.

Bust of Prince Charles, r., hair long and tied behind, in

armour, ermine mantle, and riband across the breast. Leg.

hvnc . saltem everso . ivvenem. [succurrere saBclo.] (At least

permit this youth to repair the ruins of the age.— Virg. Georg.

i. 500.) On truncation, the Wolf and Twins ; alluding to the

place of mintage, Ptome.

Rev. Bust of Prince Henry, r., hair long and tied behind, in

armour, mantle with fur, and riband across the breast. Leg.

triplicis . spes tertia . gentis. (The third hope of a triple

nation.)

1*8. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xiii. 6.

MB. M. M. Somewhat rare.

Executed at Ptome by Otto Hamerani, a short time after the

preceding medal. It represents the same two Princes, and

expresses a hope that the elder son at least might be permitted

to succeed although his father had failed. Prince Henry, fol-

lowing his father and brother, was the third hope of the triple

kingdom of Britain.

36. The Platonic Society. 1730.

A terminal bust of Plato, r. ; below, the platonick society.

Leg. insti . ann . dom . mdccxxx . pla . mmlxxv. (Instituted in

the year of our Lord 1730, of Plato, 2075.)
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Rev. Armorial shield, ar. a fesse fretty or, between three

cinquefoils gu. ; crest, a demi lion ramp, gu., charged on the

shoulder with a cinquefoil ar. ; all within a band inscribed,

tam . marte . quam . MERCURio. (As well in the field as in the

Cabinet.) Below, the motto, insprie (sic) par honeur. (In-

spired by honour.) Leg. ann . reg . geo . n . mag . bri . &c . iv.

(In the fourth year of the reign of George II., of Great Britain,

&c.) On the outer rim, t. tibs . f. The armorial bearings,

crest, and motto are engraved.

1-25.

MB. electrotype from Hunter, M. Very rare.

In the Hunter Catalogue the arms, which are those of Calde-

cott, co. Warwick, are said to be those of the founder of the

Society, of the aim and objects of which no information has

been obtained. Plato died 348 years before the Christian era,

so that a.d. 1730 would be the 2077th anniversary of his

death. This piece has a ring for suspension, and it is evi-

dent that the armorial bearing varied on each according to the

member of the Society who wore it, or was President at the

time.

37. The Duke of Beaufort. 1730.

Bust of the Duke of Beaufort, I., hair long and tied behind,

in lace shirt, open waistcoat, and mantle. Leg. henric . som-

erset scudamore bellofortii dux. (Henry Somerset Scuda-

more, Duke of Beaufort.) Below, lac . Roettiers . f.

Rev. Inscription, marchio et comes branovii baro Her-

bert ET DINASTES RAGLAND CHEPSTOWE ET GOWER . M.DCC.XXX.

(Marquess and Earl of Glamorgan, Baron Herbert and Lord

Ragland, Chepstowe, and Gower, 1730.)

2-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. JE. Extremely rare.

This person was the third Duke of Beaufort, who married

Frances, the only child and heir of Viscount Scudamore, and

this medal commemorates the passing of the Act of Parliament

authorizing the Duke and Duchess and their children to take
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and use the additional surname and arms of Scudamore, pur-

suant to a settlement made by the Duchess's father. The Duke

37. Medal of the Duke of Beaufort.

of Beaufort succeeded to the title in 1714, and died in 1746.

This medal was executed by James, the son of Norbert Roettier,

at Paris, and the dies were brought over by him in 1731.

38. The New River Company. 1730.

View of the New River Waterworks in Clerkenwell, with

London in the distance. In the foreground are seen the Out-

Cistern, the Water-House at the New River Head, and the

Horse Water-Mill : in the background are houses, St. Paul's

Cathedral, and other City churches.

No reverse.

2-5.

MB. M. Very rare.
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This piece is struck, and is an impression of a seal, before

it was completed, in the possession of the New Eiver Company.

The seal has the following additions :—on the obverse, above

St. Paul's Cathedral is a hand issuing from clouds, rain falling

over the city, and a scroll inscribed, with water i bless this

city; on the reverse, within a laurel wreath, the inscription,

THE SEAL OF THE COMPANY OF THE NEW RIVER BROUGHT FROM

chadwell and amwell to London. It is probable that this

seal was engraved about the year 1730, as there are prints of

that date which give the same view of the New River Head
and of the City of London.

39. Second Treaty of Vienna, ye March, 1731.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, no drapery.

Leg. georgivs . n . d : g : mag : bri : fra : et . h : rex . f . d.

Below, i. c. (John Croker.)

Rev. Neptune, in his conch drawn by four sea-horses, com-

mands the winds and waves to be calm. Leg. prjestat . com-

ponere. (It is better to appease [the troubled waves].

—

Virg.

Aen. i. 139.) Ex. foedvs . viennense . m.dcc.xxxi. (The

Treaty of Vienna, 1731.)

1*85. Van Loon, Suppl. vi. 58.

MB. AT
. M. M. Not uncommon.

This treaty between England, France, Spain, Holland, and

the Emperor, signed at Vienna, -fy March, 1731, terminated

the disputes which arose out of the Spanish Succession. Nep-

tune here represents George II., a maritime monarch, who by

his interference and mediation calmed the fury of the Emperor

and of the King of Spain by the Treaty of Vienna.

40. Second Treaty of Vienna. -^ March, 1731.

Busts of the Emperor Charles VI. and of George II., face to

face, hair long, no drapery. Leg. carolvs vi . rom : imp : s .
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a . et georg : ii . mag : brit : rex f . d. Legend united below

by arabesque ornament. Below, m : holtzhey , fec :

Rev. Neptune and Jupiter unite hands ; the former stands

in his car drawn by two sea-horses ; the latter on the sea-shore,

his eagle at his side : in the distance is a ship with the flag and

stern inscribed, e. c. (East India Company.) Leg. tranquilli-

tati europ^tE. (For the tranquillity of Europe.) Ex. foedus

viennense init : d : xvi . mart : mdccxxxi. (The Treaty of

Vienna concluded, 16 March, 1731.)

1'9. Van Loon, Suppl. vi. 59.

MB. M. Bare.

Jupiter represents the Emperor ; Neptune, George II. ; and
to their union is ascribed the tranquillity of Europe, secured

by the Treaty of Vienna. A company had been established at

Ostend in rivalry to the English East India Company. By
this Treaty the Ostend Company was dissolved, and India was

enabled to place all her produce at the feet of the British

Neptune, uninterrupted by opposition and undiverted by rivalry.

41. Second Treaty of Vienna. -^ March, 1731.

Bust of George II., L, hair very long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORGIUS . II . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FR . ET HIB : REX . F . D.

Below, m : holtzhey . fec :

Rev. An Indian, kneeling, produces before Neptune, who
approaches the shore on his car drawn by two sea-horses, the

gems and produce of his country : in the distance is a ship

with the flag and stern inscribed, e. c. (East India Company.)

Leg. assertori MERCATURiE indkle. (To the Protector of Indian

commerce.) Ex. foedere viennense init : xvn . kal : apr :

mdccxxxi. (The Treaty of Vienna concluded, 16 March, 1731.)

1*9. Van Loon, Suppl. viii. 79. Lochner, III. 129.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal refers more particularly to the dissolution of the

Ostend East India Company, as one of the chief results of the

Second Treaty of Vienna.

VOL. II. k K
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42. Geoege II. Badge. 1731.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

geoegivs . II . d : g : mag : bei : fea : et . h : eex . p . d.

Similar to No. 39.

Rev. Armorial shield of Britain within the Garter, supporters;

above, helmet, crown, and crest ; below, the motto, dieu . et .

MON . DEOIT.

1-85.

MB. M. Bare.

Cast and chased and of rough workmanship. There is a loop

for suspension, which shows that it was probably the badge of

some Society ; or perhaps intended for distribution amongst

the chiefs of the American Indians.

43. Dassiee's Dedication Medal. 1731.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. geoegius . ii . d . g . mag . be . fe . et . hib .

EEX. Below, J. DASSIEE . F.

Rev. Inscription, numismata begum angliae a gulielmo

PEIMO AD HAEC USQUE TEMPOEA GEOKGIO II . MAGNAE BEI-

TANNIAE FEANCIAE ET HIBEENIAE EEGI SEEENISSIMO ETC . DICATA

A JOANNE DASSIEE GENEVENSIS EEIPUB . CJELATOEE MONETALI

anno m.dcc.xxxi. (Medals of the Kings of England from William

the First to these very times, dedicated to George II., the most

serene King of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, &c, by Jean

Dassier, engraver of coins to the Kepublic of Geneva, 1731.)

Below, branches of palm and laurel crossed.

1*6. Dassier, Med. of Sov. of England, PI. vi.

MB. M. pewter. Not rare.

This was the dedicatory medal of the series of medals of

English Sovereigns by Jean Dassier, a native of Geneva. They

were published by subscription at six guineas the set of thirty-

three medals in copper, and at fifteen guineas in silver. They

are tolerably well executed, but the portraits bear but little

resemblance to the originals. Further particulars of these

medals are given in Vol. I. p. 1.
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44. Queen Cakoline. 1731. Dassier's Medal.

Bust of Queen Caroline, r., hair tied in a knot behind, love-

lock, on her head a coronet ; she wears a gown with lace frill,

and a mantle fastened with brooches in front and on the shoul-

der. Leg. CAROLINA . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REG.

Below, J. DASSIER.

Rev. A female figure seated on a rock with four children,

one reading, another writing. Leg. dilecta deo et hominibus.

(Beloved of God and men.) Ex. i. d. (J. Dassier.)

1-6. Dassier, Med. of Sov. of England, PI. vi.

MB. M. M. Not rare.

This medal was no doubt struck at the same time as the

preceding, in order to render the series complete. The reverse

is said to represent " the Queen nourishing and instructing the

royal offspring
'

' : but more probably it is a figure of Charity,

alluding to the character of the Queen, who is said to have

spent at least one-fifth of her whole income on charitable pur-

poses.

45. George II. and Queen Caroline. 1731.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle, &c. ; same as No. 43.

Rev. Bust of Queen Caroline, r., hair tied in a knot behind,

lovelock, coronet, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-6.

Bodley, M. Bare.

This piece is composed of the obverses of Dassier's two

medals of these personages.

46. State of Britain. 1731.

Busts, conjoined, r., of George II. and Queen Caroline, both

laureate, hair long, lovelocks. He is in armour and mantle
;

she wears a bandeau in her hair find mantle fastened with

brooch in front. Leg. georgivs ii . & Carolina d . g . mag .

K K 2
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br . fr & hib . rex & reg. Below, werner. (Peter Paul

Werner.)

Rev. On a throne, raised on steps, is seated Britannia,

crowned, and holding her sceptre and shield ; on one side is

Hanover sheathing his sword ; on the other, Germany holding

up an olive branch ; behind are rays of light. Leg. imperivm

sine fine dedi. (I have conferred a boundless empire.) Ex.
felix Britannia. (Happy Britain !)

1*7. (See Woodcut.)

6. State of Britain.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

This medal commemorates the happy state of Britain when

the second Treaty of Vienna, by the pacification of the Empire

and the consequent repose of Hanover, had freed it from the

apprehension of disturbances.

47. Medal of the Royal Family. 1732.

Busts, face to face, of George II. and Queen Caroline. He,

hair long, lovelock, wears armour and mantle ; she, hair bound

behind with pearls, lovelock, is in mantle decorated with pearls

and fastened with brooches in front and on the shoulder. Leg.

GEORGIVS . II . REX . ET . CAROLINA . REGINA. Ex. MDCCXXXII.

On truncation of King, I. c. (John Croker.)
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Rev. Busts of the seven royal children, that of the Prince of

Wales in the centre. Leg. felicitas imperii. (The happiness

of the kingdom.) Ex. fredericvs . p : wallle . gvlielmvs .

D : CVMBRLE . ANNA . AMELIA . CAROLINA . MARIA . LVDOVICA .

principes. On truncation of Prince Frederick, t. (John Sigis-

mund Tanner.)

2-75. Kohler, IX. 1.

MB. AT
. M. M. Not uncommon.

This medal was struck hy order of the King for distribution

to foreign Princes and to other persons, whom His Majesty was

pleased to honour.

48. Keftjge of Protestants in Hanover. 1733.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, and

ermine mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.

GEORG . II . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET HIB . REX . F . D . ET EL.

Below, vestner . f. (Georg Wilhelm Vestner fecit.)

48. Refuge of Protestants in Hanover.

Rev. An angel, holding the shield of Britain, directs an old

man and his family towards a distant country. Leg.—
ANGELVS ANGLORVM SEDES PIA TVRBA ! QVIETAS

OSTENDIT.
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(The Angel of the English shows you, pious troop, an abode

of rest.) Ex. emigr . berchtolds . recept . in terr . hannov .

mdccxxxiii. (Emigrants from Berchtoldsgaden received into the

Dominion of Hanover, 1733.)

1-7. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

The King of Sardinia revoked the privileges he had granted

to the Vaudois, and drove them from their homes. The Em-
peror having similarly ill-treated the Protestants of Salzburg

and other places, a peaceful retreat was offered to them in

Prussia and Hanover. (See Van Loon, Sujjpl. vi. 60, and Spies,

Der Brandenburgischen Historischen Munzbelustiguiigen, dec.,

Vol. I. p. 217.) Those who received an asylum in Hanover

came from the town of Berchtoldsgaden in Bavaria, and arrived

at their destination in June, 1733. They numbered in all about

780 persons, men, women, and children, and these settled

down at Lauenburg or in the neighbourhood. Assistance was

sent out to them from England, consisting of money, books,

and clothes.

49. William, Prince of Orange. Knight of the Garter.

1733.

Bust of William of Orange, r., hair long, in cravat, armour,

and mantle fastened with brooch on the right side. Leg. wilh .

CAR . HENR . FRISO PRINC . NASS . ET AR. Below, N. V. S. F.

(Nicolaus Van Swinderen fecit.)

Rev. Shield of William crowned and surrounded by the

Garter. Leg. altiora peto. (I seek higher things.) xviii .

IULII . MDCCXXXIII.

1*5. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 84.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

William, Prince of Orange, was elected a Knight of the

Garter, 12 June, 1733, and invested at the Hague in the follow-

ing month. The legend on the reverse probably refers to his

approaching marriage with the Princess Anne, as being a still

greater honour than that of the Garter.
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50. Matthew Tindall. Died, 16 Aug. 1733.

Tindall, with the Bible in his hand, tramples upon the

apocalyptical beast : above, the meridian sun with human face.

Leg. On a riband, pellendis . nubibus. (In dispelling clouds.)

Ex. m . tindall . l.l.d. ab . normis . sapiens. (Matthew Tin-

dall, L.L.D., wise beyond measure.)

Rev. An obelisk, surmounted by a Pelican feeding her

young, entwined by laurel, and inscribed, immortalitati. (To

immortality.) On one side is a burning lamp ; on the other, a

setting sun with human face, inscribed, occasu . maior. (Greater

at its setting.) Leg. On a riband, sola . mihi . redolet . pa-

tria. (My country alone is sweet to me.) Ex. ob : xvi : aug :

m.doc.xxxiii. (Died, 16 Aug. 1733.)

1-95. (See Woodcut.)

50. Medal of Matthew Tindall.

MB. M. Bodley, M. Very rare.

Matthew Tindall was born in 1657. He was educated

at Oxford, and in 1685 became a Doctor of Laws. After a

brief lapse into Bomanism during the reign of James II., he

reverted to Protestantism, or rather, as events showed, to Ra-

tionalism. In 1706 he published "The Bights of the Christian

Church asserted against the Bomish and all other Priests," &c,
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which is alluded to on the ohverse of this medal. In 1730,

when he was about seventy-three years of age, he published his

" Christianity as old as the Creation," the object of which was

to set aside all revelation. This powerful effort of his declining

years is alluded to in the brilliancy of the setting sun. It pro-

cured him the title of " Tindall the Deist." He died 16 Aug.,

1733.

51. Charles Sackville, Earl of Middlesex, afterwards

Duke of Dorset. 1733.

Bust of Sackville, r., hair short, in mantle fastened with

brooch on the shoulder. Leg. carolvs . sackville . magister .

flo; (Charles Sackville, Master, at Florence [?] .) Below, l.

NATTER . F . 1733.

Rev. Harpocrates, with his finger on his mouth, leans against

a truncated column and holds a cornucopia. On one side, on

the ground, are emblems of masonry ; on the other, the mystic

basket and thyrsus. Leg. ab . origine. (From the beginning.)

Ex. L : NATTER . F . FLORENT.

1-75. Kohler, VIII. 129.

MB. M. Bodley, M. Very rare.

Charles Sackville, Earl of Middlesex, and afterwards second

Duke of Dorset, born 6 Feb. 1711, was educated at Westminster

and Christ Church College, Oxford, where he was created M.A.

June 30, 1730. In 1731-1733, when Lord Middlesex, he

travelled in France, Holland, and Italy in company with

Mr. Spence, who acted more as a companion than as a gover-

nor. At Florence he stayed a considerable time, and it was

during his visit in that city that this medal was made by

Natter. On his return to England Lord Middlesex was made

Governor of Walmer Castle; in 1743 he was appointed a

Commissioner to the Treasury, and in the next year Master

of the Horse to the Prince of Wales. He succeeded to the

dukedom in 1765, and died 6 Jan. 1769. Lord Middlesex

interested himself much in Freemasonry, hence the type of

the reverse : but the inscription on the obverse is somewhat

enigmatical.
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52. Projected Marriage of William, Prince of Orange,

and Princess Anne. -|-| Nov. 1733.

Busts, face to face, of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in figured armour, mantle, and riband across

the breast ; she, hair decorated with bandeau and pearls, wears

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. wilh .

CAR . HENR . FRIS . AR . & NASS . PR . •* ANNA . REG . MAG .

brit . fil . primogen. (William Charles Henry Friso, Prince

of Orange and Nassau : Anne, eldest daughter of the King of

Great Britain.) Ex.—
SE FVNDIT IN VNVM

ANGLIA & IN TANTO DISSOLVIT GAVDIA SPONSO.

(England is unanimous, and abandons itself to joy on so great a

marriage.) Below busts, vestner . f. (Georg Wilhelm Vestner

fecit.)

Rev. The Prince and Princess, united by Hymen, join hands

in front of an altar : behind her is an orange-tree with a shield

in its branches, inscribed, wilh . et mar . 1641., and at its foot

the shield of Britain ; behind him is another orange-tree, and

in its branches a shield inscribed, wilh . et mar . 1677., at

its foot the shield of Nassau. Leg.—
TERTIA BRITONIO CVM SANGVINE FOEDERA IVNGIT

AVRIACVS.

(Orange forms its third alliance with British blood.) Ex.

mdccxxxiii. In the field, v. (Georg Wilhelm Vestner.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. x. 95. Lochner, IV. 57.

MB. M. Vienna, 2R. Very rare.

The marriage of William of Orange and Princess Anne was

fixed for the 12th Nov. [0. S.] 1733, but on the previous evening

the Prince was attacked with pleurisy, and it was not before the

spring of the following year that, after a visit to Bath, he was

sufficiently recovered to allow the marriage to take place. The

ceremony was performed at the Chapel Royal, St. James's,

i-f- March, 1734. This medal, struck in Holland, was executed
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before it was known that the marriage was deferred. The two

other marriages referred to are those of William II., Prince of

Orange, with Mary, daughter of Charles I., and William III.

with Mary, daughter of James II.

53. Projected Marriage of William, Prince of Orange,

and Princess Anne. ^-| Nov. 1733.

Busts, face to face, of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour, mantle fastened with brooch on

the shoulder, collar, and George of the Garter ; she, hair

entwined with pearls, lovelocks, wears mantle fastened with

brooches in front and on the shoulder. Leg. wilh . car .

HENR . FRIS . PRINC . AVR . ET ANN3E MAG . BRIT . CONIVGIVM.

(The marriage of William Charles Henry Friso, Prince of

Orange, and Anne of Great Britain.) Ex. m : holtzhey .

fec :
,

, ..

Rev. Hymen, facing, holds a torch and the united shields of

Britain and Nassau upon an altar, on which are two flaming

hearts. Leg. aeterno foedore ivngas. (Mayest thou unite

them in an eternal alliance.) Ex. mdccxxxiii.

2-3. . Van Loon, Suppl. viii. 82. Lochner, IV. 49.

MB. M. Very rare.

The dies of this medal were sent over to London from

Holland, and were to have been struck at the Tower, had not

the ceremony been postponed.

54. Marriage of William, Prince of Orange, , and

Princess Anne. \\ March, 1734.

Busts, face to face, of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and mantle ; she, hair bound with

pearls, lovelocks, wears mantle fastened with brooches in front

and on the shoulder. Leg. wilh . car . henr . fris . princ .

AVR . ET ANNA MAG . BRIT. Below, M. HOLTZHEY . FEC.
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Rev. The Prince and Princess join hands before a priest.

On one side a Unicorn supports the shield of Britain ; on the

other a Lion, that of Nassau. Leg. in spem temporis futuri.

(In the hope of a future age.) Ex. coniugio iuncti londini .

mdccxxxiv . viii . kal . April. (United in wedlock at London,

25 March, 1734.)

1*75. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 90.

MB. M. Vienna, M. Very rare.

This medal was executed in Holland when the marriage

actually took place, -|-§- March. On the offspring of this

marriage depended the future of the House of Orange.

55. Marriage of William, Prince of Orange, and

Princess Anne. ^| March, 1734.

Busts conjoined, v., of William of Orange and Princess

Anne. He, hair long, is in armour, mantle, collar and George

of the Garter ; she, hair decorated with bandeau, wears mantle.

Leg. FRiSLE sic gloria crescit. (Thus increases the glory of

Friesland.) A. Andeles . Fee.

Rev. A hand from heaven supports a drooping orange-tree

near an altar, decorated with the shields of England and

Nassau, crowned, and with supporters, the Lion of Nassau and

the Unicorn of England : on the altar are two united burning

hearts. In the distance is a Phoenix rising from its ashes

;

and above, in clouds, the name of Jehovah, in Hebrew, radiate.

Leg. tu vota dedisti. (Thou hast granted our prayer.) Ex.
mdccxxxiv.

1*9. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 87.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was struck by order of the States of Friesland.

It commemorates the marriage of the Prince of Orange and
also his recovery. A hand from heaven supports the tree which

had almost fallen prostrate. He is symbolized by a Phoenix

rising from its ashes, as he had from the bed of extreme

sickness, and thanks are returned for his recovery.
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56. Maeeiage of William, Peince of Oeange, and

Peincess Anne, ^f March, 1734.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess

Anne. He, hair long, is in figured armour and mantle across

the breast ; she, hair decorated with bandeau, wears mantle

over the shoulders. Ijeg. wilh . cae . hene . feis . ae . et .

nass . pe . * anna eeg . m . be . f . n . max. (William Charles

Henry Friso, Prince of Orange and Nassau : Anne, eldest

daughter of the King of Great Britain.) Below, P. P. W.
(Peter Paul Werner.)

Rev. Two winged genii, supporting the shields of Britain

and Nassau, unite hands in front of an orange-tree encircled

by a vine. Leg. feondosa tvtioe vlmo. (Safer than the shady

elm.) Ex. FEL . PE . AE . C . PE . F . E . M . BE . CONI . A . 1734.

(The happy marriage of the Prince of Orange with the Princess,

the daughter of the King of Great Britain, in the year 1734.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 88.

MB. M. Marquess of Bute, M. Hunter, M.
Vienna, AT

. M. Bare.

Elms were encouraged in vineyards to support the vines

;

but these were sometimes too shady, and the medal intimates

that the orange-tree would be a safer support.

57. Maeeiage of William, Peince of Oeange, and

Peincess Anne, ^-f March, 1734.

Bust of William of Orange, r., hair long, in cravat, coat,

ermine mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder, and riband

of the Garter across the breast. Leg. wilh : cae : hene :

feiso peinceps nassav : et aeaus. (William Charles Henry

Friso, Prince of Nassau and Orange.) Below, n. v. s. f. (Nico-

laus Van Swinderen fecit.) m.m. Bose.

Rev. Bust of Princess Anne, L, hair collected at the top of

the head within a circlet of pearls, lovelock, ear-ring, neck-

lace, in dress and ermine mantle fastened with brooch on the

shoulder. Leg. anna angl : peinc : h^eed : peinc : nassav :
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et araus. (Anne, Princess Royal of England, Princess of

Nassau and Orange.) m.m. Rose.

1*85. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 89.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal was struck at the Hague, and probably at the time

of the marriage of William and Anne. It is in high relief.

58. Marriage of William, Prince of Orange, and

Princess Anne. ^ March, 1734.

Bust of William of Orange, v., hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. w . c . h .

F . PRINCEPS AVR . ET NASS. Below, HOLTZHEY . FEC. (Martin

Holtzhey fecit.)

Rev. Bust of Princess Anne, I., hair entwined with pearls,

lovelocks, in mantle fastened with brooches in front and on the

shoulder. Leg. anna m . brit . principis avr . vxor. (Anne

of Great Britain, wife of the Prince of Orange.)

1*15. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 86.

MB. M. Rare.

59. Marriage of William, Prince of Orange, and

Princess Anne, ^j March, 1734.

A variety of the preceding has the artist's signature on the

obverse, holtzhey . f.

1-15.

MB. M. Rare.

60. Marriage of William, Prince of Orange, and

Princess Anne.
-J-f

March, 1734.

Bust of William of Orange, r., &c; similar to No. 58, but the

mantle is without a brooch. Leg. w . c . h . friso princeps

AVR . ET NASS . ETC. Below, M. HOLTZHEY . F.

Rev. Bust of Princess Anne, L, &c. ; similar to No. 58.

1-15.

MB. JR. Rare.
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These are three varieties of a medalet which formed one of

a series of six, commemorative of the marriage of William of

Orange and Princess Anne. They were struck by order of the

States of Friesland for distribution upon the arrival of the

Prince and Princess in Holland.

61. Arrival of William, Prince of Orange, and Princess

Anne at Leeuwarden. -^ May, 1734.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and mantle ; she, hair entwined

with pearls, lovelock, wears gown fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. w . c . h . f . princ . avr . et anna mag . brit. Below,

holtzhey . fec. (Martin Holtzhey fecit.)

Rev. The Prince and Princess in a naval car drawn by two

sea-horses, on one of which is seated Cupid holding a conch and

a trident. Leg. adventvs principvm avriac. (The arrival of

the Prince and Princess of Orange.) Ex. ex angl . in fris .

mdccxxxiv. (From England to Friesland, 1734.)

1-15. Van Loon, SuppL ix. 91.

MB. M. Bare.

The Prince and Princess of Orange sailed from England on

the 25th April and landed at Kotterdam on the 27th. The

next day they proceeded to Leeuwarden, the capital of Friesland,

where they were received with much rejoicing and splendour on

the 1st Mav.

62. Arrival of William, Prince of Orange, and Princess

Anne at Leeuwarden. -^ May, 1734.

Busts conjoined r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. The Genius of Friesland, her shield at her side and

holding a rudder, greets the approach of the Prince and Princess,

as Mars and Venus : behind them, their shield. Leg. recepto

principe. (At the reception of the Prince.) Ex. laeta frisia .

mdccxxxiv. (Happy Friesland ! 1734.)
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1*15. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 92.

MB. M. Pare.

The Province of Friesland was more particularly devoted to

the interests of the House of Orange, and every town testified

its joy at William's recovery from illness and marriage by

extraordinary displays of fireworks, triumphal arches, splendid

processions, and loyal addresses.

63. Arrival of William, Prince of Orange, and Princess

Anne at Leeuwarden. y$ May, 1734.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne,

&c; same as No. 61.

Rev. A triumphal arch. Leg. virtvtis praemia. (The re-

wards of virtue.) Ex. arcvs in honorem princ . erectvs .

mdccxxxiv. (The arch erected in honour of the Prince, 1734.)

1*15. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 94.

MB. M. Bare.

This medalet commemorates one of the triumphal arches

which were erected upon the road by which the Prince and

Princess were to proceed towards their residence.

64. Arrival of William, Prince of Orange, and Princess

Anne at Leeuwarden. y^ May, 1734.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne,

&c. ; same as No. 61.

Rev. A platform of fireworks. Leg. favstis micat ignibvs

aether. (The air glows with propitious fires.) Ex. reditvs

principis igne artificiali condecor . mdccxxxiv. (The return

of the Prince graced with fireworks, 1734.)

1'15. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 93.

MB. M. Bare.

The festivities, by which the marriage and return of the

Prince were celebrated, were closed upon the day of his arrival

at Leeuwarden with a grand display of fireworks.
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65. Recovery of William, Prince of Orange. 1734.

Bust of William of Orange, r., liair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. w . c . h .

F . PRINCEPS AVR . ET NASS. Below, HOLTZHEY . F. (Martin

Holtzhey fecit.) Same as No. 59.

Rev. Hygieia holding staff and pouring a libation upon an altar

encircled by a serpent. Leg. vota pro principis avriaci salvte.

(Vows for the recovery of the Prince of Orange.) Ex. mdccxxxiv.

1'15. Van Loon, Suppl. ix. 85.

MB. M. Rare.

This medalet scarcely belongs to the English series ; but it

completes the set of six struck by the States of Friesland to

commemorate the Prince's recovery from sickness and his

marriage.

66. The Weir built at Hameln. 1734.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in decorated armour

and mantle fastened with brooch on the breast. Leg. georg .

II . D . G . M . BRIT . F . ET . H . REX .F.D.B.ET.L.D.S.
r . i . a . t . et . e. (George II., by the grace of God, King of

Great Britain, France, and Ireland, Defender of the Faith,

Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg, Arch-Treasurer of the Holy

Roman Empire, and Elector.) Below, e. hannibal f.

Rev. View of the town of Hameln and of the River Weser
with the new weir. Leg. commercivm visvrgis restitvtvm.

(The commerce of the Weser restored.) Ex. vndar . impetv

cataractis temperato prope hamelam . mdccxxxiiii. (The vio-

lence of the stream moderated by weirs near Hameln, 1734.)

1-9. Kohler, IX. 9.

MB. M. Very rare.

The navigation of the Weser near Hameln was difficult and

dangerous, and many projects for its improvement had been

suggested. At length, in 1733, the foundations were laid for

the construction of a weir, which was completed and opened in

the following year, \\ Sept. The weir was built at the public

expense, and a great improvement effected in the commerce of

the town.
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67. University of Gottingen instituted. 1734.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle round the breast. Leg. georg . ii . d . g . m . brit .

F . ET . H . REX . F . D . B . ET . L . D . S . R . I . A . T . ET . E.

Below, E. HANNIBAL . F.

Rev. The Genius of Gottingen, leaning upon her shield and

holding a cornucopia, is seated, r., amidst books and scientific

instruments ; an infant Genius hovers over her and crowns her

with bay : in the distance is a view of the city and the Leine

canal. Leg. in pvblica commoda. (For the public benefit.)

Ex. ACADEMIA GEORGIA AVGVSTA GOTTINGAE FVNDATA MDCCXXXIIII.

(The University of George Augustus founded at Gottingen,

1734.)

1-95. Kohler, IX. 233.

MB. M. Rare.

In Hanover there was no University, and her youths were

obliged to seek their education in other States. To remedy this

evil George II. in 1734 founded and endowed the University of

Gottingen. This medal is one of the University prizes. (See

also Nos. 76-79, pp. 519-521.)

68. Bishop Berkeley's Premium. 1734.

A race-horse galloping, I. Leg. aien apisteyein. (Ever en-

deavour to excel.

—

Homer, II. vi. 208.)

Rev. Within a laurel wreath the inscription, vos exemplaria

graeca. (Do you [excel] your Grecian models.)

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. (three varieties). Rare.

This is a proof of the medal founded about the year 1734 by

George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne. Two of gold were annually

awarded by him to Bachelors of Arts in the University of

Dublin, as an encouragement to the study of the Greek lan-

guage. In Dec. 1751 Bishop Berkeley directed that the letters

g . b, his initials, should be engraved on the die at the bottom,

beneath the race-horse, whereby his medals " might be dis-

tinguished from medals given by others." The name of the

VOL. II. L L
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medallist, John Kirk (kirk fect) was also added. In the next

year he gave the dies and the sum of £120 to Trinity College,

Dublin, to be spent on the annual distribution of the two gold

medals. From that date till 1856 these medals were given to

such Middle Bachelors as had attended the Lectures of the

68. Bishop Berkeley's Premium Medal.

Regius Professor of Greek with remarkable diligence for two

academic years, commencing with the Term in which they had

graduated in arts ; but in 1856 all students, whether graduates

or under-graduates, were declared eligible as candidates, and

the medals are now awarded bv examination.

69. Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and

Princess Augusta of Saxony. VispS 1736.

Busts, face to face, of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and

Princess Augusta of Saxony, no drapery. He has long hair

;

she has her hair entwined with pearls. Leg. fridericvs lvdov .

wallle . princeps . avgvsta saxonle. Ex. sponsi. (Frederick

Louis, Prince of Wales, and Augusta of Saxony, married.)

Below, n. (Nuremberg.)

Rev. A crowned female figure, standing, r., adorns with a

myrtle wreath the three united shields of England, Hanover,

and Saxony : above, the sun. Leg. avspicatvm matrimon .

trivm saxoniar . conivnct. (The auspicious union of three

Saxon families.) Ex. a . mdccxxxvi.
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17. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Rare.

This medal, by Georg Wilhelm Vestner, and struck at

Nuremberg, commemorates the marriage of Frederick, Prince of

69. Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and Princess Augusta.

Wales, and Princess Augusta, daughter of Frederick II., Duke

of Saxe-Gotha. The ceremony took place at the Royal Chapel,

St. James's, 27 April [0. S.], 1736. The three Saxon families

alluded to are those of England and Luneburg, represented in

the person of the Prince, and of Saxony by the Princess.

70. Makriage of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and

Princess Augusta of Saxony, ind^' 1736.

Busts, face to face, of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and

Princess Augusta of Saxony. He, hair long, is in slight dra-

pery fastened with brooch on the shoulder ; beneath, tv decvs

omne tvis. (You are all honour to your people.) She, hair

entwined with pearls, lovelock, also has slight drapery fastened

with brooch on the shoulder; beneath, par animvs FORMiE.

(A mind equal to her beauty.) Leg. fridericvs princeps wal-

lle sponsvs . avgvsta dvx saxo-gothana sponsa. (Frederick,

Prince of Wales, bridegroom : Augusta, Duchess of Saxe-Gotha,

bride.) Below, vestner . f. (Georg Wilhelm Vestner fecit.)

l l 2
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Rev. A female figure, her head encircled by stars, seated,

facing, on a rock : she holds in her left hand a sceptre sur-

mounted by the Eye of Providence, and with her right a riband

uniting the crowned shields of England and Saxony, which rest

against a lighted altar. Leg. anglia saxoniae foedeee ivncta

novo. (England united to Saxony by a new alliance.) Ex.

nvpt . celebr . in. mai . a . mdccxxxvi. (The marriage celebrated

in the month of May, 1786.) v. (Georg Wilhelm Vestner.)

1-75. (See Woodcut.)

70. Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and Princess Augusta.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal, also struck at Nuremberg, refers to the former

marriages by which England and Saxony had been united. It

is dated after the new style.

71. Childbirth of Princess Anne of Orange.

3*9 Dec. 1736.

Armorial shields of England and Nassau on a scroll pedestal,

supported by the lions of those countries, crowned : above, a

crown. Leg. wilh . car . henr . fris . princ . avr . et . anna

MAG . BRIT.

Rev. A female figure seated, r., having on her lap a new-
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born babe : behind her a blast of wind blows an orange from a

tree. Leg. spes altera surgit. (Another hope arises.) Ex.

ob pverperivm xvnii decemb . mdccxxxvi. (On the childbirth,

19 Dec. 1736.) n. v. swinderen f.

1*6. Van Loon, Suppl. x. 101.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal was struck in Holland. The child, whose birth

is here recorded, died within half an hour of its birth. The

dies were, therefore, doubtless prepared in anticipation of the

event, the date being subsequently added, as also the fall of the

orange, signifying the untimely death of the child.

72. Jernegan's Lottery Medal. 1736.

Minerva, holding a spear and a palm branch, stands between

a pile of arms and emblems of the Arts and Sciences. Leg.

BOTH HANDS FILL'd FOR BRITAIN. Ex. GEORGE REIGNING. T.

(John Sigismund Tanner.)

Rev. Queen Caroline, crowned, and holding a sceptre, waters

a grove of young palm-trees. Leg. growing arts adorn empire.

Ex. Caroline protecting .1736. t. (John Sigismund Tanner.)

1-5. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 337.

MB. M. Common.
Henry Jernegan, the fourth son of Sir Francis Jernegan (or

Jerningham), of Cossey, in Norfolk, was a goldsmith and banker

in Russell Street, Covent Garden. He made a curious silver

cistern, which was disposed of by lottery in the year 1737, and

of which there is a fine engraving by Vertue. The price of a

ticket was either five or six shillings, and the purchaser of each

share received into the bargain one of the above silver medals,

valued at about three shillings. The medal induced many
people to buy shares, and in consequence about 30,000 were

struck. Yertue (Add. MSS. Brit. Mus. 23,079, 19, b.) gives

the following remark about the type of this piece :
—" In time

to come it may be a question how it came to pass that Mr.

Jerneghan had his silver medals struck representing Queen

Caroline on both sides. The Queen did encourage his lottery
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sale of his fine large silver cistern, and as he had employed

Gravelot to draw him the cistern to be engraved, he was the

inventor of the conceit of the Queen on the medal, and drew

the design for the engraving of the die, which was cut by

Crocker [John Croker], graver of the Mint, and was there struck

many thousands." In the artist's name Vertue errs, as the dies

were cut by Tanner. Weyl, in his Catalogue, has mistaken

this medal for a coin of the province of Carolina.

73. John Conduit. Died, 23 May, 1737.

Bust of Conduit, r., hair short, neck bare, in mantle fastened

with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. iohannes conduitt . rei

monet : pr^f. (John Conduit, Master of the Mint.) Below,

TANNER . LONDINI . F.

Rev. Truth introduces Conduit to Hampden holding a staff

surmounted by a cap of Liberty, a stork at his feet, and to

Newton, seated, resting his hand on a slab marked with the

planetary system. Leg. memores fecere merendo. (They

made themselves memorable by their merit.) Ex. m.dcc.xxxvii.

In the field, t. (John Sigismund Tanner.)

2 -

3. Snelling, xxix. 5.

MB. M. M. Rare.

This medal was struck in honour of John Conduit, who
died 23 May, 1737. He was Member of Parliament for South-

ampton and Master of the Mint, having succeeded Sir Isaac

Newton, his uncle by marriage. The medal was designed by

Gravelot, who describes it as " Mr. Conduit, under the guidance

of Astrsea, joins Newton and Hamden in the Elysian fields."

74. Restoration of Breda to the House of Orange.
jL Sept. 1737.

Armorial shields of England and Nassau on a scroll pedestal,

supported by the lions of those countries, crowned : above, a

crown. Leg. wilh . car . henr . fris . princ . avr . et . anna

mag . brit. Same as No. 71.
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Rev. William of Orange and Princess Anne in a car drawn

by a lion and a unicorn ; above, two infant Fames bear the

shield of Breda, beneath which is inscribed, s c. (By order of

the Senate.) Leg. virtus et fama triumphant. (Virtue and

Fame triumph.) Ex. inauguratio bred^ . xii : sept . 1737.

(The inauguration at Breda, 12 Sept. 1737.) n. v. swinderen : f :

1*6. Van Loon, Suppl. xiii. 117.

MB. JR. Bare.

This medal commemorates the triumphal entry of William

of Orange and Princess Anne into Breda, y^- Sept. 1737. In

1732 the long-impending suit between Frederick William, King

of Prussia, and Prince William of Orange, which arose out of

the disputed intentions of William III., was terminated, and

the possession of Breda was confirmed to the House of Orange.

This visit of the Prince and Princess in 1737 was celebrated

with great rejoicing and public festivities, and the above medal,

in gold, was presented by William to each member of the

magistracy.

75. Restoration of Breda to the House of Orange.

iV Sept. 1737.

A Pelican feeding her young. Leg. divino favore. (By divine

protection.) Ex. inauguratio . bred . xn . sept . 1737.

Rev. The shields of England and Nassau united under a

crown ; below, that of Breda. Leg. ie maintiendray. (I will

maintain) ;—the motto of the House of Orange.

1*1. Van Loon, Suppl. xiii. 118.

MB. M. Rare.

This is the small medal which was struck in silver and

thrown amongst the populace during the procession of the

Prince and Princess.

76. University of Gottingen opened, -fy Sept. 1737.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, in decorated

armour and mantle fastened with brooch on the breast. Leg.
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GEORG . II . D . G . M . BRIT . F . ET . H . REX . F . D . B . ET . L .

d . s . r . i . a . t . et . e. Below, e. hannibal f. Same as

No. 66.

Rev. Inscription, vniversitas Georgia avgvsta qvod felix

FAVSTVMQVE SIT INAVGVRATA GOETTINGAE DIE XVII SEPTEMBR .

anno mdccxxxvii. (The University of George Augustus opened

at Gottingen, 17 Sept. 1737 ; may it be prosperous and

flourish.)

1-95. Kohler, IX. 297.

MB. M. Bare.

The University of Gottingen, the foundation of which was

commemorated by the medal No. 67, was opened for the recep-

tion of pupils on the yy Sept. 1737.

77. University of Gottingen opened, yy Sept. 1737.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORG . II . D . G . M . BR . F & H . REX . F . D . B & L . D .

s . r . i . a . th . & el. Below, e h. (Ehrenreich Hannibal.)

Rev. Inscription, vniversitas Georgia avgvsta qvod felix

FAVSTVMQVE SIT INAVGVRATA GOETTINGAE D . XVII . SEPTEMB :

mdccxxxvii. Above is a star ; below, a rose.

•95.

MB. M. Rare.

This small medal also commemorates the opening of the

University of Gottingen. It probably circulated as a coin of

the value of one-sixth of a thaler.

78. University of Gottingen opened, yy Sept. 1737.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORG . II . D . G . M . BRIT . F & H . REX .F.D.B & L.D.S.
r . i . A . th . & el. Below, e. h. (Ehrenreich Hannibal.)

Rev. A tree in full fruit. Leg. vt capiant frvctvs. (That

they may reap the fruit.) Ex. academia Georgia avgvsta

GOETTINGAE INAVGVRATA D . XVII . SEPTEMB . MDCCXXXVII. (The
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University of George Augustus at Gottingen opened, 17 Sept.

1737.)

1-3. Kohler, IX. 313.

MB. M. Rare.

This piece also has much the appearance of having served

as a coin as well as a medal. It expresses a hope that the

University would flourish.

79. University of Gottingen opened, y^- Sept. 1737.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georg .

II . D . G . M . BRIT . F & H . REX .F.D.B.& L.D.S.R.
i . a . th . & el. Below, e. h. (Ehrenreich Hannibal.)

Rev. Minerva with her spear, and Fortune with a cornucopia

(or the Genius of Hanover), joining hands over an altar on

which an open book is placed. Leg. mvsarvm ivngit amores.

(It unites the affections of the Muses.) Ex. academia Georgia

AVGVSTA GOETTINGAE INAVGVRATA . D . XVII . SEPT . MDCCXXXVII.

1-6. Kohler, IX. 305.

MB. M. Bare.

This is merely a commemorative medal. It does not appear

to have been used as a prize in the University, as some collec-

tors have thought.

80. Death of Queen Caroline. 20 Nov. 1737.

Bust of Queen Caroline, I., hair with pearl bandeau, confined

behind, lovelock, in ermine mantle fastened with brooch in front.

Leg. wilhelmina Carolina io . frid . march . brand . filia .

GEORGII SECUNDI . M . BRIT . FR . ET . H . R . EL . BR . ET . L .

CONIUX. Ex. NAT . ONOLDII . MAR . MDCLXXXIII . NVPT . HANNOV

.

II . SEPT . MDCCV . CAELO RECEPT . LOND .

x*
p

*°V
- MDCCXXXVII.

(Wilhelmina Carolina, daughter of John Frederick, Margrave of

Brandenburg, wife of George II., King of Great Britain, France,

and Ireland, Elector of Brunswick and Luneburg, born at Ans-
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pach, March, 1683, married at Hanover, 11 Sept. 1705, died in

London, 24^ 1737.)
7

1 Deo. '

Rev. Inscription, divae carolinae conivgis desideratissimae

ET OPTIME DE SE MERITAE CONSILIATRICIS ET ADIVTRICTS VITAE

CVRARVMQVE SVARVM FIDELISSIMAE SAPIENTISSIMAE MEMORIAM

INDELIBILIBVS LITTERIS ANIMO SVO IMPRESSAM QVAM IPSA VIR-

TVTIBVS ET FACTIS SVIS IMMORTALITATI COMMENDAVIT HOC ETIAM

NVMMO PROSECVTVS LIBERIS CIVIBVS POSTERIS SVIS SACRO SANC-

TAM ESSE IVBET FELICISSIMVS IPSA DVM VIVERET NVNC POST-

QVAM DECESSIT SEMPER LVGENS MARITVS GEORGIVS . II. (George

II., the most happy husband during her life, now at her decease,

most mournful, commands that the memory of the beatified

Caroline, his most lamented and excellent wife, the most faith-

ful and wisest adviser and helpmate of his life and his cares,

which was indelibly impressed upon his own mind, and which

she herself has commended to immortality by her virtues and

deeds, should be venerated by his children, subjects, and pos-

terity, and honours her with this medal.)

1-6. Kohler, XI. 9.

MB. M. Bare.

Queen Caroline died at Whitehall, 20 Nov. 1737, and was

privately buried in Westminster Abbey, 17 Dec. The in-

scription on this medal is very laudatory of the Queen, but

none the less true, as her - character was without blemish, and

to her influence and advice may in a great measure be attri-

buted the peace and prosperity of England from 1727 to 1737.

This is one of the pieces which were frequently struck in Ger-

many upon the death of a royal personage. They were medals,

which were made to the weight and fineness of coins, and

circulated as such, and were called " death-coins." The above

piece is struck to the weight of a rix-dollar. No medal appears

to have been struck in England on the death of the Queen.

81. The Copley Medal of the Koyal Society. 1737.

Pallas, seated amidst emblems of the Arts and Sciences,

holds out a wreath in her right hand, and in her left the symbol
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of nature (the Ephesian Artemis) ; near her, the armorial

shield of Copley. Leg. a . copley bar? dignissimo. (Godfrey

Copley, Baronet, to the most worthy.) t. (John Sigismund

Tanner.)

Rev. The armorial shield of the Eoyal Society, with crest

and supporters. Leg. societas reg . londini. (The Royal

Society of London.) Ex. The motto of the Society on a band,

ntjllius in verba. (Not on any one's authority.)

1-7. Weld, Hist, of the Royal Society, Vol. I. p. 397.

MB. N. M. M. Hunter, M. Rare.

Sir Godfrey Copley in 1709 bequeathed the sum of one hun-

dred pounds, the interest of which was to be annually presented

by Trustees, named by himself, to any distinguished discoverer

or improver in matters of science. After the death of these

Trustees, the disposal was entrusted to the Council of the Royal

Society, which body already in 1736 had converted the money

payment into a gold medal. The specimen in gold in the

British Museum was presented to Mr. John Belchier in 1737,

his name and the date of presentation being engraved in the

exergue on the obverse. It was awarded to him for a treatise

on the Experiment of Dyeing the Bones of living Animals

Red with Madder Root. Specimens in silver and copper were

only struck as proofs or for the gratification of collectors.

82. "The Christian Hero." Prize Medal. 1737.

Bust of Archbishop Tillotson, three-quarters, r., hair long,

in canonicals. Leg. revdissimus . iohes ..tillotsonus . cant :

archiepus . ob : 1694. (The most Reverend John Tillotson,

Archbishop of Canterbury, died 1694.) Ex. anglia mundo—
Rev. Bust of James Oglethorpe, nearly facing, hair long,

in shirt with open collar and mantle. Leg. iacobus . ogle-

thorpius . armiger . adhuc . vivus . 1737. (James Oglethorpe,

Esq., still living, 1737.) Ex. nescit cedere. (England to the

world knows not how to yield.)

1-65. Snelling, xxix. 8. Gent. Mag. Nov. 1747, front.

MB. M. M. Rare.
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This medal was struck in gold to the metal value of ten

guineas, to be presented to the writer of the best poem entitled

" The Christian Hero." The advertisement of the Prize was

published in the Gent. Mag. 1735, p. 778. The portrait of Til-

lotson was put upon the medal instead of that of Lady Elizabeth

Hastings, which had been originally intended, but which was

prevented by that lady herself. James Edward Oglethorpe was

the founder of the colony of Georgia in North America, to serve

as an asylum for the oppressed Protestants of Germany and

other Continental States. The first party of colonists arrived

at Charlestown in Jan. 1733. This act, and his philanthropic

efforts for improving the condition of the poor debtors confined

in the London prisons, made him very popular at that time.

Some of the poems which competed for the prize are given in

the Gent. Mag. 1736.

83. Milton's Monument. 1737.

Bust of Milton, r., hair long, in falling collar, coat, and

mantle. Leg. iohannes . miltonus. On truncation, tanner . f.

(John Sigismund Tanner fecit.)

Rev. Inscription, e marmore in ecclesia sancti petri apud

WESTMONASTERIUM ERECTORE GULIELMO BENSONO ARM . ANNO

SALUTIS HUMANE M DCC XXXVII . RYSBRACHIUS SCTJLPSIT. (RyS-

brach sculptured [the monument] of marble erected by William

Benson, Esq., in the Church of St. Peter, Westminster, in the

year of grace, 1737.)

2 '05. Snelling, xxvi. 4.

MB. M. M. Rare.

William Benson, better known by the style of Auditor

Benson, employed Bysbrach to erect the monument to the

memory of Milton which now exists in Westminster Abbey, and

engaged Tanner to engrave this medal, one of which he pre-

sented on the 9th Dec. 1738, the anniversary of Milton's birth-

day, to the author of the best poem in praise of Paradise Lost.

The portrait on the monument was taken from a bust in the

possession of Mr. Thomas Hollis, and from a drawing by

Faithorne.
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84. Milton's Monument. 1737.

An impression of the preceding medal was altered by order

of Mr. Hollis. On the obverse the Latin legend was erased by

the turning-lathe and iohn milton engraved in its place. The

type of the reverse was also erased, and in its place was substi-

tuted Mr. Hollis' s favourite symbol, an owl with expanded wings

standing upon a palm branch, and his motto, by . deeds . of .

peace .

2.

MB. M. Unique?

85. Jubilee of the Peace of Utrecht. i1April , 1738.

Belgium, accompanied by her Lion, is seated before the

closed Temple of Janus : she holds in her left hand a book

inscribed, euangelium, and in her right her spear, which is

bound with palm and laurel branches, and bears the cap of

Liberty. At her feet are arms and standards and a captive

soldier : above is Fame with two trumpets, their flags inscribed,

IUBILATE XXV. Leg. V . LUSTR : FCED : BELG : PACE STABIL.

(The Peace of the Belgian Confederacy established for 25 years.)

Ex. XI . APRIL . MDCCXXXVIII. N. V. SWINDEREN . F.

Rev. Suspended from one bow of riband are the crowned

shields of Britain, Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Denmark,

and Poland. Leg. orbis christian : quiete inter se compo-

sita. (The mutual peace of the Christian world established.)

2*2. Van Loon, Suppl. xiv. 127.

MB. M. Poire.

This medal, executed in Holland, commemorates the 25th

anniversary of the Peace of Utrecht.

86. Dean Swift. 1738.

Medallion of Dean Swift above clouds, supported by Hibernia

with her shield and spear, a Gorgon shield lying near her, and

by History, who crowns the bust with a laurel wreath. Above
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is a winged figure with a crescent on her forehead, and near her

an infant Genius with a palm branch : below is a scroll inscribed,

rev. i. swift . d s p d. (The Eev. Jonathan Swift, Dean of

St. Patrick's, Dublin.)

Rev. Hibernia seated, L, leans upon her harp and holds an

olive branch ; ships, flocks, and herds appear in the distance.

Ex. mdccxxxviii., and the artist's initials, i. r . fecit.

1-5. (See Woodcut.)

86. Medal of Dean Swift.

MB. M. Very rare.

Cast and roughly executed. At the date of this medal Swift

was enjoying great popularity in Dublin on account of his

exertions to promote the trade, commerce, and agriculture of

Ireland.

87. The Beggars' Benison Club. 1739.

Adam and Eve, naked, standing facing, their hands joined

;

Adam points to a bower : at their feet, a lion. Leg. be .

FRUITFULL . AND . MULTIPLY.

Rev. Venus, recumbent, beneath a canopy ; at her side,

Cupid ; behind, Adonis with spear, and dog under a tree.

Leg. lose . no . opportunity.

1-4 by 1-15.

MB. M gilt. R. W. Cochran-Patrick, M gilt.

Very rare.
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This medal lias a loop for suspension. " The Beggars'

Benison " was instituted at Anstruther during the first half

of the last century, ostensibly as a club for collecting "good"
songs, stories, jokes, and facetiae of all kinds, but in reality to

serve as an outlet for the most exuberant and outrageous fun

and jocularity of the roughest description. It included eminent

men of all classes, besides many noblemen, and even some

members of the royal family. Each member upon his institu-

tion paid an entrance fee of ten guineas, and received a highly

illuminated diploma, which cost three guineas, and a medal in

gold, the badge of the Order, of the value of five guineas. The
Sovereign of the Order and the officers were provided with green

silk sashes. At the death, in 1877, of Mr. Matthew Forster

Conolly, Town- Clerk of Anstruther, the entire hypothec of the

Society came into the possession of the Rev. Dr. J. F. S. Gordon,

of Glasgow, comprising the objects above mentioned and two

curious seals, impressions of which were always attached to

the diplomas. The club was in existence during the early part

of the present century, as one of the medals (No. 89) is dated as

late as 5826, i.e. a.d. 1826. The oldest date on the diplomas

is 1739, which may probably be that of the foundation of the

Club. For further particulars of the Club see Lieut. -Colonel

Alexander Fergusson, Henry Erskine, Ids Kinsfolk and Times,

p. 147 et seqq., 1882.

88. The Beggars' Benison Club. 1739.

Adam and Eve, naked, walking towards a bower, their hands

joined. Leg. be frvitfvl and mvltiply.

Rev. A partially nude female figure reclining on a couch
;

near her stands a man ; above, Cupid raises some drapery, and

in the distance are trees. Leg. lose no opportunity.

1-2.

MB. M gilt. Rare.

This medal has a loop for suspension, and was probably

made some little time later than the preceding.
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89. The Beggars' Benison Club. 1739.

Adam and Eve, naked, &c. ; similar to No. 87.

Rev. Venus reclining at the foot of a tree, to a branch of

which her mantle is attached ; at her side is Cupid, and behind,

Adonis with spear, and his dog running to left : above, a scroll

inscribed, lose no opportunity. Leg. beggars benison

ANSTRUTHER. Ex. 5826.

1*35. Cochran -Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xxxiii. 7.

MB. M gilt. Very rare.

This medal also has a loop for suspension. Like the Free-

masons, the Beggars' Benison Club dated its diplomas and

medals from the creation of the world, i.e. 4004 or 4000 B.C. :

the date of the issue, therefore, of the above medal is 1822 or

1826. It is described here in order to keep together these

curious pieces.

90. Convention of Prado. 14 Jan. [N. S.] 1739.

Keene, the British Envoy, in Spanish dress, standing facing,

holding a purse ; in the distance are two armed men pursuing a

third towards some vessels. Leg. i . don . beniamin . made .

THE . CONVENTION. Ex. BRAVEO.

Convention of Prado.

Rev. A Spaniard leaning against the base of a column and

wrapped in his cloak : at his feet is a full purse. Leg. all's .

UNDONE <§& NO . SEARCH. Ex. 95.000 £.
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1-2. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Rare.

By the Treaty of Prado, signed 14 Jan. [N. 8.], 1739, Spain

agreed to pay £95,000 for damages inflicted upon British

merchants and commerce by the Guarda Costas or Spanish

Guard Ships, and to forego a claim of £60,000, which she

urged for the ships destroyed and taken by Admiral Byng off

Cape Passaro in 1718, and which claim had been left doubtful,

although acknowledged in the Treaty of Seville in 1729. The

Convention was signed by Benjamin Keene, the British Envoy

(styled Don Benjamin by the King of Spain), and Don Sebas-

tian de la Quadra, the Spanish Minister. In this treaty the

claim of Spain to search British vessels was left unsettled, but

every village was placarded with the words " No Search," and

hats and caps and dresses throughout the kingdom bore the

same emphatic words expressive of public indignation. This

medal was also struck and dispersed in the same spirit.

91. Convention of Pkado. 14 Jan. [N. S.] 1739.

Britannia seated, l'.
}
leans upon her shield and brandishes a

drawn sword. Leg. i'll . eevenge . my . wkongs. Ex. i. r .

fecit. (James Roettier fecit ?)

Rev. A British soldier with drawn sword standing over a

vanquished foe. Leg. britons . strike . home.

1-2.

MB. JE. Rare.

This was struck at the same time as the preceding, and was

in accordance with the universal demand of the people upon

the Ministry, to " strike home and revenge their wrongs" upon

the Spaniards, who had committed barbarities against our

merchants and damaged our trade. These medals and the fol-

lowing ones, relating to the taking of Porto Bello, Carthagena,

&c, were made for Mr. Pinchbeck the toyman. They are all

of very coarse and inferior workmanship.

VOL. II. M M
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92. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Bust of Vernon, three-quarters, I;, hair long, in dress-coat

and cravat, the end of which passes through the button- hole of

the coat. Leg. The Honb
-

e edw? vernon Esq 1
'- vice admiral

of the BLUE.

Rev. A large fleet : on a cloud above reclines Fame, blowing

her trumpet and holding a branch of laurel.

1-5. Old England, II. 265.

MB. M. Very rare.

On the 19th October, 1739, war was declared against Spain,

and in the same year two squadrons were ordered to be equipped,

their destination being the South American colonies, which, it

was thought, would offer an easy conquest and a rich booty. One

squadron, under Commodore Anson, was to sail round Cape

Horn and to rifle the shores of Peru ; the other, under Admiral

Vernon, to attack Porto Bello and the Eastern coast. Porto

Bello was the most convenient asylum of the Guarda Costas,

whose insolence and cruelty had so much damaged English

commerce, and had been the chief cause of the war. Admiral

Vernon, who had always been a most violent opponent of the

Ministry, somewhat rashly declared in the House of Commons
that he could take this place with six ships, and when the oppor-

tunity was given him he fortunately succeeded. Commodore

Brown was his second in command, and the place surrendered

after a siege of two days, 22 Nov. 1739. Having destroyed the

fortifications, Vernon re-embarked his men and returned to

Jamaica.

In February, 1740, he appeared before Carthagena, which he

attacked ineffectually, and proceeded to the mouth of the

Chagre river, and took possession of the Fort of that name,

after a bombardment of thirty-six hours.

In January, 1741, having been joined by Sir Chaloner Ogle

and General Wentworth, and his force having been increased to

no less than 115 ships, of which above thirty were line ships,

with 15,000 sailors and 12,000 land forces on board, Vernon

again sailed for Carthagena. In a few days he became possessed

of all the forts which commanded the harbour, and on the 1st
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April despatched an account of his proceedings to England,

announcing the complete success of the expedition. But here

ended his success; for, after a series of blunders and quarrels

amongst the Commanders, the troops were re-embarked, and

the enterprise abandoned.

Although several months intervened between the first and

last of these undertakings the medals have been placed together,

because they were considered less as commemorative of the

success of the enterprises than expressive of the universal feeling

of anger against the Ministry of the day, who were charged

with long having allowed the Spaniards to insult and plunder

our merchants and interrupt our trade without any effectual

attempt at resistance. Sir Robert Walpole was the object of

general unpopularity : but the Duke of Argyle was popular

because, having joined the Opposition, he was deprived of all

his employments. Vernon was exalted into a hero ; the freedom

of London and other cities was presented to him, his birthday

was celebrated, his portrait adorned tavern-signs, drinking-cups,

and buttons ; he was elected representative for Rochester and

Ipswich, and this large series of medals was struck to testify

the enthusiasm of the people.

93. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Bust of Vernon, three-quarters, I., hair long, in dress-coat

and cravat. Leg. e . vernon . vi . ad . of . th . blve.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto

BELLO NOV 22. Ex. MDCCXXXIX.

1-65.

MB. M. Very rare.

This piece is cast and chased.

94. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Bust of Vernon, r., hair in twisted tail behind, in ordinary

dress. Leg. admiral . vernon . took . porto . bello. On
truncation, t. (T. Tibs ?)

m ai 2
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Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with

SIX . SHIPS . ONLY . NOV . 22 . 1739.

1-5.

MB. M.

95. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Bust of Vernon, I., hair in twisted tail behind, in ordinary

dress, and with a staff in his left hand. Leg. admiral . vernon .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

1-5.

MB. JE.

96. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, L, staff in his

left hand. Leg. admiral . vernon . took . porto . bello.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with .

six . ships . only. Ex. NOV 22 1739.

1-55.

MB. M. M. Bare in silver.

97. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon, r., and of Commodore Brown,

three-quarters, L, each with a staff in his hand. Leg. admiral

vernon and commodore brown. Ex. took porto bello.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with .

six . ships . only . NOV . 22 . 1739.

1-5.

MB. M.
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98. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon and Brown, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with six

SHIPS ONLY NOV 22 1739. Ex. GOD . PRESERVE THE ENGLISH

FLEET.

1-5.

MB. M.

99. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon, three-quarters, r., and of

Brown, I., each with a staff in his hand. Leg. Within inner

circle, admiral . vernon . and . commodore . brown.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. took .

PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV 22 1739.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 907.

MB. JE. (two varieties).

100. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, who took porto bello with six ships only. Ex.

nov 22 1739.

1-5.

MB. M.

101. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon and Brown ; similar to the

preceding, and the legend without inner circle.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 908.
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102. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon and Brown, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. the .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-4.

MB. M.

103. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon and Brown facing each other,

each holding a staff. Leg. admiral . vernon . and . commodore .

brown. Ex. Shell and scroll ornaments.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS = ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739., and scroll ornament.

1-45.

MB. M.

104. Pobto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon and Brown facing each other,

&c. ; similar to the preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739., and scroll ornament.

1-45.

MB. M.

105. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon and Brown facing each other,

&c. ; similar to No. 103.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar to

the preceding, but not from the same die.

1-5.

MB. M.
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106. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon, v., and of Brown, three-quar-

ters, I., each holding a staff. Ex. by . the . courage . and .

conduct. Leg. OF . ADMIRAL . VERNON . AND . COMMODORE .

BROWN.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto .

BELLO . WAS . TAKEN . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY . NOV . 22 .

1739. Ex. The artist's initials, I. w. fecit.

1-45.

MB. M.

107. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, ?., holding staff.

Leg. THE . BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samin. p. 906.

MB. M. (two varieties).

108. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, the . took . porto . bello . with . six . ships . only.

1-45.

MB. M.

109. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to No. 107, but the legend on the reverse,

WHO . TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY.

1-45.

MB. M.
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110. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, L, &c. ; same

as No. 107.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. BY .

COURAGE . AND . CONDUCT.

1-45.

MB. M. (six varieties).

111. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., &c. ; same

as No. 107.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS ONLY . 1739. Ex.

BY . COURAGE . AND . CONDUCT.

1-45.

MB. M. lead (three varieties).

112. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I. ; similar to

No. 107.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

took . porto . bello . with . six . men . oe . war . only. ex.

nov . 22 . 1739.

1-5.

MB. M. (three varieties).

113. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, L, holding staff. Leg. the .

BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739., and scroll ornament.

1-45.

MB. M. (two varieties).
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114. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, who . took . porto . bello . with . six . ships . only.

1-45.

MB. M.

115. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, L, staff in his right hand : at

his side, an anchor. Leg. admiral . vernon . took . porto .

BELLO.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with .

six . ships . only. Ex. NOV . 22 . 1739.

1-5. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samrn. p. 905.

MB. JE.

116. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, r., sword in one hand, staff in

the other : before him, a cannon ; behind him, a ship. Leg.

THE BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON. Under-

neath, scroll ornament.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .' 22 .

1739., and scroll ornament.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 904.

MB. M.

117. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but no scroll ornament
on the obverse.

1-45.

MB. M. (two varieties).

118. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to No. 116, but the legend on the reverse,

HE . TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY.

1-45.

MB. M.
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119. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, r. ; similar to No. 116, but

the scabbard of his sword is visible, and he stands upon a

square platform, beneath which is a scroll ornament. Leg. the

BRITISH . GLORY . REVTV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 904.

MB. M. (three varieties).

In one variety the scabbard projects in front.

120. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but no scroll ornament

under the platform on the obverse.

1-5.

MB. M. M. Bare in silver.

121. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, I., staff in his right hand

:

before him, a cannon ; behind him, a ship. Leg. the . British .

GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-6. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 902.

MB. M. (two varieties).

122. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, who . took . porto . bello . with . six . ships . only.

1-5.

MB. M.
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123. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, I., sword in his right hand,

staff in his left : before him, a cannon ; behind him, a ship.

Leg. THE . BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-4.

MB. M.

124. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, L, staff in his left hand : before

him, a cannon ; behind him, an anchor. Leg. the . British .

GLORY . REVIVD : BY : ADMIRAL : VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar to

the preceding.

1-5. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 903.

125. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Shield of England, within the Garter, crown, crest, sup-

porters, and motto : below, a scroll ornament ; above, g . r.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto .

BELLO . TAKEN . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON . WITH . SIX . SHIPS .

nov . 22 . 1739. Ex. The artist's initials, i. w.

1-55.

MB. M. Rare.

126. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Shield of England, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto
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BELLO . TAKEN . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON . WITH . SIX . MEN . OF .

WAR . ONLY . NOV . THE . 22 . ANNO . DOM . 1739.

1-55.

MB. M. Rare.

A variety of this piece in the British Museum has the date

stamped in.

127. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., staff in his

left hand. Leg. admiral . vernon . took . porto . bello.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with .

SIX . SHIPS . ONLY . NOV . 22 . 1739.

1-05.

MB. M. (two varieties).

128. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, with . six . ships . only . nov . 22. Ex. 1739.

1.

MB. M.

129. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another, similar to No. 127, has the legend on the reverse,

with . six . ships . only . 1739. Ex. nov . 22.

1.

MB. JE.

130. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., staff in his

left hand. Leg. the . British . glory . reviv.d . by . admiral .

vernon.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .
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TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-15.

MB. M. (two varieties), lead.

The two varieties of this piece in copper are somewhat

smaller in size.

131. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, he . took . porto . bello . with . six . ships . only.

Ex. nov . 22 . 1739., and scroll ornament.

1.

MB. M.

132. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, r., sword in his right hand,

staff in his left : before him, a cannon ; behind him, an anchor.

Leg. THE . BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADM.L . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-05.

MB. M.

133. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, r., sword in his

right hand, staff in his left : before him, a cannon ; behind

him, a ship. Leg. the . British . glory . reviv.d . by . adm.l .

VERNON. Ex. I. GILES.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar to

the preceding.

1-05.
|
Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 905.)

MB. M. -
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134. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Full-length figure of Vernon, I., sword in his right hand,

staff in his left ; before him, a cannon. Leg. the . British .

GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar

to No. 132.

1-05.

MB. M.

135. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figures of Vernon, v., and of Brown, three-

quarters, I., each with a staff in his right hand. Leg. admiral.

VERNON . AND . COMMODORE . BROWN.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. took .

porto . bello . with . six . ships . only. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1.

MB. JE.

136. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Ship firing a broadside. Leg. admiral vernon. Ex. 1740.

Rev. Ships attacking a harbour; all witbin a laurel wreath.

Leg. porto bello. Ex. The artist's initials, p. E.

1-55.

MB. pewter. Bare.

This medal, referring to the same event as the preceding,

differs somewhat in type, and was struck at a somewhat later

period.

137. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto bello :

URBS : AB . VERNONO : CLASSIS : ANGLICANCE : PRCEFECTO : NAVIBUS :
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sex : oppugnata : 22 : nov.ris : 1739. (The city of Porto Bello

attacked by Vernon, Admiral of the English fleet, with six ships,

22 Nov. 1739.)

Rev. Six ships, &c. ; similar to the obverse. Leg. porto .

BELLO . URBS . AB : CLASSIS : ANGLICANCE : PR03FECT0 : NAVIBUS :

sex : oppugnata : 22 . novembris : anno dom : 1739. (The city

of Porto Bello attacked by the Admiral of the English fleet with

six ships, 22 Nov. 1739.)

1-5.

MB. M. Rare.

138. Porto Bello taken. 22 Nov. 1739.

Half-length figure of Vernon, I., staff in his left hand. Leg.

BRAVE VERNON MADE US FREE.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. no

SEARCH UPON THE SEAS SHAL BE. Ex. PORTO . BELLO.

1. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 900.

MB. M. ' Bare.

This medal, referring to the taking of Porto Bello, alludes

especially to one of its consequences, the relieving of British

ships from the right of search.

139. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Full- length figure of Vernon, r., sword in his right hand,

staff in his left : before him, fort chagre ; behind him, a

ship ; under him, a scroll ornament. Leg. the . British .

GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739., and scroll ornament.

1*5. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 904.

MB. M. (two varieties).
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140. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Another : similar to the preceding, hut the legend on the

reverse, he . took . porto . bello . with . six . ships . only.

1-45.

MB. JE.

141. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., staff in his

left hand : before him, a ship ; behind him, a view op fort

CHAGRE. Leg. THE . BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL .

VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-45.

MB. M.

142. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., &c. ; same

as the preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. BY .

COURAGE . AND CONDUCT.

1-45.

MB. JE.

143. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., staff in his

left hand : before him, a . view . of . fort chagre ; behind

him, a ship. Leg. the . British . glory . reviv.d . by . ad-

miral . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .
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TOOK . POETO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-45.

MB. M.

144. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Full-length figure of Vernon, I., staff in his left hand ; before

him, a view of fort chagre ; behind him, a ship. Leg. adm^.

VERNON TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; same as

the preceding.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 902.

J. Fonrobert, M.

145. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., staff in his

left hand ; before him, fort chagre. Leg. porto . bello .

TAKEN . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. with .

six . ships . only . NOV . 22 . 1739.

1-3.

MB. M.

146. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, L, staff in his left hand : before

him, fort . chagre. ; behind him, a tree. Leg. the . British .

GLORY . REVIV.D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-5.

MB. M. (two varieties).

VOL. II. N N
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147. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, r., staff in his right hand:

before him, cannon, flag, sword, &c. ; behind him, fort chagre.

Leg. in memory or admiral vernon. Behind him, the artist's

initials, I. m.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-45.

MB. M.

148. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Another : similar to the preceding, but on the obverse, before

Vernon, are cannon, flag, cannon balls, &c, and no artist s

initials.

1-45.

MB. M.

149. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, r., staff in his right hand

;

before him, cannon, flag, sword, &c. ; behind him, a fort and

the artist's initials, t. b. Leg. in . memory . of . admiral .

VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar to

No. 147, but the details varied.

1-3.

MB. M. Rare.

150. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, full face, staff in his left hand :

on his right, a tree ; on his left, a ship and a view of fort

CHAGRE. Leg. THE . BRITISH . GLORY . REVIV . D . BY . ADMIRAL .

VERNON.
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Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739., and scroll ornament.

1-45.

MB. M. (five varieties).

There are five varieties of this piece ; two having the field of

the obverse dotted, the other three with the obverse smooth

and from the same die.

151. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Another : similar to the preceding, the field of the obverse

is dotted, and the legend on the reverse, who . took . porto .

BELLO . WITH . SIX . MEN . OF . WAR . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-45.

MB. JE.

152. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, full face, staff in his left hand :

on his right, a tree ; on his left, a ship and a view . of . fort .

CHAGRE. Leg. VICE AD : RL . OF THE BLEW, & COM : DER . IN

CHIEF . OF ALL HIS . MAI : SHIPS . IN THE WEST INDIES. Ex.

Below a corded line, the hon. le edward vernon . esq.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto

BELLO . TAKEN BY ADMIRAL VERNON . WITH SIX MEN OF WAR
ONLY . NOV . 22 . ANNO DOM . 1739.

1-5.

MB. M.

153. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the ob-

verse, VICE . AD : RL . OF THE BLEW, & COM : ER . IN CHIEF . OF .

N N 2
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all his . mai : ships in the west indies. Ex. Below a corded

line, the hon. edward vernon . esq.

1*5.

MB. M. (two varieties).

154. Fort Chagre taken. 24 March, 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, full face, staff in his left hand :

on his right, a tree ; on his left, a ship and fort chagre.

Ex. Below a double plain line, the . hon . edward . vernon .

ESQ. Leg. HATH . ONCE . MORE . REVIV . D . THE . BRITISH .

GLORY.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. by .

THE . TAKEING . OF . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY .

Nov . the . 22 . 1739. Ex. The artist's initials, i. w.

1-55.

MB. M.

155. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, standing, three-quarters, I., and

wearing hat ; he holds a staff in his left hand, and points to a

city behind him : ships entering harbour. Leg. admiral : ver-

non : veiwing : the : town : of : carthagana. Ex. 1740 : i.

Iiev. Two ships sailing into the harbour of carthagena, and

passing the forts of s . ioseph and s . iago. Leg. the forts

OF CARTHAGENA DESTROYD BY AD^ VERNON . 1741.

1-45. Kohler, XIV. 433. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm.

p. 885.

MB. M. pewter.

156. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, standing, three-quarters, L,

staff in his left hand ; he points to a harbour behind him ; two
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ships entering. Leg. admiral . vernon . the . preserver . of .

HIS . COUNTRY.

Rev. Ships sailing into the harbour of Carthagena and pass-

ing the forts of iago, s . philips, bocachica, and s . ios. Leg.

TOOK . CARTHAGENA. Below, 1741.

1-5. Kohler, XIII. 353. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm.

p. 884.

MB. M.

157. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, I., staff in his left hand : before

him, a cannon ; behind him, an anchor. Leg. the . British :

GLORY . REVIV . D . BY . ADMIRAL : VERNON.

Rev. Ships entering Carthagena harbour. Leg. ad . vernon .

gen^ ogle . took . carthagena . by . sea . and . land. ex.

apv : 1 : 174 : 1.

1-5.

MB. M.

158. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, standing, three-quarters, I., and

wearing hat ; he holds a staff in his left hand, and points to a

city behind him : ships entering harbour. Leg. adm^ vernon .

VIEWING . THE . TOWN . OF . CARTHAGENA.

Rev. Ships sailing into Carthagena harbour ; don blass in a

boat within a cbain boom. Leg. he destroyd the forts of

CARTHAGENA. Ex. APRIL 1741.

1-4.

MB. M. Bare.

Don Bias de Leso commanded the Spanish ships in the

harbour of Carthagena, and when they were taken it appeared

that he had escaped. He is therefore represented in a boat,

and though they "looked for him" he was not to be found.

He had made himself personally unpopular in England by his

insolence. For the better defence of the harbour a chain boom
was drawn across the entrance.
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159. Caethagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, L, staff in his

left hand. Leg. i . came . i . saw . i . conquered. Ex. car-

THAGENA.

Rev. Ships sailing into Carthagena harbour, &c. ; similar to

the preceding. Leg. none . more . ready . non . more . brave.

APRIL 1741.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Sainm. p. 884.

MB. M.

160. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figures of Vernon, three-quarters, r., in hat, and

of Ogle, I., bare-headed; each holding a staff. Leg. adm^ vernon

AND SR CHALONER OGLE. Ex. WE LOOK FOR DON BLASS.

Rev. Ships sailing into Carthagena harbour, &c. ; similar to

No. 158. Leg. took . carthagena april . 1741.

1-4. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 885.

MB. lead.

161. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figures of Vernon and Ogle, &c. ; similar to the

preceding. Leg. admiral vernon and s? chaloner ogle.

Ex. Scroll ornament.

Rev. Ships sailing into Carthagena harbour, &c. ; similar to

No. 158. Leg. true British heroes took carthagena. Ex.

APRIL 1741.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 886.

MB. JE.

162. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Full-length figures of Vernon and Ogle, &c. ; similar to the

preceding.
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Rev. Two ships sailing into Carthagena harbour ; another

within a chain boom. Leg. by British courage took cartha-

gena APRIL 1741.

1-45.

MB. M.

163. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., surrenders his sword to Vernon.

Leg. THE . SPANISH . PRIDE . PTJLLD . DOWN . BY . ADMIRAL .

vernon. Ex. Scroll ornament.

Rev. Two ships sailing into Carthagena harbour, &c. ; similar

to the preceding. Leg. true British heroes took cartha-

gena. Ex. APRIL . 1741.

1-45.

MB. M.

164. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, /., surrenders his sword to Vernon,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Two ships entering Carthagena harbour ; don blass in

a boat within a chain boom. Leg. true British heroes took

CARTHAGENA. Ex. APRIL 1741.

1-45.

MB. M.

165. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, L, surrenders his sword to Vernon,

&c. ; same as No. 163.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. who .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739., and scroll ornament.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 906.

MB. M.

'jL-v
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166. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., surrenders his sword to Vernon.

Leg. THE SPANISH PRIDE PULLD DOWN BY ADMIRAL VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar to

the preceding, but no scroll ornament in the exergue.

1-1.

MB. M.

167. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., surrenders his sword to Vernon,

wearing hat : behind him, a large ship. Leg. the . pride .

OF . SPAIN . HUMBLE . D . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-5.

MB. M.

168. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., surrenders his sword to Vernon,

wearing hat : behind him, a small ship. Leg. the . pride .

of . spain . humbled . by . ad . vernon. Ex. Scroll ornament.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour, &c. ; similar

to the preceding.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 907.

MB. JE.

169. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

obverse, the pride of spain humbled by adml vernon, and

no scroll ornament in the exergue.

1-35.

MB. M.
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170. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., surrenders his sword to Vernon,

wearing hat, &c. ; similar to No. 168.

Rev. Ships entering Carthagena harbour ; others inside.

Leg. he . took . carthagena . APR . 1 . 1741.

1-5.

MB. M.

171. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, L, surrenders his sword to Vernon,

wearing hat, &c. ; similar to No. 168.

Rev. Four ships entering Carthagena harbour. Leg. vernon :

CONQUERD : CARTAGENA. Ex. APRIL . 1 . 1741.

1-5.

MB. M.

172. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., between Vernon and Sir Chaloner

Ogle, presents his sword to Vernon. Leg. the . pride . of .

SPAIN . HUMBLED . BY . A» VERNON. Ex. AND SE CHA^ OGLE.

Rev. Two ships entering Carthagena harbour ; don blass in

a boat within a chain boom. Leg. they took carthagena

APRIL 1741.

1-5. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 886.

MB. M.

173. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

don blass kneeling, I., between Vernon and Brown, presents

his sword to Vernon. Leg. the . pride . of . spain . humbled .

BY . AD : VERN . N. Ex. AND . COM : RE . BROWN.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. porto .
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BELLO . TAKEN . BY . ADMIRAL . VERNON . WITH . SIX . SHIPS

Nov . 22 . 1739. Ex. The artist's initials, I. w.

1-5.

MB. JE.

174. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Vernon, wearing hat, staff in his right hand, two lions at

his feet, and standing between Ogle and Wentworth, both

uncovered. Ex. brave : vernon ogle & wentworth.

Rev. Four ships entering Carthagena harbour. Leg. vernon :

conquerd : cartagena. Ex. April . 1 . 1741. Same as No.

171.

1-5. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 887.

MB. JE.

175. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Vernon, Ogle, and Wentworth, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-5.

MB. M.

176. Carthagena taken. 1 April, 1741.

Vernon standing, facing, between Ogle and Wentworth ; each

holds a staff; on right, a ship ; on left, a flag; above, Victory

with trumpet and three wreaths. Leg. ad . vernon . ad . ogle .

AND . GEN . WENTWORTH.

Rev. Ships entering Carthagena harbour; others inside bom-

barding forts : soldiers on sea- shore. Leg. who took carta-

gena. Ex. APRILL 1741.

1-55.
,.

MB. M.
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177. Proposed Attack on Havana. July, 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I., sword in

his right hand, his foot on a cannon : before him, havanah
;

behind him, a ship. Leg. ed : vernon esq : vice admiral of

the blue.

Rev. Four ships entering Carthagena harbour. Leg. vernon :

conquerd : cartagena. Ex. april 1 . 1741. Same as Nos.

171, 174.

1-5.

MB. M.
Before the attack on Carthagena the precise destination of

the fleet under Vernon had not been fixed, and some suggested

Havana : but the decision was deferred to the council of war

to be held in the West Indies, and Carthagena was chosen.

After the attack upon Carthagena in the ensuing July, partly in

pursuance of orders from home, Vernon sailed for the Island

of Cuba, and having landed a portion of his force, was about

to proceed to Santiago and Havana : but sickness and the

difficulties of the ground soon compelled him, though unwilling,

to re-embark and return to Jamaica. As the success of all

Vernon's undertakings was considered certain, the capture of

this place was confidently expected at home, and this medal

was therefore struck in anticipation.

178. Proposed Attack on Havana. July, 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, I, &c. ; same
as the preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 901.

MB. M.
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179. Proposed Attack on Havana. July, 1741.

Another : similar to the preceding, but the legend on the

reverse, who . took . porto . bello . with . six . ships . only.

Ex. nov . 22 . 1739.

1-45.

MB. M.

180. Admiral Vernon. 1741.

Bust of Vernon, three-quarters, L, hair long, in coat and

cravat, the end of which passes through the button-hole of his

coat ; before him, a ship ; behind him, a fort. Leg. vernon .

vindex . patrle . mdccxli. (Vernon, the Avenger of his country,

1741.)

No reverse.

2.

MB. pewter. Bare.

This medal is cast, and appears to be a copy of a proof in

lead. It is probable that this piece was executed by Dassier,

who did not complete his work when the true circumstances of

the expedition became known.

181. Admiral Vernon. Badge. 1741.

Bust of Vernon, three-quarters, I. ; beneath, flags, cannons,

balls, and canisters. Leg. admiral . vernon.

No reverse.

1-1.

MB. M.
This is a badge or button to be worn in the hat or coat.

182. Admiral Haddock and Admiral Vernon. 1741.

Full-length figure of Haddock, three-quarters, I., wearing

hat : before him, a fort ; behind, a cannon and a ship. Leg.

ADM L H---K TOOK O WITH SEVERAL SHIPS ONLY.
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Rev. Full-length figure of Vernon, I., staff in his left hand

:

before him, fort chagre : behind him, a ship. Leg. adml

VERNON TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY. Ex. NOV .

22 . 1739.

1-45. For reverse see Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 902.

MB. M.
Admiral Haddock was stationed with a fleet in the Mediter-

ranean to prevent the junction of the French and Spanish

fleets, in which object he was twice unsuccessful. It was very

extensively believed that his instructions restricted him from

activity, and these satirical medals were one of the modes of

expressing the public dissatisfaction.

183. Admiral Haddock. 1741.

Full-length figure of Haddock, three-quarters, I., &c. ; same

as the preceding.

Rev. Six ships entering Porto Bello harbour. Leg. he .

TOOK . PORTO . BELLO . WITH . SIX . SHIPS . ONLY. Ex. NOV . 22 .

1739.

1-45. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 901.

MB. M.

184. John Frederick Ostervald. 1740.

Bust of Ostervald, L, hair long, in canonical dress. Leg.

ioh . frid . ab ostervald. Below, i. d. (J. Dassier.)

Rev. Inscription, eccl : neocom : pastor societ : reg : in

ANGLIA AD PROPAG : EVANG : INSTITUTE SOCIUS UT ET SOCIET :

AD PROMOT : COGNIT : CHRISTIANS NAT : XXIV NOV : AN : MDCLXIII.

(Pastor of the church of Neufchatel, member of the Royal

Society in England instituted for the Propagation of the Gospel,

as also of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge : born

24 Nov. 1663.) j. d. f . 1740. (J. Dassier fecit.) Above, sun

dispersing clouds ; below, palm branches.

1-65. (See Woodcut.)

MB. JE.
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This excellent Christian teacher and author, born at Neuf-
chatel in 1663, died 14 April, 1747, in the eighty-fourth year of

his age. He was pastor at the Reformed Church at Geneva
from 1699 till his death. He was the author of many religious

184. Medal of Ostervald.

treatises, but his greatest and most important work was his

translation of the Bible, which passed through several editions.

His writings were translated into English, and some of them

were printed at the expense of the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel.

185. Maetin Folkes. 1740.

Bust of Folkes, v., hair short, cap on head, in loose robe.

Leg. MAETINUS FOLKES AEM? Below, JA. ANT. DASSIEE.

Rev. Within an ornamental compartment, societatis eega-

lis londini sodalis . m.dcc.xl. (Fellow of the Royal Society

of London, 1740.)

2*15. Snelling, xxxiii. 6. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxvii. 5.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

In Feb. 174y James Anthony Dassier, a nephew of Jean

Dassier, Engraver to the Mint at Geneva, published proposals

for executing several medals of famous men living in England.

The set was to consist of thirteen medals, and the subscription

to be four guineas : but if sold singly the price was 7s. 6d. each.

The medal of Martin Folkes was the first made. The dies
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were engraved in London, but the medals were struck abroad,

because no engines were allowed for that purpose in this

country.

Martin Folkes, scholar and antiquary, born 29 Oct. 1690,

was educated at Cambridge. In 1713 he was elected a Fellow

of the Royal Society of London, and in 1741 succeeded Sir

Hans Sloane as President of that Society. He was also Presi-

dent of the Society of Antiquaries. He died 28 June, 1754.

(See also No. 206, p. 571.)

186. Birth of Princess Elizabeth Caroline. 1740.

Busts conjoined, r., of the Prince and Princess of Wales,

hair long. He is in armour and mantle ; she wears coronet and

drapery over the shoulders. Leg. fridericvs walliae princ .

et avgvsta d . s. (Frederick, Prince of Wales, and Augusta,

Duchess of Saxony.) Below, koch . f. (Johann Christian Koch
fecit.)

Rev. A female figure seated, L, on a globe, her foot upon a

prow, holds in her left hand a standard and a cornucopia, and
in her right the Palladium. Leg. aeternitas imperii britan-

nici. (The Eternity of the British Empire.) Ex. fecvnditate

avgvstae domvs. (By the fecundity of the Royal Family.)

MDCCXXXXI.

1*6. Lochner, VII. front.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

The Princess Elizabeth Caroline was born 30 Dec. 1740 [O. S.],

and died 4 Sept. 1759. The device of the reverse is imitated

from various Roman coins struck upon similar occasions. A
royal progeny was anxiously looked for in Great Britain as one

of the obstacles to the intrusion of a Stuart claimant to the

throne.

187. George II. Medallic Portrait. 1740.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair short, no drapery.

Leg. GEORGIUS . II . DEI . GRA . MAG . BR . FR . ET . HIB . REX.

On truncation, I. kirk . f . ^tate . 16.
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1-65.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is one of the earliest known works of John Kirk. It

was executed probably as a trial of his proficiency about the

year 1740, when the young head ceased to appear upon the

coinage of George II.

188. Admiral Vernon and the Duke of Argyle. 1740.

Half-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, r., his right

hand on a cannon, his left on his sword : before him, a ship.

Leg. non . dormit . qui . vincit. (He who conquers does not

sleep.) Ex. admiral . vernon 1739., and the artist's initials,

I M.

Rev. Full-length figure of the Duke of Argyle in the robes

and collar of the Garter with the George ; he stands three-

quarters, r., and leans upon a column on which is his coronet
;

behind him, a trophy of arms. Leg. in . bzunc . intuens .

clarus . esto. (Be honourable, looking upon this man.) Ex.

DUKE OF ARGYLE.

1-6.

MB. JE. Rare.

These persons wTere most before the eyes of the public as

chief opponents of an unpopular Ministry. The Duke of Argyle,

who had been a zealous supporter of Walpole's Administration,

in the Session of 1739 stood forth as one of its most bitter and

formidable assailants, and was in consequence deprived of all

his employments.

189. Admiral Vernon and the Duke of Argyle. 1740.

Bust of Vernon, I., hair in twisted tail, in coat. Leg. the .

BRAVE . ADMIRAL . VERNON.

Rev. Bust of the Duke of Argyle, r., hair in twisted tail, in

armour and mantle. Leg. his . grace . the . duke . of . argyle.

1-05.

MB. M.
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190. The Duke of Argyle and Sir Robert Walpole.

1741.

Full-length figure of the Duke of Argyle in the robes and

collar of the Garter with the George ; he stands three-quarters,

r., and leans upon a column, on which is his coronet; behind

him, a trophy of arms. Leg. the . generouse : duke : of :

ARGYLE. Ex. NO . . PENTIONER.

Rev. The Devil leading Sir Robert Walpole by a rope round

his neck towards the mouth of the infernal beast. Leg. make .

ROOM . FOR . SIR . ROBERT. Ex. NO : EXCISE.

1-45. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xix. 3.

MB. M. M. Rare in silver.

This medal suggests that the Duke of Argyle was unwilling

to be a "pentioner" of Sir Robert Walpole : he did not, how-

ever, resign his appointments, but was deprived of them by the

King at the instigation of Walpole. The general outcry against

Excise occurred in the year 1733, when Sir Robert Walpole

introduced his celebrated Excise Bill. It was again revived,

and this and other circumstances increased the unpopularity of

the Minister and drove him from his post.

191. Admiral Vernon, Commodore Brown, and Sir Robert
Walpole. 1741.

Vernon and Brown, facing, joining hands : between them,

a crown above, a ship below. Leg. the . British . glory .

REVIV . D : BY . ADM . L : VERNON : COMR . BROWN.
Rev. The Devil leading Sir Robert Walpole, &c. ; similar to

the preceding. On a label proceeding from the Devil's mouth
is inscribed, make room for sir Robert. Ex. no : excise.

1-45.

MB. M.

192. Admiral Vernon and Sir Robert Walpole. 1741.

Full-length figure of Vernon, three-quarters, r., with hat,

holding sword and staff: before him, a cannon; behind him,
vol. ii. o o
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a fort. Leg. the . beitish . glory . reviv . d . by . admiral .

VERNON.

Rev. The Devil leading Sir Robert Walpole, &c. ; similar

to No. 190. On a label proceeding from the Devil's mouth is

inscribed, make : room : for : sir : Robert. Ex. no excise.

1-2.

MB. M.

193. Sir Robert Walpole. 1741.

Bust of Sir Robert Walpole, v., hair short, in mantle round

the shoulders. Leg. robertus . walpole . ord : periscelidis .

eqves. (Robert Walpole, Knight of the Order of the Garter.)

Below, L. NATTER . F.

Rev. Statue of Cicero, facing, holding in each hand a scroll

;

at his feet, a cippus. Leg. regit . dictis . animos. (He governs

minds by eloquence.

—

Virg. Aen. i. 157.) Ex. m. t. c. (Marcus

Tullius Cicero.) l. n. (Laurence Natter.)

1-9. Snelling, xxxii. 5. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxxxv. 2.

MB. M. M. lead. Stockholm, M. Somewhat rare.

Walpole was elected a Knight of the Garter 26 May, 1726,

and installed 16 June following : but Hollis, upon the evidence

of Natter, of whom he was a great patron, assigns this medal

to the year 1741. The obverse was done from Rysbrach's

model, and the type of the reverse, the fancy of Dr. Hervey,

was taken from Lord Leicester's statue of Cicero, and is in-

tended to eulogize the eloquence of Walpole.

194. Sir Robert Walpole. 1741.

A similar medal to the preceding has the legend on the

reverse altered, and the word nvmmis substituted for dictis,

thus reading, regit . nvmmis . animos. (He governs minds by

money.)

1-9. The Medalist, front.

MB. M. Stockholm, M. Very rare.
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This medal is always cast. The alteration in the legend is

an allusion to Walpole's reputed skill in bribery. In 1741,

soon after the preceding medal was issued, a satirist wrote a

humorous ballad entitled The Medalist, to which he prefixed a

print of this medal, but with the legend on the obverse, nego-

tiator . PR53CEPS . per . orbem . dicor. (I am called through-

out the world the reckless trader.) This satire no doubt occa-

sioned the alteration in the legend on the reverse. It appears

from The Medalist, that of the previous piece only about eighty

were struck :—

-

" The Die flown asunder, was useful no more,

E're fully compleated were Medals Fourscore.

The Number too small for Bob's Slaves to supply,

He 'as sent to the Dutchman to cut a new Die

:

The Motto's are chang'd to avoid the like Evil,

And Truth put for Lies, as a Charm 'gainst the Devil."

195. Sir Robert Walpole. 1741.

Another specimen of No. 193 has the following inscription

engraved on the edge,-—
REGIT NVMMIS ANIMOS

ET NVMMIS REGITVR IPSE.

(He governs minds by money, and by money is himself governed.)

1-9.

MB. JR. Very rare.

Of this additional inscription Mr. Hollis, in his Memoirs,

Vol. I. p. 184, states, " Some years after [the making of the

medal], Mr. Natter being in Denmark, and dining one day at

the table of count Molke, the then prime minister there, that

medal was spoken of, and the variorum for the reverse of it

[See the preceding medal] ; which occasioned much laughter to

the company, and a digression on the methods of managing

parliaments in England. One of them at length said that the

verse might be made out, and out he made it to their general

satisfaction. With these variorums the medal lieth in several

cabinets, both at home and abroad."

o o 2
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At Stockholm there is a specimen on which the original

legend on the reverse has been removed, and the above one

engraved in its place.

196. Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford. Died, 16 June,

1741.

An Angel, restraining by the collar a stag and placing her

left hand on the head of a lion, stands before an obelisk deco-

rated with the arms of Harley, and surmounted by the mono-

gram of h o. (Harley, [Earl of] Oxford), and an Earl's coronet.

A mansion and a bookcase occupy the background. Below, the

Earl's motto, virtute et fide. (By virtue and faith.)

Rev. Inscription, s . m . prenobilis dni . dni . edvardi

HARLEY COMITIS 0X0NIAE ET MORTIMER ARTIVM ET SCIENTIARVM

PATRONI MUNIFICENTISSIMI . LIBRORUM MANUSCRIPT : ET IMPRESS :

IN PATRIAE COMMODVM ET HONOREM DESIGNATORVM, COLLECTORIS

INDEFESSI ET VERE MAGNIFICT OB . iET . LII . DIE XVI IVNII

mdccxli. (Sacred to the memory of the most noble Lord,

Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford and Mortimer, a most muni-

ficent patron of the Arts and Sciences, an indefatigable and truly

eminent collector of books, manuscript and printed, intended

for the use and honour of his country. He died, 16 June, 1741,

aged 52.)

Edge. Nob . Dni T>ni comitis oxon Benevolentiae & diutinae

Amicitiae ergo . G. Vertue Teffera . 1741. (This ticket was

executed by Oeorge Vertue as a memorial of the benevolence and

long friendship of the most noble Lord, the Earl of Oxford.)

1*7. Snelling, xxvii. 6.

MB. M. (edge plain). Hunter, M. (edge inscribed).

Very rare.

The person here commemorated is Edward, second Earl of

Oxford, son of Robert, the Lord Treasurer. He devoted himself

much to literature, and completed the formation of the cele-

brated library of books and manuscripts, begun by his father

and known as the Harleian Collection. It was purchased by

Parliament in 1753 and deposited in the British Museum. He
died 16 June, 1741. The inscription on the edge alludes to a
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plate engraved by Vertue, and which was prefixed to the Sale

Catalogue of the Harleian Collection of Pictures, &c, 1741-2,

and in which the obverse of this medal is represented. The
design of this medal also served as an ornament for the upper

corners of Vertue's engraved portrait of the Earl of Oxford,

after Dahl, in Collins' s Historical Collections of the Noble

Families of Cavendishe, &c, 1752, p. 212. On the day of the

Earl of Oxford's death Vertue wrote in his diary, " Dyd ye 16

June 1741 Edward, Earl of Oxford, a Friend, noble, generous,

good and amiable to me. Above all men a true Friend : the

loss not to be expressed."

197. Abraham De Moivre. 1741.

Bust of De Moivre, r., hair long, in coat buttoned in front.

Leg. ABRAHAMUS DE MOIVRE. Below, I. A. DASSIER.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, utriusque societatis

REGALIS . LOND . ET BEROL . SODALIS . M.DCC.XLI. (Fellow of the

Royal Societies of London and Berlin, 1741.)

2 - 15. Snelling, xxxi. 5. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxxviii. 5.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Abraham De Moivre, the mathematician, born at Vitri, in

Champagne, in 1667, died in London, 27 Nov. 1754. On the

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, De Moivre was com-

pelled to leave his native country and came to England, where

he devoted himself to mathematical studies. Amongst his

works are "The Doctrine of Chances," dedicated to Sir Isaac

Newton, and "Life Annuities ;" but he is now best known for

his "theorem" for the solution of certain trigonometrical func-

tions.

198. Alexander Pope. 1741.

Bust of Pope, v., hair short, in cloak trimmed with fur.

Leg. ALEXANDER POPE. I. A. DASSIER F.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, poeta anglus . m.dcc.xli.

(English Poet, 1741.)
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2'15. Snelling, xxxi. 3. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxxxv. 3.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Alexander Pope, the famous poet, born 22 May, 1688, died

30 May, 1744. (See also No. 221, p. 582.)

199. Tribute to George II. 1741.

Bust of George II., r., head hound with fillet, hair short ; no

drapery. Leg. georgivs . ii . d : g : mag : bri : fra : et . h :

rex . f : d. Below, l : natter . f.

Rev. Tetrastyle temple, within which is an armed statue of

Minerva. Leg. optimo principi. (To the best of Princes.)

Ex. cioioccxxxxi. l. n. f. (Laurence Natter fecit.)

2. The Student's Hume, pp. 593-4.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is merely a complimentary medal to the King, not

struck upon any particular occasion. Mr. Hollis possessed a

specimen, and mentions it as " an excellent medal." At his

sale it was sold to Mr. Barrett, and may, perhaps, be the one

in the British Museum. It was executed by Natter soon after

his arrival in England. The device and legend of the reverse

occur frequently upon Roman coins.

200. Resignation of Sir Robert Walpole. 1742.

Sir Robert Walpole, seated, I., his elbow resting upon a bag

of money : in his right hand he holds a paper inscribed, ian .

18 1742. Leg. i am kickd out of doors.

Rev. A gateway, on which is erected a pole bearing a human

head. Leg. no screen. Ex. Scroll ornament.

1-45. (See Woodcut.)

MB. lead. Rare.

This medal was struck soon after the re -assembling of Par-

liament, 18 Jan. 1742, when Sir Robert Walpole, in spite of

his unwillingness, found himself compelled to resign the office

of Prime Minister, and was created Earl of Orford. The bag
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of money refers to the charges of bribery and corruption made
against him by his enemies, and on account of which his

impeachment was generally expected. The reverse is a sort of

pun upon his name, Wall-pole—a pole upon a wall bearing his

head as that of a traitor. After his resignation he was supposed

to have had much influence, and to have pulled, as though

behind a screen, the strings which worked the Government.

200. Resignation of Sir Robert Walpole.

At this time a general toast was, " Success to the new Ministry,

and no screen." In several satirical prints of the time a

screen is introduced, on which are represented various historical

events ; whilst a mirror shows the persons behind the screen

by whose influence the events have been accomplished or at-

tempted. (See Letters of Horace Walpole , Earl of Orford, to

Sir Horace Mann, 1833.)

201. Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of Orford. 1742.

Bust of Walpole, r., hair short, in mantle round the shoulders.

Leg. THE RIGHT HON : ROBERT EARL OF ORFORD.

Rev. Britannia, r., trampling upon Envy, places a coronet

on the head of Walpole, attired in the robes of a peer : London
in the distance. Leg. envy shall not prevail against thee.

Ex. MDCCXLII.

1-55. Snelling, xxxii. 6.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.
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This medal was executed by Laurence Natter soon after

Walpole had been driven from power by his political opponents,

and had been raised to the peerage by the King. His friends

attributed the opposition to envy and jealousy. The bust is

the same as on No. 193.

202. Charles, Duke of Marlborough. 1742.

Bust of the Duke of Marlborough, r., hair tied behind, in

armour and riband across the breast. Leg. carolus spencer.

Below, J. A. DASSIER.

Rev. Inscription, dux de Marlborough . m.dcc.xlii.

2' 15. Snelling, xxxiii. 2.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Charles Spencer, fifth Earl of Sunderland, succeeded to the

title of Duke of Marlborough on the death of his Aunt, Henri-

etta, daughter of the first Duke, in 1733. He was elected a

Knight of the Garter, 20 March, 1741, and installed 21 April

following. He was present with the King at the battle of Det-

tingen in 1743, and was appointed Lord Steward in 1749,

and Keeper of the Privy Seal in 1755. In 1758 he received

the command of the land forces, which, with the fleet under

Commodore Viscount Howe, made an ineffectual attack on the

coast of Brittany, and in July of the same year he was nomi-

nated Commander-in-Chief of the British forces intended to

serve in Germany under Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick. He
died, shortly after his appointment, at Minister in Westphalia,

20 Oct. 1758.

203. Spanish Galleys destroyed. 5 July, 1742.

George II., habited as a Boman Emperor, presents a medal

to a kneeling officer. Leg. pro talibus ausis. (For such

enterprises.— Virg. Aen. ii. 535, or xii. 351.) Ex. t. pingo . f.

Rev. A squadron preparing to attack five galleys at anchor
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near the sea-shore. Ex. ob . v . trirem . hispan . a .. s .

callis . combvst . v . ivlii . mdccxlii. (On account of five

Spanish galleys burnt by Smith Callis, 5 July, 1742.)

2-1. (See Woodcut.)

203. Destruction of Spanish Gallejs.

MB. JE. Very rare.

Captain Norris had the command of a small squadron cruizing

between Cape Kous and Villa Franca, when he heard that five

Spanish galleys had put into St. Tropez. He at once followed

them there, in order to detain them till he should receive orders

from Admiral Mathews, who commanded the fleet which lay

in Villa Franca harbour ; but upon his approach the galleys

having opened fire, he directed Captain Smith Callis to bear

down upon them in his fireship, the Duke. The order was

executed by Captain Callis with consummate courage and cool

perseverance, and was crowned with complete success. For

this service this medal in gold, provided with a loop for sus-

pension and a chain, was presented by the King to Captain

Callis, and in silver to the other officers who commanded in the

engagement. The date on the medal cannot be that of the

actual engagement, which took place before the 14th June, on

which day Admiral Mathews' report of the action was written.
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204. Monument of Princess Clementina. 1742.

Bust of Pope Benedict XIV., v., hair short, in cap and

pontifical robes. Leg. bened . xiv pont . m . a . in. (Bene-

dict XIV., Pontifex Maximus, in the third year.)

Rev. The monument of the Princess Clementina in St.

Peter's at Borne. Leg. memorle . m . clem . m . brit . regin^e.

(To the memory of Maria Clementina, Queen of Great Britain.)

1*35. Tresor, Med. des Papes, PL xlii. 6.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Maria Clementina, granddaughter of John Sobieski, King of

Poland, and wife of the Elder Pretender, died at Borne 18 Jan.

1735, much beloved by Pope Clement XII., who ordered a

monument to be erected to her memory in St. Peter's. Upon
its completion his successor, Benedict XIV., directed this medal

to be struck. The monument consists of a porphyry sarco-

phagus with alabaster drapery and a Genius holding a medallion

portrait of the Queen in mosaic. It was designed by Filippo

Barigioni, and executed by Pietro Bracci.

205. "William Windham. 1742.

Bust of Windham, r., hair short, in coat and mantle lined

with fur. Leg. gulielmus windham armiger.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, officii et augurii causa

fecit i . dassier mdccxlii. (Executed by James Dassier, for a

token of duty and of presage, 1742.)

1*6. Snelling, xxvi. 8.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

William Windham was born in 1716 and died in 1761. He
was a pupil and disciple of Stillingfleet, and was the eminent

father of the more eminent son, the Secretary at War. This

medal was struck soon after his return from a continental

tour. The particular tie between him and the medallist does

not appear ; except that Dassier was a Genevese and Windham
formed one of a select society of Englishmen resident in

Geneva.
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206. Martin Folkes. 1742.

Bust of Martin Folkes, v., hair short, no drapery. Leg.

MARTINVS FOLKES.

Rev. A Sphinx, v., with crescent on its side ; behind, the

pyramidical tomb of Cams Sestius within the walls of Rome :

above, the meridian sun. Leg. sva sidera norvnt. (His own
constellations have acknowledged him.) Ex. romje . a . l . s742.

(At Eome in the year of light, 5742.)

1-45. Snelling, xxxiii. 5. Kluyskens, Vol. I. p. 308.

MB. M. M. Rare.

This medal was executed at Rome, and, tradition says, by

especial command of the Pope, unknown to Folkes, whom it

was intended to surprise during his visit to that city. Free-

masonry was originally named " Lux," and is said to have

existed from the creation. The date of this medal, supposing

the s to be a blunder for 5, is the year of the world or of

Masonry 5742. The Masons considered the creation to have

been 4000, or 4004 years anterior to the Christian era : the

date of the medal may be therefore 1738 or 1742. Either date

is inconsistent with the story, as Folkes' visit to Rome took

place in 1733. It is much more probable that the medal was

struck at Rome to show the high esteem in which Folkes was

held in the city of antiquities, and about the time that he was

elected a member of the French Academy. There is in the

British Museum an early proof of this medal struck before the

legends were added or the type of the reverse finished. (See also

No. 185, p. 558.)

207. Birth of Princess Caroline, Daughter of the Prince

and Princess of Orange. <|~| Feb. 1743.

Busts, face to face, of William of Orange and Princess Anne.
He is in long wig, coat, ermine mantle, and riband of the

Garter across the breast ; she, with hair collected within a

circlet of pearls and hanging down behind, ear-ring, and neck-
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lace, wears dress and ermine mantle. Leg. w . c . henr . fr .

PRINC . NASS . ET AR . ANNA . ANGL . PR . HJER . PR . NASS . ET AR.

(William Charles Henry Friso, Prince of Nassau and Orange

;

Anne, Hereditary Princess of England, Princess of Nassau and

Orange.)

Rev. A female figure walking, I., and beneath the rays of

heaven, carries an infant : Leeuwarden in the background.

Leg. cara deum soboles. (Offspring, dear to the Gods.) Under-

neath, and in the exergue, leovardfe . d . 28 . Febr . 1743.

(At Leeuwarden, 28 February, 1743.) nvsf. (Nicolaus Van
Swinderen fecit.)

1*85. Van Loon, Suppl. xix. 176,

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

This medal commemorates the birth of the Princess Caroline,

daughter of the Prince and Princess of Orange, who in 1760

was married to Charles Christian, Prince of Nassau-Weilburg.

Leeuwarden was at the time the residence of the Prince of

Orange.

208. Archdeacon Brideoake. Died, 19 March, 1743.

Bust of Brideoake, v., hair long, in shirt with collar open

and cloak open in front. Leg. radulph brideoake archidia-

conus winton. (Ealph Brideoake, Archdeacon of Winchester.)

Below, J. A. DASSIER.

Rev. The Church of St. Mary, Southampton. Leg. ecclesia

beat./e marine restituta 1722. (The Church of St. Mary

restored, 1722.) Ex. nat . 13 fun . 1665 . ob . 19 mart .

1742/3. (Born 13 June, 1665 ; died 19 March, 174|.)

2-15.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

The reverse is in rather high relief. Ralph Brideoake,

Archdeacon of Winchester, was Prebendary of Hereford and

Rector of St. Mary's, Southampton, the church of which parish

and the parsonage-house he rebuilt at his own expense. In the

Gentleman's Magazine, 1743, it is stated that Brideoake died

on the 25th March.
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209. Archdeacon Brideoake. Died, 19 March, 1743.

Bust of Brideoake, r., &c. ; similar to the preceding, but not

from the same die.

Rev. The Church of St. Mary, Southampton. Leg. ecclesia

BBA.TM MARLS! SOUTHTON RESTITUTA 1722. (The Church of

St. Mary, Southampton, restored, 1722.) Ex. nat . 13 iun .

1665 . ob . 19 mart . 1742/3.

2*15. Snelling, xxxi. 6.

MB. M. Not rare.

The reverse of this medal is in lower relief and better

executed than the preceding.

210. Aid to Maria Theresa, Queen of Hungary. 1743.

Bust of Maria Theresa, v., laureate, in rich dress with

Medusa's head in front, and ermine mantle fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. maria teresia . avstr . caroli . imp .

avg . f . hvng . et . bohem . regina. (Maria Theresa of Austria,

the august daughter of Charles, the Emperor, Queen of Hun-
gary and Bohemia.) Oak border.

Rev. The Queen, with her son, seated upon a pile of arms

on the sea-shore, and attended by Venus, Juno, and Minerva.

Neptune approaches, pointing to the British fleet in the distance.

Leg. secvritas . avgvstae. (The security of the Queen.) Ex.

mdccxxxxiii. On a rock, l. m. w. (Lorenz Maria Weber.) Laurel

border.

3-2. (See Woodcut.)

MB. lead. Extremely rare.

England having been a party to the Pragmatic Sanction,

supported the claim of Maria Theresa to the Austrian dominions

upon the death of her father, Charles VI. This medal, there-

fore, commemorates the assistance afforded to the Queen by

England, especially by the operations of the fleet, a part of

which blockaded Cadiz, whilst another portion anchored in the

Bay of Naples, and forced Don Carlos to conclude a treaty

of neutrality with Austria. Neptune, the representative of
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Britain, approaches the Queen attended by the impersonations

of her beauty, dignity, and courage, and assures her of the

security of her empire.

211. Battle of Dettingen. \^ June, 1743.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, ermine

mantle, and riband across the breast. Leg. georgivs ii d . g .

MAGN . BRIT . FR . ET HIB . REX FID . DEF. Below, D. HAES-

LING . F.

Rev. The King on horseback, I. ; distant battle, landscape,

sunset. Leg. libertas favore dei et virtvte militis res-

titvta. (Liberty restored by the favour of God and by the

valour of the army.) Ex. ad dettingam d . xxvn ivn .

mdccxliii. (At Dettingen, 27 June, 1743.)

2*6. Old England, II. 265. Mac Kinnon's Coldstream

Guards, Vol. I. p. 359.

MB. N. M. Rare.

At the battle of Dettingen George II., who was accompanied

by his son, the Duke of Cumberland, with an army of 40,000

English and Hanoverians, defeated the French under the Due
de Noailles and the Due de Grammont. In consequence of this

repulse, the French were compelled to evacuate Germany. The

allusion to Liberty perhaps refers to the war having been

undertaken to maintain the independence of the Queen of

Hungary.

212. Battle of Dettingen.
-|-f-

June, 1743.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour with

lion's head on the shoulder, and ermine mantle fastened with

brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgius . ii . d . g . mag . bri .

FR . ET . HIB . REX . F . D.

Rev. A female figure, r., wearing helmet, trampling on a

French standard, and bearing a palm branch, attaches a shield

inscribed ad dettingam (At Dettingen), to a palm-tree, at the
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base of which lies a pile of French arms and flags : before her

reclines the Deity of the river Main, leaning on his rudder and

urn. Leg. hoste virtvte militvm vltea moenvm reiecto.

(The enemy having been driven beyond the Main by the valour

of the army.) Ex. d . xxvn . ivn . mdccxliii.

2-2. (See Woodcut.)

212. Battle of Dettingen.

MB. N. Bare.

The army of the Allies was cooped up in a narrow valley

between Mount Spessart and the Main, extending from

Aschaffenburg on that river to the village of Dettingen, from

which place the battle took its name. This medal and the last

were probably intended to be struck only in silver, as in both

instances the specimens in gold were issued the latest, and after

the dies of the reverses had sustained some injury.

213. Battle of Dettingen. -|y June, 1743

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour

with straps on the shoulder, and mantle. Leg. georgivs . n .

D . G . MAG . BRIT . FR . ET . H . REX . F . D. Below, M.

HANNIBAL.
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Rev. A female figure, r., attaching a shield to a palm-tree,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

2-2,

MB. M. Rare.

This is a variety of the preceding. It occurs only in silver,

and was struck before the die of the reverse had suffered any

injury.

214. Battle of Dettingen. i4 June, 1743.

George II., on horseback, galloping, L, in the midst of a

battle-field ; the French flying, the English pursuing. Leg.

apparuit et fugavit hostes imperii. (He appeared, and put

to flight the enemies of the Empire.) Ex. exoptata victoria

214. Battle of Dettingen.

GEORGII II . MAG : BRITT : REG . CONTRA GALL : 27 IUN 1743
DETTiNGiE obtenta. (A welcome victory, obtained by George IL,
King of Great Britain, over the French at Dettingen, 27 June,

1743.) c. s. (Christian Schirmer.)

Rev. The Zodiac, the sun entering the sign Leo ; beneath,

a withering lily. Leg. influxus in leonem numinis, parat
vol. II. P P
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obitum liliis. (The entrance of the deity into the sign Leo

brings destruction to lilies.) Ex. Chronogrammatic. sIehe

ICh WILL Vber eVCh eInIges VoLCk Von fernen brIngen

eIn M^ChtIg VoLCk . ierem : c . 5 . 15. (Lo, I will bring a

nation upon you from far, a mighty nation, mcccccllllvvvvv-

vviiiiiiii = 1743.

—

Jerem. v. 15.)

22. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Bare.

The battle of Dettingen was fought almost immediately after

the arrival of George II., and it was a most welcome victory,

as he found his army shut in, with the enemy in front, and

their batteries from the opposite side of the Main playing on his

flank. As lilies fade in the month of July when the sun enters

Leo, so the army of France was defeated at the approach of

George II., who is here symbolized by the sun. The nation

from afar is the English, who equalled in number the Hano-

verians and Hessians, and to whose courage this victory was

mainly due.

215. Battle of Dettingen. ^y June, 1743.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair short, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. georgius

secundus dei gratia . rex. On truncation, t. (T. Tibs ?)

Rev. Justice, seated, facing, holding sword and scales,

tramples upon Tyranny ; around lie a yoke, broken chains,

scourge, &c. Leg. parcere . subiectis . et . debellare .

superbos. (To spare the humble and to subdue the proud.

—

Virg. Aen. vi. 854.) Ex. ob gallos victos apud dettingen

PER EXER : F^D : SUB AUSPICTO GEO : II . TUN : 16 . 1743. (On

the defeat of the French at Dettingen by the allied army, under

the auspices of George II., 16 June, 1743.)

1-45.

MB. M. Rare.

The device intimates that the French were justly punished

by their defeat at Dettingen for their attempt to oppress the
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Queen of Hungary. This medal, executed in England, is

dated according to the old style : from its worthlessness it is

rare.

216. Duke of Argyle. Died, 3 Oct. 1743.

Bust of the Duke of Argyle, r., hair long, tied behind, in

armour, and riband of the Garter across the breast. Leg.

IOHANN . CAMPBELL. Below, I. A. DASSIER . F.

Rev. Within a border decorated with flags, standards, palm

branches, &c, dux de argyle et de Greenwich . mdccxliii.

2 - 15. Snelling, xxxii. 1.

MB. JE.

One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

John Campbell, second Duke of Argyle, general and states-

man, born in 1678, took an important part in military and

political affairs during the reign of Anne, and had a principal

share in bringing about the Act of Union. In 1705 he was

raised to the English peerage under the title of Baron of

Chatham and Earl of Greenwich. As a soldier he distinguished

himself much under Marlborough at Ramillies, Oudenarde,

Lille, Ghent, and Malplaquet, but afterwards, being a declaimer

against his old commander, was appointed by the Tories

generalissimo of the British army in Spain. In 1715 he was

completely successful in quelling the Jacobite rebellion, and in

1718 he was advanced to the dignity of Duke of Greenwich.

In 1737 he increased his popularity by his defence of the city

of Edinburgh in the matter of the Porteous riot. After several

changes in his political views he retired in a degree from public

life, and died 3 Oct. 1743.

217. Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Denmark, and

Princess Louisa, fj^-; 1743.

Busts conjoined, r., of Prince Frederick of Denmark and
Princess Louisa. He, hair long, tied behind, is in armour,

p p 2
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ermine mantle sprinkled with crowns, and riband and badge of

the Order of the Elephant ; she, her hair decorated with ban-

deau and pearls, and lovelock on the left shoulder, wears close-

fitting bodice. Leg. fridericvs princ . haer . dan . et norv .

lvdovica princ . magn . brit. (Frederick, Hereditary Prince of

Denmark and Norway ; Louisa, Princess of Great Britain.)

Below, D. HAESLING F.

Rev. A blazing altar, to which are appended the crowned

shields of Denmark and Britain. Leg. pignora ivncti san-

gvinis. (Pledges of an united race.) Ex. nvpt . celebr .

hannov . d . x nov . MDCcxLin. (Nuptials celebrated at Hanover,

10 Nov. 1743.) d. haesl . f. (Daniel Haesling fecit.)

2-5. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PI. ii. 2.

MB. N. Very rare.

This medal was struck to commemorate the marriage of the

hereditary Prince of Denmark, afterwards Frederick V., with

the Princess Louisa, the youngest daughter of George II.

218. Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Denmark, and

Princess Louisa.
10 N

°

y
"

1743.

Prince Frederick of Denmark and Princess Louisa uniting

right hands. Leg. fridericus . pr . h^er . dan . & louise .

PR . M . B? Ex. CELEB : MDCCXLIII.

Rev. Two hands, male and female, united over an altar, on

which lies a marriage garland, and to which are attached two

shields respectively inscribed .Fand L: above, a crown. Leg.—
hoffnung kronet reich' und land

vivat dieses hohe band.

(Hope crowns this realm and land. Long last this high union.)

Ex. p. h. g. (Paul Heinrich Godecke.)

1-55. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PL ii. 3.

MB. N. Bare.

This medal was struck at Hamburg. The letters on the

shields are so formed as to represent an anchor and a harp.
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219. Ke-Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Denmark, and

Princess Louisa. n D
°^ 1743.

Hymen and Plenty holding a myrtle wreath, within which

are the crowned shields of Denmark, England, and Hanover.

Leg. avitorvm connvbiorvm felicitas. (The happiness of

ancestral connexions.) Ex. renovata anno mdccxliii . xi .

dec. (Eenewed, 11 Dec. 1743.) g. w. wahl . f.

Rev. Nine myrtle wreaths united by a riband, and enclosing

inscriptions recording the marriage of Prince Frederick and

Princess Louisa, and also the intermarriages of their predeces-

sors ; they are named in the centre one, frider . d . n . pr .

her . lovisa brit . 1743, and around are, wilh . d . sax . lvn .

HELEN . DAN . 1200.— ERICVS R . D . S . N . PHILIPPA ANGL .

1406.—IACOB . Ill . R . SCOT . MARGAR . DAN . 1469. WILH . D .

BR . LVN . DOROTH . DAN . 1561. IACOB . I . R . M . BR . ANNA

DAN . 1589. HENR . IVL . D . BR . L . ELISAB . DANIE 1590.

FRID . Ill . R . DAN . N . SOPH . AM . BR . L . 1643. ANNA R . M .

BR . GEORG . DAN . 1683. Leg. REGALES MVLTIPLICATI NEXVS.

(The royal unions have been multiplied.)

2-55. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PL iii.l. Kohler, XV. 401.

MB. M. Rare.

The Princess Louisa was married at Hanover,
10 y

°

v
"

, the

Duke of Cumberland being proxy for the Prince of Denmark,

and re-married, u D°^ , at Copenhagen, where the Prince met
her. At the supper after the ceremony specimens in silver of

this and the following medal were laid upon the plate of each

person present.

220. Re-Marriage of Frederick, Prince of Denmark, and

Princess Louisa. n ^ 1743.

Bust of Prince Frederick of Denmark, r., hair long, tied

behind, in armour, ermine mantle sprinkled Avith crowns,

riband and badge of the Order of the Elephant. Leg. spes et
AMOR PATRLE MAGNVM BORE^ INCREMENTVM. (The hope and

love of his country, the great offspring of the North.) Below,

11 . dec : 1743.
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Rev. Bust of Princess Louisa, I., hair entwined with pearls,

in embroidered bodice with jewel in front, and ermine mantle

sprinkled with crowns and fastened with a brooch. Leg. mag-

NORVM SOBOLES REGVM PARITVRAQVE REGES. (The child of

mighty kings and the future mother of kings.) Below, arbien.

f. (Magnus Gustav Arbien fecit.)

1-75. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PI. iii. 2. Kohler, XV.
401.

MB. M. Bare.

The date shows that this medal is commemorative of the

re-marriage of the Princess Louisa at Copenhagen.

221. Alexander Pope. 1743.

Bust of Pope, r., hair short, in robe trimmed with fur.

Leg. ALEXANDER POPE.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, poeta anglus . m.dcc-

xliii. (English poet, 1743.) Above, head of Apollo ; below,

lyre and laurel branches.

1*1. Snelling, xxxi. 4.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal of the great poet was copied from No. 198 by

James Anthony Dassier himself, and is less common.

222. Earl of Chesterfield. 1743.

Bust of the Earl of Chesterfield, I., hair long, in coat, riband,

and star of the Garter. Leg. philippus stanhope. Below, i. a.

DASSIER . F.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, comes de chesterfield .

MDCCXLIII.

2 - 15. Snelling, xxxiii. 1.

MB. JE.

One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Philip Dormer Stanhope, fourth Earl of Chesterfield, was

one of the most brilliant characters of his time. Born in 1694,
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he entered the House of Commons before the legal age, and

succeeded his father in the Earldom in 1726. In 1745 he was

appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and in the following year

Secretary of State. Of his own choice he retired from office in

1748, and devoted the remainder of his life to literary leisure,

occasionally taking part in the debates in the Upper House,

and assisting in the reformation of the calendar in 1751. He
died 24 March, 1773.

223. Action off Toulon. \\ Feb. 1744.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour with

lion's head in front and straps on^the shoulder, and mantle.

Leg. GEOEG .II D . G . MAG . BRI . FRA . ET H . REX F . D.

Below, a$\. w. r. a. (Adam Budolph Werner fecit.)

223. Action off Toulon.

Rev. Neptune, standing, facing, on a naval car decorated in

front with the shield of England, and drawn by two sea-horses,

holds up two naval crowns : in the distance, a French and a

Spanish ship sinking. Leg. a dvobvs. (From two.) Ex.
classis . hisp . gal . ab . ang . victa . 1744. (The Spanish

and the French fleet defeated by the English.)

1-7. (See Woodcut.)
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MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was struck at Stuttgart to commemorate the

defeat of the united French and Spanish fleet off Toulon, -|-|-

Feb. 1744. Whilst armaments for the invasion of England were

being prepared in Dunkirk and Brest, another fleet, consisting

of French and Spanish ships, sailed out of Toulon to attack

that of England under Mathews and Lestock. The enemy,

after a severe engagement, were compelled to fly, but on account

of the private enmity between the English commanders, the

pursuit was abandoned, and the fruit of a victory lost. For

their conduct both commanders were impeached ; Lestock was

acquitted, but Mathews was dismissed from the service.

224. Action off Toulon, j^ Feb. 1744.

A human body suspended from a gallows ; beyond, a naval

engagement, one small ship in flames : the different objects are

indicated by the letters a. b. c. d. Ex. 1743/4.

Rev. Troops drawn up in front of a fortified town on the

coast, to which ships are advancing : in the foreground are

other troops and a Lion demolishing a Cock. Indicative letters,

E. F. G. H. I.

1-5.

MB. brass. Not rare.

The obverse probably refers to the naval action off Toulon,

and the suspended culprit to one of the naval commanders,

Mathews or Lestock, being the punishment merited for their

conduct. The reverse may refer to the attempted invasion by

France. There was no doubt a printed description published

at the time, to which the letters refer, but which has not been

met with.

225. Alexander Pope. Died, 30 May, 1744.

Bust of Pope, r., in cloak trimmed with fur. Leg. Alexander

pope. Below, viviek . f.

Rev. Inscription, natus londini an . m.dc.lxviii . obiit an .
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m.dcc.xliv. (Born in London, 1668 ; died, 1744.) Ex. series

NUMISMATICA UNIVERSALIS VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM. M.DCCC.XXIV. DURAND

EDIDIT.

1-65.

MB. M.
One of a series of medals of illustrious persons of all

countries executed at Paris. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.)

226. Kobeet Walpole, Eael of Oefoed. 1744.

Bust of Walpole, I., hair long, in coat, star, and riband of

the Garter. Leg. eobeetus walpole. Below, a. dassiee f.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, comes de oefoed .

M.DCC.XLIV.

2-15. Snelling, xxxii. 4. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxxv. 1.

MB. JE.

One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Bobert Walpole, first Earl of Orford, statesman, born at

Houghton in Norfolk in 1676, was appointed Secretary at War
in 1708, Treasurer of the Navy in 1709, Chancellor of the

Exchequer and First Lord of the Treasury from 1715 to 1717,

and Paymaster of the Forces in 1720. After the deaths of

Stanhope and Sunderland he attained the highest post in the

Administration, and was Prime Minister from 1721 to 1742.

Upon his retirement he was created Earl of Orford, and died in

1745. (See also Nos. 193-195, pp. 562, 563, and Nos. 200,

201, pp. 566, 567.)

227. Robeet Walpole, Eael of Oefoed. 1744.

Bust of Walpole, I., hair long, in coat and mantle trimmed

with fur. Leg. e . walpole comes de oefoed. Below, bau-

EET . F . LOND.

Rev. Laurel wreath. Below, i m f mint. (John Milton fecit,

Mint.)

1-9.

MB. M. Extremely rare.
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Georg Valentin Bauert was a native of Altona, Holstein.

He came to England to study die-sinking under John Milton

about the close of the eighteenth century. This die was en-

graved merely for practice. The reverse is by Milton himself,

and was probably intended for some prize medal. The die of

the obverse appears to have cracked, which would account for

the rarity of the piece.

228. Loed Caeteeet. 1744.

Bust of Carteret, r., hair long, in coat unbuttoned. Leg.

IOHANNES CAETEEET. Below, A. DASSIEE . F.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, baeo de caeteeet .

M.DCC.XLIV.

2*15. Snelling, xxxii. 2.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

John Carteret, Earl Granville, distinguished orator and

statesman, was born in April, 1690, his father being Baron

Carteret of Hawnes, Bedfordshire. In 1711 he supported in

the House of Peers the Protestant succession, and in con-

sequence came under the notice of George I., who rewarded

him with several lucrative appointments. In 1721 he was

appointed Secretary of State, and was twice Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland, from 1724 to 1726 and 1727 to 1730. After the

latter date he joined the Opposition, and became one of its

most determined leaders, and on the displacement of Walpole

was appointed a Secretary of State. On the death of his

mother in 1744 he succeeded to the title of Earl Granville,

and in the same year resigned his seals of office. He died

2 Jan. 1763. This medal was executed just before Carteret

became Earl Granville.

229. William Pulteney, Eael of Bath. 1744.

Bust of Pulteney, r., hair long, in loose mantle. Leg.

GUILIELMUS PULTENEY. A. DASSIEE F.
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Rev. Within a wreath of oak, comes de bath . mdccxliv.

2*15. Snelling, xxxii. 3.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

William Pulteney, Earl of Bath, born 1682, was educated, at

Westminster and Christ Church, Oxford, and entered Parliament

in the reign of Queen Anne. He was distinguished as the

most able leader of the Opposition against Sir Robert Walpole.

Pulteney refused the premiership in 1742, and was created

Earl of Bath. He died 8 July, 1764.

230. Sir John Barnard. 1744.

Bust of Sir John Barnard, r., hair long and curly, in cloak

trimmed with fur. Leg. iohannes Bernard eques. Below,

a. das. f. (James Anthony Dassier fecit.)

Rev. Within an ornamental border, aldermanus civitatis

londini mdccxliv. (Alderman of the City of London, 1744.)

2*15. Snelling, xxxi. 1.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Sir John Barnard, born at Reading in 1685, joined at an

early age the business of his father, a wine merchant in

London. Returned in 1721 as one of the members for the City

of London, he took an active part in all commercial and financial

questions, and generally voted with the party opposed to Sir

Robert Walpole. He was elected an alderman of London
in 1728, and was knighted on the occasion of the King's

return from Germany in 1732. Barnard served as Lord Mayor
in 1737, and retired from public life in 1758. He died at

Clapham, 28 Aug. 1764.

231. Sir John Barnard. 1744.

Bust of Sir John Barnard, three-quarters, r., hair long and
curly, wearing the Lord Mayor's robes and collar. Leg.
IOHANNES BARNARD EQ. I. KIRK.
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No reverse.

1-75.

MB. lead.

GEORGE II. 1744.

(See Woodcut.)

Hunter, M. Very rare.

231. Medal of Sir John Barnard.

An early production of John Kirk, who died in 1776. It

was, however, probably not executed during the year of Barnard's

mayoralty.

232. Robert Barker. 1744.

Bust of Barker, r., hair short, no drapery. Leg. roberttjs

BARKER. Below, A. DASSIER F.

Rev. Within an ornamental border decorated with the head

of Salus above, and that of Aesculapius entwined with serpents

below, DOCTOR MEDICTJS SOCIUS REGIE SOCIET . LONDINENSIS

mdccxliv. (Doctor of Physic, Fellow of the Royal Society of

London, 1744.)

2" 15. Snelling, xxxi. 2. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxxiv. 4.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Eobert Barker was an eminent physician and a member of

the Royal Society, to the Transactions of which body he was

an occasional contributor. He died in London, 9 Sept. 1745.
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233. Robert Barker. 1744.

Bust of Barker, r., &c; same as the preceding.

Rev. Inscription, prjeses societatis regime londinensis .

mdccxliv. (President of the Royal Society of London, 1744.)

Above, festoons of flowers ; below, branches of oak.

2-15.

MB. M.
This reverse belongs to the following medal of Sir Hans

Sloane. Dr. Barker was never President of the Royal Society.

234. Sir Hans Sloane, Bart. 1744.

Bust of Sir Hans Sloane, L, cap on head, in loose robe.

Leg. HANS SLOANE EQU . BARONETTUS. Below, A. DASSIER . F.

Rev. Inscription, prjeses societatis regle londinensis .

mdccxliv. Above, festoons of flowers ; below, branches of oak.

Same as the preceding.

2*15. Snelling, xxxiii. 3. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxxiv. 2.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p; 558.)

Sir Hans Sloane, physician and collector of natural history,

born at Killileagh in Ireland in 1660, went to Jamaica in 1687
as physician to the Duke of Albemarle, whence he returned

with a rich store of plants. He was chosen Secretary to the

Royal Society in 1693 ; attended Queen Anne in her last ill-

ness ; was created a baronet in 1716, and in 1719 elected

President of the College of Physicians. He succeeded Sir

Isaac Newton in the chair of the Royal Society, and died at

Chelsea in 1752. His collections of curiosities became the

foundation of the British Museum.

235. Edmund Halley. 1744.

Bust of Halley, r., hair long, in loose mantle trimmed with

fur. Leg. edmundus halley. a. dassier . f.

Rev. Within an ornamental border, astronomus regis magn^e
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Britannia . mdccxliv. (Astronomer of the King of Great Britain,

1744.)

2*15. Snelling, xxxi. 7. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxxiv. 3.

MB. iE.

One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

Edmund Halley, mathematician and astronomer, horn at

Haggerston, near London, 8 Nov. 1656, was educated at St.

Paul's School and Oxford. At the early age of twenty-two he

was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and at the request

of that hody he undertook several expeditions for astronomical

investigations. In 1703 he was appointed Savilian Professor

of Geometry at Oxford, and in 1720, after the death of Flam-

steed, became Astronomer Royal. He died 13 Jan. 1742, in

his eighty-sixth year. This medal was not struck till two years

after his death.

236. Sir Andrew Fountaine. 1744.

Bust of Fountaine, r., hair short, in loose robe. Leg. An-

dreas FOUNTAINE EQ . AURAT.

Rev. Inscription, a . a . a . f . f . iiivir. Ex. -m.dccxliv.

J. A. DASSIER.

2*2. Snelling, xxxiii. 4. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. clxxxiii. 3.

MB. M.
One of Dassier's series of medals of illustrious men. (See

No. 185, p. 558.)

The inscription on the reverse is taken from Roman copper

coins commemorative of the three persons or moneyers who at

the time had the superintendence of the coinage, i.e., Auro,

argento, aere, flando, feriundo, Triumviri. (The Triumvirs

appointed to cast and strike gold, silver, and copper money.)

Sir Andrew Fountaine was Warden of the Mint from 1727

until his death in 1753. (See also No. 30, p. 433.)

237. Recapture of Prague. ^-| Nov. 1744.

Bust of Prince Charles of Lorraine, three-quarters, I., head

facing, hair long, in armour, ermine mantle, and badge of the
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Order of the Golden Fleece. Leg. car : lot : pri * perfidue

vindex. On a band below, natus dec xii . mdccxii. (Charles,

Prince of Lorraine, Avenger of perfidy, born 12 Dec. 1712.)

On truncation, i. kirk . f.

Rev. View of Prague, cavalry entering the city ; soldiers

flying from the citadel upon a high mound. Leg. subsidio

BRiTANNiiE. (By the assistance of Britain.) Ex. praga recu-

perata no 26 mdccxliv. (Prague recovered, 26 Nov. 1744.)

I. KIRK . F.

1-7. (See Woodcut.)

237. Recapture of Prague.

MB. M. . Haggard, M. Not rare.

Whilst the Prince of Lorraine was struggling against the

powerful armies of France in Alsace, Frederick of Prussia, in

spite of the Treaty of Breslau, which he had concluded with

Maria Theresa in June, 1742, marched into Bohemia and made
himself master of Prague. On receipt of this intelligence

Charles hastily returned, and compelled Frederick to evacuate

Bohemia, as speedily as he had overrun it. In the recapture

of Prague the Austrian Hussars rushed into the city, and made
a vigorous and successful onslaught upon the retreating Prus-

sians, as represented on this and the following medals. The
assistance of Britain alluded to consisted of large subsidies

granted to the general cause of the Queen of Hungary, not

specifically to the proceedings at Prague.
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238. Kecapture of Prague. -|-g- Nov. 1744.

Bust of Prince Charles of Lorraine, three-quarters, r., hair

tied behind, in armour, and riband across the breast. Leg.

CHARLES PRINCE OF LORAIN.

Rev. View of Prague, cavalry entering the city ; soldiers

flying from the citadel on low ground. Leg. subsidio britan-

nle. Ex. praga recapta no 26 mdccxliv. (Prague retaken,

26 Nov. 1744.)

1-65.

MB. M. Not rare.

239. E,ecapture of Prague. -|-| Nov. 1744.

Prince Charles of Lorraine on horseback, r. ; distant city.

Leg. car : lor : pr . perfidorum vindex. (Charles, Prince

of Lorraine, Avenger of the perfidious.) Ex. mdccxliv.

i kirk f.

Rev. View of Prague, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1-65.

MB. M. Not rare.

These three medals are early works of John Kirk.

240. Plecapture of Prague. ^|- Nov. 1744.

Prince Charles of Lorraine on horseback, r., &c. ; similar to

the preceding.

Rev. View of Prague, &c. ; similar to No. 238, but view of

city varied.

1-55.

MB. brass. Not rare.

A bad imitation in brass of the preceding.

241. The New Administration. 27 Dec. 1744.

George II., holding sceptre and orb, seated, facing, upon his

throne, and trampling upon an eagle and a triple head, from
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which issue snakes. Leg. georgius . n . rex . anglorum .

saluti . publico . consulens. (George II., King of the

English, consulting for the public security.)

Rev. Half-length figure, three-quarters, r., of Earl Gower

in peer's robes, his glove in his left hand. Leg. pristine .

dignitati . restitutio. (Eestored to his former dignity.) Ex.

dec . 27 . 1744.

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

241. The New Administration.

MB. M. Rare.

The eagle and the triple head are probably intended for

Prussia and Jacobitism ; and the King is said to be consulting

for the public security by subduing them and appointing a new

Administration, which was done on the day mentioned on this

medal, when the Privy Seal was restored to Earl Gower, who

had previously held that office. The portrait of the Earl is

taken from Faber after Vanloo.

242. Battle of Fontenoy.
30 April

1745.11 May J

Bust of Louis XV., v., hair long, head bound with fillet, no

drapery. L^eg. lud . xv . rex christianiss. Below, f. m.

(Francois Marteau.)

Rev. Louis XV. and the Dauphin in a quadriga, r., and

VOL. II. Q Q
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crowned by Victory. Leg. decus imperii gallici. (The honour

of the French empire.) Ex. hostes ab ipsomet rege fusi .

ad fontenoium xi . maii mdccxlv. (The enemy defeated by

the King himself at Fontenoy, 11 May, 1745.) M. (Francois

Marteau.)

1-65. Med. Louis XV., 67. Van Loon, Suppl. xxi. 193.

MB. M. M.
The obverse of the specimen in silver is varied and has the

artist's initials, F M, in monogram.

At the battle of Fontenoy the Allies, commanded by the

Duke of Cumberland, attacked the French under Louis XV.

and Marshal Saxe, the enemy being greatly superior in number

and in a strong position. The right wing, consisting chiefly

of British troops, led by the Duke himself, assailed and carried

the French positions, but was unable to hold them, as the

attack was unsupported by the Dutch, who, driven back in the

early part of the engagement, now remained inactive. The

Duke of Cumberland was, therefore, compelled to retire, which

he did step by step, his face to the foe, and in good order.

Louis XV. and the Dauphin were spectators of the fight.

243. Threatened Banishment of the Jews from Bohemia.

1745.

Maria Theresa, seated upon her throne and supported by

Justice and Charity ; a Christian warrior in front intercedes

for a Jewish High-priest. A cornice in the palace is inscribed

with the Jewish and Christian dates, xiii tebeth, xviii de-

cemb. Leg. exilio . minato. (Expulsion threatened.) Ex.

Chronogrammatic. ne . sVspICetVr . regIna . VersVs . serVos .

sVos . res . hVIVsCeMoDI. i . Reg . 22 . v s
. 15. (Let not

the Queen impute any matter of this kind to her servants,

mdccvvwvvvviiii = 1744.—I. Kings, xxii. 15.)

Rev. A Jewish temple, many worshippers kneeling : on

the walls are the shields of England, Denmark, Poland, and

Holland ; above, that of Bohemia. Leg. decreto abolito

xiii . yyar . xv mail (The Decree rescinded, 13 Yyar, 15
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May.) Ex. Chronogrammatic. IstI . sYnt . DIes . qVos .

nVLLa . VMqVaM . DeLebIt . obLIVIo . et pep, . sIngVLas .

geneeatIones . CVnCt^; . In toto . oebe . proVInCLe .

CeLebrabVnt . Esther . 9 . v* 28. (These days should he re-

membered and kept throughout every generation, every family,

every province, and every city, mmddcccclllLllvvvvvvvwv-

iiiiiiiiiii = 3761.

—

Esther, ix. 28.)

2'55. Van Loon, Suppl. xxii. 205.

Hague, JR. Vienna, JR. Very rare.

On the 18th Dec. 1744, the Jews were ordered to quit Bohemia

before the end of the following month. By the intervention of

England, Holland, Denmark, and Poland, their departure was

delayed to the end of March, subsequently to the end of June,

and finally, on the 15th May, the decree of banishment was re-

scinded. On the obverse the legend, which is from the 1st Book

of Samuel, and not that of the Kings, gives the date 1744, the

year when the banishment was threatened. In the legend on

the reverse the numerals amount to 3761 ; these, being added to

a.d. 1744, give 5505, which, according to the Jewish compu-

tation, is equivalent to a.d. 1745, the year when the decree

was rescinded. The Jewish era commences 3760 before the

Christian era.

244. Birth op Prince Christian of Denmark.
20 June -. ,-, A *,

T7Tny> 1745.

Busts conjoined, r., of the Prince and Princess of Denmark.

He, hair long, is in armour, with riband and badge of the Order

of the Elephant ; she wears coronet and low bodice. Leg.

FRIDERICUS PRINC . HERED . DAN . NOR . ET LOVISA BRITANNICA.

(Frederick, hereditary Prince of Denmark and Norway, and

Louisa of Britain.)

Rev. Princess Louisa, facing, holding in one hand an infant,

and in the other the Phoenix, the emblem of Eternity ; beside

her, the shields of Oldenburg and Denmark, and an Elephant.

Leg. augustae domus perpetuitas. (The perpetuity of the

Q Q 2
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Eoyal House.) Ex. cheistianvs dan . noev . peinc . hee . in-

EFABILI EEGNOE . LJETITIA . NAT . MtDCCXL.V . VII IUL. (Christian,

hereditary Prince of Denmark and Norway, horn 7 July, 1745,

to the inexpressible joy of the kingdoms.)

2-3. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PL iii. 3.

Copenhagen, AT
. M. Very rare.

The infant in the arms of the Princess intimates the cause

of the hopes of perpetuity to the Royal House, indicated by the

Phoenix. These hopes were not so realized, as the Prince died

when about two years old, 3 June [N. S.], 1747. The Elephant

is the badge of Denmark, and the Order of the Elephant is one

of the oldest of European decorations.

245. Bieth of Peince Cheistian of Denmaek.
26 June n „ . K

Dania, seated upon a lion, holding the shield of Norway, and

having at her side that of Denmark and the emblems of the

Arts and Sciences, extends her hands to receive an infant from

heaven. Felicitas, standing behind her, holds a cornucopia

and points to the infant Prince. Ex. continvata eegnoe .

felicitas. (The happiness of the kingdoms continued.) m. g. a.

(Magnus Gustav Arbien.)

Rev. Inscription, cheistianvs feideeici peinc : h^ee : dan :

NOEV : ETC : ET LOVISAE BEITANNICAE FILIVS . CHEISTIANI VI .

D : G : EEGIS DAN : NOEV : VAND : GOTH : ETC : ET SOPHIAE MAG-

DALENAE BEANDENBVEGICAE NEPOS . NATVS AN . MDCCXXXXV D :

vii ivlii. (Christian, son of Frederick, hereditary Prince of

Denmark, Norway, &c, and of Louisa of Britain, grandson of

Christian VI., by the grace of God, King of Denmark, Norway,

the Vandals, and the Goths, &c, and of Sophia Magdalena of

Brandenburg, born 7 July, 1745.)

2. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PI. iii. 4.

MB. M. Rare.

Struck on the same occasion as the preceding, and expressive

of much the same sentiment, that the continued happiness of the

kingdom might be expected from the birth of the royal infant.
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246. Capture of the Spanish Ships, the Marquis d'Antin

and the Lewis Erasmus. 10 July, 1745.

Naval action ; over each ship are the initials of its name,

n d (The Notre Dame) ; d (The Duke) ; l e (The Lewis Eras-

mus) ; p f (The Prince Frederick) ; and m a. (The Marquis

d'Antin.) Ex. iulii . x . mdccxlv. i . kirk . f.

Rev. Two infant Fames, bearing respectively a trumpet and

a laurel branch, hold two medallions with the busts of iac .

talbot. and ioha . morecock. : below, a procession of treasure-

waggons marked 44, 45. Ex. veniebunt (sic) londo oct . i .

et . ii . mdccxlv. (They came to London, 1 and 2 Oct. 1745.)

i. kirk . F.

1-45. (See Woodcut.)

246. Capture of Spanish Ships.

MB. M. M. Rare.

On the 10th July, 1745, Captain James Talbot in the Prince

Frederick, and Captain John Morecock in the Duke, fell in with

the Spanish ships, Notre Dame, Lewis Erasmus, and Marquis

d'Antin. The Prince Frederick attacked the Marquis d'Antin

and took her, being at the same time exposed to the fire of the

Lewis Erasmus, which, after a stubborn resistance, was also

captured, but as each of these ships was superior to the English

vessel, the engagement lasted some hours. The Duke, which

had commenced the action, had in the meantime gone in pur-

suit of the Notre Dame, which had taken flight, but night

coming on, the chase was given up, and the Duke returned to
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assist the Prince Frederick in the charge of the captured ships.

The two prizes contained treasure to the amount of £800,000,

which was conveyed to the Tower in forty-five waggons on the

1st and 2nd October.

The obverse is copied from a silver vase presented by the

proprietors of the privateers to Sir George Lee, their advocate

in the prize court, and which is still preserved at Hartwell, the

seat of the family.

247. Dean Swift. Died, 19 Oct. 1745.

Bust of Swift, v., hair short, in canonicals.

No reverse.

1-55.

MB. lead. Rare.

This is an unfinished medal executed by William Mossop,

Junr. In 1818 Mossop published a prospectus of a series of

medals commemorative of illustrious Irishmen of past and

present times, who had advanced the literary, civil, and military

reputation of the country. The series, to consist of forty

medals, and to be struck in gold, silver, and bronze, was never

completed.

Jonathan Swift, the greatest of modern satirists, born at

Dublin, 30 Nov. 1667, was educated at Trinity College, and

became Secretary to Sir William Temple. Upon Temple's

death, in 1698, Swift was appointed Secretary and Chaplain to

Lord Berkeley, one of the Lord Justices of Ireland, from whom
he obtained some Church preferments, including the vicarage

of Laracor. In 1713 he was made Dean of St. Patrick's, and

he died, bereft of all his mental faculties, 19 Oct. 1745.

248. Dean Swift. Died, 19 Oct. 1745.

Bust of Swift, three-quarters, L, head towards r., hair long,

in canonicals. Leg. ionat . swift s . t . p . et d . st p . in
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nib. (Jonathan Swift, Professor of Theology and Dean of St.

Patrick's in Ireland.) Below, non pareil. (He has no equal.)

No reverse.

3-05 by 2-3.

MB. iron. Very rare.

This medallic portrait is cast in iron, and the letters of

the legend are polished. The reverse has the incuse of the

obverse, but below are stamped the letters i. p. f. (Isaac

Parkes fecit.) This piece, which may probably have been in-

tended as an ornament for the lid of a box, was made by Parkes

about the year 1825 ; the portrait and legends are copied from

an engraving by Vertue.

249. Dean Swift. Died, 19 Oct. 1745.

Bust of Swift, three-quarters, I., in canonicals. Leg. i . s

d d d s . p . d. (Jonathan Swift, D.D., Dean of St. Patrick's,

Dublin.)

No reverse.

•5.

Royal Irish Academy, JR. Extremely rare.

This is a small medallic portrait executed early in the present

century, and probably intended to be set in a ring.

250. Campaign of 1745.

Bust of Louis XV., v., hair long, head bound with fillet, no

drapery. Leg. lud . xv . rex christianiss. Below, f. m.

(Francois Marteau.)

Rev. Victory, beneath a palm-tree, is seated, v., upon the

shields of Oudenarde, Ostend, Nieuport, and other towns of

Brabant, and with an arrow inscribes upon another shield, de

anglis austriacis et. (Over the English, Austrians, &c.)

Leg. victoris celeritas et constantia. (The expedition and

perseverance of the Conqueror.) Ex. pr^cipu^ belgii aus-

triaci urbes subactje mdcc.xlv. (The principal cities of the
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Austrian Netherlands subdued, 1745.) i. c. roet . f. (Joseph

Charles Eoettier fecit.)

1-65. Med. Louis XV., 69. Van Loon, Suppl. xxi. 189.

MB. M. M.
The obverse of the specimen in silver is varied, and has the

artist's initials, F M, in monogram. After the battle of

Fontenoy, the Allies were unable to impede the progress of the

French arms, and before the close of the campaign all the

principal cities of the Netherlands had fallen into their hands.

251. Arrival of the Young Pretender expected. 1745.

Bust of Prince Charles, v., hair short, curly behind, no

drapery. Leg. carolus wallijs princeps. Below, 1745.

Rev. Britannia, standing by a rock on the sea-shore, and

resting upon her spear and shield, waits the arrival of an

approaching fleet ; behind her is a globe with the map of Great

Britain. Leg. amor et spes. (Love and hope.) Ex. Britannia.

1-65. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xiv. 2.

MB. M. M. Bare.

This medal, probably the work of Thomas Pingo, was struck

in England, when Charles had resolved to make an attempt to

recover the British throne. It was circulated freely both in

England and Scotland amongst his adherents, who had been

apprised of his coming. Britannia represents the young Prince's

friends, who were animated by love and hope, and who now

looked for his arrival, which he had led them to expect. In

1748. when negotiations for a peace with England were pro-

ceeding at Aix-la-Chapelle, Prince Charles caused the above

medal to be largely distributed in France, so " that there were

but few of any tolerable mark but had one." The French

Ministry being desirous of peace, looked upon this act as an

insult and complained to the King, who was unwilling to take

any notice of the matter. The Prince de Conti, however,

remarking one day to Charles that he was surprised at the type

of the medal, as the British navy was no very good friend to

him, the latter replied, " That may be, but I am nevertheless
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the friend of the fleet against all its enemies. The glory of

England I shall always regard as my own, and her glory rests

on her navy." (See The Lockhart Papers, 1817, Vol. II.

p. 571.)

252. Arrival op the Young Pretender expected. 1745.

Another : similar to the preceding, but smaller in diameter.

1-2.

MB. M. Bare.

This piece in type and device exactly resembles the preceding,

and was struck for the same purpose.

253. The Young Pretender. 1745.

Bust of Prince Charles, r., hair short, curly behind, no

drapery.

No reverse.

•4 by -35.

MB. N. Very rare.

This piece is intended to be set in a ring or brooch, and was

struck about the time of Prince Charles's arrival in Scotland.

254. The Young Pretender. 1745.

Prince Charles standing, three-quarters, I., in Highland
costume, his right hand extended : in the distance an attendant

holds his target. Leg. carolus princeps.

Rev. Fame flying, I., bears a crown and blows a trumpet,

whence issues a label inscribed, suum cuique. (To each his

own.) Below, a city.

1-4. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xiv. 1.

MB. M. Not rare.

An ill-executed medal, struck at the time when the young
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Prince was arriving in Great Britain. His appearance on the

obverse is described in one of the Jacobite songs:

—

He wears a broadsword at his side,

And weel he kens to draw that,

The target and the Highland plaid,

The shoulder belt and a' that.

A bonnet bound with ribbons blue,

The white cockade and a' that,

The tartan hose and philabeg,

Which makes us blythe, for a' that.

The reverse is in the spirit of another Jacobite song :

—

Our King shall hae his ain again,

And Charlie is the man.

255. Jacobite Badge?

Figure of St. Andrew, I., with his cross. Leg. fear . god .

AND . HONOUR . THE . KING.

Rev. Two guns, crossed, from which is suspended a pouch :

below, two infants angling; above, a pointer and a covey of

255. Jacobite Badge ?

partridges, a spaniel flushing birds, and two persons pointing

at the birds and also at a reversed crown, mitre, broken sword,

and sceptre. Leg. have . at . them.

1-4 by 1-15. (See Woodcut.)

MB. N. Extremely rare.
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This piece is composed of two thin plates of gold, and may

have served as the badge of some society. It has been sup-

posed, but probably erroneously, to belong to some Jacobite

club, and that the persons who appear to be " having at the

birds" are really intended to have some design against the

crown.

256. Loyal Association. 1745.

Two men, wearing the badge of some club, grasping right

hands. Leg. where hearts are right, let hands unite.

Ex. FOUNDED IN THE FRENCH WAR 1745.

Rev. Shield bearing St. George piercing the shield of France;

supporters, a lion and a two-headed eagle ; crest, Britannia,

as on the current coins ; motto, for our country. Leg. these

banners spread, are gallia's dread. ex. i kirk f . st .

Paul's church-yard.

1-4.

MB. M. Not common.

When France, affecting to support the cause of the Stuart

family, prepared to invade England, various associations were

formed to defend the country and the reigning monarch. This

medal was struck by one of these associations and was possibly

used as a badge.

257. Loyal Association. 1745.

A general on horseback reviewing troops. Leg. pro c^sare

pro aris & pocis (sic). (For our King, our altars, and our

hearths.) Ex. nov? iv . mdccxlv.

Rev. Pallas overthrowing the giants : above, in clouds,

Jupiter on his eagle. Leg. quid contra sonantem palladis

mgida possunt ruentes. (What can they avail, rushing against

the clanging aegis of Pallas.) Ex. t. pingo . f.

1-6. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xvi. 2.

MB. M. Not rare.

This medal was also struck by one of the associations formed

to repel the French invasion, which, it foretells, will be as fruit-
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less as the resistance of the giants against the segis of Pallas.

The date is probably that of the foundation of the Association.

It may have been selected as being the day and month on which

William III. landed in England to support the Protestant

Religion against the attacks of a Stuart. A specimen of this

medal is inscribed on the edge, iohn a**** true blue corke,

but there is no reason for supposing that the medal was specially

struck for that Society.

258. Carlisle taken. 30 Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

dress-coat and riband across the breast. Leg. gul : dux .

cumb : delicle . militum. (William, Duke of Cumberland, the

favourite of the soldiers.) On a band below, natvs . 15 . apr :

1721. On truncation, wolpp. (Johann Henrik Wolff.)

Rev. The Duke, as a Roman warrior, his shield decorated

with the bust of the King, attacks the Hydra of Rebellion

:

Carlisle in the distance. Leg. pro . patre . et . patria. (For

my father and my country.) Ex. reb : ex . ang . pullsi . &

carl : redactum . dec . 1745. (The rebels driven from England

and Carlisle reduced, Dec. 1745.)

1-45. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xv. 6.

MB. JE. Rare.

Prince Charles and his army advanced into England as far

as Derby, where, upon a full consideration of the dangers

which threatened them, they commenced their retreat, and

made no stand until they had passed the border. A garrison

was left at Carlisle, but after some show of resistance it

surrendered at discretion to the Duke of Cumberland, 30 Dec.

1745.

259. Carlisle taken. 30 Dec. 1745.

Another : from the same dies as the preceding ; but in the

exergue on the reverse pullsi . & is changed into pul : et.

1-4.

MB. iE. R. W. Cochran-Patrick, M. Rare.
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260. Carlisle taken. 30 Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c. ; similar to No. 258.

Leg. gul : dux : cumb : delicle : militum : On a band below,

NATUS . 15 . APR . 1721.

Rev. The Duke, as a Koman warrior, &c. ; similar to No.

258, but his shield is decorated with the head of Medusa. Leg.

PRO : PATRE : ET : PATRIA : Ex. REB . EX . ANG . PULLSI & CARI .

REDACTUM DEC : 1745.

1-35.

MB. M. Not rare.

A badly executed copy of No. 258, without the artist's name.

261. Carlisle taken. 30 Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c; similar to No. 258.

Leg. will : duke . cumb : British . hero. On a band below,

BORN . 15 . APR : 1721.

Rev. The Duke, as a Koman warrior, &c. ; same as No. 258.

Leg. FOR . MY . FATHER . AND . COUNTRY. Ex. CARLILE . RE-

DUCED . AND . REBELS . FLEW . DEC : 1745.

1-4. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xvi. 8.

MB. M. Not rare.

An imitation of No. 258.

262. Carlisle taken. 30 Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c. ; similar to No. 258.

Leg. will : duke : cumb : British : hero. On a band below,

BORN . 15 . APR . 1721.

Rev. The Duke on horseback, L, directs a soldier to conduct

two Highland soldiers to the rear. Leg. rebellion : iustly :

REWARDED. Ex. AT . CARLILE . DEC : 1745.

1-35. Rev. Num. Beige, 1878, PL xi. 32.

MB. M. (two varieties). Not rare.

These ill- executed medals were issued by Mr. Pinchbeck,

toyman. (See Gent. Mag. 1746, p. 106.)
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263. Eetreat of the Rebels. Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, I., hair short, laureate,

in armour decorated with star. Leg. his royal highness

WILLIAM DUKE OF CUMBERLAND.

Rev. The rebel army retreating. Leg. the pretenders last

shift or rebels race for life : 1745.

1-35.

MB. M. Common.

A badly executed medal, struck probably soon after the rebels

retreated from Derby and Carlisle.

264. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745.

The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, I. ; Carlisle in the

background. Leg. gul . aug : dux cumberlandle. Ex. nat .

15 . APR . 1721. A. KIRK . F.

264. The Rebels repulsed.

Rev. The Duke as a Roman warrior presents an olive branch

to Anglia, seated, her shield at her side, and holding a spear

surmounted by the cap of Liberty : the biblia sacra on her

seat. He is trampling on a fallen warrior, whose shield bears

the Papal tiara ; a broken sword and yoke lie on the ground.

Leg. spem reducis mentibus anxiis. (Hope of return to anxious

minds.) Ex. mdccxlv. i. kirk . f.
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1-35. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. Rare.

After the capture of Carlisle the Duke returned to London.

He is represented as comforting Anglia, who is accompanied

by the emblems of Religion and Liberty, with the hope of

Peace in consequence of the defeat of the rebels, here considered

synonymous with oppression, tyranny, and Popery.

265. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, v., hair tied behind, in

armour and riband across the breast. Leg. gvlielmvs . dvx .

CVMBRL2E. On truncation, t. pingo . f.

Rev. A Lion overcoming a Wolf. Leg. ivstitia . trivm-

phans. (Justice triumphant.) Ex. mdccxlv.

1-8. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xvi. 1.

MB. M. M. Rare.

Struck after the capture of Carlisle, when the English Lion

had laid prostrate the Wolf, which animal is a frequent emblem
of rebellion. The legend is a retort upon Prince Charles,

who upon his landing inscribed his standard with tandem

TRIUMPHANS.

The obverse of this medal was also used for the metallic

tickets struck for the Duke of Cumberland's theatre, and

inscribed on the reverse, box, gallery, &c.

266. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c. ; similar to the

preceding. Leg. gvlielmvs . dvx . cvmbrle. On truncation,

the artist's initials, w b.

Rev. A Lion overcoming a Wolf. Leg. ivstice . trivmphant.

Ex. 1745.

1-8.

MB. brass. Not common.
A badly executed imitation of the preceding.
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287. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, three-quarters, L, hair

short, in military coat, breastplate, star, riband, and badge of

the Order of the Bath. Leg. gulielmus . aug : dux . cumbrle.

On truncation, a. kirk . f.

Rev. George II., rising from his throne, receives from the

Duke of Cumberland several mural crowns and a branch of

palm. Leg. quid non pro patria. (What not for my country.)

Ex. ang : lib : reb : mdccxlv. (England freed from the rebels,

1745.) I. KIRK . F.

1-6.

MB. M. Haggard, M. Rare.

This medal represents the Duke of Cumberland on his

return from Carlisle, 4 Jan. 1745/6, presenting to his father,

George II., the emblems of the towns from which he had

driven the rebels. The design of the reverse is taken from

a medal of Louis XIV. upon the Dauphin's campaign in

Germany in 1688. (See Med. Louis XIV., 223.)

268. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745..

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, three-quarters, L, hair

short, in hat, military coat, star, riband, and badge of the

Order of the Bath. Leg. gul : aug : dux cumbrle. On
truncation, i. kirk . f.

Rev. George II., rising from his throne, receives from the

Duke of Cumberland several mural crowns, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

1-6. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xvi. 4.

MB. M. Rare.

Cracks in the die of the reverse show that this variety was

struck after the preceding.

269. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745.

Bust of George II., L, partly turned away from the spectator,

laureate, hair long, in armour with lion's head on the shoulder,
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and mantle. Leg. geoegius . ii . d . g . rex. On truncation,

I. KIRK.

Rev. Truth, her head radiate, is seated on clouds and holds

a palm branch and an open Bible
;
prostrate at her feet lies the

Hydra of rebellion having the heads of the Pope, the Devil,

the Pretender, the King of France, a Cardinal, and a Bishop.

Leg. Veritas liberavit vos. (Truth has made you free.

—

comjp.

St. John, viii. 32.) Ex. dec . mdccxlv. i. kirk . f.

1-15. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL iv. 6.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

Truth is emblematic of the Protestant Religion, and she,

with her emblem, the open Bible, here destroys Rebellion,

represented at that time in songs and satirical prints as the

Pope, the Devil, and the Pretender.

270. The Rebels repulsed. Dec. 1745.

Bust of George II., I., partly turned away from the spectator,

laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Map of the British Islands, guarded by ships and by a

hand from heaven holding a naming sword. Leg. perficit

miracula. (He accomplishes marvellous things.) 1745.

1-15. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. iv. 7.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

The protection of the country is here attributed to Divine

Providence, " for he hath done marvellous things ; with his

own right hand, and with his holy arm, hath he gotten himself

the victory."

—

Psalm xcviii. 1, 2.

271. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, I., hair tied behind, in

military coat, breastplate, star, riband, and badge. Leg. gul :

dux . cumbrle. On a band below, pro . patria . na : xv . ap :

mdccxxi. (Born for his country, 15 April, 1721.) On trunca-

tion, wolff . f. (Johann Henrik Wolff fecit.)

VOL. II. R R
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Rev. The Duke commanding on horseback, I. ; behind him,

the river Spey ; in the distance, the battle, cavalry rushing

through a walled enclosure ; other cavalry charging and pursu-

ing the enemy. Leg. b.ob,m . momento. (In a moment

—

Hor.

Sat. I. i. 7, 8.) Ex. compressus . furor . civilis . ad . cul-

loden . apr : xvi . mdccxlvi. (—civil discord has been suppressed

at Culloden, 16 April, 1746.)

1*6. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xv. 5.

MB. M. brass. Bare.

On the 12th April the Duke of Cumberland forded the river

Spey, and on the 14th entered Nairn. Two days afterwards

he marched out to attack Prince Charles, who had drawn up

his army on Culloden Moor, his right flank being covered by

some straggling park walls and his left resting on Culloden

House. The Duke's army was formed in three lines, which the

Highlanders attacked with great bravery. The front line of

the English was forced, but the second, receiving the enemy

with a murderous fire, threw them into some confusion. At

this moment General Hawley broke down the walls of the park

and charged their rear, General Bland at the same time attack-

ing with the cavalry. Assailed on all sides, the Highlanders

were thrown into complete disorder and fled. All these circum-

stances are represented on this medal. The legend alludes to

the short duration of the fight. "In one short hour," says

Smollett, " all the Prince's hopes vanished, and the rebellion

was entirely extinguished."

272. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, three-quarters, I., head

facing, hair tied behind, in armour, ermine mantle, riband, and

star of the Order of the Bath. Leg. gul : aug : dux cumbrle.

On truncation, i. kirk . f.

Rev. The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, r., riding

over a prostrate foe having the heads of the King of France, a

Bishop, and a Scot ; broken sword, yoke, and chains are lying
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on the ground : in the distance is a view of Culloden House

and the battle. Leg. pee . magnanimitatem . et . ductum. (By

courage and generalship— ) Ex. sco : eeb : expvgnavit .

palud . culloden . 16 . ap : mdccxlvi. (—he defeated the

Scottish rebels at the morass of Culloden, 16 April, 1746.) In

the field, kiek . f. (John Kirk fecit.)

1-7. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xvi. 3.

MB. M. Rare.

The mitred head represents the Pope, who, with the King

of France, was supposed to be deeply interested in the success

of Prince Charles. Culloden House, near which the engage-

ment took place, and on which the left of Charles's army rested,

was the residence of Duncan Forbes, Charles's ablest enemy in

Scotland. The Duke's right was, in his first position, protected

by a morass.

273. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

A variety of the preceding has the obverse slightly varied,

and no star on the Duke's breast.

1-7.

MB. M. Bare.

274. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

dress-coat and riband across the breast. Leg. will : duke .

cumb : beitish . heeo. On a band below, boen . 15 . ape . 1721.

Similar to No. 261.

Rev. The Duke commanding at a battle ; in the foreground,

a cannon and a dead soldier ; in the distance, infantry flying, L,

before infantry. Leg. eebelion : justly : eewaeded. Ex. at

CULLODEN . 16 . AP . 1746.

1-4.

MB. brass. Common.
E E 2
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275. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

dress-coat and riband across the breast. Leg. will : duke :

Cumberland : On a band below, born : 15 : apr : 1721.

Rev. Bebels flying, r., before two files of infantry and a

charge of cavalry ; a cannon and a dead horse in the fore-

ground. Leg. REBELION . JUSTLY . REWARDED. Ex. CULLODEN

.

16 . ap . 1746.

1-4. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xvi. 7.

MB. brass. Common.

276. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, I. ; distant city.

Leg. will : duke Cumberland. Ex. born . 15 . ap . 1721.

Rev. The Duke commanding at a battle : rebels flying, r.,

before infantry and a charge of cavalry ; a cannon, a dead horse,

&c, in the foreground. Leg. rebelion . justly . rewarded.

Ex. at culloden . 16 . ap . 1746.

1-65.

MB. brass. Common.

277. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, I., &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. The Duke commanding at a battle, &c. ; very similar

to the preceding. Leg. rebelion . justly . rewarded. Ex.

CULLODEN .16 AP . 1746.

1-65.

MB. brass. Common.

These are badly executed memorials of the battle of Culloden,

and were issued for general distribution. It is not improbable

that, like the Porto Bello and other medals of the same cha-

racter, they were made by direction of Mr. Pinchbeck, toyman.
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278. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

armour, lion's skin wrapped round his body, and George of the

Garter hanging below. Leg. gulielmus . geor . ii . r . fil .

dux . cumbrle. (William, son of King George II., Duke of

Cumberland.) On truncation, r . yeo . f.

Rev. The Duke, as Hercules, tramples upon Discord, and

raises Britannia. Ex. perdvellib . ex . ang . fvgat . ad cul-

lod . debellat . 16 . apr . 1746. (The rebels driven from

England and defeated at Culloden, 16 April, 1746.)

2. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xv. 4.

MB.N.M.M. Bare.

This is the finest of the Culloden medals ; it was executed

by Richard Yeo, afterwards the chief engraver of the Mint.

The type of the reverse was probably suggested by Roman
coins. Specimens in silver were sold at a guinea each, and in

copper at half a guinea. Those in gold were sold for two

guineas more than the value of the metal. (See The London

Gazette, 3-7 Feb. 1746 [0. S.].)

279. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c; copied from the

preceding. Leg. gulielmus . dux . cumbrle. On truncation,

I. KIRK . F.

Rev. Fame, bearing an olive branch and a trumpet, with

the flag inscribed, venit vidit vincit (He comes, he sees, he

conquers), flies over the globe on which the British Islands

are marked. Leg. insula . chara . deis . heroum . inclyta .

mater. (The Island dear to the Gods, the illustrious Mother of

Heroes.) Ex. 16 . ap . 1 . die . 26 . anni . mt . su^ . reb .

CULLODENICTS . CAMPIS . DOMUIT . VIGILANTIA . SUA . MDCCXLVI.

(On the 16th April, the first day of the 26th year of his age, he

conquered the rebels by his vigilance on the plains of Culloden,

1746.) a. kirk . F.

1-4. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xvi. 5.

MB. M. M. Rare.
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The inscription on the flag of the trumpet alludes to the

short duration of the fight and its entire success. The mention

of the Duke's vigilance refers to the cautious and compact

disposition of his army, whereby he protected it against any

sudden attack, and defeated an attempt to surprise him at

Nairn. The Duke of Cumberland was born on the 15th April,

1721 ; the battle was therefore fought on the first day of his

26th year.

280. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, L, laureate, hair tied

behind, in breastplate with star, mantle, and riband across the

breast. Leg. guliel : dux . cumbrle . conserv : patriae.

(William, Duke of Cumberland, the Preserver of his country.)

On truncation, a. kirk . f.

Rev. Fame, bearing an olive branch and a trumpet, &c.

;

same as the preceding.

1-45.

MB. JE. Bare.

This medal is entirely by A. Kirk, probably a brother of John

Kirk, with whom he worked. (See the preceding medal.)

281. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

armour, riband across the breast, and mantle over his left

shoulder. Leg. gvil . cvmberl . dvx exercit . m . brit . imp.

(William, Duke of Cumberland, Commander of the army of

Great Britain.) On truncation, m. holtzhey fec.

Rev. The Duke of Cumberland, as a Roman general, crowned

by Victory, tramples upon a fallen foe ; at his feet kneel two

suppliant Highlanders : in the distance, the town of Inverness,

and the Scottish army flying. Leg, restitvtori qvietis. (To

the Restorer of Peace.) Ex. rebell . ad innernivm devict ,

mdccxlvi. (The rebels defeated near Inverness, 1746.)

1*65. Van Loon, Suppl. xxii. 216. Cochran-Patrick, Scott.

Med., PI. xv. 7.
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MB. M. Rare.

This is the Dutch memorial of the battle of Culloden ; it

was executed by Martin Holtzhey at Amsterdam. Culloden

is distant about eight miles from Inverness.

282. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

armour, riband across the breast, and ermine mantle termi-

nating the bust. Leg. gvil . cvmberl . dvx . exercit . magn .

BRIT . IMP.

Rev. The Duke of Cumberland as a Eoman general, &c.

;

same as the preceding.

1-6.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal, a variety of the preceding, was also executed

by Martin Holtzhey, although the obverse does not bear his

signature.

283. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair short, no drapery.

Leg. Cumberland. Below, yeo . f. (Richard Yeo fecit.)

Rev. Apollo, laureate, leaning upon his bow, points to the

Dragon wounded by his arrow. Leg. actum . est . ilicet .

periit. (The deed is done, it is all over, he has perished.—

comp. Ter. Eun. I. i. 9, 10.) Ex. prgzl . colod . ap . xvi .

mdccxlvi. (The Battle of Culloden, 16 April, 1746.)

1-75 by 1-45. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xv. 3.

MB. N. M. Extremely rare.

This medal has an ornamental border and a ring for sus-

pension, and was probably given to officers who were present

at the battle. Apollo is the Duke of Cumberland, and the

Dragon is the rebellion, overthrown by the battle of Culloden.

The legend either bids the Pretender to depart, as the rebellion

has been suppressed, or else it may infer that the army, having

defeated the rebels, has now finished its work.
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284. Battle of Culloden. 16 April, 1746.

The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, r. ; distant battle.

Leg. On a band, gul : aug : dux . cum : terror . reb. (William

Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, the Terror of the rebels.)

Ex. 1746.

No reverse.

1-4. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xvi. 6.

MB. brass gilt, M. Yery rare.

This piece has a loop for suspension and an ornament above

and below. It was struck for general distribution after the

battle of Culloden, and is in conformity with the declaration of

the House of Lords, that " by his bravery and example the

Duke could not fail to strike terror into the rebels." The
specimen in copper in the British Museum is struck on a

square piece of metal.

285. Rebellion defeated. 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, three-quarters, I., in hat,

uniform coat, and riband across the breast. Leg. gulielmus .

DUX . CUMBRIA.

Rev. A suppliant Scot kneeling before Britannia, seated, and

holding a threatening sword ; her left hand rests on her shield.

Leg. melioribus . utere . fatis. (Enjoy a better fate.) Ex.

1746.

1-25.

MB. JE. Common.
The general devastation of the glens and the atrocities, with

which the rebel provinces were visited after the battle of

Culloden, were but a poor omen of a better fate.

286. Rebellion defeated. 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

armour and riband across the breast. Leg. gvlielmvs . dvx .

CVMBRIjE.
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Rev. A Highlander, hat off, kneeling suppliantly before the

crowned Lion rampant of England. Ex. 1746.

1*25. Van Loon, Suppl. xxii. 215.

MB. M. Common.
The obverse is copied from Pingo's medal commemorating

the repulse of the rebels. (See No. 265, p. 607.)

287. Eebellion defeated. 1746.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

armour and riband across the breast. Leg. gvlielmvs . dvx .

cvmbrle.

Rev. A Lion overcoming a Wolf. Leg. ivstitia . trivm-

phans. (Justice triumphant.) Ex. mdccxlvi.

1-25.

B. W. Cochran-Patrick, M. Very rare.

This medal is copied from No. 265, p. 607, but with the date

altered and the artist's name omitted.

288. Eebellion defeated. 1746.

Bust of George II., v., laureate, hair long, in armour, and

ermine mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg.

GEORG . II . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET HIB . REX . F . D . ET EL.

288. Rebellion defeated.
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Below, vestner . f. (Georg Wilhelrn Vestner fecit.) Same as

No. 48.

Rev. A pedestal, decorated with the arms of the King, crowned,

and surmounted by a Victory bearing a laurel wreath and a

palm branch : behind, trophies of arms and standards. Leg.

DIEV ET MON DROIT. Ex. DEBELLATIS PERDVELLIBVS IN SCOTIA

per dvcem de cvmberland mdccxxxxvi. (The rebels defeated

in Scotland by the Duke of Cumberland, 1746.)

1-75. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed at Nuremberg ; the reverse is by

Andreas Vestner, son of Georg Wilhelm Vestner, who died in

1740.

289. Execution of Rebels. 1746.

The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, galloping, I. ; sword

drawn. Leg. duke . of . cumber :

Rev. Executioner hanging a rebel ; two others suppliant

before another executioner holding ropes. Leg. more rebels

A COMEING.

1-3. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xvi. 9.

MB. M. Not rare.

This badly executed medal refers to the numerous executions

of rebels after the battle of Culloden, and also to the terrible

punishment which it was deemed necessary to inflict.

290. Failure of Prince Charles. 1746.

The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, galloping, I., &c.

;

same as the preceding.

Rev. Prince Charles, attempting to snatch the crown from

the top of a column, is seized and pulled back by the Duke of

Cumberland, who runs his sword through his body. Leg. come

BACK AGAIN. Ex. PRETENTER.

1-8. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xvi. 10.

MB. brass. Not rare.
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This piece is badly executed, but not ill calculated to ridicule

the unsuccessful attempt of the Jacobites.

291. Concord of Holland, England, and Germany. 1746.

A female figure, Holland, standing, three-quarters, r., leaning

on her spear, surmounted by the cap of Liberty ; her left hand

rests on her shield. Leg. belgivm foederatvm. (United Hol-

land.)

Rev. Three urns inscribed scald. (The Scheldt), tham. (The

Thames), and rhen. (The Rhine), all flowing into one sea : on

these rest three flags, with the arms of Holland, the United

Provinces, &c. Leg. fert regibvs opem. (It brings power to

Kings.) Ex. mdccxlvi.

1. Van Loon, Suppl. xxii. 207.

MB. JR. Rare.

This medalet is the work of Martin Holtzhey, and was struck

early in the year 1746. The obverse refers to the unanimity

of the Provinces of Holland, and the reverse to the alliance

which at the time existed between that country, England, and

Germany.

292. The Tuesday Club of Annapolis. May, 1746.

Liberty, as a naked youth, holding a staff surmounted by a

cap, seated near an altar inscribed, libertas et natale solum.

(Liberty and my native land.) Leg. carolus cole armiger

prases. (Charles Cole, Esquire, President.)

Rev. Two hands united in a heart : inscription across the

field, the Tuesday club in Annapolis Maryland may . 14, 1746.

Leg. concordia res parv^e crescunt. (By concord small things

increase.)

1-7. (See Woodcut.)

MB. JE. Extremely rare.

The " Tuesday Club " of Annapolis was an Association of

gentlemen, founded in that city between the years 1740-45,

and which existed for about forty years. The records of this
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Club, in the possession of the Maryland Historical Society at

Baltimore, are illustrated by amusing sketches and portraits

of the members. They also give, in a humorous vein, the pro-

ceedings of the Club, its laws, ceremonies, poetical productions,

292. The Tuesday Club of Annapolis.

mock trials, &c, and show a great deal of the wit and learning

in the social life of that period in Maryland. The above medal,

executed in London, and the work of John Kirk, was worn on

occasions of ceremony by the members. Further particulars

respecting the Club will be found in " Scribner's Monthly,"

Jan. 1879.

293. Professor Francis Hutcheson. Died, 8 Aug. 1746.

Bust of Hutcheson, three-quarters, r., long flowing wig, in

professorial robes. Leg. franc . hvtcheson . phil . mor . in .

acad . GLASGViE . pvb . prof. (Francis Hutcheson, Public Pro-

fessor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Glasgow.)

Rev. A female figure, facing, seated upon a sarcophagus,

holds a sceptre, and leans her head upon her hand, her elbow

being placed upon some books ; her foot rests upon a cube
;

near her is a butterfly on the wing. Leg. non . svo . sed .

pvblico . lvget . damno. (She laments not her own, but the

public loss.) Ex. post . ob . mdccxlvi. (After his death, 1746.)
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4 -

2. Mazzuchelli, II. PL clxxxvi. 3. Hollis's Memoirs,

p. 587.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal is cast, and is set in a brass ring. It was

executed at Florence under the direction of Basil Hamilton,

afterwards Earl of Selkirk, a pupil of the Professor. It was

cast by Antonio Selvi from a wax model by Gosset, and is said

to have been a good characteristic likeness.

Francis Hutcheson was born in Ireland, 8 Aug. 1694, and

educated at Glasgow, where he afterwards became Professor

of Moral Philosophy. He died at Dublin on the anniversary of

his birthday, 8 Aug. 1746. His " Svstem of Moral Philosophy"

is set forth in two volumes, published in 1755 by his son.

The figure upon the reverse is the Genius of Philosophy ; the

sceptre may be a general allusion to her authority, or a

particular one to his authority as a Professor. The cube

implies the stability of his system, and the butterfly the

immortality of the soul.

294. Battle of Eoucoux.
3^~ 1746.

Bust of Louis XV., r., hair long, head bound with fillet,

no drapery. Leg. lud . xv . rex christianiss. Below, f. m.

(Francois Marteau.)

Rev. The river god of the Meuse, mosa, reclining, r., amidst

trophies of captured arms, mural crowns, &c, is terrified at the

approach of Victory, who carries a laurel wreath, and blows

a trumpet decorated with the French flag. Leg. expeditions

belgicje complementum. (The accomplishment of the Belgic

expedition.) Ex. hostes ad raucosium fusi xi . octobris .

m.dcc.xlvi. (The enemy defeated at Roucoux, 11 Oct. 1746.)

J. c. r. (Joseph Charles Roettier.)

1-65. Med. Louis XV., 72.

MB. M. M.
The obverse of the specimen in silver is varied, and has the

artist's initials, F M, in monogram.
Marshal Saxe having attacked the Allies under Prince Charles

of Lorraine at Roucoux on the Jaar, which flows into the
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Meuse, the latter was compelled to retire, and his army would

have suffered most severely, had his retreat not been protected

by General Ligonier at the head of the English cavalry. This

battle closed the campaign of the year 1746. On account of

the recall of the British troops to suppress the rebellion in

Scotland, England had during this year taken but a small part

in the campaign in Flanders, and the French were enabled to

make themselves masters of nearly the whole of the Austrian

Netherlands.

COUNTEES OF THE KoYAL FAMILY. 1746.

295. GEOEGE II. AND THE DuKE OF CuMBEBLAND. COUNTEE.

Bust of George II., L, hair long, in armour, riband, and

star of the Garter. Leg. geoegius . n . eex. On truncation,

kiek. (John Kirk.)

Rev. Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind,

in armour with lion's head on the shoulder, fur mantle fastened

with brooch, and riband across the breast. Leg. gulielmus

dux cumbele. Below, kiek . f. (John Kirk fecit.)

1.

MB. M.
This and the following pieces (Nos. 296-313) are counters,

bearing portraits of the King and other members of the royal

family. They are of good workmanship, and were probably

made for use at cards. As the portrait of Queen Caroline does

not occur on any of them, they were probably struck after her

death, and about the year 1746, soon after the suppression of

the rebellion in Scotland, at which time the Duke of Cumber-

land was very popular. This would account for the prominence

given to his portrait before that of his elder brother.

296. GEOEGE II. AND THE DuKE OF CuMBEELAND. COUNTEE.

Bust of George II., 1., &c. ; similar to the preceding.

Rev. Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c. ; similar to

the preceding. Below, I. kiek.
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1.

MB. M. (two varieties).

There are two dies, slightly varying, of this counter.

297. Frederick, Prince of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Frederick, Prince of Wales, L, hair tied behind, in

armour with lion's head on the shoulder, riband, and star of the

Garter. Leg. fredericus wallle . princeps.

Rev. The Prince's plumes and motto.

1.

MB. M.

298. Frederick and Augusta, Prince and Princess of

Wales. Counter.

Bust of Frederick, Prince of Wales, I., &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r., with bandeau,

jewel at the side of her head, ear-ring, necklace, and ermine

mantle across the breast. Leg. avgvsta wallje . principissa.

Below, kirk . f. (John Kirk fecit.)

1.

MB. M.

299. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r., with bandeau, pearl

ear-ring, necklace, dress with brooch in front, and ermine

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. augusta

WALLLE . PRINCIPISSA.

Rev. Cupid, sleeping, rests his arm upon a table, whereon

is a candle, around which several moths are hovering. Leg.

pour un plaisir mille de peine. (A thousand torments for

one pleasure.)

1.

MB. M.
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300. Augusta, Peincess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r., &c. ; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Cupid, carrying his arrow and how, is mounted upon a

lion. Leg. l'amour triomphe sur tout. (Love triumphs over

everything.)

1.

MB. M.

301. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, v., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Two Cupids embracing. Leg. deux corps une ame.

(Two bodies, one soul.)

1.

MB. M.

302. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r.. &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid, holding a small mirror, rests upon his bow and

tramples upon a mask. Leg. l'amour requiert la sincerite.

(Love requires sincerity.)

1.

MB. M.

303. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r., &c; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid is seated upon his quiver in the water, and

paddles himself along with his bow. Leg. l'amour trouve de

moyen. (Love finds a way.)

1.

MB. M.
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304. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid fixing wings upon the back of an Ass. Leg.

l'amour change la nature. (Love changes nature, i.e., con-

verts an Ass into a Pegasus.)

1.

MB. M.

305. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, v., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid, walking, I., tramples upon a hare and carries a

branch of palm and his bow. Leg. l'amour est sans peur.

(Love is without fear.)

1.

MB. M.

306. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, v., &c; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid walking, r., a tortoise before him, a hare behind

hirn. Leg. perseverance gagne. (Perseverance wins :—an

allusion to the fable of the Hare and the Tortoise.)

1.

MB. JR.

307. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, v., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid trampling upon the tail of a peacock. Leg.

l'amour hait la vanite. (Love detests vanity.)

1.

MB. M.
s s
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308. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, v., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid gathering roses. Leg. nulle rose sans epine.

(No rose without a thorn.)

1.

MB. M.

309. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, v., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid, standing near a lily, is pierced by an arrow.

Leg. l'absence tue. (Absence destroys.)

i.

MB. M.

310. Augusta, Princess of Wales. Counter.

Bust of Augusta, Princess of Wales, r., &c. ; same as No.

299.

Rev. Cupid carrying a heavy column on his shoulders. Leg.

nul labour fatigue. (No labour fatigues him.)

1.

MB. M.

311. William, Duke of Cumberland. Counter.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind, in

armour with lion's head on the shoulder, fur mantle fastened

with brooch, and riband across the breast. Leg. gulielmus

dux cumbrle. Below, i kirk. Same as No. 296.

Rev. Two Cupids embracing, &c; same as No. 301.

1.

MB. M.
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312. William, Duke of Cumberland. Counter.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c. ; same as the pre-

ceding.

Rev. Cupid gathering roses, &c. ; same as No. 308.

1.

MB. M.

313. William, Duke of Cumberland. Counter.

Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., &c. ; same as No. 311.

Rev. Cupid carrying a heavy column, &c. ; same as No. 310.

1.

MB. M.

314. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Busts, face to face, of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and mantle ; she, with hair bound

with pearls, and lovelocks, wears mantle fastened with brooches

in front and on the shoulder. Leg. wilh . car . henr . fris .

PRINC . AVR . ET ANNA MAG . BRIT. Ex. M. HOLTZHEY . FEC.

Same as No. 54.

Rev. Within a wreath of orange and oak, wilh . car . henr .

FRISO DICTATOR PERPETVVS CREATVS XXV APRIL MDCCXLVII.

(William Charles Henry Friso appointed Perpetual Dictator,

25 April, 1747.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 223.

MB. M. Bare.

The States-General, alarmed at the dangers of French ag-

gression, against which Great Britain had long endeavoured in

vain to warn them, had recourse to a measure which they had

adopted upon former occasions, and made the Prince of Orange
Stadtholder, with the same extended powers that had been con-

ferred on his kinsman and namesake, William III., in 1672,

but which had lain dormant since the latter' s death. On the

25th April [N. S.] William was appointed Stadtholder, and

ss2
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Captain and Admiral-General by the States of Zealand, and on

the 3rd May he received the like appointments from the States

of Holland. A few days afterwards those powers were extended

to the whole Union. The orange and oak branches allude to

the political as well as to the matrimonial alliance between the

Houses of Orange and Great Britain.

315. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Busts, face to face, of "William of Orange and Princess Anne,

&c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A female figure, Zealand, standing, three-quarters, I.,

holding a sword in her right hand, and her shield and spear

surmounted by the cap of Liberty in her left. She tramples

under her feet the Serpent of Discord. Leg. terra mariqve.

(By land and sea.) Below, on a wattled fence, are the eight

shields of her principal towns, m. h. (Martin Holtzhey.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 224.

Hague, M. Very rare.

The movement to restore William to the dignities of his

ancestors commenced in the town of Veere in Zealand, and

soon extended to the other towns of that Province. The

legend on the reverse refers to his appointment as Captain and

Admiral-General.

316. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and mantle ; she, with lovelock on

left shoulder, wears dress fastened with brooch in front. Leg.

VIV : PRINCE EN PRINCESS VAN ORANIEN STATHOUD : VAN HOL.

(Long live the Prince and Princess of Orange, Stadtholder of

Holland.)

Rev. The Lion of Holland, within a wattled fence, holds a

staff surmounted by the cap of Liberty. Leg. en angenaame

REEGH VAN ONSE STAAT VAN'T ORANGE BLAAD. (An acceptable

continuation for our State of the Orange-tree.) Ex. n . maii

MDCCXLVII.
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1*35. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 225.

Hague, M. Very rare.

William was not proclaimed Stadtholder of the whole Union

till the 5th May. This medal, therefore, appears to have been

struck at Amsterdam to commemorate the day on which his

proclamation took place in that city. The device of the reverse

is common on Dutch medals struck during the reign of Queen

Anne.

317. William, Pkince of Oeange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Bust of William of Orange, v., hair long, in cravat, dress-

coat, and mantle fastened with brooch. Leg. wilh . car . henr .

friso princ . nass . et ar. Below, n. v. s. f. (Nicolaus Van
Swinderen fecit.)

Rev. The Belgic Lion, holding a sword, rests its paw on a

pedestal, which supports a book and a spear encircled with an

orange branch, and surmounted by the cap of Liberty ; the

pedestal is inscribed, hony soit qvi mal y pense ; behind, the

rising sun. Leg. gladivs domini et gedeonis. (The sword

of the Lord and of Gideon.

—

Judges, vii. 20.) Ex. hollandia

proclam : gvbern . 3 maii . 1747. (Proclaimed Governor in

Holland, 3 May, 1747.)

1*45. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 227.

MB. M gilt. Ptare.

This medal has a loop for suspension, and was probably

struck at Utrecht. The motto of the Garter is introduced in

allusion to the support given by England to the cause of the

Stadtholder. The legend on the reverse infers that as God
raised up a deliverer of Israel from the Midianites in the person

of Gideon, so did He for Holland from the armies of France in

the person of William IV.

318. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and mantle ; she, with hair adorned

with pearls, and lovelock, wears dress fastened with jewel in
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front. Leg. w . c . h . f . princ . avr . et anna mag . brit.

Below, holtzhey. . fec. (Martin Holtzhey fecit.)

Rev. Inscription,

Btft opgaan der oranjezon

Krygt Nederland een Gideon.

1747.

(At the rising of the Sun of Orange, Holland receives its

Gideon.) Above is an orange branch, to which is attached the

bundle of arrows of the United Provinces; below, the newly risen

sun throwing its rays towards another orange branch, and

J. V. D. STRENG.

1*15. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiv. 240.

MB. M. Bare.

This medal has a loop for suspension. The obverse and

reverse are by different medallists. The type has the same

reference to Gideon as the preceding one. The distich on the

reverse was the composition of the poet Jakob Van der Streng.

319. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

A female figure, armed, facing, holds in her right hand a

spear entwined with an orange branch, and to which is attached

a label inscribed with the Prince's motto, ie maintiendrai

(I will maintain) ; her left hand is placed on the shield of

Utrecht, vltraiecti, crowned and impaled with that of its

diocese : behind is an orange-tree. Leg. pro . aris . et . focis.

(For our altars and our hearths.) Ex. procl . gvbern . 3 mail

1747. (Proclaimed Governor, 3 May, 1747.)

Rev. The shield of the Prince of Orange, crowned, within

the Garter. Leg. gvil . car . henr . friso . princ . nass . et

ar. Below, s. (Nicolaus Van Swinderen.)

1*45. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 229.

Hague, M. Very rare.

This medal was struck by the States of Utrecht on the pro-

clamation of the Prince as Stadtholder.
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320. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Bust of William of Orange, I., hair long, in armour, riband

and star of the Garter. Leg. gul : car : henr : friso princ :

nass : et : aur. On truncation, kirk . f. (John Kirk fecit.)

Rev. The city of Amsterdam, her shield at her side, seated,

r., holds a staff surmounted by the cap of Liberty and presents

a rudder inscribed, per ardua (Through difficulties), to William

of Orange in Roman dress : in the background are the walls of

a city and a ship. Leg. dulce decus salusq : populi. (The

sweet glory and the safety of the people.) Ex. hollandi^e

proclam : gubern . 3 . maii . 1747. (Proclaimed Governor of

Holland, 3 May, 1747.)

1-3. (See Woodcut.)

320. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder.

MB. M. Rare.

This medal, the type of which is more after the character of

Dutch medals, is inserted here as it was executed in England.

321. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Bust of William of Orange, I., hair long, in armour, ermine

mantle, riband and star of the Garter. Leg. gvil . iv . d . g .

PR . AR . & . NASS . F . B . GVB . DVX & ARCHITHAL. (William

IV., by the grace of God, Prince of Orange and Nassau,
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Governor, General, and High-Admiral of United Holland.) On
mantle, n. v. s. (Nicolaus Van Swinderen.)

Rev. The shield of the Prince of Orange, crowned, within

the Garter : around are the seven shields of the United Pro-

vinces, all crowned, and united by orange branches ; below, on

a scroll, el . v . maii . mdccxlvii. (Elected, 5 May, 1747.)

Leg. concordia res parv^; crescvnt. (By concord small things

increase.)

1*5. Yan Loon, Suppl. xxiv. 238.

MB. M. Rare.

The reverse of this medal also occurs with the obverse of

No. 317, and likewise with an obverse bearing the bust of

William V. of Orange (See No. 390, p. 676). William was

elected a Knight of the Garter 12 June, 1733 (See No. 49,

p. 502). The date on the reverse refers to his election as

Stadtholder of the whole Union.

322. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Bust of William of Orange, I., &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Bust of Princess Anne, I., with lovelock, wearing coro-

net, gown, and mantle fastened by a chain over the shoulder.

Leg. ANNA . BRIT . REG . FIL . PRIMOG . PR . NASS . ET . AR.

(Anne, eldest daughter of the King of Britain, Princess of

Nassau and Orange.) On mantle, n. v. s. (Nicolaus Van

Swinderen.)

1*5. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiv. 238 ; xxvii. 287.

The description of this piece is given from Van Loon, but no

specimen with this type for the reverse has been met with.

323. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Busts conjoined, v., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, wears dress-coat and riband across the breast

;

she, with necklace and lovelock, is in close-fitting bodice.

Leg. w . c . h . f . princ . avr . et . anna . mag . brit.
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Rev. The shield of Nassau within a circle of the crowned

shields of the Seven Provinces united by a riband. Leg. stad-

HOULDEE . ADMIRAAL & EAPITEYN . GENERAAL VAN 7 PROVINTIEN.

(Stadtholder, Admiral and Captain-General of the Seven Pro-

vinces.)

1*6. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 232.

MB. brass. Not rare.

An ill-executed brass medal, struck upon the same occasion

as the preceding.

324. William, Prince of Orange, Stadtholder. 1747.

Bust of William of Orange, I., hair short, in armour, riband

and star of the Garter. Leg. w . c . h . friso d . g . aravs .

et n . pr . patr . pat. (William Charles Henry Friso, by the

grace of God, Prince of Orange and Nassau, Father of his

Country.) Around is an ornamented garter, inscribed with the

Prince's motto, ie maintiendrai . 1747.

Rev. The shield of the Prince within the Garter.

Above is a crown, one side of which is decorated with two

hands, issuing from a lion's mouth and an orange wreath,

clasped, and holding the bundle of arrows ; below is inscribed,

in hoc vnivntvr. (In this they are united.) The other side

is plain.

1*5. Van Loon, Suppl. xxiii. 226.

MB. M gilt. Very rare.

This is a heart-shaped badge struck for distribution, and to

be worn in remembrance of the proclamation of William as

Stadtholder. Van Loon says a great variety of these badges

were executed at this time : but this one appears specially to

refer to England, which country, since the marriage of the

Prince of Orange with Princess Anne, had never lost sight of

the project of bringing about the Prince's elevation to the

Stadtholderate.

There are other medals relating to William's elevation to the

Stadtholderate : but as they neither refer to Princess Anne,
nor to England, nor specially to the Order of the Garter, they

are not described here. (See Van Loon, Suppl. PL xxiii-xxv.)
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325. Defeat of the French Fleet off Cape Finisterre.

3 May, 1747.

Bust of Anson, L, hair short, no drapery, crowned by Victory

standing behind on the prow of a galley. Leg. george lord

ANSON . VICT . MAY III MDCCXLVII. Below, T. PINGO . F.

Rev. Victory, holding a wreath and atrophy, stands upon the

back of a sea monster, over a small globe. Leg. circvmnavi-

gation. Around are six laurel wreaths enclosing the names

Of KEPPEL, SAVMAREZ, SAVNDERS, BRETT, DENNIS, and CAMPBEL.

Underneath, mdccxl—mdccxliv.

1-7. Gent. Mag. 1786, p. 632.

MB. X. M. M. Not rare.

Tbe obverse of this medal is imitated from a copper coin of

Augustus. It commemorates Anson's defeat and capture of

the French fleet off Cape Finisterre, 3 May, 1747. The reverse

records Anson's celebrated voyage round the world, in which he

was engaged from September, 1740, to June, 1744, and during

which he suffered many disasters, achieved some successes, and

finally captured the Spanish galleon, the Nuestra Senora de

Covadonga, with a treasure exceeding £300,000. The names

mentioned are those of the officers of his own ship, the Cen-

turion.

326. The Prince of Orange and the Duke of Cumberland.

1747.

Bust of William of Orange, I., hair long, in dress-coat,

riband, and star of the Garter. Leg. gul . car . henr . friso

pr . auras . vn . prov . foed . strategus . &c. (William Charles

Henry Friso, Prince of Orange, General of the Seven United

Provinces, &c.)

Rev . Bust of the Duke of Cumberland, r., hair tied behind,

in armour and riband across the breast. Leg. gvlielmvs .

dvx . cvmbrle. On truncation, t. pingo . f. Same as the

obverse of No. 265.

1*3. Van Loon, Suppl. xxii. 214.

MB. M. Bare.
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These personages are united upon the same medal because

in the winter of 1746 they met at the Hague to arrange the

plan of the ensuing campaign, in which the British part of

the allied army was commanded by the Duke of Cumberland.

The Prince of Orange, by his elevation to the Stadtholderate,

was placed at the head of the Dutch army, but being ignorant

of military tactics, and jealous of his more experienced brother-

in-law, serious dissensions soon sprang up between him and

the Duke.

327. Battle of Lauffeld. Vj^Ty
6

, 1747.

Bust of Louis XV., v., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

lud . xv . rex christianiss. On neck, jr. duvivier f.

Rev. Victory, v., holding a javelin and a laurel wreath, walks

over captured arms, standards, and the shields of England,

Holland, Friesland, and Austria. Leg. fida principis comes.

(The faithful companion of the Prince.) Ex. de foederatis

iterum ad laufeltum ii . julii . m.dcc.xlvii. (Over the Allies

again at Lauffeld, 2 July, 1747.) M. (Francois Marteau.)

1-6. Med. Louis XV., 75.

MB. M. M.
On the specimen in silver the bust is varied, and the artist's

initials are F M (Francois Marteau) in monogram under the

bust.

The want of co-operation between the commauders of the

allied army resulted in a serious check at the village of Lauffeld,

in front of Maestricht. The Allies had placed themselves

between the French army and Maestricht, to defend it from

assault, and in that position were attacked by Marshal Saxe on

the Vj,
1

^^, 1747. The Duke of Cumberland, who commanded
the British on the left, was repeatedly assailed, but each attack

was repulsed with great loss. When he at length advanced to

complete his success, the Dutch in the centre were seized with

a panic and fled, and the Austrians on the right would not

move from a well-fortified position. The Duke of Cumberland

was therefore compelled to retreat, which he did in good order,

but Maestricht was saved, and the loss of the French, by their
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own admission, exceeded that of the Allies. Sir John Ligonier,

who had commanded the English cavalry in this and previous

campaigns, was amongst the prisoners. The previous victory

alluded to was that at Boucoux. (See No. 294.)

328. Princess Louisa, Queen of Denmark. \ SepjT 1747.

Bust of Princess Louisa, r., hair long, in dress fastened

with brooch in front, and mantle lined with ermine and seme

with crowns. Leg. lovisa . d . g . dan . norv . vand . goth .

regina. (Louisa, by the grace of God, Queen of Denmark,

Norway, the Vandals, and the Goths.) Below, arbien . f.

(Magnus Gustav Arbien fecit.)

Rev. Meridian sun bearing the double letter of L (Louisa)

;

over it two angels hold a crown ; beneath is a portion of the

globe exhibiting England and Norway. Leg. et . generi .

debita . et . virtvti. (Due to her birth and to her virtue.)

Ex. mdccxlvii . d . iv . sept. a. (Magnus Gustav Arbien.)

2. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PL v. 3.

MB. M. Eare.

Louisa, Queen of Denmark, was the youngest daughter of

George II., and had married Frederick Y. when he was Crown

Prince of Denmark. (See Nos. 217-220.) This medal was

struck upon the occasion of the coronation of Louisa.

329. John Taylor, the Oculist. 1747.

Bust of Taylor, r., hair long, in dress-coat, and cross

attached to riband. Leg. ioan . taylor eqves . med . doct .

IMP . REG . ET PRINC . PLVR . OPHTHALMIATER PLVRIMARVMQ . ACAD .

soc. (John Taylor, Knight, Doctor of Medicine, Ophthalmiator

to the Empress, the King, and very many Princes, and Fellow

of very many Societies.) Below, vestner. (Andreas Vestner.)

Rev. Inscription, en virvm scientia medica insignem to-

TAQVE EVROPA CELEBREM NAT . NORWICH . IN ANGLIA MDCCVIII

D . XIII OCTOBR . HORA XI MATVT . QVI COECIS INNVMERIS RES-
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titvendo se totvm bono pvblico consecrat. (Behold a man
remarkable in the science of medicine and celebrated through-

out all Europe, born at Norwich in England, on the 13th

October, 1708, at eleven o'clock in the morning, who devotes

himself entirely to the public good in restoring the sight to

innumerable blind persons.)

1-65. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. cxcviii. 10.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

John Taylor, better known as the Chevalier Taylor, was a

native of Norwich, where he began his studies as an oculist,

which he afterwards continued in London under the celebrated

Cheselden. In 1727 Taylor set out on his professional journeys,

and having first visited every town in England, Scotland, and

Ireland, he crossed in 1734 over to France. From that year

till 1760 he spent his time in going from one country to

another, so that in all Europe there was scarcely a town which

he had not visited. He was admitted at all the foreign courts,

and was honoured with many marks of favour by learned societies

of all countries. In 1736 he was appointed oculist to George II.,

and in the course of his travels on the Continent received like

appointments to several crowned heads, princes, and others,

amongst whom were the Empress of Austria, Frederick the

Great, and Pope Benedict XIV. In 1762 he published in three

volumes an account of his travels, in which he has recorded all

his titles and diplomas, but the work throughout is full of conceit

and self-praise. After the publication of his memoirs Taylor

went to Borne, where it appears that he shortly afterwards died.

This medal was probably executed in 1747, wdien Taylor first

visited Germany.

330. Birthday of Princess Caroline of Orange.

if Feb. 1748.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour, riband, and George of the Garter

;

she wears coronet, rich dress, and ermine mantle. Leg. w .

C . H . FRISO & ANNA D . G . PRINCEPS ARAVS . &C. Below, M.

HOLTZHEY . FECIT.
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Rev. Bust of Princess Caroline, r., hair short, in embroidered

gown ; below, 1748 : all within a wreath of orange and rose

branches united at the base by the arrows of the Provinces.

Leg. CAROLINA D . G . PRINCEPS ARAVS . &C . SPES PATRIAE . iET .

ann . v. (Caroline, by the grace of God, Princess of Orange,

&c, the Hope of her country ; aged five years.)

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

330. Birthday of Princess Caroline of Orange.

MB. M. Very rare.

The Princess Caroline was born
-1-J

Feb. 1748 (See No. 207).

This piece was struck in honour of the fifth anniversary of her

birthday. At this time she was the only child of the Prince

and Princess of Orange, and all the hope of succession was

centred in her.

331. Birthday of Princess Caroline of Orange.

|| Feb. 1748.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and riband across the breast ; she

wears coronet and mantle over the shoulders. Leg. w . c . h .

FRISO ET ANNA D . G . ARAVS . ET NASS . PR. Below, HOLTZHEY.

(Martin Holtzhey.)

Rev. Bust of Princess Caroline, r., &c. ; similar to the pre-
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ceding, but over her shoulders is a mantle fastened with a brooch.

Leg. CAROLINA . D . G . PRINCEPS AR . SPES PATRIiE . AET . AN . V.

:85.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is a variety of the preceding, and smaller.

332. Birthday of Princess Caroline of Orange.

|| Feb. 1748.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne,

&c; similar to the preceding. Leg. w . c . h . friso et anna

D . G . PRINC . ARAVS . ETC. Below, M. HOLTZHEY . F.

Rev. Bust of Princess Caroline, v., &c. ; similar to No. 330.

Leg. CAROLINA D . G . PRINCEPS AR . SPES PATRLF} . ^T . AN . V.

1*15. Van Loon, Suppl. xxv. 253.

Hague, M. Bare.

This is another variety, which combines in a certain degree

the types of the two preceding pieces.

333. Birth of Prince William of Orange.
8

2

^ar

e

c^ , 1748.

Busts conjoined, v., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour and mantle fastened with brooch on

the shoulder ; she wears diadem, lace gown with jewel at the

breast, and ermine mantle. Leg. w . c . h . friso et anna d .

G . ARAVS . ET NASS . PRINC. Below, M. HOLTZHEY . FEC.

Rev. An angel descending from heaven presents an infant to

two suppliant females, representatives of Holland and Nassau,

with their shields and a staff surmounted by the cap of Liberty.

Leg. tandem exoratvs dedit. ([Heaven], at length prevailed

upon, has granted our prayer.) Ex. wilhelmvs natvs hag^e .

com . ann . lib . ivbil . d . viii . mart. (William, born at the

Hague, 8 March, in the jubilee year of liberty.)

1*9. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvi. 262.

MB. JR. Bare.
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This medal commemorates the birth of Prince William of

Orange, afterwards William V. The reigning Prince had

already been married six years when the first son was at length

granted to his prayers, in the year 1748, just one hundred

years after the Treaty of Westphalia, which was deemed the

charter of Independence of the States.

334. Birth of Prince William of Orange.
s

"

Mar
e

eI

"

, 1748.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour with straps on the shoulder ; she

wears coronet, rich dress with jewel on the breast, and ermine

mantle. Leg. w . c . h . friso et anna d . g . aravs . et

nass . princ. Below, holtzheu . f. (Martin Holtzhey fecit.)

Rev. An angel, reposing on radiated clouds, holds the infant

Prince in her mantle. Leg. tandem exoratvs dedit. Below,

NATVS . ANN . LIB . IVBIL . D . VIII . MART.

1. Van Loon, Suppl. xxv. 255.

MB. JR. Bare.

From the plate in Van Loon it appears that this piece was

sometimes furnished with a radiated border, and was worn as

an ornament.

335. Birth of Prince William of Orange. gMarch ? 1748.

Busts conjoined, v., of William of Orange and Princess Anne ;

similar to the preceding, but he is without straps on the

shoulder, and she has three pearls instead of a jewel on her

breast. Below, m. holtzhev . f.

Rev. An angel reposing on radiated clouds, &c. ; similar to

the preceding.

1-15.

MB. JR. Rare.

This is only a variety of the preceding.
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336. Birth of Prince William of Orange. 8 Marc^ 1748.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour with lion's head on the shoulder,

and ermine mantle; she, with lovelock, wears coronet, dress, and

mantle. Leg. gvilielmvs . iv . d . g . a . & . n . pr . foed .

BELG . GVB . HER . DVX & THAL . SVMM * ANNA . D . G . M . BRIT .

aravs . et nass . princeps. (William IV., by the grace of God,

Prince of Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Governor, General,

and High-Admiral of United Holland : Anne, by the grace of

God, Princess of Great Britain, Orange, and Nassau.) Below,

N. v. s. (Nicolaus Van Swinderen.)

Rev. An obelisk, to which is attached a tablet, crowned, and

inscribed,

FELICI . GENIO . FIS . COMPOS . ARAVSIO . VOTI .

EXVLTES . PRINCEPS . NASCITVR . ECCE . TVVS.

(By a happy fortune, Orange, you have obtained your prayer.

Rejoice; behold! your Prince is born.) Underneath is the

date, 17f48, i.e., 8 March, 1748. On one side is seated Fame,

pointing to the inscription, and on the other the Genius of

Orange, her shield at her side, holding the infant Prince. Ex.

HAGiE . comitis. (At the Hague.)

1*85. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvi. 263.

MB. M. Rare.

The inscription on the reverse is chronogrammatic, though

the numeral letters are not as usual distinguished by their size.

They make up the date, mccccccllxvwvvviiiiiiii = 1748.

337. Birth of Prince William of Orange.
8 MJcv 1748.

Bust of the young Prince, r., in rich dress and mantle.

Leg. GVILIELMVS . D . G . PRINCEPS . ARAVSLE . ET . NASSAVLE.

On mantle, n. v. s. (Nicolaus Van Swinderen.)

Rev. An obelisk, to which is attached a tablet, crowned, and

inscribed, &c. ; same as the preceding.

1*85. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvi. 264.

Hague, M. Rare.

VOL. II. T T
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338. Birth of Prince William of Orange.
8 MJcl; , 1748.

Bust of Princess Anne, I., with lovelock, wearing coronet,

gown, and mantle fastened by a chain over the shoulder. Leg.

ANNA . BRIT . REG . FIL . PRIMOG . PR . NASS . ET . AR. On
mantle, n. v. s. (Nicolaus Van Swinderen.) Same as the

reverse of No. 322.

Rev. A female figure, Anne, standing, facing, beneath the

bright rays of the sun, and sacrificing at a burning altar

inscribed, d . t . o . m. (To God, the very good and great

Protector), and with the artist's initials, v. s. (Nicolaus Van
Swinderen.) At her side is a cornucopia filled with fruit and

flowers. Leg. pus . votis . respondet . eventvs. (The event

answers the pious prayers.) Ex. mdccxlviii.

1*45. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvii. 287, and xxix. 320.

This piece is described after Van Loon, as no specimen has

been met with. As given in the plates, the sizes of the obverse

and reverse do not correspond with one another.

There are other medals commemorating the birth of this

Prince (See Van Loon, Suppl. PI. xxv. and xxvii.) ; but as no

mention is made of Princess Anne, they are not described here.

339. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. Preliminaries signed.

if April, 1748.

Bust of "William of Orange, r., in helmet in the form of a

lion's head, and decorated with laurel wreath and plumes,

armour, and ermine mantle. Leg. w . c . h . friso d . g . pr .

ARAVS . ET NASS . TOT . BELG . LIB . GVB . ELSERED. (William

Charles Henry Friso, by the grace of God, Prince of Orange

and Nassau, Hereditary Governor of all liberated Holland.) On
truncation, holtzhey. (Martin Holtzhey.)

Rev. Hercules, standing, L, beneath the rays of the sun, and

holding out his club, from which sprout branches ; behind him

is a tree. Leg. en germina pacis. (Behold the germs of Peace.)

Ex. PRAELIM . AQVISGRANI DECRET . ANNO LIB . IVBILAEO. (The
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preliminaries concluded at Aix-la-Chapelle in the Jubilee year

of Liberty.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. xxv. 256.

Hague, M. Bare.

After the battle of Lauffeld (See No. 327), the French availed

themselves of Sir John Ligonier's captivity to open negotiations

for peace. With this object a Congress met at Aix-la-Chapelle

in March, 1748 ; in April the preliminaries of peace were signed

by the English, Dutch, and French plenipotentiaries, and on

the -j^g- Oct. a definitive treaty was concluded by all the powers,

except Sardinia, which left all the nations engaged in the war

nearly in the same situation, so far as regards their territorial

possessions, as before its commencement. This medal refers

specially to the signing of the preliminaries on the -g-jj April,

and this year is called the "year of Jubilee," as it was the

centenary of the Treaty of Westphalia, under the terms of which

Spain acknowledged the independence and sovereignty of the

States. Hercules, when he had concluded his labours, planted

his club, and it was transformed into an olive-tree. (See also

No. 139, Vol. I. p. 718.)

340. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. Preliminaries signed.
-L§ April, 1748.

Louis XV., in the character of Hercules, resists the appeal

of Victory, who is trampling upon mural crowns and the shield

of Maestricht, and is enticing him with laurel wreaths, but

turns to Peace and accepts her olive branch. Leg. lvdovico

xv.victori pacifico. (To Louis XV., the pacific Conqueror.)

Rev. Inscription, quod subactis totius Belgii civitatibus,

Austr . Angl . et Bat . ter acie superatis, trajectoque ad

mosam deditioni adacto, pacis conditiones prjevias aquis-

grani sancivit, et gloriam armis partam moderatione cumu-

lavit . m.dcc.xlviii. (Because, the Provinces of the whole of

Belgium having been subdued, Austria, England, and Holland

having been thrice defeated in battle, and Maestricht having

been compelled to surrender, he ratified the preliminaries of

t t 2
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peace at Aix-la-Chapelle, and by his moderation augmented the

glory acquired by his arms, 1748.)

1-6. Med. Louis XV., 77.

MB. M. M.
The specimen in copper reads incorrectly aqiusgrani.

This is the French memorial of the preliminaries of peace

concluded at Aix-la-Chapelle. The inscription on the reverse

is similar in spirit to others on medals struck by Louis XIV.

to commemorate the Treaties of Nimeguen and Eyswick (See

Van Loon, III. 258, and No. 471, p. 178). The three battles

referred to are Fontenoy, Koucoux, and Lauffeld. Maestricht

was not compelled to surrender, but in the preliminaries of the

Peace it was agreed, " that for the glory of the arms of his most

Christian Majesty," it should be surrendered, but restored with

all its magazines and artillery. The destruction of Louis's

navy and the exhaustion of his finances influenced him more in

his negotiations than his spirit of moderation.

341. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. y§- Oct. 1748.

Piety, standing at a lighted altar decorated with a caduceus

and two cornucopias, implores Peace, who descends upon a

cloud, bearing a cornucopia, an olive branch, and scales. On

the left lies the Lion of the United Provinces with sword,

arrows, and a spear surmounted by the cap of Liberty, and the

Bible inscribed, religio. Leg.—
E SVPERIS ASTR^A REDVX BONA SiECVLA REDDENS.

(Peace on her return from heaven restoring happy times.)

Ex. PAX AQVISGRANI SANCITA ANNO LIB . IVBILMO MDCCXLVIII.

(The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded in the Jubilee year of

Liberty, 1748.)

Bev. The eight shields of England, France, Austria, Spain,

the United Provinces, Sardinia, Genoa, and Modena, forming

a circle round a blazing heart pierced with eight arrows

:

the whole enclosed within a wreath of lilies and branches of

orange and olive, amidst which appear a trident and a rudder,
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and over all a naval crown. Leg. redvnivntvr. (They are

reunited.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. xxv. 258, and xxvi. 268.

MB. M. Rare.

The eight shields are those of the countries which were

parties to the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle ; the heart and arrows

are symbolical of their amicable reunion. The lilies and orange

branches represent France and the States, the parties most

interested, and the naval emblems England and Holland, whose

successes at sea had principally contributed to the establishment

of the Peace which was concluded this year, 1748, one hundred

years after the Peace of Westphalia.

The obverse of this medal is figured in Van Loon, Suppl.

PL xxv. 258, as the reverse of another which has the bust of

William of Orange for the type of the obverse.

342. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Bust of William of Orange, v., hair long, in armour and

riband across the breast. Leg. w . c . h . friso d . g . pr .

AR . ET NASS . ETHNARCHA BELL . DVX HiER . ASSERT . LIB.

(William Charles Henry Friso, by the grace of God, Prince of

Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Stadtholder and Captain-

General [of Holland], and Vindicator of Liberty.) Below, m.

HOLTZHEY . F.

Rev. Peace, seated on clouds, descending from heaven, and

holding a cornucopia, olive branch, and scales ; before her, at

her feet, is the Lion of the United Provinces with sword,

arrows, and a spear surmounted by the cap of Liberty, and the

Bible inscribed, religio. Leg.—-

E SVPERIS ASTRJEA REDVX BONA SECVLA REDDENS.

Ex. PAX AQVISGR . SANCITA ANNO LIBERT . IVBIL . MDCCXLVIII.

1*35. Van Loon, Suppl. xxv. 259.

Hague, JR. Rare.

The inscriptions on the reverse are similar to those on the

obverse of the preceding medal.
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343. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. ^ Oct. 1748.

Bust of William of Orange, r., hair long, &c; same as the

preceding.

Rev. Peace, seated on clouds, descending from heaven, and

holding a cornucopia, olive branch, and scales. Upper leg.—
E SVPERIS ASTRJEA REDVX BONA SECVLA REDDENS.

Loiver leg. pax aqvisgr . sancita anno lib . ivbil . mdccxlviii.

Similar to the preceding.

1-15. Van Loon, Suppl. xxv. 259, and xxvii. 275.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. The size of

the obverse, as given in the plates of Van Loon, does not cor-

respond with that of the reverse.

344. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Bust of William of Orange, r., in armour and mantle. Leg.

GV : IV . D . G . A . E . N . PR . FOED . BELG . GVB . B.MB, . DVX

e . thal . svmm. (William IV., by the grace of God, Prince of

Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Governor, General, and High-

Admiral of United Holland.) Below, n. s. (Nicolaus Van

Swinderen.)

Rev. Peace standing, I., with olive branch and sceptre.

Leg. pax avgvsta. Ex. aqvisgrani 1748. (The august Peace

of Aix-la-Chapelle, 1748.)

1. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvi. 267.

Hague, M. Rare -

345. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Half-length figure of William of Orange, r., hair long, in

armour and ermine mantle; he holds in his right hand a

marshal's staff. Leg. gvil . iv . d . g . pr . ar . et . nass . f .

b . gvb . dvx . et . archithal. (William IV., by the grace of

God, Prince of Orange and Nassau, Governor, General, and

Hi^h-Admiral of United Holland.) Below, n. v. s. (Nicolaus

Van Swinderen.)
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Rev. Peace, standing towards L, holds an olive branch and

the shields of France and Holland in her right hand, and in

her left a blazing torch, with which she is setting fire to a pile

of arms ; at her feet is a cornucopia ; in the distance is the city

of Aix-la-Chapelle, and above her head the Serpent of Eternity,

radiate, and encircling the letter c. Leg. felicttas novi secvli.

(The happiness of a new age.) Ex. aqvisgrani . mdccxlviii.

(At Aix-la-Chapelle, 1748.)

2*1. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvii. 276.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

France and Holland were the two chief parties to the treaty,

and so only their shields are represented on this medal. The

letter c, with the Serpent of Eternity, marks the centenary of

the Treaty of Westphalia.

346. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Busts conjoined, r., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, with hair tied behind, is in armour and mantle ; she wears

coronet and mantle over her shoulders. Leg. g . c . h . feiso .

& . ANNA . D . G . AEAVS . ET . NASS . PEINC.

Rev . A lighted altar decorated with the cap of Liberty and

with palm and laurel branches : above is the Serpent of Eternity

encircling the letter c. Leg. pax pvblica aqvisgrani. (The

public Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.) Ex. mdccxlviii.

1*05. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvii. 277.

Hague, M. Rare.

This piece, like the preceding, specially commemorates the

Peace of Westphalia as well as that of Aix-la-Chapelle.

347. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Piety, with a cross and Bible, stands near an altar on which

lies the Treaty of Westphalia with the seals of Austria, the

United Provinces, and France, and inscribed, iam per secvlvm

(Already for a century—), and raises her head in a suppliant atti-

tude towards a radiated triangle above. Leg. dvravit. (—it has
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endured.) Ex. pax westphalica sancita mdcxxxxviii. (The

Peace of Westphalia concluded, 1648.)

Rev. A female figure, Peace, with olive wreath on her head,

is attaching to the branches of an olive-tree the eight shields

of Austria, Spain, Sardinia, Modena, Genoa, the United Pro-

vinces, England, and France, above which is a scroll inscribed

in secvla. (For centuries— ) Around lie broken swords, arms,

and flags. Leg. dvrabit. (—will it endure.) Ex. pax aqvis-

granens mdccxlviii. (The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, 1748.)

1*65. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvii. 279.

No specimen of this medal has been met with. It expresses

a hope that, as the Peace of Westphalia had lasted for one

century, so might the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle endure for

many centuries.

348. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

A turreted female figure, Aix-la-Chapelle, holding a globe

on which is perched a dove with an olive branch, stands near

an obelisk decorated with the Imperial shield, and inscribed,

gavdivm reipvblicae. (The joy of the State.) In the distance

is the city of Aix-la-Chapelle. Leg. pacati gloria mvndi. (The

glory of the pacified world.) Ex. pax aqvisgrani signata

mdccxxxxviii m . octobr. (The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle signed,

in the month of October, 1748.)

Rev. Eight laureated shields of Austria, Spain, France, Sar-

dinia, England, Modena, the United Provinces, and Genoa,

arranged in a circle, within which is the inscription, non sine

nvmine divum. (Not without the interposition of Providence.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. ii. 777.) Leg. pax urbes pax regna ligat

pax congregat orbem. (Peace binds cities and kingdoms

:

Peace unites the world.)

1-75. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvii. 278.

MB. pewter. Bare.

Aix-la-Chapelle was one of the Imperial cities, and her Genius

is, therefore, holding up the symbol of peace to the obelisk of

the Empire. This medal was probably struck in that city to

commemorate the peace negotiated there.
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349. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Mars rushing, I., bearing a sword and a lighted torch ; in the

distance is the town of Bois-le-Duc. Leg. minacia martis—
Ex. s . p . q . s. (The Senate and People of Silvaducensis,

i.e. Bois-le-Duc.)

Rev. The Genius of Bois-le-Duc, standing, facing, holding

an olive branch and a cornucopia : at her side is her shield.

Leg. mitesctjnt tempora pace. (The threatening times of war

are assuaged by peace.) Ex. mdccxlviii. marme . p. (J. C.

Mamie fecit).

1*2. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvi. 269.

Hague, M. Bare.

Several dies, all slightly varied, were made for striking this

medalet : in some Mars runs to right. Bois-le-Duc was much
interested in the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle ; for had Maestricht,

which was besieged by the French, fallen, an attack on her own
Avails would be imminent. This piece was struck for distribution

amongst the members of the Council of the city.

350. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -A- Oct. 1748.

Bust of Louis XV., r., hair bound with fillet, no drapery.

Leg. lud . xv . rex christianiss. Below, f. m. (Francois

Marteau.)

Rev. Peace, her head radiate, holding an olive branch and a

cornucopia, is seated, facing, within a pavilion amidst emblems
of Science and Commerce. Beyond are trophies of arms. Leg.

salus generis humani. (The preservation of the human race.)

Ex. PAX AQUISGRANENSIS . XVIII . OCTOBRIS . M.DCC.XLVIII. (The

Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, 18 Oct. 1748.) j. c. r. (Joseph

Charles Roettier.)

1-6. Med. Louis XV., 78.

MB. M. M.
The obverse of the specimen in silver is somewhat varied,

and has the artist's initials, F M, in monogram.
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This is the French memorial of the Peace. With the excep-

tion of Holland, France, and England (See Nos. 354, 355),

none of the other States, who were parties to the Peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle, appear to have struck any medals to commemo-

rate this important event.

351. Peace op Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -p8
- Oct. 1748.

Bust of Louis XV., r., laureate, no drapery. Leg. lud . xv .

REX CHRISTIANISS.

Rev. Hercules leaning on his club, his bow and quiver

at his feet. Leg. pacato orbe quiescit. (The world being at

peace, he rests.) Ex. ordinaires des guerres . 1749. (De-

partment for War, 1749.)

1-1.

L. de Coster, JR. Rare.

This is a New Year's jeton for 1749 struck in France by the

War Department, and commemorating the Peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle.

352. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle concluded. -^ Oct. 1748.

Peace, seated on clouds, descending from heaven, and holding

a cornucopia, olive branch, and scales. Upper leg.—
E SVPERIS ASTR^A REDVX BONA SECVLA REDDENS.

Lower leg. pax aqvisgr . sancita anno lib . ivbil . mdccxlviii.

Same as the reverse of No. 343.

Rev. Hope, head radiate, standing, I., and holding in one

hand a branch of olive, and in the other a cornucopia and an

anchor. Below, within a cartouche, mdccxlix.

1-35.

L. de Coster, JR. Very rare.

This is also a New Year's medalet for 1749, commemorating

the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, but struck in Holland.
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353. Birth of Prince Christian of Denmark. -|~§ Jan.

1749.

Busts conjoined, r., of Frederick V. and Louisa of Denmark.

He, with hair long, and tied behind, is in armour and mantle

seme with crowns and lined with ermine; she, with jewels in

her hair, wears low dress and ermine mantle, also seme with

crowns. Leg. frideric .y et lovisa d . g . rex et reg . dan .

norv. On his truncation, arbien. (Magnus Gustav Arbien.)

Rev. A Genius, wearing a radiated crown, presents an infant

to Dania, seated upon the Danish Lion holding her shield ; her

foot rests upon a terminus of Mercury ; behind, a globe and a

rudder. Leg. in spem fvtvri secvli. (For the hope of a future

generation.) Ex. christianvs . prin . hjered . dan . et nor .

natvs d . 29 . ian . 1749. (Christian, Hereditary Prince of

Denmark and Norway, born 29 Jan. 1749.) m. g. a. (Magnus

Gustav Arbien.)

2-2. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PL ix. 1.

MB. M. Kare.

The Prince whose birth is here commemorated was afterwards

Christian VII. His mother, Louisa, Queen of Denmark, was

the youngest daughter of George II. The globe and rudder

point to his future reign, and the terminus of Mercury to the

preservation of the State.

354. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle proclaimed. 2 Feb. 1749.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORGIUS II . D . G . REX. Below, 1. KIRK . F.

Rev. Britannia, seated, r., on the sea-shore, leans upon her

shield, holds an olive branch and a cornucopia, and tramples

upon implements of war. On the water are two ships. Leg.

pax commercii nutrix. (Peace, the nurse of Commerce.) Ex.
proclam . 2 feb . MDCCXLVin. (Proclaimed, 2 Feb. 1748 [O.S.].)

1-35. (See Woodcut.)
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MB. JE. Thomas, N. Hunter, M. Rare.

354. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle proclaimed.

The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, which had been concluded in

Oct. 1748, was proclaimed in London 2 Feb. 1749, i.e., 1748

old style.

355. Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle proclaimed. 2 Feb. 1749.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, &c. ; similar to the preced-

ing, but no artist's name.

Rev. Britannia seated, v., on the sea-shore, &c. ; similar

to the preceding, but only one ship is seen. Leg. peace .

nourishes . trade. Ex. proclam'd . 2 . feb . 1748.

1-6.

MB. brass. Bare.

This is a badly executed imitation of the preceding by an

unknown artist.

356. Freemasons of Minorca. 1749.

Harpocrates, with his finger on his mouth, compasses and

square in his hand, stands, I., and leans upon a column. Leg.

tvta . est . fideli . silentio . merces. (Sure is the reward to

faithful silence.) Ex. yeo . f. (Richard Yeo fecit.)
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Rev. Two right hands, clasped. Upper leg. concordia . fra-

trvm. (The concord of Brethren.) Lower leg. insvla . minor .

baleari. (The Island of Minorca.) Ex. 5749.

1-9. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

356. Medal of the Freemasons of Minorca.

The Freemasons calculate from the creation of the world,

which they consider to have taken place 4000, or 4004 years

before the Christian era, the date of this medal is therefore

1749 or 1753. It was most probably struck in 1749, as between

the years 1747 and 1752, whilst Lord Byron was Grand Master,

a patent was issued for creating a Provincial Grand Master for

Minorca, to which event this medal may refer.

357. Dissensions between Dr. Charles Lucas and the

Corporation of Dublin. 4 August, 1749.

Justice preventing Anarchy from destroying Liberty, whom
he has thrown down, has seized by the hair, and is about to

stab. Leg. may george protect what justice trys to save.

Ex. T. PINGO . F.
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Rev. Inscription, the glorious attempt of lxiv to pre-

serve the constitvtion mdccxlix. Above is the Irish harp

with broken strings ; and below, the shield of Dublin and the

regalia of the city.

1-55. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. brass. Bare.

This medal has a ring for suspension, and was intended to

be worn. It was struck by the Court of Aldermen of Dublin

to commemorate a majority at a meeting of the Sheriffs and

Commons of that city on the 4th Aug. 1749, when it was

decided by 64 votes to 37 not to allow Dr. Lucas's " Fifth

Letter to the Commons and Citizens of the City of Dublin," to

357. Dissensions between Dr. Charles Lucas and the Corporation of Dublin.

be read before the Assembly. Dr. Lucas had been censured

by the Commons of the city of Dublin for an attack upon that

body respecting the administration of the affairs of the city,

and his "Fifth Letter" was a reply to the censure. Great

dissensions originated with the matter, and addresses were

voted to Dr. Lucas and Mr. James Digges La Touche for their

energetic efforts to preserve the liberties of the citizens. Dr.

Lucas was a member of the Common Council, and on account

of his zeal and efforts in the popular cause was afterwards

elected one of the representatives in Parliament for the city of

Dublin.
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358. Prince Charles. 1749.

A Highlander, standing front face, with drawn sword and

shield, inscribed, quis contendat mecum. (Who can contend

with me ?) Leg. nullum non movebo lapidem ut illud adi-

piscar. (I will leave no stone unmoved to obtain that.) 1749.

Rev. An expanded rose. Leg. mea . res . agitur. (My affairs

are at issue.

—

comp. Hor. Ep. I. xviii. 84.)

1-25. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xiv. 3.

MB. M. Eare.

This is one of the numerous medals issued from time to

time by the Stuart partisans to keep their cause alive in the

minds of their friends. The inscription on the reverse probably

refers to the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, by which the King of

France acknowledged the right of George II. to the British

throne, and pledged himself not to permit any member of the

Stuart family to reside within his territory. Charles was, in

consequence, compelled by force to leave the country. He was

thus abandoned by the only power whom he could consider an

ally.

359. Prince Charles. 1750.

Bust of Prince Charles, r., hair short, curly behind, no

drapery.

Rev. A leafless hollow tree, from the root of which springs a

flourishing young sapling. Leg. reviresctt. (It flourishes

anew.) Ex. 1750.

1-35. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xiv. 4.

MB. M. M. Hunter, M. Not uncommon.

The portrait is copied from the medal (No. 251), which was

struck in the year 1745. This is another partisan medal

issued to keep the cause of Prince Charles alive : it was called

the " Oak Medal." It was privately executed by Thomas
Pingo, at the expense of a Society which met at the Crown

and Anchor, opposite to St. Clement's Church, in the Strand.

Each member, upon the payment of his subscription of one

guinea, was entitled to a specimen in copper. In the case of the
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specimens in gold and silver, the value of the metal, in addition

to the subscription, was charged. The numbers struck were

6 in gold, 102 in silver, 283 in copper, and 50 in tin. (See

Notes and Queries, 22 May, 1858, p. 417.) The engraving of

the dies cost £88 16s. Od.

360. Prince Charles. 1750.

Bust of Prince Charles, r., hair short, curly behind, no

drapery. Leg. prince charles edward stuart.

Rev. The Prince in Highland costume approaches Scotia,

holding her shield and spear ; between them is a cornucopia :

behind Scotia is a pedestal decorated with the thistle and sur-

mounted by the Unicorn. In the distance are ships and a

castle. Ex. semper armis nunc et industria. (Always with

arms and now with diligence.)

2. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PL xii. 3.

MB. electrotype from E. W. Cochran-Patrick, M.
Very rare.

The head on the obverse is the same as on the preceding

medal, but somewhat larger. The dies for this medal were

probably made by Thomas Pingo in 1750 ; but, as the reverse

of the specimen in the possession of Mr. Cochran-Patrick shows

marks of rust, it is possible that his medal was not struck

till some years later. This medal was intended for circulation

amongst Charles's adherents, and the legend on the reverse

declares his determination to prosecute his cause by force of

arms and with vigour.

361. Jacobite Meeting. 1750.

A trophy of arms ; in the centre is a shield with the Cross

of St. Andrew. Leg. con . r . c . s . hoc num . d . ex pr^e .

jac . 1750. (The secret Conference [assembled] for consultation

was presented with this medal by order of James in 1750.)

Rev. A thistle. Leg. florescat et pungat. (May it flourish

and prick.)
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1-3. Cat. Arch. Inst., Edinburgh, 1859, p. 113.

MB. M. Extremely rare.

The secret visit of Charles to London in September, 1750,

may have caused the striking of this and the preceding medals.

The English Jacobites having of late been very active, Charles,

with his friend Colonel Brett, crossed the Channel and took up
his residence at the house of Lady Primrose, where he was

introduced to Dr. King, who was then at the head of the

Church of England Jacobites. He remained in London but a

few days, being soon convinced that the country was not ripe

for rebellion. During his visit he wandered about the streets

with Brett, and is said to have visited the Tower, and to have

examined its walls with the view of ascertaining their strength.

A meeting of his friends was held in Pall Mall, at which the

Prince presided, and amongst those present were the Duke of

Beaufort and the Earl of Westmoreland. This visit of the

Prince does not appear to have been known at the English

Court.

The inscription on the obverse of the above medal is some-

what enigmatical; but it is possible that it may refer to the

secret meeting held in Pall Mall, and have been struck for dis-

tribution amongst those present.

382. Academy of Ancient Music. 1750.

Apollo crowning with a laurel wreath a student who plays

upon a harpsichord ; behind is the vanquished Marsyas bound

to a tree. Ex. yeo . e. (Piichard Yeo fecit.)

Rev. Inscription, in acknowledgment of meeit.—academy .

OF . ANTIENT . MUSIC . LONDON . MDCCL . PEPUSCH . PE.ESES.

—yeo . fecit. All within the Serpent of Eternity, from which

is suspended a label inscribed, state svpee vias antiqvas.

(Stand upon the ancient wa}7s.)

1-9.

MB. M. M. Bare.

In the year 1710 a number of distinguished musicians and

gentlemen formed a plan of founding a society for the study

VOL. ii. u u
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and practice of vocal and instrumental harmony, to be held

at the Crown and Anchor Tavern in the Strand. The Society

was called the Academy of Ancient Music, and Dr. John

Christopher Pepusch, a native of Berlin, was one of its original

founders. This institution continued to flourish till the year

1734, when, in consequence of dissension amongst the members,

it would probably have been broken up, had not Dr. Pepusch

generously undertaken the charge of it, and personally super-

intended the instruction given to the pupils. This medal was

an honorary reward for successful students. The device is

copied from a picture by Andrea Sacchi, called "Apollo reward-

ing Merit and punishing Arrogance."

363. State of England. 1750.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, in armour, riband

and star of the Garter. Leg. georgius ii . d . g . mag . be .

fe . et hib . eex. On truncation, j. a. dassiee.

363. State of England.

Rev. Britannia, seated, facing, on the sea-shore, leans on her

shield, and holds an olive branch and a staff with the cap of
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Liberty, her Lion reposing at her feet ; Mercury, or Commerce,

pours out abundance before her, and an infant Genius beside

her is employed in measuring a globe : in the distance, ship-

ping. Leg. km tibi sunt artes. (These are thy arts.) Ex.

MDCCL.

2-15. (Sec Woodcut.)

MB. M. Not uncommon.

This medal commemorates no particular event but the general

state of the kingdom. The few years of peace that followed

the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle were the most prosperous and

happy that Europe had ever known. Arts and letters were

successfully cultivated, manufactures and commerce flourished,

and society was highly polished.

364. State of England. 1750.

Bust of George II., 1., laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. Britannia, seated, facing, on the sea- shore, &c; similar

to the preceding, but from a different die, as there is a mountain

behind her.

2-15.

MB. M. Rare.

This appears to have been the first medal executed, and the

die to have been afterwards altered. It is not so well finished

as the preceding one.

365. Free British Fishery Society. 1750.

Bust of the Prince of Wales, v., hair long, in armour and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. Frederick

PRINCE OF WALES. Below, GOVERNOR OF THE SOCIETY. On
truncation, L. Koch.

Rev. A fishing boat hauling in nets ; on the shore, fishermen

with nets and barrels. Leg. for the advantage of great
BRITAIN. Ex. FREE BRIT. FISHERY BY A SOCIETY ESTABL. 1750.

1*6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. N. M. M. Not rare.

u u 2
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About this time great encouragement was given to the

establishment of fisheries in the North Seas, and in 1750 " The

Free British Fishery Society " was formed, and Frederick,

365. Free British Fishery Society.

Prince of Wales, was elected the first governor. Three and a

half per cent, upon the capital actually employed was guaranteed

out of the Customs for fourteen years.

366. Frederick, Prince of Wales. 1750 ?

Bust of Frederick, Prince of Wales, I., hair long, in armour,

366. Medal of Frederick, Prince of Wales.
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riband and star of the Garter. Leg. Frederic . walllze prin-

CEPS. Below, J. A. DASSIER.

Rev. Two genii among clouds supporting the Prince's coronet

with plumes and motto.

2-15. (See Woodcut.)

MB. JE. Not rare.

The Prince of Wales about this time was endeavouring to

acquire popularity. This probably gave occasion to this medal,

which does not commemorate any particular eveut.

367. Death op Frederick, Prince of Wales. 1751.

Bust of Frederick, Prince of Wales, I., hair long, no drapery.

Leg. FREDERICUS . WALLIJE PRINCEPS. Below, I KIRK F.

Rev. Britannia, seated, v., mournfully, on the ground near

a sarcophagus decorated with the Prince's Plumes, and sur-

mounted by a phoenix. Leg. luctus non iustior ullus, (No

grief more just.) Ex. natus xx ian : mdccvi obiit xx mar :

MDCCL. I. KIRK . F.

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

367. Death of Frederick, Prince of Wales.

MB. JR. M. Bare.

This medal is dated according to the old style : the Bill for

the Preformation of the Calendar did not come into force till

the following year, when the legal year was fixed to commence

on the 1st January. The great grief alluded to upon this
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medal is more in accordance with Smollett's eulogy than the

general feeling of the people.

368. Free British Fishery Society. 10 May, 1751.

Bust of George, Prince of Wales, I., with hair long, and tied

behind, in armour, riband, and mantle fastened with brooch

on the shoulder. Leg. georgius walli.<e princeps. Below,

magna spes altera. (George, Prince of Wales, another mighty

hope.) On truncation, I. Kirk.

Rev. Neptune, with a fishing-net and a trident, approaches

Mercury (Commerce) seated on a rock, with an anchor, com-

passes, and cornucopia of fishes lying at his feet, and near

hirn the arms of Scotland on a scroll. Leg. copia divitijeque

nobis. (Plenty and wealth for us.) Ex. piscatura britannica

constituta mdccl. (British fishery established, 1750.)

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

368. Free British Fishery Society.

MB. M. Bare.

Both dies of this piece are cracked. Upon the death of

Frederick, Prince of Wales, the Governorship of the Free

British Fishery Society was conferred on the 10th May, 1751,

upon his eldest son George, afterwards George III. As one

great object of the Society was to give employment to the High-

landers, and so to encourage amongst them a spirit of industry,

the arms of Scotland are introduced to mark the locality of the

Society's chief exertions.
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369. John, Duke of Montagu. 1751.

Bust of the Duke of Montagu, I., hair short, in armour

with star of the Garter on the breast. Leg. joannes dvx de

montagv. On truncation, j a dassiee.

Rev. The good Samaritan pouring oil into the wounds of

the waylaid traveller. Leg. tv fac similiter. (Do thou like-

wise.) Ex. MDCCLI.

2-15. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. Somewhat rare.

369. Medal of John, Duke of Montagu.

This nobleman was John, second Duke of Montagu, remark-

able for his eccentricities and his benevolence, and for the

singularity of the modes in which his acts of charity were

performed. He died 6 July, 1749, aged 59. This medal was

struck for private distribution amongst some of his surviving

friends.

370. Prince William and Princess Caroline of Orange.

1751.

Busts conjoined, v., of William of Orange and Princess Anne.

He, hair long, is in armour, riband and George of the Garter,
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and mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder ; she wears

coronet and low embroidered bodice. Leg. wr
. c . h . feiso rE

ANNA D . G . AE . T, NASS . PE . GVB . H^EE . FEISLE. (William

Charles Henry Friso and Anne, by the grace of God, Prince

and Princess of Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Governor of

Friesland.) Below, loe. nattee . f . 1751.

Rev. Busts, facing each other, of their children, Prince

William and Princess Caroline ; below, on a scroll, gvlielm

et Carolina peincipes gvb . hmu . feis. (Prince William and

Princess Carolina, Hereditary Governors of Friesland.) Leg.

peopago felix. (Happy offspring.) Below, l. n. (Laurence

Natter.)

2*3. Van Loon, Suppl. xxvi. 265.

MB. M, Rare.

Prince William, afterwards Stadtholder William V., was born

in March 1747/8, and died in 1806. Princess Caroline was

born in February, 1742/3, and was married in 1760 to the

Prince of Nassau-Weilburg. They were the only surviving

children of their father, who died 11 Oct. [0. S.] 1751.

371. Royal Society of Sciences at Gottingen. 1751.

Bust of George II., r., laureate, hair long, in armour and

riband across the breast. Leg. geoegius ii d . g . mag . bei .

fe . et hib . eex f . d. Below, moeikofee. (Johanu. Melchior

Morikofer.)

Rev. Minerva, seated, I., leans upon her Gorgon shield, and

holds out a laurel wreath. Leg. decoea meeenti. (Rewards

to the meritorious.) Ex. peaemium societ . beg . scient .

gotting. (The Prize of the Royal Society of Sciences at Got-

tingen.)

1-75. Mazzuchelli, II. PL ccv. 1.

MB. M. Very rare.

The Academy of Sciences at Gottingen was established in

1751, when this medal was struck for one of the prizes annually

distributed.
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372. Eoyal Society of Sciences at Gottingen. 1751.

Bust of George II., v., &c; same as the preceding.

Rev. Minerva, leaning on her spear, holds a wreath over the

emblems of Science and Literature : at her side is the owl.

Leg. aueo pretiosior omni. (More precious than all gold.)

1-75. Mazzuchelli, II. PI. ccv. 2.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is another of the annual premiums of the Academy of

Sciences at Gottingen.

373. Anne, Princess of Orange. Regent of Holland.

11 Nov. -M^ 1 -

Bust of the Princess of Orange, v., with lovelocks and

coronet, in embroidered gown and ermine mantle. Leg. anna .

D . G . M . B . R . PRINC . AURANT . DOTARIA . GUB? AC . TUT* (Anne,

by the grace of God, Princess Royal of Great Britain, [Princess]

Dowager, Regent, and Guardian of the House of Orange.)

Below, n. v. s. (Nicolaus Van Swinderen.)

Rev. The shields of Nassau, within the Garter, and of Britain,

surmounted by a crown, and enclosed within a circle of eleven

shields of the principal towns of Friesland, united by chains

meeting in a cap of Liberty.

1*45. Van Loon, Suppl. xxix. 307.

MB. JR. Rare.

The Stadtholder, William IV., died 11 Oct. [0. S.] 1751, and

his widow, Anne, the eldest daughter of George II., was

appointed Regent of the kingdom and guardian of the children.

This medal was struck in Friesland as a mark of devotion to

the House of Orange.

374. Anne, Princess of Orange. Regent of Holland.
31 0ct - 17^1
11 Nov. *- !<>*'

Bust of the Princess of Orange, r., &c; similar to the pre-

ceding, but below the bust the artist's name, n. v. swinderen.
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Rev. The arms of the city of Sneek with supporters. Leg.

sigil . veb . snecanae. (The seal of the city of Sneek.) Ex.

s . p . q . s. (The senate and people of Sneek.)

1*7. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxii. 350.

Hague, M. Very rare.

This medal was struck by the magistrates of the city of

Sneek, in Friesland, to commemorate the elevation of Princess

Anne to the Kegency.

375. Anne, Princess of Orange. Eegent or Holland.
31 0ct- -17^1
11 Nov. J-t°±'

Bust of the Princess of Orange, r., veiled, in gown and

mantle fastened with brooch in front. Leg. anna . divi . gvl .

iv . vidva . FffiD . belg . gvbernatrix. (Anne, widow of the

divine William IV., Eegent of United Holland.) Below, l.

NATTER . F.

Rev. Holland, crowned, and Princess Anne, standing on

either side of a column surmounted by the Palladium.

Holland raises her hands in attitude of greeting, and has at

her feet her Lion ; Princess Anne, veiled, places one hand on

the column and the other against her heart ; at her feet is a

closed urn. Leg. spes reipvb . restitvta. (The hope of the

State is restored.) Ex. xi . cal . oct mdccli. (11 Nov. 1751.)

l. n. (Laurence Natter.)

2*65. Van Loon, Suppl. xxx. 325.

No specimen of this medal has been met with.

Holland is here represented as greeting with open arms

Princess Anne, her future protectress, as the Palladium was of

Troy so long as it remained within its walls. The attitude of

the Princess denotes also her acceptance of that responsible

position.

376. Death of Louisa, Queen of Denmark. -
x—q Dec. 1751.

Bust of Louisa, Queen of Denmark, r., with hair long, and

decorated with pearls, in gown fastened with brooch in front,
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and mantle lined with ermine and seme with crowns. Leg.

LOVISA . D . G . DAN . NORV . VAND . GOTH . REGINA. (Louisa, by the

grace of God, Queen of Denmark, Norway, the Vandals, and

the Goths.) Below, arbien . f. (Magnus Gustav Arbien fecit.)

Rev. A square tomb inscribed, duo moriuntur in una. (Two

die in one.) On it are two urns inscribed, matri desideratiss.

(To the much lamented mother), and princ . filio. (To the

Prince her son.) At the base are seated two female figures,

Denmark and Norway, leaning mournfully on their shields.

Leg. ante diem. (Prematurely.) Ex. coronam mutavit d .

xix decemb . mdccli. (She exchanged her crown, 19 Dec.

1751.) p. c. w. (Peter Christof Winslow.)

2. Danske Medailler, Fr. V. PL ix. 3.

MB. M. Ptare.

Louisa, Queen of Denmark, was the youngest daughter of

George II. A very short time before her expected confinement

she underwent an operation, from which a feYer ensued, and

she died in the 27th year of her age, y^ Dec. 1751.

377. Chancellor's Medal. Cambridge. March, 1752.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair short, in armour, with

star of the Garter, and mantle fastened with brooch on the

shoulder. Leg. georgivs . n . pivs . felix . pater . patriae.

(George II., pious, prosperous, the Father of his country.) On
truncation, r. yeo . f.

Rev. On a raised throne is seated Cambridge, murally

crowned, holding a caduceus, a lyre near her feet, and pointing

to students, to one of whom Liberality, holding a cornucopia,

and having the shield of the Duke of Newcastle at her feet, is

presenting a medal. Near the throne is the river-god camvs,

reclining on his urn ; in the distance is a view of the Senate

House. Leg. stvdiis hvmanitatis. (For classical studies.)

Ex. LIBERALITAS . T . HOLLES . DVC . NOVOCASTR . ACAD . CANCELL.

(The liberality of Thomas Holies, Duke of Newcastle, Chancellor

of the University.) yeo . f. (Bichard Yeo fecit.)

2. (See Woodcut.)
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MB. M. Bare,

The Duke of Newcastle was elected Chancellor of the Univer-

sity of Cambridge in Dec. 1748, and in 1751 he founded two

377. Chancellor's Medal, Cambridge.

gold medals, to be given annually to two candidates who excelled

in classical learning. The two first prizes were adjudged in

March, 1752, to Bishop Porteus and Baron Maseres.

378. William Cheselden. Died, 11 April, 1752.

Bust of Cheselden, v., in cap and shirt with open collar.

Leg. cheselden. Below, w. wyon sc. mint.

Rev. The body of a man laid out for dissection : in the back-

ground, on a table decorated with the arms of St. Thomas's

Hospital, are a skull, book, and vases ; above is a human leg

which has been dissected. Leg. mors vivis salvs. (Death is

safety to the living.) Ex. sT. thomas's hospital, w wyon s

mint.

2-85. Num. Journ. II. p. 10.

MB. M. Bare.

This is a prize medal of St. Thomas's Hospital. It was

founded by the late George Vaughan, and is annually awarded
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to the fourth year's student who most distinguishes himself in

a practical examination in surgery and surgical anatomy.

William Cheselclen, the eminent surgeon and anatomist, born

19 Oct. 1688, at Burrow-on-the-Hill in Leicestershire, studied

anatomy under Cowper, and surgery under Feme of St.Thomas's

Hospital. He began his lectures on anatomy at the age of

twenty-two, and in the following year was elected a Fellow of

the Koyal Society. He was appointed head- surgeon of St.

Thomas's Hospital and consulting surgeon for St. George's and

the Westminster Infirmary, and later on principal surgeon to

Queen Caroline. In 1737 he was chosen head-surgeon to

Chelsea Hospital, and he held that post till his death in April,

1752. Cheselden was the most skilful operator of his time,

especially as a lithotomist, and his works on surgery are numer-

ous ; he was also a frequent contributor to the Philosophical

Transactions of the Eoyal Society.

379. William V., Prince of Orange. Knight of the

Garter. 4 June, 1752.

Bust of William of Orange, r., in hat with feathers, mantle,

collar and George of the Garter ; his left hand grasps his

sword. Leg. wilh . v . d : g . pr . ar . et n . foed . belg .

lib . gvb . hjer. (William V., by the grace of God, Prince of

Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Governor of united liberated

Holland.) On truncation, i. g. h. f. (Johann Georg Holtzhey

fecit.)

Rev. St. George and the Dragon, within the Garter. Leg.

eqves creatvs die v ivny . MDCCLii. (Created a Knight, 5

June, 1752.) i. g. holtzhey . fec.

1*5. Van Loon, Suppl. xxx. 326.

Hague, M. Very rare.

William V. of Orange, grandson of George II., was elected

a Knight of the Garter on the 13th March, 1752, and installed

by proxy on the 4th June following, and not on the 5th, as

stated on this medal.
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380. Visit of Pkince Chakles. 23 Sept. 1752.

Bust of Prince Charles, r., hair short, curly behind, no

drapery. Leg. redeat magnus ille genius britannee. (May

he, the great genius of Britain, return.)

Rev. Britannia, standing by a rock on the sea- shore, and

resting upon her spear and shield, waits the arrival of an

approaching fleet ; behind her is a globe with the map of Great

Britain. Leg. o diu desiderata navis. (Oh, long hoped-for

ship.) Ex. LiETAMINI CIVES SEPT XXIII MDCCLII. (Let US

rejoice, citizens, 23 Sept. 1752.)

1-7. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xiv. 5.

MB. M. Somewhat rare.

This medal in type resembles No. 251, p. 600, and was

probably executed by Thomas Pingo. It commemorates the

visit of Prince Charles to London in 1752. In that year

another insurrection was planned by the Prince, Alexander

Murray, Macdonald of Lochgarry, and Dr. Archibald Cameron.

Murray came to England, and the other two conspirators went

to Scotland. Prince Charles also repaired incognito to London,

where he stayed, as in 1750, in the house of Lady Primrose.

(See No. 361, p. 656.) He remained some weeks; but seeing

no hope of the plot having any success, he returned to Paris.

This visit was known to Lord Holdernesse, the Secretary of

State, who is said to have reported it to George II.

381. Foundation of the Edinburgh Exchange.

13 Sept. 1753.

Bust of George Drummond, L, in wig, coat, and riband of

Grand Master of the Freemasons : distant view of the Edin-

burgh Koyal Infirmary. Leg. g . drummond . architect . scot .

summus . magis . edin . ter . cos. (George Drummond, Grand

Master of the Freemasons of Scotland, thrice Provost of Edin-

burgh.)

Rev. Facade of the Edinburgh Exchange. Leg. urbi exor-

nandae civiumque commoditati. (For adorning the city and for

the convenience of the citizens.) Ex. fori novi edinburgensis
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POSITO LAPIDE PRIMO ORDO PER SCOTIAM ARCHITECTONICUS EX-

cudi jussit xiii septembris MDCCLin. (On the laying of the

first stone of the new Exchange of Edinburgh, the Order of

Freemasons throughout Scotland directed this medal to be

struck, 13 Sept. 1753.)

1-2.

MB. electrotype from Edinburgh, M. Very rare.

On 13 Sept. 1753, the foundation stone of the new Exchange

at Edinburgh was laid with great ceremony, and in the stone

were made three holes, into which the above and two following

medals were inserted. These medals were also distributed

amongst those present at the ceremony. George Drummond
was Grand Master of the Scottish Freemasons, and had been

chiefly instrumental in raising the funds for this building, as he

had some years before done for the Koyal Edinburgh Infirmary.

Drummond was six times Lord Provost of Edinburgh, and the

foundation stone of the Royal Infirmary was laid during his

third tenure of office.

382. Foundation of the Edinburgh Exchange.

13 Sept. 1753.

Bust of George Drummond, I., &c; same as the preceding.

Rev. The armorial shield of the Scottish Freemasons within

the collar of the Order of St. Andrew. Leg. in the lord is

ALL OUR TRUST.

1-2.

Hunter, M. Very rare.

This is another of the medals placed in the foundation stone

of the Edinburgh Exchange ; but it may have been struck

before the above date.

383. Foundation of the Edinburgh Exchange.

13 Sept. 1753.

The Grand Master of the Scottish Freemasons, grasping the

hand of a brother mason, points to a seated figure of Silence

;
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in the background is the new Exchange at Edinburgh ; above

are the sun and the moon, with the seven stars of the Pleiades :

masonic implements lie about on the ground. Ex. amicitia

vietute et silentio. (By friendship, virtue, and silence.)

Rev. The armorial shield of the Scottish Freemasons, &c.
;

same as the preceding.

1-2. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xxx. 4.

MB. M. R. W. Cochran-Patrick, M. Very rare.

This medal has a loop for suspension. Although it was

struck to be laid in the foundation stone of the Edinburgh

Exchange, it is not mentioned in the Scots Magazine for Sept.

1753, where a full account is given of this ceremony, and where

the two preceding pieces are described.

384. Edinburgh Revolution Club. 1753.

William III., laureate, and habited as a Roman Emperor,

presents a scroll inscribed, m. cha. (Magna Charta), to Religion

and Justice, seated on the ground before him. Tyranny and

Popery are fleeing away. Ex. meminisse juvabit. (We shall

delight in the recollection.)

Rev. Inscription, the Edinburgh revolution club in co-

MEMORATION OF THE RECOVERY OF THEIR RELIGION AND LIBERTY

BY . K . WILLIAM & Q . MARY AN 1688 ORDERED THIS MEDAL

TO BE STRUCK . ANNO . 1753.

1*4. Cochran-Patrick, Scott. Med., PI. xxx. 1.

MB. 1R. M gilt. Rare.

The Edinburgh Revolution Club was established to commem-
orate the accession of William and Mary, and to uphold the

principles of the Revolution of 1688. The members of the

Club met occasionally to celebrate the object of its foundation,

and the clays selected for the meetings were generally the

coronation day and the anniversary of the birthdays of members

of the royal family. The above medal was struck to be worn

by members of the Club, but what particular event occasioned

its issue in 1753 has not been ascertained.
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385. Irish Surplus Eevenue Dispute. 17 Dec. 1753.

The Irish Parliament issuing from their house headed by the

Speaker, who carries a bag inscribed vindicata (Vindicated),

and places a cap of Liberty on the head of Hibernia, attended

by Industry with a distaff and by Law with a scroll inscribed

leges. (Laws.) Above is Fame with a trumpet, the flag of

which is marked cxxrv, and with a scroll inscribed, ergo tva

jvra manebvnt. (Therefore your rights shall remain.) Leg.—
VTCVNQVE FERENT EA FACTA MINORES

VINCIT AMOR PATRIAE.

(However posterity may consider these acts, love of country

prevails.) Ex. A vulture and a wolf, with human hands and

bodies, scrambling for gold.

385. Irish Surplus Revenue Dispute.

Rev. Inscription across the field, sacrvm senatoribvs cxxiv

QVI TENACES PROPOSITI FORTITER AC PRVDENTER JVRA PATRLAE

RITE VINDICARVNT XVII DIE DECEMBRIS AERAE CHRISTIANAE

mdccliii qvocirca vivite fortes. (Sacred to the 124 senators

who, firm to their purpose, boldly and wisely have duly vindi-

cated the rights of their country, 17 Dec. 1753 of the Christian

era ; wherefore long live ye brave men.) Leg. qviqve svi

memores alios fecere merendo. ("Who by deserving well have

made others cherish their memory.

—

Virg. Aen. vi. 664.)

1-75. (See Woodcut.)

VOL. II. X X
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MB. N. M. Rare.

This medal has a ring for suspension. A question had

arisen in Ireland how far the King's consent was necessary to

enable the Irish Parliament to appropriate any surplus revenues.

In 1753 a bill having been prepared for the application of some

of the surplus of the revenue towards the discharge of the

National Debt, all mention of the King's consent was omitted

in the preamble. The English Ministry returned the bill with

the preamble altered, and the King's consent inserted. In that

form it was brought before the Irish House of Commons, and

rejected by a majority of 124 to 117. By this act the Speaker,

representing the Parliament, is vindicating the liberty of Ire-

land, and is supported by Law and Industry.

The figures in the exergue are meant to disparage the charac-

ter of those who were supposed to have fomented these disturb-

ances for the sake of gold.

The edge of the specimen in gold in the British Museum is

inscribed with the name of cesar . colclough . esq? k? of .

THE . SHIRE . FOR . THE . COUNTY . OF . WEXFORD.

386. Irish Surplus Revenue Dispute. 17 Dec. 1753.

Bust of the Speaker, three-quarters, L, in wig and official

robes. Leg. the speaker and liberty.

Rev. The Irish harp crowned. Leg. the 124 patriots of

IRELAND. Ex. DECEMBER . 17 . 1753.

1-4.

MB. brass. Rare.

Struck upon the same occasion as the preceding. The

Speaker at this time was Henry Boyle, the strenuous leader of

the party opposed to the Government and to the Primate, Arch-

bishop Stone. He was afterwards created Earl of Shannon.

387. Irish Surplus Revenue Dispute. 17 Dec. 1753.

Bust of the Speaker, three-quarters, I., in wig and official

robes. Leg. the . speaker and liberty.
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Rev. The Irish harp crowned. Leg. the 124 patriots of

IRELAND 17 . DEC . 1753.

1.

MB. brass. Bare.

This piece is in very low relief, and is an imitation of the

preceding.

388. Eichard Mead. Died, 16 Feb. 1754.

Bust of Mead, r., hair short, in loose robe over the shoulders.

Leg. richardvs mead . med . reg . et s . r . s. (Eichard Mead,

Physician to the King and Fellow of the Boyal Society.) Below,

l. pingo . F.

Rev. An infant strangling a serpent : over him are the Sun

and the Moon. Leg. labor est angves svperare. (It is

difficult to overcome snakes.) Ex. Armorial shield of Mead
dividing the inscription, n . av . xi . mdclxxiii . o . f . xvi .

mdccliv. (Born 11 Aug. 1673, died 16 Feb. 1754.)

1*55. Durand, Med. des Num., PI. ix. 3.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Dr. Mead was born at Stepney 11 Aug. 1673, and became

one of the most eminent physicians of his time. In 1704 he

published a treatise, "De Imperio Solis ac Lunae in Corpora

Humana," which is alluded to in the Sun and the Moon on the

reverse. The design of the infant strangling the serpent and

the legend are taken from a vignette at the end of his treatise

on poisons, 1745, in which work the poison of the viper is par-

ticularly discussed.

389. Eichard Mead. Died, 16 Feb. 1754.

Bust of Mead, r., in loose mantle. Leg. richard mead m.d.

Below, l. c. wyon sc.

Rev. Salus, with a serpent round her right arm and holding

a patera in her left hand, stands, three-quarters, L, between

a vase with flowers and a tripod entwined with a wreath and

surmounted by a lamp. Leg. mereri medendo. (To be awarded

for medicine.) Ex. st Thomas's hospital, l. c. wyon . sc.

x x 2
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2-9.

St. Thomas's Hospital, M. Bare.

This is a prize medal of St. Thomas's Hospital, and is

awarded annually in respect of a special practical examination

in Medicine, Pathology, and Hygiene. It was first presented

in 1875.

390. William V., Prince of Orange. Knight of the

Garter. 1754.

Bust of William of Orange, v., in dress-coat, ermine mantle,

riband and star of the Garter. Leg. gvl . v . d . g . ar . & .

nass . pr . b . f . gvb . B.MB, . mdccliv. (William V., by the grace

of God, Prince of Orange and Nassau, Hereditary Governor

of United Holland, 1754.) Below, n. v. s. f. (Nicolaus Van
Swinderen fecit.)

Rev. The shield of the Prince of Orange crowned, within the

Garter ; around are the seven shields of the United Provinces,

all crowned, and united by orange branches : below, on a scroll,

EL . V . MAII . MDCCXLVII. Leg. CONCORDIA RES PARViE crescvnt.

Same as No. 321.

1*5. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxi. 333.

Hague, M. Extremely rare.

The reverse of this medal records the election of William IV.

of Orange as Stadtholder (See No. 321, p. 631), and has no

connexion with the obverse. It is stated in Van Loon, Suppl.

p. 369, that the specimen in the Hague is the only one that has

been met with. (See also No. 379, p. 669.)

391. The Earl of Kildare and the Irish Surplus

Bevenue Dispute. 1755.

The Irish harp crowned. Leg. prosperity to old Ireland.

Below, 1754.

Rev. The Earl of Kildare with a drawn sword preventing a

hand from snatching money from a table. Leg. touch . not .

says . kildare. Ex. mdcclv.
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1-4. (See Woodcut.)

MB. brass. Rare.

In 1749, and again in 1753, when the question arose as to

the right of the Irish House of Commons to appropriate the

surplus revenue without the consent of the Crown, the Earl

of Kildare vehemently supported the claims of the Commons.

This is the circumstance commemorated by this medal. Kildare

was the leader of one of the parties into which the people of

391. The Earl of Kildare and the Irish Surplus Revenue Dispute.

Ireland were at that time divided. He presented with his own
hand a memorial to the King in defence of his conduct, in

which he vehemently attacked the members of the Irish

Government. It was chiefly at his instigation that the Duke
of Dorset, the Lord Lieutenant, was recalled, and the Primate,

Archbishop Stone, was removed from the list of the Privy

Council. This bold remonstrance gave great offence at Court,

but the Earl rose proportionately in the estimation of the

people of Ireland.

392. The Louth Election. 1 Nov. 1755.

Hibernia, standing upon a rock in the midst of the sea and

assailed by the four winds. Leg. firm to our country as

THE ROCK IN THE SEA.

Rev. Inscription across the field, by our strict union in

LOUTH WE DISAPPOINTED THE HOPES OP OUR ENEMIES ON THE
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1 OF NOVEM 1755 IN THE 29 YEAR OF THE EEIGN OF K. GEO.

the ii whom god long preserve. Above are a heart and

united hands. Leg. may the lovers of liberty never lose it.

1-75. (See Woodcut.)

392. The Louth Election.

MB. M. Bare.

A number of persons formed themselves into an Independent

Club to resist the influence of gentlemen of property in Louth.

In 1755 they succeeded in ousting Mr. Bellingham and in

returning Mr. Thomas Tipping in conjunction with the Hon.

W. H. Fortescue to serve in Parliament. This medal is some-

times furnished with a ring, and was worn by the triumphant

party.

393. Earthquake at Lisbon. 1 Nov. 1755.

Lisbon, turreted, seated, L, amidst broken columns, and

alarmed at lightning and flames issuing from a cleft in the

ground ; her left hand holds a caduceus, and rests upon the

urn of the tagvs : near her is her shield. Leg. terr^ motvvm

vi . d . i . nov . mdcclv. (By the violence of Earthquakes, 1

Nov. 1755.)

Rev. English, Dutch, and Spanish ships conveying assistance

to Lisbon. On a band above, lisbona. Ex. holtzhey . fec.

(Martin Holtzhey fecit.)
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21. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxi. 335.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was executed in Holland, and commemorates the

memorable earthquake at Lisbon, 1 Nov. 1755, in which not

less than thirty thousand persons perished. As soon as the

calamity was known in England the King sent notice to the

Parliament, and at his request the sum of one hundred

thousand pounds was voted for the relief of the sufferers, and a

large amount was immediately despatched in the form of grain,

rice, &c. Holland and Spain also contributed to the wants of

the distressed.

394. Loss of Minorca. 27 June, 1756.

Half-length figure of General Blakeney, facing, holding the

British flag; on one side is a ship, on the other a fort firing

cannon. Leg. brave . blakney . reward. Ex. but . to . b .

GIVE A . CORD.

Rev. Half-length figure of Admiral Byng, three-quarters, I.,

receiving from a hand a purse ; behind him, a ship. Leg. was

MINORCA SOLD BY . B. Ex. FOR . FRENCH GOLD.

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

394. Loss of Minorca.

MB. brass. Rare.

The French having planned an attack upon Minorca, Admiral
Byng was despatched with a fleet to relieve the island. Deem-
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ing his force inadequate for the purpose, he retired after an

ineffectual attempt, and the island surrendered to the Due de

Eichelieu, 27 June, 1756. Byng was upon his return tried by

court-martial, condemned, and shot on the quarter-deck of the

Monarque, 14 March, 1757. By B on the reverse is therefore

meant Admiral Byng. This medal was one of the numerous

modes of expressing the indignation excited against him.

General Blakeney, who was the Deputy-Governor of Minorca,

was extravagantly eulogized, that Byng might be proportionally

depreciated in public estimation. Immediately on Blakeney'

s

landing with his garrison at Portsmouth he was created an Irish

Baron.

395. Loss of Minorca. 27 June, 1756.

A variety of the above has Blakeney with his baton pointing

to the ship behind him, and the figure of Byng much larger

and reaching almost to the legend.

1-35.

MB. brass. Bare.

396. Loss of Minorca. 27 June, 1756.

Bust of Louis XV., r., hair long, bound with fillet, no dra-

pery. Leg. lud . xv. rex christianiss. Below, f. m. (Francois

Marteau.)

Rev. Victory, standing, I., upon the globe, holds up a naval

and a mural crown. Leg. fosderum vindex. (The Avenger of

Treaties.) Ex. magonis arcibus expugnatis . m.dcc.lvi. (Fort

Mahon captured, 1756.) l. leon.

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. Not common.

The specimen in silver is varied. It has on the obverse the

artist's initials, F M, in monogram, and on the reverse roett .

filius, i.e. Joseph Charles Boettier, the Son. Louis is here

styled "the Avenger of Treaties," because he had charged the
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396. Loss of Minorca.

King of England with having violated certain treaties which

existed between them.

397. The Harvest of 1757.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georg . ii . d . g . bri . fra . et h . rex.

Rev. A beehive ; the Queen -bee amongst other bees hovering

around. Leg. rege incolvmi non deerit copia. (When the

King is safe, plenty will not be wanting.) Ex. 1757.

1-05.

MB. brass. Not rare.

An exceedingly abundant harvest in 1757 succeeded some

very scanty years and converted dearth into plenty. Such

appears to have given occasion to this medalet : but nothing-

recorded of this period seems to connect the plenty with any

circumstance personally affecting the King.

398. Eddystone Lighthouse rebuilt. 1757.

View of Eddystone Lighthouse, with ships around it. Leg.

in . salutem . omnivm. (For the safety of all.) Ex. edistone .

resurgit . 1757. (Eddystone rises again.)

No reverse.
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1'7. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. Very rare.

This piece is cast and chased, and served as a badge. The
first Eddystone Lighthouse was completed in 1700, and utterly

destroyed by a terrific storm, 26 Nov. 1703. The second was

built in 1709, and destroyed by fire, 2 Dec. 1755. The first

398. Eddystone Lighthouse rebuilt.

stone of the third building was laid 12 June, 1757, and

finished by the hand of the architect himself, Smeaton, 18 Sept.

1759. To prevent the seamen employed from being pressed,

Admiralty protections were granted, the mainsails of their ships

were marked with a view of the lighthouse, and each seaman

wore one of the above badges.

399. American Indian Badge. 1757.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georgivs . n . dei . gratia.

Rev. A European seated under a tree holds out the pipe of

Peace, adorned with wings, to an Indian who, seated opposite

to him, points to the meridian Sun ; a fire between them.

Leg. LET US LOOK to the most high who blessed our

FATHERS WITH PEACE. Ex. 1757.

1-75. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 418.
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MB. M. Very rare.

When the rupture took place with France in 1756, England

formed alliances with several chiefs of the American Indians,

who were presented with specimens of this medal, which they

wore with great ostentation. With the Indians the feathers of

the swan and the wild-goose, and the wings of those birds, are

emblems of peace, and each person at a negotiation takes in

turn three deliberate whiffs of a pipe adorned with such feathers

or wings before the business is commenced. The Sun, its

appearance and its course, are very frequent subjects of solemn

reference and appeal in their discussions.

400. Victory of Plassy. 23 June, 1757.

Victory, bearing a trophy and a palm branch, is mounted

upon an elephant to left. Leg. victory . at . plassy . clive .

commander. Ex. MDCCLVin. soc. p. a. c. (Society for Pro-

moting Arts and Commerce.)

Rev. Clive, habited as a Koman general, holds a sceptre sur-

mounted by a lion in his left hand, and with his right presents

to Meer Jaafar another sceptre surmounted by a dolphin

;

between them is a globe, a rudder, and a cornucopia. Leg.

INIVRIES ATTONED . PRIVILEGE . AVGMENTED . TERRITORY . ACQVIRED.

Ex. A . SOVBAH . GIVEN . TO . BENGAL . MDCCLVIII.

1-55. The Student's Hume, p. 617.

MB. M. M. Not rare.

As one encouragement to art, the Society for Promoting Arts

and Commerce resolved to strike medals occasionally in com-

memoration of historical events. The first was this one upon

the battle of Plassy, 23 June, 1757, when Clive utterly defeated

Surajah Dowlah, Nabob of Bengal, whereby the injuries he

had inflicted upon Calcutta and its unfortunate garrison were

atoned, and a considerable territory round Calcutta was vested

in the East India Company. Meer Jaafar was appointed

successor to Surajah Dowlah, and declared Soobah of Bengal,

Behar, and Orissa. This medal was not struck till the follow-

ing year, and is the work of Thomas Pingo.
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401. Society for Promoting Arts and Commerce. 1757.

Minerva (Arts) bearing a laurel wreath, and Mercury (Com-

merce) bearing a purse, approach Britannia, seated, to confer

upon her honour and wealth. Leg. arts . and . commerce .

PROMOTED. Ex. SOCIETY INST . LONDON . MDCCLIIH. PINGO.

(Thomas Pingo.)

Rev. Laurel wreath.

1-75. Gent. Mag. 1795, p. 737.

MB. M. Bare.

In 1754 a number of persons established themselves into a

Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and

Commerce, and in 1757 directed Thomas Pingo to strike a

medal "as an honourable encouragement to young gentlemen

and ladies of fortune and distinction." This medal was struck

in gold and silver and occasionally conferred ; the name of the

recipient being inscribed on the reverse.

402. Battles of Rosbach and Lissa. 1757.

Bust of Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, three-quarters,

I., in armour and ermine mantle. Leg. by the king of Prussia.

Rev. Maria Theresa kneeling to Frederick the Great, who

brandishes a sword over her head. Leg. the haughty queen

HUMBLED. Ex. 1757.

•95.

MB. brass. Not rare.

This medalet commemorates the famous victories of Frederick

the Great at Rosbach and Lissa, or Leuthen. On the 5th Nov.

he encountered the French and Austrians under Marshal

Soubise at Rosbach, near Liitzen, and inflicted upon them a

total defeat. Then turning his course into Silesia, one month

later, on the 5 Dec, he attacked the Austrians under Prince

Charles of Lorraine at Lissa, and again won a most glorious

victory. Partly owing to the failure of the Duke of Cumberland

on the Elbe, and partly on account of the bitter feeling against
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the French, the news of Frederick's victories was received with

great rejoicing in England, and his portrait was to be found

in nearly every shop and house.

403. Battle of Lissa, and Capture of Breslau. 1757.

Frederick, King of Prussia, on horseback, I., his sword in

his right hand ; in the distance, a camp. Leg. Frederic king

OF PRUSSIA. Ex. LISSA DEC . 5.

Rev. Troops attacking a fortress ; on the walls of which

stands a man holding a flag. Leg. we submit prisoners of

war. Ex. dec . 19 . 1757.

1-1.

MB. M. Not rare.

This small medal commemorates the famous victory of Lissa

and the subsequent siege and surrender of Breslau, 19 Dec.

1757. Immediately after the battle of Lissa, Frederick in-

vested Breslau, which Captain Sprecher, in spite of his'brave

defence, was compelled to surrender after a siege of twelve

days.

404. Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

The British flag waving over the globe, marked Canada

America. On one side a sailor waves his hat ; on the other a

grenadier points to a female figure writhing beneath the globe,

pointing to English boats approaching, and dropping the French

lily into the sea ; above, a flag and a band inscribed, pariter .

in . bella. (Equal in wars.) Above hovers Fame with her

trumpet and a laurel wreath, t. pingo . f.

Rev. Batteries firing ; the English fleet in the offing ; a

French ship in flames and another towed away by English

boats. Leg. lovisbovrg . taken . mdcclviii.

1-7. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 30.

MB. M. M. Somewhat rare.

Louisburg was captured from the French 26 July, 1758
;

Generals Amherst and Wolfe commanded the land forces, and
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Admiral Boscawen the fleet. The time chosen for the repre-

sentation on this medal is when an attack was made upon the

two remaining ships of the French squadron, which were in the

harbour ; one was towed away ; the other, being aground, was

necessarily destroyed. The perfect harmony which prevailed

between the military and naval commanders is alluded to in

the legend on the obverse. Mr. Thomas Hollis, who had much
intercourse with artists, and exercised great influence in the

carrying out of the designs of medals struck about this time,

appears to have superintended the execution of this one. The
specimen in silver in the British Museum was in his own
collection, and by his own direction was inscribed upon the edge,

EDWARD . BOSCAWEN . ADMIRAL . IEFFERY . AMHERST . GENERAL .

COMMANDING . WILLIAM . PITT . ADMINISTRING.

405. Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

Bust of Britannia, I., head bound with fillet, hair twisted

into a knot behind, no drapery ; behind, a trident projecting

from the neck. Leg. o . fair . Britannia . hail.

Rev. Victory, bearing a laurel wreath and a palm branch,

walking, r., on the prow of a vessel. Leg. lovisbovrg taken .

MDCCLVIII.

1-55.

MB. 2E. Not uncommon.

This medal was executed by Thomas Pingo, probably under

the auspices of Mr. Thomas Hollis. It varies a little from

the following one. On the obverse the trident, if prolonged,

would cut the letter h in hail. On the reverse the wreath

extends between the legend and the date. The legend on the

obverse is from Dr. Akenside's " Ode on leaving Holland."

406. Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

There is a variety of the preceding. On it the trident, if

prolonged, would not touch the letter h, and the wreath nearly

touches the bottom of the first letter of the date.
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1-55.

MB. lead. Very rare.

This specimen belonged to Mr. Thomas Hollis, and on the

paper in which it was wrapped he stated it to be unique. This

was not quite correct, for there was another also in lead in

the collection of the late Mr. Dimsdale.

407. Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

Bust of Britannia, L, head bound with fillet, hair twisted

into a knot behind, no drapery ; in front, the cap of Liberty

;

behind, a trident. Leg. o . fair . Britannia . hail. i. kirk . f.

Rev. Victory, running, r., bears in her left hand a trophy

consisting of a palm branch, armour, and shield with the

French lily, and in her right a large fish, from whose mouth
issues a number of small ones. Leg. lovisbovrg . taken .

MDCCLVIII. Ex. I. KIRK . F.

1-6. (See Woodcut.)

407. Louisburg taken.

MB. M. Bare.

The trophy shows that the conquest was obtained from

France : the fish alludes to the valuable fishery which existed

near the coast. This medal was designed by Cipriani at the

request of Mr. Thomas Hollis.

There is a variety of this medal, differing only in having a
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cornucopia instead of a fish in the hand of Victory. It was

probably the earlier of the two, and is extremely rare.

408. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

Bust of Admiral Boscawen, r., hair in twisted tail behind, in

coat, and riband across the breast; in his right hand is a baton.

Leg. ADML BOSCAWEN TOOK CAPE BRETON.

Rev. View of the harbour of Louisburg : ships entering,

castle on the left. Leg. louisburg harbour. Ex. iul 26

1758.

1-45. (See Woodcut.)

408. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken.

MB. brass. Bare.

This and the following brass medals are rare because they

are of very inferior workmanship, and at the time were thought

not worth preserving.

Admiral Edward Boscawen was the second son of the first

Viscount Falmouth ; he was born in 1711 and died 10 Jan.

1761. Lord Chatham bestowed upon him the high praise of

always finding expedients, whilst others were looking out for

objections. No reason has been discovered why the Admiral

alone should be commemorated and no allusion made to General

Amherst, who commanded the army with great skill and success.

Louisburg is the capital of Cape Breton.
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409. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

Bust of Admiral Boscawen, r., &c; similar to the preceding.

Rev. View of the harbour of Louisburg with ships and

castle on the left. Leg. louisbourg. Ex. iul . 26 . 1758.

1-45.

MB. brass.

410. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

There is a variety of the preceding piece differing slightly in

its type, and smaller.

•95.

MB. brass.

411. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

Bust of Admiral Boscawen, r., with hair long, and tied be-

hind, in armour, mantle, and riband across the breast. Leg.

ADML BOSCAWEN . TOOK . CAPE . BRETON.

Rev. View of the harbour of Louisburg with ships ; a

mortar firing a shell against the castle on the right. Leg.

louisbourg. Ex. iul 26 1758.

1-6.

MB. brass.

412. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

There is a variety of the preceding piece, scarcely to be

distinguished from it, except that there is no shell proceeding

from the mortar.

1-6.

MB. brass.

VOL. II. Y Y
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413. Admiral Boscawen ; Louisburg taken. 26 July, 1758.

Bust of Admiral Boscawen, r., &c; similar to No. 411.

Leg. TO BRAVE ADML
. BOSCAWEN.

Rev. A French officer, kneeling, delivers his sword and the

key of the citadel to Admiral Boscawen. Leg. i surrender

prisoner. Ex. 1758.

1.

MB. brass.

The French officer who commanded the defence of Louisburg

was the Chevalier de Drucour.

414. Action at St. Cast. 11 Sept. 1758.

Bust of Louis XV., r., laureate, hair long, in armour, and

mantle fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg. ludovico

xv. optimo principi . comitia armorica. (The Commune of

Brittany to Louis XV., the best of Princes.) On truncation,

r. fil. (Joseph Charles Roettier, the Son.)

Rev. The Genius of Brittany, on one side, with a sword in

her hand and her shield at her feet, is suspending to a palm-

tree a shield inscribed, virtus ducis et milit. (The valour of

the General and of the soldiers.) Mars, on the other side, armed

with a fulmen, attaches to the tree another shield inscribed,

virtus nobil . et pop . arm. (The valour of the nobility and

of the people of Brittany.) Leg. anglis ab aguillonio duce

profligatis. (The English defeated by the Due d'Aiguillon.)

Ex. AD SANCTUM CATUODUM M.DCC.LVIII. (At St. Cast, 1758.)

r. fil. (Joseph Charles Roettier, the Son.)

2-5. Tresor, Med. Franc., Pt. III. PL xlix.

MB. M. Very rare.

This medal was struck by the Commune of Brittany in

honour of Louis XV.

An expedition under the command of General Bligh and

Commodore Howe was sent against Cherbourg, 1 Aug., 1758,

and was successful, the harbour, basin, and forts being de-
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stroyed, twenty-seven ships burnt, twenty-two pieces of brass

cannon taken, and a contribution of £3,000 levied. The force

then proceeded to St. Cast, and the troops were set ashore near

St. Malo. Here it was found that the Due d'Aiguillon, with

15,000 troops, partly regulars, partly militia, was advancing

against them. It was, therefore, deemed expedient to re-em-

bark, but the rear-guard of 1,500 men, under General Dury,

still remained when the French army approached, and at once

commenced a regular and well-concerted attack. General Dury
was dangerously wounded, and, in an attempt to swim towards

his ship, was drowned, and the English loss in killed and

prisoners was nearly 1,000 men. The French loss was even

more severe.

415. Goeee taken. 29 Dec. 1758.

Bust of Britannia, I., head bound with fillet, hair twisted

into a knot behind, no drapery ; behind, a trident projecting

from the neck. Leg. o . faie . Britannia . hail. Same as

No. 405.

Rev. Victory, bearing a laurel wreath and a palm branch,

walking, v., on the prow of a vessel. Leg. goeee . taken .

MDCCLVIII.

1*55. Joachim, II. PI. xxxx. 1.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

The type of the reverse is but slightly varied from No. 405.

This medal was executed by Thomas Pingo under the auspices

of Mr. Thomas Hollis, and it gained the prize offered by the

Society for Promoting Arts and Commerce for the best medal on

this victory. Mr. Hollis presented one to Mr. Pitt, inscribed,

william pitt administring. ; another to Admiral Keppel, in-

scribed, avgvstvs keppel commanding ; and another to Dr.

Akenside, from whose " Ode on leaving Holland " he had
adopted the legend on the obverse. The Island of Goree (Cape

Verd), originally a Dutch plantation, had fallen into the hands

of the French in 1677. An expedition entrusted to Admiral

Keppel attacked the French garrison on the 29th Dec, and after

a short resistance the place surrendered.

y y 2
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416. Successes of 1758.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long, in armour, with

star of the Garter, and riband across the breast. Leg. georgivs .

II . REX.

Rev. Britannia, seated on a car drawn by a lion, drives over

French lilies. On either side walk Justice and Liberty ; above

is a band inscribed, fosdus invictum (The unconquered alli-

ance) ; and below, the date, mdcclviii. Around are inscribed

the successes of the year, with the dates and the names of the

several commanders :

—

SENEGAL . MAI . 2. S. MALO? IUN . 16. LOUISBOURG . IUL . 27. CHERBOURG . AU . 16.

MARSH . MASON. MARLBRO. BOSCAWEN-AMHERST. HOW.

FRONTI? AUG . 27. DUQUESNE . NOV . 24. GOREE . DEC . 29.

BRADSTREET. FORBES. KEPPEL.

1-75. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 21.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

At the taking of Senegal, Captain Marsh commanded the

ships and Major Mason the troops. At St. Malo the troops were

disembarked under the Duke of Marlborough ; they burnt one

hundred and twenty vessels, all the magazines of naval stores,

and then re-embarked. For the taking of Louisburg see Nos.

404-413. At the attack on Cherbourg (See No. 414) Commo-
dore Howe especially distinguished himself. Fort Frontenac,

on Lake Ontario, contained sixty pieces of cannon, sixteen

small mortars, and very considerable magazines ; all these were

taken or destroyed by Colonel Bradstreet. Fort Duquesne is

situated on the Ohio ; it was taken by Brigadier Forbes, who

repaired the fortifications and gave to it the name of Pittsburg.

For the taking of Goree see the preceding medal.

417. Death of the Princess of Orange. 12 Jan. 1759.

Bust of the Princess of Orange, I., veiled, in open gown and

ermine mantle; over her head is a radiated circle of stars. Leg.

ANNA D . G . M . BR . PR . REG . TOT . BELG . FOED . GVB . MINO-

renni principe. (Anne, by the grace of God, Princess Royal of
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Great Britain, Regent of all united Holland during the minority

of the Prince.) I. g. h. f. (Johann Georg Holtzhey fecit.)

Rev. A sarcophagus decorated with the shield of the Prin-

cess. On the hase appear two young orange-trees springing

from an old trunk, and emblems of Government, Arts, and

Sciences are spread upon the ground. Leg. nec maiestate

nec iETATE nec virtvte movetvr. ([Death] is not moved by

Majesty, Age, or Virtue.) Ex. nata 2 nov . 1709 . denat . 12

jan . 1759. (Born 2 Nov. 1709 ; died 12 Jan. 1759.) holtz-

hey . f. (Johann Georg Holtzhey fecit.)

1*6. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxii. 349.

MB. M. Rare.

Anne, the Princess Royal of England, upon the death of her

husband, William IV. of Holland, in 1751, became Regent of

the United Provinces. (See Nos. 373-375.) She died after a

very short illness, leaving a son and a daughter, who are sym-

bolized by the two young trees on the base of the monument.

The emblems allude to her authority and accomplishments,

which were varied and considerable.

418. Death of the Princess of Orange. 12 Jan. 1759.

Bust of the Princess of Orange, r., hair long, wearing-

diadem, in gown and ermine mantle ; above her head, stars.

Leg. ANNA D . G . M . BR . P . GUB . ET . TUT . WIL . V . A . P .

n . mdccix . o . mdcclix . xn . ian. (Anne, by the grace of God,

Princess of Great Britain, Regent, and Guardian of William V.,

Prince of Orange ; born 1709, died 12 Jan. 1759.) Below,

e a. (Eise Andeles.)

Rev. A sarcophagus beneath a canopy and surmounted by a

figure of Holland, seated, with her shield at her side. Leg.

heu quo vota nostra recessere ! (Alas ! where have our

prayers vanished.) Ex. Skull on crossbones, winged hour-

glass, broken staff, &c.

1*4. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxii. 346.

Hague, M. Very rare.

The decease of the Princess Anne was much lamented
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throughout Holland. Since her husband's death she had been

entrusted with the guardianship of her children, and had

directed the affairs of the State, and had shown herself, accord-

ing to the testimony of Frederick the Great, King of Prussia,

to be a woman of magnanimity and prudence, and of an under-

standing superior to her sex.

419. Death of the Peincess of Oeange. 12 Jan. 1759.

Bust of the Princess of Orange, r., veiled, in gown and

ermine mantle. Leg. anna . d . g . m . b . e . peinc . aueant .

dotaeia . gub? ac . tut? (Anne, by the grace of God, Princess

Eoyal of Great Britain, [Princess] Dowager, Begent, and Guar-

dian of the House of Orange.) Below, n. v. s. (Nicolaus Van

Swinderen.)

Rev. An obelisk decorated with the crowned shield of Orange

and England quarterly ; leaning against it is the weeping figure

of Holland, and on the other side lies the Belgic Lion. The

base of the obelisk is inscribed, peid : id : ian : 1759. (12

January, 1759.) Leg. heu mateem peedidi ! lugeo ad uenam.

(Alas ! I have lost a mother ; I mourn at her tomb.)

1-45. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxii. 348.

MB. JR. Rare.

The Princess had so conducted the affairs of State that she

was lamented by the people as if they had lost a mother.

420. Death of the Peincess of Oeange. 12 Jan. 1759.

Bust of the Princess of Orange, r., hair long, wearing diadem,

in gown and ermine mantle. Leg. anna . d . g . m . be . peinc .

AUEANT . DOTAEIA . GUB? AC . TUT? Below, N V S. (Nicolaus

Van Swinderen.)

Rev. An obelisk decorated with the crowned shield of Orange

and England quarterly, &c; same as the preceding.

1-45. Van Loon, Suppl. xxxii. 347.

Hague, M. Very rare.
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421. Geoege Fbedeeick Handel. Died, 13 April, 1759.

(Sheffield Musical Society. 1769.)

Bust of Handel, v., hair long, in dress-coat, and surrounded

by various musical instruments and scores. Leg. geo . feed .

HANDEL ESQE.

Rev. Inscription across the field, the gift of the Sheffield

MUSICAL SOCIETY APPEOVED PERFORMANCE. Upper leg. WITH
HONOUR LET DESERT BE CEOWND. LoiVer leg. THIS SOCIETY

COMMENC'D JAN. THE FIEST 1769.

2-15.

MB. M. Not common.
This was the prize medal of the Sheffield Musical Society.

The recipient's name was inscribed on the reverse.

George Frederick Handel, the great musical composer, born

at Halle, in the Duchy of Magdeburg, 23 Feb. 1685 [N.S.],

died in London on Good Friday, 13 April, 1759, and was buried

with great pomp in Westminster Abbey.

422. Geoege Feedeeick Handel. Died, 13 April, 1759.

(Centenaey Festival. 1784.)

Bust of Handel, I., in close-buttoned coat and mantle. Leg.

COMM . F . HANDEL . MDCCLXXXIV.

Rev. Within an oak wreath, sub . ausp . g . in. (Under the

auspices of George III.)

1*25. Burney, Com. Fest., front.

MB. AL M. Common.
This medal was struck on the centenary festival in commem-

oration of the birth of Handel, held in May and June, 1784,

in Westminster Abbey and at the Pantheon. It was worn on
the days of the performance by the King and Queen and the

Directors of the Festival. This medal is figured on the frontis-

piece of Dr. Burney' s Account of the Festival, published in

1785.
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423. George Frederick Handel. Died, 13 April, 1759.

(Benevolent Choral Fund. 1791.)

Bust of Handel, I., in close-buttoned coat and mantle ;

below, G. F. HANDEL. Leg. I KNOW THAT MY REDEEMER LIVETH.

Rev. Inscription, benevolent choral fund instituted 1791

FOR ITS DECAY'D MEMBERS WIDOWS AND ORPHANS.

l'l.

MB. M.
Several dies were made for striking these pieces, which

probably were used as tickets or passes of admission at the

meetings of the above choir.

424. George Frederick Handel. Died, 13 April, 1759.

(Durand's Medal. 1823.)

Bust of Handel, I., hair short, in coat with open collar, and

mantle. Leg. g . fridericus haendel. wolff . f.

Rev. Inscription, natus halae in magdeburgica an . m.dc-

lxxxiv . obiit an . m.dcc.lix. (Born at Halle in Magdeburg,

1684 ; died, 1759.) Ex. series numismatica universalis virorum illus-

TRIUM. M.DCCC.XXIII. DURAND edidit.

1-6.

MB. M.
One of the meclallic series of illustrious persons of all

countries executed at Paris. (See No. 1, Vol. I. p. 4.)

425. George Frederick Handel. Died, 13 April, 1759.

(Crystal Palace Handel Festival. 1857.)

Bust of Handel, I., wearing cap, close-buttoned coat, and

mantle. Behind, handel ; below, pinches . London.

Rev. A lyre. Leg. crystal . palace . handel . festival .

june . 1857.

1-65.

MB. M.
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This medal was struck by direction of the Sacred Harmonic

Society, in commemoration of the first of the Handel Festivals

held at the Crystal Palace in 1857.

426. George Frederick Handel. Died, 13 April, 1759.

(Centenary Commemoration. 1859.)

Bust of Handel, I., wearing cap, shirt with open collar, coat,

and mantle. Leg. george fkedekic handel. On truncation,

W. J. TAYLOR . LONDON.

Rev. Within a wreath of palm and olive, centenary com-

memoration—CRYSTAL PALACE MDCCCLIX.

2.

MB. M.
This medal was struck on the occasion of the centenary

festival in commemoration of the death of Handel, held at the

Crystal Palace in 1859.

427. Guadaloupe taken. 1 May, 1759.

Pallas, standing, L, placing one foot upon an antique prow,

holds a trident and a military standard. On either side,

MOORE, BARKINGTON. Ex. SOC . PROM . ARTS . AND . COMMERCE.

Rev. Britannia, leaning upon her spear, her shield at her

side, raises a suppliant female holding sugar-canes. Leg.

GVADALVPE . SVRRENDERS. Ex. MAY . I . MDCCLIX.

1-55. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samrn. p. 807.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.
This medal was executed by Thomas Pingo from designs

furnished by Stuart, and under the direction of Mr. Hollis. It

was struck at the expense of the Society for Promoting Arts

and Commerce. The Island of Guadaloupe surrendered to the

forces under Commodore Moore and General Barrington. The
nature of the forces is indicated by the naval and military

standards, and by Pallas having one foot on land, the other on

a prow. The Island was remarkably fertile in sugar, as indi-

cated by the sugar-canes in the hands of the suppliant female.
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428. Majority of the Prince of Wales. 4 June, 1759.

Bust of the Prince of Wales, I., with hair long, and tied

behind, in armour, and ermine mantle fastened with brooch on

the shoulder. Leg. georgivs . walli^e . princeps. On trunca-

tion, T. PINGO . F.

Rev. A female figure, Tellus, turreted, seated, I., on a throne,

decorated with a pine-cone behind, and placed between two

lions couchant, one holding the shield of Britain ; she plays

a cymbal, to the sound of which four female figures dance

around an oak-tree ; below, a scroll inscribed, robvr britannle.

(The strength of Britain.) Leg. tellvs jactabit alvmno. (The

Earth shall boast in her offspring.) Ex. advltze ^etatis dies

favstissimvs iv . jvn . mdcclix. (The most happy day of the

majority, 4 June, 1759.)

2-15." (See Woodcut.)

428. Majority of the Prince of Wales.

MB. N. M. M. Bare.

George, the eldest son of Frederick, Prince of Wales, came
of age on the 4th June, 1759, and on the occasion many loyal

addresses were presented to him, to the King, and to his mother,

the Princess Dowager. The type of the reverse testifies to the
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joy of the nation on the occasion, and expresses a hope that

the young Prince would be a future strength and support to

the country. The design may have been suggested by the 67th

Psalm, " let the nations rejoice and be glad," and " Then
shall the earth brine: forth her increase."

429. Majority of the Prince of Wales. 4 June, 1759.

Bust of the Prince of Wales, three-quarters, I., head facing,

in dress-coat and ermine robe, and riband and star of the

Garter. Leg. georgius princeps walliae.

Rev. Victory, approaching the Prince, grasps his hand and

crowns him with a wreath of flowers : in the distance, build-

ings. Leg. PRiNCTPi optibio. (To the best of Princes.) Ex.
may . 24 . 1759.

1-65.

MB. brass. Bare.

A complimentary medal of poor workmanship issued upon
the Prince attaining the age of twenty-one. The date, which

is after the old style, is an instance of the unwillingness of a

large portion of the community to accept the new style, which

had been introduced by order of Parliament in 1752.

430. The Prince of Wales and Prince Edward. 1759.

Bust of the Prince of Wales, L, with hair long, and tied

behind, in dress-coat, riband and star of the Garter. Leg.

GEORGIUS . WALLLE . PRINCEPS. Below, A. VERE . F.

Rev. Bust of Prince Edward, r., with hair long and tied

behind, in dress-coat, and riband across the breast. Leg.

edwardus . geo . wal . pr . frater. (Edward, brother of George,

Prince of Wales.)

1-95. (See Woodcut.)

MB.' M. Bare.

Edward, second son of Frederick, Prince of Wales, was

created Duke of York and Albany in 1760, and died in 1767.
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430. Medal of the Prince of Wales and Prince Edward.

431. Battle of Minden. 1 Aug. 1759.

A British and a German soldier, in Roman costume, hold a

globe on which stands a Victory crowning each with a laurel

wreath. Leg. concokd . of . the . allies^ Ex. avg . i .

MDCCLIX.

431. Battle of Minden.

Rev. Victory, seated, v., upon a globe amidst captured French

shields, holds a palm branch and supports upon her knee a

shield inscribed, minden. Ex. society . prom . arts and .

COMMERCE.
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1-55. (See Woodcut.)

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

This medal was executed by Thomas Pingo under the

direction of Mr. Hollis, at the expense of the Society for Pro-

moting Arts and Commerce. At the battle of Minden the

French, under Marshal De Contades and the Due De Broglie,

were defeated by the Hanoverians and English, commanded

by Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick and Lord George Sackville.

Nothing but the refusal of Lord Sackville to complete the

victory by a cavalry charge saved the French from utter rout.

432. Battle of Minden. 1 Aug. 1759.

Prince Ferdinand, in the character of Perseus, passes through

piles of French arms, flags, and a broken shield ; over his head

is a star ; behind him he holds the Gorgon-headed shield
;

in his hand is a scourge, the thongs terminating in the Lion of

Holland, the Unicorn of England, the Eagle of Prussia, and

the Horse of Hanover ; in the distance, the enemy flying.

Leg. vietvti cedit nvmeevs. (Number yields to valour.) Ex.

pecelivm mindense i avg . mdcclix. (The battle of Minden,

1 Aug. 1759.) i. g. holtzhey . fec.

Rev. A laurel-tree entwined by a fruitful vine ; at the foot

are wheat- sheaves, mural crowns, and keys. In the distance is

a view of the valley of the Weser. Leg. post tot disceimina

reevm. (After so many dangers.

—

comp. Virg. Aen. i. 208.)

Ex. feed . pe . bevnsv . exeec . foed . dvx. (Ferdinand, Prince

of Brunswick, General of the Allied Army.)

1-9. Old England, II. 269.

MB. M. Very rare.

The star indicates the rank of the Prince ; the shield the

petrifying effect of his progress, and the scourge the different

nations of which his victorious army was composed ; the legend

alludes to the great superiority in numbers of the army of

France to which he was opposed. Previous to the battle the

supplies of the army had been frequently interrupted, and the
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result of the victory was the surrender of Cassel and other

towns, and a ready supply from a great extent of country.

After many dangers Ferdinand's laurels flourished in the midst

of a fertile country, while fortresses laid their keys at his feet.

433. Battle of Minden. 1 Aug. 1759.

Bust of Prince Ferdinand, r., hair tied behind, in armour,

mantle, riband and George of the Garter. Leg. ferd : of .

brvnswick. On truncation, kirk. (John Kirk.)

Rev. Prince Ferdinand, with his staff, commanding at the

battle of Minden. In the distance is seen the successful attack

upon the French intrenched position. Leg. Protestants . re-

IOICING. Ex. THE . FRENCH . BEATEN . AT . MINDEN MDCCLIX.

1-4. (See Woodcut.)

433. Battle of Minden.

MB. M. M. Not uncommon.

Prince Ferdinand was brother to Charles, the reigning Duke

of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel. He was elected a Knight of the

Garter 16 Aug. 1759, and was invested in his camp at Kroff-

dorff near Giessen, 17 Oct., in full view of the French army.

The moment represented is the great charge made against the

French centre, which had been weakened by detachments to

support the wings. Eeligious feelings were much excited

during this war, and the Protestants rejoiced greatly at this

victory over the French, their Roman Catholic adversaries.
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434. Battle of Minden. 1 Aug. 1759.

Prince Ferdinand on horseback, r., staff in his hand. Leg.

FERDINAND HERTZOG ZU BRUNSCHWEIG WOLFFENBUTTEL. (Fer-

dinand, Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel—

)

Rev. The French fleeing before the allied troops. Leg. hat

die franzosen geschlagen. (—has beaten the French.) Ex.

bey minden aug . 1 . 1759. (At Minden, 1 Aug. 1759.)

1-65.

MB. brass. Bare.

A cheap memorial of the battle of Minden. This and the

following pieces relating to this battle were all executed in

England.

435. Battle of Minden. 1 Aug. 1759.

Cavalry pursuing cavalry. Leg. the . french . totally .

defeated. Ex. dodenhausen.

Rev. Prince Ferdinand on horseback, I., his sword in his

hand ; below is the view of a camp. Leg. by the brave

PRINCE FERDINAND. Ex. AUG . 1 . 1759.

•95.

MB. brass. Bare.

The battle of Minden was commenced by an attack upon

General Wangenheim's strong position at the village of Doden-

hausen or Thornhausen.

436. Marquess of Granby. 1759.

Bust of the Marquess of Granby, v., hair short, in armour

and riband across the breast. Leg. the British hero . the
MARQUIS OF GRANBY.

Rev. A heart, crowned, within a wreath of laurel.

1-05. (See Woodcut.)

MB. brass. Bare.
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The Marquess of Granby was at this time extremely popular

for the report of his gallant conduct at Minden made by

the Commander-in-Chief, Prince Ferdinand. Lord Granby

436. Medalet of the Marquess of Granby.

attempted to recover the opportunity lost by Lord George

Sackville, and advanced with great alacrity in pursuit of the

French, but too late to effect much.

437. Feedeeick the Geeat and Peince Feedinand of

Beunswick. 1759.

Frederick the Great and Prince Ferdinand grasping right

hands ; each holds his hat in his left hand : above is a crown.

Leg. THE KING OF PEUSSIA & PEINCE FEEDINAND.

Rev. Cavalry pursuing cavalry and infantry. Leg. deove

the feench out of the land. Ex. Scroll ornament.

1-5.

MB. brass.

This medal refers to the victories of Frederick the Great as

well as to the battle of Minden, in consequence of which it was

thought that the French would have to evacuate Germany.

438. Geoege II., Feedeeick the Geeat, and othees.

1759.

Busts, facing each other, of George II. and Frederick the

Great, both laureate, in armour, and with ribands across their
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breasts; crown above. Leg. king . george . the . n. fred .

KING . OF . PRUSSIA . 1759.

Rev. Six circles, each enclosing a portrait, arranged around

that of h . wilm . pitt ; those around are of prince Ferdinand,

PRINCE HENRY, DUKE BRUNSWIG, ADM. BOSCAWEN, COL. OLIVE,

and GEN. L. AMHERST.

1-8.

MB. brass. Eare.

William Pitt was the inspiring genius of the war : the two

monarchs were the head of the great confederacy ; Prince

Ferdinand commanded at Minden ; Prince Henry was brother

to the King of Prussia ; and the Duke of Brunswick was the

son of the reigning Duke. Boscawen, Clive, and Amherst are

names well known, and have already been mentioned.

439. Quebec taken. 13 Sept. 1759.

Bust of Britannia, I., head bound with fillet, hair compactly

arranged into a knot behind, no drapery ; underneath is a

laurel wreath over a trident and a standard crossed. Under

the trident, savnders ; under the standard, wolfe. Leg. Bri-

tannia.

Rev. Victory, on tiptoe, holds a palm branch, and crowns

with a laurel wreath a trophy of captured French arms, at the

foot of which is seated a bound captive. Leg. qvebec . taken .

MDCCLIX. Ex. SOC . P . A . C.

1*55. Joachim, II. PL xxxx. 2.

MB. M. M. Bare.

This medal was executed by Thomas Pingo under the

direction of the Society for Promoting Arts and Commerce.

Mr. Hollis sent a specimen to Mr. Pitt, with the edge inscribed,

WILLIAM PITT ADMINISTRING.

Quebec surrendered 13 Sept. 1759, and with this conquest

Wolfe's name is indissolubly connected. Saunders commanded
the naval force, and did everything, which the nature of the

service admitted, to contribute to the success of the enterprise.

VOL. II. z z
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440. General Wolfe. Died, 13 Sept. 1759.

Bust of Wolfe, L, with hair long, and tied behind, in armour

and mantle. Leg. iacobus wolfe anglus. Below, gosset . m.

kirk . F.

Rev. A monument, crowned with a laurel wreath, its base

inscribed, pro patria (For his country), and erected amidst

piles of arms and standards. Leg. in victoria cjesvs. (Slain

in the moment of victory.) Ex. qvebeg#i sept . xiii mdcclix.

(At Quebec, 13 Sept. 1759.)

1-45. (See Woodcut.)

440. Death of General Wolfe.

MB. M. M. Not rare.

James Wolfe, born in 1726, was selected by Pitt to command

in North America. In 1758 he joined Boscawen and Amherst

in the reduction of Louisburg, and in the following year was

entrusted with an expedition against Quebec. After a long and

arduous siege the English, on the 13th Sept., made themselves

masters of the Heights of Abraham, which commanded the

town, and after a gallant contest the French gave way. Wolfe

expired on the field in the moment of victory, and Montcalm,

the French commander, was also slain.

441. Fight off Belleisle. 20 Nov. 1759.

Britannia, armed with trident and shield, seated, v., upon a

sea-horse, is crowned by Victory. Leg. Britain . trivmphed .

HAWKE . COMMANDED. Ex. OFF . BELLEISLE . NOV . XX . MDCCLIX.
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Rev. night and tempest interpose to shield France from

the assault of Britain. France, with one foot on a rock and
the other on the figure of Tempest, leans upon his useless

sword and protects himself with his shield against Britannia,

who, with her foot upon the prow of a ship, launches her

thunder against him. Ex. France . relinquishes . the . sea.

s . p . a . c.

1-55. Old England, II. 273.

MB. M. M. Bare.

Executed, probably by Thomas Pingo, for the Society for

Promoting Arts and Commerce.

In the engagement off Belleisle the English and French

fleets were nearly equal, but De Conflans, the French admiral,

endeavoured to avoid an engagement by sheltering himself

amidst the rocks and shoals of the coast ; a tremendous tempest

and a dark night favoured his attempt at escape. He, however,

lost six ships ; others were severely damaged ; the spirit of the

French navy wTas broken, and it made no great efforts during

the remainder of the war ; in effect relinquishing its dominion

over the sea. Belleisle is situated off the point of Quiberon,

at which place the fleet commanded by Hawke had been

strengthened by some frigates under Captain Duff. This en-

gagement is usually called "the battle of Quiberon."

442. Successes of 1759.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, in armour, riband and star

of the Garter. Leg. georgivs . n . rex.

Rev. A lion rampant, I., devours, grasps, and tramples

upon French lilies. Outer leg. gloria et honor britannicis

pr^efectis. (Glory and Honour to the British Commanders.)
Inner leg. finis coronat opus. (The end crowns the under-

taking.) Ex. mdcclviiii.

1-35.

Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

This medal, although referring to the various victories of 1759,

more specially alludes to the engagement off Belleisle, which was
called the crowning conclusion of the year's operations, and

z z 2
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which reflected honour upon those whom the King had been

pleased to admit into his councils or to entrust with the conduct

of his fleets and armies. See The London Addresses.

443. Successes of 1759.

Bust of George II., 1., laureate, &c. ; same as the preceding.

Rev. A lion rampant, I., devouring French lilies, &c. ;

similar to the preceding, but not from the same die.

1-35.

Hunter, M. Extremely rare.

444. Successes or 1759.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour, with

star of the Garter, and riband across the breast. Leg. geoegivs .

ii . eex. Same as No. 416.

Rev. A shield bearing a reversed lily within a Garter, in-

scribed, peefidia eveesa (Perfidy overthrown), supported by

the Lion of England and the Horse of Hanover. On a band

below is inscribed, w . pitt ausp . geo . ii . pe . mi. (William

Pitt, Prime Minister, under the auspices of George II.) Below,

mdcclix. Around are inscribed the successes of the year, with

the names of the several commanders and the dates :—

GUADALOUPE NIAGARA MINDEN CROWN POINT LAGOS

BARING? MOOUE IOHNSON FERDINAND. AMHERST. BOSCAWEN

MAT . 1. JULY . 25. AUG . 1. AUG . 4. AUG . 19.

QUEBEC HAWKE

WOLFE QUIBERON.

MONCKN TOWNS? NOV . 20.

SEP . 13 & 18.

1*7. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm. p. 21.

MB. M. Not uncommon.

The taking of Guadaloupe and Quebec, and the victories of

Minden and Quiberon or Belleisle have already been noticed.

The fort of Niagara was captured by General Johnson after a
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most vigorous assault, in which the provincials and Indians

took part. In July, when General Amherst appeared before

Ticonderoga, the French immediately retreated to Crown Point,

a fort on Lake Champlain, which they also abandoned on the,,

approach of the English. In the battle of Lagos, which was

fought between the English and French squadrons under

Admiral Boscawen and Admiral de la Clue, the French lost

several ships, some being burnt and others taken, and their

admiral was severely wounded.

445. Successes of 1758-1759.

Britannia, seated on a car drawn by a lion, drives over

French lilies. On either side walk Justice and Liberty; above

is a band inscribed, fosdus invictum ; and below, the date,

mdcclviii. Around are inscribed the successes of the year,

with the dates and the names of the several commanders :—
SENEGAL. MAI. 2. S. MALO? IDN . 16. LOUTSBOTTRG . IUL . 27. CHERBOURG . ATJ . 16.

MARSH . MASON. MARLBRO. BOSCAWEN-AMHERST. HOW.

FRONTI9 AUG . 27. DUQUESNE . NOV . 24. GOREE . DEO . 29.

BRADSTREET. FORBES. KEPPEL.

Same as the reverse of No. 416.

Rev. A shield bearing a reversed lily, &c. ; same as the

preceding.

1-7.

MB. M. brass. Not uncommon.

This medal is composed of the reverses of the two medals

struck to commemorate the successes of the years 1758 and

1759.

446. Captain Wilson's Voyage to China. April, 1760.

Neptune, seated, r., upon a rock, points out to Mercury

(Commerce) a new route to China amidst a cluster of islands.

Leg. iterare cvrsvs relictos. (To renew abandoned courses.)

Ex. MDCCLX. R. YEO . F.
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Rev. Inscription, the . gift . of . the . eng . east . india

COMP . TO . CAPTAIN . WILLIAM . WILSON . COMMANDER . OF . THE

SHIP . PITT . AS . AN . ACKNOWLEDGEMENT . OF . HIS . SERVICES

IN . HAVING . MADE . HIS . PASSAGE . TO . AND . FROM . CHINA

BY . AN . UNUSUAL . COURSE . AND . THEREBY . EVINCING . THAT

NAVIGATION .TO . BE . PRACTICABLE . AT . ANY . SEASON . OF

THE . YEAR.

2-7. (See Woodcut.)

446. Captain Wilson's Voyage to China.

MB. M. Bare.

The Pitt, commanded by Captain William Wilson, arrived

in the River Thames 26 April, 1760, six months earlier than

she had been expected, Wilson having taken his route through

the Molucca Islands to the north of New Guinea by a course

which he named Pitt's Straits. This medal in gold was pre-

sented to him by the East India Company for the successful

attempt.
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447. Montreal taken. 8 Sept. 1760.

A female figure, Montreal, seated mournfully at the foot of

a pine-tree ; before her is a trophy composed of a French shield

and Indian arms ; behind her is an eagle perched upon a rock.

Leg. MONTREAL TAKEN MDCCLX. Ex. SOC . PROMOTING ARTS AND

COMMERCE.

Rev. The River St. Lawrence, laureate, reclining, r., leans

upon the prow of a ship, and holds a paddle or rudder; a

beaver walks over his legs ; near him is erected a standard

having the name of amherst within a laurel wreath, and

surmounted by a Lion. Leg. the conqvest of Canada com-

pleated. Ex. Captured French and Indian arms.

1-6. Blatter fur Miinzfreunde, 1869-1872, PL xviii. 4.

MB. M. M. Pare.

By the capture of Montreal by General Amherst, 8 Sept.

1760, the conquest of Canada was completed, and the whole

territory was evacuated by the French in the autumn of the

same year, The pine-tree and the eagle are symbolical of the

country. The beaver indicates the River St. Lawrence, and

the British standard erected on the banks shows in whose

possession the country then was.

448. Canada subdued. 1760.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, no drapery. Leg.

GEORGE . II . KING.

Rev. A female figure, Canada, seated mournfully at the foot

of a pine-tree; behind her is a beaver. Leg. Canada subdued.

Ex. MDCCLX . S . P . A . C.

1*5. Joachim, II. PL xxxx. 3. Weyl, Cat. Fonrob. Samm.

p. 4.

MB. M. M. Not rare.

This and the preceding medal, like many others of the time,

were struck at the expense of the Society for Promoting Arts

and Commerce, under the direction of Mr. Hollis, and were

executed by Thomas Pin go. The designs were often arranged
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by Cipriani after the manner of the types of Roman coins

but the legends are always in the English language.

449. George II. State of Britain. 1760.

Bust of George II., L, laureate, hair long and flowing, in

armour, riband and star of the Garter, and ermine mantle

fastened by a brooch dated 1760. Leg. georgius ii . d . g .

MAGN . BRIT . FR . ET . HIB . REX.

Rev. A globe, on which appear the British Isles. Leg.

incomparabilis. (Incomparable.)

2-65. Hedlinger, Med. Werk, PI. xxv.

MB. lead. Unique ?

This medal was executed by the celebrated Swiss artist,

Johann Carl Hedlinger, and expresses the general opinion

entertained upon the Continent of the condition of Great Britain

after the extraordinary series of successes which had marked

the last two years. The dies of this medal were probably never

hardened, as the only specimen that has been met with is the

one above mentioned.

450. George II. Medalet.

Bust of George II., I., hair long, in armour, riband and star

of the Garter. On either side, kirk . fec. (John Kirk fecit.)

Rev. Inscription, george the second.

1.

MB. M.
One of a series of thirteen medalets presented to the subscribers

of the Sentimental Magazine in the years 1773—1775. (See

No. 86, Vol. I. p. 435.)

451. George II. Medallic Portrait.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, no drapery.

No reverse.
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•45.

MB. N. Very rare.

A small portrait of the King, probably made to be set in a

ring.

452. George II. Memorial. 1760.

Bust of George II., r., hair long and tied behind, in armour

and riband across the breast. Leg. georgius . n . rex. On a

band below, non . omnis . moriar. (I shall not wholly die.)

Around are views and the names of gadalupe, goree, sene-

GALL, CAPE BRETON, QUEBEC, and MONTREAL.

No reverse.

2-4.

MB. M. Very rare.

This is an impression upon a thin plaque of silver, probably

intended as an ornament for the top of a box. It was made
just before or after the death of George II., and commemorates
the successes of the last three years of his reign, and intimates

that the fame of them will cause his memory to be cherished

long after his death.

453. George II. Memorial.

Bust of George II., I,, laureate, hair long, in armour with

straps on the shoulder, and ermine mantle fastened with brooch.

Below, on a scroll, georg . ii . d . g. Leg. facta . invictvm .

te . praedicant . semper. (Deeds always proclaim thee invin-

cible.) On truncation, i. v. n. (John Van Nost (?).)

No reverse.

1-9.

MB. M. Very rare.

A plaque of thin silver of the same character as the preced-

ing. It was probably executed in 1763, and formed the bottom

of a box, which contained views, in miniature, of the chief

events of the late war. On the top of the box was a similar

portrait of George III. One of these boxes with the miniature

views is in the possession of A. W. Franks, Esq.
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454. George II. Died, 25 Oct. 1760.

Bust of George II., I., laureate, hair long, in armour and

mantle. Leg. georgius . ii . d . g . mag . br . fr . et . hib .

REX. Below, J. DASSIER F.

Rev. A monument, the base decorated with a skull, encircled

by rose and thistle branches, and inscribed, natus : 10 nov :

1683 cor : 22 . oct : 1727 obiit 25 oct : 1760. On the

base is seated Victory amidst a pile of arms and standards, and

inscribing a shield with the names of the four continents, asia

Africa ameri eur. Behind her rises a pyramid decorated with

laurels and a medallion of gu : pitt dictator., from before

which Fame is removing a curtain. Leg. triumpha ubique.

(Triumphs everywhere.) Ex. i. d. f. (J. Dassier fecit.)

1-65. (See Woodcut.)

454. Death of George II.

MB. M. Rare.

The obverse is the same as on the dedication medal of the

Dassier series, published in 1731. (See No. 43, p. 498.) The
reverse was added after the King's death, and intimates that his

arms had triumphed in every quarter of the globe, and under

the direction of Pitt, whose authority was almost equivalent to

that of a Roman Dictator, and who, like that officer, had been

called to guide the helm at a time of extraordinary difficulties.



APPENDIX.

1. Chief Justice Gascoigne. Died, 1419.

" There is a medal struck in commemoration thereof (the

rebuke of Chief Justice Gascoigne to Prince Henry), an im-

pression of which I have seen. It is not so broad as a guinea,

has his name written round it in the old English characters,

with the image of himself, I suppose, sitting on a bench by

another person, and reading to three auditors before him."

(Oldys, British Librarian, Lond. 1738, p. 267.) After remark-

ing upon the various modes of spelling the name, Oldys says,

" It is upon the said medal, Sir Wylliam de Gasquone, as I

remember."

No such medal is known. A writer in the Gentleman's

Magazine (1781, p. 623) states, on the authority of Dr. Ducarel,

that Oldys had only seen an impression of the medal in a MS.
volume of pedigrees belonging to the Wentworth family. On
referring to the life of Gascoigne, in the Biographia Britannica,

p. 2150, it will be seen at once that a seal of Sir William

Gascoigne there described has been mistaken by Oldys for a

medal.

2. Maubice, Prince of Orange. 1616.

Bust of Prince Maurice, three-quarters, r., in lace ruff,

decorated armour, lace scarf across the body, and riband for

medal. Leg. ill . et exc : pr : Mauritius pri : aur : co :

nas : cat : mu . l : b : br : di : gr : etc marc . ve . vl : bur :
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ant etc . au . per : eq : imp . et cap : a . exe : pos : dd : or :

foe : bel : gub : gel : holl : zel : we : ult : tran. (The

most illustrious and very excellent Prince Maurice, by the

grace of God, Prince of Orange, Count of Nassau, Katzenel-

lenbogen and Moers, Freijheer of Breda, &c. ; Marquess of

Vere, Flushing, Buren, Antwerp, &c. ; Knight of the Order of

the Garter, Commander-in-Chief and Captain-General of the

Army of the most mighty Lords of the United States of

Holland, Governor of Geldria, Holland, Zealand, West Fries-

land, Utrecht, and Oberyssel.)

Rev. Shield of Prince Maurice, crowned, within the Garter

;

above is a scroll inscribed, ie maintiendrai nassou (I will

maintain Nassau) ; below, an orange branch and a scroll in-

scribed, Tandem Jit surculus arbor (At length the shoot becomes

a tree), and Simon Pafsceus Jculpsit Lo- .

2-4 by 1-9.

Duke of Buccleuch, M. Very rare.

This piece is stamped in imitation of engraving, and was

executed by Simon Passe during his residence in London, and

probably about the year 1616, when he made similar plates of

the Boyal Family and others. (See Nos. 61-70, Vol. I. pp.

214-218, &c.)

3. Peace of Eyswick. §§ Oct. 1697.

A crown with olive branches above a globe, inscribed europa
;

above the crown is the name of Jehovah, in Hebrew, radiate.

Leg. gott ist versohnt. (God is reconciled.)

Rev. Inscription across the field, der allgemeine fride

geschlosen d . 30 . oct in riswick . 1697. (The general Peace

concluded at Byswick, 30 Oct. 1697.) Leg. der frid uns

kront. (Peace crowns us.)

•9. Bev. Num. Beige, 1878, PL vi. 23.

A. Holm. Bare.

A medalet or jeton, probably struck by Christian Wermuth
at Gotha.
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4. Marriage of Frederick, Prince op Wales, and Princess

Augusta of Saxony.
2

~^m^-, 1736.

Busts, face to face, of Frederick II., Duke of Saxe-Gotha,

and Magdaleua Augusta ; both in mantles fastened with

brooches on the shoulders. Leg. frid . ii . d . saxo-g . et . a .

* magdal . avg . c . n . pr . a . s. (Frederick II., Duke of

Saxe-Gotha and Altenburg ; and Magdalena Augusta, his wife,

born Princess Anhalt-Zerbst.) On truncations, c. w. (Christian

Wermuth.)

Rev. Bust of Princess Augusta of Saxony, r., with hair col-

lected into a knot behind, lovelock, and ear-ring ; no drapery.

Leg. FRIDERICVS PR . WALLLE •£ AVGVSTA DVX SAXOGOTH . NVP.

(Frederick, Prince of Wales ; and Augusta, Duchess of Saxe-

Gotha, married.)

'8.

MB. M. Rare.

This is one of a set of counters made by Christian Wermuth
at Gotha. The busts on the obverse are those of the parents

of Princess Augusta. (See also Nos. 69, 70, pp. 514, 515.)





BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES OF ENGRAVERS, AETISTS, ETC.,

WITH REFERENCES TO THEIR WORKS.

ABEELE, M. Van, perhaps the father of Peter Van Abeele. (See

the following.) His initials occur on a small medal commemorating the

battle of Nieuport in 1600.— i. 177.

ABEELE, Peter Van, lived at Amsterdam, his works dating from

1622 to 1677. He was a pupil of Jerian Pool, and executed medals for

William II. and III. of Orange, Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, and

others. His medals, like those of O. Miiller, are embossed and chased,

the two sides being united by a rim. Died cire. 1677.—i. 393,402,417,

418, 450, 455, 456, 471, 472, 526, 527, 533, 534, 563, 564.

ACHESON, John, engraver to the Mint of Scotland during the reign

of Mary, for whom he executed dies for coins. (See No. 4, Vol. I. p. 65.)

His dates are not known.— i. 65.

ADOLFSZOON, Christopher, a Dutch medallist who worked during

the second half of the seventeenth century (1666-1676), is best known

by his medal of Michael De Ruyter (No. 169, Vol. I. p. 522), for which

he is said to have received a thousand ducats. There are only four

medals which bear his signature.—i. 518, 522, 528, 535.

A. M., initials of an artist (?) which occur on a medal of Charles

Louis, Elector Palatine. (See No. 183, Vol. I. p. 338.) It is very doubt-

ful whether these are the artist's initials, as the medal is generally sup-

posed to be the work of Thomas Rawlins.—i. 338.

ANDELES, Andele, born at Leeuwarden, 29 June, 1687, died in that

city, 20 March, 1754. His works are very scarce, there being only two

jetons and one medal, which bear his initials.— ii. 505.

ANDELES, Eise, nephew and pupil of the preceding, born at Leeu-

warden, 12 March, 1731, died about 1766. His works are few and consist

chiefly of medals of the House of Orange.— ii. 693.

ANERT, Christian Sigmund, a counter-maker, who lived at Nurem-

berg, and worked during the first half of the last century.— ii. 485.
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ARBIEN, Magnus G-ustav, a native of Norway, his father being a

Swede. He studied first at Copenhagen, but from 1745-6 was resident

in Stockholm, where he worked under Hedlinger. After a short visit to

St. Petersburg he returned to Stockholm, where he died in 1760.—ii. 582,

596, 636, 651, 667.

ARONDEAUX, E., a medallist, probably of Flemish extraction. His

works are very numerous and date from 1678 to 1702. He was much
employed by William III., and also executed several medals for Louis

XIV. The' date of his death is uncertain.—i. 615, 640, 669, 716, 717;

ii. 7, 15, 41, 56, 90, 108-110, 131, 169, 170, 200, 213, 214, 221.

AVERN, Edward, an English medallist who worked during the first

half of the present centurv- He lived in Stanhope Street, Clare Market.

—i. 591, 592.

BARRE, Jacques Jean, b. at Paris, 3 Aug. 1792, was Engraver-general

to the Mint from 1843 to his death in 1855. He was an officer of the

Legion of Honour and held several important appointments. He exe-

cuted a very large number of medals and jetons.—i. 210, 212.

BAUERT, Georg Valentin, was the son of Johann Ephraim Bauert,

a Swedish engraver, who was in the service of Frederick V. of Denmark.

The son was born at Altona, and came to England to study under John
Milton, the engraver to the Mint. Bauert's works date from 1790 to

1810.—ii. 585, 586.

BECHOT, Marc, a Frenchman, b. 1520, d. 1560, was a pupil of Matteo

del Nassaro of Verona, who worked in France for Francis I. In 1547

Bechot was nominated Engraver-general to the Mints of France, and he

held that post till his death.—i. 94.

BELL, John, the eminent contemporary sculptor, born in Norfolk,

1811, executed the design for a medal commemorating the Tercentenary

Festival of the birth of Shakespeare held in 1864.—i. 213.

BELLI, Valerio, called Vicentino, b. at Vicenza or Pesaro in 1468 or

1478. Besides having executed, according to his own statement, about a

hundred and fifty moulds for coins and medals, he was a great engraver

of gems and crystals. Walpole states that Belli came to England, but

Vasari makes no mention of this journey. Died in 1546.—i. 39.

BERNARD, Jean, a French medallist, who worked from 1679 to 1719.

He was engaged on the medallic series of Louis XIV. and XV.—ii. 379,

380.

BERNARD, Thomas, a French medallist, b. at Paris in 1650, d. there

in 1713. He was a member of the Academy, but appears to be little

known except for his medals of Louis XIV.—i. 426, 498, 712 ; ii. 128, 211,

268, 294, 307, 309, 379, 399, 406.
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BINFIELD, William, probably an English engraver, who worked in

Paris at the beginning of this century, and was engaged on the Durand
series of medals.—i. 423.

BLOC, Conrad Van, the excellent Dutch engraver, whose works date

from 1575 to 1602, and consist chiefly of portrait-medals well executed.

His medals of Philip II. of Spain are esteemed his best productions.

—

i. 180, 181.

BLONDEAU, Peter, a Frenchman, and the inventor of a machine
for striking coins and medals, came to Englaud in Sept. 1649, at the

request of the Parliament, and in 1656 was granted a pension of £100 a

year. He returned to his native country, but came back at the Restora-

tion, and his pension was confirmed. In April, 1664, he left England
for Poland.—i. 440.

BLUM, Johann, lived at Bremen, and worked from 1631 to 1660. He
was much employed by the Houses of Saxony, Brunswick, and Orange.

—

i. 288.

BOSKAM, Jan, a native of ISTimeguen, was a successful engraver of

medals. He executed a large number for William III. In 1703 he

removed to Berlin, but returned in 1706 to Amsterdam, where he was
working till 1708. The date of his death is not known.—i. 689, 690; ii.

54, 75, 76, 86, 94, 96-98, 100, 106-108, 110, 111, 114-117, 125, 132, 133,

136, 143, 144, 151, 163, 165-167, 223, 234, 237, 239, 241, 245, 251, 255,

275, 279, 343.

BOULTOlSr, Matthew, manufacturer and practical engineer, born 14

Sept. 1728, was the founder of the Soho Mint, near Birmingham. He
made many improvements in the machinery and in the mode of striking

coins and medals. Died 17 Aug. 1809.—i. 209.

BOWER, or BOWERS, George, worked in London from 1650, and
was appointed in Jan. 1664, one of the engravers to the Royal Mint and
Embosser jn Ordinary. He died before March, 1689-90.—i. 458, 459,

480-483, 492, 495, 539, 555, 577, 578, 580-586, 589, 593, 594, 599, 607,

610-614, 619, 620, 622-624, 627, 628, 639, 658, 663, 668.

BRIOT, Friedrich, worked at Mompelgart, and was engraver to the

Mint at Stuttgart from 1593 to 1609.—i. 159.

BRIOT, Nicholas, b. in 1579, at Damblain, in Lorraine, was one of

the chief engravers to the Paris Mint during the reign of Louis XIII.

He effected an improvement in the balance for striking coins, which he
first submitted to the Paris authorities in 1615. He came to England in

1625, and was appointed in 1633 Chief Engraver to the Royal Mint. At
the time of the Civil War he established himself at Oxford, where he
died in 1646. His dies for coins and medals are gems of medallic art.

—

i. 241, 243, 249-253, 255-258, 265-267, 273-276, 280-282, 285, 286, 309,

336, 364, 375, 513.

VOL. II. 3 a
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BRUNNER, Martin, b. at Nuremberg in 1659, was a pupil of

Wolrab. He worked at Breslau and Prague, and, returning to his

native place, was engaged on the large series of medals commemorating

contemporary events, issued by Kleinert and Lauffer. He made a large

number of dies for striking draughtsmen in wood. Died at Nuremberg in

1725.—i. 688, 689, 694, 703 ; ii. 42, 101, 184, 189, 243, 244, 262, 284, 321,

323, 332, 333, 340, 349, 356, 357, 362, 363, 371, 380, 419.

BULL, Samuel, was one of tbe engravers at the English Mint during

the reigns of Anne and George I. His initials appear occasionally on

the reverses of medals of that time, the obverses of which were all made
by John Croker.—ii. 296, 297, 317, 363, 374.

BURGHERS, Nicholas, was probably a native of Utrecht. He came

to England and took up his abode at Oxford during the Civil War, and

was engaged at the Mint there. He was the father of Michael Burghers,

the line-engraver, whose works are enumerated by Walpole.—i. 334, 335.

BYLAER, Jan Van, a Dutch artist, who lived at Utrecht, his name
being found in the list of the Guild of St. Luke, and as governor of the

Job-Hospital. His works date from 1622 to 1645.— i. 231, 246.

CAQUE, Augustin Armand, a French engraver, and a pupil of Roch-

fort and Raymond Gayrard, b. at Saintes in 1793, was Engraver to the

Dauphin, and from 1817-1818 was employed in the Mint at the Hague.

He was appointed Chief Engraver to Napoleon III. in 1853, and held

that post till his death in 1868.—i. 230, 245 ; ii. 490.

CARTER, Charles Frederick, contemporary medallist, b. Nov. 30,

1805, at Birmingham; was a pupil of Halliday. He has executed several

medals, academical and others.—i. 219.

CAUNOIS, Francois Augustin, a French medallist, and a pupil of

Dejoux, b. at Bar-le-Duc, 12 June, 1787, d. in 1 859. He worked on the

Durand series of medals, and also executed a large number of portrait-

medals.—ii. 272.

CAVINO, Giovanni, b. at Padua in 1499 or 1500, and worked there.

He produced a large number of medals, and also devoted himself to the

imitation of Roman large brass coins and medallions, which are known

as Paduans. These pieces were designed as studies not as forgeries.

Died in 1570.—i. 70.

CHEVALIER, or CAVALIER, Jean, a Frenchman by birth, was a

medallist and worker in ivory. He came to London in 1690, and after-

wards entered the service of the House of Brandenburg, residing at

Berlin. He appears to have returned at a later period to Paris. His

portraits in ivory are very numerous.—i. 724.

CHEVALIER, Nicolas, a native of Sedan, d. about 1720. He was a

Protestant minister, and, on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, took
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refuge in Holland. He established himself at Amsterdam and after-

wards at Utrecht, where he received the privilege of striking medals in

his own house. Some of his medals are only copies of those by other

artists.—i. 569 ; ii. 133, 153, 154, 157, 158, 160, 163-165, 191, 212, 222,

258, 337, 403.

CIPRIANI, Giovanni Battista, designer and painter, b. at Pistoja in

1732, studied at Florence under Antonio Domenico Gabbiani, came to

England in 1755, and was one of the founders of the Eoyal Academy.
Died 14 Dec. 1785. He executed a number of designs for medals struck

at the expense of the Society for Promoting Arts and Commerce.—ii. 687,

711.

CLINT, Scipio, engraver, was appointed medallist to William IV.,

and seal-engraver to Her Majesty the Queen. Died 6 Aug. 1839, at the

early age of 34.—i. 11.

CBOKEB, John, as he styled himself, his name being Johann Crocker,

b. at Dresden, 21 Oct. 1670, was brought up as a jeweller, but at an
early age practised die-engraving. He came to England in 1691, and in

1697 was appointed Assistant Engraver to the Mint, and Chief Engraver
upon the death of Harris in 1705. Died 21 March, 1741.—ii. 192, 227, 228,

233, 236, 237, 241, 246, 251, 252, 256, 266, 280, 283, 284, 295-298, 316,

322, 329, 338, 354, 359, 363, 369, 373, 385, 399, 400, 417, 422-424, 434-

439, 443, 463, 469, 479, 480, 496, 500, 518.

CUTP, Jan, a Dutch artist, who worked early in the last century, but
of whom no particulars have been found.—ii. 403.

DADLEB, Sebastian, was a native of Strasbourg. His works date

from 1619 to 1653. He was much esteemed as a medallist, and was
appointed goldsmith to the court at Augsburg. He worked at various

times a.t Nuremberg, Hamburg, and Dresden.— i. 291, 415.

DASSIEE, James Anthony, nephew of the following, b. at Geneva in

1715, worked in Bome, London, and St. Petersburg, and cl. on his road

to Copenhagen in 1780. He came to London in 1740, and in the follow-

ing year was appointed Assistant Engraver to the Eoyal Mint. He
returned to Geneva in 1745.—ii. 558, 565, 568, 570, 572, 579, 582, 585-590,

658, 661, 663.

DASSIEE, Jean, b. at Geneva in 1676, d. there in 1763. He studied

engraving under his father, whom he succeeded as Chief Engraver to the

Eepublic of Geneva, and under Mauger and Eoettier in Paris. He came
to England in 1728, and three years later issued his medallic series

of English Sovereigns from "William I. to George II. Sir Andrew
Fountaine offered Dassier an appointment at the Eoyal Mint; but it

was declined. Besides a very large number of private medals, Dassier

executed a series of the French Kings, and others of remarkable men of

3 a 2
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the time of Louis XIV. and of the principal Reformers.

—

(Reformers and
others), i. 9, 10, 32, 66, 67, 76, 77, 79, 81, 82, 119, 208, 245, 419, 435, 436,

564; ii. 105, 244, 271, 384, 412, 442, 457, 462, 470, 474, 489, 490, 498, 557,

558. (Sovereigns of England), i. 1-5, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 19, 23, 52, 53, 62,

63, 89, 186, 237, 353, 602 ; ii. 123, 215, 225, 418, 475, 498, 499, 714.

DAVIS, Joseph, lived at Birmingham, where he died about 1857. He
was not a die-engraver himself, but merely struck medals from dies cut

for him.— i. 37, 38, 59.

DESBOEUFS, Antoine, sculptor, and engraver of medals and gems,

b. at Paris, 13 Oct. 1793, d. at Passy, July, 1862. He was a pupil of

Oartellier and Jauffrey. His productions in sculpture and medals are

very numerous.—i. 211.

DE WYS, D., a Dutch die-engraver of inferior merit of the first half

of the last century. His works are very few in number, and no par-

ticulars of his life appear to be known.—ii. 404.

DIETZEL, or DITZEL, Johann Jacob, a counter-maker of Nurem-

berg, who worked during the first half of the last century between

1710 and 1730.—ii. 413, 415, 431, 483-485.

DISHOEOKE, Jakob Van, a Dutch medallist, whose works date from

about 1678 to 1702. He executed medals of William III., and of some

private persons, but his works are very few.—ii. 53, 77, 78, 82, 121, 131.

DRAPPENTIER, TRAPPENTIER, or TRAPENTIER, D., was a

native of Dordrecht, where he worked during the latter half of the

seventeenth century. He was the father of the following.—ii. 20, 39,

172, 403.

DRAPPENTIER, or DRAPENTIER, Jan, son of the preceding, was

Engraver to the Mint at Dordrecht. He worked early in the eighteenth

century.—ii. 120, 171, 190, 404, 405.

D. S., or D. D. S., an unknown medallist, probably Dutch. He
worked at the end of the seventeenth century, and his medals are only

ill executed copies of those of Jan Smeltzing and others.—i. 700 ; ii. 24,

30, 33, 38, 40, 51, 63.

DIT POUR, Jean Baptiste, a French engraver, b. in 1637, was a pupil

of Varin, and was employed at the Mint in Paris from 1656 to 1673. He
worked for several years later, as his second medal of Lord Berkeley

(See No. 254, Vol. I. p. 581) could not have been issued before 1679.

—

i. 513, 514, 581.

DURAND, Amedee, who issued the large series of medals of

illustrious men of all countries, between 1820 and 1846, was not a

medallist but only a publisher or " Editeur " of medals. He resided in

Paris, and appears to have died about the year 1848.—i. 4, 53, 210, 230,

245, 290, 423, 436, 565, 699 ; ii. 226, 272, 439, 445, 471, 490, 585, 696.
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DU VIYIER, Jean, b. in 1687 at Liege, d. in Paris in 1761. He
executed a large number of medals for Louis XT., as well as many of

private individuals. He was a member of the Academy.—ii. 307, 309,

406, 473, 487, 635.

EMERY, Edward, collector, and dealer in coins and medals, resided in

London, and died at Hastings about 1850. He is best known for his

forgeries of English gold coins, the dies for which were made under his

direction.— i. 63.

EMERY, Nicolas, a French engraver, who received a permission in

January, 1554, to engrave jetons with the arms of Mary, Queen of Scots.

—i. 66.

F. The initial of a Dutch artist, who executed a memorial-medal of

Charles I., and who took the device of the reverse from a medal on the

same subject by Heinrich Reitz, the younger.—i. 352.

FALTZ, Raimund, b. at Stockholm, 4 July, 1658, learnt engraving of

his father, who was a goldsmith. At an early age Faltz went to Paris,

where he soon gained considerable reputation. He was afterwards engaged
on the coinage of Pomerania, executed medals for Charles XL of Sweden,
and finally settled at Berlin, where he died, 21 May, 1703.—i. 642, 643;
ii. 217, 218.

FEURET, Pasquier, was one of the engravers to the Mint at Paris in

the sixteenth century ; the only known work by him is the jeton which
he made for the English ambassador, Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, in

1560.— i. 101.

F. N., initials of a Dutch engraver who made a medal of William (III.),

of Oi'ange, and Mary.—i. 570.

FOLKEMA, Jan Jakob, a native of Friesland, worked at Dokkum, and
about 1697 removed to Paris, where he executed medals for Louis XIY.
He was afterwards engaged on the medallic series of that King. He
remained in Paris till 1715, when he returned to his native place, and
died there shortly afterwards.—ii. 178.

GAAB, G. D., medal-chaser and embosser, probably a native of

Augsburg. He worked in the middle of the last century, and was
employed by Mr. Hollis. His medal of Wren, the only one which bears

his signature, is cast and chased, and of good workmanship.—i. 23, 72

;

ii. 273, 458, 459.

GAYRARD, Raymond, a French engraver and sculptor, b. at Rodez
in 1777, d. at Paris in July, 1858. His works both in sculpture and
engraving are very numerous ; his medals alone exceeding three hundred.

He was Engraver to Louis XVIII. and to Charles X.—i. 4 ; ii. 268.
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GILBERT, Michael], was goldsmith to Mary, Queen of Scots, and a

burgess of Edinburgh. He made or caused to be made, in 1562, dies for

striking a medal with the initials, &c. of George, Lord Seton, and his

wife Isabella.—i. 103.

GILES, J., unknown engraver, who made some of the medals relating

to Vernon's taking of Porto Bello in 1739.—ii. 541.

GODECKE, Paul Heinrich, a medallist of Hamburg, 1730-1764. He
worked for the Court of Denmark, and also executed several portrait-

medals of private persons.—ii. 580.

GOLTZIUS, Heinrich, painter and engraver, b. at Mulbrecht in 1558,

travelled in Germany and Italy, and finally settled at Haarlem, where he

died in 1617. He learnt drawing of his father, and engraving of

Coornhert.—i. 135.

GOSSET, Isaac, b. 1712, was an ingenious draughtsman and modeller

in wax. He was descended from a French Huguenot family, who took

refuge in Jersey. He invented a composition of wax, in which he

modelled portraits of members of the Royal Family and many distin-

guished persons of the time. Died at Kensington, 28 Nov. 1799.—ii. 621,

706.

GRAYELOT, Hubert Francois Botjrguignon, a French engraver and

draughtsman, b. at Paris in 1699, came to England in 1733, and was

much patronized. He returned to Paris in May, 1746, and died there in

1773.—ii. 518.

G. S. The initials of an artist who appears to have worked at Middle-

burg in Holland about the end of the sixteenth century.—i. 163.

GUICHARD, Franz, was an engraver at Mompelgart, 1610-1620, after

which date till 1628 he worked at Stuttgart.—i. 229.

HAESLING, Daniel, was a native of East Gothland, and a pupil of

Hedlinger. He was engaged at the Mint at Hamburg from 1730 to 1749,

and also worked for the Courts of Poland and Denmark.— ii. 575, 580.

HALLIDAT, Thomas, engraver and medallist, lived at Birmingham,

where his name appears from about 1822 to 1860. He was a manu-

facturer of buttons, studs, &c.—i. 60.

HAMERANI, Giovanni, son of Alberto Hamerani, b. at Rome in 1649

;

was appointed medallist to Pope Alexander VIII., and afterwards to

Innocent XII. and Clement XL Died 28 July, 1705, leaving behind him

two sons and a daughter, who became noted engravers.—i. 592, 656.
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HAMEBATSIT, Otto, son of the preceding, b. at Borne, 5 Nov. 1694, d.

in 1768. He was one of the engravers at the Papal court, and executed

a large number of medals for the Popes Clement XL and XII., and

Benedict XIII. and XIV. He also made several medals for members

of the exiled Stuart family.—ii. 444, 446, 447, 452, 454, 492, 493.

HANNIBAL, Ehrenreich, b. at Stockholm in 1678, was a pupil of

Karlsteen, entered in 1705 the service of the House of Brunswick, and in

1715 was appointed Master of the Mint at Clausthal. He also worked

for the Kings of Prussia, the Landgraves of Hesse-Darmstadt, and the

city of Hamburg. Died in 1741.—ii. 277, 327, 410, 420, 423, 476, 477, 492,

512, 513, 520, 521.

HANNIBAL, Martin, son of the preceding, was sent by the Hano-

verian Court to Sweden, to study the art of engraving under Hedlinger.

On his father's death, in 1741, he was placed at the head of the Clausthal

Mint. Died in 1748.—ii. 576.

HAUTSCH, Georg, a native of Nuremberg, worked from 1683 to 1712,

at first in his native city, and was engaged on a series of medals issued

by Kleinert and Lautler. He afterwards removed to Vienna, where he

continued to work on medals. His private mark was a star.—i. 667, 721

;

ii. 17, 39, 41, 59, 67, 139, 168, 235, 245, 252, 256-258, 270, 287, 290, 318,

360, 377, 421.

HATE, Nicolas de la, a French engraver, appears to have been em-

ployed at the Paris Mint, and was also engaged on the medallic series of

Louis XIV. His works date from 1662 to 1680.—i. 497.

HEDLINGEB, Johann Carl, b. at Schwytz in 1691, was one of the

ablest medallists of the last century. He worked for the Swedish,

Bussian, and Prussian Courts, visiting Stockholm in 1718, St. Petersburg

in 1736-1739, and Berlin in 1742. He was in Freiburg in 1743-4, and

then revisited Stockholm, where he remained a year. Died at his native

place in 1771.—ii. 712.

HILLIABD, Nicholas, limner and jeweller to Queen Elizabeth and

James I., b. 1547, d. 1619. He was also a miniature painter, and exe-

cuted a large number of portraits : and in a patent which he received from

James I., granting him a special licence for twelve years, to invent, make,

&c, pictures of the King and Boyal Family, he is Cilbd an " embosser of

medals in gold."—i. 375.

HOHN, Johann, engraver of dies, worked in Danzig about the year

1659, and afterwards entered the service of the House of Brandenburg.

Died in 1693. He also executed medals of John Casimir, Michael, and

John Sobieski, king's of Poland.— ii. 18.
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HOFMANN, or HOFFMANN, Wolfgang Hieronymus, was a counter-

maker at Nuremberg. He worked in the first half of the last century.

—

ii. 431.

HOGER, Johann Conrad, was also a manufacturer of counters, and

lived at Nuremberg, where he worked in the early part of the last century,

from 1710 to 1720.—ii. 414.

HOLTZHEY, Johann Georg, son of Martin Holtzhey (See the

following), b. at Amsterdam in 1729, was appointed Master of the Mint

in Zealand in 1754, and died in 1808. He executed several medals for

Louis XVI., and Napoleon Bonaparte.—ii. 669, 693, 701.

HOLTZHEY, Martin, father of the preceding, b. at Ulm in 1697,

settled at Amsterdam, where he was appointed Master of the Mint in

1752. Died at Middleburg in 1764. He was an excellent medallist.—ii. 497,

506, 509, 510, 512, 614, 615, 619, 627, 628, 630, 637-640, 642, 645, 678.

HONDIUS, Jodocus, b. in Flanders in 1563, in his early days

made mathematical instruments and types for printing. He settled in

London in 1583 and followed the art of cosmography, and with his graver

made pieces of " Sir Francis Drake's voyage about ye world, the Holy

Land, and divers others." He returned after some years to Holland, and

died at Amsterdam in 1611. (See Yertue Add. MSS. B. M. 23,069, p. 30.)

—i. 131.

I. B., engraver's initials, which occur on a badge executed as a memorial

of the Battle of the Boyne, supposed to be the badge of an Orange Lodge

in Cork.—i. 719.

I. D. B., the initials of an engraver who worked in Germany early in the

seventeenth century, and executed medals of Frederick, Count Palatine,

and Princess Elizabeth of England.— i. 201, 202.

I. H., initials of an engraver who made a medal of George II. and

Queen Caroline.—ii. 482.

I. M., initials of an engraver who executed medals relating to Vernon's

capture of Fort Chagre in 1740, &c—ii. 546, 560.

INGRAM, Thomas Wells, engraver and die-sinker, was employed at

the Soho Mint, Birmingham. He worked from about 1820 to 1865.

—

i. 211.

I. P. L., perhaps the initials of the Mint Master of Munster in 1691,

as they occur on a medal bearing those of the engraver, Johann Hohn.
— ii. 18.

I. W., initials of an engraver who made medals relating to the taking

of Porto Bello in 1739, Fort Chagre in 1740, and Carthagena in 1741, &c.

—ii 535, 539, 548, 554.
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JONGHELINCK, Jacques, b. at Antwerp in 1530, d. in that city,

31 May, 1606. He was celebrated as a medallist, an engraver of seals,

and a worker and caster of bronze statues. His most noted work is the

monument of Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, at Bruges.—i. 77, 78,

82, 84, 85.

JUNKER, Johann Georg, was a pupil of Christian Wermuth, and

worked at Gotha about 1708. He afterwards removed to Leipzig, in

which place there are records of him till about 1716.—ii. 319, 346.

KARLSTEEN, Arvid, medallist and miniature painter, b. at Karl-

skoga in Sweden in 1647, studied under Yarin in Paris and Roettier in

London. Returning to his native country he was appointed Court-medal-

list, and in 1692 was placed in the rank of the nobility. Died in Stockholm

in 1718. He executed a series of medals of Kings of Sweden from

Gustavus I. to Charles XII., and another of eminent persons, besides

numerous medals for foreign courts.—i. 546, 588 ; ii. 182.

KIRK, A., was probably a brother of John Kirk. He lived in St.

Paul's Churchyard and appears to have died in 1761.—ii. 606, 608, 613,

614.

KIRK, John, medallist, was a pupil of James Anthony Dassier. He
executed a large number of medals and medalets, and received premiums
from the Society of Arts. He lived in St. Paul's Churchyard, and died

there, 27 Nov. 1776.—i. 61, 110, 209, 260, 398, 430, 431, 435, 564, 565 ; ii.

514, 559, 560, 587, 588, 591, 592, 597, 603, 606, 608-611, 613, 614, 620, 622,

623, 626, 631, 651, 661, 662, 687, 702, 706, 712.

KLEINERT, Friedrich, b. in 1633, a native of Bartenstein in Prussia,

came to Nuremberg, where with Lazarus Gottlieb Lauffer, Chief Warden
of the Mint of that city, he issued a large series of medals of contempo-
rary events. He was the first in Germany to make use of machinery for

inscribing the edges of medals. Died in 1714.—i. 676, 681, 683, 717

;

ii. 16, 56, 61, 62, 98, 102, 126, 134, 263, 269, 290.

KOCH, Johann, was Master of the Mint at Dresden from 1688 to 1698.

— ii. 80.

KOCH, Johann Christian, b. at Aken on the Elbe in 1680, was a pupil

of Christian Wermuth and Raimund Ealtz. About 1 730 he entered the

service of the Dukes of Saxe-Gotha, to whom he was attached till his

death in 1742.—ii. 302-305, 559.

KOCH, Ludwig Christian, a son of the preceding, was an engraver,

and worked at Gotha between 1750 and 1793.—ii. 659.

KOENE, D., a Dutch medallist, who worked in 1691 and made medals
commemorating the return of William III. to Holland, &c. His works
are very few, and little is known of him.—ii. 14, 45.
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KOENIG, Anton Friedrich, b. at Berlin in 1756, was the son of the

miniature painter of the same name. He studied engraving under Loos,

and in 1776 went to Breslau, where he was Engraver to the Mint from

1776 to 1803.—i. 141.

KRAUWINKEL, Hans, was a manufacturer of counters. He lived

at Nuremberg and worked from about 1580 to 1603. His counters are

very numerous and many of them are of a historical character.—i. 51,

184.

KUCHLER, 0. H., a native of Flanders, worked from 1790 to 1804 in

Germany, France, and at Birmingham ; while in the last place he was

employed by Boulton at the Soho Mint.—i. 209.

LAMBELET, Samuel, was a native of Clausthal and medallist to the

House of Brunswick-Luneburg, from about 1699 to 1727. It would

appear that previous to 1699 he went to Paris and was engaged on the

medallic series of Louis XIV.—i. 654, 713; ii. 218.

LAUFFEB, Caspar Gottlieb, was a Master of the Mint at Nuremberg

early in the eighteenth century. He appears to be often confused with

Carl Gottlieb Lauffer, the engraver.—ii. 356.

LAUFFEB, Conrad, a medallist of Nuremberg, who in 1670 received

a special permission to strike counters " for games and reckoning."

These often bore the busts of European monarchs.—i. 494, 538.

LAUFFER, Johann Gottlieb, another member of the same family of

counter-makers, lived at Nuremberg, and worked at the beginning of the

eighteenth century.—ii. 239, 265, 425.

LAUFFER, Lazarus Gottlieb, Medallist and Chief Warden of the Mint

at Nuremberg from 1670 to 1690. After this date he appears to have

gone to Vienna and to have worked in partnership with Georg Hautsch.

—i. 667.

LAUFFER, Lazarus Gottlieb, a counter-maker of Nuremberg, per-

haps a son of the preceding. He worked in the early parb of the last

century.—i. 493, 606, 607, 679, 692 ; ii. 412, 413.

L. A. Y., probably the initials of a Mint Master of Guelderland.

They occur on a medalet commemorating the Peace of 1544—i. 45. 46.

L. B., initials of an engraver who made medals with the portrait of

Thomas Heme. (See Nos. 409, 410, Vol. II. pp. 148, 149.) He was prob-

ably a Spaniard.—ii. 148.

LE CLEBC, Sebastian, an ingenious draughtsman and engraver, b. at

Metz in 1637, studied at first under his father, a goldsmith, and in 1665

came to Paris where he worked with Charles Le Brun. In 1672 he was

appointed Professor of perspective at the Royal Academy of Painting,
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and, later on, private engraver to Louis XIV. He designed a large

number of types for the medallic series of that monarch, and there is in

the British Museum a MS. volume containing his oi'iginal designs for

this work, with notes by members of the Academy, M. de Pontchar-

train, Louis XIV. himself, and others. Died at Paris 25 Oct. 1714.

—

i. 425, 427, 653, 708; ii. 69, 71, 73, 84, 87, 88.

LEHEER, Christoph Jacob, a medallist of Augsburg, where he
worked from 1683 to 1707. His works are few, but of good execution,

especially the medal with the portrait of Leonhard Weiss. His end was
tragic, as he was beheaded for striking false coins.—ii. 47.

LEON, L., a French medallist, who worked during the middle of the

last century and was engaged on the medallic series of Louis XV.

—

ii. 680.

LEONI, Leone, a native of Arezzo. The dates of his birth and death
are unknown. The excellence of his work as a goldsmith and medallist

attracted the attention of the Emperor, Charles V., of whom Leoni made
several statues and casts in marble and bronze. He also assisted in the

decorations of the tomb of Jacopo de' Medici at Florence, and of the

Escurial at Madrid.—i. 74, 76.

LEONI, Pompeo, son of the preceding, succeeded to his father's work
in Spain, and was employed in the decorations of the Escurial. He
returned to Italy and worked at Milan between 1582 and 1592. He is

said to have died at Madrid in 1610 ; according to others at Milan.

—

i. 118.

LIVENS, or LIEVENS, Jan, the great Dutch painter and engraver,

b. at Leyden in 1607, came to England in 1630, and executed paintino-s of

Charles I. and Henrietta Maria. Three years later he returned to
Antwerp, where he died in 1663.—i. 404.

LODER, Robert, lived at Woodbridge in Suffolk, and " published "

in 1796 a token with the bust and arms of Thomas Seckford.—i. 144.

LOOFF, Jan, a medallist of Middleburg, worked between 1627 and
1648. He received a special permission from the States-General of

Holland to commemorate remarkable events by medals. His best known
productions, besides those described in this work, are those referring to

the taking of Bois-le-Duc in 1629 and the cession of Breda in 1648.

—

i. 284, 285.

LOOS, Daniel, b. at Altenburg in 1735, d. at Berlin in 1819. He was
a pupil of Johann Friedrich Stieler, and in 1756 went to Prussia, and
was made Chief Engraver and Medallist to the Court at Berlin.—i. 22.

LUDER, Jan, a Dutch medallist, whose works date from about 1680
to 1710. He executed a large number of medals of William and Mary,
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especially relating to the former's triumphal entry into the Hague in 1689.

He frequently copied the designs of other medallists. He is said to have

visited England in his latter days.—i. 609, 610, 637, 662, 676, 680, 682,

684, 685, 706, 714, 715, 721, 722 ; ii. 2, 5, 8, 10, 25, 27, 31, 37, 44, 45, 48,

50, 55, 63, 66, 112, 114, 124, 135, 139, 140, 168, 175, 220.

LUTMA, Jan, the younger, an eminent Dutch engraver and goldsmith,

b. at Amsterdam in 1609, d. there in 1685. His engravings are numerous,

and of very fine execution, but his initials occur on one medal only.

—

i. 529.

MALER, Christian, goldsmith and medallist, b. at Nuremberg and

worked there from 1603 to 1652. He was much engaged by the House

of Brandenburg and the Emperor, Ferdinand II., from whom he received

permission to strike medals in his own house, a privilege noted on most

of his works by the words " cum privilegio."—i. 206, 225, 226.

MARL, Eriedrich, a pupil of Raimund Ealtz, of whose dies he became

possessed at his death, was Chief Medallist to Frederick I. of Prussia.

Died in 1743. His earliest works date from 1704.—i. 642, 643.

MARME, J. C, engraver and medallist, worked at Cleves from 1735

to 1757. He executed medals commemorative of the Treaties of Dresden

and Aix-la-Chapelle.—ii. 649.

MARTEAU, Francois, a French medallist, who worked from 1720 to

about 1760. He was much engaged on the medallic series of Louis XV.
—ii. 593, 594, 599, 600, 621, 635, 649, 680.

MAUGER, Jean, a French medallist, who worked at Paris from 1677

to 1722, but of whose life scarcely anything is known. He was patronized

by the Academy and was much engaged on the medallic series of Louis

XIV. He died in 1722. His works are of bold and vigorous workman-

ship ; many were executed after designs drawn by Sebastian Le Clerc.

—

i. 427, 429, 498, 514, 515, 517, 551, 652, 708, 709, 711, 723; ii. 22, 69, 71,

72, 74, 83, 88, 95, 127, 128, 158, 176, 177, 183, 268, 294, 307, 379, 384,406.

MEIER, Berthold, was Court-medallist at Copenhagen from 1680 to

1689, in which year he was appointed Warden of the Mint at Dornitz,

and from 1696 to 1702 Master of the Mint at Schwerin.— i. 682, 697.

MERCATOR, Michael, a native of Venloo, diplomatist, medallist, &c.

—i. 32, 41-44.

MEYBUSCH, Anton, probably a native of Copenhagen, was medallist

to Christian V. of Denmark from 1667 to 1677. He also worked for

Charles XL of Sweden. Later on he went to Paris, where with Joseph

Roettier, and other foreign artists, he was engaged ou the medallic series

of Louis XIV. In 1690 Meybusch returned to Copenhagen and died

there in 1701.— i. 657, 687; ii. 49.
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MILLS, George, an English medallist, b. in 1793, received three gold

medals from the Society of Arts, and was an exhibitor at the Eoyal

Academy from 1816 to 1823. He executed several medals for the
" National Series" issued by Mudie, and also several patterns for coins,

tbough he was never employed at the Mint. Died at Birmingham,

28 Jan. 1824.—ii. 472.

MILTON, John, whose works date from 1760 to 1802, was an assistant

engraver to the Royal Mint from 1789 to 1798, and also medallist to the

Prince of Wales.—i. 11, 577 ; ii. 456, 585, 586.

MORIKOFER, Johann Melchior, a native of Frauenfeld, b. in 1706,

was appointed Engraver to the Mint at Bern, where he died in 1761.

His works are few but of fine execution.—ii. 664.

MOLART, — , a clever French medallist, of whom little is known.
He worked on the medallic series of Louis XIV—i. 425, 708, 709; ii. 21,

73, 87.

MOLTEDO, —, probably an Italian, who worked in Paris about 1826,

and was engaged on the Durand series of medals.—i. 699.

MOSSOP, William, Junr., b. in Dublin in 1788, son of the medallist

of the same name, studied at the Dublin Academy under Francis West,
and during his life executed a large number of national medals. About
seven years before his death, which occurred in 1827, he commenced a

series of medals of distinguished Irish characters, of which he only pro-

duced six pieces.—i. 421 ; ii. 598.

MULLER, O., a native of Amsterdam, where he worked as a silver-

smith and medallist. Of him little is known : but his medals show that

he was working there from 1653 to 1688. Bolzenthal calls him "der
Meister Muller," and praises much the excellence of the execution of his

medals, which, like those of Peter Yan Abeele, are embossed and chased,

and in high relief.—i. 404, 414, 432, 516, 521, 522, 524, 525, 532, 568, 636.

MULLER, Philipp Heinrich, b. at Augsburg in 1653, practised die-

sinking and was employed by Friedrich Kleinert of Nuremberg on his

large series of medals. After working several years at Nuremberg he
returned to his native city and died there in 1718. Like Brunner he made
a large number of dies for striking draughtsmen in wood.—i. 675, 681,

683, 717 ; ii. 16, 42, 55, 56, 62, 101, 126, 134, 162, 269, 278, 281, 325, 330,'

366, 386.

N., initial of a French medallist, which occurs on a few jetons of

Louis XIV., referring to the taking of Namur, the peace of Ryswick, &c.
—ii. 70.

NATTER, John Laurence, gem-engraver and medallist, b. at Biberach
in Swabia, studied in Italy and in 1740 came to England. In 1743 he
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went to Denmark, where he was much patronized by Christian VI., as

he was in Holland by William IV. Returning to England he was in

1761 appointed Assistant Engraver to the Royal Mint. In 1762 he went

to Copenhagen, and thence to St. Petersburg, where he died, 27 Dec.

1763. Natter as a gem-engraver surpassed all other workmen of his

time ; his medals also are of fine execution.— ii. 504, 562, 563, 566, 568,

664, 666.

NEALE, Thomas, was Master of the Mint from about 1678 to 1699.

(See No. 330, Vol. II. p. 104.)—i. 637, 638 ; ii. 3, 13, 24, 28, 32, 33, 59,

65, 94.

NICHOLLS, Sutton, an English medallist and engraver of the first

half of the last century. He made an imitation or copy of the Phoenix

Badge of Queen Elizabeth, and also engraved views of London for Stowe's
" Survey " published in 1725, and for other works.—i. 125.

NO ST, John Van, sculptor, was born in London, but spent the greater

portion of his life in Dublin, where he executed sevei'al public statues.

He was appointed Statuary in Ordinary to the King. He returned at

intervals to London, and died in Dublin in 1787.—ii. 713.

NURNBERGER, G-eorg Friedrich, engraver and Master of the Mint
at Nuremberg from 1682 to 1724. He was also engaged in engraving

dies for coins for the city of Halle. His medals of Frederick I. of Prussia

and of Charles XII. of Sweden are considered good specimens of medallic

work.—ii. 162, 235, 246, 262, 264, 284, 291.

OMEIS, Martin Heinrich, b. at Nuremberg in 1650, was a pupil of

Ernst Caspar Diirr, of Dresden. He entered the service of the Elector

of Saxony, for whom he executed seals as well as medals. Died at Dres-

den in 1753.—ii. 79.

PARKES, Isaac, probably a native of Birmingham, went to Dublin

in 1807, and was apprenticed to William Sherwin, modeller. Parkes

resided during the rest of his life at Dublin and executed a large number

of portrait-medals, the issue of which extended from 1814 to 1839.

—

ii. 214, 215, 599.

PASSE, Simon, the engraver, the younger son of Crispin Passe,

the eminent artist of Utrecht, b. circ. 1585, came to London, where

he resided about ten years, and engraved a large number of prints,

portraits, &c. He received from Nicholas Hilliard a licence to engrave

counters of the Royal Family. (See Vol. I. p. 376.) After quitting

England, Passe entered the service of the King of Denmark, under whose

protection he remained till his death in 1644.—i. 1, 183, 184, 214-218, 221,

232, 233, 241, 340, 376, 377 ; ii. 716.

P. E., initials of an engraver who executed medals commemorating

Vernon's capture of Porto Bello in 1 739.—ii. 542.
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PETERS, Mathias, a Danish goldsmith and engraver, who appears to

have worked during the whole of the second half of the seventeenth

century. Very little is known of this artist or his works.—ii. 37.

PETIT, Louis Michel, medallist and sculptor, b. at Paris in 1791,

d. there in 1844. He was a member of the committee of the Mint. He
executed a number of collegiate pieces, and also contributed largely to

the Durand series.— i. 186 ; ii. 471.

PIDGEON, G. P., worked for Boulton at the Soho Mint, at the

beginning of this century.—i. 25, 27.

PINCHES, John, contemporary medallist and engraver, b. at Bir-

mingham in 1825, studied nnder William Joseph Taylor, and from 1846

to 1851 was engaged at the Royal Mint and worked under William

AVyon. Since 1851 he has produced many military, academical, and
private medals.— ii. 696.

PLNGO, Lewis, son of Thomas Pingo, appointed on the death

of his father in 1776 Assistant Engraver at the Mint, succeeded Teo as

Chief Engraver in 1779. He retired from that post in 1815 and died

26 Aug. 1830.—i. 61 ; ii. 438, 675.

PINGO, Thomas, b. in Italy, came to England about 1745, was
appointed Assistant Engraver to the Mint in 1771, died in 1776. His
best works date from 1745 to 1764, during which period he was much
employed by the Society for Promoting Arts and Commerce. He was
very intimate with Cipriani and Mr. Hollis —i. 24 ; ii. 568, 600, 603, 607,

634, 653, 655, 656, 670, 683-686, 691, 697, 698, 701, 705, 707, 711.

POGGLNT, Giovanni Paolo, a goldsmith and medallist of Florence,

worked from about 1540 for the noble families of Este, Gonzaga, Sforza,

&c. In 1559 he entered the service of Philip II. of Spain, for whom
and for other members of his family he executed a considerable number of

medals. Died about 1580, probably at Madrid.—i. 81.

POOL, Jerian, Jurriaan or Gurian, a medallist of some note at

Amsterdam, who worked during the middle of the seventeenth century.

The most important of his works are medals of Martin Tromp, 1653,
another of William, Prince of Orange, and the inauguration-medal of

the Guildhall at Amsterdam in 1655.—i. 403, 416, 496, 508, 519, 523, 534.

POZZO, Giovanni, an Italian medallist, who worked in Rome during
the first half of the last century. He was a pupil of Otto Hamerani,
and his best known works are the medals of Conyers Middleton and
Daniel Wray.—ii. 460, 465.

PRIMAVERA, Jacopo, a medallist of whom very little is known,
beyond what information his works supply. He was of Italian origin,

perhaps Milanese, and was born before the middle of the sixteenth century.
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He appears to have worked chiefly in France and the Netherlands, but

never to have visited England, although he executed medals of Elizabeth

and Mary Queen of Scots. Died about the year 1600.—i. 117, 118.

PUTMAURIN, Jean Pierre Casimir de Marcassus, Baron de, b. at

Toulouse in 1757, in 1816 was appointed Master of the Mint at Paris,

was deprived of his office in 1830, and died in 1841.—ii. 268.

RANTWIC, Bernard, goldsmith and medallist, worked in London, in

the first half of the sixteenth century. He made medallic portraits which

were cast and afterwards chased.—i. 127.

RAVASCHIERO, Giovanni Baptista, was Director of the Mint at

Naples from 1525 to 1560.— i.
68-70*

RAWLINS, Thomas, an English engraver, b. about 1600, was a pupil of

Nicholas Briot, appointed Engraver to the Mint in 1643, attached himself

to the person of the King during the Civil War, and executed dies for

the local mints, the most remarkable being those for the Oxford crown.

At the Restoration Rawlins was reinstated in his former place at the

Mint, and held it till his death in 1670, at which time he was engaged on

new dies for the sovereign.—i. 289, 293, 299, 301-303, 306-308, 311, 319,

324, 330, 339-344, 352, 354, 356, 357, 359, 369, 370, 371, 373-375, 420, 428,

474, 475, 506.

REINHARD, Stephan Andreas, a native of Goslar and a pupil of

Christian Wermuth, entered the service of the House of Brunswick.

His works date from 1704 to 1718.—ii. 253.

REITZ, Heinrich, the younger, a German medallist of some note who

flourished during the first half of the seventeenth century. He worked

chiefly for the Princes of the Houses of Brandenburg and Brunswick.

—

—i. 279, 350, 370, 452.

RICHTER, Benjt, medallist, b. at Stockholm in 1670, was a pupil of

Karlsteen, and at an early age visited Paris where he was engaged on the

medallic series of Louis XIV. He came also to England for a short time

in 1703, and executed medals for the Swedish Club : on his return to

Stockholm he found employment at the Royal Mint. In 1712 he was

appointed Engraver to the Mint at Vienna, and died in that city in 1737.

—ii. 248, 249, 441.

RISWICK, Deric Van, a Dutch medallist of whom very little is known.

His works date from 1650 to 1653, and are of good execution.—i. 404, 405.

R. M. G., probably the initials of a Mint Master of Guelderland. They

occur on a medalet commemorating the Peace of 1544.—i. 46.

ROEG, Michael, a Danish medallist who worked at Copenhagen till

1715, when he went to Paris and earned there a considerable reputation.

—ii. 334, 335.
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ROETTIER, James, second son of John Roettier, born in London in

1663, was appointed one of the engravers at the Mint on the death of

Bower in 1 690. He died in 1698 from the effects of a fall from his horse.

—i. 617; ii. 64, 65, 111, 112, 122, 123, 197.

ROETTIER, or ROETTIERS, James, son of Norbert Roettier, born

at St. Germain in 1707, came to London in Jan. 1731, and brought over

several dies of medals. Having shortly afterwards returned to Prance, he

was appointed goldsmith to Louis XV.—ii. 271, 471, 494, 495, 529.

ROETTIER, John, the eldest son of a goldsmith of Antwerp, came

to England soon after the Restoration, and was appointed one of the

engravers at the Mint, and Chief Engraver on the death of Rawlins. He
was deprived of his office in 1697, died in 1703, and was buried in the

Tower. His medallic works, with the exception of a few pieces made by

the Simons, are the finest produced in England since the Restoration.

—

i. 315, 333, 346, 457, 458, 460, 461, 470, 489, 490, 503-505, 507, 517, 536-

538, 542, 547-549, 551, 556-558, 565, 582, 589, 595, 600-602,604-606,616,

617, 646, 663, 704; ii. 121, 179.

ROETTIER, Joseph, younger brother of the preceding, came to Eng-

land about the same time, and was appointed one of the engravers at the

Mint. In 1672, on the death of Varin, Roettier was appointed Chief

Engraver to the Mint at Paris, where he died in 1703.—i. 497.

ROETTIER, Joseph Charles or Charles Joseph, was the son of the

preceding, and was born in Paris in 1691. He succeeded Norbert

Roettier as Engraver to the Mint at Paris in 1727, and died in 1770.—ii.

294, 407, 487, 600, 621, 649, 680, 690.

ROETTIER, ]STorbert, third son of John Roettier, b. at Antwerp, in

1665, was appointed one of the engravers to the Mint in London in 1690

;

but being accused in 1695 of abstracting certain dies he fled to France,

and in 1703 was appointed Engraver General of the Monies of France.

He executed after his departure from England a number of dies for coins,

medals, and medalets for the exiled Stuart family. Died in 1727.—i. 346,

347, 617 ; ii. 65, 106, 111, 145, 147, 192, 193, 195, 201-204, 216, 219, 221,

231, 266, 270, 313-316, 380, 388, 389, 453.

ROETTIER, Philip, was the youngest brother of John Roettier. Like

him he came to England at the Restoration and was engaged at the

Mint. In 1678 he quitted England, and was placed at the head of

the coinage for Flanders. He died at Antwerp and was succeeded by his

son, Philip.—i. 540, 541, 554.

ROETTIER, Philip, Junr., resided at first at Brussels, but afterwards

removed to Antwerp, where he died in 1732.—ii. 142, 179, 180-182.

VOL. II. 3 B
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ROGAT, Emile, a French medallist, who worked between 1815 and

1853. He executed several medals for the Napoleonic series and also for

the Durand series.—i. 53, 424; ii. 226, 439, 444.

ROSSI, Giovanni Antonio de', was born in Milan, but worked in

Florence. He was a gem -engraver and medallist, and was much em-

ployed by the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Cosmo I. ; his works date from

about 1555 to 1572.—i. 88.

ROUKENS, W., a Dutch medallist, who worked at the end of the

seventeenth century, but of whom no pai-ticulars are known. He made
medals of James II., and of the death of Queen Mary.—i. 609 ; ii. 113.

ROUSSEL, Henri, a French medallist of considerable merit, was

much engaged on the medallic series of Louis XIV. His works date from

1654 to 1711, or even later. As he excelled in portraiture he confined his

attention chiefly to the execution of the obverses of medals.—i. 425, 429,

514, 654, 707, 709, 711 ; ii. 20, 21, 69, 72, 73, 84, 87, 95, 176, 177, 183, 211.

S., the initial of an artist who made some fine medals of Louis XIV.,

amongst which is a satirical one of the Treaty of Augsburg, another on

thetaking of ISTamur, &c. He was probably not a Frenchman.—ii. 68.

ST. URBAN, or ST. URBAIN, Ferdinand, b. at Nancy in 1654, was

in 1673 appointed Engraver to the Mint of Bologna, and in 1683 went to

Rome, and was placed by Innocent XL at the head of the Papal coinage

with the title of Chief Engraver and Architect. In 1703 he returned

to Nancy, where he died, 11 Jan. 1738. After his return to his native

place St. Urban is said to have executed over 120 medals, which include

a series of the Dukes of Lorraine, another of the Popes, &c.—i. 432, 433;

ii. 272, 488.

SCHAUBEN, Nicholas, was an engraver at Copenhagen, whose works

date from 1590 to 1599. They are few and difficult to attribute.— i. 177.

SCHEL, D. L, medallist, and according to Zani an Englishman.

He worked at the end of the seventeenth century, 1692-1694 : but his

only signed medal is one of William III., referring to the Battle of

La Hogue.—ii. 60.

SCHIRMER, Christian, was Warden of the Mint at Konigsberg in

Prussia from 1718, and Master from 1742 to 1743. —ii. 577.

SCHULTZ, Walter, a Dutch engraver, who lived at Haarlem, and

published in 1676 a work on Travels in East India. He engraved

some of the plates in that work.—i. 376.

SCLATER, Robert, a Scottish medallist, lived at Edinburgh. His

works date from 1826.—i. 231. .
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SEELANDER, Nicolaus, a native of Erfurt, was appointed in 1718
First Engraver to the Mint at Hanover, which place he held till his

death in 1756. He was the author of several treatises on numismatics.

—

ii. 426, 427.

SELDLITZ, Johann Georg, gem-engraver and medallist, worked at

Vienna from 1699 to 1730.— ii. 342.

SELVI, Antonio, a Florentine medallist, was a pupil of Massimiliano

Soldani. He made a large number of portrait-medals of the Grand
Dukes of Tuscany, which are always cast and of poor workmanship.

He is said to have visited England, and to have remained some time in

this country. He died at Florence about the year 1750.—i. 689 ; ii. 390,

391, 433, 621.

SIMON, Abraham, modeller in wax, elder brother of Thomas Simon,

b. in 1622, at an early age went to Holland, and afterwards to Sweden,

where his reputation as a modeller soon brought him into public notice,

and procured him employment in the service of Queen Christina. On his

return to England before the outbreak of the Civil War, his portraits

became famous, and during the Commonwealth he made many of the

leading Parliamentarians. At the Restoration he stood high in favour

with the King, from whom he received on one occasion 100 guineas for a

portrait in wax. Treated with less liberality by the Duke of York, he

ceased to work altogether. He survived his brother many years and
died in 1692. Of the many portrait-medals produced by Simon and his

brother, Vertue says that they were all modelled by Abraham and chased

by Thomas, the latter usually signing them.—i. 313, 321, 322, 324, 325,

328-332, 396, 397, 399, 401, 406-409, 412, 423, 430, 431, 465, 466, 478-480,

493, 502, 512, 546.

SIMON, Jean Henri, b. at Brussels, 28 Oct. 1752, visited Paris and
was appointed gem-engraver to Prince Charles of Lorraine, the Due
d'Orleans, and Louis XYI. In 1816 he returned to Brussels, and was
appointed Engraver of gems and medals to the Eoyal College of the

Pays Bas, and in 1817 Engraver to the King. He died in 1832. His
most important work is his series of medals of illustrious men of the

Low Countries.—i. 132 ; ii. 226.

SIMON, Thomas, the eminent engraver, and younger brother of Abra-
ham Simon, b. about 1623, according to Yertue in Yorkshire, was brought
into the service of the Mint by Sir Robert Harley about 1635, and
studied engraving under Briot. In 1644 he was appointed Joint

Engraver of the Mint with Edward Wade, but was shortly afterwards

promoted to the post of " Chief Engraver to the Mint and Seals," and
later on " Sole Chief Engraver and Medall-Maker " to the Protector.

At the Restoration he was deprived of his office, but at the same time

made Engraver of His Majesty's Seals. Simon is supposed to have died

3 b 2
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during the plague in 1665. Some little time before his death he pro-

duced his masterpiece, " The Petition Crown."—i. 282, 283, 313, 317, 319,

320, 327, 329, 337, 363, 385, 387, 388, 390-392, 398, 406-411, 430, 433,

434, 453, 462-465, 469, 472, 473, 476, 478, 480, 502, 506, 507, 512, 513,

546.

SMELTZIJSTG, Arend, was appointed Engraver to the City of Leyden

in 1662, where he died, 4 Oct. 1710. He was the father of Jan and

Martin Sroeltzing.—i. 532.

SMELTZING, Jan, son of the preceding, a native of Nimeguen,

worked at Leyden from about 1684. Iu 1690, on account of certain

satirical medals which he had made, he was compelled for a time to seek

refuge in Prance, where he found employment at the Mint in Paris. He
soon retirrned to Leyden, and died there, 18 Oct. 1695. He executed a

large series of medals, which on account of the excellence of their work-

manship were much esteemed.—i. 607, 613, 615, 621, 622, 630-632, 638,

649, 651, 652, 655, 656, 664-6Q6, 669-671, 680, 684-686, 698, 699, 701-703,

707, 710, 713, 720; ii. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 12, 13, 15, 24, 28, 29, 31, 35, 36, 40, 52,

53, 57, 62, 74, 78, 79, 82, 89, 90, 138, 152, 157-159, 163, 222, 336.

SMELTZING, Martin, younger brother of the preceding, lived at

Amsterdam, and executed medals for William III. of England,

Charles III. of Spain, Augustus II. of Poland, and others. Died in

1713. His works are inferior in execution to those of his brother.—ii. 7,

129, 152, 176, 198, 199, 201, 209, 223, 240, 242, 247, 260, 283, 292, 293,

318, 344, 345.

SMITH, Thomas, or Charles, an English medallist and engraver, who
resided in Paris, and was in 1846 engaged on the Durand series of

medals.—i. 436.

SOLDANI-BENZI, Massimiliano, sculptor and medallist, b. at

Plorence in 1658, d. there in 1742. At an early age he went to Eome,
where he studied under Ciro Ferri and Ercole Ferrata, and to Paris about

1687, where he executed several medals for Louis XIV. His medals are

large and always cast.— ii. 250, 367.

SORBERGER, —, a native of Gotha, was in the service of the Ducal

family, for whom he executed several medals. He was afterwards placed

at the head of the Mint at Meiningen. Died 1703.— i. 595; ii. 130, 155.

SPANGENBERG, Christian Philipp, medallist, was in the service of

the Duke of Brunswick at the Mint at Clausthal, of which he was

appointed Warden in 1716, Master in 1725, and Director from 1729 to

1753.—ii. 475.

STEPHEN of Holland is only known from his medals. From these

it maybe gathered that he worked first in Holland and afterwards entered
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the service of Sigismund, King of Poland. During a visit to England in

1562 he produced several portrait-medals of private persons. All his

works are cast and chased, and of most delicate execution.—i. 103-105,

107-109, 113.

STUART,—, medal-chaser of the middle of the last century. He was

much employed by Mr. Hollis, was a skilful workman, and made very

clever copies of some of the medals by Abraham and Thomas Simon.

—

i. 47, 72, 75, 402, 407, 431, 502, 512, 513, 546, 567 ; ii. 697.

SWTNDEREN, Nicolaus Van, a Dutch engraver, who worked at the

Hague from 1736 to 1760. He was devoted to the House of Orange,

for which family he made a large series of medals.—ii. 502, 508, 517, 519,

525, 572, 629, 630, 632, 641, 642, 646, 665, 676, 694.

TANNER, John Sigismund, a native of Saxe-Gotha, came to Eng-

land in 1728, and through Conduit obtained employment at the Mint.

In April, 1741, on the death of Croker, he was made Chief Engraver.

Died 14 March, 1775.—ii. 501, 517, 518, 523, 524.

TASSIE, James, b. at Glasgow in 1735, began life as a stonemason:

under the guidance of Dr. Quin of Dublin he abandoned that occupation

for the manufacture in paste of copies of antique gems, medals, &c. In

1766 Tassie came to London, and his pastes became so popular that he

is said to have manufactured upwards of 15,000 pieces. Died in London
in 1799. Tassie made a large number of portraits, also in paste, and
appears at one time to have contemplated the execution of a series of

portraits of Scottish Sovereigns.—i. 13, 26, 45, 139.

TAYLOR, William Joseph, contemporary medallist and engraver,

b. in 1802 at Birmingham, was a pupil of Halliday, and came to London
in 1829. He has issued many medals, private, academical, and others.

—

i. 110, 212 ; ii. 697.

T. B., initials of an engraver who made medals relating to the capture

by Vernon of Fort Chagre in 1740, &c.—ii. 546.

THUN, Johann Jacob, was Master of the Mint at Gotha from 1690

to 1727. He struck coins and medals for Duke Frederick II. from

dies prepared by Christian Wermuth. His initials are also found on

other coins of the Saxe-Gotha series.—ii. 305.

TIBS, T., an English medallist whose works appear to extend from

about 1727 to 1745. No particulars are known of this artist: his

medals are of very inferior workmanship.— ii. 479, 481, 494, 531, 578.

TREZZO, Jacopo, sculptor, gem-engraver, and medallist, b. at Milan

at the beginning of the sixteenth century, first executed medals for the

Gonzaga family. He afterwards entered the service of Philip II. of

Spain, went to Madrid, and was engaged in medallic work and in the

decoration of the Escurial. Died at Madrid in 1589.—i. 71, 73, 75, 148, 292.
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T. W., initials of an engraver who made a medal of William III.

commemorating the suppression of the rebellion in Ireland in 1690.

—

i. 722.

V., initial of an engraver (?) who executed a medal of Charles Y. and

Philip II. of Spain in 1557.—i. 83.

Y., initial of an engraver (?) who worked on the medallic series of

Louis XIY—i. 426.

YARIN, or WARIN, Jean, b. at Sedan in 1599, d. in Paris in 1672,

studied painting and the art of engraving under Dupre. In 1646 he was

appointed Engraver to the Mint at Paris, and in 1648 Superintendent-

General of the Coinage and Keeper of the Dies. He visited England

and Sweden, and received many commissions. His medals are esteemed

amongst the finest art productions of the seventeenth century. M. Natalis

Eondot, in a recent memoir entitled " Les Sculpteurs de Lyon," 1884,

states that many of the medallions hitherto attributed to Jean Yarin
were executed by Claude Warin, an engraver who worked at Lyons from

1630 to 1654. This remark does not, however, appear to be applicable to

any of the medals described in this work.—i. 200, 268-270, 272, 276, 277,

292,

YERE, A., an English medallist, who worked in the middle of the last

century, but of whom no particulars have been found.—ii. 699.

YERTUE, George, line-engraver, b. in London in 1684, practised his art

at an early age and soon came into repute; his portraits alone number
over 500. He was one of the first members of Kneller's Academy, a

Fellow of the Royal Society, and of the Society of Antiquaries. Died

24 July, 1754.—ii. 564.

YESTNER, Andreas, b. in 1707, was the son of the following, with

whom he worked from 1720 to 1740, and succeeded in his appointments as

Engraver to the See of Wurzburg and Court-medallist to the Elector of

Bavaria. To these he added that of Engraver to the Mint at Nuremberg.

Died 1754—ii. 618, 636.

YESTNER, Georg Wilhelm, born 1677, at Schweinfurt in Bavaria,

studied engraving under Uhl; in 1701 he was engaged by the Bishop of

Chur, in 1704 he removed to Berlin, from thence he went to Weimar, and

then on to Nuremberg, where in 1727 he obtained an imperial privilege

to strike medals in his own house. In 1720 he was appointed Engraver

to the Bishop of Wurzburg, and in 1732 Court-medallist to the Elector of

Bavaria. Died 1740. Like Hautsch his private mark was a star. It is

quite possible that some of the medals attributed to this medallist were

executed by his son, Andreas.—ii. 375, 421, 425, 441, 442, 457, 50 , 505,

515, 516, 518.
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VIVIER, Achille (?), a French medallist, worked at Paris from about

1820 to 1859. He executed several medals for the Durand series.—ii. 584.

VOGEL, Johann Adam, a counter-maker, who lived at Nuremberg

and worked during the first half of the last century.—ii. 484.

WAHL, Georg Wilhelm, a pupil of Hedlinger, worked at Hamburg,

and about 1730 went to Copenhagen, where he was appointed Engraver

to the Mint, and Master from 1762 to 1764.—ii. 581.

WAHL, Rudolph Philipp, a native of Clausthal and a pupil of Christian

Wermuth, was appointed Engraver to the House of Saxe-Eisenach and

also to the Mint at Zellerfeld, where he appears to have worked from

1729 to 1768. He executed medals for George II., the Dukes of Bruns-

wick, and the House of Orange.—ii. 491.

WAROU, Daniel, a native of Stockholm, studied under Karlsteen.

He worked but little in Sweden, and settled early in Yienna, where he

died about 1730.—i. 623 ; ii. 118.

W. B., initials of an engraver who made a medal commemorative of the

repulse of the rebels in 1745, the type of which is copied from one by
Thomas Pingo.—ii. 607.

"WEBER, Lorenz Maria, whose father was a German officer in the

service of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, worked at Florence from 1720

to 1757. He was much employed by the Medici family.—ii. 573.

WEIGEL, Erhard, astronomer, and Professor of mathematics in Jena,

1625-1699. He designed a medal of Frederick II., Duke of Saxe-Gotha,

struck upon his return from England in 1693.—ii. 93.

WERMUTH, Christian, b. at Altenburg in 1661, d. at Gotha in 1723,

was a pupil of Ernst Caspar Diirr of Dresden. In 1686 he was appointed

Engraver to the Mint at Gotha, and in 1699 received an imperial per-

mission to strike medals in his own house. Of this privilege he made
good use, for in the space of about twenty years, with the help of his

pupils, he issued over 1,300 medals. Some of these being satirical

were at once suppressed, and for this reason many pieces described in

his catalogues are no longer met with, or else are of the greatest rarity.

His series of portraits of the Emperors is well known.—i. 605, 643,

650, 675, 714; ii. 19, 47, 52, 77, 81, 92, 93, 99, 103, 128, 129, 138,156, 172-

174, 180, 181, 183, 185-189, 224, 225, 227, 229-231, 237, 261, 274-276, 279,

280, 282, 292, 299-301, 304, 309-312, 319, 320, 322, 328, 341, 345-347, 352,

361, 362, 372, 385, 387, 394, 396-398, 402, 449, 452, 716, 717.

WERMUTH, P. (?), perhaps a son of the preceding, but of whom no
particulars are known.—ii. 394.

WERNER, Adam Rudolph, b. at Nuremberg, and son of Peter Paul
Werner, was Engraver to the Mint at Stuttgart from 1742 till his death

in 1784. He also held the post of Court-medallist to the Duke of

Wurtemberg.—ii. 583.
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WERNER, Johann Heinrich, an engraver and medallist of Erfurt,

worked from 1719 to 1762. He made a large series of medals, of poor

workmanship, which are rare, as his dies were not well hardened.—ii.

464.

WERNER, Peter Paul, a clever medallist, b. at Nuremberg in 1689,

and d. there in 1771. As early as 1712 he was well known as an engraver,

and in the course of his long life was successively in the service of

nearly all the different German Courts. His works are very numerous.

—ii. 500, 508.

WESTWOOD, John, an English medallist, b. in 1744, lived at Shef-

field and worked there till his death in 1792.—i. 208.

WESTWOOD, John, nephew of the preceding, b. in 1774, d. in 1850,

also lived at Sheffield, where he issued a large number of medals as well

as dies for tokens. He also made dies for embossing snuff-boxes with

portraits of popular men of the time.—i. 211.

WLNSLOW, Peter Christof, a Danish engraver who worked at Copen-

hagen from 1745 to 1752. Died about 1760.— ii. 667.

WINTER, F. D., an English engraver, was probably engaged at the

Royal Mint, as his initials upon medals generally appear in conjunction

with those of Thomas Neale, the Master of the Mint. He executed

few medals of his own design, his works consisting mainly of iuferior

copies of medals by Jan Smeltzing, Jan Luder, and others. His works

date from 1688 to 1695.—i. 637, 638, 675, 687; ii. 2, 3, 8, 13, 23, 24, 28,

32-34, 59, 65, 78, 84, 89, 94, 108, 109, 117, 119, 137.

WOLEF, B., an engraver who worked in Paris at the beginning of the

present century, and executed several medals for the Durand series. He
was probably not a Frenchman by birth.—i. 290; ii. 696.

WOLFF, Johann Henrik, a Danish engraver, b. at Copenhagen in

1727, worked chiefly in his native city till 1771, when he removed to

Altona, where he remained till 1779. Died in 1788.—-ii. 604, 609.

WYNTJES, Cornelius, was Warden and Overseer of the Mint in West
Friesland from 1615 to 1624 —i. 223.

WYON, Benjamin, seal-engraver, son of Thomas Wyon, b. in 1802,

succeeded his father in 1831 as Chief Engraver of His Majesty's Seals,

and executed several medals, notably the Crimea medal. Died in 1858.

—i. 213.

WYON, Leonard Charles, contemporary medallist and engraver, b. in

1826, studied engraving under his father, William Wyon, R.A. (See the

following), whom he succeeded as Modeller and Engraver to the Royal
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Mint in 1851. He has executed several coinages for the colonies and for

foreign countries, besides many public and private medals, including

most of those awarded for military and naval services since 1851.—i. 25,

213, 466, 478, 502 ; ii. 675.

WTON, William, R.A., engraver, b. at Birmingham in 1795, came to

London in 1815, and in the following year was appointed Assistant

Engraver to the Mint, and in 1828 succeeded Pistruccias Chief Engraver.

In 1838 he was elected an Academician. Besides numerous coinages,

Wyon produced a large series of military, academical, and private medals.

Died in 1851.—i. 159, 245 ; ii. 472, 668.

YEO, Richard, was appointed Assistant Engraver to the Mint in 1749,

and succeeded Tanner as Chief Engraver in 1775. He was a foundation

member of the Royal Academy, and a contributor to its exhibitions.

Died 3 Dec. 1779. His best medals are those relating to the battle of

Culloden.-i. 10; ii. 613, 615, 652, 657, 667, 709.
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A.

A. Magnus Gfustav ArbieD.

A. DAS. James Anthony Dassier.

A. K. Arvid Karlsteen.

A. K. (monogram) Anton Koenig.

A. M. unknown.
AMAR. Giovanni Hamerani.
ANT. MEIBVS. Anton Meybusch.

A. R. W. or W. R. A. Adam Rudolph
Werner.

A. S. Abraham Simon.

,, Arend Smeltzing.

B.

B. Marc Bechot.

,, Thomas Bernard.

,, Nicholas Briot.

<Ssu. Jan Boskam.
B. M. Berthold Meier.

C. Nicolas Chevalier.

C. A. Christopher Adolfszoon.

CAD.
C. G.L. Caspar Gottlieb Lauffer.

C. I. L. Christoph Jacob Leherr.

C. I. R. Charles Joseph Roettier.

C. L. Conrad Lauffer.

C. M. Christian Maler.

C. P. S. Christian Philipp Spangenberg.

C. S. Christian Schirnier.

C. V. B. Conrad Van Bloc.

C. W. Christian Wermuth.

,, Cornelius Wyntjes.

Jakob Van Dishoecke (?).

Jean Baptiste Du Four.

D. DRAP. D. Drappentier.

D. D. S. or D. S. unknown.
D. P. Jean Baptiste Du Four.

D. HAES. Daniel Haesling.

D. K. D. Koene.
D. L. H. Nicolas de la Haye.

D. S. or D D S. unknown.
D. V. Jean Du Vivier.

D. V. R. Deric Van Riswick.

D. W. Daniel Warou.

E. A. Eise Andeles.

E. H. Ehrenreich Hannibal.

F.

F. unknown.
cf. Priedrich Kleinert (?).

F. D. W. P. D. Winter.

F. G. Franz Guichard.

F. K. Friedrich Kleinert.

F. M. or F. M. (monogram) Francois

Marteau.
F. N. unknown.
F. W. F. D. Winter.

G.

G. B. George Bower or Bowers.

G. F. N. Georg Friediich Niirnberger.

G. H. Georg Hautsch.

G. P. (monogram) Giovanni Paolo Pog-
gini.

G. S. unknown.

H. Otto Hamerani.
K. George Hautsch.

HAMERAN. Otto Hamerani.
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H. G. Heinrich Goltzius.

H. K. Hans Krauwinkel.

HOLTZHED. Martin Holtzhey.

H. R. (monogram) Heinrich Reitz, the

younger.

I.

IAC. TREZ. Jacopo Trezzo.

IAG. TRICL „ ,,

IAN. R. John Roettier.

IA. PRIMAVE. Jacopo Primavera.
I. A. V. Johann Adam Vogel.

I. B. unknown.

,, Jean Bernard.

,, Jean Boskam.
I. B. R. Giovanni Baptista Ravaschiero.

I. C. John Oroker.

I. G. R. Joseph Charles Roettier.

I. C. ROET. „ „
I. CVPI. Jan Cuyp.

I. D. Jean Dassier.

„ Jan Drappentier.

,, Jean Du Vivier.

I. D. B. unknown.
I. D. R. Johann Jacob Dietzel, or

Ditzel.

I. G. H. Johann Georg Holtzhey.

I. G. I. Johann Georg Junker.

I. G. L. Johann Gottlieb Lauffer.

I. H. unknown.

,, Johann Hohn.
I. K. Johann Koch.

I. L. Jan Livens.

,, Jan Luder.

I. L. (monogram) Jan Luder.

I. M. unknown.

,, John Milton.

10. ANT. RVB. MEDIOL. Giovanni
Antonio de' Rossi of Milan.

IONGELI. Jacques Jonghelinck.

I. P. Isaac Parkes.

I. P. L. unknown.
I. R. James Roettier.

I. S. Jan Smeltzing.

7. S. (monogram) Jan Smeltzing.

I. SMELTZ. Jan Smeltzing.

I. T. Johann Jacob Thun.
I. V. N. John Van Nost.

I. W. unknown.

JAMES R. James Roettier.

J. C. R. Joseph Charles Roettier.

J. D. Jean Dassier.

Joan Koti. John Roettier.

K.

K. Johann Christian Koch.

L. Johann Gottlieb Lauffer.

,, Lazarus Gottlieb Lauffer.

,, Jan Luder.

L. A. V. unknown.
L. B. unkuown.
L. G. L. Lazarus Gottlieb Lauffer.

L. G. LAVF
L. M. W. Lorenz Maria Weber.
L. N. Laurence Natter.

L. P. Lewis Pingo.

M.

M. Francois Marteau.
M. Jean Mauger.
M. B. Matthew Boulton.

„ Martin Brunner.
M. G. A. Magnus Gustav Aibien.
M. H. Martin Holtzhey.

M. S. Martin Smeltzing.

,, Mnssimiliano Soldani.

M. VA. Martin Van Abeele (?).

N.

N. unknown artist.

N. B. Nicholas Briot.

,, Nicholas Burghers.

N. C. Nicolas Chevalier.

N. C. A. P. Thomas Neale, Custos
Artifex Primus.

NI. BVRGHE. Nicholas Burghers.
N. R. (and in monogram) Norbert Roet-

tier.

N. S. Nicolaus Van Swinderen.

N. V. S.

0.

0. Martin Heinrich Omeis.

0. A. L. Jan Lutma.

P.

P. C. W. Peter Christof Winslow.
P. E. unknown.
P. H. G. Paul Heinrich GoJecke.
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PH. R. Philip Roettier.

Philip Roti. Philip Roettier.

P. H. M. Pbilipp Heinrich Miiller.

P. P. W. Peter Paul Werner.

P. R. Philip Roettier.

PRIMAVE. Jacopo PrimaveTa.

P. V. A. (monogram) Peter Van Abeele.

P. W. P. Wernmth (?).

R.

R. Thomas Rawlins.

,, Benjt Richter.

„ James Roettier.

,, Philip Roettier.

,, Henri Roussel.

?Rz. Thomas Rawlins.

Ji.. Stephan Reinhard.

CR. Benjt Richter.

tK. John Roettier.

R. A. R. Arondeaux.

R. F. Raimutid Faltz.

R. FIL. Joseph Charles Roettier.

R. FILIUS. „
R. M. G. unknown.
ROETT. FILIUS. Joseph Charles

Roettier.

Roetti. John Roettier.

Jioti. ,

,

,.

S. unknown.

,, Nicholas Schauben.

,, Thomas Simon.

,, Martin Smeltzing.

,, Nicolaus Van Swinderen.

S. B. Samuel Bull.

S. D. Sebastian Dadler.

Si. Pa. Simon Passe.

Si. Pas. Simon Passe.

S. L. Samuel Lambelet.

S. N. Jan Smeltzing of Nimeguen.

S. P. Simon Passe.

STE. H. Stephen of Holland.

S. V. Ferdinand St. Urban.

T.

T. John Sigismund Tanner.

,, James Tassie.

,, T. Tibs (?).

T. B. unknown.

,, Thomas Bernard.

T. R. Thomas Rawlins.

T. S. Thomas Simon.

T. T. T. Tibs (?).

T. W. unknown.

V. unknown.
V. Georg Wilhelm Vestner.

VA. Jean Varin.

Varov. Daniel Warou.
V. S. Nicolaus Van Swinderen.

W.

W. Christian Wermuth.
W. B. unknown.
W. R. (and in monogram) W. Roukens.
W. R. A. Adam Rudolph Werner.

W. S. (monogram) Walter Schultz.

W. W. William Wyon.

M The mark of Georg Hautsch and
Georg Wilhelm Vestner.
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A.
PAGE

A . A . A . P . F . I1IVIR. MDCCXLIV. . . . . . ii. 590

a . b . c . d . 1743/4 . . . . . . . ii. 584

A BELG . EXPEDITI . IRRIT . RED . VERSAL . M . IUN . MDCXCIII. . . ii. 82

A CHRISTIANO V. MISSVM WILHELMO III. AVXILIVM &C. . . i. 697

A DEO . . . . . . . . . 1. 603

A DNO . PACTVM EST ISTVD ET EST MIRABILE IN OCVLIS NOSTRIS . i. 170

A DOMINO FACTVM EST ISTTD . . . . i. 162, 165, 167, 197

a DoMIno VenIt paX et VICtorIa L^ta . . . . i. 562

a dvobvs . . . . . . . . • ii- 583

A IEHOVAH HOC FACTVM EST . . . . . . i. 553

A IEHOVAH HOC FACTVM EST ET MIRABILE IN OCULIS NOSTRIS . . i. 553

A.M. . . . . . . . . i. 338

A MILITARI AD REGIAM . . . . . . . i. 605

a . o . sc. misl. ....... ii. 350

A . OP AAT MISLUKT . . . . . . • ii. 350

A . p . d. (Monogram of Anne Princess of Denmark) . . . i. 594

A PENTAGONO AD LINEAM REOTAM INTRORSVM . . . . i. 558

A QVADRATO AD LINEAM RECTAM . . . . i. 559

A . R . . . . . . . . . . ii. 413

A REGE ANGLORVM PRIMI MILITIS CREATI EX VENLO EFFIGIES . . i. 41, 43

A SOVBAH GIVEN TO BENGAL MDCCLVIII. . . . . . ii. 683

A VIEW OF FORT CHAGBE . . . . . ii. 544, 546, 547

A . W . H . V. OUWERKERK . . . . . . ii. 350

A WISE WOMAN BVILDETH HER HOVSE ..... i. 571

AB ORIGINE . . . . . . . . ii. 504

AB VNO AD OMNES ....... ii. 145

ABRAHAMUS DE MOIVRE . . . . . . . ii. 565

abrvp . sep. 14 1646 ...... i. 327

ABRVPTA PR51LIMIN . PACIS MENSE APR . MAY IVN . MDCCIX. . . ii. 353

ABSENS VINCIT.—CIOIOCLXXXXI. . . . . . ii. 31

ABVNDANTIA PVBLICA GALLIAR. . . . . . i. 97

ACADEMIA GEORGIA AVGVSTA GOETTINGAE INAVGVRATA &C. . ii. 520, 521

ACADEMIA GEORGIA AVGVSTA GOTTINGAE FVNDATA . . . . ii. 513

ACADEMIC CANTABRIGIENSIS PROTOBIBLIOTHECARIVS . . . ii. 460

ACADEMY OF ANTIENT MUSIC LONDON MDCCL &C. . . . . ii. 657
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aCCeDens DIgnVs DIVIsos orbe brItannos

acclamantibus populis universis

ach mein verlust 1st gros ....
acobvs aschevs aet . 56 .

acq . sib . reg. .....
acti . en billets .....
ACTOR . IV . 26

ACTUM EST ILICET PERIIT .....
ACVTVS EST DEI OCVLVS

AD CESARIAM AVGVSTAM AVG . IX . MDCCX. .

AD DANUBIUM GALLTS FUSIS MDCCIV.

AD DETTINGAM ......
AD DETTINGAM D . XXVII . IVN . MDCCXLIII.

AD DVNBLAINVM 13 NOV . 1715 ....
AD DUNKERCAM XIV . JUNII MDCLVIII.

AD EXORNANDAM LAVREAM ....
AD FLORIACVM AD LITTUS ANGLICUM AD STAFFARDAM MDCXC.

AD FLORIACUM AD STAF . AD LITTVS ANGLICVM MDCLXXXX. .

AD FLORIACUM MDCLXXXX. ....
AD FRETVM EDENBVRG . XIV . MARTII MDCCVIII.

AD HOCHSTET 13 . AVG. 1704 ....
AD MEMORIAM ILLVSTRISS . DOMVS WIRTEMB. 1593

AD NEOPORTV. ......
AD ORAS ANGLIAE MDCXC. ....
AD PACEM VIA VI FACTA . . . .

AD SANCTUM CATUODUM MDCCLVIII.

AD SCHELLENBERGAM DONAWERDAE 1701

AD STENKERCAM MDCXCII. .....
AD SUMMA ......
AD . VERNON AD . OGLE AND GEN . WENTWORTH

AD . VERNON GENL
. OGLE TOOK CARTHAGENA BY SEA AND LAND

AD VIGOS PORT . GALLICIAE 1702 ....
AD VIGUM XII . OCT . MDCCII. ....
ADM . BOSCAWEN ......
ADMIRAL VERNON .....
ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE BROWN . . . ii

ADMIRAL VERNON AND SR. CHALONER OGLE

ADMIRAL VERNON THE PRESERVER OF HIS COUNTRY.

ADMIRAL VERNON TOOK PORTO BELLO ii

ADMIRAL VERNON VEIWING THE TOWN OF CARTHAGANA

ALMITT NOE PARTNERS 1648 ....
ADML

. BOSCAWEN TOOK CAPE BRETON

ADML
. H . . . K TOOK WITH SEVERAL SHIPS ONLY

ADM L
. VERNON AND SE. CHALONER OGLE

ADML. VERNON TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY

ADML
. VERNON VIEWING THE TOWN OF CARTHAGENA

ADRASTIA ADERIT.—1579 ....
ADSERTUM PHILIPPO V . HISPANIARUM IMPERIUM .

ADVLTJE .ETATIS DIES FAVSTI8SIMVS IV . JVN . MDCCLIX.

PAGE

ii. 422

ii. 191

ii. 224

i. 422

ii. 190

ii. 449

ii. 151

ii. 615

i. 334

ii. 374

ii. 258

ii. 575

ii. 575

ii. 435

i. 426

ii. 325

i. 712

i. 711

i. 708

ii. 317

ii. 262

i. 159

i. 176

i. 709

i. 425

ii. 690

ii. 253

ii. 71

ii. 466

ii. 554

ii. 549

ii. 238

236, 237

ii. 705

ii. 542, 556, 560

532, 533, 534, 542

ii. 550

. ii. 549

531, 532, 537, 540

. ii. 548

i. 384

ii. 688, 689

ii. 556

. ii. 550

ii. 545, 557

. ii. 549

i. 130

. ii. 293

ii. 698
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ADVENTVS PRINCIPVM AVRIAC. ....
ADVENTVS REGIS IN BRITANNIAM 18 . SEPTEMB . 1714 .

ADVENTVS REGIS IN VRBEM 20 SEPT . 1714

ADVERS' GVILIELMVM III . ANGLIAE REGEM 3 MART. 1696

ADVERS . REPELLAT......
ADVERSA ET AVERSA GLORIOSA.....
AEDES S . PAVLI LOND. ...
-3EGIDIVS STRANGWAYS DE MELBVRY IN COM . DORCESTR . ARMIGER

AEQUABILITER ET DILIGENTER . A.D. MDCCCLI.

AEQDAT MARLBURGIUS AMBOS .....
.ERE PERENNIVS ......
MTAT , SVM 71, 1645......
^TATIS SV^E (or SVE) XXI . 1695 ....
^iTERN^J MEM . EXPED . PRINC . AUR . BATAV . &C.

AETERNITAS ......
AETERNITAS IMPERII BRITANNKI ....
ufiternitati S. Ob. Hisp. classe navib. 67 spectatis belli clucib.

AETERNO FOEDORE IVNGAS. MDCCXXXIII; ...
.2ETERNVM CORONATA MABEBVNT 1697

AFFLICTORVM CONSERVATRIX .....
AGUNT IN PACE ......
AINSI POVR l'AVDACIEVX .....
ALB . IOACHIMI EQ . F.EDERAT . BELG . &C.

Albionum genuit Rex me summusque Monarcha &c. .

ALDERMANUS CIVITATIS LONDINI MDCCXLIV.

ALEXANDER POPE ......
ALIAMQVE MORATVR 1560 ....
ALIQUIS LATET ERROR......
ALIS NON ARMIS ......
ALIS NON ARMIS VINIT LIBERATOR

ALL FOR LOVE ......
ALL HEADS MVST COME TO THE COLD TOMB

ALL'S UNDONE : NO SEARCH ....
ALLEMOKDE .......
ALLIDOR NON L.EDOR .....
ALLONS MON PRINCE NOUS SOMMKS EN BON CHEMIN

ALPEN . BERC . MEVRS . GROL . BREVORT &C.

ALTER AB ILLO ......
ALTERIVS ALTERA POSCIT OPEM ....
ALTIOBA PETO.—XVIII . IULII MDCCXXXIII.

ALUMNO OPTIME MERITO PRAEFKCTI D.D. .

AMANT1VM IRA AMICITI^ REDINTEGRATIO EST .

AMAT FVGA TESTES .....
AMAT VICTORIA TESTES .....
AMBITIO MALESUADA RDIT.....
AMHERST . . . . . ...
AMIC . SOC.—INSTITUT . MDCIXVI ....
AMICABLE CONTRIBUTIONSHIP ...
AMICITIA VIRTUTE ET SILENTIO ....

ii. 565,

602

PACK

ii. 510

ii. 422

ii. 423

ii. 151

ii. 427

ii. 344

ii. 458

i. 333

i. 25

ii. 286

i. 659

i. 319

ii. 148

i. 638

ii. 225

ii. 559

i. 284

ii. 506

ii. 180

i. 177

ii. 405

ii. 168

i. 324

i. 287

ii. 587

582, 584

i. 97

ii. 92

i. 707

i. 647

ii. 416

; ii. 234

ii. 528

ii. 67

i. 145

i. 643

i. 170

ii. 492

ii. 367

ii. 502

i. 110

i. 416

ii. 206

. 68, 128

i. 615

ii. 711

ii. 155

ii. 155

ii. 672
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AMOR BATAVAE GENTIS ET BRITANNICAE &C.

AMOR ET SPES ......
AMOR NON FLORE SED FRVCTV ....
AMSTLA REDUX ......
AN EARNEST PENNY FOR MY CHILDREN &C.

AND THY RIGHTEOUSNESS UNTO THE KINGS SON

AND THY RIGHTEOUSNESSE UNTO THE KINGS SONNE

ANDREAS FOUNTAINE EQ . AURAT. ....
ANDREAS FOVNTAINE EQVES AVRATVS ANGLYS

ANG . BAT . Q . VNA . DEV . AD BEVES D . X . IVL . MDCLXXXX.

ANG . LIB . REB . MDOOXLV. ....
ANGELVS ANGLORVM SEDES, PIA TVRBA, QVIETAS OSTENDIT

ANGL . ET BAT . CSSSIS ET FVGATIS 1694 .

ANGL . EX INSULA ST. CHRISTOP . EXTURBAT . MDCLXVI.

ANGLIA .......
ANGLIA MUNDO ......
ANGLIA RESVRGES. YT NYNC NOVISSIMO DIE

ANGLIA SAXONTAE FOEDERE IVNCTA NOVO

ANGLIC SCO . ET HIB . PROTECTOR

ANGLICE Z . HIBERNICE ECCLESIE SYPREMVM CAPVT

ANGLIS AB AGUILLONIO DUOE PROFLIGATIS .

ANGLOR . ET BATAY . YIRTYTE.....
ANGLOR . GLORIA GALL . TERROR ....
ANGLORUM ET BATAYORVM CLASSE FUGATA AD MALACAM &C. .

ANGLORVM ET BATAVORVM VIRTVTE

ANGLORVM GLORIA REGE WILHELMO III . MDCXCVII.

ANGLUM SAXONIAM TANTIS ORNARE TRIUMPHIS NIL MIRUM &C.

ANGOR NON TANGOR ......
ANIMIS OPIBUSQ . PARATI.....
ANIMOS CONSTANTIA FIRMAT .....
ANIMOS IUNGIT LEGESQUE TUETUR....
ANN CLEYPOLE DAUGHTER OF OLIVER CROMWELL

ANN COVNT . OF DORSETT PEMB . & MOVNTG . &C.

ANN . REG . GEO . II . MAG . BRI . &C . IV.

ANNA ANGL . PRINC . HAIRED . PRINC . NASSAV . ET ARAUS .

anna avgvsta ii. 252, 369, 370,

ANNA BLAKE VXOR GVLIELMI BLAKE CHYROGRAPHARIVS &C.

ANNA BRIT . KEG . FIL . PRIMOG . PR . NASS . ET AR.

G . M . B . R . P . GUB . ET TUT . WIL . V . A . P . &C.

G . M . B . R . PRINC . AURANT . DOTARIA &C.

G . M . BR . PR . REG . TOT . BELG . FOED . GVB . &C.

G . M . BR . (or B . R) PRINC . AURANT . DOTARIA &C.

G . M . BRIT . REGINA : CAROL' XII . D . G . REX SVEC.

G . MAG . ET UNITJ5 BRITA . FRA . &C.

G . REGINA &C —FILIA & SOROR REGV . DANI.E .

ANNA D

ANNA D

ANNA D

ANNA D

ANNA D

ANNA D

ANNA D

ANNA D . GRA.

ANNA DEI GRA.

ANNA DEI GRAT.

ANNA DEI GRAT SCOT . ANG . FRAN . ET HIB . REGTNA FI . D.

i. 684

ii. 600

i. 200

i. 704

. i. 427

. i. 376, 628

. i. 376

ii. 590

. ii. 433

i. 710

. ii. 608

ii. 501

ii. 95

i. 517

. i. 396

ii. 523

i. 70

ii. 516

. i. 435

i. 46

. ii. 690

ii. 239

. ii. 388

ii. 267

. ii. 238

. ii. 166, 167

. ii. 307

ii. 206

ii. 91

ii. 185

i. 703

i. 430

i. 567

ii. 494

. ii. 508

573, 382, 385, 401

. i. 272

. ii. 632, 642

. ii. 693

ii. 665

. ii. 692

ii. 694

. ii. 309

ii. 300, 311, 319

. i. 192

ii. 230

. ii. 416

ii. 416

. ii. 416
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ANNA DEI GRATIA ..... M. 229, 230,

ANNA DIVI GVL . IV. YIDVA . FOID . BELG . GVBERNATRIX

ANNA EN H.EC ILLA EST : GALLOS DEPONERE FASTVM QVAE POCET &C

ANNA M . BRIT . FR . H1B . REGINA ....
ANNA M . BRIT . PRINCIPIS AVR . VXOR . . . •

ANNA POINES VXOR THOM.E HENEAGE —1562 .

ANNA R . M . BR . GEORG . DAN . 1683 . . . •

ANNA REGINA IN QVIETVDINE TVRBA....
anna terIt peLago ph . VI . G-ranDeM &'.'.

ANNE THE WIFE OF 10 . ELDRED ESQ . &C.

ANNI MDCCIX . GERTRUDNB . ABRCPTA ....
ANNI MDCCXI . LONDINI TALL . TORR ....
ANNI MDCCXII . TTLTRAIECT. . . . .

ANNI MDCCXIII . ULTRA1ECT. .

ANNO CHR1STI MDCC DIE XXVI APRILIS &C.

ANNO ETATIS SVE 12 .

ANNO LIBERTATIS TRIUMPHALI MDCCII. . . . •

ANNO MDLVII DEN X TAG AVG . WARD DVRCH KVNIG PHILIP &C.

ANNO MDLVII QVARTO ID . AVG . MEMORABILI STRAGE &C. .

ANNO MIOCXCYII. ......
ANNO MDCCXII. HIELT IN ETIROPA UNA PARTHEYE &C.— GLlDIUM IN VAGINA

ANNO MDCCXIII. .....
ANNO MDCCXIII PAX RfcSTITVTA .....
ANNO NOVI DOJHNI PRIMO ......
ANNO RESERAT.E SALUTIS 1660 DIE 29 MAII

Anno 1660 Juni 2 Is S. M. vi/5 Hollant van Scheveling afgevaren &<

Anno 1665 den 10 Augufii genaaJcte d'Engelsche Graaf ia ZandwigJi &c,

Anno 1665 den 10 Augufti genaakte de Graaf van Zandwigh &c.

ANNORVM GESTA DVORVM CERN1S &C. .

ANNUS FELIC1TER CLAUSUS 1709 ....
ANNVS MDCCIV. .....
ANT . LEEUWENHOEK REG . SOCIET . ANGL . MEMBr" .

ANT . VLR . D . B . ET . L . FRAT . FIL . OPT . MER . F . F.

ANTE DIEM ......
ANTE OMNES ......
ANTON ULR . DVX BR . ET L . PATRVVS NEPOT . OPT . MER.

ANTONIO COMITI PE SHAFTESBVR?

ANTONIVS VAN-DICK .....
APERTO DIGNA TIMEBI

.

....
APPARUIT ET DISSIPAVIT.....
APPARUIT ET FUGAVIT HOSTES IMPERII

APPROVED PERFORMANCE .....
AQVISGRANI MDCCXLVIII. ....
AQVISGRANI 1748 .....
ARAS ET SCEPTBA TUEMUR 1685

ARCE FORTALITIIS ET LTRBE NAMURCI C - PT.

ARCHIBALD D'ARGYL .....
ARCHIV.PISC : CANTUAR : EPISCOPI ST . ASAPH . BATH ET WELS &C. .

ARCHIEPISCOPUS CANTUARIENSIS NATDS SOWERBI^i &C. .
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ii. 398
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ii. 205

i. 58

ii. 240

i. 84
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ii. 397

ii. 402

ii. 401
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i. 457
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ii. 274

ii. 196

ii. 254

ii. 667

i. 541

ii. 253
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i. 290

ii. 170

715, 721

ii. 577

ii. 695

ii. 647

ii. 646

i. 615

ii. 70

i. 615

i. 621

ii. 105
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ARCHITECTVRJ5 NAVALIS ET MONETJ3 INSTAVRATORI

ARCVS IN HONOREM PRINC . ERECTVS MDCCXXXIV.

ARCUS TRIUMPHALIS A PARTE POSTICA 1691

AKIEN . .

ARMATVS VT ORBEM RESTITUAT

-4RMIS IArNGIT AMOR ]SVNC TFRTIA REGNA DVOBVS

ARMIS NOMINISQ . TFRRORE.—MDCXCI. .

ARMISTITIA INTER CMS . POL . RUS . VEN . ET TUF.C.

ARMORVM FOEDERATORVM FRVCTVS

ARS MMVLA CCELI ....
ARTHVR SHAL BE HENRI AND AN

ARTS AMD COMMERCE PROMOTED

ASHBY . . . . ...
ASIA AFRICA AMERI . EUR . . .

ASSERTA MARIS IMPERII GLORIA

ASSERTA RELIGIONE

ASSERTO PER VULCANUM NEPTUNO PAX .

ASSERTORI MERCATURiE INDIOE

ASTRONOMUS REGIS MAGN.E BRITANNIA MDCCXLIV.

ASTU .....
ASTVTIA FALLAX TVTIOR INNOCENTIA

AT CARLILE DEC : 1745

AT CDLLODEN 16 AP . 1746

AT SVPERIS ORIENS

AT WHOSE EXPENCE COUNTY MAPS WERE FIRST ENGRAVED

ATAVIS REGIBVS .....
ATAVUM PRO LIBERTATE FIDEQUE

ATH .......
ATHLON . LIBERATUR MDCXCI.

ATHLON . XXX . IUN . X . IUL. ...
ATHLONE ......
ATQVE AVDACIBVS ANNVE CtEPTIS

AVDIT UIDET TACET RIDET....
AUF FRANCKREICH-SCHWEDSCHE-TURCKEN-MACHT &C.

AVFERT NON DAT .....
AUGM0. SEPTENTRIONIS MONARCHY FRIDERICO &C.

AUGSPURG KINDER FRIEDENFEST D . 13 . AVG . 1704

AVGSPVRGISCHER KINDER FRIEDENSFEST

AVGVST . FERDIN . DYX BR . ET LVN . BEVER.

AVGVSTA VLMA LANDAV TRARBRACH GIBRALTAR &C.

AVGVSTA WALL.E PRINCIPISSA

AUGUSTA WALLR3E PRINCIPISSA ....
AUGUSTAE DOMUS PERPETUITAS

AVGVSTISS . CAROLO SECVNDO P.P..
AVGVSTVS III . D . G . REX POL . ET EL . SAX.

AVGVSTVS INGRESSVS LONDINI 1626

AVGVSTVS KEPPEL COMMANDING

AUREA FLORIGERTS SUCCRESCUNT POMA ROSETIS

AVREA PAX VIGEAT DET DEVS ARMA CADANT

1574
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AUREA POMA MIXTIS ROSIS

AUREOS FERT AUREA FRUCTUS

AURO PRETIOSIOR OMNI ....
AVSPIC . POTENT . BELG . ORDD . ARMIS ET INPVSTR . &C.

AVSPICATVM MATRIMON . TRIYM SAXONIAR . CONIVNCT. .

AUSPICIIS MAXIM . EMAN . EL . BAVAR.

AVSPICIIS REX MAGNE TVIS 1630

AVSPIC 10 CAROL . SECVNDI REGIS 1673

AVSPICIVM IMPERII FELICITAS EVROPAE

AVT MORI .....
AYT REX ATT NIHIL ....
AVTORE DEO FAVENTE REGINA

AVTORITATE ET POTESTATE ....
AUWEY, AUWET, AUWEY, AUWEY, RYSWICKCSHER FRIED &C.

AVWEY DKR FRIED HAT SCHON EIN LOCH

AVE MARIA GRACIA PLE. .

AVIS ATAVIS ANIMIS ARMIS ....
AVITORVM CONNVBIORVM FELICITAS

i. 669

. ii. 19!)

ii. 665

. i. 263

ii. 514

. ii. 336

i. 257

. i. 557

ii. 182

. ii. 19

i. 650, 674

i. 135, 136

ii. 348

. ii. 232

ii. 232, 353

i. 8

ii. 307

. ii. 581

BANQVERODT Ut A LA MODE .....
BARCKLLONA AB OBSID . IRRIT . DVCIS ANDEGAV . LIBERATA 12 MAII 1706

BARCELLONA GALL . EREPTA 1705 .....
BARCELLONA LIBERATA D . XII . MAII MLCCVI.....
BARCELLONA OBSIDIONE LIBERATA PHILIPPO ANDEGAV . EX HISP . FVGATO

BARCELONA D . 14 . OCT . 1705......
BARCELONA LIB . GALLIS FVG . I . MAII MDCCVI.

BARCELONA LIBERATA A . 1706 . 12 MAI . ECLIPSIS SOLIS

BARCELONNE .......
BARCINO CAPTA PRID . EID . OCT . CIOIOCCV. ....
BARCINO LIBER . XII . MAY......
BARO . DE CARTARET MDCCXLIV. .....
BARRINGTON........
BARRIT NON PUGNA. .......
BARTHELEMI DE GRaNDVAL AVRO LVDOVIC.3EO PERCVSSOR EMPTVS &C.

BARTHOLOMEWS DE GRANDVAL IMMANIS AVL.E GALLICE &C.—MINISTER &C

Bartholomew GiDLEV of Gidley in Devon &C. . ' .

BASIS VIRTVTVM CONSTANTIA......
BATAV . ET ANGL . AD LITTUS AREMORICUM CAESIS &C.

BATAV1S TERRA MARIQVE (or MARIQ.) DEFENSIS

BE FRVITFVL AND MVLTIPLY ......
BE FRUITFULL AND MULTIPLY .....
BEATAM ET ETERNAM, SPLENDIDAM AT GRAVEM

BEATI PACIFICI .......
beeter In De wyDe wereLt ; aLs In De naUe bUyk of kIst

3 c 2

ii. 451

ii. 284

ii. 283

ii. 282

v. 290

ii. 278

ii. 280

ii. 291

ii. 178

ii. 279

ii. 291

ii. 586

ii. 697
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i. 300
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ii. 527

ii 526
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BEGGARS BENISON ANSTRUTHER ....
Beheaded Ian : y

c
: 8 : by ; C : 1653

BEING YOVRS I CEASE TO BE MINE

BELG . HISP. .......
BELGIA HISP . TYHANNIDE OPPRESSA PORTV SVBITA TI OBRVTA &C.

BELGIVM FOEDERATVM......
BELLI FUGAT NUBES SOLBMQ . REDUCIT PACIS

BELLO AB ANGLIS ILLATO, A BELGIS FORTITER GE3TO &C.

BELLO ET PACE ......
BELLO PER DECENNIUM FELICITER GESTO MDCXCVII.

Bellonam Princeps Pallas Pedibus Terit &c.

bellT. NECESS.......
BELLTM ITALICVM PROPVLSATVM ....
BENE CONSTITVTA RE NVMAEIA.....
BENED . XIV . PONT . M . A . III. ....
BENEDICTVM SIT NOMEN DOMINI DEt . GRA . N03TRI DEI . IES7S XPT,

BENEVOLENT CHORAL FUND INSTITUTED 1791 &C. .

BENIGNITATE FIDE IVSTITIA IACOBI REGIS &C.

Bernhardus D . G . Saxoniee- Julia Cliviw &c. .

BETHVNE .... ...
BETHVNIA FANO STI . VENANTII ET ARIA CAPTIS

BEY DES POFELS MACHT UND STREIT ....
BET MINDEN AUG . 1 . 1759 ....
BETEREN .......
BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER

BIRMINGHAM FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOUNDED &C.

BIS VENIT VIDIT NON VICIT FLENSCJVE RECESSIT

BLASFEMANT DEVM, NECANT REGEM, SPERNVNT LEGEM .

BON HUY LIMBOURGH RHINBERGH GELDER .

BONA A MALIS EREPTA .....
BONA CAUSA TRIOMPHAT .....
BORN APRIL 23, 1564. .....
BORN AT STRATFORD ON AVON IN 1564 DIED IN 1616

BORN 15 AP . 1721 ......
BORN 15 APR . 1721 ..... ii.

BOTH HANDS FILL'd FOR BRITAIN ....
BRABANTIA OCCVP . m . MAI. .....
BRANDENBVRG.......
BRAVE BLARNEY REV/ARTi . . . .

BRAVE VERNON MADE US FREE. ....
BRAVE VERNON OGLE & WENTWORTH ....
BRAVEO .......
BREDA BELLON.E SEDES CLANDESTINO ET APERTO MARTE CELEBERRIMA

breda Den 7 Sept. 1667 .....
BRETT ........
BREVI CERTVM QVO FATA FERANT ....
BREVI TEMPORE INERMIS ERIT .....
BRIT . BAT . Q . VIRTVTE MDCXOII. ....
BRIT . BATAV . Q . EXPED . AD VIGOS MDCCIT.

605.
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BRITAIN ........ ii. 707

BRITAIN TRIVMPHED HAWKE COMMANDED . . . . . ii. 706

BRITAN . . . . . . . . i. 541

BRITAN . BATAV . PAX . . . . . . i. 535

BRITAN . ONTROERT WET GEVELT PRINC d'ORANGIE ONS HERSTELT i. 641 ; ii. 44

BRITANNA ET BELGICA VIRTUS.

—

B . XIX . XXIX MAJI MDCXCII. . . ii. 51

Britannia . i. 507, 535, 537, 538, 620, 641, 645, 648, 673 ; ii. 436, 600, 705

BRITANNIA A DUPLICI ARBITRAR . PAPALIQ . OPPRESSIONS LIBERATA . i. 656

BRITANNIA MDCXCVII. ....... ii. 192

BRITANNIA SDPPLEX 1695 . . . . . . . ii. 120

BRITANNICA ........ ii. 460

BRITANHLE . . . . . . . . i. 461

BRITANNIS BATAVISQUE DEVICTIS.—XXIV AOTJSC MDCOIV. . . ii. 268

BRITONS STRIKE HOME . . . . . . . ii. 529

BRITTAN . LIBER . RELIG . IUSTIT . LEG . VIND . MDCLXXXIX. . . I. 677

BRUGGE HERWONNE . . . . . . . ii. 350

BRUSSEL ONTSET .... ii. 350

BRUXEL A FUR . GALL . INCENS . MDCXCV. . . . . ii. 129

BRVXELLE A GALLO FRVSTRA IGNE TENTATAE &C. . . . ii. 128, 156

BULL . INDULG . AB . . . . . . , . . . ii. 213

BVLSTRODVS WHITELOCVS CVSTOS PRIMARIVS &C. . . . i. 407

bvrges . . . . . . . . . ii. 369

BUT TO B . GIVE A CORD . . . . . ii. 679

BT BRITISH COURAGE TOOK CARTHAGENA APRIL 1741 . . . ii. 551

BT COURAGE AND CONDUCT . . . . . . ii. 536, 544

BT DEEDS OF PEACE . . . . . il. 438, 525

BT OOR STRICT UNION IN LOUTH &C. ..... ii. 677

BY THE BRAVE PRINCE FERDINAND. AUG . 1 . 1759 . . . ii. 703

BT THE COURAGE AND CONDUCT ..... ii. 535

BT THE KING OF PRUSSIA . . . . . . . ii. 684

BT THE TAKEING OF PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLT &C. . . ii. 548

B'y't opgaan der oranjezon &c. . . . . . . ii. 630

C . FAGELII EPISTOLA EFFLAGITATA A I . STEWARDO 1687 . . i. 620

C . NAVIBVS CAPT . AVT INCENSIS AD FRETVM GADITANVM &C. . . ii. 84

c . privi . cm. ....... i. 206

C . PRIVIL . S . R . M. . . . . . . . i. 227

c . r. . . . i. 441, 442, 443, 445, 448, 449, 458, 484, 493

c . r . i. . . . . . . . . . i. 45D

c . r . it. . . . . . . . . i. 450

c 2 R. . . . . . . i. 413, 446, 447

CADET A LATERE TVO . Me
. ET X . Jl

a
. A DEX TRIS TVIS &C. . . i. 181

C.ECILIVS . . . . . . . . . i. 262

CECILIVS BALTEMOREVS ...... i. 261

C.ECILIVS BALTEMOREVS ET ANNA ARVNDELIA VXuH E1VS . . . i. 262
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CMhO DELABITUR ALTO.....
CAES . AVTH . ET VNAN . S . R . IMP . ORDINVM CONSENSV &C

CjESA CERVIX LON . IULY || 1685

CJESA FIRMABANT FOEDERA POhCA .

CAESA HOST . XX . MILL . TORMENTA BELL . CAPT . LXXVI. &

CJJSA RESVR'50. 1614 .....
CESAR COLCLOUGB ESQK . KT. OF THE SHIRK &C

C.ESAREM VEHENTIBVS

CAETERA LUSTRABIT

CALCVLI ORDINVM ZELANDLE

CALCVLO ET RATIONE METIENDA OMNIA .

CALCVLVS ORDINVM TBAIECTEN . 1600

CALPE EXPVG . ET GALL . VICT . MDCCIV.

CAMERE CO . REGIORVM

CAMERE COMPVTORVM REGIORVM

CAMPBEL .....
CANADA AMERICA

CANADA SUBDUED.—MDCCLX.

CANDORE SMO LILLIA VIMCIT

CANONGATE KILWINNING LODGE INSTD . 1677

CAPE BRETON ....
CAPT . ET CAES . XXXM . SIGN . RELAT . CLXIII

CAPTA ET INCENSA GAL . ET HISP . CLAS.

CAPTA ET INCENSA GAL . ET HISP . CLASSE

CAPTA IX . NOVEMB . CIOIOCCX. .

CAPTIS BONNA HVO LIMBVRGO 1703

CAPTIS COLONIA TRAJANA VENLOA RVREMVNDA &C

CAPTIS CXXX M1LIT . SIGNIS ORD . AVSP . &0.

CAPVT INTER EVBILA ....
CAR

CAR

CAR

CAR

CAR

CAR

CAR

CAR

CAR

II G . AN.

-MDCCXLIV.

DVX BAY.

.ERESKINVS .EQV . JET . 30

LOR . PR . PERFIDORUM VINDKX

LOT . PRI . PERFIDI.E VINDEX

LVD . D . G . C . PAL . RHEN . ELECT

LVD . D . G . PAL . RH . EL . B . D.

REX M . B . F . ET H . CAR . PKINCFPS

SETONIVS FERMELINODVNI COM . 164-6

WALL . PR . NATUS DIE TJLT . A . 1720

CARA DEUM SOBOLES ....
CARL . I . V . G . G . KONIG VON ENGEL . SCHOTT . UND

CARLILE REDUCED AND REBELS FLEW . DEC : 1745

CAROL .I.D.G.M.B.F.IlTH. REX & . GLOR . MEM. .

CAROL . Ill . HISP . IND . E'lC . REX VINHICATA &C. JUSTITTA EJECIT MONSTRA

CAROL . Ill . HISP . REX ......
CAROL . Ill . HISPAN . R£X &C.—IN LUSIT . PROFICISC . MDCC1II.

CAROL . V . D . G . ROMAN . IMPER . SEMP . SAGVS

CAROL . VI . ROM . ET HVNG . R. .

CAROL9
. XII . D . G . REX SVEC. &C. .....

CAROL . D . G . M . B . F . ET H . REX k GL'iR . MEM.

IKlllAM)
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i. 346
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ii. 291

ii. 251

i. 83

ii. 387

ii. 309

i. 346
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CAROL . M . B . REGIS FILIVS CAROL . PRINC . INAVGVRATVR &C.

CAROLI V . IMP . A GALLIS TECHNIS RAPT.E &C.—CHIROTHECE

CAROLINA D . G . PRINCEP3 AR . SPES PATRM! AET . (or MT.) AN . V,

CAROLINA D . G . PRINCEPS ARAVS . &C . SPES PATRIAE JiT . ANN . V.

CAROLINA REGINA ......
CAROLINA REGINA D . G. .

CAROLINE PROTECTING 1736 .....
CAROLO II . CON . V . ENG. .

CAROLO II . REGI INSTITVTORI AVG.—1681

CAROLO PRINC . VALLIiE NAT . DIE VLTIMA A . MDCCXX.

CAROLO REGNANTE SECVNDO .....
CAROLO SECVNDO .......
CAROLUHQUE IN REGNA TULERE ....
CAROLVS II

CAROLVS II

CAROLTS . 2 . D . G . SCO . &C. REX FI . DE . COT . i . id . SCOll . 1651

CAROLVS II . REX
CAROLVS III . D . <

CAROLVS III . D . i

CAROLVS III . D . i

CAROLVS III

CAROLVS III

CAROLVS VI

CAROLVS VI

CAROLVS VI

CAROLVS XI

CAROLVS XI . Rl i r'-i;

CAROLVS XII

CAROLVS XII . D . G . SVEC . GOTH . ET VAND . REX .

CAROLVS A CAROLO .....
CAROLVS AVQVSTISS . ET INVICTISS . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB

CAROLVS CAROLI NECNON SERENISSIM^I MARI.E FILIVS &C.

CAROLVS COLE ARMIGER PR.ESES ....
CAROLVS D . I. .

HISP . ET INDIARUM REX

HISPAN . & INDIAR . REX CATHOL.

SCO . &C. REX FI . DE . COT . i .

D . G . HISP . ET IND . REX

D . G . HISP . ET INDIA . REX .

D . G . HISPANIARVM REX

HISPANIAR . ET INDIAR . REX CATHOL.

INDIAR . REX CATHOL.

IMP . SEMP . AVG.

S . A . ET GEORG . II . &C.

S . A . G . HISP . HVNG . BO . REX &C.

HISPANIAR

D . G. ROM

ROM . IMP

ROM . IMP

D . G . REX SVEC.

REX SVE . EQ . NOB . ORD

. D . G . RB.X SVECIAE

. D . G . SVEC . GOTH . ET VAND

CAROLVS D

CAROLVS D

CAROLVS D

CAROLVS D

CAROLVS D

II.

G . MAG . BRI . REX & . CATHO . FIDEI &C. DBF . &C

G . MAG . BRIT . &C. REX GLORIA MEMO . OBI1T &C.

G . REX ......
G . REX HISPAN . ARCH . AVST.

CAROLVS DEI GRATIA MAGNJE BRITANN . &C

CAROLUS ET CAROLINA REX ET REGINA

CAKOLUS ET MARIA DG . MAG . BRIT . FRAN

-REX ANNO 1638

&c. REX & REGI

CAROLVS MA . BR . FR . & . HI . PRINC . EBOR . & ALB . DVX.

CAROLVS PRIN . MA . BR . NOBMI . ORD . GART . MILES 22 MAII 1638

CAROLVS PRINCEPS.......
Carolus Princtps Wallice .....
CAROLVS REX .......
CAROLVS SACKVILLE MAGISTER FL,, .

Carolus Secundus.......
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carolvs secvndvs . . . i. 438, 439, 440, 441, 444

carolvs secvndvs pacis et imperii restitutor avgvstvs

carolvs secvndvs rex ......
caroltts spencer. ......
carolus walliib princeps.— 1 745 ....
carpimvs occidvo speratam sole qvietem

carthagena .......
casalis armis fcederatorvm recepta 1695 .

casalivm arx montis ferrati mvmtissima &c. .

caste et svppliciter... ...
castellvm rtsel obsessvm xxvii . oct . re3epivm vero ix i>ec.

castis diadema perenne .....
castris in schellenberga ad donawerdam expugnatis &c.

catherina regina ......
causa dei est .......
caUsa DeI popULIqUe sUI DefeixDItUr eX te

cavsarvm patroni an . 1713

cecis visvs timidis qvies ....
cedant druse tui cedant trajane labores

celeb . mdccxliii. .....
celsissimo s . r.i. principi ao duci de mauleboroug &c

celsissimvs princeps georgius magni regid filius &c.

centenary commemoration— crystal palace mdccclix. .

centuplicem tulit virtutis kobore frugem

certivs pythonem ivncti

cervice fracta fidem bvstvlit atlas xns. 1678

cessit inv1cxis foederatorvm armis &c.

charles cotton .....
charles iect . des fina . de tornai 55 .

charles prince of lorain .....
cherbourg au . 16 how......
cheselden ....,.,
christ . sig . anert rech . pfen. ....
christianvs dan . norv . prikc . her . &c. .

christianvs friderici princ . h^r . dan . norv . &c.

christianvs prin . h.ered . dan . et nor . natvs d . 29 ian . 1749

christo tkacto .......
christop . wren eqves avr . & . architect,

christophorvs albemar1i.e dvx iamaicjs loc . ten . gen .

christs hospital inst . mdliii.

CIMBRIA . . .

CIRCVMNAVIGATION .....
CITY OF LONDON SCHOOL SHAKSPEARIAN PRIZE &C.

CIVITAS BRISTOLL . REDVCTA 1643

CIVITAS PARISIIS ......
CL . FR . PER AN . Et BAT . TOT . DKSTR . &C.

CLADES GALLOR . IN BRAB . 23 MAI.

CLARIOR E TENEBRIS.—1697 .

CLARISSIMVS D . RICHARD SACKVILE BARO . BVCKHVRSTIvE &0.
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CLASSE GALL . FVG. . ... . . . ii. 317

CLASSE HISP . DELETA AD OKAS SICIT.IiB 1718 . . . . ii. 439

CLASSE HOST . OPE BRITAN . FOEDKR . DELETA 1718 . . . ii. 441

CLASSIS HISP. ........ i. 146

CLASSIS HISP . GAL . AB ANG . VICTA . 1744 . . . . ii. 583

CLASSIS HISPANICA VENIT IVIT FVIT . . . . . i. 146

CLAVDVNTVR BELLI FORM 20 . SEPTEM . 1697 . . . . ii. 181

CLAVSO PIA GRATA FIDELIS ...... ii. 170

CLAVSTBA GALLOKVM RESERATA TOKNACO CAPI'U . . . . ii. 355

CLEMENS . . . . . . . . ii. 427

CLEMENTIA AVGVSTI.—MDCCXVII. . . . . . . ii. 436

CLEMENTINA D . GRA . PR . MAG . BRIT . FR . ET . POL. . . ii. 447

CLEMENTINA M . BRITAN . FR . ET HIB . REGINA . . . . ii. 444

CLEMENTINA MAGNAE BRITANNIAE ETC . REG. . . . . ii. 446

CLYPEVM EXCVSSVRA GRAD1VO . . . . . . ii. 18

COCIALIBUS ARMIS IDIB . MAII MDCC1II. ii. 245

COEANL' IN FuEDERA DEXTS . . . . . . ii. 232

COELITVS DATA COELITVS RECEPTA.—MLCXCV. . . . . ii. 115

COELITVS EN DIADEMA NOVUM . . . . . . ii. 427

COELO bliMITTITITR ALTO . . . . . . ii. 162

COELVM NON ANIMUM MVTANT QVI TRANS MARE CVRRVNT . . . ii. 148

COETNT IN FOEDFRA DEXTRAE...... ii. 163

COGNOSCUNT ME MES. 1710 . . . . . ii. 381

COL . CLIVE ........ ii. 705

COL . DESBOROUGE . 1657... . . . i. 423

COL . SS . ET INDIVID . THIN . REG . ELIZABETHS JVXTA DVBL . 1591 . i. 159

COLONIA FR . STABILITA . . . . . . i. 517

COMBVSTA INTEGRIOR EXSVRGO. MDCIVO. ii. 156

COME BACK. AGAIN . . . . . . . ii. 618

COMES DE BATH MDCCXLIV. ...... ii. 587

COMES DK CHESTERFIELD MDCCXLIU. . . . . . ii. 582

COMES DE ORFORD MDCCXLIV. ...... ii. 585

COMITIA OCCITANIS 1714 . . . . . . . ii. 407

COMITIA PRO PACE GENERALI PRIKCIPES F03DERAT0S INTKR &C. . ii. 160

COMM . F . HANDEL MDCCLXXXIV. . . . . . . ii. 695

COMMEMORATIO SaECVlARIS DIE XVIII . MENS . 1VNII &C. . . L 27

COMMEMORATION OF SHAKESPEARE AT STRATFORD UPON AVjN &C. . . i. 2(19

COMMERCIA HOSTIBUS INTERCLUSA . . . . ii. 83, 84

COMMERCIVM VISVRGIS RESTITVI'VM . . . . ii. 512

COMMVNIS QVOS CAVSA MOVET SOCIAT..... i. 162

COMPOSITIS VENERANTVR ARMIS.— MDCCXIII. . . . ii. 400, 428

COMPRESSUS FUROR CIVILIS AD CULLOHEN APR . XVI . MDCCXLVI. . ii. 610

COMPVLSO AD DEDIT . PRSSID . ANDRES CJGSO FVGATOQ . &C. . i. 174

CON . R . C . S . HOC NUM . D . EX PRS . JAC . 1750 . . . ii. 656

CONAMVR . 1 . st.pr . MDCXCV. . . . . . . ii. 137

ConCastIgatYs gaLLorVAI fastVs et aslVs &c. . . ii. 56, 62

CONCILIABVLVM ANGLIS . . . . . . i. 350

CONCILIANDIS EUROPE PRINCIPIBUS . . ii. 487

CONCL . r^V D . APRIL A° . MDCLIV. . . . . i. 415
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J
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COK VNVM ET ANIMA ArNA ....
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CORK. BOYNE ......
CORN . EVERTSEN ADMIRAAL V . ZEEL.
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CORNELIS TROMP LUYT ADMIRAAIi V . HOLL.
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COSS . HAG.E DECR . MDCLXXXXI. .

COUNTERS CONR . LAUFFERS RECH . PFENING .

credit tft 20uiuf;ctoM .

CROMWEL ......
CROUNED KING APRILL XI . MDCLXXXIX. .

CROUNED QUEEN APR . XI . MDCLXXXIX.

CROWN POINT AMHERST AUG . 4 .

CRVCIS ARMA SEQVAMVR ....
CRVESTVS OCCID1T.....
CRVX MIHI LVCRVM .....
CRYSTAL PALACE HANDEL FESTIVAL, JUNE 1857 .

CUIQUE SUUM .....
CVIVS EST ... . . ii

CCLLODEN . 16 AP . 1746

CUM ANG . BAT . SAB . PKVSS . ET LUSIT. .

CVM DVPLICATVR ONVS REDIT MOYSES .

CVM PRIV . 1619 ....
CVM PRIVIL ....
Cam Priril. 1624 .

CVM PRIVILEGIO

CVM PRITILkGIO N. C. .

CVM PRIVILT. ....
CUMBERLAND ....
CVR . R . A . W . PROC . RAT . MDCCLV. .

CVRA HVC TRADVC1TVR OMNIS

CVR-V PVGNACIS FACTA MINERVAE

CUSA EST ANGLORUM VILUELMO REGE MONETA 1693
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CVSTODIA VIGIL. . .

CVSTOS ORAE AREMORICAE .

CYLLENIVS HJJRET ET COELVM MARS SOLVS HABET

i. 286

ii. 95

ii. 352

D.

D . ALBEMARLE ......
d'aLMONDE ADMIRAL . BATAVUS

D . EEN MENS IS D . A . SUN DVIVEL

I> . EEN SOT IS D . A . S . GECK

D . EEN SOT IS DEN A . S . GECK ....
D . F . A . R1GE RECCRTO . 5 . ftb : 1691

D . P . A . WILH . HENR . ET MARIA M . BRIT . R. .

D . F . Dra . Exitus anno 1577 id . Dece
.

D . O . M. .

D . . M . OBSID . LIB . BERGEN . AN . 1588 . 13 . NO. .

D . PRO LEGE REGE ET GREGE ....
D . RUSSEL ADMIRAL . BRITANN.

D . S . S. .

D . T . . 31. .

D . T . . M . AVGVSTISSIMO ROMANOR . IMPERATOBI &C.

d' Veryeeftse aan Vol der Engelse &c.

d . xxvii . ivn . mdccxliii. ....
Da WIrD sICh aLLererst DIe noth anheben

dabit vmio lavros .....
daniel wray anglvs aet . xxiv.

danorvm fortibvs avsis.....
dant arma troph.evm castra r0gv1m

dant castra trophievm arma rogvm

dante deo et ordinvm concordia

dat hi op de golven triumphere 1688

dat sol ie hie a bewisn ...
daven . f . f . cvr . l . m . cioidclxxxxi. .

de anglis austriacis et

de barjihertigheyd roemt tegen het oordekl .

de foederatis ad nervindam mdcxciii.

DE FOEDERATIS ITERUM AD LaUFELTUM &C.

DE GAIL . ET BAV . AD BLENHEIM

DE GALL . ET BAV . ITERVM AD DAKVB . MARLB . DVCE

DE GALL . ET BAVA . AD DONAWERD. .

DE GALL . ET BAVA . ITER . AD HOCHSTAD .

JDe Godt der goden zet en oceaen de wet &c.

DE HISPANIS ANGLIS GERMANIS ET BATAVIS

DE LEEUW NU DOOR DEN PRINS GEREDT &C. .

DE MALE QU^SITIS NON GADDET TERTIUS HJERkS &C.

DE RUYTER DIE DEN BRIT SYN MOET GETEUGELT HEEFT &f.
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DE SOHELDE VEROYERP ......
DE SERVANDO TAM CARD CAPITE CONIVRANT

De Siaten Generael der Vereinighde Nederlanden &c.

DE TROTSQEIP TAN DE FRANSEN ALEXANDER &C.

DE VADER WON DE SLAG DE ZOON VERLOOR ZTN BLOED &".

De Victoryeu&e Zeejlagh A". 1666 ....
De Vre met ee.rH olyvenbaut Verbint het vrye Kederlant &c.

De Yree met een olyvenbant Verbint het vrye Nederlant &c.

De Vreede Bejlnoten met de Koninck van Engelant &c.

de vreede tot ktswk geslooten. 1697

debellatis perdvellibvs in scotia per dvcem de cymberlant) .

deceptis cvstodibvs mdccxix. ....
decidit in casses prieda petita meos ....
decipit tnde patet ......
decora merenti.......
deoreto abolito xiii . yyar xv . maii

DeCketVM est regno brIto restItVatYr abaCtVs .

decus imperii gallici .....
DECYSQYE adyersa dedervnt

.

Dees klommen ten Troone Met Scepter en Kroone &c. .

defectvm lvmine vidit ......
defendam .......
defendimys istam ci0i0ci......
Defensa fortIter Contra gaLLos et boIoarIos gerManIa

defensor fidei ......
defessus dulcem mayors pktit ipse qvietem

DEI filivs in sedem hync posyit 1547 ....
DELAVAL .......
DELETA AC INCENSA GALLORUM OLASSE MDCXCII

DELETO HOST . ING . EXERC . MDCCIIII.

DELICIE DNI . COR . HVMILE .....
DEN ABER WIRD DIE WELT NOCH LANGE RTCHEM

DEN EEN MENS IS DEN A . SUN DVIYEL ....
Den . 6 SeptembK An° 1667 is de Vreede d;c.—gcpublifeert &c.

DENNIS ........
DENNTS WALKS DOWNEHIL CARRYNG HIS HEAD

DEO AVSPICE, ASSERTIS &C. AVITIS PATRIAE LEGIBVS &C.

DEO DVCE COMIE CONCORDIA .....
deo EcelefiCB Principi Victima .....
DEO ECCLESLE PRIKCIPI VICTIMA ....
DEO JDDICE .......
DEO OPT . MAX. ......
DEO OPT . MAX . LAVS ET HONOR IN OK . JEVVM QVOD

DEO VINDICE IUSTITIA COMITE ....
DEPOS . IN CHORO ABBAT . VESTMONASIER . LONDINI

DER ALLGEMEINE FRIDE GESCHLOSEN D . 30 OCT . IN RISWICK 1697

DER FRID . DNS KRONT ......
DER KAN VERWIRRVNGS VOLL SFIN HAAB V . GVTH VERLIEREN

DER KRIEG HAT ABERMAEL EINDE.—MDCXCYII.
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DES GERECHTEN GEBETT UERMAG UIEL . . ii. 265

DESINIT IN LACRYMAS....... ii. 353

DESIRE SVIS . . . . . . . i. 14

DETECTVS QVI LATVIT . S . C . . . . . . i. 196

DEUM PROYIDENTIA ATQ . MISERICORDIA VIVO . . . i. 457

DEVS EST QVI CLAVSA RECLVDIT ..... i. 468

DEUS EX MACHINA . . . . . . i. 58

DEUS NOBIS H.EC OTIA FECIT..... i. 496, 497, 593

DEDX CORPS UNE AME . . . . . . . ii. 624

DEXTRA LATENS COERCET.—MDCXCVI. . . . . . ii. 151

DIE BAHN ZVM SIEG VND FRIED 1ST DORNICHT . . . . ii. 358

DIE EINE DIESER ROSEN 1ST VERBLICHEN ii. 120

DIE NIET WAAGT DIE NIET WINT . . . . . . ii. 247

DIE TOT : NOCTEQ : IN SCHAP : FLUCT : appul : &c. . . . ii. 2, 12

DIE XXXI . DECEMBR . MDCCXX EXTVLIT OS SACRVM COELO . . ii 492

DIEPPA AB ANGLIS & HOLLANDIS INCENTA &C. ... ii. 96

DIEV E . M . DROIT . . . . . . . i. 679

diey et mon droit . . . . i. 185, 595, 607 ; ii. 428, 498, 618

DIEV ET MON DROT ...... ii. 429, 483

DIEV ET SA MAIESTIE IEO SERVIER ..... i. 191

DIFFIDENDVM . . . . . . ii. 231

DIFFINGITE ARMA : PAX EST ...... ii. 404

DIFFVSVS IN ORBE BRITANNVS 1670 . . . . . i. 546

DIGNA QU.E LONGE PLURE3 . . . . . . i. 685, 6S6

DTGBESSVM BARCELLON . D . 27 SEPT . EGRES . 9 OCT . IN PORTV GEN. &C. . ii. 387

DII.ECTA DEO ET HOMINIBUS ...... ii. 499

DILIGITE IVSTICIAM 1553 .... i. 65

DIMANCHE, NOUS VIDONS PAR LES BILLETS DE BANCQVE TOUTES LES

bourses &c.... . . ii. 449

DIRA DTJLCE CANIT ALTER HOMERUS ..... 1. 564

DIS MALE CERPENDUS QUI MALE SENTIT F.RIT . . . . ii. 80

DISCORDIA maxima (or maximae) DILABVKTVR . . . ii. 409, 410

DISCOVERED BY MEE T . OATES . D.D. . . . . . i. 5S0

DISSIPAT ET REFICIT . . . . . . . L 713

DIS3IPATIS GALLIS ET REBELLIS . . . . . . ii. 28

DISTRACTI LILIIS CONIUNTI ROSIS ..... ii. 201

DIT 'S PRINS WILLEM D' III WIENS OORLOGHS RAET &C. . . .1. 635

DITIOR IN TOTO NON ALTER CIRCVLVS ORBE . . . i. 149, 154, 155

DIV . GVIL . Ill . BRIT . CJES . BATAV . GVB . . . . . ii. 221

DIVA MARIA BRIT . ORBIS ET TOTIUS EUROP . DECUS ii. 108

DIVAE CAROLINAE CONIVGIS DESIDERATISSIMAE &C. . . . ii. 522

DIVES TRIVMPHTS ANGLIA ...... ii. 270

DIVINO FAVORE . . . . . . . . ii. 519

DIVUMQ . SIBI POSCEBAT HONOBEM ..... ii. 57

DIVVS CAROLVS BRT . PIVS . . . . . .1. 340

DIXI CVSTODIAM XXIII APRIL 1661 ..... i. 474

DIXI CVSTODIAM . 23 APRIL 1661 . . . . . i. 475

DlFs CJ5CILIVS BARO . DE BALTEMOhE ABSOLV . DMS . TERR.EMARLE &C. i. 261
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DNA. ANNA ARVNDELIA PVLCHERRIMA ET OPIIMA CONIVX &C.

I>0 HONOUR TO HIS NAME, BE UNITED

DO . RICH . WESTON CO . DE PORTLAND BA . DE NAYLAND &C.

DOCH WAS GOT HEUTE NIMT &C. ....
DOCTOR MEDICUS SOCIUS REGLE SOCIET . LONDINENSIS

DODELEI DODELEI DODELEI .....
DODENHAUSEN . . . ...
DOE NAM MY DAER ICK VOCHT EEN YSER VYTER TYT &3.

DOMAT OMKIA VIRTUS .....
DOMINE, DIXERVNT, PAX ERIT VOBIS &C.

DOMINE SALVVM FAC REGEM ....
DOMINUM COGNOSCITE VESTRUM ....
DOMINUMQUE IN REGNA TULERE ....
DOMINVS PROTECTIO TVA : PER DIEM SOL NON VRET TK &C.

DOMINVS TRADID1T EVM IN MANVS FCEMIN.E

DON BLASS ...... i)

DONEC PAX REDDITA TERRIS ....
DOR FIN SVIS EXTRAIT DE DVCAS &C.

DORCAS BRABAZON GEORGII LANE EQ . AV . DILECT . CONIVX &C.

DORCAS EGLESTONE VX . RICHARD MARTIN JET . 25

DORMIAT DVM LICET ....
DOUAII BETHUNE S . VENANT ARIEN

DOVAY ......
DRACO HIC VER' A

tIRTVTV . CVSTOS

DROGHEDA .....
DROIET ET LOYALL .....
DROVE THE FRENCH OUT OF THE LAND

DU TRE HAUT TRE PUISSANT ET TRES EXCELLENT PRINCE

DVACVM CAPT . D . 29 1VN . MDCCX.

DVACVM GALLIS PACEM SPERN . EREPTVM MDCCX.

DVBLIN ......
duke brunswig .....
duke of arg5le.....
duke of cumber. .....
dulce decus salusq . populi

DVLCe MeLos VnIta sonat

dum micat hoc geminum sydus &c.

DVNBAR ......
DUNKERCA ACQUISITA.—XXVII OCTOBRIS MDCLXII. .

DUNKERCA ILL^ISA.—MDCXCV.

DUNKERCA ITERUM CAPTA.— MDCLVIH.

DUNKERCA ITERUM CAPTA.—XXV . JUNII MDCLVIII.

DVNQVERCA RECVPERATA....
DVNZERQ\E ......
DUO MORIUNTUR IN UNA ....
DUQUESNE NOV . 24 FORBES ....
DVRA VIS CIS CITRA ....
DVRABIT ......
DVRAVIT ......
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DYRCH LIMMERICK.S BESIEGEN HOIIT AVF DER IRREN KRIE'JEX . . ii. 37

DVRYM EST CONTRA STIMVLOS CALCITRARE . . . . i. 144

DVS MOET MEN JUYCHEN EN GEEN OORLOGSHELT BEKLAGEN &". . i. 560

Das wort Brittanjes Trotz gestt'i/i &c. . . . . . i. 508

DUX DE ARGYLE ET DE GREENWICH MDCCXLIII. . . . ii. 579

DUX DE MARLBOROUGH MDCCXLII. . . . . . . ii. 568

DTX EBORA . NATVS OCT . 14 . 1633 ..... i. 267

DYX FOEMINA FACTI . . . . . . i. 146

DUX ZEL . A REGE TORQVE DON. . . . . . ii. 24, 25

E.

E . D . G . ROSA SINE SPINA . . . . . i. 101

. f . g . h . i. . . . . . . . ii. 584

e foco refociliatio . . . . . . . i. 532

E MALA BONNA DIU, SIC BONA FACTA BREYI . . . . ii. 246

E MARMORE IN ECCLESIA SANCTI PETRI &C. ii. 524

E . R . EST ALTRIX ESVRIENTIYM EYM . . . . . i. 133

e . s. (Monogram of Elizabeth Somerset) . . . . . i. 587

E SYPERIS ASTRiEA REDVX BONA S.ECVLA (or SECVLA) REDDENS ii. 644,645,646,650

E . YERNON YI . AD . OF TH . BLVE. ..... ii. 531

ECCE MANYS ABSALOM . . . . . . i. 701

ECCE PHAOS POPVLIQ . SALYS . . . . . . i. 191

ECCL . NEOCOM . PASTOR SOCIET. REG. IN ANGLIA AD PROPAG. EYANG . SOCIUS &C. i'. 557

ECCLES . ANGL. . . . . . . . ii. 412, 432

ECCLESIA ANGLI2E . . . . . . . .1. 660

ECCLESIA BEAT.E MARIAS RESTITUTA 1722 ii. 572

ECCLESIA BEAT^! MARLS SOUTHTON RESTITUTA 1722 . . . ii. 573

ECCLESIA PERVERSA TENET PACIEM DIABOLI . . . . i. 578

ECCLESIA S . IACOBI SCOTORUM ERFURT . . . . . ii. 464

ECQVIS CVRSVM INFLECTET . . . . . . i. 543

ED . MONTAGY TRIBYNVS EQVITVM &C. . . . . . i. 431

ED . YERNON ESQ . VICEADMIRAL OF THE ELUE . . ii. 555

EDISTONE RESURGIT 1757 . . . . . . . ii. 681

EDMVND WITHIPOLL MT . 48 . . . . . 1. 1 08, 109

EDMUNDUS HALLEY . . . . . . . ii. 589

EDOARDYS COMMES CLARENDONIJ5 SVMMVS ANGLL.E CANCELLARIVS &C. . i. 478

EDVARDVS NICHOLAS EQV . AVR. . . . . . . i. 546

EDVARDVS SEXTVS D . G . ANGLL.E FRANCIiE ET HIBER . REX &C. . i. 54

EDYARDUS SEXTUS R. ..... . l". 60, 62

EDW . COKE ATTORNAT . GENERALIS . . . . .
" 1. 190

EDWARD BOSCAWEN ADMIRAL . . . . . . ii. 686

EDWARDYS VI. D. G. ANG . FR . &C.— CAPYT SVPREMVM CORONATVS EST &C. i. 53

EDWARDVS VI . D . G . ANG . FR . ET HI . REX FIDEI DEFNS . &C. . . i. 53

EDWARDUS GEO . WAL . PR . FRATER ..... 5i. 699

EDWARDVS REX REGNAT . . . . . . . i. 7

EFFIG . ILLUST . PR . FREDERICI D . G . CO . PAL . ET ELIZABETHS! kc. i. 218
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EFFIG . R . HEATH MIL . CAP . IVS . D . BANC . REG.

EFFIGIES THOM.E MORI MARTIRIS ANGLI.

EGO CORPORA IVNGAT CORDA DEVS

Sin ©djetm tci'3 @utl) mcint ....
eiicit iacobum restituit hiberniam mdcxc.

el . v . maii mdccxlvii. .....
elect . 26 avg . coron . 4 novem . a . 1619 .

eleon . magdal . theres . imp . vid . avg.

eles sont dignes de lvi ....
elis . chris . caroli con. ....
elis . ebor . uxor henrioi vii . reg . ang. .

elisab . d . g . c . pal . r . s . r . imp . elec . &c.

elisab . regi . angli . fran . iber. .

elisabeta reg . ang. .....
elisabeth mercator vxor d . michaelis mercator &c.

elisabeth queen of england ....
elisabetha d . g . bohem . regi . magnus brit . prin . &(

elisabetha d . g . com . pal . r . s . elec . &c. .

eliz . d . g . reg . boh . fil . iac . reg . mag . britan.

elizabet . d . g . ang . fra . hib . regina nat . 33 obiit 1603

elizabet . marqvi . northampton ....
elizabeth daughter of sr . iames boucher 1641

elizabeth wife of . c . tl . p . 1641

elizabetha altera .....
elizabetha fil . ia . re . mag . brit . fra . et hi . &c.

elizabetha reg . 1562. renov . victoria reg . 1839

elizabethI regnante condita fuit a.d. mdlxii.

elle plaist mais elle mordt ....
EMANUEL .......
EMIGR . BERCHTOLDS . RECEPT . IN TERR . HANNOV.

EMIGRAVIT GLORIA ANGL . IA . THE 30 . 1648 .

EN ANGENAAME REEGH VAN ONSE STAAT VAn't ORANGE BLAAD

EN GERMINA PACIS ......
EN HONNEUR DU SOUVERAIN DC TRES NOBLE ORDRE DE LA IARTIERE

en Magnas Dat opes CeLeber LaW &C.

EN VIRVM SCIENTIA MEDICA INSIGNEM &C. . . . .

ENDYMION PORTER R . CAROLI A CVBICVLIS &C.

ENGELAND ........
ENGLAND UNDER THE DOMINION OF THE CHURCH OF ROME

ENTIRELY ENGLISH .......
ENVY SHALL NOT PREVAIL AGAINST THEE.—MDCCXLII.

EO OMNIA UNDE .......
EODEM ANNO DIE XIV . MAII TONNINGA A REGE DANLSi OBSESSA &C.

Epping Foreft Afsembly-hovfe, 1725 . . . . .

EQ . AUR .' PHILOSOPHUS OBIIT 31 MART . 1727 &C.

EQVES CREATVS DIE V . IVNY . MDCCLII. . . . .

EQUES NOB . ORD . PERISC . CREAT . fj JAN . MDCXC.

EQVO CREDITE TEVCRI.......
EQVO CREDITE TVCRI ......
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equo nunquam tcj orede britanne .

ergo pares svmvs .

ergo tva jvra manebvnt ....
eriovs r . d . s . n . philippa angl . 1406 .

erIpItVr gaLLIs Vrbs aC CasteLLa naMVrCI &c.

erit qui demonstret in quibus cosli partlbus errent &c,

ervnt vt mons sion cioiocxix.

es 1st friede und 1st reiner &c.

esperance .....
est plvsqvam perfectvm mdccii.

esto domi. 1628 ....
et adhoc exoritur pelago ncmen

et adhvc spes dvrat avorvm

et anglije gloria

et conivrati venivnt ad classioa venti

et dvaco capto mdccx. .

et exteris etiam grata

et generi debita et virtvti

et le compte trouveres

et pacem et otivm dabo in israel &c. .

et pontvs serviet 1665

et proximvs ardet vcalegon

et regnare pares, et mire se inter amare

et vulnera et invia spernit

Elatis Ixiiii .....
etiam sepulti vivit fama wykehami

etiam sua fata vocant

evgen . dvx sabavd.

eVgenIe et MarLbro . DeLetIs foenora gaLLI

evgenii et marlborvgii conivnctio gallorvm dissihatio

etgenii et marleborvgii felix conivnctio .

eogenii umbra pedibvs addidit alas

evgenii virtvs coelo missiqve iohannis

evgenio obsidente, marlborvg . protegente &c. '

.

ettgenius d . sabaupiae, ioh . d . marleborough

ettgenius d . sabaudiae, ioh . d . marleborow .

evgenivs dvx sabavd. .....
evgenivs franc . dvx sab . caes. (or"c^!s.) exer . gener . comm

evgenivs franc . dvx sabavd. ....
EUROPA .......
EUROPA QUIESCAT ASIA RESPIRET ....
EUROPE . . .

EVROP.E PARTEM SIMILI VIRTVTE GVBERNANT &C.

EUROPE PAX REDDITA Kg
EVERSO MISSVS SVCCVRRERE SECLO &C.

EX ANGL . IN FRIS . MDCCXXXIV. . .

EX AQUA OMNIA ....
EX AVRO VT IN SCOTIA REPERITVR BRIOT FECIT &C

EX CANDORE DECVS ....
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EX CASTELLIS HESPERLS TOT MILIA NVMVM &C. .

EX CINERIBVS......
EX MVNIFICENTIA HEN . STONE ARM.

EX NOCTE DIEM .....
EX OCVLIS EREPTA POST DELETA VENENA .

EX RESIDVIS NVMMI SVB HASTA PIMMIANA LEGE PR.EDATI &C.

EX SC . XV . VIR . MON . FR.

EX TTNGUE LEONEM 3 . AUG . 1692

EX VIRTVTE HONOR .....
EX TOTO FATVM .....
EXACTIS BRITANNIS ET CALETO GVINIAQ . RECEPT. .

EXCELLENTISSIM.E PRINCIP . IVS REGNI VINDICATVM &C.

EXIIT AD CAELUM RAMIS FELICIBUS

EXILIO MINATO .....
EXOPTATA VICTORIA GEORGII II . MAG . BRITT . REG . &C. .

EXP . BRIT. ......
EXPECTATO VINDICI LiETA SE SVBIICIT

EXPED . BRITAN . CONS1L . ET ARMIS ADIVTA.—1688

EXPEDITIO FOEDERAT . FELICISS . FINITA.— MDCCVIII.

EXPEDITIO NAUALIS PRO LIBERTATE ANGLIC MDCLXXXVIII.

EXPEDITIONIS BELGIC.E COMPLEMENTUM

EXPULS . GAL . ET REBEL . DUBLIN TRIUMPHANS INTRAVIT

EXTERNO MALE PRESSA IUGO BRITANNIA PRIDEM &C.

EXTOLERAT CORNUA SED PERIIT SALO.—MDCXCII.

EXTRA ORBEM ......
EXTRAORDINAIRE DES GVERRES

EXTRAORDRE . DES GUERRES 1713....
EXTRORSVM ......
EXVRGAT DEVS DISIPENTER INIMICI
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FACTVRA NEPOTIBVS VMBRAM

FAMAM EXTENDERE FACTIS HOC VIRTUTIS OPUS

FANVM ST. GISLENI CAPTVM MDCCIX.

FARFAX .....
FARFOX .....
fast thoe untyed, 1588

FATA VIAM INVENIENT

FATO. — 1696 . . . . .
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tfEAR GOD AND HONOUR THE KING . ,

FEAR GOD HONNOVR THE KING

FECIT AD ASTRA VIAM ....
FECIT MAGNA QUI POTENS EST .

FECIT VTRAQVE VNVM 1558 . . . .

FECVNDITATE AVGVSTAE DOMVS. MDCCXXXXI. .

FEL . PR . AR . C . PR . F . R . M . BR . CONI . A . 1734

FELIC . NOVI SECULI ....
FELIC . PUB. ....
FELICES ARABES MVNDI QVIBVS VNICA PHCENIX &C
FELICI GENIO FIS COMPOS ARAVSIO VOTI &C.

FELICITAS BRITANNIA 29 MAII 1660 .

FELICITAS GALLIAE

FELICITAS IMPERII ....
FELICITAS NOVI SECVLI .

FELICITAS PVBLICA ....
FELICITER.....
FELICITER PERACT. A . MDCCVIII,

FELIX ASSOCIATIO A DOMINO

FELIX BRITANNIA .

FELIX COGNOSCERE CAVSAS. MDCCXXVI.

FELIX QUEM FACIUNT ALIENA PERIC . CAUTUM .

FELIX TEMPORUM REPARATIO

EERD . LO . FAIREFAX GENAL . OF THE NORTH .

FERD . OF BRVNSWICK

FERD . PR . BRTNSV . EXERC . FOED . DVX
FERDINAND HERTZOG ZU BRUNSCHWEIG WOLFFENBUTTEL

FERENDVM ET SPERANDVM

FERRO ET AVRO . .

FERT RB3IBVS OPEM. MDCCXLVI.

FIDA PRINCIPIS COMAS

FIDE ET CONSTANTIA .

FIDE ET FORTITUDINE

FIDE ET LITERIS . .

Fidei Coticula Crux

FIDEI DEFENSOR

FIDEI DEFENSOR ET ^IQVI .

FIDEI DEFENSORI RELIGIONIS REFORMATS PROTECTORI

FIDEI TRIUMPHIS .

FIDES.....
FIDES MILITVM

FIDIVM DVLCEDINE MITES . .

FlE WHAT IS THAT

FINIS CORONAT OPVS .

EINITA TROPHCEIS BELLA . i

FIRE OFFICE .....
FIRM TO OUR COUNTRY AS THE ROCK IN THE SEA

FIRMANTVR BINA SVB VNO . 15 . . 604.

F"1XT ON A ROCKE....
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FLAMMAE FELICES .....
FLANDR . ET BRABANT . RECEPT. ....
FLANDRIA UTRINQUE TROP.EIFERA (LESI EX ITINERE GALLI &'

FLAVIT ET DISSIPATI SVNT 1588 ....
FLOREAT ANGLIA IN VERA RELIGIONE PROTESTANTE

FLOREAT IN .ETERNVM GOLGOTHA &C.

FLOREBVNT ......
FLOREM GALLIC . M . MILITVM ELVDIT WILHELMI VIRTVS &

FLORENT CONCORDIA REGNA ....
FLORESCAT ET PUNGAT . .

•
.

FLOS ORNAT ARISTAS .....
FLOS PACIS IVSTITIA 1587 .

FLVVIVS SCALDIS SVPERATVS HOSTE ASPICIENTE &C.

FOCOS SERTAVIT ET ARAS .....
FOECUNDAM VETUIT REPARARI MORTIBUS HYDRAM

FOEDERATI PRINCIPES CONSILIA CONFERVNT HAG.E COM . 1691

FOEDERATIS ADITVS IN GALLIAM APERTVS

FOEDERE VIENNENSE INIT . XVII . KAL . APR . MDCCXXXI. .

FCEDERUM VINDEX .....
FOEDORE ICTO ......
FOEDVS AYGVSTANYM PROLONGATVM

FffiDUS INVICTUM.—MDCCLVIII. . . . . . ii.

FOEDVS QVADRVPLEX IMPERFECTVM REPVBLICA BATAVA &C.—CVNCTANTE &C
FOEDUS VIENNENSE INIT . D . XVI . MART . MDCCXXXI.

FOEDVS VIENNENSE MDCCXXXI.

FOR CHEMICAL DISCOVERIES : PRESENTED BY JOHN FULLER &<*

FOR EMINENT SERVICE IN SAVING Y TRIVMPH &C.

FOR FRENCH GOLD......
FOR KING AND PARLIAMENT 1644

FOR MY FATHER AND COUNTRY ....
FOR OUR COUNTRY , ,

FOR THE ADVANTAGE OF GREAT BRITAIN .

FOR THE CHILDREN OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND &C. .

FOR THES RELIGI . AND LIBERTY
,

FOR WHAT IS THAT .....
FORI NOVI EDINBURGENSIS POSITO LAPIDE PRIMO &C.

FORT CHAGRE....,,
FORTEM VIS FORTIOR URGET . . ,

FORTES FORTVNA IVVAT ....
FORTES RADII SED BENIGNI 1685.

FORTI PECTORI NIL INSVPERABILE.— I SEPT . MDCXCV. .

FORTI SIC VICTOR VINCITVR ART. XXIX . IVL . MDCXCIII

FORTIS ......
FORTIS ARMATVS CVSTODIT ATRIVM

FORTITER CONTRA EOSD . DEFENSA 1706

FORTITVDO MEA DOMINE ....
FORTITVDO PRVDENTIA.....
FORTVNA MANEN3 .....
PORTVN.E OESEQVENTI DVCL3 FORTISCIMI kc.
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FORTVNAM CAVSAMQVE SEQVOR....
FOSSIS FALLISQ HOST . SVPERATIS IN BR . ET FL . CIOIOCCV.

FOUNDED IN THE FRENCH WAR 1745 .

FOY POVR DEVOIR.....
FRA . BACON VICECO . SOT . ALBAN . ANGLIJS CANCELL. .

FRAN . ET MA . D . G . BR . SCOTOR . DELPHIN . VIEN.

FRAN . ET MARIA REX REGINA FRANCOR . SCOTOR.

FRANC . BACON VICECOM . VERVLAMII ANGLIC CANCELLAR.

FRANC . HVTCHESON PHIL . MOR . IN ACAD . GLASGViE PVB . PROF.

FRANCE ......
FRANCE RELINQUISHES THE SEA

FRANCI . D . G . SCOTOR . REX ET DELPHINVS FRANC.

FRANCIA IN NOVO ORBE VICTRIX

FRANCIS BACON .....
FRANCISC . II . D . G . FRANC . ET SCOT . REX .

FRANCISC . BACON ,

FRANCISC . BACON VICECOM . VERVLAMII ANG . CANCELL.

FRANCISCVS I . FRANCORVM REX

FRANCISCVS BACON .....
FRANCISCVS . BACON VICECOMEs

. S
T0

. ALBAN. &C.

FRANCISCVS ET MARIA DEI GRATIA REX ET REGINA &C.

FRANCISCVS ET MARIA REX REGI. .

FRANCISCVS GALLIAR . REX PARCENDO ET DEBELLEN.

FRANCONIA SERVATA . SVEVIA LIBERATA 1704

FRAUGIMVR SI COLLIDIMVR ....
FRANS EUGEEN .....
FREDER . HENR . D . G . PRINCEPS AVRIAC . COM . NASS.

FREDERIC KING OF PRVSSIA

FREDERIC . WALLI.3S PRINCEPS ....
FREDERICK PRINCE OF WALES

FREDERICVS HEN . PR , AVR . CO . NAS . CAT . MAR . &C.

FREDERICVS P . WALLLE, GVLIELMVS D . CVMBRIiE &C.

FREDERICUS WALLLE PRINCEPS....
FREE BRIT . FISHERY BY A SOCIETY ESTABL . 1750

FREE GRAMMAR SCHOOL BIRMINGHAM FOUNDED BY KING EDWARD &<\

FRETO GADITAN . OCCVPAT . CLASSE GALL . FVGATA .

FRI . D . G . DVX WIRTEMBER.....
FRID . II . D . SAXO-G . ET A . MAGDAL . AVG . C . N . PR . A

III . R . DAN . N . SOPH . AM . BR . L . 1643

COM . PAL . R . S . ROM . IMP . ELECTOR

D . G . DVX WIRT . & . EQVES ORDIN . FRANCIS &C.

FRID

FRID

FRID

FRID

FRID

FRID

FRID

D . G . REX BO . C . PAL . ELECT . D . BA . M . MOR . &C.

D . G . REX BOH . COM . PALAT . R . &C. .

ET ELIZ . D . G . RR . BOH . COM . PALAT . R . &C.

WILH . I . D . G . REGN . BORVSS . H^R. .

FRIDER . Ill . D . G . M . BRAND . S . R . I . A . C . &C.

FRIDER . D . G . M . BR . S . R . I . AR . ET EL.

FRIDER , D . N . PR . HER . LOVISA BRIT . 1743

FRIDERI .. Ill . D . G . ELECTOR BRAND . &C.
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FKIDERI . D . G . COM , PALAT . EHENI S.R.I. ELEC . &C.

FRIDERIC . A' . ET LOVISA D . G . REX ET REG . DAN . NORV.

FRIDERICO DVCI SAX0NIAE EX ANGLIA FELICITER REDEVNTI &C.

FRIDERICO REGI ET ELISABETHS BEGINS BOHEMIS &C.

FRIDERICVS 5 . COM . PAL . RHE . BAVAR . DVX 16 AVG . &C.

FRIDERICVS V . S . R . I . ELEO . COM . PAL . R . D . B.

FRIDERICVS D . G . BOHEM . REX COM . PAL . S . R . I . P . &C.

FRIDERI0VS D . G . COM . PAL . R . S . ROM . IMP . ELECTOR &C .

FRIDERICVS D . G . DVX WIRTEMBERG ....
FRIDERICVS D . G . REX BORVSSIAE ....
FRIDERICVS ET ELISABETHA D . G . CORON . RR . BOEMIAE .

FRIDERICVS ET ELISABETHA D . G . R . R . BOHEMIA

FRIDERICVS LVDOV . WALLIS PRINCEPS AVGVSTA SAXONIS .

FRIDERIOCS MARESCHALOUS SCHOMBERG &C.

FRIDERICUS PR . HSR . DAN . & LOUISE PR . M . BR.

FRIDERICVS PR . WALLIS *. AVGVSTA DVX SAXOGOTH . NY P.

FRIDERIOVS PRINC . HAER . DAN . &C.—LVDOVICA PRINO . MAGN . BRIT.

FRIDERICUS PRINC . HERED . DAN . NOR . ET LOVISA BRITANNICA

FRIDERICVS PRINCEPS AVALLTS SPONSVS : AVGVSTA DVX SAXO-GOTHANA

FRIDERICVS WALLIAE PRINO . ET AVGVSTA D , S.

FRIDERICUS WALLIS PRINCEPS ST . XXII. .

FRISIA. .....
FRISIS SIC GLORIA CRESCIT

FRONDOSA TVTIOR VLMO

FRONTIc'. AUG . 27 BRADSTREET

FRVCT'. APPAREANT ....
FRVSTRA SED NON IMPVNE PETEBANT

FVG . GALL . TAINIERS . AN . SVPRA NOT . XI . SEPT,

FVGA GALL . ET ECLIPS . EOD . DIE 12 MAII 1706

FUGATIS EX MARI BRITAN . GALLIS &C.

FVGERE NON FALLERE TRIVMPHVS .

FVGIEN . EX VATICINIO GALLIS VICTORIA PARTA II . IVL . 1708

FVGIENS FVMVM INCIDIT IN IGNEM .86

FUG T EX HIBERNIA D . 12 IULII 1690

FVGITE HINC TESTES A LIMINE BELLI

FVLCITVR EXPERIENTIA

FVLMEN GERIT ILLA TONANTIS

FVLMINIBVS DVM PAROIT IVPITER

FVLTA TRIBVS METVENDA CORONA.—1688 .

FVNDAMENTVM QVIETIS NOSTRAE

FVNDIT AMOR LILIA MIXTA ROSIS .

FURNA.....
FVROR GALLORVM FRACTVS .

FVTVRI SPES ....
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G.

G . BAGLIVUS MED . IN ROM . ARCHIL . P . &C.

G . C . H . FRISO & ANNA D . G . ARAVS . ET NASS . PRINC.

G . COPLEV BAR1 . DIGNISSIMO .....
G . DRUMMOND ARCHITECT . SCOT . SUMMITS MAGIS . EDIN . TER . COS.

G . DV BVRREAV DES FINANC .1557

G . FRIDERICUS HAENDEL .....
G . HENR . ET MAR . PR . AUR . M . BRIT . R . 1689 .

G . L. .

G . POVR CEVLX DES COMPTES A LILLE .

G . R. .

G . ROOKE EQS. & DUX CLASSIS ANGLLE

g . s . i . h . (Monogram of George Lord Seton and Isabella Hamilton)

GADALUPE .......
GALERES, 1713 .......
GALL . BAT . ET HISPAN . APUD RAMELIVM &C. .

GALL . CLASS . DEL . AC INC. .....
GALL . ET REBEL . STRAGES AD H . SHANNON

GALL . HISP . Q . CLASS . EXPUG . COMB . CAPT.

GALL . PRJ5S. .......
GALLE RETRO PROPERA, VULTUS PERFERRE DECOROS NON POTES &C.

GALLI AD CELEBR . CVM MVLTA FESTIVIT . LVD . XIV . NATAL &C.

GALLI AD MONTES HAN . VICTI A . MDCCIX . D . XI . SEPT. .

GALLI GANDAVO ET BRVGA CAPTA ALDENARDAM OBSESSVRI &C.

GALLI SCOTIAM AGGRESSVRI SOLO ANGLORVM ASPECTV FVGANTVR

GALLIA ......
GALLIA CUM BELGIO PACATA PER ANGEIAM

GALLIA INVICTA .....
GALLIA MOERENS OB LILIVM DEPERDITVM .

GALLICA NVNC, LVPATIS TEMPERET ORA FR.JENIS &C.

GALLIS ACIE DEVICTIS BRABANTIA FLANDR . &C.— EREPT . 1706

GALLIS AD ALDENARD . VICTIS.—XXX . IUNII MDCCVIII.

GALLIS AD RAMELLIES VICTIS XII . MAII MDCCVI. .

GALLIS AD TAISNIERE DEVICTIS AVG . XXXI . MDCCIX. .

GALLIS BAVARISQ . OESIS TALLARDO &C.—AD HOCHSTAD CAPT .1704

GALLIS BAVARISQVE DEVICTIS . . ...
GALLIS FOEDA STRAGE MARI EIECTIS 29 MAY 1692

GALLIS FUGATIS OBSID . SOLUTA BRUXEL . &C. .

GALLIS HISPANIS BAVARIS INFELICISS . &C.

GALLIS HISPANIS PAVAR {sic) INFELICISSIM'. .

GALLIS OCEANO EXPULSIS A CLASSE BRITANNO-BATAVICA &C.

GALLO-BATAVA PAX .....
GALLORUM CLASSE DELETA D. XIX.XXIX . MAJI MDCXCII.

GALLORVM CONATVS IN SCOTIAM &C. . . .

GALLORVM ERIDANVS VINCVLA RVMPIT OVANS

GALLOWAY D . XXVI . IUL . V . AUG.

GALLOWAY REBELIVM ET GALLORVM PENVLTIMVAI REFVGIVM &C
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ii. 318
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ii. 35
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ADM . ET DVX SVP . ANGLIC

GALOWAY .....
GANDA MDCXCVII. ....
GANDAVUM BRUGGE PLASSENDAEL CAPTA 1708

GANDAVUM KECUPERAT . D . 30 DEC . 1708

GARDE ROBE REGIS

GAVDIVM REIPVBLICAE

GECT . DE LA CHAMBR . DES COPT . A LILLE 1557

Gedagtenis Van IonkhT. ian paulz Van gelder Capt &

GELVCKIGH HOLLAND

GEN . L . AMHERST

GENERAL OtJWERRERKE

GENESIS XL IX . 5.6
GENII VIRTVTE BONI

Gi'n1
. Lambert

GENNERAL FAIRFAX

GENT HERWONNE

GENUA

genvs antiqvvm

geo . dan . pr . m
geo . dei gratia

geo . fred . handel esqr.

geor . abbot archiepisco . cant . 1614

georg . ii . d . g. .

georg . aug . princ . electoral . br . & l. .

georg . lvd . d . g . dvx br . et lvn .s.r.i. eleot

georg . ludovio . princeps elect . brunsvic &c.

george ii . king .....
george covnt de berkeley pair d'angleterre 1679

george de berkeley pair d'angleterre 1666

george dvke of albemarle....
george frederic handel....
george lord anson vict . may iii . mdccxlvii.

george reigning.....
george the second .

georgivs i . rex .

georgius ii . d . gra . rex .

georgivs ii . d . gratia r.

georgius ii . dei gratia

georgivs ii . pivs felix pater patriae

georgius ii . rex

georgius ii . rex anglorum saluti publico

georgivs ii rex et carolina regina

georgivs cimbrorvm princeps et anna &c.

georgius dei gra.

georgivs monke omnivm copiarvm &(\— dvx

georgius princeps walliae .

georgius secundus dei gratia rex

georgIVs seUVnDVs prIMo brVnsVICenses terras repetIt

georgius walli^; princeps ....

. ii. 622,

CONSULENS

.

SVPREMVS &C
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. ii. 258
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ii. 233, 334

ii. 430
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i. 205
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ii. 426
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i. 466, 467

. ii. 697

ii. 634

. ii. 517

ii. 712
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. ii. 483

ii. 682

. ii. 667

707, 708, 713

. ii. 593

ii. 500

. i. 593

ii. 429

. i. 465

ii. 699

. ii. 578

ii. 491

ii. 662, 698, 699
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GERMANIA LIBERATA HOSTIB . FVGAT. .

GERMANIA SERVAT . GALLIS BIS VICT.

GERMANIS ANGLIS BATAVIS FELIOISSIM' . &C. .

GERMINI QUOD AVRIACO FIDAT LEO BELGICVS GALLO L.3ESVS

GERRITE HARMENS .....
GERUNDA ITERUM EXPUGNATA.—XXV . JANUARII MDCCXI.

GETES SEUREMENT GETES ....
GIBRALTAR OBSESSA D . XXII . PEBR . MDCCXXVII. .

GIGANTEOS SIC FVLMINAT AVSVS . . . .

GITONES DEL . BVREAV DE SV . MAG . 1555

GIVE THE KING THY IVDGMENTS GOD

GIVE THT JUDGEMENTS GOD UNTO THE KING

GLADIVS DOMINI ET GEDEONIS....
GLORIA ......
GLORIA AD TIBISCVM HVNGARI.E PARTA &C.

GLORIA ET FELICITAS NOVI S.&CULI

GLORIA ET HONOR BRITANNICIS PR.EFECTIS

GLORIA PRI . AUG......
GLORIA REGIS BRITANNORVM NOVI ANNO VNCTIONIS MDCCXIV,

GLORIAE AUGUSTS INVICTI REGIS . . . .

GLORIiE PRINCIPVM .....
GLORIOSA ET QU.E LABORUM CONSTITIT VICTORIA .

GLORIOSISS . MEMOR . CELSITVDINIS REGI.E SERENISS . &C.

GLUCK GLUCK GLUCK ....
GOD BLES MY LORD WILMOT LADY LANE &C. .

GOD BLES THE KING ....
GOD BLESS . R . IN MINDING THE POORE FROM FRAD.

God Biffs King James & all y° royal Family

GOD DID PRESARVE O.K. FROM WOSTER 1651

GOD PRESERVE THE ENGLISH FLEET

GOD SAVE KING IAMES II. .

GOD SAVE KING WILLIAM AND QVEEN MARY
GOD SAVE THE QVENE.....
God Save the Qvene ....
GOD SAVE THE QVNE .....
GOD SEND LONG TO RAINE....
GODARD EQ . ELEPI COM . ATHLON BAR . GINKEL &C.

GODARDUS ATHLON COM . EXERO . FOED . BELG . IMPERATOR

GODFREY WALKS VP HIL AFTER HEE IS DEAD .

GOREE ......
GOREE DEO . 29 KEPPEL ....
GOREE TAKEN MDCCLVIII. ....
gott 1st In IVDa bekannt &c. .

GOTT 1ST VERSOHNT .

GOTT LOB DER KRIEG HAT NUN EIN [LOCH].—MDCIIIC.

Gott und Tutt ......
GOVERNOR OF THE SOCIETY ....
GRATA SVPERVENIET ....
GRAVIA CAPTA TVRMIS EQVIT . VII . CffiSIS
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GREENE KELY HILL & BERY

GROLLA ET BREDEVORDA AB EXERC . FOED . PB.OV . &C.

GROWING ARTS ADORN EMPIRE

GV . IV . D . G . A . E . N . PR . FOED . BELG . GVB . 1IJFAI .

GU . PITT DICTATOR ....
GUADALOUPE BARINGN . MOORE : MAY I.

GVADALVPE SVRRENDERS. MAY I MDCCLIX.

GVIE . MAX . LVDOV . TIRAN . EXTIR. .

GUIL . Ill . M . BRIT . R . DE IAC . ET LUD . TRIDMP.

GUIL . Ill . NAS . LIB . PAC . REST . BRITAN . REGI IMPERII

GVIL . Ill . SVCCESSIT IACOBO

GVIL . IV . D . G . PR . AR . ET (or &) NASS . P . B . GVB .

GVIL . CAR . HENR . FRISO PRINC . NASS . ET AR. .

GVIL . CVMBERL . DVX EXERCIT . M . BRIT . IMP.

GVIL . CVMBERL . DVX EXERCIT . MAGN . BRIT . IMP.

GUIL . ET MARIA REFORM . ANGL . VINDICES

GUIL . H . Ill . D . G . PRINCEPS AURA. &C.

GVIL . HENR . D . G . PRINCEPS ARAVSIONENSIS . 86

GVIL . LAVD ARCHIEPISC . CANTVAR . X . IAN . 1644

GVIL . LOND . EPVS . ET ANGLIC THESAVR.

GUIL . NAS . IN TORBAY BRIT.—1688

GVIL . SANCROFT ARCHIEPS
. CANT.

GVIL . SANCROFT ARCHIEPISC. CANTVAR . 1688

GVILE . MARCHIO NORTHAMPTON . .

GUILEL . IITI . REGN . R. .

DVX &C.

&-.
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i. 618

. i. 315
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i. 624

. i. 622

i. 103

. ii. 45

ii. 15

ii. 23, 26

GUILELMO III . SACRUM

GUILELMUS III . LIBERATOR FLORENS

GVILH . Ill . D . G . PRIN . AVR . HOL . ET WES . GV.

GVILH . Ill . REX M . BR. .

gvilhelmvs et maria rex et regina coron . &c.

gvili . comes pennebrock. a . 1562

gviliel . parkhvrst eqv . avra . cvstos camb . &c.

guilielm . laud archiep . cant . ian . x . 1644 .

gVILIeLM . prInCeps aVrIaCVs akgLLe &c.—rex CoronatYr &c

guilielmo iii . m . brit . r . ob imperium maris assert.

gvilielmo iii . maximo alterivs orbis regi &c.

gvilielmvs iii . d . g . prin . avr . hol . et wes . gvb. .

gvilielmvs iii . magnus fid . stat. .

gvilielmvs tv . d . g . a . & x . pr . &c.— anna d . g . m

gvilielmvs d . g . princeps aravsi.e et nassavm .

gviliel hvs magnus .....
guilielmus pulteney .....
gvilielmvs rex .......
gvilielmvs rex angl . scot . franc . et hybern . patri.e decvs &c

gvilielmvs rex defendor of the faith . . . . i. 688

guilielmus shakespeare . . . . . . i. 208, 210, 212

GUILIELMUS WAKE ARCH . CANT. ii. 462

GVILL . MAX . NAMVR . VRB . ET ARC . XLVII . D . OB . CEP . &C. . . ii. 137

GUILLEI, . Ill . D . G . PRINC . AURA . RELI . LIBER . QUE RESTI. . i. 662

ii. 150

i. 678

i. 104

i. 311

i. 316

i. 675

. ii. 55

ii. 141

. i. 639

i. 723 ; ii. 7, 11, 168

brit . &c. . ii. 641

ii. 641

i. 637 ; ii. 45, 48, 50

ii. 586

. ii. 140

675, 683
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MDCCLIV.

FOED . STRATEGUS &C
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ii. 226
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ii. 606

ii. 608, 610

ii. 634
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ii. 604, 605

ii. 609

. ii. 15
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. i. 270

ii. 614

III . D . G . BRIT . R . AR . PR . BELG . GUB. . . ii. 4

III . D . G . BRIT . REX ARAUS . PR . BELG . GUB. i. 7U7 ; ii. 4, 35, 157

III . D . G . BRITANN . R . RELIG . LIBERTATISQ . RESTITUT. i. 671, 703 ;

ii. 35, 156

ii. 129

. ii. 223

ii. 664

i. 663, 713 ; ii. 1, 40

i. 671 ; ii. 35

. ii. 98

GUILLELMUS III .. BRITANNIARUM REX

GUILLELMUS III . PRINC . AURIACE

GUILLIELMUS PENN ....
GVL . V . D . G . AR . & NASS . PR . B . F . GVB . H^K
GUL . AUG . DUX CUM . TERROR REB.—1746

GUL . AUG . DUX CUMBERLANDLE

GUL . AUG . DUX CUMBRLE

GUL . CAR . HENR . FRISO PR . AURAS . VII . PROV

GUL . CAR . HENR . FRISO PRINC . NASS . ET AUR.

GUL . DUX CUMB . DELICI^I MILITUM

GUL . DUX CUMBRLE .....
GULI . Ill . D . G . M . BR . FR . ET HIB . R . F . D.

GULIEL . Ill . ET MAR . REG . HIBERNIA DEVICTA &C. .

GVLIEL . BLAKE NI . COM . BANCO CHIROGRAPHARIVS &C.

GULIEL . DUX CUMBRIA CONSERV . PATRIM

GULIELM ,

GULIELM

GULIELM

GULIELM

GULIELM

GVLIELM

GULIELM

GULIELM

III . GALL . FUR . ULT . NAMUR . CAP.

Ill . TRISTI DOLENDUS IN .EVO .

ET CAROLINA PRINCIPES GVB . HJER . FRIS.

R . MARIA REGINA . F . D . P . A.

REX MARIA REGINA F . D . P . A. .

GULIELMO III . D . G . M . BRITANN . REGI .

GVLIELMVS III . ANTIQVAM ET FIDELEM HIBERNI.E METROPOLIN . \C. —OR-

NAVIT &C.

GVLIELMVS III .

GVLIELMVS III .

GVLIELMVS III .

GVLIELMVS III .

GVLIELMVS III .

GVLIELMVS III .

GULIELMUS AUG

D . G . A . R . AR . PR . B . G.

D . G . BRITANN . REX

DEI GRA. ....
DEI GRA . REX .

DEI GRATIA .....
DEI GRATIA MAG . BRIT . &C.—OBIIT MARCH 8 &C.

. DUX CUMBRI.E ....
GULIELMUS CAMDEN

Gulielmus Comes De Craven .

GULIELMUS CONGREVE

GVLIELMVS DVX CVMBRI^

GVLIELMVS DVX GLOCEST . 1691

GVLIELMVS ET MARIA ....
GVLIELMVS ET MARIA D . G.

GVLIELMVS ET MARIA D . G . &C— FIDEI DEFENSORES &.

GVLIELMVS FIL . ROBERTI DVCT MIL . ET BARONETTI &C.

GULIELMUS GEOR . II . R . FIL . DUX CUMBRLE .

GULIELMUS HARVEY ....
GVLIELMVS POPE ARMIG . JETATIS 21 .

GVLIELMVS REX .

GULIELMUS TERTIUS .

GVLIELMVS TERTIVS D . G. .
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. i. 646, 690

ii. 221
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i. 690, 691
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GVLIELMVS TERTIVS D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB . REX

GULIELMUS WINDHAM ARMIGER ....
GVST . ADOLP . D . G . SVEC . GOT . WAND . REX &C.

GVSTAVVS ADOLPHVS DEI GRATIA SVECORVM &C.—REX

GWILH . Ill . D . G . PRINO . AYR . HOLL . ET WESTF . GVB.
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ii. 197

ii. 570

i. 379

i. 382

i. 570

H.

H . SACH . D . D. .

h . scobell c . p.

h . wilm . pitt .....
hac duce illa comite

hactenvs anglorvm nvlli

sm mihi ervnt artes.—cidiocliiii. .

b.m tibi sunt artes.— mdccl.

h,eC eeCerVnt hI tres arMi potentes DeI

h.ec fcederis merces 1700

smc mvnera pacis ....
h.ec reqviem rebvs finemqve labori allatvra .

h.ec summa dies ....
h.ec svnt spolia de rege svperbo

hafnia ao . mdcc. ....
haga ctr . incunab . glor . consecravit coss . decr

hagje comitis.....
hamet ben hamet ben haddv ottor 1682

hanc oapimts virtvte dei

hanc extollit, illam deiicit

hanc tuemur hac nitimur .

HANDEL .....
HANNIBAL ANTE PORTAS

HANS SLOANE EQU . BARONETTUS .

HARPYAS PELLERE REGNO.—1633

HAS RECTO METAS POSV1T DEVS

HAT DIE FRANZOSEN GESCHLAGEN

HATH ONCE MORE REVIV . D THE BRITISH GLORY

HAVANAH .....
HAVE AT THEM ....
HAWKE QUIBERON NOV . 20

HE DESTROYD THE FORTS OF CARTHAGENA .

lie fought at once with Ships & Castles &c.

HE TOOK. CARTAGENA APR . 1 . 1741 .

HE TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY ii. 533, 534,

541, 544,

HE WAS A MAN TAKE HIM FOR ALL IN ALL &C. .

HEAR READ MARK LEARN ....
HEDW . ELEON . REGINA SVEC . C . G . VIDVA

HEER EVERTS MET TRIOMF OP 'T BED VAN EER GESNEEFT
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ii. 404
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ii. 703

ii. 548
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ii. 549
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. i. 209

i. 60, 61

. . ii. 384
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HEER MACHE GANZ UND FEST DEM FRIEDE SEINEN BODEN .

HEt MIHI QVOD TANTO VIRTVS PERFVSA DECORE &C. .

HEIDELBURGA . . . .
.•'•.

HEN . CROMWELL GUB . HIB . 1654 ....
HEN . NEWTON ABLEG . EXT . BRIT . AD M . ETRVR . D . &t).

Hen. Scobell .......
HENR . IIII . CHRIST . RE . MARIA AVGVSTA

HENR . 1VL . D . BR . L . ELISAB . DANIE . 1590.

HENR . MAR . BORBON . D . G . MAG . BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB . REG.

HENR . ROH . D . FR . PAR . ARM . REG . MASC . SOB . &D.

HENRETA MARIA D . G . REG . &0.

HENRETTA MARIA D . G . MAG . BR . FRA . ET HI . REG.

HENRETTA MARIA D . G . MAG . BRITAN . FRAN . ET HIB . REG.

HENRI d'AUVERQUERK.—IOH . DE MARLEBOROW

HENRIC . SOMERSET BELLOFORT1I DUX

HENRIC . SOMERSET SCUDAMORE BELLOFoRTII DUX

HENRICVS II . FRANCORVM REX .....
HENRICVS II . REX CHRISTIANISS. ....
HENRICVS DEI GRATI. ......
HENRICVS OCTA . ANGLI.E FRANCI . ET HIB . REX FIDEI DEFENSOR &<\

HENRICVS PRINCEPS ......
HENRICVS ROSAS, IACOBVS NOMINA, ANNA REGNA VNIVIT &C. .

HENRY FAYRFAX .......
HK.RCYNIA DIVES

Herericis non eft sin anda fides ......
HERODES ATQVE PILATVS .....
HEROITATE.—1696 ......
HEROUM CONCORDIA VICTRIX .....
HET IAAR MDCCVIII GELUKKIG DOOR DE NEDERLAGE DER FRANSSEN &
HET OUD BREDAAS KASTEEL, DOOR MULLERS VOND EN WERK &C.

HEU MATREM PERDIDI ! LUGEO AD URNAM

HEV QVJENAM HEC INSANIA VULGI ....
HEU ! QUIS IAM MISERIS POTERIT SUCCURERE TURCIS

HEU QUO VOTA NOSTRA RECESSERE

HIB . PACATA CIOOCXCI.

HIBERNIA .....
HIBERNIA LIBERA . 13 OC . 1691 .

HIBERNIA RESTITVTA ....
HIBERNIA SURGE ......
HIBERNIS GALLISQ . DEVICTIS .

HIBERNIS SUBIECTIS GALLIS FUGATIS

HIC AMOR HjEC PATRTA

HIC HEROUM HONOS ....
HIC MERCES . . . . .

HIC ORDO SENAT . COMMUN . CONSTITUT . FUIT PER REG

HIC POLLUX HIC CASTOR ADEST &C.

HIC SPES FIDISSIMA BELG.E. 1696 ....
HIER BINT DE HEIL'GE VREE DEN BRIT . EN BATAVIER &C.
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REGIS STABILITA

pbIsChb traVbkn Lee

&c.

hier stryckt het britsch . gewelt took nederlant de vlagh &c

hier zeiilt het vredbschip op't ziluer in de zee &c.

hilaris clementia, oavta pote3tas.— mdcxoiii.

hilaritas p . g . pace pub . rysw1k ad nut

hilaritas vniversa .

hILft gott, so kan Man Iezt beI Dornen

hinc hostes debeli.o .

hino ill.® laohrym^e

hinc nostra crevere ros.e .

hino pax oopia claraq . religio .

hinc pax, vnde ^eqvitas

hinc progen1em virtvte fvtvram egregiam

hino vigilo. — 1556 .

his armis tria regna parat

his grace the duke of argyle

His Matie
. went from Scheveling in Hall . &c.

his militat aether .

his royal highness william duke of cumberland

his tvtelaribvs ......
hisce svffvlta .......
hispani fvgivt et perevt nemine seqv&te .

hispania princip........
hispanis ad almenaram vict . ivlii xvi . mdcox.

hispanis c.esis .......
hispanis caesis ad dvnas dvnqveroae mdclviii.

hispanis caesis ad dunquercam mdclviii.

hispanis dei opt . max . manv &c. *

hispanis profligatis

hispano apvd tvrnovtvm c.eso &c. ....
hIspanorVM CLassIs a IoVe et neptVno DeLeta

hitherto hath the lord helped vs

hoc decus acceptum erfurt jedes mariano

hoc floret in horto .....
hoc foedere lilia florent . . .

-
.

hoc meriti singularis premium &c.

hoc opvs domini exercitvvm . . . .

hoc pr.3ef . patriam servo—hoc duce regem firmo &c.

hoc pretivm virtvtis habe .....
hoffnung kronet reich und land &c. .

holl . civitat . unio restaur. 1690

hollandia proclam . gvbern . 3 maii 1747 .

hollandije et westfrisi^ archithalasso &c.

hollandia proclam . gubern . 3 maii 1747 .

homo proponit devs disponit.—1588 ....
HON . D . MOR . BAR . D'*INCHIQVIN D . PR.ESES PROV . MOMONIjE &C

HONI SOEIT QVI MAL V PENSE ....
HONI SOIT Q . MAL Y PENCE .....
HONI SOIT QVI MAL Y PENSE

HONNI SOIT QVI MAL LE PANS .
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HONOR AND VICTORY - .

HONOR . PRIN . MAG . BRIT . FRA . BT . HIB . &C.

HONOR . PRIN . MAG . BRIT . FRA . ET HIB . NAT . 10 IVN . 1683

HONOREM PRINCEPS PROPONIT.....
HONY SOIT QVI BON Y PENSE ....
HONY SOIT QVI NON Y PENSE .....
fjontj §oi) t qo mol i; pen§e.....
HORA NONA DOMINVS IHS . EXPIRAVIT HELLI CLAMANS .

HOR^E MOMENTO ......
HOS DIES VIDIT FVGIENS IACENTES 2 . IVLII 1600

HOSTE CAESO FVGATO CASTRIS DIREPTIS

HOSTE VIRTVTE MILITVM VLTRA MOENVM REIECTO

HOSTES AB IPSOMET REGE FUSI AD FONTENOIUM

HOSTES AD DEDITIONEM COACTI ....
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HOSTIVM VICTOR CESAR . VLTOR ....
HOVRT NOT THE C QVHOIS IOY THOV ART
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iacobvs paschevs iet . 36

jacobus primus

iacobus quartus ....
jacobus quintus ....
iacobvs walli.e princeps .

iacobvs wolfe anglus

iactabas qvondam cantando fvgasse leonem

iactatvr non mergitvr vndis

iam florescit. 23 apr . 1661

iam mihi roma minax fistula dulce canit .

iam per secvlvm .

iam placidum sonitura melos

iam redit et virgo, redeunt saturnia regna

james ii
ds

. abdication. a.d. 1688 .

jan . 18 . 1742 ....
Jan . 30 . 1648 . Qui sanctvs Vivens et qui post funera martyr &c.

IANE D . G . ANG . FRA . Z . HIB . REGINA MDLIII

IANII . 30 . 1648 CAROLVS PRIMVS MORITVR ET VIVIT &C.

IANO SACR. . .

January 30th 1648 . c . r.

ianvs.....
ianvs bifrons

ibi salvs, vbi mvlta consilia

ictv fvlmineo potentior .

idololatria servitvte frofligatis &c.

idqve avdire sat est

ie maintiendrai

ie maintiendrai nassou .

IE MAINTIENDRAY .... . i. 223

Ie Maintiendray .

IE MEINTIENDRAT

IE NE PVIS BRVLER ET ME TAIRE .

IE NE VIS qv'a REGRET . 1647

IEFFERY AMHERST GENERAL COMMANDING

IEHAN STANLAWE ESCUIER

IELOSENHA . 2 .

IERLAND REBEL . EN FIER, MAAR HERCVLES VERSLOEG DEN IER &C

JETTON DE CASHIOBURY

IF YOU PLEASE

IGNIBVS IMPAR

IK MAEK MEE....
IL EST EGAL PARTOVT

St faut s'accommobec au,r ^amc§

ILERDA EXPUGNATA XI . NOV . MDCCVII.

ILERDA EXPUGNATA XI . NOVEMBRIS MDCCVII. .

ILL . E T . EXC . PR . MAURITIUS PRI . AUR . CO . NAS . &C.

ILLAS FVGAT RECREAT ISTAS ....
ILLE CRUCEM, HIC DIADEMA TULIT

ILLE QVI VIDET RECIPIT : EGO VIDEO ET RECIPIO
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illustriss . domus auriaca heroib . fcecunda &c.

illvstriss . et poten . pfi . carolus princeps walli.e &c.

illvstriss . et poten . princ . carolus magnffi britannia &c.

jllustrium virorum qui verj3 religioni &c.—adlaborarunt &c.

im . cam . maii xxix . 1692 .....
imago d . thom5] crvmvelli reg . secret . an . 38

IMbeLLes frVstra sVaDent beLLa .

immortalitati

IMMOTA TRIVMPHANS .

IMP . CAES . CAROL . VI . A . P . F

IMP . CAES . CAROLVS V . AVG. .

IMPARES UNI

IMPAVIDUM FERIUNT .

IMPER . MARIS

IMPERATOR EXERCITVVM 1697 .

IMPERII DECVS ET PR^SIDIVM

IMPERIVM MARIS ASSERTVM

IMPERIVM PELAGI NOBIS

IMPERIVM SINE FINE DEDI

IMPROVIDENTIA

IN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF MERIT
26 IVLII

ANNO MDCCVII. &C.

i. 342,

&C.—REGIS &C

IN ACTVM LIPSIENSEM D . ,6 AVttVST,

IN ADVERSIS SVMMO VITAE PERICVLO &C.

IN .ETER . MEMOR . CAROLI II . MA . (or MAG. ) BR . FRANC
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IN HONOR . CARO . PRINC . MAG . BRI . FR . ET HI . &C.

IN HONOREM SUCCESSIONS REGIAE EXCUSUM HAMBURGI

IN HUNC INTUENS CLARUS ESTO

IN IVSTICIA TVA LIBERA NOS DNE . 1553 .

IN LOCVM REGIS PRINCEPS AVRIAC . ADMINISTRATOR &C
IN MANIBVS PORTABVNT TE

IN MEMORIA . CLEMENTISIMI REGIS CARLI
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IN MEMORIAM .....
IN MEMORIAM FAVSTI REDITVS EX ANGLIA &C.

IN MEMORY OF ADMIRAL VERNON .

IN MI DEFENS GOD MI DEFFENS 1564 .

IN MI DEFFEN. .....
3 e 2
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PATRIA . DEFENDERET

in minimis fideli

in mon . west. . . . .

in my defens god mt deffend.

in nomine meo exaltabitur cornu eius &c.

In ODenarDer sIeg besteht &c.

in omni gente qvjb avdierit nomen tvvm &c. .

in piam memoriam gtlielmi regis 3.

in pvblica commoda .

in remembrance of iosias nicolson .

in salutem omnivm . . '

in secvla . '

in solido rvrsvs fortvna locavit cioiocxcv.

in spem fvttri sectli

in spem temporis futuri

in sponsion . pacif . relig . siles. .

in tam dvra necessitate qvis no . libertate . e .

in te domine sperati

in tenui labor at tenuis non gloria &c.

in terris ang . et hib . eccle . capy . svprem.

in terris ang . et hib . eccles . capvt svprem.

in the lord is all our trust .

in the mvltittde of covncellors there is peace

in tvitionem relig . protes.

in vno tria ivncta . . .

in vtrvmqve paratvs . .

in victoria c.esvs

inaugur . maiest . |j apr . 1689

inavgvrat . 11 . ap . 1689
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INDEFESSA VIRTVTE INVICTISSIMI EVGENII &C.
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INDIGNVS BEGIA IEA ......
INEXPVGNABILIS 1648 ......
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INFANTEMQUE VIDENT, APPORRECTUMQUE DRACONEM

INFECTTM SCELVS ......
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INGREDERE TJT PROFICIAS .....
INGRESSO HOC SOLIS DECRESCTNT LVMINA SIGNO

INI . FRE . LIC. ......
INIGO IONES ARCHITECTUS......
Jnimica Tyrannis ......
IXIMICYS ODOR APPETITV FORTIOR.....
INITIVM SAPIENTIAE EST TIMOR DOMINI

INIVRIES ATTONED, PRIVILEGE AVGMENTED, TERRITORY ACQVIRED .

Inkhitli .......
INNOC . XI . PONT . MAX . A . XIII. ....
Ino . RAY F.R.S . NAT . 1627 . OBT . 1704

INSEPARABILIS SIT AMICITIA .....
INSIGNIA POTENTISSIMI REGIS ANGLIE 1547

INSPECTANT GALL . CENT . MILL . MDCCX. ....
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INSTITVTOR AVGYSTVS 1673 .....
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JUBILEE AT STRATFORD IN HONOUR &C. OF SHAKESPEARE
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IVBILEI DANORVM ANNO MDCC.
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l'absence tue

Ii'AMOUR CHANGE LA NATURE .

l'amour EST SANS PEUR .

l'amour hait la vanite

l'amovr les ioint

l'amour requiert la sincerite

l'amour triomphe sur tout

l'amour troute de moyen

l . c. (Libertas Conscientice)

l'esperance le soutient

la dovlevr cavse malevr

La mia Grandezza dal Eccelso

LA MIA GRANDEZZA DALL ECCELSO

LAAT NU DEN BITTREN BRIT OP MUNSTERS VREE VRY SCHELDEN &C

LABENT . MONARCH . PRINCIPIUM MOSA AC SAMBRA LIBERAT.

LABOR ALITIS AUFERT.....
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REGEM &C.
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MAGNA EXCIDIT AVSIS .

MAGNA OPERA DOMINI 1660

MAGNA SPES ALTERA .
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MAGNALIA DEI 1660 .

MAGNANIMIS INGENITA PIETAS

MAGNI SOLATIA LUCTUS.—1727

MAGNI SPES MAGNA PARENTIS

MAGNIS INTERDUM PARVA NOCENT

MAGNORVM HAEC PORTA LABORVM .
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MAIESTAS ET AMOR
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MAIOR AB AQVILONE FLORES ET FRONDES .
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MARIA D . G . FRANCOR . SCOTOR . REG . ETC.

MARIA D . G . FRANCOR . SCOTOR . REGINA

MARIA D . G . PRINC . M . BRIT . AVR . DOTARIA ETC.

MARIA D . G . PRINCEPS ATTRAN . &C. .

MARIA D . G . PRINCEPS M . BRIT . AVRANT . DOTARIA ETC

MARIA D . G . SCOTOR . REGINA FRAN . DOI.

MARIA DEI G . SCOTOR . REGINA

MARIA DEI GRA . SCOTOR . REGINA

MARIA DEI GRATIJE MAGN.E BRITANNIJE &C —REGINA

MARIA DVCISSA EBORACENSIS 1680

MARIA & HENRIC . D . G . REGI . & REX SCOTORVM .

MARIA K . VON ENGELLAND STIRBT D . 7 IAN . 1695

MARIA LIEONORA SVEC . GOT . VAN . REG . &C.

MARIA NEWCE VX . IOHS . DIMOCK

MARIA ORBIS BRITANNICI DELICIAE ET SOLATIVM &C.

MARIA REG . SCOT . E . ANG.
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MARIA REGINA OBIIT VII . IAN . MDCLXXXXV. .

3IARIA ROOKE .....
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MARIA TERESIA AVSTR . CAROLI IMP . AVG . F . &C.

MARIA VXOR R . BOLLES BARONET &C. .

MARIS IMPERIVM ASSERT . PORTV GIBRALTAR CAPTO &C.

MARS ALTER MARLBROVGH DE MARTE ET MORTE TRIVMPHAT

MARS VLTOR .....
MARS VLTOR FOEDERVM VIOLATORVM .

MART . HERP . TROMP R , L . ADM . V . HOLL . &C. .

MART . SOC . GERM . BRIT . HISP . BAT .1694 .

MARTE FEROX ET VINCI NESCIVS ARMIS

MARTEN HARPERTSEN TROMP RIDDER .

MARTINUS BUCERDS GERMANUS THEOLOGUS &C.

MARTINVS FOLKES ....
MARTINUS FOLKES ARME . ....
MARTINVS HERPERTI TROMPIUS EQUES &C.

MARTIS COMPESCE FVROREM

mas'aniello VISSCHER EN CONINCK V . NAPELS 1647 .

MATILDA FILIA H . II . R . ANGL . VX . H . LEON . D . BAV . &C

MATRI DESIDERATISS. .....
MATTHEW PRIOR ......
MATURARE HTJO REDIIT ....
MATVRATE FVGAM, ILLI IMPERIVM PELAGI .

MATVRATE FVGAM REGIQVE H.EC DICITE VESTRO &C. .

MATVRATE FVGAM REGIQVE OSTENDITE VESTRO &C.

MAVRITIVS AVR . PRINC . COM . NASS . ET MV . MAR . &C.

Mauritius D . G . Princeps Auriacce Com . Nafs . &c. ,

MAVRITIVS PR . AVR . CO . NASS . CAT . &C.

MAVORTE EXPVLSO PAX EXPECTATA REDIVIT
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MAX . EM . BAV . ELEC. . .

MAX . EMA . D . G . BAV . EL.

MAXIMA SED MULTO DANORUM SANGUINE PARTA

May all the blefsings Heaven & Earth contayn &c.

MAY GEORGE PROTECT WHAT JUSTICE TETS TO SAVE

MAY THE LOVERS OF LIBERTY NEVER LOSE IT

MDCXOVII . COSS . S . Q . GOVDANVS DICARVNI FEL . SECVLI

ME CUSTODE TUTUM ....
ME MEOSQ . DEFENDO NOCVOSQ . REPELLO

MEA EES AGITUE ....
MEA SIC MIHI PEOSVNT.—1579

MEDIATOE PACIS EISWICEN . MDCIIIC.

MEDICINA VETVS ET NOVA

MEDIIS IMMOTA PEOCELLIS .

MEDIO TVTISSIMVS IBIS

MELIOREM LAPSA LOCAVIT .

MELIORI ORNATA CORONA

MELIORIBUS UTERE FATIS. 1746 .

MELIVS DIADEMA REQVIEO

MEM . CAEOLI PRIN . MAGN . BRITANN . FRANC . HIBEEN . &C.

MEM . INC . CATAPLI . AMEE . HISP . ET CLASS . GALL . &C.

MEMENTO DNE . DAVID ET OMNIS ....
MEMENTO DOMINE MEI ....
MEMENTO MORI ......
MEMINISSE JUVABIT .....
MEMOEES FECERE MERENDO. MDCCXXXVII.

MEMORISE .MEEN,£ .....
MEMORIiE M . CLEM . M . BRIT . BEGINS

MEN LOVE EN DANKE GOD EENDRAGTIG MET MALKAAR &C.

MENNO BARO . DE COEHOOEN SVMMVS APVD BATAVOS &C.—PR^FECTVS &C.

MENS HABITAT MOLEM. MDCCXXXIX. .

MENS MENTO FRONTE MANVQVE

MENS VNA SAPIENS PLVRIVM VICIT MANVS

MENSCHEN WAGEN WIEGEN WANCKEN &C. .

MENTIBUS UNITIS PRISCUS PROCUL ABSIT AMAROR &C.

MERA BONITAS .....
MERERI MERENDO ....
MERSA ET FVGATA ANGLORVM ET BATAV . CLASSE .

MERVISTI ....... i. 317,

MEVM EST.....
MICAT INTER OMNES
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ii. 245
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ii. 189

ii. 348

ii. 396

i. 415

i. 525

ii. 675

i. 709

318, 390

ii. 382

ii. 492

MICHAEL DE RVITER PROVINCIARVM CONFOEDEEAT . &C. -

MICHAEL MEECATOR -STATUS SViE XLVIII . &C. .

MICHEL DE CASTELNAV SEIG . DE MAVVISSIEEE

MICHIEL AD . DE EVYTEE E . L . ADM . V . HOLL. &C.

-AECHITHALASSVS &C. i. 522

i. 41, 43

. i. 113

i. 563

Michiel AD . de Ruyter, Ridder, L : Adm . v . Holl . &c.

MICHIEL ADr
. DE RUYTEE E . L . ADM . V . HOLL . &C. .

MIHI SOETE DATUM .....
MINACIA MARTIS .....

. i. 511

i. 523, 526

ii. 55, 321

ii. 649
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MINATUR SOLI, SED FAVET ORBI

MINC [sic) OCCIDIT UNDIS . . .

MINDEN .....
MINDEN FERDINAND AUG . I. .

MINERVA 1602 ....
MINOR EST QUI INVIDET

MIRATVR TELIS AEMVLA TELA SVIS

MISERIS SVCCVRRERE FAS EST .

MIT GOTT DVRCH M . O . G . VND L . &C.

MITESCUNT TEMPORA PACE.—MDCCXLVIII.

MITIS ET FORTIS ....
MNEMOSINVM ......
MNEMOSYNON SPECTAND.E VICTORIA ET VIRTVTIS BATAViB &C.

MODERATION ......
MOLE RVIT SVA .....
MOMORDIT LAPIDEM .....
MON SORT EST d'eSTRE BATTV

MONARCH . GALLICAM PRODIT . EMTION . PARRICIDIIS &C.

MONETA NOVA IACOBI TERTII DEI GRATIA REGIS SCOTL.E

MONSR . LA MOTTE .....
MONSTRIS DANT FVNERA CVN.E

MONTES HANN . EXPUG . MDCLXXXXI.

MONTES HANN . EXPUG . MDCCIX.

MONTES HANN . GALLIA LAB . RECVPERATI &C. .

MONTES VRBS HANN . PRIMARIA EXPVGN . MDCLXXXXI.

MONTIBVS EVERSIS IX . AP . MDCXCI.

MONTIBVS IN HANNONIA CAPTIS. MDCCIX. .

MONTIVM VRBS BELG . MVNITIS . HAN . CAPVT &C.

MONTREAL.....
MONTREAL TAKEN MDCCLX.

MONVMENTVM GVIL . MAX . REGIS BRITANIJE

MOORE .....
MORE REBELS A COMEING .

MOREA FVTVRVM VENETORVM BRABEVM

MORIENDO RESTITVIT REM E . GODFREY

MORIENDO RESTITUIT REM EDMUND-BURY GODFREY

MORIENS EVASET AD ASTRA

MORITVR ANNO MDCCII . XIX MARTII

MORS MIHI VITA ....
MORS VIVIS SALVS ....
Mr. Claypole ....
MT

- de LAWS COMTE de TANCKERVILLE CONSEILLER &C.

Mr
- IOHN GREENE ....
Mrs

- Cleypole.....
MVLIERIS BONiE BEATVS VIR &C.

MVLT . MILL . GALLORVM CLADES AD ALDENAR . &C.

MULTA VIRI VIRTUS

MYLTI ADVOCATI SED PAVCI SELECTI .

MVNIFICENTIAE RICARDI FOX ALVMNI C . C . C . OXON
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ii. 363
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ii. 324

ii. 142

ii. 409
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MVNIMENTA OCCVPVTA. MDCCX. .....
MVSARVM IVNGIT AMORBS ......
MVTVA DEFESIO TYTISS. ......
MVTVA DEFNSIO TVTISS. ......
MY SOULE MOST EARNESTLY ASPIRES &C. . . . . ii

MYLES COVERDALE.......
MYLES COVERDALE BISHOP OP EXETER.....
MYLES COVERDALE BISHOP OP EXETER PUBLISHED &C.

MYLES COVERDALE TRANSLATOR & PUBLISHER OF THE FIRST ENGLISH BIBLE

MYLES PETTY, STE . ILES, ABR . SMITH, ION . KING &C.

Myn herb en liandt was voor het landt ....
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ii. 377

ii. 521

i. 162

i. 174

122, 123

i. 37

i. 37

i. 38

. 37

385

403

lie

N.

N . AV . XI . MDCLXXIII . . F . XVI . MDCCLIV.

N . PAIGNON 1700 .....
N . TVITSEN CONS . AMST . AD REGEM ANGLIC LEGATVS &C.

NAMVR. RECVPER . 1625 D.I. SEPT. .

NAMVRC . ARX ET CASTR . EXPUGN . TEST . GALL.

NAMVRC . RECEPT. .....
NAMURC . RECEPT . MDCXCV.

NAMURC . URBS ARX CAST . INVIA VI EXPUGN. .

NAMVRCI GALLI FVGIVM MDCXCV. .

NAMVRCO EXPVGNATO GALLI IN AVXILIVM MISSI AVFFVGIVNT &C.

NAMURCUM......
NAMVRCVM CAPT . D . 30 IVN . 1 692

NAMURCUM CAPTUM ....
NAMVRCVM EXPVGNAT . SPECTANTE AVRIACO &C.

NAMVRCVM INDEFESSA VIRTVTE FOEDERATORVM &C.

NAMVRCVM MVNITISSIMVM TOTIVS BELGII OPPIDVM &C.

NAMVRCVM RECEPTVM A BRITANNO ET BAVARO &C.

NAMVRCVM RECEPTVM MDCVC. .....
NASONIS MALE VASATI POENA .....
NASSAVIOR PRINCIPI BATAVORVM MAXIMO &C. .

NASSAVIUS BRITAN . BATAV. .....
NAT . 3 APRIL 1603 MORT . 3 SEPT . 1658

NAT . 4 NOV . 1650 CORONAT . II . APR . 1689 &C.

NAT . 8 OCTOB . 1470 MORT . 1483 '

NAT . 10 APR . MDXII . CORONAT . OCT . MDXIII . &C.

NAT . 10 MART . MCCCCLXXII . CORONAT . 24 IUNII MCCCCLXXXVIII &C.

NAT . 12 OCTOB . 1537 COR . 20 FEBR . 1547 M . 6 IUL . 1553

NAT . 13 IUN . 1665 OB . 19 MART . 1742/3 .

NAT . 13 NOV . 1600 COR . 2 FEBR . 1626 M . 30 IANV . 1649

NAT . 13 OCT . 1633 CORONAT . 23 APR . 1685 MORT . 5 SEPT . 1701

NAT . 15 APR . 1721 ......
NAT . 18 MAI . 1660 CORONAT . 21 OCT . 1714 &C.

NAT . 19 IUN . 1556 CORON . 25 IUL . 1603 MORT . 27 MART . 1625

. ii. 675
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ii 147
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. ii. 131
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ii. 141

ii. 138
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ii. 134

ii. 133
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ii. 139
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ii. 221

ii. 200
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. ii. 225
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1060 cor

1070 cor

1105 cor

1157 cor

1166 cor

1206 cor

1087 mort

1100 MORT

1135 MORT

1189 MORT

1199 MORT

1216 MORT

1230 cor . 1272 mort

1284 cor . 1307 mort

1312 cor . 1327 mort

1366 cor . 1377 mort

1421 cor . 1422 MORT

21 APRIL 1655 DENAT . 8 NOVEMB . 1708

29 mai . 1630 c . 23 apr . 1661 m . 16 febr . 1685

1023 cor. 1066 mort . 1087

1100 .

1135

1154 .

1199

1216 .

1272

1307 .

1327

1377 .

1399

1471 .

1441 cor . 20 iun . 1461 mort . 9 april 1483

1457 cor . 30 oct . 1485 m . 22 april 1509 .

1491 cor . 24 iun . 1509 mort . 28 ian . 1547

1642 m . 1726 .....
apr . 30 . 1662 . mor . dec . 28 . 1694

hanover till . ivn . mdolx . sn . svscepit regimen electoratvs &c

jul . mcccxciv . coronat . 21 maii mccccxxiv . a perduellibus con

FOSSUS &C. ......
nata 2 not . 1709 denat . 12 jan . 1759

nata 6 febr . 1665 coronat . 23 apr . 1702 &c.

nata 7 dec . mdxlii . gallic reg . 1559 &c.

nata 7 sept . 1533 cor . 15 ian . 1559 m . 24 mart . 1602

nata 10 febr . 1662 cor . ii . apr . 1689 mort . 29 dec . 1694

1516 cor . j . octob . 1553 mort . 17 nou . 1558

1662 mor . dec . 28 . 1694

1692 .....
mdcxxx . nvpta mense sept . mdclviii . &c.

. mdclxii . denata xxviii . dec . mdcxciiii . s . v.

1659 denatus 29 iunii 1686 .

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NAT

NATA 18 FEBR

NATA APR . 30

NATA APRIL 30

NATA XIII . OCT

NATA XXX . AP

NATUS 1 FEB

1727 obiit 25 oct. 1760NATUS 10 NOV . 1683 COR . 22 OCT

NATVS 15 APR . 1721 . . .

NATUS 1133 CORONAT . 1155 MORT . 1189

NATUS 1366 CORONAT . 1399 MORT . 1413....
NATUS 1388 CORONAT . 1413 MORT . 1422

NATUS AN . MDCL . OBIIT AN . MDCCII. ....
NATUS AN . MDCLXXII . BANDSAE IN COMITATU EBORACENSI &C.

NATUS AN . MDCLXXII . MISTON VILTONIAE &C. .

NATVS ANN . LIB . IVBIL . D . VIII . MART.

NATVS ANTVERPIAE AN . MDXCIX . OBIIT LONDINI &C.

NATVS AVO ERNESTO PIO PATRE FRIDERICO &C.

NATVS D . IV . OCTOBR . MDCLXXVII . DENATVS AD TELON MARTIS &C.

NATUS DEC . XII . MDCCXII. .....
NATUS FOLKSTONII IN CANTIO AN . MDLXXVIII . &C.

NATVS GOTHAE IV . OCTOBR . MDCLXXVII . PATRE FRIDERICO &C.

NATUS HAGOE AN . MDCL . OBIIT LUNDINII AN . MDCCII.
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nattjs halae in magdeburgica an . mdclxxxiv . &c.

natus huntingdon an . mdxoix . obiit londini &c.

natus ilchester com . sommerset in anglia &c.

natus lond . an . mdcxliv . obiit an . mdccxyiii.

natus londini an . mccccxci obiit an . mdxxxxvii.

natus londini an . mdlxi . obiit an . mdcxxvi. .

natus londini an . mdclxviii . obiit an . mdccxliv.

natus londini in anglia an . mdcviii . &c.

natus londino an . mdli . obiit . an . mdcxxiii.

natus stratfordl.e in britannia an . mdlxiv . &c.

natus volstropii in anglia an . mdcxlii . &c.

natus westimenstri in anglia an . mdcxxiv . &c.

natus wringtoni prope bristolium in anglia &c.

natvs xiv . novemb . an . mdcl . hagae comitvm &c

natus xx . ian . mdccvi . obiit xx . mar . mdccl.

navfraga reperta 1687....
nates gallics et hisp.—le fort . in . &c. .

navi relicta per flvctvs ad portvm xvii . maii mdcxciv.

navibus capt . aut incens . ad fretum gaditan . &c.

navibus captis aut incensis ad fretum gaditanum &c.

ne credite, belgi .....
ne deterivs vobis contingat ....
ne hercvles adversvs dvos....
ne pereat perdit .....
ne sVspICetVr regIna VersVs serVos sVos res hVIVsCe MoDI
ne tota dehiscat ....
ne totvs absvmatvr.....
ne victa resvrgant ....
nec aspera terrent.....
nec auro nec armis

nec castra nec mvnimenta ....
nec elatvs nec dejectvs

nec lex est iustior ulla

nec maiestate nec .etate nec virtvte movetvr

nec meta mihi qym terminvs orbi .

nec meta mihi qvi terminvs orbi

nec minor est virtvs, qvam qv^rere, facta tveri

nec minor in terris.—3 ivnii 1665

nec plurib . imp.

nec plvribvs impar . . .

nec vires nec virus habent.—mdccvi.

negotiator pr^ceps per orbem dicor .

nemo impune recludet

nemo me impvne lacesset

nemo me impune lacessit

nemo potest dvobis dominis servire

nervvs nec dissonet vnvs

nescit cedere ....
nescivs ferre ivgvm

11. \JV\t
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NEXOS FAVORK NVMINIS QVIS DISSOLVES

NEWTON ......
NIAGARA, IOHNSON, JULY 25 ...
NICOLAO CHEVALIER CVM PRIVILEGIO .

NICOLAVS CHEVALIER INVENIT AMSTELODAMI

NICOLAUS RIDLEUS ANGLUS LONDINENSIS EPISCOPUS &C.

NIGHT .......
NIHIL EFFICIENS .....
NIL ACTVM REPVTANS CVM QVID SVPERESSET AGENDVM
NIL CANTVS NIL NVMERVS.—XIII . IVN . MDCXCIII.

NIL DESPERANDVM TEVCRO DVCE ET AVSPICE TEVCRO

NIL NISI CONSILIO .....
NIMIVM PRONO FERVORE PETITJ3 IAM PIGET HESPERI^

NISI GALLVS DISSONA REDDIT ....
NISI TU QUIS TEMPERET IGNES ....
NO EXCISE ......
NO PENTIONER ......
NO SCREEN ......
NO SEARCH UPON THE SEAS SHAL BE

nob . i>
ni

. d™\ comitis oxon Benevolentice &c.

NOBILISS . DN . GEORGIUS VILL . MARCHIO BUCKINGHAMI.E &C.

NOBILITAS SOLA ET VNICA VIRTVS

NOBIS HiEC OTIA FECIT l
4 OF JULY 1690 .

nocebit nihil cvi non nocvisse debet

nog even blind ....
non assvmes nomen pacis in vanvm

non avro, virtvte dvcvm

non cantabit nisi resurgat. —mdcxcii.

non deficit alter

non defitient oliva sep . 3 . 1658 .

non devio ....
non diadema sed vmbra

non dolo nec arte sed aperto marte.— mdccii.

non dormit qvi cvstodit

non dormit qui vincit .

non DorMItastI antIstes IaCobI

non eadem semper

non eget mauri iaculis

non est mortale qvod opto, meliora spero

non est volenti sed miseranti

non gregem sed ingratos

non h.3ec sine nvmine

non h.ec sine numine divum

non ictv hvmano, sed flatv divino

non illi imperivm ; sed mihi sorte datvm

non ipsa pericvla tangvnt .

non irrita fulmina curat

non l^ditvr qvem tego

non metam abiecta morantur
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. ii. 707
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i. 434
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. ii. 560

i. 196
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i. 140, 141

i. 241
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i. 154

ii. 26

ii. 150
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hon mihi sed popvlo ...
non nisi sole occidvo revolat .

non nisi victor ....
non nobis domine non nobis 1589 . .

non omnis moriar ....
non pareil .....
non patitur supposititios

non penetrant radii ....
non procvl dies ....
non rapit imperium uis tua sed recipit

non rapit sed recipit

non sibi servat opes in pvblica commoda fvndit

non sic mille cohortes

non sine nvmine divum....
non svo sed pvblico lvget dammo .

non vir sed virtvs ....
none more ready non more brave, april 1741

nooIt breekt yser 22 pro Cent.

NOOT BREEK.T (or BRECHT) ISEN

NOS PENES IMPERIVM ....
VOVA GLORIA .....
KOYM PALLADIVM TROI.E ....
Noui Imperii Aunpicio Bow .

NOVIO-MAGI a . 1678 ....
NOX NVLLA SECVTA EST

NOBEM PELLENTE MATHESI

NVBIFVGO .....
NVGIS NON SERIIS.....
NUL LABOUR FATIGUE....
NULLA SALUS BELLO, PACEM TE POSCIMUS OMNES .

NULLE ROSE SANS EPINE

NULLIUS IN VERBA ....
NULLUM NON MOVEBO LAPIDEM UT ILLUD ADIPISCAR 17

NVLLVM NVMEN ABEST ....
NUMERO NON IURE VALEBAT ....
NVMERO PONDERE ET MENSVRA

NUMERUM VIRTUTE RETUNDIT.— MDCCII.

NUMINIS PROVIDENTIA SEPARATUS VII . ID . IAN . MDCLXXXXV. I .

NVMISMA ORDINVM TRAIECTENSIVM ....
NDMISMA POSTERITATI SACRUM BELGA BRITANNOQUE RECONCILIATIS

NUMISMATA REGUM ANGLIAE A GULIELMO PRIMO &C. .

NVMMVS VBI LOQVITVR .....
NUNC GLORIA TRANSIT .....
NVNC OLIM PARTA RELICTA 1635 ....
NVNC PLVRIBVS IMPAR .....
NVNC TV GALLE FVGIS DUM LEO BELGA FREMIT

NVNCA NADIE CONTRA SV SENOR ....
NVNQVAM IMPVNE LACESSITVS ....
NYNQVAM NISI RECTAM.—1579 ....

i. 461.
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PRO.

&c.

&C.—PROTECTOR

OCCIDIT VII . ID . IAN . MDCLXXXXV.

OCTOBER 26 1649

ODIVM TYRANNIDIS

ODOR EIVS VT LIBANI

OP ADMIRAL VERNON AND COMMODORE BROWN

OFF BELLEISLE NOT . XX . MDCCLIX.

OFFICII ET AUGURII CAUSA FECIT I . DASSIER MDCCXLII

OIB . BONIS FLEBILIS OCCIDIT XIV . KAL . APRIL 1702

OLD THO . PARR —AGED 152 R . P .

OLI . CROMWEL MILIT . PARL . DVX GEN.

OLIV . D . G . R . P . ANG . SCO . ET HIB

OLIVAR CROMWEL PROTECTOR V . ENGEL

OLIVAR CROMWELL 1658

OLIVAR D . G . R . P . ANG . SCO . ET HIB . &C. PRO.

OLIVAR D . G . RP . ANG . SCO . HIB . &C. PROTECTOR

OLIVAR D . G . RP . ANG . SCO . HIB . PRO.

OLIVAR D . G . R . P . ANG . SCO . HIBERNI^! PROTECTOR

OLIVAR D . GR . ANG . SCO . HIB . & . PROT.

OLIVARIUS CROMWELL .....
OLIVER CROMWELL ....
OLIVERVS DEI GRA . REIPVB . ANGLIC SCO

OMNIA FACIT IPSE SERENA.—1697

OMNIA ORTA OCCIDUNT. MDCLXXXV.

OMNIA TEMPVS HABENT ....
OMNIA VINCIT......
Onder derde Rot is gevallen dit Lot
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OPERA GUIL . R . 1691 ....
OPTIMO PRINCIPI.—CIOIOCCXXXXI. .

OPTIMO PRINCIPI CAROLO II . D . G . M . BRIT . &C.

ORAE HISPANICAE SECURITAS . .

ORANIE POLD ......
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ORDIN . AVSPIC . PRIN . MAVRI . DVCTV &C.
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ORDINAIRES DES GUERRES 1749 . . . . .
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ORDINVM TRANSISSVLANI.E INSIGNIA . . . . .
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P.P.I. GULIELMO III . TRIUMP .P.P. GUB . P

P.M. ACAD . OXON. ....
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pacata evropa 1697

pacati gloria mvndi....
pacato orbe quiescit

pace frvgifera inter gallos batavos &c. .

pace generali in eurcpa

pace inita 1713 ....
pace orbi christiano parta ryswici a . 1697

pace stabilita et recepto a britannis tornaco

pace terra marique parta ianus clusus

pace traiecti ex dipficili bello restitvta &c

pace trivmphans

pacem arrogat armis

pacem te poscimts omnes

pacemq' . dedit invocantib . evh 1544

paci rysvici.e ....
pacis alvmna ceres .

pacis amans ....
pacis ara

pacis arbiter ....
pacis et amorvm vigiles

pacis et armorvm vigiles

pacis gen . ryswyk mdcxcvii.

paCIs MIhI CVra tYenD^;

palatin . rheni

palma gaudens et amicta trop.eis victoria &c

PALTS. ....
PAR ANIMVS FORM.E

PAR PARI ....
PAR SCELERI.— XIII . AVG . MDCXCII.

PAR VBIQ . POTESTAS .
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PARITER IN BELLA
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PATRIARVM EXCVBITOR OPVM . . . .

PATRICIUS HAMILTONIUS SCOTUS THEOLOGUS &C
PAVCI NON PLVRES .....
PAVLVS III . PONT . MAX. .....
PAVLVS IIII . PONT . OPT . M. .

PAULUS FAGIUS GERMANUS THEOLOGUS &C.

PAX .......
PAX ADES .......
PAX ADES ET TOTO MITIS IN ORBE MANE .

PAX ALMA GAVDIVM GOVDJE .....
PAX ALMA REVIXIT RISVICI D . XXX . OCT . MDCIIIC.
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PAX AVGVSTA......
PAX COMMERCII NUTRIX .....
PAX CVM ANGLIS .....
PAX CVM GERM . HISP . ANGL . ET BAT . 1697
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PAX VOBIS.—1699 .....
PAX WESTPHALICA SANCITA MDCXXXXVIII.
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PEDIBUS TIMOR ADDIDIT ALAS ....
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PENSYLVANIA SETLED 1681 ....
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PER REGALE MANDATV . CAROLI REGIS HOC ASSIGNATVR .

PERCVTE ME NE DICATVR QVOD A FEMINA INTERPECTVS SIM

PERDVELLIB . EX ANG . FVGAT . AD CULLOD . DEBELLAT . &C.

PERPECI 1648 ......
PERFICIT MIRACULA 1745 ....
PERFIDIA ETERSA......
PERFOGIUM REGIBUS .....
PERGE .......
PERIBVNT FTLMINIS ICTV 1683

PERJURII ULTRIX......
PERPETVA SOLTET FORMIDINE TERRAS .

PERSEVERANCE GAGNE .....
PETRI ALEXIEWITZ CZAR MAGNIQVE GVLIELMI REGIS AMICITIA

PETROVARADINO LIBERATO, HVYO RECEPTO &C.

PETRUS MARTYR JTALUS FLORENTINUS THEOLOGUS &C.

PH . DE MARNIX S . DVMONT S . ALDEGONDE. 1580

PH . T . HOWARD S . R . E . CARD . DE NORFOLKE &C.

PHES . ROY DANGLET ET DE FRACE
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PHILIP . R . ANG . FRA . NEA . PR . HI. .

PHILIP . R . ANG . FRA . NEAP . PRI . HIS.

PHILIP . R . ANG . FRAN . NEAP . PRI . HIS.

PHILIP . R . PRINC. .....
PHILIPP . D . G . HISPANIAR . ET ANGLIiE REX 1557

G . HISPAN . REX 1588

CAROLI V . CAES . F . PRINC . HISP. &C.
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HISPANIARVM REX

HISP . J3T . S . AN . XXVIII.
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PHILIPPVS II . D

PHILIPPVS AVSTR

PHILIPPVS D . G . HISP

PHILIPPVS D . G . HISP
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PHILIPPVS REX PRINC

PHILIPPUS STANHOPE

PHILISTER UBER DIR SIMSON .
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PIETA . ET IVSTIA ....
PIETAS AVGVSTJE ....
PIETAS REGIS INVICTISS. ....
PIETATE INSIGNIS ....
PIETER LIPS ENDE FERDINANDE DE BACKERE &C.

PIGNORA IVNCTI SANGVINIS

Pits precibus, fervente fide, humili ohsequio

PIIS VOTIS RESPONDET EVENTVS.—MDCCXLVIII.

PIO FEL . INCL . GULIELMO III . M . BRIT . R.

PISCATORIBUS SACRUM....
PISCATURA BRITANNICA CONSTITUTA MDCCL.

PIVS GENER IMPIO SOCERO BONVM PRO MALO REDDIT

PLANTAVIT UBIQUE FERACEM

PLORANT IN FUNERE GENTES .

PLURES IMPARES UNI ....
PLVRIBVS IMPAR.—II . IVL . MDCXCV. .

PLVS TOST MOVRIR MDLXII.

PCENA COMES SCELERIS....
POETA ANGLUS MDCCXLI. ....
POETA ANGLUS MDCCXLIII.

POLITICA ET LITERIS ANGLICIS

POPVLE MEVS QVID FECI TIB! 1649

POPOLI SALUS .....
POPULIS LIBERATIS EREPTA OBIIT VII . IAN . MDCXCV.

POPULO DAT JURA VOLENTI

POPVLOR . SECVRITATI....
PORTO BELLO .....
PORTO BELLO NOV . 22.— MDCCXXXIX. .

PORTO BELLO TAKEN BY ADMIRAL VERNON

PORTO BELLO TAKEN BY ADMIRAL VERNON WITH SIX MEN OF WAR
PORTO BELLO TAKEN BY ADMIRAL VERNON WITH SIX SHIPS &C.

PORTO BELLO URBS AB CLASSIS ANGLICANCE PRCEFECTO &C.

PORTO BELLO URBS AB VERNONO CLASSIS ANGLICAN03 PRffiFECTO &C

PORTO BELLO WAS TAKEN WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY &C.

PORTVS GRATIS EXVSTVS ET EVERSVS &C.

POST 5 & 100 PROA . INVICTA MANENT HEC

POST FUGAM REGIS DELATA REGNI ADMINISTRATE &C.

POST HAC MELIORA 1645.....
POST NUBILA PHG3BUS.....
POST NVBILA PHOEBVS A . 1588 ....
POST OB . MDCCXLVI. .....
POST TOT DISCRIMINA RERVM ....
POST VARIAS VRBES ET DVAVAM GALLIS EREPTVM &C.

POSTCENIVM AVTVMNI .....
POSTQVAM DIRUIT RVIT ....
POSVI DEVM ADIVTOREM .....
POSVI DEVM ADIVTORIVM MEVM 1572 .

POTENTISS . IACOBVS D . G . MAG . BRITT . ET HIB . REX &C.

POUR UN PLAISIR MILLE DE PEINE
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PR . ET DUX MARLBOUROUG ....
PR.ECIPtr.9E BELGII AUSTRIACI URBES SUBACT.E MDCCXLV.

PR.EDESTINATO . . ...
PR.EF . INS . CONS . 1713 .....
PR.EL . WYNENDAL . 28 SEP . 1708

PRAELIM . AQVISGRANI DECRET . ANNO LIB . IVBILAEO .

PRAELIMINARIA PACIS GALL. ....
PR^LTJCET QUATUOR TTNA .....
PRAEMIUM SOCIET . REG . SCIENT . GOTTING.

PR.ESAGIUM ARAUSIONENSE 1665 MAG . BRITANNIA IMPLEVIT &C.

PRASES SOCIETATIS REGI2E LONDINENSIS MDCCXLIV.

PR.ESIDIVM ET DVLCE DEOVS 1682 ....
PR.ESTAT COMPONERE .....
PR.ESTAT COMPONERE MOTVS .....
PR^VIIS CONDITIONIBUS SANGUIS LUT . PARIS . &C.

PRAGA REOAPTA NO . 26 . MDCCXLIV. .

PRAGA RECUPERATA NO . 26 . MDCCXLIV. .

PREMIER CORPS DES MARCHANDS DE PARIS

Prepared be to follow me c . R. .

Prepared bee to follow me
PRESENTED BY THE GOVERNORS OP GEORGE HERIOT's HOSPITAL &C

PRESENTED TO THE CHILDREN OF THE BLUE COAT SCHOOLS &C.

PRESSA NON OPPRESSA

PRETENTER .....
PRETIVM NON VILE LABORVM

PRETIVMQ . ET CAVSA LABORIS.—1689

PRID . ID . IAN . 1759

PRIMITIIS ET DECIMIS ECCLESLB CONCESSIS MDCCIV

PRIMVS CONATVS 1700

PRINC . AVR . ET NASS . HIC TERR.E L.ETITIA .

PRINC . FILIO ....
PRINC . OPT . RELIGIONIS ET LIBERTATIS CVSTODI

PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD STUART

PRINCE FERDINAND ....
PRINCE HENRY ....
PRINCEPS AVRIAC . INGREDITVR LONDINVM &C. .

PRINCEPS EUGENIUS

PRINCEPS LVD . SER . M . B . REGIS SOROR

PRINCEPS LVD . SER . MAG . BRI . REGIS SOROR

Princeps me Henricus genuit fortissimus heros &c.

PRINCIPI IWENTVTIS

PRINCIPI OPTIMO.—MAY 24 . 1759

PRINCIPI PATRLEQUE S . C.

PRISCI DECVS ORDINIS AVCTVM. 1629

PRISTINE DIGNITATI RESTITUTUS.—DEC . 27 . 1744

PRO. ......
PRO ARIS ET FOCIS ....
PRO CESARE PRO ARIS & POCIS.—NOVE. IV . MDCCXLV

Pro fide et Patria ....
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22 . 1667

PRO FIDE SPOLIATI CLYPEVS OBSES

PRO FILIO ALTERO C.ESARE

PRO GLANDIBVS ATREA POMA

PRO LIBERTATE ....
PRO PATRE ET PATRIA

PRO PATRIA .....
PRO PATRIA NA . XV . AP . MDCCXXI.

PRO QVADRATO ....
PRO REGE NEPOTE

PRO RELIGIONE ET LIBERTATE MORI TIYERE EST

PRO RELIGIONE GREGE ET REGE .

Pro Religione lege Rege et Parliamento

PRO TALIBVS ATSIS

PROBASTI ME DNE . SICVT ARGENTVM .

PROBATA SOCIORVM VIRTVS FIDESQVE

PROBIS HONORI INFAMIiEQUE MALIS

PROCL . GVBERN . 3 MAII 1747

PROCL . XII . AVG . 1714
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SI NON VIRIBVS AT OAVSA POTIORES . . . . . \. 153

SI VIS OMNIA SVBIICERE, SVBIICE TE RATIONI i. 219

SI VOUS PLAIT . . . . . . . . ii. 409

SIC ASTRVM ILLVSTRAT VTRVMQVE . . . . . ii. 89

SIC BATAVIS CONTINGIT AB HERCTJLE THESEUS MDCCII. . . . ii. 242

SIC BENE CONVENIVNT RISVICI D . p SEPT . &C. . . ii. 173

SIC CUNCTUS PELAGI CECIDIT FRAGOR . . . . .1. 534

SIC ERAT IN FATIS . . . . . . . 1. 148

sic fInes nostros Leges tVtaMVr et VnDas . . . . i. 529

sic florebit ivstvs recvperator et trivmphator &c. . . ii. 42

SIC GLORIA GALLI VANESCAT . . . . . . ii. 60

sIG Igne DoMata feroCI ...... ii. 245

SIC ITUR AD ASTRA . . . . . . . ii. 489

SIC LIBERTATEM RELIGIONEMQ . BRITANNI a spoliantibus vindicant . i. 656

SIC MOTOS FAS EST COMPONERE FLVCTVS . . . . . ii. 440

SIC NON HEREDES DEERUNT ...... i. 631

SIC OBSCURATUR GLORIA MAGNI REGIS.—MDCCVI. . . . . ii. 291

SIC OLIM HEROES ....... ii. 159

SIC PATITUR MANES PHtEBUS ET IPSE SUOS.—MDCCVI. . . . ii. 292

SIC PHAETHONT^O TANDEM MARE SVFFICIT IGNI ii. 60

SIC PVERI NASVM RHINOCEROTIS HABENT . . . . ii. 318

SIC PVNIT. MDCLXVI. . . . . . . i. 526

SIC REDIT ALMA QUIES . . . . . . ii. 162

SIC SINE FINE DVOS AMBIAT VNVS AMOR i. 482

SIC SOL CRESCENTES DECEDENS DVPLICAT VMBRAS . . . ii. 290

SIC SOL LUNAQUE IN LIBRA . . i. 622

SIC UNO FERIT UNGUE DUOS ..... ii. 31, 32

sic vincit amicos . . . . . . . i. 499, 500

SICVT CERV' . AD FOTES AQVARV. . . . '. . i. 110

SICUT SOL ORIENS DEI SIC MULIER BONA DOMUS EIUS ORNAMENTUM . i. 19

SIDEN . POINTZ 10000 EQVIT . ET PED . &C.—DVX SVM . &C. . . i. 325

SIDERA ANNI MDCCVI........ ii. 293

SIE MUSSEN WERDEN WIE SPREU FUR DEM WINDE . . . ii. 265

SIEG BEY HOCHSTETT D . 13 AUG . 1704 ii. 265

sIehe ICh WILL Vber eVCh eMges VoLGk Von fernen brIngen &c. ii. 578

SIGIL . VRB . SNECANAE ...... ii. 666

SIGILLUM HOC PUERO OPTIME MERENTI DETUR . . . . i. 110

SIGNIS AD TVRNHOVT NOVEM ET TRIGLNTA &C. . . . i. 168, 169

SIGNIS AD TVRNHOVT XXXIX . POST OPPIDIS &C.—EREPTIS . . i. 168, 169

s'lL VOUS PLAIT, MORR BLEU . . . . . . ii. 410

SIMILI P(ENA COMMISSA LUUNTUR . . . . . . ii. 55

SIMON BEAL JET . SVE 28 A . 1645 ..... i. 323

SINE CLADE VICTOR . . . . . . ii. 246
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SINGUL . EIUSD . SENATOR . DONAT . EXSTIT . A . D . 1710

SISTE SOL IN GIBEON ET LVNA IN VALLE AIALON

SISTIT ADHVC QVARTA DEFICIENTE ROTA

SIT NOMEN DNI . BENEDICTVM 1559

SIT PAX IN REGIONIBVS NOSTRIS RISV . &C.

SLAG BY OUDENAARDE .

SLEGO D . ^ . SEPT. ....
SOC . P . A . .

SOC . PROM . ARTS AND COMMERCE .

SOC . PROMOTING ARTS AND COMMERCE .

SOC . REG . EDIN . ADJUDICAVIT

SOCIETAS REG . LONDINI ....
SOCIETATIS REGALIS LONDINI SODALIS MDCCXL.

SOCIETY INST . LONDON MDCCLIIII.

SOCIETY PROM . ARTS AND COMMERCE

SOCIIS DANORUM ARMIS D . 13 AUG . MDCCIIII. .

SOCIORUM LIBERATORI GUILELMO REGI PATRIAE PATRI

SOCIORVM PROTECTOR ......
SOCIVM COMITANTIBVS ARMIS TEVTONI^ TANTIS SE TOLLIT GLORIA

Sol . Gen . J. Cooke ......
SOL OCCIDENS RENASCITVR.—1632....
SOL ORBEM REDIENS SIC REX ILLVMINAT VRBEM

SOL ORIENS FUGAT OCCIDENTEM.—D . 2 MAY MDCXCII.

SOL RVIT INTEREA ET MONTES VMBRANTVR

SOLA GERAT MILES QVIBVS ARMA COERCEAT ARMA

SOLA LVCE FVGAT.—1699 .....
SOLA MIHI REDOLET PATRIA ....
SOLA PHffiNIX . ......
SOLA PH03NIX OMNIA MVNDI ....
SOLA TVTA FIDES A . 1562

SOLE DAVGHTER & HEIRE TO GEORGE EARLE OF CVMBERLAND

SOLEM MENTITVR QYEM SIDERA TERRENT

soli deo gloria . i. 146, 455, 477, 532, 533, 563, 611, 641

SOLI DEO HONOR ET GLORIA . . . i. 164, 166, 1

SOLIMAN III . LUDOV . XIV . MEZOMORTO IACOB . II.

SOLIMAN III . LVDOV . XIIII . MEZOMORTO IACOBVS II. .

SOLIS ECLIPSIS D . 12 MAI.

SOLIS ITER ......
SOLIS. LAVTRICIBVS SERVATIS.—MDCXCIII. .

SOLL DICH ESOPI HVND NICHT LEHREN 1720 .

SO'LYTA CATENIS INSVRGIT....
SOO BEELDT MEN TROMP HIER AF . DES AMSTELS ADMIRAAL &C

SOPHIA D . G . EX STIRPE EL . PAL . ELECT . VID . BR . &C,

SOPHIA EX STIRPE EL . PAL . NEPT . IAC . I . REG . M . BRIT . &C.

SPANGIEN......
SPE FIDE VERITATE NOBILIS ....
SPECIOSA EN NVNCIA PACIS

SPECTANDVS IN CERTAMINE MARTIO

SPECTANT . HORTVLANIS LILIVM DECERPT . &C. .
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SPECTANTE NEC QVICQVAM AVDENTE EXERCITV &C.

SPEM REDUCIS MENTIBUS ANXIIS. MDCCXLV.

SPES ALTERA . .

SPE3 ALTERA SURGIT ....
SPES BRITANNI.E ....
SPES ET AMOR PATRIAE MAGNVM BORE^l INCREMENTVM

SPES ET OPES HOSTIUM REBELLUMQUE FRACTAE

SPES ET VIRES HOSTIUM FRACT.E .

SPES FELICITATIS ORBIS

SPES HOSTIVM PERTERRITORVM PRAECISA .

SPES IN DEO .....
SPES PACIS JETERN^ FUNDATA

SPES PERDENS.....
SPES REIPVB . RESTITVTA.—XI . CAL . OCT . MDCCLI.

SPOLIATI CLYPEVS OBSES

SPOLIISQUE MICANTES INNUMEROS ARCUS MDCCX.

SPONSI .....
SPONSOR SECVRITATIS PVBLICAE

SPONTE FUGIT IACOB . II . ANG . REX L . 20 DEC . &C.

SPRETA AMBROSIA VESCITOR FENO 1585

SPREUKE EN NAMEN ....
Sr. H. M, K. B.

Sr. THO . FAIRFAX Knt. FOR KING & PARLHlf. .

Sr . W. kt.

SS . FIDES . . . ...
st. thomas's hospital ....
STA SOL .......
STADHOULDER ADMIRAAL & KAPITEYN GENERAAL TAN 7 PROVINTIEN

STARKEY MYDDELTON MAN MIDWIFE. LONDON 1724

STAT PROLE HAC ALTERA DELOS .

STATE SVPER TIAS ANTIQVAS .

STEADY .....
STET SALVVS IN VNDIS

STETIT SOL IN MEDIO CCELI

STIRBT DEN XIX . MART . MDCCII . ALT LII . IAHR . IV . M.

STRAGE PRIMA AD ERIDANUM EDITA

STRAGES GALL . AD MONTES HANNON . XI . SEPT . MDCCIX.

STRAGES GALLORVM PROPE ALDENAR . D . XI . IVL . MDCCVIII

STRAGES GALLORVM PROPE ALDENARDAM &C. .

STVDIIS HYMANITATIS

SVA SIDERA NORVNT ....
6UADERE .....
SVAVIVS OLET.....
6VB ADSP . G . III.

SVB DVCE MARLEBVRG . VICTORE PERPETVO &C.

SUB OCULIS GERM . HISP . ANGL . BAT . &C.

SVB VMBRA TVARVM

SVBDVCENDIS RATIONIBVS

SVBLATAM EX OCVLIS QV.ERIMVS INA'IDI
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SUBSIDIO BRITANNIA

SVCCESSIO ELECTORALIS MDCCXXVII.

SYCCESSOR VERVS VTRIVSQVE

SVIS PERIT IGNIBVS AVCTOR

SYPERANDA OMNIS FORTVNA

SYPERATA TELLYS SIDERA DONAT

SVPERATA TELLYS SYDERA Dondt .

SVPEREMINET OMNES.—1628

SVPERI RISERE IVLY 6° . 1685

SUUM CUIQUE .

SWEDEN ....
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't yertreck van syn hoogheyt den heer prin3 yan oranje &c

TALE FYI, TALIS NYNC SVM, TALISQ . FVTVR' .

TALI LJETIOR IMPERIO ....
TALIS ERAM, TALIS NYNC SVM, MOX TALE FVTVRVS

TALLARD FR . MARESCH . CYM MVLT . DYCIB . &C. — CAPTIS

TALLERT d'aLLART .....
TAM MARTE QUAM MERCURIO

TAMEN NASCATUR OPORTET. MDCLXXXVIII.

TANDEM

TANDEM BONA CAVSA TRIYMPHAT 1589

TANDEM EXORATYS DEDIT

Tandem fit surculus arbor ....
TANDEM FIT SYRCYLYS ARBOR ANNO 1602

TANDEM REYIRESCET .....
TANTUM RELLIGIO POTERAT SUADERE MALORUM

TANTYM RELLIGIO POTYIT ....
TE ABSENTE TUEBOR ....
TE NON PRAESENTE RIGEMYS ....
TE SERYATORE NON SERYIMUS

Tegut aid summits .....
TEKEL ......
TELA ROSA ET MAGNI IOVIS ALES SIC TIBI GALLE &C. .

TELLYS JACTABIT ALYMNO....
TELO OBSIDIONE LIBERATUS XX . AUGUSTI MDCCVII.

TEMPEST ......
TEMPORA OPTATA.—CIOIOCCXIII-

TEMPORE OBSIDIONIS TYRCHORYM MCCCCLXXX.

TEMPY'S YLTIONIS EST A DOMINO &C. .

TENET .EQUORA TUTA ....
TER GEDAGTNIS DAT OP DE DAGH DER KRONING &C.
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Ter Memorie dcr Vrede Unie en Covfcederatie &c.

TERCENTENARY ANNIVERSARY 1864

TERNIS CASTRIS DELETIS . ...
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TERRA MARIQVE . . . . . . .

TERRiE MOTVVM VI D.I. NOV . MDCCLV. ....
TERRAMARI.E ........
TERRAQVE MARIQVE ......
TERRAS ASTR.EA REUISIT . . .

TERROR MAXIMVS EX IMPROVISO .....
TERTIA BRITONIO CVM SANGVINE FOEDERA IVNGIT AVRIACVS

TESTANTVR FACTA TRIVMPHI .....
TH . BODLY EQ . AVR . PVBL . BIBLIOTH . OXON . FVNDATOR

TH . I>E MAYERNE EQ . AVE . BAR0 . ALBNjE . &C.

THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON INSTITUTED MDCCCXX.

THE BIBLE & THE BIBLE ALONE IS THE RELIGION OF PROTESTANTS &C.

THE BRAVE ADMIRAL VERNON......
THE BRITISH GLORY REVIV ; D BY ADMIRAL VERNON . ii. 535, 536, 537, 538, 539,

540, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 549, 562

THE BRITISH GLORY REVIv'd BY ADML . VERNON ii. 541

THE BRITISH GLORY REVIVD BY ADML . VERNON COMR . BROWN . . ii. 561

THE BRITISH HERO THE MARQUIS OF GRANBY ii. 703

THE CONQVEST OF CANADA COMPLEATED . . . . ii. 711

THE DVKES BAGNIO IN LONG ACRE &C i. 538

THE EDINBURGH REVOLUTION CLUB IN COMMEMORATION OF THE RECOVERY OF

THEIR RELIGION &C. . . . . . ii. 672

THE EFFIGIES OF S
R

. IAMES HARRINGTON &C. . . . . i. 408

THE FORTS OF CARTHAGENA DESTROYD BY AD^1
. VERNON . . ii. 548

THE FRENCH BEATEN AT MINDEN MDCCLIX. . . . ii. 702

THE FRENCH TOTALLY DEFEATED ..... ii. 703

THE GATES OF HELL SHALL NOT PREVAIL AGAINSTE IT . . i. 626

THE GATES OF HELL SHALL NOT PREVA1LE i. 625

THE GATES OF HELL SHALL NOT PREVAILE AGAINST IT . i. 626

THE GENEROUSE DUKE OF ARGYLE ..... ii. 561

THE GIFT OF THE ENG . EAST INDIA COMP . TO CAPTAIN WILLIAM WILSON &C. ii. 710

THE GIFT OF THE SHEFFIELD MUSICAL SOCIETY

THE GLORIOUS ATTEMPT OF LXIV TO PRESERVE THE CONSTITVTION

THE HAUGHTY QUEEN HUMBLED.—1757

THE HON . EDWARD VERNON ESQ. .

The H<mhle
. edwd . vernon Esqr

. vice admiral of the blue

THE HONBLE . ORDER OF SHAKESPEARIANS INSTITUTED IULY 11 &C.

THE KING OF PRUSSIA & PRINCE FERDINAND .

THE LORD OF HOSTS, WORD AT DVNBAR &C.

THE MOOST HAPPI ANNO 1534 ....
The most Illustrious Princesse MARY of Austria &c.

THE NATIONALL ASSOCIATION FOR KING WILLIAM

THE ORATORY 1726 ......
THE PLATONICK SOCIETY . . .

THE PLEDGE OF A PENNY 1601 . . . . .

THE POPISH PLOTT ......
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THE PRETENDERS LAST SHIFT OR REBELS RACE FOR LIFE 1745

THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED BY AD . VICUN . N.—AND COM . RE BROWN

THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED BY AD . VERNON .

THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED BY AD . VERNON—AND SR . CHAL . OGLE

THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED BY ADMIRAL VERNON

THE PRIDE OF SPAIN HUMBLED BY ADMf VERNON

The Prince of Wales born, June 10, 1683

THE RIGHT HON . ROBERT EARL OF ORFORD

THE ROYALL OAKE ....-•
THE SEAL OF THE COMPANY OF THE NEW RIVER &C. .

THE SPANISH PRIDE PULLD DOWN BY ADMIRAL VERNON

THE SPEAKER AND LIBERTY

THE SWORD OF THE LORD AND OF GYDEON

THE TEMPEST . MACBETH . KING JOHN . HENRY IV . &C.

THE TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY

the Tuesday club in Annapolis Maryland &c.

The -valiant Com-mder Sir Willvim Waller

THE 124 PATRIOTS OF IRELAND.—DECEMBER 17 . 1753

THE 124 PATRIOTS OF IRELAND 17 DEC . 1753

THEATRVM PACIS MDCIIIC. .....
THESE BANNERS SPREAD ARE GALLIA'S DREAD

THIS MEDAL REPRESENTING SHAKESPEARE &C.

THIS SCHOOL WAS ENDOWED BY EDWARD VI . &C.

THIS SOCIETY COMMENC'D JAN ..THE FIRST 1769

THO . BALDWIN DE STOCKTON MAG . ARMIGER &C. .

THO . BVSHELL ......
THO . CARY R . CAROL . CVBICVLAR . .ETATIS SVJ3 35 . 1633

THO . DEREHAM M . B . BARONETTVS Ml . A . XXXVI.

THO . FAIRFAX MILES MILIT . PARL . DVX GEN.

THO . FAIRFAX MILES MILIT . PARLI . DVX GENER.

THO . NEALE ARMIGER ......
THO . SECKFORD ESQ . FOUNDED WOODBRIDGE ALMSHOUSES 15S7

THOMAS ANIELLO DE AMALPHI .....
THOMAS BVSHELL .......
THOMAS COMES SOYTHAMPTONI.E SVMMVS ANGLIC THESAVRARIVS &C.

THOMAS CRAMMERUS ANGLUS CANTUARIENSIS ARCHIEPISCOPUS &C.

THOMAS MORVS ANGLIC CANCEL. .....
THOMAS STANLEY &? . 50

THOMAS SYDENHAM . .....
THVLE— HIC VIR HIC EST TIBI QVEM PROMITTI SAEPIVS AVDIS &C.

TIRLEMONT CLADES m . MAI. .....
TITVLVS FOEDERIS CIO IO.XCVI. .....
TLOT DEELT AAN SYNE GUNSTELINGEN KLEENE EN GROOTE GAAVEN UIT

TO BRAVE ADM^ BOSCAWEN ......
TO COMMEMORATE THAT GLORIOUS EVENT &C.

TO THE COLD TOMB ALL HEADS MVST COME ....
TO THE WHICH PLACE A POOR SEQUESTERD STAG &C.

1'ocn Minister week en Carets I'iden vloon &c.

TONNINGA A DANIS LIBERATA MDCC. ....
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TONNINGA ANNO MDCC. .....
TONNINGA AO . MDCC. ......
TONNINGA HOLS . CAP . VIRTUTE CIVIUM DEFENSA &C. .

TOOK CARTHAGENA 1741 .

TOOK CARTHAGENA APRIL 1741

TOOK PORTO BELLO ......
TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY

TORBAY ........
TORNACO EXPVGNATO. MDCCIX. ....
TORNACO ST . GISLENII PANO &C.—MONTIBVS IN HANNONIA CAPTIS .

TORNACVM CAPTVM MDCCIX. .....
TORNACUM FANVM GISL . ET MONTES HANONL.E CAPTA

TORRIS .......
TOTA EVROPA SPECTANTE ET ADVERSANTE

TOUBOCANTI UBI 1600 flISPAN . FUDIT &C.

TOUCH NOT SAYS KILDARE. MDCCLV. . . . .

TOVSIOVR LOYAL ......
TRAHITE ;EQVO IVGO 1587 .

TRAIECT . AD MOSA . RECEPT . 1632 ....
TRAIECTI AD RHENVM PAX FACTA EST &C.

TRAIECTUM .......
TRAIECTTJS LN HIBERNI . LOND .

T\ IUN . 1690

TRAIECTUS IN HIBERNIAM MDCLXXXX. ....
TRAMITE RECTO ......
TRANQOILLITAS REDUX .....
TRANQUILLITATI EUROPJ.Ji . . . . .

TRANQUILLUS GAUDEAT ORBIS .....
TRANSMISSA LUCE REFVLGET . . .

TREFFINGE BY LEFFINGE .....
TREFFINGT WYNNENDAL ......
TRES REGVM SCHLESIAM DECORAKT DVM LVMINE DEXTRAE &C.

TRESORIER DE NORMENDIE......
Treu Pellican who shlit his blo'*L &c. ....
TRIBUUM PR^F . OB OPERAM PRJSSTITAM . . . .

TRICESIMO DIE IANUARII 1648 SECUNDA HORA POMERIDIANA .

TRIPLICIS SPES TERTIA GENTIS .

TRIREM . VI . DEPRESS . FRACT . FVGATISQ' . &C.

TRISTITIA PVBLICA ......
TRISTRAM COFFIN THE FIRST OF THE RACE &C.

TRIUMPHA UBIQUE......
TRIUMPHOS REGIOS ET PATRIOS VIRTUTIS ET CONSTANTI.F; EXEMPLA

TRIVMVIRATVS AQVILONORIS, QVEM FJ5DERE IVNXIT &C.

TROP^O H.EC, CETERA FLAMMIS ....
TRUE BRITISH HEROES TOOK CARTHAGENA .

Trunco vx Frondibus vmbra .....
TV DECVS OMNE TVIS ......
TV DEVS MAGNVS ET MAGNA FACIS TV SOLVS DEVS

TV DVX ET AVTOR ES, TV NOS ABDVCIS AB ISTRO &C.

TV FAC SIMILITER.— MDCCLI. .....
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TU VOTA DEDISTI.— MDCCXXXIV.

TVEBITVR OMKES

TVRRIS CASTRA MONTES VICTI

TVRRIS LONDINENSIS

TVTA EST FIDELI SILENTIO MERGES

TUTAMEN AB ALTO

TVTOR BONOR . TERROR MALOR.

TVTORI ET CONSERVATORI SVO .
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V . LITSTR . F(ED . BELG . PACE STABIL.

XS, TIBI LVDENTI NAM MOX POST IVBILA FLEBIS .

VAGAT NON VAGETUR ......
VALLO GALLORVM DIRVTO.....
VALLO GALLORVM SVPERATO ET BVCHEMIO CAPTO

VAN GELDERS ZEEVOOGDS SOON EN HXJLP EN EER &".

VANDOM IN FLANDR . SICVT IN ITAL . EVNDEM FVGIT &C.

VANGIONVM NEMETVMQVE VRBES VLCISCITVR ANGLVS &C.

VANITAS .......
VBI ADERAT IBI VICTORIA.....
VELEZ MALAGA ......
VELVT INTER IGNES LVNA MINORES

VENERVNT GALLI MISERI REDIERE CAPONES & '.

VENI VIDE VIVE 1588 .....
VENI VIDI LIBERTATEM REDDIDI.—1688

VENIAT CENTESIMVS H^ERES ....
VENIEBDNT LOND . OCT . I . ET II . MDCCXLV. .

VENIT IVIT FVIT 15S8 .....
VENIT VENIA VENITE.—MDCC. . . . . .

VENIT VIDIT DEVS VICIT .....
VENIT VIDIT FVGIT ......
VENIT VIDIT SED NON VICIT ....
VENIT VIDIT VICIT ......
VERA EFF . T . HARPER D . ALVETON LODGE IN C . STAF .1647

VERB . DEI MANET IN .ETERNVM . . . .

VERBVM DOMINI MANET IN JETERNVM

VERGIT IN OCCASUM ......
VERITAS LIBERAVIT VOS. DEC . MDCCXLV.

VERNON CONQUERD CARTAGENA.—APRIL 1 . 1741

VERNON VINDEX PATRI.E MDCCXLI....
VERVM ERAT H"C DICTVM REGIS &C. .

VETANT FOEDARI FOEDERA ....
VI FACTA VIA EST. MDCCVIII. .

VIBKATA IN MAKITIMAS GAI.LIJE URBES FULMINA 1694

VICE AD . RL OF THE BLEW & COM . DER IN CHIEF &C.

i. 228

ii. 525

ii. 325

ii. 207

ii. 369

ii. 385

i. 561

ii. 324

ii . 98

. i. 344, 345

ii. 457

ii. 268

i. 704

ii i. 99

i. 145

i. 657

i. 627

i'. 597

i. 146

ii. 213

i. 170, 171

i. 146

ii. 82

ii. 613

i. 330

i. 683

i. 380

ii. 61

ii, , 609

ii. 553, 554. , 555

ii. , 556

ii , 491

ii . 440

ii . 343

ii. 98

ii . 547
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PAGE

VICE AD . RL OF THE BLEW & COM . ER IN CHIEF &C. . . . ii. 547
VICEM GERIT 1LLA TONA. ...... ii. 230
VICEM GERIT ILLA TONANII. . . . . . . ii. 230

VICEM GERIT ILLA TONANTI. ...... ii. 229

VICEM GERIT ILLA TONANTIS ..... ii. 228, 230

VICIT PERVICAX VIRTUS ...... ii. 344

VICT . NAV . DE GALLIS MAX . DIE 29 MAY MDCXCII. . . ii. 62

VICTA EST QVAE VINCI NON POTERAT ..... ii. 128

VICTA REBELLIONE . . . . . . . ii. 37

VICTIS AC FVGATIS HIBERNIS ...... i. 715
VICTIS ET FVGATIS RVSSIS 1700 . . . . . ii. 209

VICTIS FVSIS FVGATIS TERRA MARIQ . ANGLIS ....]". 247

VICTO VICTORE GALLO NUMERO DUPLICE &C. . . . ii. 85

VICTOR HOSTIUM FORTITER PRO PATRIA PUGNANS OCCUBUIT &C. . i. 405

VICTOR SHALLEM . HOGSTET . RAMMEL. . . . . ii. 286

VICTORIA AD FLORIACVM MDCLXXXX. ..... i. 708

VICTORIA NAVAL . CONTRA LOS ESPANOLES. MDCCXVIII. . . . ii. 441

VICTORIA NAVALIS.—MDCLXXII. ..... i. 551

VICTORIA NAVALIS.—VII . ET VIII . JUNII MDCLXXII. . . . i. 552

VICTORIA OBSEQVENS . . . . . . . i. 711, 712
VICTORIA ORD . CONFCBD . BELG . SVB AVSP . ARCHIT . MI . ROTTER &C. . i. 519

VICTORIA PACIF . A . MDCCIX. ...... ii. 366

VICTORIA PACIFERA ...... i. 425, 427

VICTORIA PARTA SPATIO TRIMESTRI . . . . . i. 170, 171

VICTORIA REDUX . . . . . . . ii. 378

VICTORIA TVRNOTANA IANV . 1597 ..... 1. 170

VICTORIA TVRNOTANA 24 IANVARII 1597 . . . . . i. 165

VICTORIA NAVALES . . . . . . . ii. 266

VICTORIAE PROEMIVM A GALL . REPORTAT. . . . . . ii. 52

VICTORIARVM IMPETVS....... ii. 290

VICTORIAS CARBONE NOTAT DECEM &C. . . . . . ii. 375

VICTORIS CELERITAS ET CONSTANTIA ..... ii. 599

VICTORTA REDUX . . . . . . . . ii. 380

VICTORY AT PLASSY CLIVE COMMANDER..... ii. 683

video ......... i. 459

VIDIMVS STELLAS NOMINIS EIVS IN ORIENTE . . . . ii. 93

VIGILANS ELUDIT HIANTEM . . . . . . ii. 197

VIGILANTIA PRINCIPIS PRO SECVRITATE PROVINCIARVM . . . ii. 156

VILLA BERWICI . . . . . . . i. 17

VILLA EDINBRVGH. . . . . . . . i. 3-3

VILLA REGIS RISVICANA . . . . . . ii. 172

VINCENDUM NON REDDENDUM . . . . . . ii. 142

VINCENTI DABITVR . . . . . . i. 233

VINCERE . ... ... ii. 19

VINCERE AVT MORI . . . . . . ii. 468

VINCIT AMOR PATRIS PATRIA . . . . . . ii. 136, 137

VINCVLVM CONCORDIE DILIGIT DEVS . . . . i. 46

VINDICATA . . . . . . . . ii. 673

VIR HONORATISSIMUS THOMAS BARO . TRURO &C. . . . i. 25
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VIRES ANIMVMQVE MINISTRAT .....
VIRES ULTRA SORTEMQUE IUVENM) ....
VIRESCIT WLNERE VIRTVS .....
VIRIBVS VNITIS .......
VIRTVS ANGLORVM VICTRIX PERPETVA 1704

VIRTUS COLENDA .......
VIRTUS DUCIS ET MILIT. .....
VIRTVS ET J3QVITAS . . .

VIRTUS ET CONCORDIA EUROPAM A GALLORUM TYRANNIDE VINDICANT

VIRTUS ET FAMA TRIUMPHANT .....
VIRTUS MOX NUBILA PELLET. 1704 ....
VIRTUS NOBIL . ET POP . ARM. .....
VIRTVS—NVNQ . DEFICIT .....
VIRTVS PEDITVM FRANCORVM .....
VIRTVT . ET PRVDENTIA REGINAE ....
VIRTVT . EX ME FORTVNAM EX ALUS ....
VIRTUTE ET FIDE ......
VIRTVTE FOEDERATORVM ......
VIRTUTE INGENITA FORTIS DUCTUQUE PARENTIS

VIRTVTE ME INVOLVO.—1719

VIRTVTE MILITVM BELGICORVM

VIRTVTE NON VI . . . . . . . i.

VIRTVTE PRINCIPIS ET SOCIORVM VIA VICTORIIS &C,

VIRTVTI CEDIT NVMERVS .

VIRTUTI ET CONCORDIA CHRISTIANORUM

VIRTVTI INVICTORVM HEROOVM &C.

VIRTVTIS FORMJEQ . PR.EVIA

VIRTUTIS PR.ELUDIA AVITJE

VIRTVTIS PRAEMIA

VIS ET CELERITAS .

VIS IRA IMPER . TYR. .

VIS UNITA FORTIOR

VISIBILIS INVISIBILIS

VIV . PRINCE EN PRINCESS VAN

VIVANT FLOREANT

VIVAT ANNA ....... ji.

VIVAT CAROLVS 2 REX

VIVAT REX

VIVAT REX OPT.

VIVE PERKIN IETOIS DE TOVRNAI ....
VIVIT POST FVNERA VIRTVS MDCXCV.

VIVITVR INGENIO ......
VIX SPECTATA FUIT RADIANS TOT SOLIBUS UNQUAM STELLA &C

ULT . PIETAS VII . IAN . 1695 . . . . . ii.

VLTIMVM OPVS MARTIS CETERA PACIS ERVNT

VLTRAIECTI .......
VLTRAIECTVM...... ii. 392, 393

VN DICV VNE FOY VN ROY VNE LOY 1562 .

VNAM FACIEMVS VTRAMQYE . . . . . . ii

i. 62, 262 : ii. 209

ORANIEN STATHOUD . VAN HOL.

PAGE

ii. 241

i. 561

i. 128

ii. 49

ii. 269

i. 700

ii. 690

ii. 177

ii. 365

ii. 519

ii. 270

ii. 690

i. 75

ii. 73

ii. 265

. i. 346

ii. 564

ii. 371

ii. 489

ii. 447

ii. 364

513, 581

ii. 253

ii. 701

ii. 101

ii. 333

i. 292

ii. 182

ii. 511

ii. 326

ii. 189

231, 486

ii. 451

ii. 628

i. 227

300, 311

i. 446

ii. 430

ii. 427

i. 22

ii. 114

i. 588

ii. 335

108, 118

ii. 358

ii. 630

395, 397

i. 102

272, 488
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UNAM SIC OCCUPAT URBEM....
VNANIMITAS ......
VND DA DIE SONNE AVFGING &C. .

VNDAR . IMPETT CATARACTIS TEMPERATO &C.

TNI NVNC IMPAR CVI MILITAT ffiTHER

vnica digna deo .....
vnica salvs . . . . . '

vniendo mvltiplicamini . . . .

vnita vir'ivs valet ....
vnim invicm 1648 .....
vnited by god in love and interest

vnivs incrementvm est alterivs decrementvm

vnivs liberatio alterivs oppressio

vniversitas georgia avgvsta qvod felix favstvmqve sit &c.

vnvm a deo dvobvs svstineo . . .

vnvm pro cvnctis fama ioqvatvr opvs

vnvs non svfficit orbis .....
unus pugnando restituit rem
volentes per populos .....
voor't vaderland en bondgenooten .

vos exemplaria graeca.....
vota orbis class . gall . ab ang . et holl . delet . &c.

vota pro principis avriaci salvte. mdccxxxiv.

upon this rock have i built my church

vranckryk ......
vrb . hiarne m . d . soc . reg . angl . . .

vrbe reddita d . 23 oct . castello d . 9 dec . mdcoviii.

urbes aspicit accensas : nec tantos sustinet .3estus

vrbes galliarvm maritime fvlminatae mdcxciv.

urbi exornandae civiumque commoditati

urbi pater est, urbique maritus

vrbs antiqva redit mvltos dominata per annos

vrede gesloten tusschen den heer heere protectevr &c

urit furit non proficit ....
vt capiant frvctvs .....
ut et iosua cursum solis retinet.—16£9 .

vt ignis et ensis .....
vt melivs procedat .....
vt rosa inter spinas . . . . .

vt sese tertivs addat dvx devs . . .

vt sol lvcebis americ.e.....
ut tonus evertit tubarum moenia quondam &c.

vtcvnqve ferent ea facta minores &<?.

utrecht den xi april, was neues 1st est friede &c.

utriusque societatis regalis lond . et berol . sodalis

vtrvnqve ......
uxor casta est rosa suauis ....

PAGE

.• ii. 23

i. 223

. ii. 491

ii. 512

. ii. 282

ii. 114

. ii. 454

i. 389

. ii. 339

i. 336

. ii. 228

ii. 103

. ii. 280

-C. ii. 520

. i. 177

ii. 458

i. 93, 94; ii. 422

ii. 7, 15

ii. 479, 480

ii. 247

. ii. 513

ii. 67

. ii .512

i. 626

. ii. 169

i. 588

. ii. 340

ii. 98

ii. 99

ii. 670

. i. 231

ii. 332

. i. 417

ii. 129

. ii. 520

i. 680

. ii. 131

ii. 356

. i. 228

ii. 262

. i. 262

ii. 245

. ii. 673

ii. 408

ii. 565

i. 26

i. 19
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W.

H

F . PRINC . AVR . ET ANNA MAG

F . PRINCEPS AVR . ET NASS.

FRISO D . G . ARAVS . ET N . PR

FRISO D . G . PR . AR . ET NASS

PATR . PAT.

ETHNARCHA &C.

. AR . ET NASS . PR . &C. .

. ARAVS . ET NASS . PR.

. ARAVS . ET NASS . PRINC.

. PRINC . ARAVS . ETC.

PRINCEPS ARAVS . &C.

ET NASS . ETC.

ET AR . ANNA ANGL . PR .

W . C . H . FRISO D . G . PR . ARAVS . ET NASS . TOT . BELG . LIB . GVB . H/ERSD.

W . C . H . FRISO ET ANNA D . G

W . C . H . FRISO ET ANNA D . G

W . C . H . FRISO ET ANNA D . G

W . C . H . FRISO ET ANNA D . G

W . C . H . FRISO & ANNA D . G

W . C . H . FRISO PRINCEPS AVR .

W . C . HENR . FR . PRINC . NASS . ET AR . ANNA ANGL . PR . &C. .

W . PITT AUSP . GEO . II . PR . MI.

Waarom doet mutter Tromp door kunst van gout en silver leeven &c. .

WAAROM ZEILT TVREDESCHIP OP T . SILVER IN DE ZEE &C.

WaLtherVs gLItzberg pro sCotIs ConstrVIt jeDes &e.

WANN SIE NOCH REDEN, WIL ICH HOREN ....
WAS MINORCA SOLD BY B. .

WAT ! BEHAEGT U DAT ? ...
WATERFORT ........
WE LOOK FOR DON BLASS ......
WE SHAL APPEARE WITH HIM IN GLORY .

WE SHALL NOT LOOK UPON HIS LIKE AGAIN

WE SUBMIT PRISONERS OF WAR. DEC . 19 . 1757 .

WER KAVFT ACTIEN ......
WER SICH DVRCH DIESEN WIND DEN GELDGEITZ LAESSET FVHREN

WESTMINSTER FIRE OFFICE.—ESTABLISHED 1717

WEXL BRIEFE ......
WHEN CHRIST WHO IS OVR LIFE SHAL APPEARE

WHERE HEARTS ARE RIGHT, LET HANDS UNITE

WHO TOOK CARTAGENA.— APRILL 1741....
WHO TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX MEN OF WAR ONLY

WHO TOOK PORTO BELLO WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY

PA OF.

ii. 510, 630, 632

ii. 509, 512

ii. 633

. ii 645

642

ii. 664

ii. 638

639, 640

ii. 639

ii. 637

ii. 509

ii. 572

ii. 708

i. 403

i. 413

. ii. 464

ii. 264

. ii. 679

ii. 409

ii. 41

ii. 550

. i. 220

i. 208, 209, 211, 212

. ii. 685

ii. 451

ii. 451

ii. 437

. ii. 452

i. 220

. ii. 603

ii. 554

ii. 536, 547

WICHS.....
WIE SAGH SOO VER D'ORANGIE STER 1674

WIE ZAG SO VER DE ORAENGIE STER 1674

WIL . REX ASSOCIATIONS .

WILD ABOVE RVLE OR ART

WILH . Ill . ANGL . REX

III . D . G . M . BRIT . FRAN . ET HIB

III . D . G . MAG . BRITAN . REX

V . D . G . PR . AR . ET N . FOED . BELG . LIB . GVB

CAR . HENR . FRIS . AR . ET NASS . PR -

. ANNA REG

. ii. 533, 534, 535, 537, 538,

540, 543, 5£5, 546, 547, 551, 556

ii. 393

WILH

WILH

WILH

WILH

WILH

WILH

REX

M
CAR . HENR

CAR . HENR

FRIS . AR ,

i. 562

i. 563

ii. 155

i. 208

ii. 67

ii. 173

ii. 139

HJ3R. ii. 669

BR . F . N . MAX ii. 508

. BRIT . FIL . &C. ii. 505

FRIS . PRINC . AVR . ET ANNA MAG . BRIT. ii. 506, 516, 518. 627
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WILH . CAR . HENR . FRIS . PRINC . AVR . ET ANNJ3 MAG . BRIT . &C

WILH . CAR . HENR . FRISO DICTATOR PERPETVVS &C.

WILH . CAR . HENR . FRISO PRINC . NASS . ET AR.

WILH . CAR . HENR . FRISO PRINCEPS NASSAV . ET ARAVS. .

WILH . D . BR . LVN : DOROTH . DAN . 1561

WILH . D . SAX . LVN : HELEN . DAN . 1200

WILH . ET MAR . 1641 ....
WILH . ET MAR . 1677 .....
WILH . M . LIBERT . POP . A . VINDEX .

WILHE . REX ANGL. .....
WILHEL . CAROL . MARCH . BRAND.

WILHELM . Ill . D . G. MAG . BRIT . &C.—GALLORVM VICTOR

WILHELM DER III . KONIG VON GROS BRITANNIEN

WILHELM . MAXIMUS IN BELGICA LIBERATOR &C.

WILHELM . REX ANG . SCOT . & HIB. . .

WILHELMINA CAROLINA DEI GRA . R.

WILHELMINA CAROLINA 10 . FRID . MARCH . BRAND . FILIA &C.

WILHELMINA CHARLOTTA PR . WALLIA

WILHELMINA CHARLOTTA PRIN . WALLIA

WILHELMO PRINCIPI MAXIMO REGI SAPIENTISSIMO &C.

wilhelmvs ii . d . g .

wilhelmvs iii . d . g ,

wilhelmvs iii . d . g

wilhelmvs iii . d . g ,

wilhelmvs iii . d . g ,

wilhelmvs iii . d . g .

wilhelmvs iii . d . g .

wilhelmvs iii . d . g

wilhelmvs d . g . ang

wilhelmvs de wykeham
wilhelmvs natvs hag^ com . ann . lib . ivbil

wilhelmvs rex angl.

wilhelmvs schevez sci adree . archieps

WILheLMVs tertIVs angLI^; VLnDeX .

will . duke cumb . british hero

will . duke cumberland

SSStlliam of SStpfertjam

WILLIAM PENN B . 1644 . D . 1718

WILLIAM PITT ADMINISTRING

WILLIAM REX, MARIA REGINA

WILLIAM RICH BART. ....
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE ...
WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE BORN APRIL 23 . 1564 &C.

WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE DIED APRIL 23 . 1616

WISDOM HATH BVILDED HER HOVS &C.

WITH HONOUR LET DESERT BE CROWND

WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY NOV . 22 . 1739

WITH SIX SHIPS ONLY 1739 NOV . 22

WITH WATER I BLESS THIS CITY

PRINC . AVRAICE COM . NASS . Ec .

BRITANNIARVM IMPERAT. .

PRINC . ARAVS . ETC . AN . 1654

PRINC . AYR . C . NAS.

PRINC . AVR . RELIG . LIBERTATISQVE REST.

PRINC . AVR . RELIG . LIBERTATISQUE RESTIT.

PRINC . AVRAICjE COM . NASS . Ec
.

PRINC . AVRAIC.E Ec .

. SCO . &C. REX ET MARIA REGINA

D . VIII . MART.

. ii. 532, 533,

ii. 506

. ii. 627

ii. 502, 659

. ii. 508

ii. 581

. ii. 581

ii. 505

. ii. 505

ii. 174

ii. 47

ii. 277

ii. 62

ii. 224

. i. 697

ii. 37

. ii. 482

ii. 521

. ii. 443

ii. 443

. ii. 163

i. 393, 418

ii. 45

i. 417

. i. 552

i. 647

ii. 30

i. 570

. i. 471

ii. 244

i. 10, 11

ii. 639

ii. 47

i. 20

. i. 669

ii. 605, 611

ii. 612

i. 10

. ii. 438

686, 691, 705

. i. 683

ii. 249

. i. 211

. i. 211, 213

. i. 212

i. 626

. ii. 695

537, 540, 545

. ii. 540

ii. 496
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i-a or;

WOLF . HIRON . HOFMANN RE . P. . . . . . . ii. 431

WOLFE . . . . . . . . ii. 705

WOR BRINGS PECE , . . . . . . i. 395

WORTH A HAPENY ....... i. 395

WORTH SOE MVCH .
§

. . . . i. 395

woster ........ i. 394

X.

XII . VRBES CYM PROVINCIIS INTRA XV . D . RECEPTEE . . . ii. 288

XIII . IVL . CAROL . ET MARIJ3 &C.—IN VALLE KEINTON &C. . . I. 306

XIII . TEBETH, XVIII . DECEMB. . . . . . . ii. 594

XX . SEPT . MDCCVII . IOANNES ROBINSON &C. . . . . ii. 307

YERL . SCHOL . et FRANRY . . . . . . . i. 455

YITSTITIA AC PACE EUROPAE REDDITA.—MDCLXXXXVIt. ii. 159

ZEELANDIA ........ i. 214.
ZEV

-

i 634F.NV • • • • • • • • • . l. UOi

Various Inscriptions.

4 TOT CHERBOURG . . . . . . . ii. 66

5 BY GTTARZEY . . . . . . . . ii. 66

6 BY WIGHT . . . . . . . . ii. 66

7 provintie. . . . . . . . ii. 169

14 tot la hogtje . . . . . . . ii. 66

16 ap . 1 die 26 anni mt . sir^: reb . cullodenicis campis domuit &c. ii. 613

1547 anno decimo etatis eivs . . . . . i. 56

III . EID . APRIL CIOIOCCXIII. . . . . . ii. 404

AIEN API2TEYEIN ....... ii. 513

EAOAPA02 O EKT02 THI TOY ©EOY XAPITI &C. i. 54

EAOYAPA02 EXT02 TPI2 BA2IAEY2 LTI2TE02 HP02TATH2 &C . i. 55

ENPIK02 O OrAOOS TPI2 BA2IAEY2 LTI2TEfi2 nP02TATH2 &C. . i. 48

©E02 AIIO MHXANH2 . • • • • . . i. 58

VOL. II.
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Abbott, George, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, m. i. 205.

Academy of Ancient Music, m. ii. 657.

Act of Grace, 1717, m. ii. 436, 437.

Addison, Joseph, m. ii. 444.

Administration offered to William III.,

m. i. 651.

Aghrim, battle of, m. ii. 28-33.

Aglauros, fable of, typical of birth of

Prince James, i. 632.

Aire, capture of, m. ii. 374-377.

Aix-la-Chapelle, Peace of, 1688, i. 544
and of 1748, preliminaries signed

m. ii. 642, 643 ; concluded, id

644-650; proclaimed, m. 651, 652
Albany, John, Duke of, Regent of Scot

land, 1524, m. i. 28, 29.

Albemarle, Christopher, Duke of, Span-
ish wreck raised, i. 619, m. 620.

Albemarle, George, Duke of, see Monk,
General.

Albert, Archduke of Austria, takes Ca-

lais, Ardres, and Hulst, i. 171
;

defeated at Nieuport, 175 ; invests

Ostend, 178, 179.

Albeville, Ignatius White, Marquis de,

celebrates the birth of Prince James,

m. i. 630.

Alliance of France and Holland, 1666,

in. i. 514.

Allies, victories of the, in 1703, m. ii.

247 ; successes in Spain and Bra-

bant in 1706, m. 290-292 ; and in

the Netherlands in 1710, m. 376;
abandoned by England in 1713, m.

398, 399.

Almanza, battle of, m. ii. 293, 294.

Almenara, battle of, m. ii. 373.

Alrnonde, Dutch Admiral, commands at

La Hogne, ii. 51, &c.

Alost taken, m. ii. 288.

Alpen taken, m. i. 169, 170.

American Indian Badge, 1757, ii. 682.

Amezaga, Spanish general, slain at Al-

menara, ii. 373.

Amherst, General, capture of Louisburg,

ii. 685, m. 692, 709 ; and others,

m. 705 ; takes Crown Point, m.
708 ; and Montreal, m. 711.

Amicable Soc. instituted, m. ii. 155,
156.

Amsterdam, coronation festival of Wil-

liam III. and Mary at, m. i. 678
;

magistrates of, strike medal on Peace
of Ryswick, ii. 171 ; also on Peace
of Utrecht, 404.

Ancient Music, Academy of, m. ii. 657.
Anjou, Duke of, proposed marriage with

Elizabeth, i. 132.

Annapolis Tuesday Club, m. ii. 619.

Anne of Denmark, Queen of James I.,

marriage, m. i. 157, 158 ; bezant,

188 ; coronation, m. 191 ; medallic

portraits by Passe, 215, 216 ; her
death, m. 221 ; counters by Passe,

380.

Anne of Denmark, James I., and PriDce

Charles, m. by Passe, i. 217.

Anne, Princess, wife of William IV. of

Orange, childbirth, 1736, m. ii.

516 ; birth of Prince William, m.
642 ; Regent of Holland, m. 656,
666; death, m. 692-694. (See also

William IV. of Orange and Prin-
cess Anne.)

Anne, Queen, marriage, m. i. 593 ; jeton,

594 ; accession, m. ii. 227, 228

;

coronation, m. 228-231 ; symbolized
by Pallas, 228-230, 298 ; expedition

to Vigo Bay, m. 236-239 ; capitu-

lation of towns on the Meuse, m.
241 ; touch-piece, 242 ; and the

Duke of Marlborough, m. 243, 244
;

Bonn taken, 1703, m. 245, 246
;

Huy and Limbourg taken, m. 246
;

Queen Anne's Bounty, 1704, m. 251,
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252 ; battle of Blenheim, m. 255,

256, 265 ; capture of Gibraltar and
engagement off Malaga, no.- 266

;

British victories of 1704, m. 269,

270 ; French lines forced in Brabant

and Flanders, 1705, m. 275 ; Bar-

celona relieved, 1706, m. 280
;

battle of Ramillies, m. 284, 288
;

conquest of Brabant, m. 288 ; vic-

tories over Louis XIV. in 1706, m,

288, 289 ; typified by Judith, 289

;

Union of England and Scotland,

1707, m. 295-300, 311
;

presents

medal to Dresden Soc. of Archers,

308 ; Silesian churches relieved,

1708, m. 309-311 ; attempted in-

vasion of Scotland, m. 316-321
;

battle of Oudenarde, m. 322 ; battle

of Wynendale, m. 327 ; capture of

Sardinia and Minorca, m. 329 ; city

of Lille taken, m. 333 ; citadel of

Lille taken, m. 338, 341-343
;

Ghent retaken, m. 346 ; Tournay
taken, 1709, m. 354 ; battle of

Malplaquet, m. 359 ; Mons taken,

m. 362 ; campaign of 1709, m. 366

;

Douay taken, 1710, m. 369, 370,

372 ; as Delilah, 372, 380, 395 ;

playing harp, 372, 395 ; battle of

Almenara, m. 373 ; of Saragossa,

m. 373 ; capture of Bethune, St.

Venant, and Aire, m. 374; successes

of 1710, m. 380, 395 ; a Jacobite (?),

m. 381 ; concord of England, Ger-

many, and Sweden, 1711, m. 384
;

French lines passed, and Bou-
chain taken, m. 385 ; concord of

Britain in 1711, m. 386 ; Peace of

Utrecht, 1713, in. 399-402 ; Church
of England preserved, m. 412

;

counters with her bust, 413, 414
;

Nuremberg counters, 414, 415 ; and
Louis XIV. (?), m. 415, 416 ; Scot-

tish ticket, 416 ; badge, 417 ; me-
dallic portrait, 417 ; Dassier's me-
dal, 417.

Anne and Augustus III. of Poland, m.
ii. 412.

Anne and Charles I., m. ii. 383.

Anne and Prince George of Denmark,
marriage, 1683, m. i. 593 ; medallic

portraits, ii. 233.

Anne and Prince James, "Elder Preten-

der," m. ii. 382.

Anne, "William III., and Mary, m. ii.

244.

Annunciation, Order of the, of Savoy,

motto, i. 327.

Anson, Admiral Lord, his voyage round

the world, ii. 530 ; defeats French
fleet off Cape Finisterre, m. 634.

Antichristian Confederacy, 1688, m i.

632, 633.

Antwerp taken, m. ii. 287, 288.

Apollo slaying the Dragon, typical of

defeat of Prince Charles in 1746,
ii. 615.

Archer shooting at stag, type of medalet,

ii. 485.

Archery medals for Scotland described,

ii. 467.

Archery ticket (?), ii. 485.

Ardres taken, i. 171.

Argyle, Archibald, Duke of, beheaded,
m. i. 615; and Monmouth, their

fortunes compared with William
III.'s, m. 698.

Argyle, John, Duke of, commands at

Sheriffmuir, ii. 435 ; and Admiral
Vernon, m. 560 ; and Sir R. Wal-
pole, m. 561 ; his death, m. 579.

Armada, Spanish, defeat of, 1588-9,

m. i. 144-149 : re«ard-medals for,

148, 149 ; thanksgiving for destruc-

tion of, m. 153 ; Elizabeth's visit to

St. Paul's, m. 153.

Arran, Earl of, and the Jacobite con-

spiracy of 1723, ii. 460.

Arras successfully protected by Villars,

ii. 372.

Arts and Commerce, Soc. for Promoting,

1757, m. ii. 684; issues medal for

victory of Plassy, 683 ; for taking

of Goree, 691 ; for taking of Gua-
daloupe, 697; for battle of Minden,
700 ; for taking of Quebec, 705

;

for fight off Belleisle, 706; for

taking of Montreal and conquest of

Canada, 711.

Ash, James, supposed medal of, i.

422.

Ass discomposed at smell of rose, typical

of French flight from Scotland, 1708,

ii. 321.

Assassination Plot, 1696, m. ii. 150-
153.

Astronomical Soc. of London, m. ii.

472.

Ath taken., 1706, m. ii. 288; attempted

surprise of, 1708, m. 350.

Athlone, Earl of, see Ginkell, General,

&c.

Athlone taken, m. ii. 28, 35, 41.

Atterbury, Bishop of Rochester, and the

Jacobite conspiracy of 1723, ii. 460.

Augsburg, Peace Festival at, commemo-
rates battle of Blenheim, m. ii. 264,

265.

3 H 2
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Augusta, Princess of Saxony, wife of

Frederick, Prince of Wales, coun-

ters, 1746, ii. 623-626. (See also

Frederick, Prince of Wales, and
Princess Augusta.)

Augustus III. of Poland and ADne, m.
ii. 412.

B.

Bacon, Francis, Lord Verulam, m. i.

244, 245 ; Bushell's medals, 467-

469.

Bacon, Roger, m. i. 4.

Baden, Louis William, Prince of, visits

London, 1694, m. ii. 94, 97 ; crosses

the Rhine, 102 ; commands at bat-

tle of Schellenberg, 252 ; at battle

of Blenheim, m. 262 ; his jealousy

of Marlborough, 263 ; and Charles

VI. and the Allied Generals, m.

387.

Baglivi, Giorgio, m. ii. 272.

Balcarres. Earl of (?), jeton, ii. 146.

Baldwin, Thomas, memorial, i. 274.

Baltimore, Cecil, Lord, medallic reward,

i. 262 ; and Lady Anne Baltimore,

m. 261, 262.

Bancks, Sir Jacob, m. ii. 248.

Baner, John, counter, i. 383.

Bantam, Ambassador of, visits England
in 1682, m. i. 584.

Baptism of Charles II., m. i. 255 ; of

James II., m. 267, 268.

Barcelona captured by Vendome, 1697,

ii. 161 ; taken by the Allies, 1705,

m. 278, 279; relieved, 1706, m.

280-284, 289.

Barclay, Sir George, his conspiracy

against William III., ii. 151, 152.

Barfleur, naval action off, see La Hogue,

&c.

Barker, Robert, m. ii. 588, 589.

Barnard, Sir John, m. ii. 587.

Barrington, General, takes Guadaloupe,

ii. 697.

Bath, Order of the, revived, 1725, m.
ii. 463.

Bath, William Pulteney, Earl of, m. ii.

586.

Bavaria, Maximilian Emanuel, Elector

of, fails to relieve Namur, ii. 68 ;

invests Namur, 130, 139, m. 142
;

Peace of Ryswick, m. 181 ; defeated

at Schellenberg, 253 ; at Blenheim,

255 ; Brussels relieved, m. 336.

Bay-tree assailed by lightning, type of

medal, 1589, ii. 154, 155.

Beachy Head, action off, m. i. 708-713.

Beal, Simon, Serjeant-Trumpeter, m. i.

323.

Bear stung by bees, typical of James II.,

i. 656.

Beaufort, Henry, first Duke of, m. i.

589.

Beaufort, Henry, second Duke of, created

D.C.L. of Oxford, m. ii. 279.

Beaufort, Henry Somerset Scudamore,

Duke of, m. ii. 494.

Beaufort, Margaret, Countess of Rich-

mond, in. i. 23, 24.

Beaufoy Shakespearian prize-medal of

City of London School, i. 213.

Becket, St. Thomas a, and Sir Thomas
More, m. i. 36.

Beggars' Benison Club, m. ii. 526-528.

Belgium, see Holland.

Belleisle, action off, m. ii. 706, 708.

Benedict XIV., Pope, monument erected

to Princess Clementina, m. ii. 570.

Benevolent Choral Fund, m. ii. 696.

Benson, William, issues medal of Milton,

ii. 524.

Bercbem, capture of, m. i. 169, 170.

Bergen, action at, m. i. 508-510.

Bergen-op-Zoom protected, m. i. 135,

136 ; siege of, raised, m. 150.

Berkeley, George, Bishop of Cloyne, pre-

mium medal for Dublin University,

ii. 513.

Berkeley, George, Lord, m. i. 513 ; cre-

ated Earl, m. 581.

Berwick, Duke of, his victory at Alman-
za, ii. 294.

Bethune, capture of, ii. 372, m. 374-377.

Bezant of James I. , i. 187 ; of Anne of

Denmark, 187 ; of Henrietta Maria,

240.

Birmingham Free Grammar School

founded, m. i. 59, 60.

Bishops imprisoned, m. i. 621-626 ; sa-

tirical medal, 634.

Blake, Admiral, medal presented to, i.

399 ; medallic portrait, 401.

Blake, Anne, wife of W. Blake, m. i.

272.

Blake, William, chirographer, m. i. 270.

Blakeney, General, surrenders Minorca,

m. ii, 679, 680.

Bias de Leso, Don, commands Spanish

fleet at taking of Carthagena, ii. m.
549, 551-553.

Blenheim, battle of, m. ii. 255-265, 270,
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286 ; commemorated at Augsburg,

m. 264, 265.

Bligh, General, commands expedition to

Cherbourg, ii. 690.

Blue and Orange, Order of, badges, ii.

486, 487.

Blue Coat School, see Christ's Hospital,

&c.

Blues, Society of, badges, i. 62.

Bodley, Sir Thomas, m. i. 200.

Bohemia, threatened banishment of Jews
from, 1745, m. ii. 594.

Bois-le-Duc commemorates Peace of

Utrecht, m. ii. 405 ; and of Aix-la-

Chapelle, m. 649.

Boleyn, Anne, coronation, m. i. 34.

Bolles, Sir Robert and Lady, m. i. 420.

Bonet, Louis Frederick, made D.C.L. of

Oxford, m. ii. 279.

Bonn taken from the French in 1689,

m. i. 697 ; and in 1703, m. ii. 245,

246.

Boscawen, Admiral, capture of Louis-

burg, ii. 685, m. 688-690, 692. 709;
and others, m. 705 ; and battle of

Lagos, m. 708.

Boscobel Oak, refuge of Charles II. in,

m. i. 395.

Bouchain taken, m. ii. 385.

Boufflers, Marshal, bombards Liege, ii.

26 ; defends Namur, 130 ; nego-

tiates treaty at Halle, 1697, 159,

161 ; his attempt on Nimeguen,
234 ; defends Lille, 331 ; his suc-

cessful retreat at Malplaquet, 360.

Boulogne, cession of, m. i. 58.

Boyle, Henry, Speaker of Irish House of

Parliament, 1753, rn. ii. 674 ; cre-

ated Earl of Shannon, 674.

Boyle, Robert, memorial, i. 724.

Boyne, battle of the, m. i. 714-717
;

memorials, 718, 719.

Brabant, conquest of, m. ii. 287-289
;

occupied. 291.

Brabant and Flanders, French lines

forced in, m. ii. 275.

Brabazon, Dorcas, Lady Lane, m. i. 479.

Bradstreet, Colonel, takes FortFrontenac,

m. ii. 692, 709.

Brandenburg, Frederick III. , Elector of,

protects Holland, i. 638, 643 ; his

alliance with William III., 1688,

m. 642 ; elected Knight of the Gar-
ter, m. 699. (Sec also Frederick I.,

Kin'/ of Prussia.

)

Breda, Peace of, 1667, m. i. 528-538
;

restored to the House of Orange in

1737, m. ii. 518.

Bredevoort, capture of, m. i. 170.

Breslau, capture of, m. ii. 685.

Brest, expedition to, m. ii. 95.

Brideoake, Archdeacon, m. ii. 572, 573.
Brihuega, capture of, ii. 378.
Bristol taken, m. i. 307.

Britain, security of, 1689, ro. i. 681
;

state of, in 1667, m. 539-541 ; in

1697, m. ii. 192 ; in 1731, m. 499;
and in 1760, m. 712.

Britannia crowned by Genius, type of

medal for naval victories, 1667, i.

637.

British Colonization-medal, i. 546 ; vic-

tories of 1704, m. ii. 269, 270.
Brockie, Marianus, restores Church of

St. James of Scotland at Erfurc, ii.

464.

Brown, Commodore, commands at taking
of Porto Bello, ii. 530, m. 532-535,
542, 553 ; and Duke of Argyle and
Sir R. Walpole, m. 561.

Brown, Sir Richard, badges, i. 312, 313.
Bruges taken, 1706, m. ii. 288 ; retaken,

1708, m. 349-351.

Brunswick-Bevern, Augustus Ferdinand,
Duke of, killed, 1704, m. ii. 253,
254.

Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, Duke of, and
others, rn. ii. 5 05.

Brussels bombarded, 1695, m. ii, 128,
129 ; rebuilt, 1696, m. 156 ; taken,

1706, m. 288 ; relieved, 1708, m.
336-338, 349, 350.

Bucer, Martin, reformer, m. i. 82.

Bucblein, Paul, see Fagius, Paul.

Buckhurst, Thomas Sackville, Lord,
counters, i. 188, 189 ; created Earl
of Dorset, 188, 107.

Buckingham, George Villiers, Marquess
of, m. by Passe, i. 220 ; commands
expedition to Isle of Rhe", 248.

Bull of Perillus, type of medal, ii. 97.

Burgess, David, his opposition to Sache-
verell, ii. 369.

Burghley, Thomas Cecil, Lord, counter,

i. 189 ; created Earl of Exeter, 189.
Burgundy, Duke of, defeated at Oude-

narde, ii. 323.

Bushell, Thomas, Warden of the Oxford
5 Mint, i. 301 ; his mine share tickets,

467-469.

Byng, George, Lord Torrington, Admiral,
relieves Barcelona, ii. 281 ; chases

fleet of Elder Pretender, 317 ; at-

tacks Spanish fleet off Cape Passaro,

440.

Byng, John, Admiral, expedition to Mi-
norca, m. ii. 679, 680 ; condemned
to be shot, 680.
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Cabal Ministers, heads of, type of medal,

i. 580.

Cadiz, Spanish fleet destroyed at, i. 164.

Cadogan, General, his success at Wynen-
dale, ii. 328.

Calais, surrender of, 1558, m. i. 88, 89 ;

taken by Albert, Archduke of Aus-

tria, 171 ; bombarded, 1694, ii. 99.

Calendar of English Kings, ii. 212.

Callis, Captain Smith, awarded medal
for destroying Spanish galleys, ii.

568, 569.

Cambridge, Chancellor's medal, ii. 667.

Camden, William, m. i. 230.

Campaign of 1694, m. ii. 101, 102 ; of

1708, m. 349-351 ; of 1709, m.
364-366; of 1745, French medal,

599.

Campbell, Captain Alexander, storms

Toul>ucan, in. ii. 209.

Canada subdued, m. ii. 711.

Cape Breton, see Louisburg, &e.

Cape Finisterre, Spanish fleet destroyed

off, 1596, i 164; action off, in 1747,

m. ii. 634.

Careless, or Carlos, Captain, takes refuge

with Charles II. in Boscobel Oak,

i. 395.

Carew, rebellion of, supposed medal of,

i. 80.

Carlisle taken, m. ii. 604, 605.

Carlowitz, treaty of, m. ii. 200, 201.

Caroline of Anspach, wife of George II.,

marriage, m. ii. 277; medalets

struck in 1718, rev. rose-bush,

443 ; accession, m. 477 ; typified

by Juno, 477 ; coronation meda's,

480, 482 ; Nuremberg counter, 485
;

Dassier's medal, 499 ; her death,

m. 521. (See also George II. and
Caroline of Anspach.)

Caroline, Princess, daughter of William

IV. of Orange, &c. , birth, m. ii.

571 ; birthday celebrated, 1748, m.
637-639 ; and Prince William, m.
663.

Cartaret, John, Lord, ra. ii. 586.

Carthagena (New Granada) taken by

Vernon, 1741, m. 548-556.

Carthagena (Spain) sacked by Vendome,
1697, ii. 161.

Cary, Margaret, m. i. 269.

Cary, Thomas, m. i. 268, 269.

Casale taken, m. ii. 125, 126.

Cashiobury counter, ii. 464.

Castaneta, Spanish Admiral, taken pri-

soner at Cape Passaro, ii. 440.

Castelnau, Michel de, m. i. 113.

Castor and Pollux, tjpical of Mull-

borough and Eugene, ii. 260, 261,

324.

Cateau-Cambresis, treaty of, 1559, i. 96.

Catherine de Medici and Charles IX.

of France, supposed medal of, i. 96.

Catherine of Braganza, marriage, 1662,
m. i. 480-487 {rev. Fame, 480;
Jupiter and Venus, 481 ; medallic

portraits, 482-486, 492 ; two orange-

trees entwined, 486] ; counter, 488 ;

typified by St. Caiherioe. m. 490,

491 ; Connaught memorial, 491.

(See also Charles II. and Catherine

of Braganza.)

Cautionary towns restored, 1616, m. i.

214.

Cecil, Sir Robert, see Salisbury, Robert
Cecil, Earl of.

Cecil, Thomas, see Burghley, Thomas
Cecil, Lord.

Chagre, Fort, taken, m. ii. 543-548,

557.

Chancellor's medal, Cambridge, ii. 667.

Charles I., Prince of Wales, portraits by
Passe, i. 216, 217

;
proposed mar-

riage with the Infanta of Spain,

219 ; matriculates at Oxford, 1616,

m. 219 ; medalet with bust, 1619,

224 ; marriage with Henrietta Maria,

m. 238, 239 ; entrance into London,

1626, m. 242 ; coronation medals,

243 ; medaltts, rev. sceptre and
trident, 250, 251, 287 ; LaRochelle
expedition, m. 252 ; Order of the

Garter augmentel, m. 253 ; birth

of Prince Charles, m. 254; dominion
of the sea asserted in 1630, m. 236,

237, and in 1639, 285
;

patterns

for coins, rev. roval shield, 257,

258, 372-375 ; Scottish coronation,

1633, m. 265, 266; return from,

m. 266, 267 ; medalets of his three

children, 273, 274 ; Dutch fishery

regulated, m. 278, 279 ; Scottish

rebellion, ra. 282, 284 ; destruction

of Spanish fleet off Dover, 284 ;

medal by Varin, rev. Aurora in

chariot, 292 ; Declaration of Par-

liament, m. 292, 293 ; erects his

standard at Nottingham, m. 294,

295 ; battle of Edgehill, badges,

298, 299, 302; "Forlorn Hope"
badge, 301 ; the Welch medal, 302

;

meets Queen at Kineton, ra. 306 ;

Bristol taken, m. 307 ;
prepared
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for Peace or War, m. rev. sword

and olive branch, 308, 309 ; at-

tempted release in 1648, in. 334

;

call to Unanimity, m. rev. three

crowns, 336, 337; medallic portraits,

340, 347, 348 ; on his death, and
memorials, 340-353 [rev. hammer
striking diamond on anvil, 340

;

Salamander, 341 ; rock buffeted by

winds. 341, 342; "Qui sanctus vi-

vens," &c. , 342, 344; and Prince

Charles, 343 ; rojal shield, 344
;

skull between C. R., 344, 345
;

"Rex pacificus victus," 346 ; hand
with celestial crown, 346, 347 ; bust

within radiated oval, 348 ; Oxford

memorials, 348, 349 ; Medusa's
head, 349 ; seven -headed monster,

350-352 ; Phcenix rising from flames,

352]; memorial by N. Roettier,

347 ; Dassier s medal, 353 ; memo-
rial badges, 353-371 [rev. bust of

Henrietta Maria, 353-359 ; three

crowns, 359-364 ; royal shield, 360-
364 ; full-blown rose, 364 ; crown
within inscribed band, 365 ; C. R.

crowned, 366 ; cypher of C. R.

crowned, 366 ;
" Ortu magnus con-

jugio," &c, 367; "Godblesthe
King," 367 ; without type on re-

verse, 368-371 ; bust of Prince

Charles, 371]; pattern, rev. full-

blown rose, 374 ; Juxon medal, 374;
counters by Passe, &c, 376-378,
381

;
perforated portrait for box,

383.

Charles I. and Charles II., battle of

Edge-hill, 1612, badge, i. 299: "For-
lorn Hope" badge, 301 ; military

badge, 302; memorial of Charles I.,

343; portrait badge, 371; Dutch
medallic portraits, 449, 450.

Charles I. and Henrietta Maria, marriage,

m. i. 238, 239 ; complimentary
medalet, 250

;
portraits of their

children, m. 273, 274 ; Dutch fish-

ery regulated, m. 278, 279 ; meet
at Kinetnn, m. 306 ; memorial
badges, 353-359 ; counters by Passe,

&c, 377, 378.

Charles I. and James I., 1628, m. i.

252 ; counters by Passe, &c, 376,

377.

Charles I., James I., and Anne of Den-
mark, m. by Passe, i. 217.

Charles J. and Queen Anne, m. ii. 383.
Charles II., Prince of Wales, birth, 1630,

m. i. 253, 254 ; raptism, m. 255
;

medalets of himself, Piince James,

&c, 273, 274 ; installed Knight of

the Garter, m. 281 ; styled Prince
of Wales, m. 282; battle of Edge-
hill, badges, 299, 302 ;

" Forlorn
Hope " badge, 301 ; the Welch
medal, 302; attempts release of

Charles I., m. 334 ; death of Charles
I., m. 343 ; badge with portrait of

Charles I., 371 ; badges as Prince,

371, 372 ; counter by Passe, 380
;

succession, 1649, m. 384 ; coronation
at Scone, m. 394 ; battle of Wor-
cester and flight, m. 394 ; Boscobel
Oak medal, 395 ; badges, 437-449
[rev. shield, 437-441, 444, 445, 449

;

two angels with crown, 439, 440,
444 ; three crowns, 441 ; C* R.,
442 ; crown, 442, 443 ; Phcenix,

443]; reward for services, m. 451;
Restoration, m. 452-455, 458-464
[rev. sun rising, 452 ; oak with
three crowns, 453, 454 ; dove with
olive branch, 454 ; three crowns,
455 ; crown and rising sun, 458

;

Jupiter destroying giants, 458 ; Eye
of Providence, &c, 459 ; Pallas

piercing Envy, 459 ; Britannia and
divinities, " Felicitas Britannia?"
and "Britanniffi,"460

; St. George,
461 ; Moses and the people of Israel,

462 ;
" Magna opera Domini," 463

;

"Probasti me," 464; ''Magnalia
Dei," 464] ; embarks at Schevenin-
gen, m. 455-457 ; lands at Dover,
m. 457 ; coronation, m. 472-477
[rev. King crowned by Peace, 472,
473 ; King as shepherd, " Dixi Cus-
todian!," 474, 475 ; oak-tree with
crowns. 476; rose, 477]; touch-
piece, 477 ; marriage, m. and badges,
480-486 [rev. Fame, 480 ; Jupiter
and Venus, 481

;
portraits of him-

self and Queen, 482-486] ; counter,

487 ; Nuremberg counters, 493,
494 ; debtors freed, m. 494 ; dis-

putes with Holland, m. 495 ; sells

Dunkirk to Louis XIV., 497 ; naval
rewards, 1665, 503, 504; asserts

dominion of the sea, m. and pattern,

506-508
; proposed commercial

treaty with Spain, m. 517 : Peace
of Breda, m. 535, 536, 538 ; state

of Britain, m. 539, 541 ; medallic
tribute to, 541 ; British Coloniza-
tion-medal, 546 ; declaration of
Liberty of Conscience, m. 553;
Christ's Hospital Mathematical
School founded, m. 556 ; and ma-
thematical medals of, 558, 559

;
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Popish Plot, 1678, 580 ; tribute of

Sir Samuel Morland, m. 582 ; Eye
House Plot, m. 593 ; Garter medal,

595 ; firmness of, m. rev. diamond
on anvil, 595 ;

pattern for coin,

rev. iiarp, 599 ; medallic portraits,

600 ; death, m. 601, 602 ; Dassier's

medal, 602.

Charles II. and Catherine of Braganza,

marriage, in. i. 480-486 ; medal-

lic portraits, 482-486, 488, 489
("Golden medal"), 491, 492, 540;
Nuremberg counters, 493 ; Peace of

Breda, m. 536 ; state of Britain,

1667, m. 540; British Colonization,

m. 546.

Charles II. and Charles I., badges, &c,
see Charles I. and Charles II.

Charles II. and William III. of Orange,

m. i. 471, 472.

Charles II. of Spain, Peace of Ryswick,

m. ii. 179, 180. (See also Ryswick,
Peace of.

)

Charles III. of Spain, departure for Por-

tugal, 1704, m. ii. 251 ; Barcelona

taken in 1705, m. 278, 279 ; and
relieved in 1706, m. 281-284; ty-

pified by Jason, 283 ; successes of

the Allies in Spain and Brabant in

1706, m. 291, 292 ; succeeds to the

Empire and departs from Spain,

in. 387. (See also Charles VI.,

Emperor.

)

Charles V., Emperor, and Philip II. of

Spain, m. i. 77, 78, 82, S3.

Charles VI., Emperor, departs from

Spain, "in. ii. 387; crowned at

Frankfort, 387 ; and the Allied

Generals, m. 387 ; action off Cape
Passaro, m. 440, 441 ; alliance with

George I., m. 442; Second Treaty

of Vienna, 1731, m. 496. (See also

Charles III. of Spain.)

Charles VII. of France, expulsion of the

English in 1451, m. i. 14, 15.

Charles IX. of France and Catherine de

Merlici, supposed medal of, i. 96.

Charles XI. of Sweden, elected Knight
of the Garter, m. i. 544, 545 ; in-

stalled, m. 549.

Charles XII. of Sweden, mediates Peace

of Ryswick, ii. 161, m. 182, 183 :

Silesian Churches relieved, m. 309-
311 ; receives visit from Marlbo-

rough, 310.

Charles, Prince, "Young Pretender,"

birth, m. ii. 452, 453 ; arrival ex-

pected, 1745, in. 600, 601 ; ad-

vances to Derby, 604 ; his retreat,

m. 606 ; defeated at Culloden, 610
;

failure of expedition, m. 618
; par-

tisan-medals, 1749, 655, 656 ; com-
pelled to leave France, 655 ; visits

London in 1750, 657 ; again in

1752, m. 670.

Charles, Prince, " Young Pretender,"

and Prince Henry, m. ii. 492, 493.

Charles, Prince of Lorraine, recaptures

Prague, m. ii. 590-592 ; defeated

at Roucoux, 621 ; and at Lissa,

684.

Charles Louis, Elector Palatine, m. i.

337, 338 ; counters by Passe, 380,

381 ; and Charlotte of Hesse Cassel,

betrothed, m. 339.

Charlotte of Hesse Cassel and Charles

Louis, Elector Palatine, betrothed,

m. i. 339.

Charters restored to London and other

cities, 1690, m. i. 700.

Cherbourg, expedition to, ii. 690, m.

692, 709.

Cheselden, William, m. ii. 668.

Chesterfield, Philip Stanhope, Earl of,

ni. ii. 582.

China, voyage to, of Captain Wilson, m.
ii. 709.

Christ's Hospital, school rewards, m. i.

60, 61 ; button, 61 ; badges of the

Society of Blues, 62 ; foundation

of Mathematical School, m. 556 ;

badges, 557 ; mathematical medals,

558, 559.

Christian, Prince, of Denmark, birth,

1745, m. ii. 595, 596.

Christian (VII.), Prince of Denmark,
birth, m. ii. 651.

'

' Christian Hero " prize-medal, ii. 523.

Church of England, supremacy of, asr

sumed by Henry VIII., m. i. 46,

47 ; by Edward VI., m. 50 ; by
Lady Jane Grey, ni. 63 ; restored,

1689, m. 659, 660 ; preserved,

counters, ii. 412, 432.

City of London School, Shakespearean
prize-medal, i. 213.

Civil War, outbreak of, m. i. 294, 295.

Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of, m.
i. 478.

Clarke, Dr. Samuel, divine, m. ii. 490.

Clementina, Princess, her escape from

Innspriick, m. ii. 444 ; marriage to

Elder Pretender, m. 445, 446 ; me-
dallic portrait, 447 ; birth of Prince

Charles, m. 452, 453 ; monument
in St. Peter's, Rome, m. 570.

Clermont, Lord, taken prisoner in the

Salisbury, ii. 319.
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Cleveland, Barbara "Villiers, Duchess of,

m. i. 547.

Cleypole, Elizabeth, m. i. 430, 431.

Cleypole, John, m. i. 396, 397.

Clive, General, Lord, his victory at Plassy,

m. ii. 683 ; and others, m. 705.

Cock attacking lion, symbolical of defeat

of William III. at Steinkirk, ii. 74;
bitten by a mouse, type of medal,

99
;
pursued by lion in labyrinth,

type of medal, 327, 328.

Coffin, Tristram, m. i. 301.

Cohorn, Baron Menno de, Dutch Engi-

neer, defends Namur, 1692, ii. 68 ;

directs siege of Namur, 1695, 130
;

at siege of Bonn, 1703, m. 245.

Coinage, new, 1560, m. i. 99, 100 ; and

of 1561, m. 101,

Coins, patterns for, see Patterns for

coins.

Coke, Sir Edward, Attorney-General,

counter, i. 190.

Colet, John, founds St. Paul's School, m.

i. 24, 25.

Collar presented to Corporation of Dub-
lin by William III., m. ii. 197.

Colonization by Britain, 1670, m. i.

546.

Commercial treaties between Holland,

France, and England, 1662, m. i.

496 ; proposed with Spain, 1666,

m. 516, 517.

Compton, Bishop of London, his opposi-

tion to Popery, i. 262.

Concord of Britain, 1711, m. ii. 386.

Conduit, John, Master of the Mint, m.

ii. 518.

Confederacy, Antichristian, 1688, m. i.

632, 633.

Congress of the Allies at the Hague,

1691, m. ii. 15-19.

Congreve, William, m. ii. 490.

Coni relieved, m. ii. 26, 27.

Connaught, medal struck in Province of,

i. 491.

Conscience, Liberty of, 1672, m. i. 553
;

letters of Fagel and Siewart respect-

ing, 621.

Cooke, John, Solicitor-General, m,, i.

469, 470.

Copenhagen, bombardment of, m. ii.

207, 208.

Copley-medal of the Royal Society, ii.

522.

Coronation medals, when first issued in

England, i. 54.

Corpus Christi Coll., Oxford, tercen-

tenary of foundation, m. i. 27.

Cotton, Charles, m. i. 592.

Counters, temj). Edward III., i. 8 ; struck

in Ireland, 1553, 64 ; for use in the

Citv of London, 1574, 121-124 ; of

Kings of England, &c, 375-383
;

of the Royal Family, 1746, ii. 622-
627.

Courrieres, French lines forced at, ii.

370, m. 377.

Coverdale, Myles, translator of the Bible,

tercentenary medals, i. 37, 38.

Cranrner, Archbishop, m. i. 79.

Craven, William, Earl of, m. i. 470
;

other pieces attributed to, 471.

Craven, William Lord, made D.C.L. of

Oxford, m. ii. 279.

Crepy, Peace of, concluded, 1544, i. 46.

Crocodile, symbolical of Louis XIV., ii.

231.

Cromwell, Elizabeth, m. i. 4]0.

Cromwell, Henry, Governor of Ireland,

m. i. 412.

Cromwell, Oliver, Lord General, m. i.

388 ; and Fairfax, satirical Dutch
medals, 388, 389 ; battle of Dunbar,
m. 391, 392; Protector, m. 409,

410 ; and Fairfax, m. 411
;

pre-

sents treaty to Dutch ambassador,

417 ; subservience of France and
Spain, m. 420 ; and Masaniello,

m. 432 ; badge, 433; medallie por-

trait, 433; death, m. 433-435;
Dassier's medal, 435 ; Durand's
medal, 436.

Cromwell, Thomas, Secretary to Henry
VIII., m. i. 39.

Crown of England offered to William
III., 1689, m. i. 657.

Crown Point, Fort at, taken, m. ii. 708.

Crystal Palace Handel Festivals of 1857
aud 1859, ra. ii. 696, 697.

Culloden, battle of, m. ii. 609-616.
Cumberland, William, Duke of, invested

with Order of the Bath, ii. 463
;

commands at Dettingen, 575 ; com-
mands at FoDtenoy, 594 ; Rebellion

of 1745-1746, m. 605-618—[Car-
lisle taken, 604, 605 ; retreat of

Rebels, 606 ; Rebels repulsed, 606-
608 ; battle of Culloden, 609-616

;

rebellion defeated, 616, 617 ; exe-

cution of Bebels, 618; failure of

Prince Charles, 618] ; and George
II., counters, 1746, 622 ; aud otheis

of Royal Family, 626, 627; and
Prince of Orange, m. 634; com-
mands at battle of Lauffeld, 635.
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D.

Dalilah, typical of Anne, ii. 372, 380,

395.

Damme taken, m. ii. 288.

Dangers of invasion averted, 1589, m. i.

154, 155.

Danish auxiliaries to William IT I. in

1689, m. i. 697 ; in 1691, m. ii.

49; at Blenheim, m. 263.

Darien, Isthmus of, colonization and

expedition, m. ii. 209.

Daraley, Henry, Earl of, counter by

Passe, i. 380.

Darn ley, Henry, Earl of, and Mary
Queen of Scots, marriage, m. i. 114,

115.

Das Minas, Marquess, defeated at Al-

manza, ii. 294.

Dassier, Jean, his series of medals of

Sovs. of England, i. 1 ; of Reformers,

10 ; dedication medal, ii. 498. (See

also Biographical Notices of En-

gravers, <tc.)

D'Aubigny, Ludovic Stewart, Lord, offi-

ciates at marriage of Catherine of

Braganza, i. 491.

Daundy, Arthur, m. i. 112.

Death leaning on spade, type of memo-
rial of Josiah Nicholson, i. 597.

Debtors relieved, 1662, m. i. 494.

Declaration of Parliament, 1642, m. i.

292, 293.

Defence of Kingdom, 1572, m. i. 120.

Dekval, Admiral, burns Le Soleil Royal,

ii. 58.

Dereham, Sir Thomas, m. ii. 447.

Desborough, Colonel, m. i. 423.

D'Estien, Marquis, commands at siege

of Maestricht, i. 264.

Dettingen, battle of, m. ii. 575-578.

Deventer, testimonial-medal on pacifica-

tion of Ireland, 1691, ii. 48
;

pre-

sage of a new aera, 1693, m. 89.

Devil and Pope's heads united on medal

of Sir E. Godfrey, i. 578.

Diamond, emblematic of fortitude, typi-

cal of Charles I., i. 340; of Charles

II., 595.

Dieppe bombarded, m. ii. 96, 97.

Dimock, Maria, m. i. 109.

Distresses of England relieved by Eliza-

beth in 1601. m. i. 177.

Distrust of Louis XIV., 1693, m. ii. 90-

I. in 1630, m. i. 256, 257 ; and in

1639, m. 285 ; by Charles II. in

1665, m. 506-508.

Donauwerth taken, ii. 253, ra. 270.

Dorset, Anne, Counte-s of, m. i. 567.

Dorset, Richard Sackville, Earl of, m.

by Passe, i. 232.

Dort, Synod of, m. i. 222-224.

Douay taken, m. ii. 369-372, 376, 377,

395.

Douglas, Lady Margaret, supDosed medal

of, i. 207.

Dove of Camberwell, m. i. 232.

Dover, landing at, of Charles II., m. i.

457.

Drake, Sir Francis, voyage of, 1580, m.

i. 131.

Dresden Popinjay Festival, m. ii. 307.

Drogheda, taking of, commemorated, m.
ii. 41.

Droucour, Chevalier de, defends Louis-

burg, ii. 690.

Drum beaten by hand, typical of defeats

of William III,, ii. 88.

Drummond, George, Grandmaster of

Freemasons of Scotland, m. ii. 670.

Da Jardin, Roland, m. i. 136.

Dublin, entry into, of William III.,

1690, m. i. 720, 721 ; commemo-
rated, 1691, m. ii. 41 ; new collar

presented to, by William III., m.

197 ; Corporation of, dissensions

with Dr. Charles Lucas, m. 653.

Dury, Sir William, m. i. 277.

Dudley, John Sutton, Lord, counter, i.

15.

Duke's Bagnio, Long Acre, m. i. 538.

Dunbar, battle of, m. i. 391, 392.

Dunblain or Sheriffmuir, battle of, m. ii.

434.

Dunfermline, Charles Seton, Earl of, m.

i. 328.

Dunkirk, battle of, 1658, m. i. 425-

427 ; capture of, 1658, m. 429
;

ceded to France, 1662, m. 497-

501 ; bombarded, 1694, ii. 99 ; and
in 1695, rn. 127.

Duquesne, Fort, taken, m. ii. 692, 709.

Durand, Achille (?), bis rnedallic series

of illustrious men, i. 5. (See also

Biographical Notices of Engravers,

&c.)

Dutch fishery regulated, ra. i. 278, 279;
naval action of four days, 1666, m.
518-524; discontents in 1690, m.
700-703 ; composed, m. 703, 704.

Dominion of the sea asserted by Charles
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E.

Eagle ejecting young bird from nest.,

type of medals, i. 644, 664, 665.

Eddystone Lighthouse rebuilt, 1757, m.

ii. 681.

Edgehill, battle of, badges, i. 298-300,

302 ; badge awarded to Sir Robtrt

Welch, 303.

Edinburgh, Peace of, 1560, m. i. 97-99;

Royal Society of, strikes Keith me-

dal, 219 ; New Exchange founded,

m. ii. 670, 671 : Revolution Club,

m. 672.

Edward I., Dassier's medal, i. 5.

Edward II., Dassier's me^al, i. 5.

Edward III., supposed coronation medal,

i. 6 ; wardrobe counters, 7, 8

;

coui'terci, 8 ; Dassier's medal, 9.

Edward IY. , Dassier's medal, i. 18.

Edward V., Dassit-r s medal, i. 18.

Edward VI., coronation, m. i. 53-58
;

his titles in Latin, Hebrew, and

Greek, 53-55 ; medal of, acquired

at Geneva, 57 ; Birmingham Free

Giammar School founded, re. 59,

60 ; Christ's Hospital founded, m.

60, 61 ; button of same, 61 ;

badges of Society of Blues, 62

;

Dassier's medals, 62, 63.

Edward, Prince, and George, Prince of

Wales, m. ii. 699.

Eglestone, Dorcas, wife of Richard Mar-

tin, m. i. 107.

Elder Pretender, see James, Prince, &c.

Eldred, Anne, m. i. 571.

Eleonora Magdalena Theresa, Regent of

the Empire, 1711, m. ii. 384.

Elizabeth, accession, Phoenix medals, i.

90, 91 ; new coinages of 1560 and

1561, m. 99-101 ; St. Saviour's

School, Southwark, m. 110 ; Pen-

rith Free Grammar School, m. Ill

;

tickets struck on visit to the City

in 1571, 115, 116 ; recovery from

small-pox, m. 116, 117 ;
medalet

with bust, 1572, 119 ; defence of

kingdom, m. rtv. castle on monnt,

120 ; counters of, 1574, 123, 124
;

Phoenix badge, 124, 125
;
proposed

marriage to Duke of Anjou, 132 ;

Garter badge, 1582, 132 ; assistance

to Holland, 1585, m. 133, 134;

assists in defence of Bergen-op-

Zoora, 136 ; supports Protestants in

Holland, 138, 139 ; mediates peace

between Philip II. and the United

Provinces, m. 142 ; defeat of Span-

ish Armada, m. 144-148 ; naval

reward medals, rev. ark on waves,

148, 149 ; thanksgiving for defeat

of Armada, m. 153 ; visits St. Paul's,

153 ; dangers averted, ra. rev. bay-

tree on island, 154, 155 ; receives

New Year's gifts, 157 ;
prize-medal

of Trinity Coll., Dublin, 158 ; de-

spatches fleet to Cadiz, 164 ;
re-

lieves distresses of the kingdom, m.

177 ; successes, in. 181 ; as Minerva,

181, 182 ; medallic portraits, 182-

184 ; Nuremberg counters, 184-

186 ; her death, m. 185, 186 ; Das-

sier's medals, 185, 186; medal by

Petit, 186.

Elizabeth, Countess Palatine, marriage,

1613, m. i. 203, 204. (See also

Frederick and Elisabeth, Count and

Countess Palatine, &c.)

Elizabeth and Frederick, Count and

Countess Palatine, and Prince Fre-

derick, m. by Passe, i. 218.

Elizabeth Caroline, daughter of Frederick

Prince of Wales, &c, birth, m. ii.

559.

Elizabeth. Christina, Charles
_
VI., and

the Allied Generals, m. ii. 387.

Elizabeth of York, marriage, m. i. 22.

EmersoD, family of, medallion, ii. 218.

Emperor, title of, assumed by James I.,

i. 187.

Empire, discontent of the, at Peace of

Utrecht, m. ii. 409.

Enghien, battle of, see Steinkirk, &e.

England, restoration of Popery, 1554,

m. i. 70; and in 1555, m. 71; hos-

tility of France to, 1651, m. 395 ;

religious state of, 1688, m. 620 ;

abandons the Allies, 1713, m. ii. 398,

399 ; state of, 1750, m. 658, 659.

England and France, alliance of, 1596,

counter, i. 163.

England and Scotland, Union of, at-

tempted, 1604, rn. i. 194 ; Act of

Union passed, 1707, m. ii. 295-299 ;

and celebrated at Leipzig, m. 300,

311.

England, France, and Germany, peace

between, 1544, counters, i. 45, 46.

England, France, and Holland, alliance

of, 1596, m. i. 160-163 ; and in

1609, m. 197-199 ; commercial

treaties between, m. 496.

England, Holland, and Germany, concord

of, 1746, m. ii. 619.

English expelled from France in 1451,

m. i. 13, 14 ; Kings, calendar of,

ii. 212.
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Enschede, capture of, m. i. 170.

Epping Forest Assembly House, m. ii.

463.

Erfurt, Church of St. James of Scotland

at, restored, m. ii. 464.

Eriethonius, topical of Prince James,

i. 631.

Erskine, Sir Charles, m. i. 330.

Essex, Robert, 2nd Earl of, Earl Mar-
shal, portrait for brooch, i. 173.

Essex, Robert, 3rd Earl of, Parliamen-

tary general, badges, i. 295-298,
300 ; appointed Commander-in-
Chief, 296 ; military badge for battle

of Edgehill, 300 ; appointed Captain-

General, m. 312 ; resigns command,
317 ; death, m. 326, 327.

Eugene, Prince, of Savoy, raises siege of

Coni, ii. 27 ; commands at battle of

Blenheim, 255, m. 258-262; and
Marlborough compared to Castor

and Pollux, 260, 261, 324 ; attacks

Toulon, 306 ; battle of Oudenarde,

m. 323-325; his cordiality towards

Marlborough, 323, 360, 364 ; siege

and taking of Lille, 331, 333, m.

342, 343 ; campaign of 1708, m.
350 ; battle of Malplaquet, m.
360, 361 ; takes Mons, 363 ; takes

Douay and marches on Arras, 372 ;

takes Douay, Bethune, St. Tenant,

and Aire, m. 377 ; and Charles VI.,

Marlborough, Prince of Baden, &c,
m. 387.

Europe, condition of, in 1700, m. ii.

213.

Evertsen, Cornelius, Dutch Admiral,

killed, m. i. 523.

Excommunication of Henry VIII. by
Paul III., m. i. 39.

Expedition to England, premiums for

poems on, i. 680 ; ii. 19.

F.

Fagel, Caspar, his letters on Liberty of

Conscience, i. 621.

Fagius, Paul, reformer, m. i. 81.

Fairfax, Ferdinand, Lord, badges, i. 303,

304.

Fairfax, Henry, m. i. 511.

Fairfax, Sir Thomas, General-in-chief

of parliamentary forces, badges, i.

317-319 ; unfinished medal by Si-

mon, 318 ; Dutch satirical medals

of himself and Cromwell, 388, 389;
and Cromwell, m. 411.

Farthings of Queen Anne, their mistaken
value, ii. 414.

Ferdinand of Brunswick, Prince, com-
mands at Minden, m. ii. 701-703,
708 ; elected Knight of the Garter,

702 ; and Frederick the Great, m.
704 ; and others, m. 705.

Fiennes, Colonel Nathaniel, reputed med-
al of, i. 307.

Finisterre, Cape, Spanish fleet destroyed

off, 1596, i. 164 ; action off, in

1747, m. ii. 634.

Fire Insurance Companies established,

1696, ii. 155.

Fire of London, m. i. 525.

Fireworks at the Hague, 1691, m. ii.

13, 14.

First Partition Treaty, 1698, m. ii. 197.

Fishery, Dutch, regulated, 1636, m. i.

278, 279.

Fishery Society of Britain, see Free Brit-

ish Fishery Soc.

Flanders and Brabant, French lines forced

in, 1705, m. ii. 275.

Fleetwood, Colonel, m. i. 331.

Fleurus, battle of, m. i. 707, 708, 712.

Folkes, Martin, m. ii. 558, 571.

Fontenoy, battle of, m. ii. 593.

Forbes, Brigadier, takes Fort Duquesne,
m. ii. 692, 709.

Forlorn Hope, badge of, i. 301.

Fortescue, Sir John, counters, i. 190,

191.

Fortitude and prudence of William III.

and Mary, 1689, m. i. 681.

Fortunes of James II., 1696, m. ii. 149

;

and of William III., 1689, m. i.

682 ; and in 1696, m. ii. 150.

Fountaine, Sir Andrew, m. ii. 433, 434,

590.

Fox, Richard, founder of Corpus Christi

Coll., Oxford, tercentenary festival,

m. i. 27.

Fox firing tree, symbolical of flight of

James II., i. 652.

France, expulsion of English from, in

1451, m. i. 13, 14; hostility towards

England, 1651, counter, 395.

France and England, alliance of, 1596,

counter, i. 163.

France and Spain, their subservience to

Cromwell, 1655, m. i. 420 ; hosti-

lities suspended between, 1668, in.

543; war declared against, 1702,

m. ii. 232.

France, England, and Germany, peace

between, 1544, counters, i. 45, 46.
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France, England, and Holland, alliance

of, 1596, m. i. 160-163; and in

1609, m. 197-199; commercial

treaties of, 1662, m. 496.

Francis I. of France, Peace and cession

of Tournay, m. i. 27.

Francis II. of France, King of Scotland,

counters, i. 94, 95; his death, 1560,

m. 99; commemorated, 112.

Francis II. of France and Mary Queen

of Scots, counter with F. M.,

i. 65 ; marriage, m. 91-93 ; acces-

sion to French throne, m. 95, 96 ;

Peace of Edinburgh, m. 97-99

;

his death, m. 112.

Frankfort, University of, Jubilee, 1706,

m. ii. 279.

Frederick I. of Prussia takes Rheinberg

and Geldern, ii. 247. (See also

Brandenburg, Frederick III., Elec-

tor of.)

Frederick II. (the Great) of Prussia,

compelled to evacuate Bohemia, ii.

591 ; wins battles of Rosbach and

Lissa, m. 684, 685 ; capture of

Breslau, m. 685 ; and Prince Fer-

dinand of Brunswick, m. 704 ; and

George II. and others, m. 704.

Frederick (V.), Prince of Denmark, and

Princess Louise, marriage, 1743,

m. ii. 579-581 : birth of Prince

Christian, 1745, m. 595, 596 ;
birth

of Prince Christian, 1749, m. 651.

Frederick, Count Palatine, elected Knight

of the Garter, i. 207 ; his crest a

lion sejant, 227 ; head of the Ger-

man Union, 228
;
promised assist-

ance by Charles I., 243.

Frederick and Elizabeth, Count and

Countess Palatine, marriage, m. i.

201-204; commemorated in 1615,

m. 206 ; crowned King and Queen

of Bohemia, m. 225-230 ; medal

struck at Prague, 229
;
prospects in

1632, m. 263 ; counters by Passe,

&c„ 380, 381.

Frederick and Elizabeth, Count and

Countess Palatine, and Prince Fred-

erick, m. by Passe, i. 218.

Frederick, Prince, son of the Elector

Palatine, see the preceding.

Frederick, Prince of Wales, created

Prince of Wales, m. ii. 489 ; coun-

ters of, 1746, 623 ; Governor of

Free British Fishery Soc, m. 659
;

medallic tribute to, 660 ; death, m.

661.

Frederick, Prince of Wales, and Princess

Augusta of Saxony, marriage, m. ii.

514, 515, 717 ; birth of Princess

Elizabeth Caroline, m. 559 ; coun-

ter of, 623.

Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange,

elected Knight of the Garter, m. i.

246, 247; Maestricht and Limbourg
retaken, m. 263, 264 ; capture of

Rheinberg, m. 264, 265 ; arrival of

Princess Mary in Holland, m. 290.

Frederick William, Prince of Prussia,

jubilee of University of Frankfort,

m. ii. 279; made D.C.L. of Oxford,

280.

Free Biitish Fishery Soc. founded, m.

ii. 659 ; George, Prince of Wales,

elected Governor, m. 662.

Freemasons of Minorca, m. ii. 652.

Freind, John, m. ii. 488.

French coast bombarded, 1694, m. ii.

98, 99 ; lines forced in Brabant and
Flanders, 1705, m. 275 ; frontiers

forced, 1708, m. 342 ; lines passed

at Arras and Cambray, 1711, m.

385.

Frieslaud, States of, commemorate by
medals Peace of Ryswick, ii. 170 ;

and Peace of Utrecht, 404.

Frontenac, Fort, taken, m. ii. 692, 709.

Funeral medal, 1614, i. 204.

Furnes taken, m. ii. 288.

G.

Galway, Earl of, enters Madrid, 1706,

ii. 291, 292 ; defeated at Almanza,

294.

Galway taken, m. ii. 34, 35, 41.

Garter, Order of the, established, i. 9
;

augmented, 1629, m. 253 ; conferred

on the Duke of Urbino, i. 16 ; the

Duke of Wiirtemberg, 159, 181,

195 ; Maurice, Prince of Orange,

206 ; Frederick, Count Palatine,

207 ; Frederick Henry, Prince of

Orange, 246, 247; Prince Charles,

281 ; William III. of Orange, 471
;

Charles XI. of Sweden, 544, 545,

549 ; Jobn George II. of Saxony,

548, 572 ; Frederick III., Elector of

Brandenburg, 699; the Duke of

Zell, ii. 24, 25 ; John George IV. of

Saxony, 79, 80 ; the Duke of Marl-

borough, 257; William IV., Prince

of Orange, 502 ; Sir Robert Walpole,
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562; Charles, Duke of Marlborough,

568 ; William V., Prince of Orange,

669 ; Prince Ferdinand of Bruns-

wick, 702 ; badges of, 1582, i. 132,

236 ; medal of, 595.

Gascoigne, Chief Justice, supposed medal
of, ii. 715.

Gelder, Captain VaD, killed, 1693, m. i.

560.

Geldern taken, m. ii. 247.

Genoa bombarded, ii. 97.

George I., as Elector of Brunswick, ad-

mitted into the Electoral College,

m. ii. 327 ;
proclaimed King, m.

419, 420 ; accession, m. 421, 422
;

arrival in England, m. 422 ; entry

into London, m. 423 ; coronation,

m. 423-428 ; medalets and counters,

428-431 ; the Church preserved,

counter, 432 ; battle of Sheriffmuir

or Dunblain, m. 434 ; Preston taken,

m. 435 ; Act of Grace, 1717, m.

436, 437 : treaty of Passarowitz,

m. 437 ; naval action off Cape Pas-

saro, m. 439, 440 ; alliance with

Charles VI., Emperor, m. 442
;

Order of the Bath revived in 1725,

m. 463 ; medallic portrait, 473
;

death, m. 474 ; Dassier's medal,

475.

George II., his marriage with Caroline

of Anspacb, m. ii. 277 ; distin-

guishes himself at the taking of

Lille, 342 ; accession, m. 476, 479

;

coronation, m. 479, 480 ; Nurem-

berg counters, 483-485 ; archery

ticket, 485 ; King's first visit to

Hanover, m. 491 : visit to the Hartz

mines, m. 492 ; second Treaty of

Vienna, m. 496, 497; badge,

rev. Royal arms, 498 ; Dassier's

dedication medal, 498 ; refuse of

Protestants in Hanover, m. 501
;

weir built at Hameln, m. 512
;

University of Gottingen instituted,

m. 513 ; and openf d, in. 519-521

;

death of Queen Caroline, 522 ; me-

dallic portrait, 1740, 559 ; medallic

tribute to, 1741, 566 ; Spanish gal-

leys destroyed, m. 568 ; battle of

Dettingen, m. 575-578; action off

Toulon, m. 583 ; Dew Administra-

tion appointed in 1744, m. 592 ;

Rebels repulsed, 1745, m. 608, 609
;

Rebellion defeated, m. 617 ; and

Duke of Cumberland, counters, 622
;

Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle proclaimed,

m. 651, 652 ; state of England, 1750,

m. 658, 659; Royal Society of

Sciences at Gottingen, m. 664, 665
;

Chancellor's medal, Cambridge, 667
;

harvest of 1757, m. 681 ; American
Indian badse, 682 ; successes of, in

1758, m. 692 ; and of 1759, m. 707,
708 ; and Frederick the Great and
others, m. 704 ; Canada subdued,
m. 711 ; state of Britain, 1760, m.
712 ; medalet, 712 ; niedallic por-

trait, 712 ; memorials, 713 ; death,

714.

George II. and Caroline of Anspach,
marriage, m. ii. 277 ; medallie por-

traits, 482, 483, 499 ; state of

Britain, 1731, m. 499 ; medal of

the Royal Family, 500. (See also

Caroline of Anspach, cfcc.)

George (III.), Prince of Wales, Governor
of Free British Fishery Soc, m. ii.

662 ; his majority, ra. 698, 699
;

and Prince Edward, m. 699.

George, Prince of Denmark, consort of

Queen Anne, created Lord High
Admiral, &c, m. ii. 233; death,

m. 334.

George, Prince of Denmark, and Anne,
marriage, m. i. 593 ; medallic por-

traits, ii. 233.

Germany, England, and France, peace

between, 1544, countei-s, i. 45, 46.

Germany, England, and Sweden, concoid

of, 1711, m. ii. 384.

Germany, Holland, and England, concord

of, 1746, m. ii. 619.
"

Gei'ona taken, m. ii. 383, 384.

Gertruydenberg, negotiations for peace

at, 1710, ii. 376, 398.

Ghent, William Joseph Van, burns Eng-

lish fleet in the Medway, m. i. 527.

Ghent taken in 1706, m. ii. 288 ; retaken

in 1708, m. 346-351 ; opens its

gates to the French, 347.

Gibraltar, engagement off, m. ii. 83, 84;

capture of, m. 266, 269, 270 ; be-

sieged, 1727, m. 468.

Gidley, Bartholomew, m. i. 591 ; ii. 234.

Gidley, John, m. i. 590.

Ginkell, General (Earl of Athlone), com-

mands for William III. in Ireland,

ii. 28 ; takes Athlone, 28
;

gains

battle of Aghrim, 29 ; takes Ga] way,

34 ; and Limerick, 36 ; created

Earl of Athlone, m. 38 ; relieves

Nimeguen, 234 ; successes in 1702,

m. 242 ; dies, 242.

Givet bombarded, ii. 153.

Glitzburg, Walter, Count of, founds

Scottish cloisters at Erfurt, ii. 464.

Gloucester, William, Duke of, m. ii. 49.
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Glynn, Sir William, made D.C. L. of

Oxford, ii. 280.

Godfrev, Sir Edmundbury, murder of,

m" i. 573-579.

Gbttingen, Royal Society of Sciences

founded, m. ii. 664, 665.

Gottingen, University of, instituted, m.

ii. 513 ; oppned, m. 519-521.

"Golden m°dal" of Charles II. and
Catherine, recorded by Waller, i.

489.

Goodwin Sands, defeat of Spanish fleet

off, 1602, m. i. 179.

Gordon, Duchess of, presents medal of

Elder Pretender to Faculty of Ad-
vocates in Edinburgh, ii. 313.

Goree taken, in. ii. 691, 692, 709, 713.

Goring, Charles, made D.C.L. of Oxford,

ii. 280.

Gouda, rejoicings at, for Peace of Rys-

wick, m. ii. 189, 190.

Gower, Earl, restored to office of Privy

Seal, m. ii. 592.

Gower, Lord, and thp Jacobite conspiracy

of 1723, ii. 460.

Grabe, Christian, made D.C.L. of Ox-

ford, ii. 280.

Grammont, Due de, defeated at Dettin-

gen, ii. 575.

Granby, Marquess of, m. ii. 703.

Grandval, execution of, m. ii. 75-77.

Granville, John, Lord, made D.C.L. of

Oxford, m. ii. 279.

Grave taken by Prince Maurice, m. i. 179.

Grey, Lady Jane, as supreme head of

the Church, m. i. 63, 64 ; supposed

base shilling of, 64.

GriffiD, Lord, taken prisoner, ii. 319.

Grol, capture of, m. i. 170.

Guadaloupe, Island of, taken, m. ii. 697,

708, 713.

Guiscard, Comte de, Governor of Namur,
ii. 137.

Gunpowder Plot, m. i. 196.

Gustavus Adolphus of SwedeD, counter,

i. 382.

Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden and Maria
Eleonora, counter, i. 379.

H.

Haddock, Admiral, fails in attempts

against the French and Spanish

fleets, 1741, m. ii. 556, 557.

Haddock, Captain, medal presented to,

1653, i. 399.

Hague, coronation festival at the, of

William HI. and Mary, m. i. t)77
;

triumphal entry of William III., m.
ii. 5-13 ; fireworks at the, m. 13,

14 ; Coneress of the Allies at the,

m. 15-19.

Halley, Edmund, m. ii. 589.

Hameln, weir built at, m. ii. 512.

Hamilton, Isabella, and Lord George
Seton, m. i. 102.

Hamilton, Patrick, martyr, m. i. 32.

Hampden, John, memorial, i. 306.

Hand beating drum, typical of defeats

of William III., ii. 88.

Hand shaking serpent into fire, typical

of Elizabeth's recovery, i. 116, 117.

Handel, George Frederick, m. ii. 695-697.
Hanover, House of, appeal of Elder Pre-

tender aga'nst, m. ii. 454.

Hanover, Sophia, Electress of, see So-

phia, &c.

Hanover, visit of George II. to, m. ii.

491; i-efugeof Protestants in, m.501.
Harewood, Colonel, killed at siege of

Maestricht, ii. 264.

Harper, Thomas, of Alveton, m. i. 330.

Harrington, Richard de, m. i. 199.

Harrington, Sir James, m. i. 408.

Hartz mines, visit of George II. to, m.
ii. 492.

Harvest of 1757, m. ii. 681-

Harvey, William,, m. i. 423, 424.

Hattoo, Sir Christopher, m. i. 157.

Havana, proposed attack on, m. ii. 555,

556.

Havre bombarded, m. ii. 97, 98.

Hawke, Admiral, commands in action off

Belleisle, ii. 707, m. 708.
Hawk wood, Sir John, m. i. 6.

Head spouting blood, typical of Mon-
mouth's death, i. 615.

Heath, Sir Robert, Chief Justice, m. i.

319, 320.

Hedwige, Eleonora, Regent of Sweden,
1711, m. i. 384.

Heidelberg bombarded, ii. 97.

Helder, action near the, m. i. 559, 560.
Hele, Sir John, King's Serjeant, counter,

i. 191.

Helvoetsluys, departure of William III.

from, m. i. 635, 636.

Heneage, Anne, m. i. 105.

Heneage, Sir Thomas, counter, i. 151.

Henley, John, the "Orator," m. ii. 465,
466.

Henrietta Maria, marriage, m. i. 238,

239 ; bezant (?), 240 ; her parents,

m. by Passe, 240 ; symbolized by
large tree in grove, m. 249 ; her
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departure for Holland, m. 291
;

memorial badges, 354, 359 ; coun-

ters by Passe, &c, 377, 378, 380,

381. (See also Charles I. and
Henrietta Maria.)

Henry I., Dassier's medal, i. 2.

Henry II., Dassier's medal, i. 3.

Henry II. of France, cession of Boulogne,

m. i. 58 ; surrender of Calais, m.

89, 89.

Henry III., Dassier's medal, i. 4.

Henry IV., Dassier's medal, i. 12.

Henry IV. of France, violates treaties,

1598, counter, i. 173.

Henry IV. of France and Mary de Me-
dici, m. by Passe, i. 240.

Henry V., Dassier's medal, i. 12.

Henry VI., Dassier's medal, i. 16.

Henry VII., marriage, m. i. 19; Dassier's

medal, 23.

Henry VIII., Eose and Portcullis medal,

i. 29 ; Tudor Eose medal, 30 ; De-

fender of the Faith and Lord of

Ireland, titles of, 30, 45, 46 ; me-
dallic portraits, 30, 48, 49, 50; Port-

cullis medals, 31 ; medal by Michael

Mercator, 31 ; excommunication of,

1538, m. 39 ; marriage with Anne
of Cleves, 41 ; English Lion medal,

44 ; assumes supremacy of Church,

m. 46, 47 ; records his titles in

Latin, Hebrew, and Greek, m. 47 ;

and Katherine, supposed counter,

51 ; St. George and the Dragon,

badge, 51 ; badge, 52 ; Dassier's

medals, 52, 53 ; Durand's medal, 53.

Henry, Prince (Cardinal of York), and

Prince Charles, "Young Pretender,"

m. ii. 492, 493.

Henry, Prince of Prussia, and others, m.

ii. 705.

Henry, Prince of Wales, m. i. 200, 201 ;

his proposed marriage with the In-

fanta of Spain, 219 ; counters by

Passe, &c, 380.

Hercules destroying the Hydra, typical

of Eye House Plot, i. 592 ; and of

William III. in Ireland, 722, and

ii. 11 ; strangling serpents, typical

of Prince James, i. 628 ; symbolical

of Marshal Schomberg, 718 ; re-

pairing globe, typical of Peace of

Eyswick, ii. 200.

Heriot, George, founds hospital in Edin-

burgh, m. i. 231.

Hermetic symbols on medal of Sir Theo-

dore de Mayerne, i. 241.

Heme, John, medal made from gold

given by Abp. Laud, i. 316.

Heme, Thomas, m. ii. 148, 149.

Hertford, William Seymour, Earl of,

marries Lady Arabella Stuart, i.

208 ; counters, 259 ; created Duke
of Somerset, 260.

Hiaerne, Urban, m. i. 588.

Hilliard, Nicholas, receives monopoly for

making royal portraits, i. 375.

Hind standing near tree, badge of the

Hatton family, i. 157.

Hoadley, Benjamin, his opposition to

Sacheverell, ii. 369.

Hochstadt, battle of, see Blenheim, &c.

Hohenlo, Count, commands at battle of

Turnhout, i. 165.

Holland, assisted by England, 1585,

counters, i. 133, 134 ; Leicester

appointed Gov. -General, m. 134
;

its jealousy of Leicester, counters,

138 ; Protestants in, supported by

Elizabeth, 139 ; departure of Leices-

ter from, m. 140-142
;
peace with

Philip II. mediated by Elizabeth,

142 ; dissensions of the Provinces,

1587, counters, 142, 143 ; caution-

ary towns restored to, m. 214 ; de-

struction of Spanish fleet off Dover,

1639, m. 284, 285
;

peace with

England, 1654, m. 413-417 ; dis-

putes with England, 1662, m. 495
;

peace with Bishop of Miinster, 1666,

m. 515 ; return of William III. to, in

1691, m. ii. 2-4; and in 1694, m. 94.

Holland and France, alliance of, 1666,

in. i. 514.

Holland, England, and France, alliance

of, 1596, m. i. 160-163 ; and in

1609, m. 197-199 ; commercial

treaties between, 1662, m. 496.

Holland, England, and Germany, concord

of, 1746, m. -ii. 619.

Hollis, Thomas, superintends designs for

medals, ii. 686, 687, 691, 697, 701,

705, 711.

Holstein, Duke of, invests Huy, ii. 100,

101 ; negotiates peace with Denmark,
1700, ii. 205.

Homrigh, Bartholomew Van, Lord Mayor
of Dublin, ii. 197.

Hotham, Sir John, memorials, i. 313, 314.

Howard, Philip Thomas, Cardinal, m. i.

592.

Howe, Commodore, commands expedition

to Cherbourg, ii. 690, m. 692, 709.

Hulst taken by Albert, Archduke of

Austria, i. 171.

Hutcheson, Prof. Francis, m. ii. 620.

Huy taken, 1694, m. ii. 100, 101 ; and

in 1703, m. 246.
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Inchiqnin, Lord, m. i. 324.

Indian trade molested by France, m. ii.

128.

Inglis, John, m. ii. 250.

Innocent XI., Pope, condoles with James

II., m. i. 656.

Innocent XII. proclaims secular jubilee

in 1700, m. ii. 214.

Invasion defeated, 1596, m. i. 163, 164.

Invasion of Scotland attempted, 1708,

m. ii. 316-321, 350.

Ireland, arrival of James II. in, m.

i. 661 ; rebellion in, m. 662 ; Wil-

liam III. called to, 1690, m. 705
;

arrival in, m. 706, 707 ; amnesty
granted to, m. 721 ;

pacification of,

m. 722 ; subdued, m. 722, 723

;

pacification of, 1691, m. ii. 38-42
;

subdued, m. 43 ; reunited, m. 50,

51.

Ireton, Henry, m. i. 387.

Irish brigade, formation of, ii. 37.

Irish counter, 1553, i. 64 ; surplus rev-

enue dispute, m. ii. 673, 674, 676.

Italy, security of, restored, 1695, m. ii.

126.

J.

Jacobite conspiracy discovered in 1723,
m. ii. 459 ; badge, 602 ; meeting,

1750, m. 656.

James I. (VI. of Scotland), counter, rev.

lion sejant, i. 137 ; and of Koyal
Exchequer, rev. thistle with five

heads, 150 ; marriage with Anne of

Denmark, m. 157, 158 ; accession,

m. 187 ; bezant, 187 ; coronation

medal, 191 ; assumes title of Em-
peror, 187, 192 ; of Csesar, 191 ; of

King of Great Britain, 192, 194,
195 ; peace with Spain, m. 193,

194 ; styled King of England and
Scotland, 193 ; attempts union of

England and Scotland, m. 194 ; re-

stores cautionary towns to Holland,

214 ; medallic portraits by Passe,

214, 215 ; supports Synod of Dort,

222, 223 ; supports the German
Union, 228 ; badges, 233-236 [rev.

ark on sea, 233, 234 ; Victory tramp-
ling on serpent, 236] ; medallic por-

trait, 236 ; Garter badge, 236
;

ticket, 237 ; Dassier's medal, 237.

VOL. II.

James I., Anne, and Prince Charles, m.
by Passe, i. 217.

James I. and Charles I., medalet, i. 252
;

counters by Passe, &c, 376, 377.

James I. of Scotland, Tassie's medal, i. 13.

James II., birth, 1633, m. i. 267 ;

created Duke of York, 267 ; bap-

tism, m. 268 ; medalets of himself,

Prince Charles, and Princess Mary,

273, 274 ; counter by Passe, 380
;

victory over the Dutch, 1665, m.
504, 505 ; wrecked, m. 586 ; me-
dalets, " Nullum numen abest,"

589, 607 ; accession, m. 603, 604,

611 ; coronation, m. 605, 606 ; open-

ing of Scottish Parliament, m. 607 ;

and Duchess of Portsmouth, m.
610 ; medallic tribute to, rev. chair

guarded by angel, 611; touch-pieces,

611 ; executiou of Monmouth and
Argyle, m. 615 ; military and naval

rewards for defeat of Monmouth and
Argyle, 616, 617 ; birth of Prince

James, m. 629, 630 ; unites with

Louis XIV., the Sultan of Turkey,

&c, against Christianity, m. 632 ;

satirical medal, rev. owl with spec-

tacles, 634 ; flies from England with

Father Petre, 640 ; abdication, m.
645, 646 ; second flight from Lon-

don, m. 649, 650 ; administration

offered to William III., m. 651
;

symbolized by fallen oak, 651 ; by
Saturn, 674 ; by stag with winged
feet, 719 ; arrives in France, m. 652

;

received by Louis XIV., m. 652-
655 ; receives condolence of Inno-

cent XL, m. 656 ; lands in Ireland,

m. 661 ; defeated at the Boyne,

716 ; flies from Ireland, m. 719

;

fortunes of, 1696, m. rev. crown in

boat, ii. 149 ; encourages assassi-

nation of William III., m. 151

;

Dassier's medal, 215 ; memorials,

215, 216.

James II. and Mary of Modena, medallic

portraits, i. 581, 606, 608-610,

627 ; medal, rev. sun, 610
;
poetic

tribute to, m. 612 ; Spanish wreck
recovered, m. 619 ; birth of Prince

James, m. 627, 629, 630.

James II., Mary, and Prince James, in.

ii. 216.

James II. and Prince James, m. ii. 201-

203, 315.

James II L of Scotland, his pilgrimage to

Amiens, 1478, m. i. 17.

James IV. of Scotland, invasion of Eng-
land, m. i. 26 ; Tassie's medal, 26.

3 i
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James V. of Scotland, his escape from
Falkland, m. i. 33 ; coin, 33 ; iae-

dallic portrait, 44 ; Tassie's medal,

45.

James, Prince, " Elder Pretender," birth,

' m. i. 628-631 ; typified as Infant

Hercules, 628 ; birth commemorated
in Denmark, m. 629 ; and in Hol-

land, m. 630 ; his legitimacy sus-

pected, 631, 632, 644, 665 ; repre-

sented as the son of a miller, 640,

643, 644, 650, 671 ; flight to France,

m. 643, 644, 662 ; received by Louis

XIV., m. 652-654 ; riding on a

lobster, ii. 151 ; his claims asserted

after Peace of Ryswick, m. 192-
195 [rev. ship on waves, 193 ; sun

eclipsed, 193; mine exploding, 194;
sun rising, 194 ; dove with olive-

branch, 195] ; small portrait, 195
;

succession asserted in 1699, m. 204
;

and in 1701, m. 216 ; supported

by Louis XIV., 233
;

protected by

Louis XIV., 1704, m. 270 ; claims

restoration of kingdom, m. 312-
314 ; touch-pieces, 315, 316 ; at-

tempts invasion of Scotland, 317 ;

his claims revived, 1710, m. 380,

381 ; his attempts to recover throne

in 1708 and 1716, m. 436 ; appeal

against the House of Hanover, m.
454 ;

presents medal to Jacobites in

London, 656.

James, Prince, "Elder Pretender," and
Anne, m. ii. 382.

James, Prince, "Elder Pretender," and
James II., m. ii. 201-203, 315.

James, Prince, "Elder Pretender," and
Princess Clementina, marriage, m. ii.

445, 446 ; birth of Prince Charles,

m. 452, 453.

James, Prince, "Elder Pretender," and
Princess Louisa, m. ii. 196, 388-

390.

Jason trampling on Dragon, symbolical

of Charles III. of Spain, ii. 283.

Jernegan's lottery medal, ii. 517.

Jews, threatened banishment of, from
Bohemia, 1745, m. ii. 594.

Joachim, Albert, m. i. 324.

John, King, Dassier's medal, i. 4.

John Henry Friso, Prince of Orange,

campaign of 1708, m. ii. 350 ; com-
mands at Oudenarde, 351 ; his bra-

very at Malplaquet, 364.

Johnson, General, takes Fort Niagara,

m. ii. 708.

Jones, Inigo, m. i. 397, 398.

Joseph I., Emperor, Lille taken and the

French frontiers forced, 1708, m.
ii. 342; campaign of 1709, m. 366.

Joshua staying the sun, typical of William
III., i. 680.

Jubilee, papal, of 1700, m. ii. 213.

Julius III., Pope, restoration of Papacy
in England, m. i. 70.

Jupiter destroying the giants, typical of

Restoration of Charles II., i. 458
;

typical of William III. as President

of Congress of the Allies, ii. 16.

Juxon, William, Bishop of London, coun-

ter, i. 279
;
pattern of five-broad-

piece,
'

' Juxon medal, " presented to,

by Charles I., 375.

K.

Kaiserswerth taken, m. ii. 241.

Katherine, Queen of Henry VIII., sup-

posed counter, i. 51,

Keay Nabee, ambassador of Bantam, m.
i. 584.

Keen, Benjamin, concludes the Conven-

tion of Prado, m. ii. 528.

Keith medal of Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh,
i. 218.

Kendal, John, Turcopolier, m. i. 17.

Keppel, Admiral, takes Goree, ii. 691,

m. 692, 709.

Kildare, Earl of, Irish Surplus Revenue
Dispute, m. ii. 676.

Kilwinning Lodge of Freemasons, m. i.

571.

Kineton, meeting of Charles I. and Hen-
rietta Maria at, m, i. 306.

Kings of England, caleudar of, ii. 212.

Kinsale, taking of, commemorated, m.
ii. 41.

Knights of the Royal Oak. badge of, i.

276.

Knollys, Sir Thomas, defends Bergen-

op-Zoom, i. 150.

Knox, John, m. i. 119.

Kyrle, Robert, badge, i. 332.

L.

La Hogue, battle of, m. ii. 51-67, 75

[rev. two fleets engaged, 51, 52
;

Victory with laurel wreath, 52, 56;

naval action, 53, 62 ; lion and uni-

corn pursuing cock, 54 ; Neptune
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attacking another in chariot, 55
;

warrior with trident, &c, 56; Rus-

sell and Almonde in chariot, 57 ;

blowing up or burning of Le Soleil

Royal, 58-60, 64, 65; Turks on
sea-shore, 61 ; naval action and

Zodiac, 62 ; rock in sea, &c. , 62,

63 ; William III. overturning obe-

lisk, 63 ; Louis XIV. on shell in

sea, 66 ; views of four naval actions,

and busts of Russell and Almonde,
66 ; tablet inscribed with names of

ships, 67].

La Jonquiere surrenders Minorca, ii.

329.

La Rochelle Expedition, m. i. 252.

Lagos, battle of, m. ii. 708.

Lambert, General, m. i. 405.

Landen, battle of, m. ii. 84-88.

Lane, Lady, see Brabazon, Dorcas, &c.

Lane, Miss Jane, Lady, assists flight of

Charles II., m. i. 395.

Lasco, John, ni. i. 66.

Latimer, Bishop, m. i. 76, 77.

Laud, Archbishop, medallic portrait, i.

315; beheaded, m. 315, 316;
medal made from money given by

him to John Heme, 316.

Lauderdale, John Maitland, Earl of, m.

i. 328 ; created Duke, m. 550.

Lauffeld, battle of, m. ii. 635.

Lauzun, French general, commands at

battle of the Boyne, i. 716.

Law, John, m. ii. 448-451.

Lawson, Admiral, receives medal for

victories over the Dutch, i. 399.

Le Clerc, Sebastian, executes designs for

medallic series of Louis XIV. , i. 425.

(See also Biographical Notices of
Engravers, <kc.)

Leake, Honor Nic. , made D. C.L. of Ox-
ford, ii. 280.

Leake, Sir John, Admiral, relieves Bar-

celona, ii. 281, 291 ; receives medal
from Charles III. of Spain, 282 ; cap-

tures Sardinia and Minorca, 329.

Leeuwarden, arrival of William IV. of

Orange and Princess Anne at, m. ii.

510, 511.

Leeuwenhoek, Anthony, m. ii. 196.

Leffinghen, action at, m. ii. 350.

Leicester, Robert, Earl of, Governor -

General of Low Countries, m. i.

134
;
jealousy of, in Low Countries,

counters, 138; quits Low Countries,

m. 140-142 ; counter, 152.

Leipzig, Union of England and Scotland

celebrated at, m. ii. 300, 311.

Leith, siege of, i. 98.

Lenthall, William, Speaker, m. i. 407.

Leopold I., Emperor, Peace of Ryswick,
m. ii. 186, 187 ; concludes treaty

of Carlowitz, m. 200, 201.

Lerida taken, m. ii. 308, 309.

Lestock, Admiral, commands in action

off Toulon, ii. 584.

Lewis, Prince of Baden, see Louis Wil-

liam, Prince of Baden.
" Lewis Erasmus," capture of the, m. ii.

597.

Leyden, Literary reward-medal, i. 680.

Liberty and Religion restored to Eng-
land, 1688, m. i. 648.

Liberty of Conscience, 1672, m. i. 553
;

letters of Fagel and Stewart respect-

ing, 621.

Liege relieved, 1691, m. ii. 26; bom-
barded, 1693, 97 ; taken, 1702,

m. 241.

Lierre taken, m. ii. 288.

Ligonier, General, commands at battle of

Roucoux, ii. 622 ; taken prisoner

at battle of Lauffeld, 636 ; opens

negotiations for peace, 1748, 643.

Lilburne, John, trial of, m. i. 385, 386.

Lille, counters struck at, of Philip II., i.

85-87 ; city taken, m. ii. 330-333
;

citadel taken, m. 338-345, 350.

Limbourg retaken, 1632, m. i. 263, 264;
taken, 1703, m. ii. 246.

Limerick taken, m. ii. 36-38, 41.

Lingen, capture of, m. i. 170, 180.

Lion sleeping, symbolical of Britain, i.

541 ; attacked by cock, symbolical

of defeat of William III. at Stein-

kirk, ii. 74 ;
pursuing cock in laby-

rinth, type of medal, 327, 328.

Lisbon, earthquake at, m. ii. 678.

Lisle, Major John, m. i. 422.

Lissa, battle of, m. ii. 684, 685.

Literary rewards for poems on expedition

to England in 1688, m. i. 680 ; ii.

19.

Lobster, symbolical of the Jesuits, i. 644 ;

ii. 151.

Locke, John, m. ii. 271, 272.

London, City of, presents badges to army
of Fairfax, i. 318 ; fire of, m. 525

;

peace of, 1674, m. 561-563 ; entry

into, of William III., m. 647, 648
;

charter restored to, m. 700 ; entry

into, of George I., m. ii. 423.

Londonderry relieved, m. i. 697 ; ii. 41.

Lorraine, Charles, Prince of, see Charles,

Prince of Lorraine.

Loudoun, John, Earl of, m. i. 321.

Louis XIII. , attack on the Isle of Rhe,
m. i. 247, 249.

3 i 2
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Louis XIV., battle of Dunkirk, 1658, m:

i. 425-427 ; his medallic series,

425; capture of Dunkirk, m.'429;

cession of Dunkirk, 1662, m. 497-

501 ; alliance with Holland, 1666,

m. 514 ; Island of St. Christopher

seized, m. 517 ; battle of Solebay,

m. 551, 552 ; unites with James II.,

the Sultan of Turkey, &c, against

Christianity, m. 632, 633; flight

of James II. to France, m. 650
;

receives James II., m. 652-655
;

relief of Londonderry and loss of

Mayence and Bonn, m. 697 ; battle

of Fleurus, m. 707, 708 ; action off

Beaehy Head, m. 708-712 ;
Quebec

attacked, m. 723 ; Congress of- the

Allies, 1691, m. ii. 19 ; contrasted

with Hercules, 19 ; capitulation of

Mons, m. 20-22 ; and William III.

contrasted, m. 23, 103; his symbol,

the sun, 58 ; his motto satirized,

58, &c. ; battle of La Hogue, m.

58, 66 ; takes Namur, m. 68-70 ;

battle of Steinkirk, m. 71-74 ; ex-

ecution of Grandval, m. 77 ; returns

to Versailles, 1693, m. 81-82 ; as

Phcebus attended by nymphs, 82 ;

sea-fight off Gibraltar, m. 83, 84
;

battle of Landen, m. 86-88 ; dis-

trusted in negotiations for peace,

91, m. 92 ; expedition to Brest,

1694, m. 95 ; campaign of 1694,

m. 102; Dunkirk bombarded, 1695,

m. 127 ; Indian trade molested, m.

128 ; retort upon, for loss of Namur,

143, 144, m. 144 ; encourages as-

sassination of William III., 1696,

m. 151 ; his successes in 1697, m.

158 ; Peace of Ryswick, m. 173,

176-178, 183-186 (See also Rys-

wich, Peace of

)

; First Partition

Treaty concluded, 198 ; breaks Se-

cond Partition Treaty, m. 211

;

mistrusted by Holland, 1702, m.

231 ; symbolized by a crocodile,

231 ; supports claims of Elder Pro-

tender, 233 ; as Aetes, 238 ; naval

engagement off Malaga, 1704, m.

267, 268 ;
protects Elder Pretender,

271 ; his attempts to obtain peace

in 1705, 274, 275 ; his device of

sun in splendour ridiculed, 282

;

victories of Anne, 1706, m. 288,

289,; battle of Almanza, 1707, m.

293, 294 ; Toulon relieved, m. 306,

307 ; Lerida taken, m. 308, 309
;

aids Elder Pretender in invasion of

Scotland, 1708, 317 ; makes over-

tures for peace, 1709, m. 352 ; ty-

pified as Phaethon, 361 ; battle of

Malplaquet, 1709, m. 362; typified

by Colossus of Rhodes, 363, 364
;

Douay taken, 1710, m. 372, 395;
represented as Samson, 372, 380,

395 ; as decrepit old man, 372,

395 ; battle of Villa Viciosa, m.

378, 379 ; successes of Anne, 1710,

m. 380, 395 ; Gerona taken, 1711,

m. 383, 384; Congress of Utrecht

opened, 1712, m. 392; England

abandons the Allies, m. 398, 399 ;

Peace of Utrecht, 1713, m. 405-

407 ; and Anne, supposed counters

of, 415, 416.

Louis XV., Peace of Paris, m. ii. 473 ;

Congress at Soissons, m. 487 ; battle

of Fontenoy, m. 593 ; campaign of

1745, m. 599 ; battle of Roucoux,

m. 621 ; battle of Lauffeld, m. 635;

Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, prelimi-

naries signed, m. 643 ; concluded,

m. 649, 650 ; Minorca taken, m.

680 ; action off St. Cast, m. 690.

Louisa, Princess, consort of Frederick V.

of Denmark, coronation, m. ii. 636
;

death, m. 666.

Louisa, Princess, and Frederick (V.),

Prince of Denmark, see Frederick

(V.), Prince of Denmark, &c.

Louisa, Princess, and Prince James,

"Elder Pretender," m. ii. 196,

388-390.

Louisburg taken, m. ii. 685-690, 692,

709, 713.

Louth election, 1755, m. ii. 677.

Louvaio taken, m. ii. 288.

Low Countries, see Holland.

Loyal Associations founded in 1745, m.

ii. 603.

Lucas, Dr. Charles, his dissensions with

the Corporation of Dublin, m. ii.

653.

Luxembourg, Duke of, gains battle of

Fleurus, i. 708 ; attacked by Wil-

liam III. at Steinkirk, ii. 71, 75 ;

attacks William III. at Landen, 85,

86 ; capture of Huy recorded, 102.

M.

Macintosh, General, surrenders Preston,

ii. 435.

Madrid occupied by the Allies, m. ii. 291.

Maestricht, defeat of Spanish cavalry
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near, in. i. 179 ; retaken, 1632, m.

263, 264.

Malaga, naval engagement off, m. ii.

266-269.

Malines taken, m. ii. 288.

Malplaquet, battle of, m. ii. 359-362.

Manchester, Earl of, badges, ii. 309,

310.

Mansel, Sir Robert, defeats Spanish fleet

off the Goodwin Sands, 1602, i. 180.

Mar, Earl of, defeated at Sheriffmuir,

ii. 435.

Margaret Beaufort, Countess of Rich-

mond, see Beaufort, Margaret, &c.

Maria, Infanta of Spain, m. by Passe,

i. 218.

Maria Eleonora of Sweden and Gustavus
Adolphus, counter, i. 379.

Maria Theresa, Queen of Hungary, re-

ceives aid from England, m. ii. 573;
banishment of Jews from Bohemia
threatened, m. 594 ; battles of Ros-

bach and Lissa, m. 684.

Marlborough, Charles, Duke of, m. ii.

568 : commands expedition to St.

Malo, m. 692, 709.

Marlborough, John, Dukeof, takes Venloo,

&c, ii. 241 ; Commander-in-Chief
in Flandeis in 1702, m. 243; and
in 1704, m. 266 ; and Queen Anne,
m. 243, 244 ; besieges Bonn, 1703,

245, 247 ; and Huy and Limbourg,

246, 247 ;^ attacks Elector of Bava-
ria at Schellenberg, 253; commands
at Blenheim, 255, m. 256, 257,

260-262 ; elected Knight of the

Garter, 257 ; and Prince of the

Holy Roman Empire, 258 ; and
Eugene compared to Castor and
Pollux, 260, 261, 324 ; forces French
lines in Brabant, 276 ; his successes

in 1705, m. 276 ; commands at

Ramillies, 285, m. 286, 287 ; bis

victories of 1704-1706, m. 286

;

receives submission of cities of Bra-

bant, 290 ; Ostend taken, m. 292
;

visits Charles XII. oE Sweden at

Alt-Ranstadt, 310 ; battle of Oude-
narde, m. 323-325 ; his cordiality

with Prince Eugene, 323, 360, 364

;

siege and taking of Lille, ra. 331,

342, 344; passes the Scheldt, 336;
retakes Ghent, 347 ; campaign of

1708, m. 350 ; enters into nego-

tiations for peace, 1709, 353 ; de-

ceives Villars and takes Tournay,

355 ; battle of Malplaquet, 359,
m. 360 ; takes Mons, 363

; passes

French lines at Pont-a-Vendin, &c,

370 ; takes Douay and marches on

Arras, 372; successes of 1710, m.

377
;
passes French lines between

Arras and Cambray, 385 ; takes

Boucbain, 386 ; and Charles VI.,

Prince Eugene, &c, m. 387 ; de-

prived of command in Flanders,

399 ; death, in. 456, 457.

Marnix, Philip de, m. i. 131.

Marocco, visit of ambassador of, m. i.

584, 585.

"Marquis d'Antin," capture of the, ni. ii.

597.

Marsh, Captain, takes Senegal, m. ii.

692, 709.

Marsin, Marshal, defeated at Blenheim,

ii. 225.

Martin, Richard, and his wife Dorcas

Eglestone, m. i. 107.

Martinay (?), a Frenchman, m. i. 329.

Martyr, Peter, reformer, in. i. 67.

Mary, Queen of England, her marriage,

i. 68, 71 ; state of England, 1555,

m. 72 ; complimentary medals, 72-

75 [rev. Peace burning arms, 72,

74 ; Vesta, 73 ; Diana and dogs,

&c, 74; pomegranate, 75; rose

crowned, 75]; Dassier's medals,

89.

Mary, Queen of England, and Philip II.

of Spain, m. by Trezzo, i. 71, 72 ;

counters struck at Lille, 85-87.

Mary, Queen of Hungary, altered counter

of, i. 59.

Mary, Queen of Scots, altered counter of

Mary, Queen of Hungary, i. 59 ;

counters, rev. shield, 65, 66 ; mar-

riage with Francis II., counters, 92,

93 ; claims crown of England, m.
96, 97; death of Francis II., m.
112 ; medallic portrait by Prima-

vera, 118, 119 ; counters of 1574,

121-123; and of 1579, 128-130
[rev. hand pruning vine, 128, 129

;

vine watered by urn, 129 ; vessel

in storm, 130 ; Fortune, 130] ; Tas-

sie's medal, 139 ; supposed medal
of, 207 ; counters by Passe, 380.

Mary, Queen of Scots, and the Earl of

Darnley, marriage, m. i. 114, 115.

Mary, Queen of Scots, and Francis II.

of France, counter with f. m., i. 65 ;

their marriage, m. 91-93 ; accession

to French throne, m. 95, 96 ; Peace
of Edinburgh, m. 97-99 ; his death,

in. 112.

Mary, Princess, daughter of Charles I.,

medalets of herself, Prince Charles,

and Prince James, i. 273, 274 ; her
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marriage to William II., Prince of

Orange, m. 287, 288 ; her arrival

in Holland, m. 290 ; and William

II. of Orange, memorial medal,

393 ; and her son, William III., m.

417, 570.

Mary of Modena, Queen of James II.,

lier marriage, i. 582 ; coronation-

medal, 606 ; received by Louis XIV.,

m. 652-654. (See also James II.

and Mary of Modena.

)

Mary, Queen of William III., marriage,

m. i. 567-570 ; coronation, m. 662-

679 ; medallic tribute to, 685, 686
;

medalets, 695, 696 [rev. rose branch,

695; two sceptres in crown, 696];
Regent, 1690, m. 704, 705, 713,

714 ; symbolized by the moon, 704,

705 ; refits English fleet, m. 713
;

Regent, 1691, m. ii. 1, 2 ; symbo-

lized by a lioness, 1, 2 ; Regent,

1693, m. 81, 89
;
presage of a new

2Era, m. 89 ; medallic portrait by

Roettier, 106 ; her death, m. 106-

124 [rev. Mary lying down, her

hands clasped, &c, 108 ; lying in

state, 108-110 ; unicorn galloping

up rock, &c, 110, 111 ; inscription,

III, 121; sun setting behind hill,

112 ; funeral pile, with Wisdom,
Piety, &c, 112, 113 ; tomb with

cypher, 113 ; Britannia leaning

against monument, 114; monument
and the Fates, 114, 115 ; monu-
ment with tbree obelisks, 115, 116;
monument with one obelisk, &c,
116, 117; altar with cap of Liberty

and Bible, 117, 118 ; Mary ascend-

ing to heaven, 118 ; reclining on

cloud, 119 ; funeral pall with shields,

120 ; Garter, crown, and orange,

121 ; sarcophagus with eyprus-

trees, 121 ; view of interior of cha-

pel, 122, 123 ; tomb under canopy,

&c., 123 ; coffin in Westminster

Abbey, 124]; Dassier's medal, 123
;

her funeral, m. 124. (See also

William III. and Mary.)
Mary, William III., and Anne, m. ii. 244.

Mary de Medici and Henry IV. of France,

m. by Passe, i. 240.

Masaniello and Cromwell, m. i. 432.

Mason, Major, takes Senegal, m. iL 692,

709.

Mathews, Admiral, commands in action

off Toulon, ii. 584.

Matilda, Princess, daughter of Henry II.

,

and the Electress Sophia, m. ii.

217, 218.

Matriculation of Prince Charles at Ox-
ford, m. i. 219.

Maurice, Prince of Orange, succeeds

Leicester in Low Countries, i. 141

defeats Spaniards at Tournhout

165, m. 166, 168, 170-172 ; cap
tures Grol and Bredevoort, m. 170
siege of Fort St. Andrew, m. 174
battle of Nieuport, m. 174-177
captures Rheinberg,178; and Grave

179,180; symbolized byyoung orange
tree, m. 180, 181 ; elected Knight of

the Garter, in. 205 ; strikes medals
oa Synod of Dort, 223, 224 ; naval

victories over the Spaniards, m. 231

;

medallic portrait by Passe, ii. 715.

Mayence taken from the French, m. i.

697.

Mayerne, Sir Theodore de, m. i. 241.

Mazarin, Duchess of, m. i. 565.

Mead, Richard, m. ii. 675.

Medway, English ships burnt in the, in.

i. 526, 527, 533.

Melfort, Duke of, jeton, ii. 145.

Menestrel, his inventions of the mill and
screw for coinage, i. 102.

Menke, Luder, celebrates Union of Eng-

land and Scotland at Leipzig, ii.

300.

Mercator, Elizabeth, m. i. 44.

Mercator, Michael, executes medallic

portrait of Henry VIII., i. 32
;

knighted, m. 41-43; his skill as a

medallist, &c, 42 ; executes medal
of his wife Elizabeth, 43, 44.

Messina, attack on, m. ii. 441.

Meurs, capture of, m. i. 169, 170, 180.

Meuse, capitulation of towns on the, m.
ii. 241.

Mezzomorto, Dey of Algiers, unites with

James II. against Christianity, m.

i. 632, 633.

Middlesex, Charles Sackville, Earl of,

m. ii. 504.

Middleton, Charles, taken prisoner in

"the Salisbury," ii. 319.

Middleton, Conyers, m. ii. 460.

Mildmay, Sir Walter, counter, i. 156.

Military badges or rewards : Earl of

Essex, i. 295-298, 300; Charles I.,

298, 299, 301, 302; Charles II.

,

299, 301, 302 ; Lord Fairfax, 303,

304 ; Sir W. Waller, 305 ; Earl of

Manchester, 309, 310 ; Sir R. Brown,

312, 313 ; Sir Thomas Fairfax, 317-

319 ; Prince Rupert, 323 ; Edward
Rossiter, 329 ; Col. Fleetwood, 331

;

Robert Kyrle, 332; for battle of

Dunbar, 391, 392; for defeat of
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Monmouth and Argyle, 616, 617 ;

for battle of Culloden, ii. 616.

Milton, John, in. i. 564, 565 ; monu-
ment to, erected in Westminster

Abbey, m. ii. 524, 525.

Minden, battle of, m. ii. 700-703, 708.

Mine share tickets of Thomas Busliell,

i. 467-469.

Minorca, capture of, m. ii. 329, 330

;

Freemasons of, m. 652 ; loss of, m.

679, 680.

Mitton, Colonel, arms of, on badge of

Sir Richard Brown, i. 313.

Moivre, Abraham de, m. ii. 565.

Molesworth, Colonel Richatd, m. ii. 391.

Molesworth, John, m. ii. 390.

Monk, General, aft. Duke of Albemarle,

medal presented to, in 1653, i. 399 ;

m. by Simon, 465 ; badges, 466,

467 ; commands in action of four

da}s with the Dutch, 519.

Monmouth, James, Duke of, rebellion

and defeat, m. i. 613, 614; be-

headed, m. 614, 615 ; and Duke of

Argyle, m. 615; their fortunes com-

pared with William III.'s, m. 698.

Mons capitulates to the French, 1691,

m. ii. 20-22 ; taken by the Allies,

1709, m. 362-366, 371.

Montagu, John, Duke of, m. ii. 663.

Montague, Edward, Earl of Sandwich,

m. i. 431 ; commands at Bergen,

509, 510 ; killed at Solebay, 551.

Montefeltro, Federigo del, see Urbino,

Federigo, Duke of.

Montjuich, fortress of, taken by the Earl

of Peterborough, ii. 279.

Montreal taken, m. ii. 711, 713.

Montrose, James Graham, Marquess of,

m. i. 386.

Moore, Commodore, takes Island of Gua-
daloupe, ii. 697, m. 708. .

Moore, Sir Jonas, Governor of Christ's

Hospital, i. 588.

More, Sir Thomas, m. i. 35 ; and St.

Thomas-a-Becket, m. 36.

Morea ceded to Turkey by Treaty of

Passarowitz, ii. 438.

Morecock, Captain John, captures Spanish

ships, m. ii. 597.

Morland, Sir Samuel, m. i. 582 ; his

steam-engines, m, 596.

Morley, George, made D.C.L. of Oxford,

ii. 280.

Moses and the people of Israel, typical

of Restoration of Charles II., i. 462.

Mossop, William, junr., his intended
series of Irish medals, i. 421 ; ii.

598.

Motte, Count de la, defeated at Wynen-
dale, ii. 328 ; surrenders Ghent,

347, m. 348.

Mouse biting a cock, type of medal, ii.

99.

Miinster, Bishop of, concludes peace with

Holland, 1666, m. i. 515, 520.

Mustafa II. of Turkey concludes Treaty

of Carlowitz, m. ii. 200, 201.

Myddelton, Sir Hugh, m. i. 260.

Myddelton Starkey, m. ii. 460.

N.

Named Hamet, ambassador of Marocco,

m. i. 584, 585.

Namur taken by Louis XIV., 1692, m.
ii. 68-70 ; retaken by William III.,

1695, m. 128-142.

Napier, John, of Merchiston Keith -

medal, i. 219.

Naples, coins of, of Philip II., with

titles of King of England, i. 68, 69.

Narva, siege of, m. ii. 208, 209.

National Association, 1696, m. ii. 153-

155.

Naval actions : defeat of the Spanish

Armada, m. i. 144-148, 153 ; at

Cadiz, 164 ; Spanish fleet destroyed

by the Dutch off Dover, 1639, in.

284, 285 ; with the Dutch, 1653, 399,

400 ; Dutch defeated off Lowestoft,

1665, 503; at Bergen, 1665,' m.
508-510 ; with the Dutch in the

Downs, 1666, m. 518-524 ; ships

burnt in the Medway, 1667, m. 526,

527, 533 ; naval victories of 1667,

m. 537 ; of Solebay, m. 551, 552
;

near the Helder, 1673, m. 559, 560

;

eff Beachy Head, m.. 708-712 ; of

La Hogue, m. ii.. 51-67, 75 ; in

Vigo Bay,, m. 235-240 ; off Malaga,.

m. 266-269 ; off Cape Passaro,

m. 439-441 ; off Toulon, nu 583,

584 ; Spanish ships captured, 1745,

m. 597 ; off Cape Finisterre, m.

634 ; at St. Cast, m. 690 ; off Belle-

isle, m. 706.

Naval rewards : defeat of Spanish Ar-
mada, i. 148, 149 ;

given by James
I., 233, 234 ;

" for service against

six ships," 390; struck by Parlia-

ment, 1650, 390 ; for victories over

the Dutch, "Blake medals," 394-

400 ; for saving the Triumph, 400 •
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of Robert Rich, Earl of Warwick,

424; given by Charles II., 503,

504 ; for defeat of Monmouth and
Argyle, 616, 617 ; award to Captain

Smith Callis, ii. 568.

Neale, Thomas, Master of the Mint, m.
ii. 104 ; his likeness to James II.,

105.

Neerhespen or Neerwinden, battle of,

see Landen, &c.

Nevill, Richard, m. ii. 249.

New Administration of 1744, m. ii. 592.

New River Company, seal of, ii. 495.

Newcastle, Thomas Holies, Duke of,

founds Chancellor's medal at Cam-
bridge, ii. 668.

Newce, Maria, see Dimock, Maria, &c.

Newton, Henry, m. ii. 367.

Newton, Sir Isaac, m. ii. 469-472.

Niagara, Fort of, taken, m. ii. 708.

Nicholas, Sir Edward, m. i. 546.

Nicholson, Josiah, memorial, m. i. 597.

Nieuport, battle of, m. i. 174-177.

Nimeguen, Peace of, 1678, m. i. 572,

573 ; relieved, 1702, m. ii. 233, 240.

Noailles, Due de, French general, takes

Gerona, ii. 383 ; defeated at Det-

tingen, 575.
" Non plus ultra of Marlborough," name

given by Villars to his lines between
Arras and Cambray, ii. 386.

North, Lord, and the Jacobite conspiracy

of 1723, ii. 460.

Northampton, Elizabeth, Marchioness of,

m. i. 104.

Northampton, William, Marquess of, m.
i. 103.

O.

Oak, Royal, badge of Knights of, i.

276.

Oates, Titus, m. i. 580.

Ogle, Sir Chaloner, commands at taking
of Carthagena, ii. 530, m. 550, 553,
554.

Oglethorpe, James, m. ii. 523.

Oldenzaal, capture of, m. i. 170.

Oquendo, commander of Spanish fleet,

demands protection of Charles I., i.

284, 285.

Orange, House of, 1698, medals of, ii.

198, 199 ; medallic series of, con-

templated by M. Smeltzing, 200.
Orford, Earl of, see Walpole, Sir Robert.

Ormonde, James, Duke of, 1682, m. i.

585.

Ormonde, James, Duke of, commands at

Vigo Bay, ii. 236 ; succeeds Marl-

borough as General in Flanders,

399.

Orrery, Earl of, and the Jacobite con-

spiracy of 1723, ii. 460.

Ostend defended, 1601, m. i. 178, 179 ;

surrenders, 179 ; taken, 1706, m.
ii. 292 ; East India Co. of, dissolved,

497.

Osterwald, John Frederick, m. ii. 557.

Ostrich with key, emblematic of William
III., ii. 133.

Otmarse, capture of, m. i. 170.

Oudenarde taken, m. ii. 288 ; battle of,

m. 322-326, 344, 345, 350.

Ouzel Galley Society founded, m. ii.

214, 215.

Overkirk, Dutch General, commands at

Ramillies, ii. 285, 291 ; Ostend

taken, m. 292 ; Lille taken, m. 342
;

his death, 343 ; campaign of 1708,

m. 350.

Overyssel, States of, commemorate de-

feats of Spaniards, 1597, m. i. 172.

Owl with spectacles, satirical emblem of

James II., i. 634.

Oxford, Earl of, see Vere, Robert de.

Oxford, Edward Harley, Earl of, memo-
rial, ii. 564.

Oxford memorials of death of Charles I.,

i. 348, 349.

Palmer,- James, badge for almshouses, i.

418.

Pappenheim, General, attempts relief of

Maestricht, m. i. 263.

Paris, Peace of, 1727, m. ii. 473.

Parker, Sir Nicholas, defends Bergen-op-

Zoom, i. 150.

Parkhurst, Sir William, Warden of the

Oxford Mint, i. 301, m. 311.

Parliament, Declaration of, 1642, m. i.

292, 293 ; The New, 1710, m. ii.

378.

Parr, Thomas, m. i. 277.

Partition Treaty, First, 1698, m. ii. 197

;

Second, 1700, broken, m. 210, 211.

Pasch, James, m. i. 422.

Passaro, Cape, naval action off, m. ii.

439-441.
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Passarowitz, Treaty of, 1718, m. ii. 437.

Passe, Simon, his counters of Sovereigns

of England, &c, i. 1, 376; his me-
dallic portraits, mode of execution,

215.

Patterns for coins : James V. of Scot-

land, i. 33 ; Henry VIII., 46 ; Ed-

ward VI., 56; Mary, Queen of Scots,

65 ; Elizabeth, 177 ; Charles I. , 250,

251, 257, 258, 295, 337, 372-375
;

Charles II., " Magna Opera Do-

mini," 463, "Probasti me," 464,
" Magnalia Dei," 464, "Quatuor
Maria Vindico," 507, 508 ; another,

rev. harp, 599 ; William III. and
Mary, 690-693.

Paul III. , Pope, excommunicates Henry
VIII. , m. i. 39.

Paul IV., Pope, Papacy restored in

England, m. i. 71.

Peace—with France, 1519, m. i. 27 ;

between England, France, and Ger-

many, 1544, m. 45, 46 ; of Crepy,

46 ; of Edinburgh, 1560, m. 97-99
;

with Spain, 1604, m. 193, 194;
with Holland (Westminster), 1654,

m. 413-417 ; between Holland and
the Bishop of Miinster, 1666, m.

515 ; of Breda, m. 528-538 ; of

Aix-la-Chapelle, 1667, 544; of

London, 1674, m. 561-563 ; "of

Nimeguen, 1678, m. 572. 573 ; re-

stored to the Three Kingdoms, 1691,

m. ii. 46, 47 ; of Ryswick, 1697,
m. 159-191, 716 ; of Carlowitz,

1699, in. 200, 201
;

projects of,

1705, m. 273-275 ; negotiations for,

1709, m. 352-354 ; at Gertruyden-

berg, 1710, 376 ; Congress for, at

Utrecht, 1712-1713, m. 391-397

;

of Utrecht, m. 399-409 ; of Passa-

rowitz, 1718, m. 437; of Paris,

1727, m. 473; Second Treaty of

Vienna, 1731, m. 496, 497; of

Utrecht, jubilee, 1738, m. 525 ; of

Aix-la-Chapelle, 1748, m. 642-652

;

of Westphalia commemorated in

1748, 645.

Pembroke, Earl of, commands at siege

of St. Quentin, i. 85 ; m. 104.

Penn, Admiral, receives medal for vic-

tories over the Dutch, i. 399.

Penn, William, m. ii. 438, 439.

Penrith Free Grammar School, founded,

1564, m. i. 111.

Pepusch, Dr. John Christopher, Pre-

sident of the Academy of Ancient
Music, ii. 657, 658.

Percy, Elizabeth, see Somerset, Duchess of.

Perillus, brazen bull of, type of medal,
ii. 97.

Perre, Van de, Dutch ambassador to

England, m. i. 417.

Perseus, symbolical of William III., i.

663.

Peter the Great meets William III. at

Utrecht, m. ii. 159.

Peterborough, Earl of, takes Barcelona,

ii. 278, 279 ; relieves Barcelona,

281.

Peterwardein relieved, m. ii. 101.

Petre, Father, confessor of James II.,

suspected of contriving supposititious

Prince, i. 631 ; flies with Prince

James, 640, 643, 650, 662, 671
;

riding on a lobster, 643 ; and the

assassination plot against William
III., ii. 151.

Phaethon, typical of James II., i. 662;
of Louis XIV., ii. 361.

Philip II. of Spain, title of King of

England on coins of Naples, i. 68,

69 ; his marriage with Mary, 68, 71

;

medallion, rev. fountain, 75 ; coun-
ters, 78, 79, 85 ; military rewards?,
80 ; medal, rev. Bellerophon, &c,
80 ; siege of St. Quentin, m. 83,
84 ; Exchequer counter, 85

; peace
with Holland mediated by Eliza-

beth, m. 142 ; defeat of Armada,
m. 147, 148 ; counters by Passe,

380.

Philip II. and Charles V., Emperor, m.
i. 77, 78, 82, 83.

Philip II. of Spain and Mary, m. by
Trezzo, i. 71, 72; counters struck
at Lille, 85-87.

Philip V. of Spain receives crown, ii.

211; besieges Barcelona, 281 ; flies

from Barcelona, m. 289 ; defeated
at Saragossa, 374.

Phipps, Captain William, recovers

Spanish wreck off Hispaniola, i.

619.

Phoenix, badge of Elizabeth, i. 90, 91,

124, 125.

Pinchbeck, toyman, his medals on taking
of Porto Bello, &c, ii. 529; on
Rebellion of 1745-6, 612.

Pirmell, Henry, made D.C.L. of Oxford,
ii. 280.

Pitcairn, Archibald, Physician to James
II., and poet, i. 612.

Pitt, William, and others, m. ii. 705.
Plague of London, 1665, m. i. 525.

Plassendaal evacuated, ii. 350, m. 351.
Plassy, victory of, m. ii. 683.

Platonic Society, m. ii. 493.
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Pleiades, emblematic of the Seven

Bishops, i. 623.

Plj mouth, Other, Earl of, made D.C.L.

of Oxford, m. ii. 280.

Pointz, Sir Sidenham, m. i. 325.

Pomegranate, badge of Mary, i. 75.

Pont-a-Vendin, French lines forced at,

ii. 370, m. 377.

Pope, Alexander, m. ii. 565, 582, 584.

Pope, William, royalist, m. i. 322.

Pope, bishops, and ecclesiastics dis-

comfited, type of medal, i. 139,

144 ; and Devil's heads united,

type of medal, 578 ;
jubilee of 1700,

m. ii. 213.

Popery restored in England, medal of

Julius III., i. 70; and of Paul IV.,

71.

Popinjay festival at Dresden, m. ii. 307.

Popish Plot, m. i. 579, 580.

Portcullis, type of medals of Henry VIII.,

i. 29, 31,

Porter, Endymion, m. i. 276.

Portland, Earl of, see "Weston, Richard,

&c.

Portland, William, Earl of, negotiates

treaty with France, ii. 159, 161.

Porto Bello taken, m. ii. 530-548, 551-

554, 556.

Portsmouth, Louisa Renee de Penne-

court, Duchess of, m. i. 554, 555
;

and James II., m. 618.

Prado, convention of, m. ii. 528, 529.

Prague, gold medals struck at, i. 20
;

issues medal on coronation of Fred-

erick and Elizabeth, 229 ; recap-

ture of, 1744, m. ii. 590-592.

Presage of a new Mra, 1693, m. ii. 89.

Preston taken, m. ii. 435.

Primrose, Lady, receives Prince Charles

in 1750, ii. 657 ; and in 1752, 670.

Prior, Matthew, m. ii. 455, 456 ; his

remark on tbe portraits of James
II. and Thomas Neale, 105.

Proby, Sir John, defends Bergen-op-

Zoom, i. 150.

Protestants supported in Belgium, m. i.

139 ; refuge of, in Hanover, m. ii.

501.

Pulteney, William, see Bath, Earl of.

Pye, Sir Robert, counter, i. 286.

Quadruple Alliance formed, ii. 441 ;

indecision of United Provinces to

complete, m. 453.

Quebec attacked in 1690, m. i. 723
;

taken in 1759, m. ii. 705, 708,
713.

Queen Anne's Bounty established, m.
ii. 251, 252.

Quiberon, battle of, see Belleisle, &c.

R.

Ramillies, battle of, m. ii. 284-288,
291.

Ray, John, m. ii. 273.

Rebellion, fortunes of, 1689, m. i. 698;
of 1745-6, m. ii. 604-618.

Rebels, retreat of, 1745, m. ii. 606 ; re-

pulsed, m. 606-609 ; execution of,

m. 618.

Reede, John, Baron de, ambassador from
Holland, m. i. 320 ; anniversary of

wedding-day, m. 550.

Reformation established, m. ii. 44.

Reformers, Dassier's medals of, i. 10.

(See also Biographical Notices of
Engravers, &c.)

Release of Charles I. attempted, 1648,
m. i. 334.

Religion and Liberty restored to England,

m. i. 648.

Restoration of Charles II., m. i. 452-
455, 458-464.

Retort upon Louis XIV., 1695, m. ii.

143, 144.

Rhe^ Isle of, attack on the, m. i. 247-
249.

Rheinberg taken, 1601, m. i. 178; and
in 1633, m. 264, 265 ; and in 1703,
m. ii. 247.

Rheinfels relieved, m. ii. 78.

Rhodes, Colossus of, typical of Louis

XIV., ii. 363, 364.

Rich, Robert, see Warwick, Earl of.

Rich, Sir William, m. ii. 249.

Richard I., Dassier's medal, i. 3.

Richard II., Dassier's medal, i. 10.

Richard III., Dassier's medal, i. 19.

Richmond, Countess of, see Beaufort,

Margaret, &c.

Richmond, Duchess of, see Stuart, Mrs.

Ridley, Nicholas, Bishop, reformer, m.
i. 76.

Riga, siege of, m. ii. 207.

Robinson, John, British Envoy at Leip-

zig, ii. 300 ; King of the Popinjay at

Dresden, 307.

Roerrnond taken, m. ii. 241.

RohaD, Henry, Due de, m. i. 280.
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Roman Catholic chapels destroyed, 16S9,

m. i. 660, 661.

Rooke, Sir George, commands in action

off Gibraltar, 1693, ii. 83 ;
and

at Vigo Bay, 236 ; symbolized by

Hercules, 238, 211 ; takes Gibraltar

and commands in battle off Malaga,

266, 267.

Rooke, Sir George, and Lady Rooke, m.

ii. 247.

Rosbacb, battle of, m. ii. 684.

Rose, the badge of Mary, i. 75.

Rosen, Marshal, his cruelties at Lon-

donderry, i. 697.

Rossiter, Ed-ward, badge, i. 329.

Rotterdam, coronation festival at, of

William III. and Mary, m. i. 678.

Roucoux, battle of, m. ii. 621.

Rouille, M. , makes overtures for peace,

1709, ii. 353.

Roundway Down, battle of, and defeat

of Sir W. Waller, i. 307.

Royal Astronomical Society of London,

m. ii. 472.

Royal Exchange, opening of, 1571, tick-

ets, i. 115, 116.

Royal Family, medal of the, 1732, ii.

500 ; counters of the, 622-627.

Royal Oak, Knights of the, badge, i.

276.

Royal Society, Copley medal, ii. 522.

Royal Standard erected, 1642, in. i. 294,

295.

Rupert, Prince, takes Bristol, i. 307

;

military badge of, 323 ; commands in

action of four days with the Dutcb,

519.

Russell, Admiral, battle of La Hogue,

ii. 51, &c.

Ruyter, Michael de, action at Bergen,

m. i, 510 ; commands Dutch fleet

in action of four days, 1666, m.
521-523 ; burns English ships in

the Medway, m. 526, 533
;

peace

of London, 1674, m. 563.

Rye House Plot, m. i. 593.

Ryswick, Peace of, negotiations for, m.
ii. 159 ; concluded, m. 160-189,

716 -.—Medals struck for England
and Holland, 160-175 [rev. in-

scription, 160, 163 ;
globe -with

crack, &c, 161 ; caduceus on globe,

162 ; Peace and Plenty, 162 ; four

hands united, 163 ; corn growing
in helmet, 164; dove flving over

rainbow, 165 ; Europa on bull,

165; lion "with scales, 166, 167;
palace of Ryswick, 166, 167 169,

] 72 ; medallion -with emblematic

types of William III., 168 ; Peace
with shields, 168, 169 ; Genius
offering at altar, 170 ; Peace with
olive branch and caduceus, 171

;

Europe seated with olive branch
and cornucopia, 172; harp, 173;
Peace with caduceas, 174

;
globe,

174 ; trophy of arms, 175 ; altar

and shield of Muiden, 175 ; Peace
with cornucopia and caduceus, 175]

;

medals struck for France, 176-178,
183-185 [rev. Peace with olive

branch and torch, 176 ; Mars and
Justice, 177 ; obelisk with Minerva,
Fame, &c, 177; inscription, 178;
Louis XIV. gives olive branch to

Gallia, 183 ; Mars sleeping on
shield, 184 ; two hills with towers,

184; Holland in garden, 185;
Hope, 185] ; medals struck for
Spain, 179, 180 [rev. Elector of
Bavaria trampling on enemies, 179;
trophy and serpent of Eternity,

180 ; ark on mountain, 180 ; Peace
resting on column, 180] ; medals
struck for Bavaria, 181, 182 [rev.

Peace in chariot, 181 ; Prince with
gun, 182]; medals struck for Swe-
den, 182, 183 [m\ Europa and bull,

182 ; Neptune, 183] ; medals struck

for the Umpire, 186-189 [rev. in-

scription, 187 ; Peace with cadu-
ceus, &c, 187 ; eagle on globe, 187

;

cornucopia and basket, 188 ; Justice
and Peace embracing, IS 9] ; rejoic-

ings at Gouda, m. 189-192.

S.

Sacheverell, Dr. Henry, his trial, m. ii

367, 368.

Sackville, Lord George, his conduct at
Miuden, ii. 701.

Sackville, Richard, see Dorset, Earl of,

&c.

Sackville, Thomas, see Buckhurst, Lord.
&c.

St. Andrew, Fort, capture of, m. i. 174.
St. Cast, action at, m. ii. 690.

St. Catherine, symbolical of Catherine
of Braganza, i. 490, 491.

St. Christopher, Island of, annexed by
France, m. i. 517.

St. Denis carrying his head type of
medal i. 579.
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St. Ghislain taken, m. ii. 364-366.

St. Groar, ineffectual siege of, 169§, ii.

79.

St. James of Scotland, Church of, at

Erfurt, m. ii. 464.

St. Malo, expedition to, ii. 691, m. 692,

709.

St. Paul's School, London, premium-
medals, i. 24, 25.

St. Quentin, siege of, m. i. 83, 84.

St. Ruth, French officer, commands for

James II. in Ireland, ii. 28 ; killed

at Aghrim, 29.

St. Saviour's School, Southwark, pre-

mium-medals, i. 110.

St. Stephen's Chape], Westminster, type

of medal, ii. 378.

St. Venant, capture of, m. ii. 374-377.

Salamander, emblematic of Charles I.,

i. 341.

Salisbury, Marquess of, restrikes coun-

ters of Sir Robert Cecil, i. 190.

Salisbury, Robert Cecil, Earl of, counters,

i. 189, 196, 197.

"Salisbury," the ship, capture of, ii.

317, 319.

Samson, typical of Louis XIY. , ii. 372,

380, 395.

Sancroft, Archbishop, and Bishops, trial

of, m. i. 621-626 ; symbolized by
the Pleiades, m. 623; and Church,

m. 624, 625.

Sandwich, Earl of, see Montague, Ed-

ward, &c.

Saragossa, battle of, m. ii. 373.

Sardinia and Minorca, captuie of, m. ii.

329, 330.

Saturn devouring child, typical of James
II., i. 674.

Savoy, Duke of, takes Casale, ii. 125

;

bribed by Louis XIV., 126 ; com-
mands at siege of Toulon, 306.

Savoy, Order of tbe Annunciation of, its

motto, i. 327.

Saxe, Marshal, commands at Fontenoy,

ii. 594 ; and at Roucoux, 621 ; and

at Lauffeld; 635.

Saxe-Gotha, Frederick II., Duke of,

returns from England, m. ii. 92,

93.

Saxe-Gotha, John William, Duke of,

killed at Toulon, m. ii. 301-305.

Saxe-Weiniar, Bernhard, Duke of, coun-

ter, i. 382.

Saxony, John George II., Elector of,

Knight of the Garter, m. i. 548,

572.

Saxony, Jobn George IV., Elector of,

Knight of the Garter, m. ii. 79, 80.

Scheldt, passage of the, 1708, m. ii.

336, 341, 349, 350.

Schellenberg, battle of, m. ii. 252-254,
286.

Scheveningen, embarkation at, of Charles

II., m. i. 455-457.
Schevez, Archbishop of St. Andrews, m.

i. 20.

Schomberg, Marshal, killed at the Boyne,

i. 716, m. 717 ; symbolized by
Hercules, 718.

Scobell, Henry, Clerk of Parliament, m.
i. 384.

Scone, coronation of Charles II. at, m.
. i. 394.

Scotland, rebellion of 1639, m. i. 282,

283 ; attempted invasion of, 1708,

m. ii. 316-321, 350; and in 1716,
m. 436 ; archery medals for, 467

;

rebellion of 1745-46, m. 604-
618.

Scotland and England, Union of, at-

tempted, 1604, m. i. 194 ; Act of

Union passed, 1707, m. ii. 295-
299 ; and celebrated at Leipzig, m.
300, 311.

Scott, Jeremiah, medal for services at the

Boyne, ii. 220.

Scottish Sovereigns, medallic series by
Tassie, i. 13 ; coronation of Charles

I., m. 265, 266 ; return from. m.
266, 267; Parliament opened, 1685,

m. 607 ; ticket, ii. 416.

Sea, Dominion of the, see Dominion of

the sea.

Seckford, Thomas, token of, i. 144. .

Second Partition Treaty brokeD, m. ii.

210, 211,

Security of Britain, 1689, m. i. 681.

Sedgemoor, battle of, i. 613.

Selden, John, m. i. 419.

Senegal taken, in. ii. 692, 709, 713.

Sensorium Club, m. ii. 432.

Service done against six ships, medal
for, i. 390.

Seton, Lord George, and Isabella Hamil-
ton, m. i. 102.

Seven Bishops, trial of the, m. i. 621-
626 ; symbolized by the Pleiades,

m. 623; satirical medal of (?), 634.

Seville, treaty of, ii. 488.

Seymour, William, see Hertford, Earl of.

Shaftesbury, Anthony, Earl of, his trial,

m. i. 583.

Shakespeare, William, commemorative
medals, i. 208-213.

Shannon, Earl of, see Boyle, Henry, &c.

Shelley, Sir Richard, Grand Prior of

England, m. i. 125-127.
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Sheriffmuir or Dunblain, battle of, m.

ii. 434.

Shovel], .Sir Cloudesley, bombards Dun-
kirk, Calais, &c, ii. 99 ; besieges

Gibraltar, 266 ; his failure at Tou-

lon, and death, 306.

Silesian Churches relieved, m. ii. 309-
311.

Simon, Abraham, m. i. 512.

SimoD, Thomas, m. i. 512.

Sinzendorf, Philip Louis, and the Con-

gress at Utrecht" m. ii. 408.

Sligo taken, m. ii. 35.

Slingesby, Sir Henry, beheaded, his

earnest penny, i. 427.

Sloane, Sir Hans, m. ii. 589.

Small-pox, Elizabeth's recovery from, m.
i. 116, 117.

Snail on raft, type of medal on attack

on the Isle of Rhe, i. 248, 249.

Society for Promotiog Arts and Com-
merce, see Arts and Commerce, &c.

Soissons, Congress at, m. ii. 487.

Solebay, battle of, m. i. 551, 552. - .

"Soleil Royal," the, burnt at battle of La
Hogue, ii. 58, &c.

Solmes, Count, his treachery at Stein-

kirk, ii. 73.

Somerset, Elizabeth Percy, Duchess of,

jeton, i. 587.

Sophia, Electress of Hanover, death, m.
ii. 410, 411.

Sophia, E'ectress of Hanover, and Prin-

cess Matilda, m. ii. 217, 218.

Soubise, Marshal, defeated at Rosbach,

ii. 684.

Southampton, Earl of, m. i. 502.

Sovereigns of England, medallie series of,

by Dassier, i. 1 ; counters of, by
Passe and others, 377, 380 ; Ca-

lendar of, ii. 212.

Sow sacrificed at confirmation of treaties,

i. 161; ii. 169.

Spain, peace with, 1604, m. i. 193, 194
;

proposed commercial treaty with,

1666, m. 516, 517.

Spain and France, their subservience to

England, 1655, m. i. 420 ; hostilities

suspended between, m. 543 ; war
declared with, 1702, m. ii. 232.

Spanheim, Baron, made D.C.L. of Ox-
ford, m. ii. 279.

Spaniards defeated at Nieuport, 1600,
m. i. 175-177; at Maesuicht, 1602,
m. 179.

Spanish Armada, see Armada, &c.
Spanish defeats in the Netherlands,

1597, m. i. 166-172 ; fleet destroyed
off Dover, 1639, m. 284, 285

;

wreck recovered, m. 619
;

galleys

destroyed, 1742, m. ii. 568 ; ships,

the Marquis d'Anton and Lewis
Erasmus, taken, 1745, m. 597.

Speelman, Sir John, m. i. 618.

Spinola, Federigo, Spanish admiral, de-

feated off the Goodwin Sands, i.

180.

Stadtholderate, election of William IV.

of Orange to, m. ii. 627-633.

Staffard, battle of, m. i. 712.

Stag with winged feet, symbolical of

flight of James II., i. 719.

Standard, Royal, erected, 1642, in. i.

294, 295.

Stanhope, General, commands at capture

of Minorca, ii. 329 ; at Almenara,
373 ; kills General Amezaga, 373 ;

his bravery at Saragossa, 374
;

taken prisoner at Brihuega, 378.

Stanlawe, John, Treasurer of Normandy,
counter, i. 12.

Stanley, Thomas, m. i. 105.

Staremberg, General, commands at Al-

menara, ii. 373 ; at Villa Viciosa,

379.

State of Britain, in 1667, m. i. 539-
541 ; in 1697, m. ii. 192 ; in 1731,
m. 499 ; and in 1760, m. 712.

State of England, 1750, m. ii. 658, 659.
Steinkirk, battle of, m. ii. 71-75.

Stephen, Dassier's medal, i. 3.

Stevensweert taken, m. ii. 241.

Stewart, James, his letters on Liberty of

Conscience, i. 621.

Stone, Henry, badse of, for Christ's

Hospital, i. 557.

Strafford, Earl of, beheaded, m. i. 288.
Strangways, Giles, m. i. 333.

Stuart, Lady Arabella, m. i. 207.
Stuart, Mrs., aft. Duchess of Richmond,

represented as Britannia, i. 536,
537, m. 541, 542.

Stuart Sovereigns, medallie portraits of,

by Norbert Roettier, of Charles I.,

i. 347 ; of Mary, ii. 106 ; of James
II., ii. 215, 216 ; of William III.,

219, 221 ; and of Anne, 231.
Suffolk, Duke of, rebellion, supposed

medals of, i. 80.

Suleyman III., Sultan of Turkey, unites

with James II., &c, against Chris-

tianity, m. i. 632, 633.

Sun, eclipse of, during siege of Barcelona,

ii. 281-283.

Sun, the symbol of Louis XIV., i. 655
;

ii. 58, &c.

Successes of Louis XIV., 1697, m. ii.

158 ; of the Allies in the Nether-
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lands, 1710, m. 376 ; of Anne,

1710, m. 380, 395 ; of Eugene and

Marlborough, m. 397 ; of 1758, m.

692, 709 ; of 1759, m. 707-709.

Sweden, Germany, and England, concord

of, 1711, m. ii. 384.

Swift, Jonathan, Dean of St. Patrick's,

m. ii. 525, 548, 599.

Sydenham, Thomas, m. i. 699.

Syracuse, attack on, m. ii. 442.

Talbot, Captain James, captures Spanish

ships, m. ii. 597.

Tallard, Marshal, taken prisoner at

Blenheim, ii. 255, 256, 260, 261 ;

conducts negotiations for treaty of

peace, 398.

Talmash, General, killed at Camarat

Bay, ii. 96.

Tassie's medallic portraits of Scottish

Sovereigns, i. 13. {See also Bio-

graphical Notices of Engravers, &c. )

Tattersal, Captain, conveys Charles II.

to France, i. 395.

Taylor, John, the oculist, m. ii. 636.

Tesse, Marshal de, besieges Barcelona,

ii. 281.

Throckmorton, Sir Nicholas, counter,

i. 101.

Throne of England declared vacant,

1689, m. i. 656 ; of William III.

established, m. ii. 45.

Thurloe, John, Sec. to Cromwell, m. i.

406.

Tillotson, Archbishop, m. ii. 105, 523.

Tindall, Matthew, "The Deist," m. ii.

503.

Tirlemont, battle of, see Ramillies, &c.

Toleration Act, 1689, m. i. 682-684.

Tonningen, bombardment of, m. ii. 205,

207, 208 ; siege raised, m. 206,

207.

Torbay, William III. lands at, m. i.

637-641.

Torcy, M. de, conducts overtures for

peace, 1709, ii. 353 ; and in 1712,

398.

Torras, Conde de las, besieges Gibraltar,

ii. 469.

Torrington, Lord, commands at Beachy

Head, i. 709 ; confined in the Tower,

713.

Torrington, Lord George, Admiral, see

Byng, George, &c.

Toubucan stormed, m. ii. 209.

Touch-pieces, of Charles II., i. 477 ; of

James II., 611 ; of Anne, ii. 242 ; of

James, " Elder Pretender, " 315, 316.

Toulon relieved, 1707, m. ii. 306, 307 ;

action off, 1744, m. 583, 584.

Toulouse, Comte de, commands French

fleet at Malaga, ii. 267, m. 268 ;

besieges Barcelona, 281.

Tournay, badges of; worn by the Guards,

i. 22 ; cession of, and peace of, 1519,

m. 27 ; taken, 1709, m. ii. 354-
358, 364-366, 371.

Tourville, Comte de, French admiral,

commands at battle of La Hogue,

ii. 51 ; attacks Sir George Rooke
off Gibraltar, 83.

Tower of Babel, building of, type of

medal, ii. 339.

Tower of London, view of, type of medals,

i. 333, 621.

Townshend, Lord, negotiates peace with

France, 1709, ii. 353.

Traquair, John Stewart, Earl of, coun-

ters, i. 275, 276.

Treaties confirmed by sacrifice of sow,

i. 161 ; ii. 169.

Trinity College, Dublin, prize-medal, i.

158.

Triple Alliance between England, Hol-

land, and Sweden, i. 543,

Triumph, saving of the, medal awarded
for, i. 400.

Trojan Horse, emblematic of James II. 's

declaration, 1688, i. 631.

Tromp, Cornelius, Dutch admiral, m. i.

524 ; ii. 25.

Tromp, Martin, Dutch admiral, destroys

Spanish fleet off Dover, i. 284

;

medals of, 402-404.

Truro, Baron, his prize-medal for St.

Paul's School, i. 25.

Tuesday Club of Annapolis, m. ii. 619.

Tupper, Mr., of Guernsey, receives gold

medal from William III., ii. 64.

Turcopolier, rank held by Grand Bailiff

of England, i. 18 ; and by Grand
Prior of England, 126.

Turnhout, battle of, m. i. 165-171.

U.

Unanimity, call to, 1648, m. i. 336,

337.

Union of England and Scotland at-

tempted, 1604, m. i. 194 ; Act of,
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passed, 1707, m. ii. 295-299 ; cele-

brated at Leipzig, m, 300, 311.

United Provinces, indecision of, and the

Quadruple Alliance, 5 720, m. ii.

453. (See also Holland.
)

Unknown portraits, i. 332, 409, 479,

598, 599.

Urbino, Federigo, Duke of, elected

Knight of the Garter, m. i. 16.

Usher, James, Archbishop of Armagh,
m. i. 421.

Utrecht, States of, commemorate battle

of Nieuport, m. i. 175, 176 ; Con-

gress at, 1712-1713, m. ii. 391-

397 ; Peace of, 1713, m. 399-409
;

Jubilee of Peace, 1738, m. 525.

Vakleeanas, Marquis de, his bravery at

Villa Viciosa, ii. 379.

Van Gelder, Captain, see Gelder, Cap-

tain Van.

Van Ghent, William Joseph, see Ghent,

"Willi.'im Joseph Van, &c.

Vandyck, Sir Antony, m. i. 290.

Varax, Count di, killed at Turnhout, i.

165.

Vauban, Marshal, French engineer,

conducts siege of Kamur, 1692, ii.

68 ; his defence of that city, 130

;

his plan for defence of Lille, 331.

Vendome, Due de, captures Barcelona

and Carthagena, ii. 161 ; defeated

at Oudenarde, 323 ; commands at

battle of Villa Viciosa, 379.

Venloo taken, m. ii. 241.

Vere, Colonel de, killed at siege of

Maestricht, i. 264.

Vere, Robert de, Earl of Oxford, killed

at siege of Maestricht, i. 264.

Vere, Sir Francis, defends Bergen-op-

Zoom, i. 150 ; commands at battle

of Turnhout, 165 ; and at Nieuport,

175; defends Ostend, 178.

Vermigli, Peter Martyr, see Martyr,

Peter.

Vernon, Admiral, expedition to Porto

Bello, Chagre, and Carthagena, ii.

530 ; takes Porto Bello, m. 530-548,
551-554, 556 ; and Fort Chagre,

m. 543-548, 557 ; and CarthageDa,

m. 548-556
;

proposed attack on
Havana, m. 555, 556 ; medallic por-

trait, 556 ; badge, 556 ; and Ad-
miral Haddock, contrasted, m. 556

;

and the Duke of Argyle, m. 560
;

and Sir Robert Walpole, m. 561.

Versailles, return of Louis XIV. to,

1693, m. ii. 81, 82.

Verulam, Lord, see Bacon, Francis, &c.
Victories, British, of 1704, m. ii. 269,

270.

Vienna, Second Treaty of, 1731, m. ii.

496, 497.

Vigilance of William III., m. ii. 156,

157.

Vigo Bay, expedition to, m. ii. 235-240.
Villa Viciosa, battle of, m. ii. 378, 379.

Villadarias, Marquis of, commands at

AlmeDara, ii. 373.

Villars, Marshal, deceived by Marl-
borough, ii. 355, 359 ; defeated

and wounded at Malplaquet, 359

;

fails to relieve Douay, 370
;

pro-

tects Arras, 372 ; abandons relief

of Bethune, 374 ; his lines between
Arras and Cambray passed, 386.

Villeroy, Marshal, fails to relieve Namur
and bombards Brussels, ii. 129,
131 ; defeated at Ramillies, 285.

Villiers, Barbara, see Cleveland, Duchess
of.

Villiers, George, see Buckingham, Mar-
quess of.

Vincent, — , medal erroneously attri-

buted to, i. 233.

Vixen firing tree, symbolical of flight of

James II., i. 652.

W.

Wade, William, badge, i. 289.
Wadham, Nicholas, and his wife Dorothy,

m. i. 220.

Wake, Archbishop, Dassier's dedication

medal, ii. 462.

Walch, Sir Robert, see Welch, Sir

Robert.

Wales, Prince of, style given to Charles
II., m. i. 282.

Walker, George, defender of London-
derry, killed at the Boyne, i. 716.

Waller, Sir William, badges, i. 305
;

defeated at Roundway Down, 307.
Walpole, Sir Robert, and the Duke of

Argyle, m. ii. 561 ; and Admiral
Vernon, m. 561 ; medal of, by
Natter, rev. Cicero, 562 ; his con-

duct satirized, m. 562, 563 ; resigns
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office of Prime Minister, satirical

m. 566 ; created Earl of Orford,

m. 567 ; medals by Dassier and
Bauert, 585.

Walton, Izaak, m. i. 591.

Wanchope, Colonel Francis, taken pri-

soner, ii. 319.

War declared against France and Spain,

1702, m. ii. 232.

Warbeck, Perkin, counters, i. 21, 22.

Wardrobe counters of Edward III., i.

7, 8.

Warwick, Ambrose Dudley, Earl of,

counter, i. 151.

Warwick, Robert Rich, Earl of, naval

reward, i. 424.

Waterford taken, m. ii. 41.

Webb, General, his success at Wynendale,

ii. 328.

Welch, Sir Robert, medal awarded to,

i. 302.

Wentworth, General, commands at tak-

ing of Carthagena, ii. 530, m. 554.

Westminster Fire Office founded, 1717,

m. ii. 437.

Weston, Richard, Earl of Portland, m.

i. 270.

Westphalia, Peace of, commemorated in

1748, ii. 645, &c.

White, Ignatius, Marquis d'Albeville,

commemorates birth of Prince James,

i. 630.

Whitelock, Bulstrode, m. i. 407.

Wiclif, John, reformer, m. i. 9.

William I., the Conqueror, Dassier's

medal, i. 2.

William II., Rufus, Dassier's medal, i.

2.

William II., Prince of Orange, marriage

with Princess Mary, m. i. 287,

288 ; receives his bride in Holland,

m. 290 ; his disputes with the States,

m. 393 ; and Princess Mary, me-

morial, 393 ; and his son, William

III., m. 418.

William III. of Orange, birth, i. 394;

elected Knight of the Garter, in.

471 ; created Stadtholder, m. 552,

553 ; Peace of London, rn. 561-

563 ; marriage to Princess Mary,

m. 567-570 ; invited to England,

m. 634 ; embarks at Helvoetsluys,

1688, m. 635, 636 ;
lands atTorbay,

m. 637-641 ; alliance with Frederick

III. of Brandenburg, m. 642 ; ab-

dication of James II., m. 646;

arrival in London, m. 647, 648

;

Administration offered to, 1689, m.

651 ; crown offered to, m. 657 ;

rebellion in Ireland, m. 662 ; coro-

nation, m, 662-679 \rev. William
kneeling on globe, 669, 670 ; James
II. and Father Petre flying, &c,
671

;
globe on sea, 672 ; Saturn

devouring child, &c, 675 ; Garter

with four shields, 675 (See also

William III. and Mary)] ; coro-

nation festivities at tbe Hague,

Amsterdam, and Rotterdam, m.

677, 678 ; resistance to France, m.
680 ; fortunes of, m. 682; Tolera-

tion Act, m. 683, 684 ; medallic

tribute to, 684, 685 ; medalet, rev.

sun, 695 ; relief of Londonderry,

m. 697 ; receives assistance from
Denmark, 697, ii. 49 ; fortunes com-

pared with Monmouth and Argyle,

m. 698 ; restores charters to Lon-

don, &c, m. 700 ; discontent of the

Dutch, 1690, m. 700-704; called

to Ireland, m. 706 ; arrival in Ire-

land, m. 706, 707 ; battle of the

Boyne, m. 714-719 ; enters Dublin,

m. 720, 721 ; amnesty to Ireland, m.

721 ; subdues Ireland, m. 722, 723
;

returns to Holland, 1691, m. ii.

2-4 ; bis dangerous passage, 3

;

triumphal entry into the Hague, ni.

5-13 ; fireworks at the Hague, m.
13, 14

;
presides at Congress of the

Allies, m. 15-17 ; fails to relieve

Mons, 21 ; and Louis XIV. con-

trasted, m. 23, 103; Duke of Zell,

Knight of the Garter, m. 24, 25

;

Liege relieved, m. 26 ; Coni relieved,

m. 26 ; Athlone taken, m. 28, 35 ;

battle of Aghrim, m. 29-33 ; Gal-

way taken, m. 34 ; Athlone, Galway,

and Sligo taken, m. 35 ; Limerick

taken, m. 37 ;
paci6cation of Ire-

land, m. 38, 41, 42 ; Reformation

established, m. 44 ; throne estab-

lished, m. 45
;

peace restored,

counters, 46, 47 ; Deventer testi-

monial, m. 48; Ireland reunited,

1692, m. 50, 51; battle of La Hogue,

m. 51-55, 57, 59-63, 65-67 ; his in-

effectual attempt to relieve Namur,

68 ; attacks the French at Steinkirk,

71 ; execution of Grandval, m. 75-

77; Rheinfels relieved, 169|,m.78;
Louis XIV. returns to Versailles,

m. 81; battle of Landen, m. 84-

86, 88 ; his distrust of Louis XIV,
m. 90, 91 ; receives Prince Louis

of Baden, 1694, m. 94, 97 ; arrives

in Holland, m. 94 ; Dieppe bom-

barded, m. 96, 97 ; Havre bom-
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barded, in. 97, 98 ; French coast

bombarded, in. 98 ; Huy takeD,

m. 100 ; Casale taken, 1695, m.

125 ; Namur retaken, m. 129-133,

135-141 ; retort upon Louis XIV.

,

m. 143 ; fortunes of, 1696, m. 150 ;

Assassination Plot, m. 150, 152,

153; .National Association, m. 153-

155 ; his vigilance to protect Hol-

land, 1697, m. 156, 157 ; Com-
mander-in-Chief, m. 157 ; meets

Peter the Great, m. 159 ; opens

negotiations for peace with France,

161 ; Peace of Ryswick, m. 163-

167, 173, 174 ; rejoicings for peace,

m. 190, 191 (See also Ryswick,

Peace of) ; state of Britain, 1697,

m. 192 ;
presents new collar to

Dublin, 1698, m. 197 ; concludes

First Partition Treaty, 198 ; me-
diates Treaty of Carlowitz, 1699,

200 ; calendar of English Kings,

212 ; medallic portraits by N.

Roettier, 219, 221 ; memorials,

219-221 ; death, m. 221-225
;

Dassiers medal, 225 ; Durand's
medal, 226 ; Simon's medal, 226

;

Edinburgh Revolution Club, 1753,

m. 672.

William III. and Charles II., m. i. 471,

472.

William III. and Mary, marriage, m. i.

567-570 ; invited to England, m.
630 ; Church restored, m. 658-
660 ; Roman Catholic chapels de-

stroyed, m. 660, 661 ; coronation,

m. 662-679 [rev. Phaethon punished,

662; Perseus and Andromeda, 663,

664 ; eagle ejecting bird from nest,

664, 665 ; Papal emblems destroyed,

665, 666 ; King and Queen crowned
by bishops, 668 ; uprooted oak,

668 ; James II. and Father Petre

flying, &c, 671 ; Britannia wel-

coming Belgium, 672 ; Belgic Lion

protecting Bible, 673 ; shield of

Britain, &c, 674, 679; City Guard
of Amsterdam, 678(Seealso William
III. )] ; Nuremberg counters on co-

ronation, 679 ; security of Britain,

m. 681 ; fortitude and prudence of,

m. 681 ; Toleration Act, m. 682
;

patterns for coins, 690-693 ; Nu-
remberg counters with portraits,

691, 692 ; draughtsmen with por-

traits, 693, 694 ; Preservers of the

State, m. 694 ; counter with shield

and monogram, 696 ; battle of the
Boyne, m. 717

;
pacification of Ire-

VOL. II.

land, 1690, m. 722; literary reward
for poem on expedition to Britain,

m. ii. 19 ; taking of Athlon e, Gal-

way, and Sligo, m. 35 ; Limerick

taken, m. 36 ; pacification of Ire-

land, m. 39, 40 ; Ireland subdued,

m. 43 ; battle of La Hogue, m. 53,

56, 64; battle of Steinkirk, m. 74;
medallic history of House of Orange,

200 ; medallic portraits, i. 568,

569, 617, 666, 667, 686-693 ; ii.

106, 107.

William III., Mary, and Anne, m. ii.

244.

William III. and Princess Mary, his

mother, m. i. 417, 570.

William III. and William II. of OraDge,

m. 418.

William IV., prize medal of Winchester

College, i. 11.

William IV., Prince of Orange, elected

Knight of the Garter, m. ii. 502
;

his marriage, m. 505-509 ; recovery

of, m. 512 ; restoration of Breda to

the House of Orange, m. 518, 519
;

elected Stadtholder, 627, m. 629-

633 ; Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, m.
642, 645, 646 ; his death, 665.

William IV., Prince of Orange, and
Princess Anne, marriage, m. ii.

505-509 ; their arrival at Leeu-

warden, m. 510, 511 ; Breda re-

stored to the House of Orange, m.
518, 519 ; birth of Princess Caro-

line, m. 571 ; election to the Stadt-

holderate, m. 627-629, 632 ; birth-

day of Princess Caroline celebrated,

m. 637-639 ; birth of Prince Wil-

liam, m. 639-641 ; Peace of Aix-

la-Chapelle, m. 647; medal of Prince

William and Princess Caroline, 663.

William IV., Prince of Orange, and the

Duke of Cumberland, m. ii. 634.

William V., Prince of Oranse, birth, m.
ii. 639-642 ; elected Knight of the

Garter, m. 669, 676.

William V., Prince of Orange, and Prin-

cess Caroline, m. ii. 663.

Willoughby, Lord, commands at siege of

Rheinberg, i. 178.

Wilmot, Lord, accompanies Charles in

his flight from Worcester, i. 395.

Wilson, Captain William, his voyage to

China, m. ii. 709.

Winchester College prize-medals, i. 10,

11.

Windham, William, m. ii. 570.

Windmill, toy held by Prince James, i.

640, 643, 644, 650, 671.

3 K
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Winn, Rowland A., Surveyor of Accounts

to St. Paul's School, i. 25.

Withipoll, Edmund, m. i. 108, 109.

Witsen, Nicholas, m. ii. 147.

Witt, Admiral de, destroys Spanish fleet

off Dover, i. 284.

Wolfe, General, capture of Louisburg,

ii. 685 ; takes Quebec, 705, m. 708;

death, m. 706.

Wood, Sir Gabriel, commemorates birth

of Prince James, m. i. 629.

Worcester, battle of, and flight of Charles

II., m. i. 394.

Wray, Daniel, m. ii. 465.

Wren, Sir Christopher, m. ii. 458.

Wurtemberg, Duke of, elected Knight of

the Garter, m. i. 159, 181, 195.

Wyard, Captain, receives medal for
'

' service against six ships, " i.

390.

Wyat's rebellion, suppression of, i. 73
;

supposed medals of, 80, 81.

Wykeham, William of, medals for Win-
chester College, i. 10, 11.

Wynendale, battle of m. ii. 327, 328

350.

York, Elizabeth of, see Elizabeth of

York.

York, James, Duke of, see James II.

Young, Matthew, interchanges dies in

striking medals of Elder Pretender,

&c, ii. 315.

Young Pretender, see Charles, Prince,

&c.

Z.

Zealand, States of, strike medals on de-

feat of Spanish Armada, i. 146,

147 ; on battle of Nieuport, 176.

Zell, Duke of, elected Knight of the

Garter, m. ii. 24, 25.

Zutpben, Council of, strikes medal on
capture of Grol and Bredevoort, i.

170.

Zweerts, Captain, slain, m. i. 559.

THE END.
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